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July 27, 2012

Title 14. CALIFORNIA RESOURCES AGENCY
NOTICE OF PROPOSED ACTION
AMENDING GUIDELINES IMPLEMENTING
THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to Government Code section 11346.6 that the
California Natural Resources Agency (“Resources Agency”) proposes to adopt and amend
regulations implementing Division 13 of the Public Resources Code, the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), setting out streamlined environmental review for
qualifying infill projects.
PROPOSED ACTION
The proposed action amends the Guidelines to reflect recent legislative changes to
CEQA, specifically legislation adding Public Resources Code section 21094.5. The changes
to the Guidelines proposed in this action are as follows:
Add Guidelines section 15183.3;
Add Appendix M;
Add Appendix N.
PUBLIC HEARING AND WRITTEN COMMENT PERIOD AND AGENCY CONTACT
Written Comments: Any interested person or his or her authorized representative may
submit written comments relevant to the proposed action to the Resources Agency.
Comments may be submitted by mail or email. The written comment period ends at 5:00
p.m. on September 10, 2012. The Resources Agency will consider only comments
submitted and received by that time. Following the conclusion of the written comment
period, the resources Agency may adopt the proposal substantial as set forth without
further notice.
Pursuant to Government Code section 11346.9(a)(3), the Resources Agency shall in a final
statement of reasons respond to comments submitted during the comment period
containing objections and/or recommendations specifically directed at the Resources
Agency’s proposed action or to the procedures followed by the Resources Agency in
proposing or adopting the proposed action.
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Submit comments to:
Heather Baugh, Assistant General Counsel
The California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento CA, 95814
CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov
Two public hearings have been scheduled.
The first will take place at 1:00 p.m. and end at 4:00 p.m., on September 7, 2012 at the
Ronald Reagan Building, 300 South Spring St Los Angeles, CA 90013. Once a room for the
hearing is finalized, it will be indicated on the Resource Agency website
www.resources.ca.gov prior to the date for the hearing. Webcast will be made available
and directions for its use will also be placed on the Resource Agency’s website prior to the
hearing. Please note, those attending by webcast at this location will not be permitted to
issue oral comments and will need to submit their comments in writing following the
specified procedure in this notice. Oral comments will be accepted in person.
The second hearing will take place on September 10, 2012 at the California Energy
Commission Hearing Room from 1:00-4:00 p.m. and is located at 1516 Ninth Street,
Sacramento, CA 95814. Webcast is also available and directions for its use will be listed on
the Natural Resource Agency’s website at www.resources.ca.gov prior to the hearing.
Please note, those attending by webcast will not be permitted to issue oral comments at
this location and will need to submit their comments in writing following the specified
procedure in this notice. Oral comments will be accepted in person.
INFORMATIVE DIGEST/POLICY STATEMENT OVERVIEW
Existing law permits streamlining CEQA review for qualifying infill projects. (See Public
Resources Code sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5 [enacted as part of SB226, Simitian 2011;
signed by Governor Brown on October 4, 2011.]). This regulatory action develops a
process for documenting and applying the streamlining directed by SB 226, and clarifies or
makes more specific when and to what extent environmental review is required pursuant
to that process. It does this in multiple ways, including: identifying when an infill project
can be approved on the basis of a checklist without requiring additional public review;
clarifying what the evidentiary standard is for lead agencies making determinations
pursuant to SB 226; identifying what amount of environmental impact will trigger
additional review, clarifying when an additional environmental impact report (EIR) or new
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statement of overriding considerations is or is not necessary, and identifying the scope of
such documents; clarifying when and what type of uniform local development standards
and policies can be used to mitigate project-specific impacts as well as the degree of
mitigation required; and clarifying that streamlining is permitted if there is either a
comprehensive General Plan EIR, or any supplement or addenda to that EIR which analyzes
zoning or planning amendments.
Further, this proposal develops regulatory performance standards as directed by SB 226.
Compliance with these proposed standards is required for a project to be eligible for
streamlining. These performance standards dictate the types of characteristics various
infill projects must have based on land use designations and project design, and include
components like location to transit, efficiency measures, and foot-plate size of intended
commercial structures among other things. The goal of the performance standards is to
implement the legislative directives in Public Resources Code 21904.5.5(b), thereby
ensuring that eligible infill projects have attributes that advance or align with existing state
policies on greenhouse gas emissions, pollution, public health, and efficient resource
management.
The broad objective behind both SB 226 and these implementing regulations is to promote
thoughtful infill over other potential land use patterns by making the environmental review
process less burdensome through streamlining. This is necessary because, as will be more
specifically discussed, infill development can lead to multiple environmental, social, health
and economic benefits. Infill development is also a state policy priority, and thus this
package reduces some of the obstacles associated with achieving its successful
implementation.

1. Specific Benefits Anticipated by the Proposed Regulation Including Nonmonetary Benefits
Infill development is important to the State and comes with a host of benefits for both the
environment as well as the health and wellbeing of the population of California. Simply put,
infill encourages more reliance on neighborhood-oriented businesses, walking, cycling, and
public transit. These activities indirectly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other
emissions that lead to smog and air and water quality issues because they result in less
vehicle miles traveled by residents who would traditionally have to drive to obtain the
same services and products. Taken together, these benefits create sustainable, vibrant, and
economically viable neighborhoods. Therefore, it simply makes sense to deregulate the
permitting process for qualifying infill so that such projects are easier to approve and site.
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This package attempts to do just that by limiting and streamlining some of the regulatory
burden associated with CEQA.
a. Promotes More Efficient Regulatory Review Pursuant to CEQA
Infill developers and public entities considering infill approval will receive the benefit of an
abbreviated environmental review process pursuant to CEQA as a result of this proposal.
In many cases, this will include being exempted from requirements to develop costly and
time-consuming environmental impact reports (EIR). Such EIR processes can span several
years and cost several hundreds of thousands of dollars. In a typical greenfield
development, such costs can be spread across many units. Infill project sizes, though, tend
to be much smaller and land costs tend to be much higher. The disproportional affect of
review on infill then, is significant. The proposed action will make infill projects more
feasible to undertake and complete by reducing the regulatory burden of the existing
process, thereby reducing the associated costs.
b. Promotes Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act Goals
This rulemaking also promotes the implementation of the land use policies in the
Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act (SB 375, Steinberg, 2008). SB 375
seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicles by integrating land use
and transportation planning so that newly developed emissions targets can be realistically
achieved. Specifically, it requires local metropolitan organizations to develop “sustainable
community strategies” that evidence the regions’ ability and plan to meet certain emissions
targets imposed by the State. The proposed addition to the CEQA Guidelines promotes SB
375’s goals because it incentivizes development in low VMT areas and along transit lines—
the fundamental planning paradigm being sought by SB 375. It also requires that projects
be consistent with the applicable Sustainable Communities Strategy, thus motivating local
and regional planners to refer to and be consistent with those strategies when siting new
projects.
Similarly, the Air Resources Board’s Scoping Plan describes local policies that may assist
the state in achieving its greenhouse gas reduction targets pursuant to AB 32 (Nunez,
2006). It notes, for example, that “[l]ocal governments have the ability to directly influence
both the siting and design of new residential and commercial developments in a way that
reduces GHG associated with energy, water, waste, and vehicle travel, which may include
zoning for more compact and mixed-use residential and commercial development and
adopting policies to promote infill and affordable housing.” (California Air Resources
Board, Scoping Plan (2011), Appendix C, at pp. C-53.) Again, by promoting infill located in
low VMT corridors, this package comports with and enhances the Air Board’s policy for the
statewide reduction of GHG pursuant to AB 32.
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c. Promote State Planning Priorities in Government Code section 65041.1
This package promotes California’s planning priorities that are specified in California
Government Code section 65041.1. Section 65041.1 indicates that California’s first
planning priority is to promote “infill development and appropriate reuse and
redevelopment of previously developed, underutilized land[.]” This priority was first
discussed in California’s 1978 Urban Strategy. The state’s second planning priority is to
“[d]evelop vacant and under-utilized land within existing urban and suburban areas.”
These proposed additions to the CEQA Guidelines promotes urban infill by attempting to
incentivize and redirect development to previously developed and vacant sites within
existing urban environments.
d. Provides Certainty for Infill Developers and Lead Agencies
This proposal reduces the legal risk associated with CEQA for qualifying infill projects. The
existing CEQA process typically includes numerous opportunities for public input because
there is an extensive public process, which can often result in challenges to the proposed
project. This proposal is aimed at making public review more effective during planning
stages, so that conflicts may be avoided or substantially limited by the time an infill project
is proposed. Thus, it promotes a result wherein the environmental review for infill is less
likely to be challenged and more deferential to the lead agency.
e. Promotes Environmental Objectives
This package also promotes environmental benefits. Infill refers to development on
previously developed land or vacant parcels of land surrounded by other urban uses. Infill
tends to be less impactful to the environment because it reduces sprawl, which requires the
conversion and development of open-space. In addition to promoting infill generally, this
package includes performance standards that further mitigate or reduce potential
environmental and health impacts. These standards allow a project to qualify for
streamlining and are intended to ensure that infill projects that are streamlined as a result
of this regulatory action are thoughtful and align with existing state policies on reduction of
emissions through reduced vehicle travel, efficient use of resources such as water and
energy, and more effective reliance on and improvement of existing infrastructure.
f. Promotes Energy Efficiency
This proposal promotes energy efficiency. It does so by prioritizing projects in low VMT
areas. Such projects are typically more efficient and less consumptive because they include
apartment complexes and other high density residential formats that result in smaller unit
sizes and greater shared infrastructure.
g. Promotes Sustainable Local Economies
Being able to develop infill more feasibility will indirectly result in an economic benefit to
local governments. Specifically, if compared on a per acre basis, infill tends to result in
greater and more sustainable long-term revenues. Further, infill projects rely on existing
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improvements and services, resulting in a less costly capital outlay. The collective result is
the revitalization of walkable urban neighborhoods with unique local cultures. (See, e.g.,
Emily Badger, “The Simple Math That Can Save Cities From Bankruptcy,” The Atlantic Cities
(March 30, 2012), available online at http://www.theatlanticcities.com/jobs-andeconomy/2012/03/simple-math-can-save-cities-bankruptcy/1629/.) Since this package
seeks to incentivize and promote the approval of infill, it will indirectly benefit local
communities looking to take advantage of the financial benefits infill has to offer by making
the siting and approval of infill projects easier.
h. Helps Developers and Local Agencies Plan for and Respond to Market
Trends
This package also advances and promotes new trends in the housing market because it
promotes expedited approval of infill housing that is located near existing businesses and
services, or near transit that permits easy and affordable access to businesses and services.
The demand for housing within transit station areas is much higher than available supply,
whereas the supply of large lot homes presently exceeds demand. (Arthur Nelson, “The
New California Dream: How Demographic and Economic Trends May Shape the Housing
Market: A Land Use Scenario for 2020 and 2035,” Urban Land Institute (2011).) Simply
put, more people are seeking walkability and easy access to services within their existing
neighborhoods in California than in previous years. This package makes it easier for such
housing to be permitted, thereby increasing the available supply for this growing market
trend.
i. Promotes Healthy Communities
This package promotes public health in several ways. First the performance standard
provided in Appendix M facilitates walking and cycling. Second, the standards are designed
to ensure projects sited in high-volume roadways don’t result in disproportionate impacts
to the residents who eventually live in them by requiring on-site mitigation of potential air
quality issues. Third, the package itself rewards communities and neighborhoods with
lower VMT which will ultimately result in reductions of emissions generally from vehicular
sources. This will in turn result in better air and water quality, thus promoting greater
public health.
Since infill development is linked to health benefits, promoting greater infill development
indirectly benefits the health and welfare of California’s residents. According to the
American Lung Association, “Sustainable, mixed-use communities designed around mass
transit, walking and cycling have been shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air
pollution, and a range of adverse health outcomes including traffic injuries, cancers, lung
and heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and other chronic health conditions. In addition to the
benefits to lung health, individuals who live in mixed-use and walkable communities have a
35 percent lower risk of obesity.” (American Lung Association in California, “Land Use,
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Climate Change & Public Health Issue Brief: Improving public health and combating
climate change through sustainable land use and transportation planning” (Spring 2010).)
Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity, diabetes, heart and lung disease, cancers
and other chronic illnesses associated with increased physical activity attendant to
lifestyles centered around walkable communities, smart growth development patterns
“could help California cut over 132,000 tons of air pollution and avoid up to 140 premature
deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other respiratory symptoms, 16,550 work days lost
and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.” (American Lung Association in California, Fact
Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid air pollution-related illnesses, deaths and
costs.”) Studies have linked positive health outcomes to policies that increase walking,
bicycling and other physical activity. (Woodcock J, et al. “Public health benefits of strategies
to reduce greenhouse‐gas emissions: urban land transport,” The Lancet (2009), pp.
1930‐1943.)
j. Provides Regulatory Flexibility
Finally, this package preserves a high degree of flexibility for both project applicants and
local governments that was not available with existing exemptions created to spur infill.
Thus, there is a benefit to regional governments seeking to make infill work within their
existing planning structure. Wherever possible and consistent with the statute, this
proposal provides alternative paths to regulatory streamlining so that the environmental
review for infill is not prohibitive.
2. The Proposed Regulation is Not Inconsistent with or Incompatible with Existing

State Law or Regulations
This proposal is not inconsistent or incompatible with any existing state regulation, but
rather is intended to align with and compliment existing state policies. SB 375 (Steinberg,
2008) calls for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by aligning land use and
transportation planning. Specifically, the California Transportation Commission’s Regional
Transportation Plan Guidelines recognize “urban and suburban infill, clustered
development, mixed land uses, New Urbanist design, transit-oriented development, and
other ‘smart-growth’ strategies” as land use tools to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
(California Transportation Commission, Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines (2010), at
pp. 230-231.) This package facilitates SB 375’s goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by better siting of well-planned urban development, including infill.
Similarly, the Air Resources Board’s Scoping Plan describes local policies that may assist
the state in achieving its greenhouse gas reduction targets pursuant to AB 32 (Nunez,
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2006). Since these proposed additions use VMT as a primary metric, this package attempts
to advance the State’s goals relative to AB 32.
NON-DUPLICATION OF FEDERAL LAW
The proposed action does not duplicate or conflict with any federal statutes or regulations.
CEQA is similar in some respects to the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), 42
U.S.C. sections 4321-4343. However, only federal agencies are subject to NEPA, which
requires environmental review of federal actions. State and local agencies are subject to
CEQA, which requires environmental review before state and local agencies may approve
or decide to undertake discretionary actions and projects in California.
Although both NEPA and CEQA require an analysis of environmental impacts, the
substantive and procedural requirements of the two statutes differ. Most significantly,
CEQA requirements for feasible mitigation of environmental impacts exceed NEPA‟s
mitigation provisions. A state or local agency must complete a CEQA review even for those
projects for which NEPA review is also applicable, although Guidelines sections 1522015229 allow state, local and federal agencies to coordinate review when projects are
subject to both CEQA and NEPA. Further, it would be rare for there to be federal
participation at a local planning level where infill development is most often considered.
Because state and local agencies are subject to CEQA unless exemptions apply, and because
CEQA and NEPA are not identical, guidelines for CEQA are necessary to interpret and make
specific provisions of SB226 and do not duplicate the Code of Federal Regulations.
DISCLOSURES REGARDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
The Resources Agency has made the following initial findings and determinations:
1) Mandate on local agencies sand school districts: None;
2) Cost or savings to any state agency: None;
3) Cost to any local agency or school district which must be reimbursed in accordance with
Government Code sections 17500 through 17630: None, and no other nondiscretionary costs or
saving to local agencies or school districts;
4) Cost or savings in federal funding to the state: None;
5) Significant, statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting businesses including the ability
of California businesses to compete with businesses of other states: None;
6) Cost impacts on representative private person or business: None;
7) Significant effect on housing costs: None;
8) Impact or affect on small businesses: None;
9) Required Business Report: None.
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RESULTS OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
The proposed regulations will not:
1) Create or eliminate jobs within California;
2) Create new business or eliminate existing businesses within California or;
3) Affect the expansion of businesses currently doing business within California.

There are no specific benefits or costs that the adoption of these regulations would have
pertaining to California worker safety. The Resources Agency believes the adoption of this
regulation benefits the general health and welfare of California residents by promoting the
feasibility of infill development, which has recognized economic, social and environmental
benefits. (Government Code section 11346.3(b).)
COST IMPACTS TO REPRESENTAIVE PERSONS OR BUSINESS
The Resources Agency is not aware of any cost impacts that a representative private
person or business would necessarily incur in reasonable compliance with the proposed
action. Streamlining infill remains discretionary, and is less burdensome than the existing
CEQA process. This package does not replace the existing process, but rather adds an
additional option for compliance with CEQA. Since this package does not foresee directly
influencing the amount, but rather the type of development taking place, the Resources
Agency has determined that this rulemaking package will reduce costs to individuals and
businesses seeking to develop in California.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The Resources Agency must determine that no reasonable alternative it considered or that
has otherwise been identified and brought to its attention would be more effective in
carrying out the purpose for which the action is proposed, would be as effective and less
burdensome to affected private persons than the proposed action, or would be more costeffective to affected private persons and equally effective in implementing the statutory
policy or other provision of law.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND REFERENCE
Public Resources Code section 21083 requires the adoption of the Guidelines to explain
and implement CEQA. Section 21083, subdivision (f) requires the Resources Agency, in
consultation with the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”), to certify, adopt
and amend the Guidelines at least once every two years. Similarly, PRC section 21094.5
provides that “on or before July 1, 2012, the Office of Planning and Research shall prepare,
develop, and transmit to the Natural Resources Agency for certification and adoption
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guidelines for the implementation of Section 21094.5 and the Secretary of the Natural
Resources Agency, on or before January 1, 2013, shall certify and adopt the guidelines.”
Authority: Public Resources Code Sections 21083, 21094.5.5.
Reference: Public Resources Code Sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5
INTERNET ACCESS AND AVAILABILITY OF RULEMAKING PACKAGE
A copy of any materials generated or relied upon in this rulemaking package are available
upon request. Additionally, the actual proposed amendments to the CEQA Guidelines and
the Initial statement of reasons are located on the Resource Agency website at
www.resources.ca.gov/CEQA. When completed, the final statement of reasons will also be
made available. If you have difficulty locating any material, please contact Carlie Jackson at
Carlie.jackson@resources.ca.gov or at (916) 653-5656.
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
Anyone requiring reasonable accommodation to participate in either of these hearings
should contact Carlie Jackson by email at carlie.jackson@resourcse.ca.gov or by phone at
(916) 653-5656 at least five days prior to the scheduled workshop. The meeting locations
are accessible to persons with disabilities.
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REQUEST AND JUSTIFICATION FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE UPON FILING WITH
SECRETARY OF STATE PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE 11343.4
Consistent with Government Code section 11343.4 and with the Office of Administrative Law’s
(OAL) proposed regulations adding Section 30 to Title 1 of the California Code of Regulations, good
cause exists to permit enactment of the adopted regulations upon filing with the Secretary of State.
The adopted regulations add Section 15183.3, Appendix M and Appendix N to Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations pursuant to the authority delegated by Public Resources Code
sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5.
The California Natural Resources Agency believes that it is appropriate to enact these adopted
regulations once OAL has completed its review because they seek to improve the efficiency of the
California Environmental Quality Act’s (CEQA) environmental review process for certain infill
projects. Streamlining the process for eligible infill will permit projects to be efficiently permitted
and developed at the local level. Secretary Laird, on behalf of the Governor, hopes that by making
these regulations effective immediately, local governments may act expeditiously on infill
development applications. Further, the Infill Builders Federation, an industry group that participated
in the development of these regulations, has commented that the Guidelines will save infill
developers time and money.
It should be noted that the regulations in this package do not prohibit non-infill development or
penalize such development. Nor do these regulations prevent infill projects that fail to meet eligibility
requirements defined by the statute. Rather, they simply offer an unprecedented pathway towards
expediting certain qualifying infill projects in the hopes of incentivizing them. As a consequence, no
businesses, including small businesses need additional time to evaluate compliance, nor will any
businesses be affected negatively by an immediate effective date. Accordingly, the benefits of these
regulations to the people of California clearly outweigh any reason not to immediately enact them.
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GOVERNOR’S OFFICE of PLANNING AND RESEARCH
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
GOVERNOR
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DIRECTOR

Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3. Streamlining for Infill Projects
(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to streamline the environmental review process for
eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to review at the project level where the effects
of infill development have been addressed in a planning level decision or by uniformly
applicable development policies.
(b) Eligibility. To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in this section, an infill
project must:
(1) Be located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that
adjoins existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site’s perimeter. For
the purpose of this subdivision “adjoin” means the infill project is immediately adjacent to
qualified urban uses, or is only separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way;
(2) Satisfy the performance standards provided in Appendix M; and
(3) Be consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an
alternative planning strategy, except as provided in subdivisions (b)(3)(A) or (b)(3)(B) below.
(A) Only where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units
per acre, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization, the infill project must meet the definition of a small walkable community project in
subdivision (e)(6), below.
(c) Streamlined Review. CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under
two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be analyzed again for
an individual infill project even when that effect could not be reduced to a less than significant
level. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior EIR or is
more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would
substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in the prior EIR and the
availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that apply to the eligible
infill project, streamlining under this section will range from a complete exemption to an
obligation to prepare a narrowed, project-specific environmental document. A prior EIR will be
most helpful in dealing with later infill projects if it deals with the effects of infill development as
1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044
(916) 322-2318 FAX (916) 324-9936 www.opr.ca.gov
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specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and detailed analysis of such
development, the effects of many infill projects could be found to have been addressed in the
prior EIR, and no further environmental documents would be required.
(d) Procedure. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060, the
lead agency must examine an eligible infill project in light of the prior EIR to determine whether
the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
Determinations pursuant to this section are questions of fact to be resolved by the lead agency.
Such determinations must be supported with enough relevant information and reasonable
inferences from this information to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might
also be reached. (See Section 15384.)
(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project. A lead agency should prepare a written checklist or similar
device to document the infill project’s eligibility for streamlining and to assist in making the
determinations required by this section. The sample written checklist provided in Appendix N
may be used for this purpose. A written checklist prepared pursuant to this section should do all
of the following:
(A) Document whether the infill project satisfies the applicable performance standards in
Appendix M.
(B) Explain whether the effects of the infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR. The written
checklist should cite the specific portions of the prior EIR, including page and section
references, containing the analysis of the infill project’s significant effects. The written checklist
should also indicate whether the infill project incorporates all applicable mitigation measures
from the prior EIR.
(C) Explain whether the infill project will cause new specific effects. For the purposes of this
section, a new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is
specific to the infill project or the infill project site. A new specific effect may result if, for
example, the prior EIR acknowledged that sufficient site-specific information was not available
to analyze that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR
may also result in a new specific effect.
(D) Explain whether substantial new information shows that the adverse environmental effects
of the infill project are more significant than described in the prior EIR. For the purpose of this
section, “more significant” means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in
the prior EIR. More significant effects include those that result from changes in circumstances
or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR’s analysis. An effect is
also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that
were previously rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included
in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than those previously
analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but such
measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted
in connection with a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not
feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
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(E) If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant effects, the written
checklist should indicate whether uniformly applicable development policies or standards will
substantially mitigate those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate”
means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below
the level of significance. The written checklist should specifically identify the uniformly
applicable development policy or standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the
effects of the infill project. The explanation in the written checklist may be used to support the
finding required in subdivision (d)(2)(D) below.
(2) Environmental Document. After examining the effects of the infill project in light of the
analysis in any prior EIR and uniformly applicable development policies or standards, the lead
agency shall determine what type of environmental document shall be prepared for the infill
project.
(A) No Further Review. No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would
not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards would substantially mitigate such effects. Where the lead
agency determines that no additional environmental review of the effects of the infill project is
required, the lead agency shall file a Notice of Determination as provided in Section 15094.
Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies substantially
mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described
in subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more
significant effects, and uniformly applicable development policies or standards would not
substantially mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If a new specific
effect is less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration. If new
specific effects or more significant effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level
through project changes agreed to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency
may prepare a mitigated negative declaration. In these circumstances, the lead agency shall
follow the procedure set forth in Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a
transit priority project, the lead agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the
Public Resources Code. In either instance, the written checklist should clearly state which
effects are new or more significant, and are subject to CEQA, and which effects have been
previously analyzed and are not subject to further environmental review. Where the lead
agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially mitigate a
significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in
subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(C) Infill EIR. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more significant effects,
and uniformly applicable development policies or standards would not substantially mitigate
such effects, those effects are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects that are subject
to CEQA, the lead agency shall prepare an infill EIR if the written checklist shows that the
effects of the infill project would be potentially significant. In this circumstance, the lead agency
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shall prepare an infill EIR as provided in subdivision (e) and, except as otherwise provided in
this section, shall follow the procedures in Article 7. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly
applicable development policies or standards substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill
project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(D) Findings. Any findings or statement of overriding considerations required by Sections
15091 or 15093 shall be limited to those effects analyzed in an infill EIR. Findings for such
effects should incorporate by reference any such findings made in connection with a planning
level decision. Where uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially
mitigate the significant effects of an infill project, the lead agency shall also make a written
finding, supported with substantial evidence, providing a brief explanation of the rationale for the
finding.
(e) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that uniformly
applicable development policies or standards do not substantially mitigate, and that are either
new specific effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of the
infill project should be described in the written checklist as provided in subdivision (d)(1), and
that written checklist should be circulated for public review along with the infill EIR. The written
checklist should clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are subject to
CEQA, and those effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further
environmental review. The analysis of alternatives in an infill EIR need not address alternative
locations, densities, or building intensities. An infill EIR need not analyze growth inducing
impacts. Except as provided in this subdivision, an infill EIR shall contain all elements
described in Article 9.
(f) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this section:
(1) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail,
transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet
the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). For retail and commercial projects, no
more than one half of the project area may be used for parking. “Transit station” means a rail or
light-rail station, ferry terminal, bus hub, bus transfer station, or bus stop, and includes all
streetscape improvements constructed in the public right-of-way within one-quarter mile of such
facility to improve multi-modal access to the facility, such as pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements and traffic-calming design changes that support pedestrian and bicycle access.
(2) “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan or any
general plan element, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code.
(3) “Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically
altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open space and parcels that
are, or have been, in agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously developed
for the purposes of this section.
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(4) “Prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as
supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative
declarations, or addenda to those documents.
(5) “Qualified urban use” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21072.
(6) “Small walkable community project” means a project that is all of the following:
(A) In an incorporated city that is not within the boundary of a metropolitan planning
organization;
(B) Within an area of approximately one-quarter mile diameter of contiguous land that includes
a residential area adjacent to a retail downtown area and that is designated by the city for infill
development consisting of residential and commercial uses. A city may designate such an area
within its general plan, zoning code, or by any legislative act creating such a designation, and
may make such designation concurrently with project approval; and
(C) Either a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a
commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
(7) The terms “sustainable communities strategy” and “alternative planning strategy” refer to a
strategy for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan
planning organization’s determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the
alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve its greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets.
(8) “Uniformly applicable development policies or standards” are policies or standards adopted
or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency, that reduce one or more adverse
environmental effects. Examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
include, but are not limited to:
(A) Regulations governing construction activities, including noise regulations, dust control,
provisions for discovery of archeological and paleontological resources, stormwater runoff
treatment and containment, protection against the release of hazardous materials, recycling of
construction and demolition waste, temporary street closure and traffic rerouting, and similar
regulations.
(B) Requirements in locally adopted building, grading and stormwater codes.
(C) Design guidelines.
(D) Requirements for protecting residents from sources of air pollution including high volume
roadways and stationary sources.
(E) Impact fee programs to provide public improvements, police, fire, parks and other open
space, libraries and other public services and infrastructure, including transit, bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure and traffic calming devices.
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(F) Traffic impact fees.
(G) Requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as set forth in adopted land use
plans, policies, or regulations.
(H) Ordinances addressing protection of urban trees and historic resources.
(9) “Urban area” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(e)(5).
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Proposed Appendix M: Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for Streamlined
Review

I.

Introduction

Section 15183.3 provides a streamlined review process for infill projects that satisfy specified
performance standards. This appendix contains those performance standards. The lead
agency’s determination that the project satisfies the performance standards shall be supported
with substantial evidence, which should be documented on the Infill Checklist in Appendix N.
Section II defines terms used in this Appendix. Performance standards that apply to all project
types are set forth in Section III. Section IV contains performance standards that apply to
particular project types (i.e., residential, commercial/retail, office building, transit stations, and
schools).

II.

Definitions

The following definitions apply to the terms used in this Appendix.
“High-quality transit corridor” means an existing corridor with fixed route bus service with service
intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours. For the purposes of this
Appendix, an “existing stop along a high-quality transit corridor” may include a planned and
funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation improvement program.
Unless more specifically defined by an air district, city or county, “high-volume roadway” means
freeways, highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000
vehicles per day.
“Low vehicle travel area” means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average existing
level of travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For residential projects,
travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled. For commercial and
retail projects, travel refers to average non-work attraction trip length; however, where such data
are not available, commercial projects reference either home-based or household vehicle miles
traveled. For office projects, travel refers to commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per
employee; however, where such data are not available, office projects reference either homebased or household vehicle miles traveled.
“Major Transit Stop” means a site containing an existing rail transit station, a ferry terminal
served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major bus routes
with frequencies of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the morning and afternoon
peak commute periods. For the purposes of this Appendix, an “existing major transit stop” may
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include a planned and funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation
improvement program.
“Office building” generally refers to centers for governmental or professional services; however,
the lead agency shall have discretion in determining whether a project is “commercial” or “office
building” for the purposes of this Appendix based on local zoning codes.
“Significant sources of air pollution” include airports, marine ports, rail yards and distribution
centers that receive more than 100 heavy-duty truck visits per day, as well as stationary sources
that are designated major by the Clean Air Act.
A “Traffic Analysis Zone” is an analytical unit used by a travel demand model to estimate vehicle
travel within a region.

III.

Performance Standards Related to Project Design

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must implement all of the
following:
Renewable Energy. All non-residential projects shall include on-site renewable power
generation, such as solar photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power generation, or clean backup power supplies, where feasible. Residential projects are also encouraged to include such
on-site renewable power generation.
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to
Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall document how it has remediated the
site, if remediation is completed. Alternatively, the project shall implement the
recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment or comparable
document that identifies remediation appropriate for the site.
Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project
includes residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be appropriate
by the local agency or air district based on local conditions, of a high volume roadway or other
significant sources of air pollution, the project shall comply with any policies and standards
identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code or community risk reduction plan
for the protection of public health from such sources of air pollution. If the local government has
not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as enhanced air
filtration and project design, that the lead agency finds, based on substantial evidence, will
promote the protection of public health from sources of air pollution. Those measures may
include, among others, the recommendations of the California Air Resources Board, air districts,
and the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association.
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IV.

Additional Performance Standards by Project Type

In addition to the project features described above in Section III, specific eligibility requirements
are provided below by project type.
Several of the performance standards below refer to “low vehicle travel areas”. Such areas can
be illustrated on maps based on data developed by the regional Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) using its regional travel demand model.
Several of the performance standards below refer to distance to transit. Distance should be
calculated so that at least 75 percent of the surface area of the project site is within the specified
distance.

A.

Residential

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Projects achieving below average regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT). A
residential project is eligible if it is located in a “low vehicle travel area” within the region.
Projects located within ½ mile of an Existing Major Transit Stop or High Quality Transit
Corridor. A residential project is eligible if it is located within ½ mile of an existing major transit
stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor.
Low-Income Housing. A residential project consisting of 100 or fewer units all of which are
affordable to low income households is eligible if the developer of the development project
provides sufficient legal commitments to the lead agency to ensure the continued availability
and use of the housing units for lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the
Health and Safety Code, for a period of at least 30 years, at monthly housing costs, as
determined pursuant to Section 50053 of the Health and Safety Code.

B.

Commercial/Retail

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Regional Location. A commercial project with no single-building floor-plate greater than
50,000 square feet is eligible if it locates in a “low vehicle travel area.”
Proximity to Households. A project with no single-building floor-plate greater than 50,000
square feet located within one-half mile of 1800 households is eligible.
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C.

Office Building

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Regional Location. Office buildings, both commercial and public, are eligible if they locate in a
low vehicle travel area.
Proximity to a Major Transit Stop. Office buildings, both commercial and public, within ¼ mile
of an existing major transit stop are eligible.

D.

Transit

Transit stations, as defined in Section 15183.3(e)(1), are eligible.

E.

Schools

Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population are
eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the projected
student population are eligible. Alternatively, any school within ½ mile of an existing major
transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor is eligible.
Additionally, in order to be eligible, all schools shall provide parking and storage for bicycles and
scooters and shall comply with the requirements in Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the
California Education Code.

F.

Small Walkable Community Projects

Small walkable community projects, as defined in Section 15183.3, subdivision (e)(6), that
implement the project features described in Section III above are eligible.

G.

Mixed-Use Projects

Where a project includes some combination of residential, commercial and retail, office building,
transit station, and/or schools, the performance standards in this Section that apply to the
predominant use shall govern the entire project.
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Proposed Appendix N:
Infill Environmental Checklist form
NOTE: This sample form is intended to assist lead agencies in assessing infill projects according to the procedures provided in Section 21094.5 of the
Public Resources Code. Lead agencies may customize this form as appropriate, provided that the content satisfies the requirements in Section 15183.3
of the CEQA Guidelines.
1. Project title: _________________________________________________________________
2. Lead agency name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Contact person and phone number: _______________________________________________
4. Project location: ______________________________________________________________
5. Project sponsor's name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6. General plan designation: _______________________ 7. Zoning: ____________________
8. Prior Environmental Document(s) Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project (including State Clearinghouse Number if
assigned):_______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
9. Location of Prior Environmental Document(s) Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
10. Description of project: (Describe the whole action involved, including but not limited to later phases of the project, and any secondary, support, or offsite features necessary for its implementation. Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
11. Surrounding land uses and setting: Briefly describe the project's surroundings, including any prior uses of the project site, or, if vacant, describe the
urban uses that exist on at least 75% of the project’s perimeter:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
12. Other public agencies whose approval is required (e.g., permits, financing approval, or participation agreement.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
SATISFACTION OF APPENDIX M PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Provide the information demonstrating that the infill project satisfies the performance standards in Appendix M below. For mixed-use projects, the
predominant use will determine which performance standards apply to the entire project.
1. Does the non-residential infill project include a renewable energy feature? If so, describe below. If not, explain below why it is not feasible to do so.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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2. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, either provide documentation of remediation or
describe the recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment or comparable document that will be implemented as part of the
project.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
3. If the infill project includes residential units located within 500 feet, or such distance that the local agency or local air district has determined is
appropriate based on local conditions, a high volume roadway or other significant source of air pollution, as defined in Appendix M, describe the
measures that the project will implement to protect public health. Such measures may include policies and standards identified in the local general plan,
specific plans, zoning code or community risk reduction plan, or measures recommended in a health risk assessment, to promote the protection of public
health. Identify the policies or standards, or refer to the site specific analysis, below. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
4. For residential projects, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within a low vehicle travel area, as defined in Appendix M. (Attach VMT map.)
Located within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor. (Attach map illustrating proximity to
transit.)
Consists of 100 or fewer units that are each affordable to low income households. (Attach evidence of legal commitment to ensure the continued
availability and use of the housing units for lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, for a period of at least
30 years, at monthly housing costs, as determined pursuant to Section 50053 of the Health and Safety Code.)

5. For commercial projects with a single building floor-plate below 50,000 square feet, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within a low vehicle travel area, as defined in Appendix M. (Attach VMT map.)
The project is within one-half mile of 1800 dwelling units. (Attach map illustrating proximity to households.)

6. For office building projects, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within a low vehicle travel area, as defined in Appendix M. (Attach VMT map.)
Located within ¼ mile of an existing major transit stop. (Attach map illustrating proximity to transit.)

7. For school projects, the project does all of the following:
The project complies with the requirements in Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California Education Code.
The project is an elementary school and is within one mile of 50% of the student population, or is a middle school or high school and is within two
miles of 50% of the student population. Alternatively, the school is within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality
transit corridor. (Attach map and methodology.)
The project provides parking and storage for bicycles and scooters.

8. For small walkable community projects, the project must be a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a commercial
project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:
The infill project could potentially result in one or more of the following environmental effects.
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Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry Resources

Air Quality

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

Geology /Soils

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Hazards & Hazardous Materials

Hydrology / Water Quality

Land Use / Planning

Mineral Resources

Noise

Population / Housing

Public Services

Recreation

Transportation/Traffic

Utilities / Service Systems

Mandatory Findings of Significance

DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency)
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed infill project WOULD NOT have any significant effects on the environment that either have not already been analyzed in a
prior EIR or that are more significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially mitigate.
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, CEQA does not apply to such effects. A Notice of Determination (Section 15094) will be filed.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to those effects that are subject to
CEQA, I find that such effects WOULD NOT be significant and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that although those effects could be
significant, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the infill project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent.
A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT, will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project would have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that those effects WOULD be significant,
and an infill ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required to analyze those effects that are subject to CEQA.

Signature
Date
EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INFILL PROJECTS:
1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately supported by the information sources a lead
agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact"
answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

2)

All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well
as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts.

3)

For the purposes of this checklist, “prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by
any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents. “Planning level decision”
means the enactment or amendment of a general plan, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code. (Section 15183.3(e).)

4)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur as a result of an infill project, then the checklist answers must
indicate whether that impact has already been analyzed in a prior EIR. If the effect of the infill project is not more significant than what has
already been analyzed, that effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA. The brief explanation accompanying this determination should
include page and section references to the portions of the prior EIR containing the analysis of that effect. The brief explanation shall also indicate
whether the prior EIR included any mitigation measures to substantially lessen that effect and whether those measures have been incorporated
into the infill project.

5)

If the infill project would cause a significant adverse effect that either is specific to the project or project site and was not analyzed in a prior EIR,
or is more significant than what was analyzed in a prior EIR, the lead agency must determine whether uniformly applicable development policies
or standards that have been adopted by the lead agency, or city or county, would substantially mitigate that effect. If so, the checklist shall explain
how the infill project’s implementation of the uniformly applicable development policies will substantially mitigate that effect. That effect of the infill
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project is not subject to CEQA if the lead agency makes a finding, based upon substantial evidence, that the development policies or standards
will substantially mitigate that effect.
6)

If all effects of an infill project were either analyzed in a prior EIR or are substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, CEQA does not apply to the project, and the lead agency shall file a Notice of Determination.

7)

Effects of an infill project that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or that uniformly applicable development policies or standards do not
substantially mitigate, are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects of the infill project that are subject to CEQA, the checklist shall indicate
whether those effects are significant, less than significant with mitigation, or less than significant. If there are one or more " Significant Impact"
entries when the determination is made, an infill EIR is required. The infill EIR should be limited to analysis of those effects determined to be
significant. (Sections 15128, 15183.3(d).)

8)

"Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of mitigation measures will reduce an effect of an infill project
that is subject to CEQA from " Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures,
and briefly explain how those measures reduce the effect to a less than significant level. If the effects of an infill project that are subject to CEQA
are less than significant with mitigation incorporated, the lead agency may prepare a Mitigated Negative Declaration. If all of the effects of the infill
project that are subject to CEQA are less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a Negative Declaration.

9)

This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should normally address the questions
from this checklist that are relevant to an infill project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected.

10)

The explanation of each issue should identify:
a)
b)

the significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
the mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
Issues:

Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

I. AESTHETICS. Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
b) Substantially damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a
state scenic highway?
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
d) Create a new source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?
II. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
RESOURCES. In determining whether impacts
to agricultural resources are significant
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer
to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation
and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by
the California Dept. of Conservation as an
optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. In determining
whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental
effects, lead agencies may refer to information
compiled by the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

state’s inventory of forest land, including the
Forest and Range Assessment Project and the
Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest
carbon measurement methodology provided in
Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air
Resources Board. Would the project:
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use, or a Williamson Act contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland
(as defined by Public Resources Code section
4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code
section 51104(g))?
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland,
to non-agricultural use or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
III. AIR QUALITY. Where available, the
significance criteria established by the
applicable air quality management or air
pollution control district may be relied upon to
make the following determinations. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?
IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES:
Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including,
but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means?
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites?
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the
project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined
in § 15064.5?
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to § 15064.5?
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
d) Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS. Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?
iv) Landslides?
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil?
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?
e) Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers
are not available for the disposal of waste
water?
VII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS. Would
the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?
VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS. Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment?
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?
d) Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?
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e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?
g) Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
h) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
IX. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY.
Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit
in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing land
uses or planned uses for which permits have
been granted)?
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
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d) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in
flooding on- or off-site?
e) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
flood hazard delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
i) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a
levee or dam?
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
X. LAND USE AND PLANNING. Would the
project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
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c) Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
XI. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan
or other land use plan?
XII. NOISE -- Would the project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established
in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
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XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING. Would the
project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?
XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES.
a) Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for any of the
public services:
Fire protection?
Police protection?
Schools?
Parks?
Other public facilities?
XV. RECREATION.
a) Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated?
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b) Does the project include recreational facilities
or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment?
XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not limited
to level of service standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards established by
the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial
safety risks?
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?
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XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS.
Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?
b) Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
c) Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects?
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded entitlements
needed?
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to
serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments?
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?
XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE.
a) Does the project have the potential to degrade
the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable"
means that the incremental effects of a project
are considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the effects of
other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects)?
c) Does the project have environmental effects
which will cause substantial adverse effects on
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human beings, either directly or indirectly?
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CALIFORNIA NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY
INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS
JULY 2012

I.

INTRODUCTION

The California Natural Resources Agency (“the Resources Agency” or “Agency”) is
proposing this rulemaking package to add certain regulations implementing the
California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq.)
(“CEQA”). Specifically, the regulatory additions proposed in this package provide a
streamlined CEQA review process for qualified infill projects, as directed by the
Legislature and signed into law by Governor Brown in Senate Bill 226 (See Public
Resources Code sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5 [enacted as part of SB226, Simitian
2011; signed by Governor Brown on October 4, 2011.]). 1 Infill refers to projects
proposed on previously developed land or vacant parcels of land surrounded by other
urban uses.
SB 226 contains numerous provisions intended to improve and streamline the CEQA
process generally. Among other things, it limits the application of CEQA to certain infill
projects, creates an exemption for rooftop solar projects, clarifies that a project’s
greenhouse gas emissions alone will not preclude application of categorical
exemptions, allows referrals under Planning and Zoning Law to occur concurrently with
scoping under CEQA, and allows the Energy Commission to maintain jurisdiction over
certain specified solar projects. This rulemaking package focuses solely on
implementation of the infill streamlining provision in SB 226.
As explained in greater detail below, limiting CEQA’s application to infill projects is
necessary to align CEQA with the state’s other adopted policy priorities that favor infill
development. Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 accomplishes this goal by
limiting when and how extensive environmental analysis of infill projects should be. To
be eligible for this streamlined process, Section 21094.5 requires projects to be located
largely within incorporated cities, to be consistent with regional transportation plans, and
to consistent of residential, commercial, office building, school or transit station, or some
combination of those uses. Additionally, Section 21094.5 requires that projects satisfy
certain statewide performance standards to be developed in an administrative
rulemaking process and that promote a set of statewide environmental objectives.
Section 21094.5.5 describes the requirements of the performance standards. It
provides in relevant part:
On or before July 1, 2012, the Office of Planning and Research shall prepare,
develop, and transmit to the Natural Resources Agency for certification and
adoption guidelines for the implementation of Section 21094.5 and the Secretary
1 See, flowchart developed by OPR to explain this process in lay terms attached to this Initial
Statement of Reasons as Exhibit A.
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of the Natural Resources Agency, on or before January 1, 2013, shall certify and
adopt the guidelines.
Subdivision 21904.5.5 (b) states that the guidelines prepared pursuant to this
section shall include statewide standards for infill projects that may be amended
from time to time and promote all of the following:
(1) The implementation of the land use and transportation policies in the
Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (Chapter
728 of the Statutes of 2008).
(2) The state planning priorities specified in Section 65041.1 of the
Government Code and in the most recently adopted Environmental Goals
and Policy Report issued by the Office of Planning and Research
supporting infill development.
(3) The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions under the California
Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Division 25.5 [commencing with
Section 38500] of the Health and Safety Code).
(4) The reduction in per capita water use pursuant to Section 10608.16 of
the Water Code.
(5) The creation of a transit village development district consistent with
Section 65460.1 of the Government Code.
(6) Substantial energy efficiency improvements, including improvements
to projects related to transportation energy.
(7) Protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable
populations from air or water pollution, or soil contamination.

The Resources Agency proposes the following changes to the Guidelines to implement
the directive in SB 226:
Add sections: 15183.3, Appendix M, and Appendix N.
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II.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Despite prioritizing infill development in state policy for nearly four decades, sprawl, and
numerous adverse economic, social and environmental impacts associated with it,
continues to spread into undeveloped areas. [1] Local governments have identified
various barriers to implementation of infill development including: lack of financing,
deficient infrastructure, parcel size and configuration issues, and the time and cost
associated with environmental review pursuant to CEQA and its regulatory scheme. [2]
This package attempts to address the final barrier by streamlining CEQA for qualified
infill, thereby making compliance with CEQA easier so that the State’s infill policy can
be fully realized.
Public observers have suggested several reasons that CEQA can be a unique hurdle in
the infill context. As explained in greater detail below, CEQA generally requires
analysis of any potentially adverse impacts in an in-depth and comprehensive
environmental impact report (EIR). (Pub. Resources Code, § 21151.) Infill projects will
virtually always contribute to significant effects due to construction noise, operational
traffic, aesthetic impacts and other issues, and so, prior to the adoption of SB 226, an
EIR was often be required for infill development. Such EIR processes can in some
cases span several years and cost several hundreds of thousands of dollars. In a
typical greenfield development, such costs can be spread across many units. Infill
project sizes, though, tend to be much smaller and land costs tend to be much higher.
(Landis et al., “The Future of Infill Housing in California: Opportunities, Potential,
Feasibility and Demand” (September 2005), Volume II, at pp. 179-180.) A costly and
lengthy EIR process is therefore more likely to affect the feasibility of infill development.
In addition to documenting impact, the CEQA process also typically includes numerous
opportunities for public input. Greenfield development may not attract attention, due to
a lack of neighbors. Infill developments by definition have many neighbors, however,
and CEQA’s public input requirements can be exploited by “Not In My Backyard,” or
NIMBY, opposition. [1] The legislature has previously recognized the need to treat infill
development differently in the CEQA process, and so has created an exemption for
such projects. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code § 21159.24.) However, the eligibility

[1] See, Office of Planning & Research, An Urban Strategy for California (1978). See also Gov.
Code § 65041.1 (setting forth the state’s planning priorities, and establishing infill as the first
priority).
[2] See, Office of Planning and Research, Annual Planning Survey (2012), at pp. 24, 238-246
(providing containing planners’ narrative responses to survey question about barriers to infill).
Available online at: http://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/2012_APSR.pdf.
[1] For an example of the types of CEQA claims that NIMBY opposition groups sometimes raise,
see Wollmer v. City of Berkeley (2011) 193 Cal. App. 4th 1329. In that case, an individual
challenged a city’s approval of a residential infill project for lower income and senior residents.
The primary “environmental” challenge to the project was that it was proposed on a busy
intersection. On appeal, the court ruled that the petitioner’s challenge was not supported with
substantial evidence. (See also Bowman v. City of Berkeley (2004) 122 Cal. App. 4th 572
(neighbors challenging senior affordable housing project on aesthetic grounds).)
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requirements for that exemption are so strict that the exemption has not been widely
used. [2] Consequently, developers and local governments default to sprawl.
This rulemaking package proposes a process aimed at addressing the CEQA hurdles to
infill development described above. In so doing, it enables local governments to reap
the economic, social and environmental benefits of infill development described in
Section VI, below. For example, data shows that strategically developed infill zones
produce far greater economic and social benefits when analyzed on a per acre basis
than greenfield development. (See, e.g., Emily Badger, “The Simple Math That Can
Save Cities From Bankruptcy,” The Atlantic Cities (March 30, 2012), available online at
http://www.theatlanticcities.com/jobs-and-economy/2012/03/simple-math-can-savecities-bankruptcy/1629/.)
Further, by streamlining the process for infill development, this proposal aligns with
market trends favoring development in infill and transit-accessible locations. (See,
Urban Land Institute and Price Waterhouse Coopers, “Emerging Trends in Real Estate
2012” (October 2011), at pp. 27-29.) Simply put, the demand for housing within transit
station areas is much higher than available supply, whereas the supply of large lot
homes exceeds demand. (Arthur Nelson, “The New California Dream: How
Demographic and Economic Trends May Shape the Housing Market: A Land Use
Scenario for 2020 and 2035,” Urban Land Institute (2011).) Finally, unlike prior
attempts to promote infill in CEQA, this proposal package preserves a high degree of
flexibility for both project applicants and local governments by avoiding size limits, unit
caps and other strict criteria, which will embrace various regional approaches to infill.
Wherever possible and consistent with the statute, this proposal provides alternative
paths to regulatory streamlining.
III.

SB 226 and CEQA’S Historic Approach to Infill

SB 226 addresses CEQA-related barriers to infill development. Specifically, SB226
relieves developers and local entities of some of the repetitive analysis, process and
findings associated with CEQA that are sometimes exploited by NIMBY opposition. 2
Also, by tying streamlining to previous planning, SB 226 avoids the rigidity of CEQA’s
existing statutory exemptions. Finally, SB 226 provides that, some impacts will not
need to be mitigated to less than significant levels.

[2] Office of Planning and Research, Annual Planning Survey (2005), at pp. 79.
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Some of the key differences between SB 226 and other existing streamlining tools in
CEQA are set forth in the table below.
Comparing Existing Streamlining Mechanisms with SB 226
Tiering
(Section 21094)

Master EIRs
(Sections 21157
et seq.)
5 Years

Consistency with
Plans (Section
21083.3)
None

Streamlining
Under SB 226

Time Limit on
Prior EIR

None

Plan Consistency

Requires
consistency with
General Plan and
Zoning

Silent

Requires
consistency with
General Plan and
Zoning

Project may
include general
plan amendments
or zoning
variances,
provided that new
effects would need
to be analyzed

Project-Level
Description

Not required in
first-tier EIR

Projects relying on
the Master EIR
must have been
specifically
identified

Not required in
general plan or
zoning EIR

Not required in
EIR for a planning
level decision

Project
Contribution to
Significant
Effects

Additional EIR
required for
projects that
contribute to the
significant effect
identified in the
first-tier EIR

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Document
Containing
Programmatic
Analysis

An EIR prepared
for a program,
plan, policy or
ordinance

A Master EIR for
specified projects

An EIR for a
comprehensive
general plan
amendment or
zoning code

An EIR for a
planning level
decision, as well
as any
supplements or
addenda thereto

Effect of
Development
Standards

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

Can be used to
address peculiar
effects of the
project, only if
adopted by a city
or county with a
finding that the
standard will
substantially
mitigate the
effects of future
projects

Can be used to
address either new
specific effects or
effects that are
more significant
than previously
analyzed, provided
the finding is made
at project approval

None
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This package promotes the legislature’s intent in SB 226 by making more specific the
streamlined process described in the statute. It also clarifies when additional analysis
and mitigation may be avoided and when any findings or statements of overriding
considerations are required, consistent with the authority delegated to the Resources
Agency and OPR pursuant to SB 226. 3
More broadly, the intent behind this regulatory package is to clarify, interpret and
implement SB 226 so that project applicants and lead agencies responsible for
development approval know how to shape project proposals so that they can benefit
from streamlined environmental analysis. This will encourage infill projects that meet
both the State’s environmental and land use goals and the needs of private investors
and local entities weighing the choice to expand in greenfields or revitalize existing
urban areas.
In addition to interpreting and clarifying general terms from SB 226, OPR has developed
and the Resources Agency is proposing various performance standards as directed by
SB 226. Achievement of these standards is one of several criteria that would permit a
project to be eligible for streamlined review and was expressly mandated by the
legislature. OPR and the Resources Agency have recommended both design-related
performance standards and performance standards by project type to promote various
legislative goals.
Importantly, however, the regulations being proposed in this package do not prohibit
non-infill development or penalize such development. Nor do these regulations prevent
infill projects that fail to meet eligibility requirements defined in SB 226. Such projects
may still be evaluated in the traditional CEQA process. Rather, this rulemaking
proposes regulations intended to minimize hurdles associated with environmental
review for qualifying infill project options.
IV.

OVERVIEW OF CEQA

Typically, CEQA requires public agencies to review the environmental impacts of
proposed projects, and, if those impacts are potentially significant, to consider feasible
alternatives and mitigation measures that would mitigate them to a less than significant
impact. Section 21083 of the Public Resources Code requires the adoption of guidelines
to provide public agencies and members of the public with regulatory guidance about
the procedures and criteria for complying with CEQA. The guidelines required by
section 21083 of the Public Resources Code are promulgated in the California Code of
Regulations, title 14, sections 15000-15387 (the “CEQA Guidelines” or “Guidelines”).
3

Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App.
4th 98, 109 (“agency's view of its governing legal authority is entitled to great weight and will be
followed unless it is clearly erroneous or unauthorized”); see also Committee for Green Foothills
v. Santa Clara County Bd. of Supervisors (2011) 48 Cal. 4th 32, 50 (“the Governor's Office of
Planning and Research … has special expertise in interpreting the CEQA statutes”).
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Subdivision (f) of section 21083 requires the Resources Agency, in consultation with the
Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”), to certify, adopt and amend the Guidelines at
least once every two years.
Section 21094.5.5 authorizes the Resources Agency, in consultation with OPR to
certify, adopt and amend the Guidelines specifically related to infill streamlining
pursuant to Section 21094.5. As explained above, Section 21094.5 creates a unique
process to expedite and minimize the environmental review needed for certain infill
projects by referencing analysis prepared in connection with the adopt of certain plans
and by using uniformly applicable development policies to reduce certain impacts. In
developing the CEQA Guidelines, OPR and the Resources Agency are mindful that
“CEQA is to be interpreted ‘to afford the fullest possible protection to the environment
within the reasonable scope of the statutory language.’” (Mountain Lion Foundation v.
Fish & Game Com. (1997) 16 Cal. 4th 105, 112.) OPR and the Resources Agency
presume, however, that the legislature carefully balanced the pros and cons of the
process in Section 21094.5 and determined that infill development could be promoted if
the traditional CEQA process was streamlined to be simpler and more efficient. Thus,
this proposal seeks to give effect to the legislature’s intent.
V.

CONSIDERATION OF REASONABLE ALTERANTIVES AND
ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS TO SMALL BUISNESSES, COMPETITION,
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Government Code
section 11346.2(b)(4)(A)-(D))

The Resources Agency considered reasonable alternatives to the present regulatory
proposal. For example, some participants in OPR’s initial process suggested that
detailed checklists, incorporating standards from LEED-ND for example, should be used
to determine eligibility. (See, e.g., Comments of the U.S. Green Building Council,
February 24, 2012.) This approach was ultimately rejected because OPR and the
Resources Agency are attempting to incentivize infill development by making it easier to
get through CEQA’s review and more deferential towards lead agency choosing to
undertake a streamlined approach. OPR and the Resources Agency, therefore,
determined that extensive eligibility criteria in the form of a checklist would merely
repeat past mistakes by re-codifying approaches taken in similar CEQA exemptions for
infill that failed to promote this policy effectively.
Additionally, the original draft proposal circulated by OPR for comment on January 25,
2012 contained performance standards that allowed a project to be eligible even in
areas characterized by high vehicle miles traveled if the project incorporated greenbuilding design elements. 4 However, various stakeholders objected to that formulation
based on cost and other considerations. In response, the performance standards were
refined to allow streamlining in higher VMT areas only if the project is located near
transit, or, in the case of commercial projects, a substantial customer base.
4

See, Draft circulated for public comment in January, 2012 by OPR, attached to Exhibit B of this
rulemaking ISOR.
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In fact, OPR substantially altered its January 1, 2012, draft proposal in response to a
voluntary comment process. The revisions and a summary of the changes can be
seen in the attached Exhibit B to this initial statement of reasons.
Finally, the Resources Agency also considered a “no action” alternative. However, the
proposed Guidelines are intended to assist lead agencies in complying with CEQA’s
existing requirements and are a precursor to the use of the streamlining provisions
adopted in SB 226. Thus, the Resources Agency rejected the no action alternative
because it would not be responsive to the Legislature’s directive in SB226 to develop
performance standards for purposes of determining eligibility for the proposed
streamlining.
A. Alternatives Statement (Government Code 11346.5(a)(13))
Based on these efforts, the Resources Agency has determined that no reasonable
alternative considered by Resources Agency or that has been otherwise identified and
brought to its attention would be more effective in carrying out the purpose for which the
action is proposed, and less burdensome to affected private persons than the proposed
action, or would be more cost-effective to affected private persons and equally effective
in implementing the statutory policy or other provision of law. This conclusion is based
on the Resources Agency’s determination that the proposed action is necessary to
implement the Legislature’s directive in SB226.

B. Small Business and Ability to Compete Statement (Government Code
sections 111346.3(a) and 11346.5(a)(7)-(a)(10))
This proposal implements SB 226 which, as explained above, creates a streamlined
environmental review process for certain eligible infill projects. Project applicants that
design their projects to satisfy the performance standards and other criteria in this
proposal will be eligible for that streamlined review, which should be easier and less
burdensome. Project applicants that choose to not design their projects to satisfy the
proposed standards and criteria could proceed with a traditional CEQA analysis. Thus,
there are no impacts to business as the use of this approach is entirely at the discretion
of the project proponent. Therefore, because there are no impacts to small business or
businesses generally and therefore no impacts to their ability to compete, there are no
alternatives available that would lessen or minimize any such harm.
C. Local Government and School Districts Statement (Government Code
section 11346.5(a)(5))
The Resources Agency has determined that the Amendments to the
State CEQA Guidelines do not impose additional requirements or costs on local
government or school districts for the same reason they do not impact small
businesses. Local governments and school districts may propose projects that satisfy
the standards and criteria proposed in the package in order to benefit from a
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streamlined environmental review process. Those that do not propose projects meeting
those standards and criteria may still follow traditional CEQA procedures. To the extent
that this package imposes any requirements on local governments and school districts,
the Legislature found that reimbursement is not required because those entities may
impose service charges, fees, or assessments sufficient to pay for those requirements.
(SB 226, § 9.) Further, the Public Resources Code specifically authorizes lead
agencies to collect fees to cover their costs related to CEQA compliance. (Pub.
Resources Code § 21089(a) (a “lead agency may charge and collect a reasonable fee
from any person proposing a project subject to this division in order to recover the
estimated costs incurred by the lead agency in preparing a negative declaration or an
environmental impact report for the project and for procedures necessary to comply with
this division on the project”).)
D. Non-Duplication Statement (Government Code 11346.2(b)(6))
The proposed action does not duplicate or conflict with any federal statutes or
regulations. CEQA is similar in some respects to the National Environmental Policy Act
(“NEPA”), 42 U.S.C. sections 4321-4343. However, only federal agencies are subject
to NEPA, which requires environmental review of federal actions. State and local
agencies are subject to CEQA, which requires environmental review before state and
local agencies may approve or decide to undertake discretionary actions and projects in
California.
Although both NEPA and CEQA require an analysis of environmental impacts, the
substantive and procedural requirements of the two statutes differ. Most significantly,
CEQA requirements for feasible mitigation of environmental impacts exceed NEPA‟s
mitigation provisions. A state or local agency must complete a CEQA review even for
those projects for which NEPA review is also applicable, although Guidelines sections
15220-15229 allow state, local and federal agencies to coordinate review when projects
are subject to both CEQA and NEPA. Further, it would be rare for there to be federal
participation at a local planning level where infill development is most often considered.
Because state and local agencies are subject to CEQA unless exemptions apply, and
because CEQA and NEPA are not identical, guidelines for CEQA are necessary to
interpret and make specific provisions of SB226 and do not duplicate the Code of
Federal Regulations.
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VI.

INCENTIVIZING INFILL IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

The State of California has sought to encourage infill development since the late
1970s. 5 Infill is intended to reduce the footprint of development, and therefore to reduce
unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions and other resource stressors by locating
development near existing infrastructure or within walking distance of homes, business,
and services. By strategically locating development where there are already existing
services and urban uses, and in some cases existing development, infill promotes
efficient use of limited resources while ensuring that California’s population does not
outpace available living space.
While California’s population continues to expand, its fiscal and natural resources are
increasingly constrained. California will grow, but given its constraints, the Governor
believes it must grow efficiently. Infill development is one of Governor Brown’s key
strategies for efficient growth because it will be able to accommodate a growth
population while reducing the development footprint in California, creating new markets
that are sustainable and in demand, and promoting healthy, vibrant, active communities.
California’s projected development demand, existing development patterns, adopted
state policies prioritizing infill, and the various benefits of infill development, are
described briefly below.
Recognizing the environmental and other costs of sprawl, and the benefits of infill, state
policy has long prioritized infill development. For example, the 1978 Urban Strategy
states:
California’s Urban Strategy envisions as its goal a society in which people
live in harmony with the land: where urban areas are exciting, safe places
to live; where the air and water are clean; where work places are close to
homes; where crops and animals thrive on the state’s best agricultural
lands; where areas of great scenic or fragile nature are set aside for
permanent protection. To accomplish this California must commit itself to
more compact urban areas, to the revitalization of its existing cities and
suburbs, to the continued production of its best agricultural lands.
(Office of Planning & Research, An Urban Strategy for California (1978) at
pp. 8-9.)
Among the broad goals described in the Urban Strategy are:
•
Curbing wasteful urban sprawl and directing new development to existing
cities and suburbs
•
Revitalizing central cities and neighborhoods, and eliminating urban blight
•
Encouraging land use patterns in a manner to stimulate necessary
development while protecting environmental quality. (Id. at p. 9.)
5

Office of Planning & Research, An Urban Strategy for California (1978) at pp. 8-9; see also Gov. Code § 65041.1
(establishing infill as a state planning priority).
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To accomplish these and other goals, the Urban Strategy laid out a specific set of
priorities for new development. The first priority is to renew and maintain existing urban
areas, in both cities and suburbs. Developing vacant and underutilized areas within
urban and suburban areas is second priority. According to the Urban Strategy,
development on undeveloped lands would have last priority, and even then, only when
undeveloped lands are adjacent to existing developed areas. (Id. at p. 10.) In 2002,
AB 857 (Wiggins) codified these planning priorities in Section 65041.1 of the
Government Code.

A. Infill Will Allow Local Governments to Leverage and Maximize Valuable
Space as the State’s Population Grows
Within decades, California’s population is expected to exceed 50 million people.
According to data compiled by the Brookings Institution, California will need to add
nearly 7 million housing units between 2000 and 2030 to house its growing population.
By 2030, over 22 million workers will occupy over 10 billion square feet of new or
replaced commercial and institutional space. (Arthur Nelson, “Toward a New
Metropolis: the Opportunity to Rebuild America,” Brookings Institution (2004).)
A key question for California is: where should that growth occur?
Nationally, the footprint of many urban areas grew by 50 percent in just 30 years, far
outpacing population growth. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Our Built and
Natural Environments: A Technical Review of the Interactions between Land Use,
Transportation, and Environmental Quality” (Jan. 2001), at p. 5.) Similar sprawl-like
growth is also occurring in California. For example, the urban footprint in the
Sacramento Region nearly doubled between 1980 and 2010, with that growth occurring
largely in converted agricultural land. (“Sprawl’s spread speeds up,” Sacramento Bee,
November 5, 2011.) Nationally, most newly developed land was converted from
forestland, pasture and range lands, and cropland. (Our Built and Natural
Environments, at p. 4.) By 1994, one study concluded that urban development had
already consumed nearly one-third of the nation’s highly productive agricultural land.
(Ibid.)
Not only has the total developed footprint of our urban areas increased dramatically, but
the manner in and of California’s growth has also changed. Large lots and dispersed
uses have increased reliance on automobiles. (Our Built and Natural Environments, at
pp. 4.) As a result, the amount and distances people must drive have increased
substantially. The amount of driving, measured as “vehicle miles traveled” or VMT, has
increased approximately three percent per year in California, exceeding the state’s rate
of population growth. (Bartholomy, et al., “The Role of Land Use in Meeting California’s
Energy and Climate Change Goals,” California Energy Commission (June 2007),
at pp. 9.) This development pattern causes many adverse environmental
consequences, including, but not limited to, consumption of open space, destruction
and fragmentation of wildlife habitat, decreased water quality, increased air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions. (Id. at pp. 80-82.)
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In addition to environmental costs, there are economic and emotional ones. The
average American household spends approximately 20 percent of its total income on
transportation costs. (Marilee Utter, “The Match Game: Bringing Together Affordable
Housing and Transit Villages,” Multifamily Trends (Winter 2005).) Poorer households
pay an even higher percentage, effectively making their costs even greater. “Today, the
average car costs more than $6,000 per year to own and operate, but even the least
expensive car can cost $3,000 per year in insurance, fuel, repairs, and other
miscellaneous expenses.” (Ibid.) “One analysis of some of the causes behind the U.S.
financial crisis suggests that vehicle ownership and a lack of access to public
transportation may be just as predictive of mortgage foreclosure rates as low credit
scores and high debt-to-income ratios.” (“Location Efficiency and Housing Type: Boiling
it Down to BTUs,” Jonathan Rose Companies (May 2011), at p. 5.)

B. Infill Can Result in Economic, Environmental, Social, and Health
Benefits
a. Economic Benefits
In contrast to continued outward growth into what are often termed “Greenfields,”
thoughtful infill development can provide multiple benefits on community, regional and
statewide scales. For example, infill allows local governments to create a much higher
tax base on a per acre basis than development on the periphery. (See, e.g., Emily
Badger citing to Joe Minicozzi, “The Simple Math That Can Save Cities From
Bankruptcy,” The Atlantic Cities (March 30, 2012), available online at
http://www.theatlanticcities.com/jobs-and-economy/2012/03/simple-math-can-savecities-bankruptcy/1629/.) Mr. Minicozzi, a prominent architect and developer has
engaged in multiple studies across California in an effort to establish that infill can
actually produce greater revenues for a local entity than developing large regional strip
malls and subdivisions on a periphery, while simultaneously improving the quality of life
for local residents. As a result of his review of California and other cities, Mr. Minicozzi
has made the case that governments that develop infill will see drastic improvement to
their fiscal management as such development utilizes existing infrastructure and
services, provides greater returns per acre unit of land in both property and sales tax,
and revitalizes and restores blighted and forgotten community cores, which results in
more sustainable long-term revenue generation and consistent property values. (Ibid.)
According to his research, “low-density development isn’t just a poor way to make
property-tax revenue. It’s extremely expensive to maintain. In fact, it’s only feasible if
we’re expanding development at the periphery into eternity, forever bringing in revenue
from new construction that can help pay for the existing subdivisions we’ve already
built.” This impossibility of course, results in waning market demand for larger
developed homes and businesses in areas where interest has fallen off and eventual
blight that could otherwise be avoided with an infill approach to urban planning. (Ibid.)
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b. Environmental Benefits
Similarly, there are attendant environmental benefits to infill which have both a direct
effect on human health as well as indirectly impact the economic viability of a region.
In adopting a policy to promote infill development, the American Planning Association
explained:
Existing neighborhoods and communities are an important asset in efforts
to address climate change. Public and private sector investments have
created infrastructure and amenities to serve homes and businesses in
these areas. Reinvestment in these sites allows a community (or a region)
to accommodate new residents and businesses within its existing fabric.
Such reinvestment maximizes the use of existing infrastructure,
encourages the preservation and continued use of historic buildings and
supports existing businesses and services. It reduces the need for new
roads and infrastructure, and can encourage walking, biking and use of
transit. It preserves open space and Greenfields, thus reducing sprawl and
retaining areas that serve as carbon sinks. (American Planning
Association, Policy Guide on Planning & Climate Change (Updated April
2011).)
Evidence indicates that these general observations hold true in California.
For example, a 2005 study of California’s infill potential found that, compared to current
development trends, the demand for undeveloped land could be reduced by nearly
350,000 acres if new development focused in infill locations. (Landis et al., “The Future
of Infill Housing in California: Opportunities, Potential, Feasibility and Demand”
(September 2005), Volume II, at pp. 93.)
Directing growth to existing urbanized areas is also a promising strategy to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. According to the Brookings Institution, the per capita
carbon footprint of metropolitan areas was lower than non-metropolitan areas, largely
due to reduced building energy and automobile use. (Brown et al., “Shrinking the
Carbon Footprint of Metropolitan America,” Brookings (May 2008).) Similarly, emissions
increased at a slower pace in metropolitan areas. (Ibid.)
Infill development is also one strategy to serve California’s changing demographics.
Younger adults entering the workforce and older adults entering retirement are both
gravitating toward established cities. (Urban Land Institute and Price Waterhouse
Coopers, “Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2012” (October 2011), at pp. 27-29.)
Notably, evidence indicates that the top real estate markets also tend to be highly
walkable (i.e., densely developed with a diversity of uses). (Ibid.)
Infill strategies are also consistent with near-term development trends. One recent
report concluded that demand for housing within transit station areas is much higher
than available supply, whereas the supply of large lot homes exceeds demand.
(Arthur Nelson, “The New California Dream: How Demographic and Economic Trends
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May Shape the Housing Market: A Land Use Scenario for 2020 and 2035,” Urban Land
Institute (2011).) Similarly, a study by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found
a “dramatic increase in the share of new construction built in central cities and older
suburbs.” (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Residential Construction Trends in
America’s Metropolitan Regions” (January 2010), at pp. 1.)
In fact, according to a report prepared by the Urban Land Institute and Price
Waterhouse Coopers, “[i]nfill and in-town projects have much better prospects than
greenfield subdivisions.” (Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2012, at p. 57.) For
example, the highest rated investment and development prospects for 2012 are
apartments. (Id. at pp. 43-44.) The Urban Land Institute and Price Waterhouse
Coopers further report that “[c]onvenience trends and rising auto-related costs orient
lifestyles to 24-hour infill locations, especially toward apartments near mass transit
stops[.]” (Id. at p. 46.) Similarly, urban mixed-use properties rate near the top for both
investment and development prospects, while master-planned communities rate near
the bottom. (Id. at p. 45.) Focusing on infill is also consistent with trends in retail
development. Again, according to the Emerging Trends in Real Estate report, “The
United States simply does not need additional shopping center square footage,
especially in old formats.” Infill “necessity retail” near healthy neighborhoods is
expected to perform and “plenty of opportunity exists for redevelopment and redesign.”
(Id. at pp. 54-55.) Buildings that incorporate green building strategies are also
increasing in demand and popularity. (Id. at pp. 44-45.)
c. Health Benefits
Infill development is also linked to health benefits. According to the American Lung
Association,
Sustainable, mixed-use communities designed around mass transit,
walking and cycling have been shown to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, air pollution, and a range of adverse health outcomes including
traffic injuries, cancers, lung and heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and
other chronic health conditions. In addition to the benefits to lung health,
individuals who live in mixed-use and walkable communities have a 35
percent lower risk of obesity.
(American Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health
Issue Brief: Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable
land use and transportation planning” (Spring 2010).)
Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity, diabetes, heart and lung disease,
cancers and other chronic illnesses associated with increased physical activity, smart
growth development patterns “could help California cut over 132,000 tons of air pollution
and avoid up to 140 premature deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other respiratory
symptoms, 16,550 work days lost and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.” (American
Lung Association in California, Fact Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid air
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pollution-related illnesses, deaths and costs.”) Studies have linked positive health
outcomes to policies that increase walking, bicycling and other physical activity.
(Woodcock J, et al. “Public health benefits of strategies to reduce greenhouse‐gas
emissions: urban land transport,” The Lancet (2009), pp. 1930‐1943.)
C. The Promotion of Infill Aligns With Existing State Policy
While infill is an express policy priority, it is also a key strategy in realizing other state
policies. For example, SB 375 (Steinberg, 2008) calls for a reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions by aligning land use and transportation planning. Specifically, the
California Transportation Commission’s Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines
recognize “urban and suburban infill, clustered development, mixed land uses, New
Urbanist design, transit-oriented development, and other ‘smart-growth’ strategies” as
land use tools to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. (California Transportation
Commission, Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines (2010), at pp. 230-231.)
Similarly, the Air Resources Board’s Scoping Plan describes local policies that may
assist the state in achieving its greenhouse gas reduction targets pursuant to AB 32.
It noted, for example, that “[l]ocal governments have the ability to directly influence both
the siting and design of new residential and commercial developments in a way that
reduces GHG associated with energy, water, waste, and vehicle travel, which may
include zoning for more compact and mixed-use residential and commercial
development and adopting policies to promote infill and affordable housing.”
(California Air Resources Board, Scoping Plan (2011), Appendix C, at pp. C-53.)
Despite the benefits of infill development, impediments exist. The California Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency commissioned a study in 2005 to examine infill
potential in California. That study noted several factors affecting the feasibility of infill
housing, including small parcel sizes, local opposition to higher density development,
and high costs for land acquisition, entitlement and construction costs. (Landis, The
Future of Infill Housing in California: Opportunities, Potential, Feasibility and Demand, at
pp. 106-115.) Another frequently cited impediment is the uncertainty associated with
the regulatory process, including that process dedicated to environmental review. (See,
e.g., Elkind, E. “Removing the Roadblocks: How to Make Sustainable Development
Happen Now” (August 2009).) This package is an attempt to address this final concern,
by streamlining the environmental review of infill for those communities willing to
surmount these other obstacles.
VII.

DEVELOPMENT OF RULEMAKING PACKAGE (Government Code
section 11346.46).)

In developing the Proposed Amendments, OPR actively sought the input, advice, and
assistance of numerous interested parties and stakeholder groups. (See, the
Transmittal Package issued to the Agency by OPR on June 25, 2012, attached as
Exhibit B.) Specifically, OPR met with representatives of numerous agencies and
organizations to discuss the perspectives of the business community, the environmental
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community, local governments, non-governmental organizations, state agencies, public
health officials, CEQA practitioners and legal experts. These activities satisfy the
provisions of Government Code section 11346.45 which require early public
involvement in complex proposals.
After publishing a preliminary draft on January 1, 2012, OPR continued to conduct
extensive public outreach. It also accepted and responded to public comments. (See
the June 25, 2012, OPR Transmittal Package) It then issued a revised draft of its
proposal on May 1, 2012, where it again accepted and reviewed numerous public
comments. Thus, the proposal transmitted to the Resources Agency was extensively
vetted by the regulated community.

VIII.

SPECIFIC PURPOSE AND NEED, NECESSITY, AUTHORITY, AND
REFERENCE FOR EACH AMENDMENT (Government Code section
11346.2(b)(1).)

A. Section 15183.3
1. Subdivision (a)
a. Purpose
Section 21094.5.5 of the Public Resources Code (hereafter referred to as the
“authorizing statute”) mandates the development of “guidelines for the implementation
of Section 21094.5[.]” Subdivision (a) implements the authorizing statute by clarifying
that Section 21094.5 limits the process and analysis that CEQA would otherwise require
for certain types of development projects. Subdivision (a) further clarifies that the
streamlined process that Section 21094.5 creates is available only to eligible infill
projects.
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b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (a) provides lead agencies with a principle to guide implementation of
Section 15183.3. Specifically, when confronted with questions of implementation, the
lead agency should interpret Section 15183.3 in a way that effectuates the intent of
streamlining the CEQA process for infill projects.
2. Subdivision (b)
a. Purpose
Subdivision (b) implements the authorizing statute by clarifying and interpreting the
eligibility requirements that an infill project must satisfy in order use the streamlined
process in Section 15183.3.
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (b) is reasonably necessary to implement the authorizing statute because it
organizes the conditions that are scattered throughout various subdivisions of Section
21094.5 into one location in the Guidelines. (See e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5,
subd. (c)(requiring consistency with certain plans and satisfaction of performance
standards), subd. (e)(1)(B) (requiring that the project site be previously developed or
surrounded by other development).) By collecting the eligibility criteria from the statute
and placing them at the top of Section 15183.3, subdivision (b) makes it easy for lead
agencies and project applicants to determine whether to proceed with the procedures
described in the subsequent subdivisions. Making Section 15183.3 “user friendly” is
necessary to achieve the purpose of incentivizing infill development. (See, e.g., Elkind,
E. and Stone, Michael S., “Falling Flat: Why the CEQA Affordable Housing Exemptions
Have Not Been Effective,” UCLA/Frankel Working Paper #2. Spring 2006, at p. 30
(noting that unfamiliarity with CEQA’s exemptions is a barrier to their use).)
Subdivision (b) is also necessary to interpret the meaning of some of the eligibility
criteria listed in Section 21094.5. For example, subdivision (b)(1) clarifies that the term
“adjoins” means “immediately adjacent”. It also clarifies that the “statewide performance
standards” referred to in Section 21094.5 are contained in proposed new Appendix M of
the CEQA Guidelines.
3. Subdivision (c)
a. Purpose
While subdivision (a) clarifies that Section 15183.3 is a streamlining provision, the
purpose of subdivision (c) is to clarify the nature of that streamlined process.
Specifically, it clarifies that Section 21094.5 exempts infill projects from analyzing
certain environmental effects and alternatives. It further clarifies that the degree of
streamlining depends on the completeness of prior environmental review.
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b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (c) is reasonably necessary to implement the authorizing statute by alerting
lead agencies, project applicants and the public that Section 15183.3 is a unique
streamlining tool for infill projects. CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines contain several
different provisions intended to streamline the review process, and each provision
contains its own limitations. (See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21094 and CEQA Guidelines
§ 15152 (limiting the scope of analysis in project-level EIRs tiering from a plan-level
EIR); Pub. Res. Code § 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines § 15183 (limiting the application
of CEQA for projects that are consistent with general plans and zoning); Pub. Res.
Code §§ 21156 et seq. and CEQA Guidelines §§ 15175 et seq. (special provisions for
Master EIRs); CEQA Guidelines § 15168 (allowing use of program-level EIRs for later
projects).) Unlike CEQA’s tiering provisions, for example, Section 15183.3 does not
require a later EIR to analyze previously identified significant and unavoidable impacts.
Further, also unlike tiering, which only limits the content of future EIRs, Section 15183.3
limits the application of CEQA altogether. Thus, Section 15183.3 does not require lead
agencies to adopt new statements of overriding considerations to address previously
identified significant effects. (Contrast CEQA Guidelines § 15152 (tiering) with §
15183.3 (infill streamlining); see also Communities for a Better Environment v.
California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 122-125 (“CBE”) (interpreting
CEQA’s tiering provision).) Further, review is not required even for effects that were not
previously analyzed if uniformly applicable development policies or standards
substantially mitigate those effects. Despite these important differences, however, there
is a potential for confusion between the two provisions since Section 21094.5
immediately follows the statutory provision for tiering in Section 21094. Therefore, to
avoid confusion with those other streamlining provisions, subdivision (c) describes the
unique nature of streamlining provided in Section 15183.3.
4. Subdivision (d)
a.

Purpose

Section 21094.5 states which effects are subject to CEQA and which projects may
benefit from that section’s limitations. Section 21094.5 does not, however, expressly
describe the procedure that lead agencies must follow in implementing that statute.
Drawing from other rules and procedures described in CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines,
subdivision (d) implements the authorizing statute by setting forth the procedure to
achieve the streamlined process provided in Section 21094.5. Specifically, subdivision
(d) guides lead agencies on how to determine what effects of infill projects are subject
to CEQA, and what environmental document should be used to analyze those effects.
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b.

Reasonable Necessity

Subdivision (d) is reasonably necessary to effectuate the streamlining that Section
21094.5. Because subdivision (d) includes several subsections, the necessity of those
subsections is described below.
Subdivision (d) Procedure. The first paragraph in subdivision (d) accomplishes two
tasks. First, it directs lead agencies to evaluate whether an infill project is eligible for
streamlined review following “preliminary review”. This direction is needed to clarify that
Section 15183.3 applies only if the activity is a discretionary “project”, as defined in
Section 15378, and is not subject to some other exemption.
Second, it clarifies the direction in Section 21094.5 that determinations must be
“supported by substantial evidence.” CEQA generally requires lead agencies to
evaluate evidence differently depending on the stage of the CEQA process.
For example, at the initial study stage, a lead agency’s task is to determine whether any
evidence supports a fair argument that the project may cause significant effects, and if
so, to prepare an EIR. (CEQA Guidelines § 15064(a)(1).) In the EIR stage, however,
an agency must evaluate and weigh the evidence in the record. (See, e.g., CEQA
Guideline §§ 15088 (lead agency must evaluate comments and decide whether to
revise the EIR), 15151 (a disagreement among experts will not make an EIR
insufficient).) During OPR’s initial public outreach, comments indicated confusion about
how a lead agency would evaluate evidence under Section 15183.3. (See, e.g.,
Comments of the Planning and Conservation League, February 24, 2012.) Subdivision
(d) therefore clarifies that Section 21094.5 requires lead agencies to resolve factual
questions about a project and that the lead agency’s determinations are owed
deference. (See Standard of Review discussion below.)
Subdivision (d)(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project. Subdivision (d)(1) provides step-bystep guidance to lead agencies to determine which effects of an infill project are subject
to CEQA (i.e., are new or more significant). Specifically, it directs lead agencies to use
a checklist or other written device to document a project’s eligibility for the streamlining
in Section 15183.3. It specifies that Appendix N may be used for that purpose.
Notably, subdivision (d)(1) states that lead agencies “should” use Appendix N, but does
not mandate its use. It does so because use of a checklist supports CEQA’s policies of
public disclosure and informed decision-making, but is not expressly required by
Section 21094.5. (See CEQA Guidelines § 15005(b).) Documenting eligibility in a
checklist does not impose a burden on lead agencies, as other CEQA streamlining tools
also require preparation of an initial study. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code §§
21094(c) (requiring an initial study for tiering), 21157.1(b) (requiring preparation of an
initial study following a master EIR); see also CEQA Guidelines § 15168(c)(4) (directing
use of a written checklist following a program EIR).)
Subdivision (d)(1)(A) is necessary to ensure that lead agencies develop substantial
evidence to document how an infill project satisfies the performance standards in
Appendix M.
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Subdivision (d)(1)(B) is necessary to document that the effects of the infill project have
in fact been analyzed in a prior EIR. Substantial evidence of that analysis is provided
by the citations to the specific portions of the prior EIR containing the relevant analysis.
Subdivision (d)(1)(C) is necessary to assist lead agencies in determining whether an
effect is new, and subject to CEQA. It does so by providing examples of circumstances
that might trigger additional analysis. This subdivision also clarifies that the phrase
“new specific effects” used in Section 15183.3 is synonymous with the more
cumbersome phrase “an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is
specific to the infill project or the infill project site” used in the statute.
Subdivision (d)(1)(D) is necessary to guide lead agencies on how to determine whether
an effect is “more significant than described in a prior EIR.” This subdivision provides
guidance in two ways. First, it provides examples of circumstances that trigger
additional analysis. Second, it draws a parallel to the circumstances described in
Section 15162 that would require a subsequent EIR where new information shows that
an effect will be substantially more severe. This parallel will assist lead agencies
because the content in Section 15162 has existed in the CEQA Guidelines since at
least 1973, and so there is an ample body of case-law to guide application. This is an
appropriate parallel because both Section 21166 (on which Section 15162 is based)
and Section 21094.5 presume the existence of a prior EIR.
Finally, Subdivision (d)(1)(E) is necessary to assist lead agencies in determining
whether new or more significant effects that might otherwise be subject to CEQA are in
fact not subject to CEQA because uniformly applicable development policies
substantially mitigate such effects. (See Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a)(2).)
This subdivision accomplishes several tasks.
First, it clarifies that the phrase “substantially mitigate” does not require that impacts be
mitigated to a less than significant level. This clarification is necessary given arguments
to the contrary by some observers pointing to CEQA’s general rule requiring an EIR
where a project’s effects are significant. (See, e.g., Comments of Adams Broadwell
Joseph & Cardozo, May 31, 2012.) Such an interpretation is not consistent with the
plain language of Section 21094.5. Under Section 21094.5(a)(1), a less than significant
effect would not trigger the requirement for additional review. If development policies
had to reduce effects to a less than significant level, there would be no purpose of
subdivision (a)(2).
More fundamentally, had the Legislature intended that such policies reduce effects to a
less than significant level, it would not have used the word “substantially” to modify the
word “mitigate.” Finally, in light of the other existing tiering and streamlining tools, the
legislature’s apparent intent in adopting Section 21094.5 was to create additional
streamlining. In urban environments, it may not be possible to reduce some effects,
such as construction noise and traffic, to less than significant levels. Interpreting the
phrase “substantially mitigate” to mean less than significant would frustrate the purpose
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of Section 21094.5(a)(2). Subdivision (d)(1)(E), therefore, clarifies that development
policies must meaningfully reduce significant effects in order to avoid further review, but
need not reduce such effects to a less than significant level.
Second, Subdivision (d)(1)(E) directs lead agencies to explain in writing how
development policies will substantially mitigate an effect. This is necessary to avoid
conclusory application of policies that may not actually reduce the effects at issue. It is
also provides a mechanism for the lead agency to make the written finding required by
Section 21094.5(a)(2).
Subdivision (d)(2) Environmental Document. Subdivision (d)(2) guides lead agencies
on which environmental document should follow the evaluation described in
Subdivision (d)(1).
Subdivision (d)(2)(A) is necessary to describe how a lead agency should document its
conclusion that no further CEQA review is required. Specifically, it requires filing a
Notice of Determination. This is consistent with the California Supreme Court’s
observation that “[a]gencies may determine that supplemental environmental review is
not required for a subsequent activity, and CEQA requires them to publicly notice these
determinations.” (Comm. For Green Foothils v. Santa Clara Bd. of Sup. (2010) 48
Cal.4th 32, 46 (citing Pub. Resources Code § 21152(a).) Notably, filing an NOD
triggers a short 30-day statute of limitations period. Thus, requiring a lead agency to file
an NOD furthers both the purpose of streamlining review of infill projects while notifying
the public of project approvals. The last sentence of Subdivision (d)(2)(A) is necessary
to alert lead agencies of the potential need to adopt specific findings.
Subdivision (d)(2)(B) is necessary to guide agencies on which environmental document
to prepare when the infill project will cause new effects that are less than significant.
This subdivision clarifies that a lead agency must differentiate in documents that are
circulated for public review between effects that are subject to CEQA and those that are
not. The last sentence of Subdivision (d)(2)(B) is necessary to alert lead agencies of
the potential need to adopt specific findings.
Subdivision (d)(2)(C) provides similar direction, but in the case where some effects of
an infill project remain subject to CEQA and are significant.
Subdivision (d)(2)(D) is necessary for several reasons. First, it clarifies that a lead
agency need not adopt a new statement of overriding considerations for effects that
were already analyzed in a prior EIR. Statements of overriding considerations are
statements of the approving agency’s views on the ultimate balancing of the merits of
approving a project despite its environmental damage. Clarifying that such a statement
is not required in this instance is necessary to avoid practitioner confusion with rules
that apply under the separate tiering statute. (See, e.g., Comments of Adams
Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo, May 31, 2012.) Notably, the discussion regarding the
need for new statements of overriding considerations in Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98 (“CBE”) does
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not apply to Section 21094.5. The court in that decision interpreted Section 21094,
which only limits the analysis in later EIRs, but leaves all of CEQA’s other requirements
in place. Section 21094.5, in contrast, limits the application of CEQA altogether to
effects that have not been previously analyzed and cannot be substantially mitigated by
uniformly applicable development policies. Subdivision (d)(2)(D), therefore, clarifies that
such findings need only be adopted in connection with new significant effects.
Second, this section clarifies that the findings required by Section 21094.5(a)(2) must
draw a rational connection between the evidence in the record and the lead agency’s
ultimate conclusions.
5. Subdivision (e)
a. Purpose
The purpose of Subdivision (e) is to describe the contents of an infill EIR.
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (e) is necessary to clarify that the contents of an infill EIR are limited.
Specifically, an infill EIR will not include a growth inducing impacts analysis, or analysis
of alterative locations, densities or building intensities. New analysis will be limited to
just new or more significant effects that uniformly applicable development policies do
not substantially mitigate. Appendix N can be used to document the location of the
analysis of previously analyzed effects. Other than these limitations, an infill EIR will
need to include other required elements of EIRs, including an executive summary for
example.
6. Subdivision (f)
a.

Purpose

The purpose of Subdivision (f) is to clarify and define certain terms used in
Section 15183.3.
b.

Reasonable Necessity

The necessity of the definitions in Subdivision (f) is described below.
Subdivision (f)(1) clarifies which land use types may be considered “infill projects”. It
also further clarifies the term “transit station”. Specifically, it draws from, and makes
more specific, the definition of “transit station” in Section 65460.1 of the Government
Code. Modeling this definition on the one in the Government Code is appropriate since
the authorizing statute refers to that Government Code section.
Subdivision (f)(2) defines a “planning level decision.” Specifically, it clarifies that such a
decision includes not just a general plan, but any element thereof. This is a necessary
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clarification because many local governments update their general plans only a few
elements at a time. (See OPR, Annual Planning Survey (2012), at pp. 349-363.)
Subdivision (f)(3) defines the term “previously developed.” Defining this term is
necessary because the term “developed” can be broadly interpreted to mean any
physical alteration of the land. (See, e.g., Gov. Code § 65927 (broadly defining
“development” under the Permit Streamlining Act).) In the context of Section 21094.5,
however, which is limited to urban infill, “previously developed” should not include
alterations due to agricultural production and park uses, for example.
Subdivision (f)(4) defines the term “prior EIR”. While this definition matches that
provided in the statute, it is necessary to repeat that definition in Section 15183.3
because the term is frequently used in that section, and many practitioners and
planners do not frequently consult the Public Resources Code.
Subdivision (f)(5) provides a cross reference to the definition of “qualified urban use” in
the Public Resources Code. A simple cross reference is appropriate in this case
because that term appears only twice elsewhere in Section 15183.3.
Subdivision (f)(6) defines “small walkable community project.” This definition is
necessary because it collects into one place in the Guidelines the various eligibility
requirements for such projects that are scattered throughout Section 21094.5.
The definition further clarifies that a city may designate a small walkable community
project area concurrently with a project approval. This is a necessary clarification
because the concept of a “small walkable community project” does not appear
anywhere else in California planning law. Requiring that a city first designate such an
area in order to make use of this streamlining tool would counter the purpose of Section
21094.5 to promote infill development by streamlining requirements.
Subdivision (f)(7) creates a definition for “sustainable communities strategy or
alternative planning strategy.” Defining those terms is necessary to avoid repeated use
of the cumbersome 51-word phrase “for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant
to subparagraph (H) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the
Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan planning organization’s determination
that the sustainable communities strategy or the alternative planning strategy would, if
implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets” that appears in
the statute.
Subdivision (f)(8) defines the term “uniformly applicable development policies or
standards”. Definition of the term in the Guidelines is necessary because the statute
does not do so. The definition includes examples of such policies that would like
address some of the effects of urban infill development.
Subdivision (f)(9) provides a cross reference to the definition of “urban area” in the
Public Resources Code. This cross reference is appropriate since that term appears
only once elsewhere in Section 15183.3.
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7. Appendix M
a. Purpose
The authorizing statute directed OPR and the Natural Resources Agency to develop
performance standards that govern eligibility for streamlining under Section 15183.3.
The authorizing statute further directed that those performance standards promote a
specific set of environmental objectives. Other than enumerating those environmental
objectives, however, the Legislature left OPR and the Resources Agency wide
discretion in developing the performance standards. Appendix M contains those
standards.
To promote the authorizing statute’s streamlining purpose, one of OPR’s objectives was
to create as few standards and requirements as necessary to maximize the
environmental benefits set in the statute. Indeed, one of the criticisms of the existing
statutory exemption for infill projects is that its eligibility criteria are too burdensome.
(See, e.g., Elkind, E. and Stone, Michael S., Falling Flat: Why the CEQA Affordable
Housing Exemptions Have Not Been Effective, UCLA/Frankel Working Paper #2. Spring
2006, at p. 19.) As will be explained in greater detail below, Appendix M minimizes the
number of eligibility criteria by focusing on vehicle miles traveled, or VMT, as the
primary standard.
Notably, the authorizing statute requires that the performance standards, as a whole,
promote the enumerated environmental objectives. It does not require that the
standards actually achieve those objectives. The word “promote” has been defined to
mean “to further; to encourage; to advance.” (BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (6th ed.
1990).) Since neighborhoods are complex synergistic systems, and because the
statute requires that the standards taken as a whole promote the list of statewide
objectives, each policy objective need not apply to each type of project that might be
eligible for streamlining. Rather, the standards may promote any combination of policy
objectives with respect to any of the infill project types.
To demonstrate that the performance standards satisfy each of the objectives stated in
the statute, the following discussion provides an excerpt of the statutory requirements
for the performance standards (in italics), along with an explanation of how the
performance standards, as a whole, satisfy those policy objectives.
(b) The guidelines prepared pursuant to this section shall include statewide standards
for infill projects that may be amended from time to time and promote all of the
following:
(1) The implementation of the land use and transportation policies in the Sustainable
Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (Chapter 728 of the Statutes of 2008).
A primary focus of the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act, better
known as SB 375, is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicles by
integrating land use and transportation planning. The legislative findings in SB 375
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state that even taking the state’s other greenhouse gas emissions reductions into
account, “it will be necessary to achieve significant additional greenhouse gas
reductions from changed land use patterns and improved transportation.”
(SB 375 (2008), § 1(c).) SB 375 also states that CEQA should encourage “developers
to submit applications and local governments to make land use decisions that will help
the state achieve its climate goals under AB 32, assist in the achievement of state and
federal air quality standards, and increase petroleum conservation.” (Id. at § 1(f).)
SB 375 required the California Transportation Commission to develop guidelines for the
travel demand models that are used in creating sustainable communities strategies.
Those guidelines were to account for, among other factors, the effects of density and
vehicle miles traveled. (Id. at § 2 (adding § 14522.1 to the Government Code, which
requires the development of modeling guidelines to support SB 375 implementation).)
These and other provisions indicate the legislature’s intent that greenhouse gas
emissions be reduced through reduction in vehicle miles traveled.
The travel behavior of existing households provides a reasonable estimate of the travel
behavior of residents of new households in the same location. This is because locationbased factors external to the project, such as regional accessibility, density, mixing of
uses, and proximity to transit, are the major determinants of travel behavior. Thus,
projects located in such areas will also likely be associated with lower VMT due to those
same characteristics. (CAPCOA, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures
(2010), pp. 155-331.) Therefore, the performance standards in Section IV of Appendix
M that provide streamlining for residential, commercial and office projects in lower VMT
areas promotes the policies underlying SB 375.
(2) The state planning priorities specified in Section 65041.1 of the Government Code
and in the most recently adopted Environmental Goals and Policy Report issued by the
Office of Planning and Research supporting infill development.
Section 65041.1 of the Government Code indicates that the state’s first planning priority,
which is intended to “promote equity, strengthen the economy, protect the environment,
and promote public health and safety in the state,” is to promote “infill development and
appropriate reuse and redevelopment of previously developed, underutilized land[.]”
The most recently adopted Environmental Goals and Policy Report is the 1978 Urban
Strategy which similarly provides that the first priority is to “[r]enew and maintain existing
urban areas, both cities and suburbs.” The second priority is to “[d]evelop vacant and
under-utilized land within existing urban and suburban areas….” (An Urban Strategy for
California (1978), at p. 10.) These priorities indicate that the performance standards
should generally drive development to developed and vacant sites within existing urban
environments.
Lower VMT areas tend to be concentrated in the urbanized core. Thus, directing new
growth to lower VMT areas is also likely to promote growth in vacant and underutilized
lands within existing urban areas. Since the Urban Strategy seeks to reduce
development in undeveloped areas, and to protect open spaces and agricultural lands,
the proposed performance standards also promote growth within existing suburbs, even
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in higher VMT locations. The performance standards do so by tying such growth to the
availability of transit, in the case of residential and office projects, or to the proximity of a
customer base or students, in the case of commercial and school projects. Thus, the
performance standards, as a whole, promote the priorities in the 1978 Urban Strategy.
(3) The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions under the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006 (Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of the Health
and Safety Code).
The Global Warming Solutions Act, more commonly known as AB 32, calls for statewide
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. (Health & Safety Code
§ 38550.) Those reductions will be achieved through the regulation of specified sectors
of California’s economy. AB 32 regulations will not directly govern the development of
infill projects; however, the Air Resources Board’s Scoping Plan calls on local
governments to reduce emissions within their control by a percentage that is
comparable to that of state as whole (i.e., approximately 15 percent). (Air Resources
Board, Scoping Plan, at pp. 27.)
Reducing VMT is essential if California is to achieve its emissions reduction targets.
(Bartholomy et al., “The Role of Land Use in Meeting California’s Energy and Climate
Change Goals,” California Energy Commission, 2007, at pp. 4.) VMT is projected to
continue growing, even faster than population growth. If VMT growth is not reduced,
VMT-associated emissions will outstrip emissions-reductions resulting from
technological advances in fuel efficiency and cleaner burning fuels. (Ewing, et al.,
Growing Cooler: the Evidence on Urban Development and Climate Change (2007), at
pp. 3-4.)
Reducing VMT reduces greenhouse gas emissions by limiting fossil fuel combustion
associated with automobile use. Even in higher VMT areas, however, locating projects
near transit or close to project users will promote reductions in VMT. The performance
standards also provide that all non-residential projects incorporate renewable energy
components into project design if feasible. Thus, the performance standards as a whole
promote the underlying objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
(4) The reduction in per capita water use pursuant to Section 10608.16 of the Water
Code.
Section 10608.16 of the Water Code sets forth statewide urban per capita water use
reductions of 20 percent by 2020, with an interim reduction target of 10 percent by
2016. The mandatory elements of California’s new building code, known as CALGreen,
are designed to achieve similar levels of water use reductions for both residential and
non-residential buildings. (See, e.g., CALGreen, § 4.303.1 (providing guidelines on how
to achieve a 20% reduction in indoor water use in residential structures), § 5.303.2
(requiring non-residential buildings to achieve 20 percent reduction in water
consumption).) Thus, all new residential and non-residential buildings will achieve the
water use reduction objective stated in the authorizing statute.
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While all new residential and non-residential buildings will achieve the water use
reduction targets by implementing CalGreen’s mandatory elements, the performance
standards will achieve even greater water savings. Specifically, the performance
standards promote growth in lower VMT areas that tend to correlate with increased
density. (Litman, T. (2012). Land Use Impacts on Transport: How Land Use Factors
Affect Travel Behavior. Retrieved from http://www.vtpi.org/landtravel.pdf; Ewing, R., &
Cervero, R. (2001). Travel and the Built Environment. Transportation Research Record,
1780, 87-114; Ewing, R. (1997). Is Los Angeles style sprawl desirable? Journal of the
American Planning Association, 63(1), 107-126.) Higher density areas use less water.
(Cooley, H. (2007). A Review of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s Retail
and Wholesale Customer Water Demand Projections. Retrieved from
http://cdm16255.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p267501ccp2/id/72; U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, “Growing Toward More Efficient Water Use: Linking
Development, Infrastructure, and Drinking Water Policies” (January 2006) at pp. 3-4
(noting that large lot sizes associated with lower density neighborhoods consume
substantially more water than smaller lot developments).) Thus, the performance
standards as a whole promote reductions in per capita water use.
(5) The creation of a transit village development district consistent with Section 65460.1
of the Government Code.
Section 65460.1 of the Government Code falls within Article 8.5, which provides for the
creation of transit village plans. According to that Article, transit villages contain a mix
of land uses, including residential, commercial, and civic uses, oriented toward transit
stations. The Legislature determined that such transit villages can, among other
benefits, reduce traffic congestion and improve environmental conditions. This
provision of the authorizing statute therefore calls for standards that promote the
creation of such districts.
To promote the creation of such districts, the performance standards provide eligibility
for residential and office projects that are close to transit. Further, transit stations are
eligible for streamlining without any additional type-specific performance standards.
These standards therefore promote the creation of transit villages.
(6) Substantial energy efficiency improvements, including improvements to projects
related to transportation energy.
The performance standards promote energy efficiency improvements in several ways.
First, the performance standards encourage transportation efficient projects by
prioritizing projects in low VMT areas. Second, compact development that is typical in
low VMT areas also reduces building energy use through smaller average unit size and
a greater share of attached units. (Ewing, R., Rong, F. The Impact of Urban Form on
U.S. Residential Energy Use. March 2010; Ewing, R., & Rong, F. (2008). The Impact of
Urban Form on U.S. Residential Energy Use. Housing Policy Debate, 19(1), 1-30;
Norman, J., MacLean, H. L., & Kennedy, C. A. (2006). Comparing High and Low
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Residential Density: Life-Cycle Analysis of Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions. Journal of Urban Planning and Development, 132(1), 10-21.) Thus, as a
whole, the performance standards promote substantial energy efficiency improvements.
(7) Protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or
water pollution, or soil contamination.
The performance standards promote public health in several ways. First, the
performance standards facilitate active transportation (i.e., walking and bicycling) by
prioritizing new growth in lower VMT areas. Increasing physical activity has been
demonstrated to have remarkably positive health outcomes. (American Lung
Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health Issue Brief:
Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable land use
and transportation planning,” Spring 2010.)
Second, with regard to protecting the public health of vulnerable populations from air
pollution or water pollution, or soil contamination, an extensive regulatory regime
already exists to address clean-up and reuse of contaminated properties. It is
impossible to prescribe more specific performance standards for infill projects, as such
measures will necessarily depend on site-specific circumstances. Such measures
would be included in recommendations in a relevant remediation documents. Thus, the
performance standards provide for implementation of applicable remediation
recommendations.
Regarding air pollution, attention has focused in recent years on the health effects of
developing sensitive uses near sources of toxic air contaminants, such as high-volume
roadways. Evidence indicates that risk increases near high volume roadways, generally
within 500 feet, though precise distances and risk factors vary considerably based on
local topography, meteorology and other site-specific factors. (See, e.g., CARB 2005
Handbook; BAAQMD CEQA Thresholds (May 2011), § 5.2.5.) Many transit corridors
are located near high volume roadways. Prohibiting any new development within the
transit corridors would counteract the policies described above that direct new growth
toward transit-served locations. Notably, it would also undermine the health benefits
from active transportation associated with transit-oriented development. Some design
strategies have been identified that may ameliorate the adverse effects of high volume
roadways, such as high efficiency air filters, locating air intakes away from roadways,
etc. The effectiveness of such strategies, however, is also highly dependent on sitespecific circumstances. (California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, “Health
Risk Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects,” April 2009.) Therefore, similar to
the soil and water contamination standards described above, the performance
standards would call on projects to implement whatever design requirements are
identified in local plans or ordinances that address such effects. If such plans have not
been adopted, the performance standards require projects to implement whatever
measures are identified in a health risk assessment or environmental document
prepared for the project.
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b. Reasonable Necessity
The reasonable necessity of each section of Appendix M is discussed below.
i. Introduction
The introduction section is reasonably necessary to alert reviewers of the purpose of
Appendix M. Specifically, it is necessary to clarify that Appendix M only governs
eligibility for the streamlining benefit in Section 15183.3. It does not impose a mandate
for projects that do not wish to benefit from that streamlined process.
ii.

Definitions

Section II of Appendix M defines certain terms that are used in the performance
standards. Definitions are provided in several circumstances. First, definitions are
provided for certain technical terms, such as “traffic analysis zone.” Second, definitions
are provided for terms that have a unique meaning in the context of Appendix M. For
example, in contrast to SB 375, the terms “major transit stop” and “high quality transit
corridor” in Appendix M refer to existing or funded transit improvements. Third, some
definitions, such as “significant sources of air pollution,” are provided for clarity.
iii.

Performance Standards Related to Project Design

As noted above, in order to avoid numerous and inflexible eligibility requirements, the
performance standards focus on VMT. Section III contains performance standards
necessary to promote the objectives in the authorizing statute that would not otherwise
be promoted by lowering VMT.
The renewable energy standard requires non-residential projects to include on-site
renewable energy generation. The standard is modeled on Executive Order B-18-12
which mandates renewable energy on state buildings. It is also compatible with the new
mandatory building code requirements for “solar-ready roofs”. (See, Cal. Code Regs.,
tit. 24, § 110.10 (Mandatory Requirements for Solar Ready Buildings).) This component
is necessary to promote the greenhouse gas emissions reductions goals in AB 32. As
explained in the Scoping Plan, building energy efforts must be expanded beyond
current code in order to support statewide emission reduction goals. (See, Scoping
Plan, Appendix C, pages C-142 to C-149.) On-site renewable energy generation is a
key component of net-zero energy buildings. (See Notice of Proposed Action,
Revisions to the California Building Energy Efficiency Standards (Title 24), California
Energy Commission Docket No. 12-BSTD-1 (February 7, 2012).) Notably, this
requirement does not impose a specific technology, as the project applicant may
choose from solar, wind and other means of renewable power generation.
The standards related to soil and water remediation and near-roadway development are
both necessary to address the protection of public health. As noted above, the
authorizing statute grants OPR and the Natural Resources Agency wide discretion in
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fashioning the performance standards, particularly the protection of public health.
Encouraging infill development promotes public health generally. According to the
American Lung Association,
Sustainable, mixed-use communities designed around mass transit, walking and
cycling have been shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and
a range of adverse health outcomes including traffic injuries, cancers, lung and
heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and other chronic health conditions. In addition
to the benefits to lung health, individuals who live in mixed-use and walkable
communities have a 35 percent lower risk of obesity.
(American Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health
Issue Brief: Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable
land use and transportation planning” (Spring 2010).)
Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity, diabetes, heart and lung disease,
cancers and other chronic illnesses associated with increased physical activity, smart
growth development patterns “could help California cut over 132,000 tons of air pollution
and avoid up to 140 premature deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other respiratory
symptoms, 16,550 work days lost and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.” (American
Lung Association in California, Fact Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid air
pollution-related illnesses, deaths and costs.”)
Despite these population-wide health benefits of infill, additional measures are needed
to address the health of future residents and users of certain projects. The standards in
Section III are intended to address such end users. Because health protective
measures tend to depend on the specific characteristics of the project site and may vary
from community to community, the performance standards direct local governments to
comply with policies established in local plans, if such policies exist. If no such policies
exist, the standard directs the lead agency to include project-specific measures to
promote the protection of public health. The standard suggests several categories of
potential measures, but, recognizing that CEQA typically leaves the choice of particular
mitigation measures to the discretion of lead agencies, does not prescribe a particular
measure or set of measures. (See, e.g., San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown
Plan v. City & County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 695-696.) Rather,
the lead agency must make a finding that whatever measures are implemented will
promote the protection of public health. That finding will suffice to satisfy this
performance standard. Similarly, compliance with local plans and policies that address
protection of public health from air pollution will satisfy this performance standard.
During OPR’s development process, the Building Industry Association objected to
including any health related measures. The BIA argued that impacts to project
residents from existing pollution are not CEQA impacts. (See Comments of the Building
Industry Association, May 31, 2012.) Those comments misstate the holdings of various
cases, however, and ignore both the policy underlying both CEQA and the specific
directive in the authorizing statute to protection vulnerable populations from sources of
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pollution. In any event, including health-protective standards only helps the building
industry because many jurisdictions continue to treat health impacts as CEQA impacts.
IX.

Additional Performance Standards by Project Type

The remainder of the performance standards, contained in Section IV, vary depending
on the project type. OPR developed the standards to provide alternative ways to
demonstrate eligibility for streamlining. For example, residential, commercial and office
projects, can satisfy the performance standards either by locating in a transportation
efficient location within the region or by reducing auto-dependence by locating near
transit (in the case of residential, office and school projects) or near customers or
students (in the case of commercial and school projects). Some of the characteristics of
the type-specific performance standards are discussed below.
i.

Regional Location and Below Average VMT

As noted above, reducing VMT promotes nearly all of the environmental objectives
enumerated in the authorizing statute. Decades of research demonstrates that regional
location is the central factor in determining VMT. (See, e.g., Ewing, R and Cervero, R.
Travel and the Built Environment. Journal of the American Planning Association, May
2010; Ewing, R., Bartholomew, K., Winkelman, S., Walters, J., & Chen, D. Growing
Cooler: The Evidence on Urban Development and Climate Change. Washington: Urban
Land Institute, 2008.) Therefore, regional VMT plays a key role in the performance
standards. Specifically, the performance standards make residential, commercial and
office projects eligible for streamlining if they locate in an area that exhibits less than
average VMT compared to the rest of the regional metropolitan planning organization
(MPOs). Using data compiled as part of the regional transportation planning process,
MPOs can illustrate those low vehicle travel areas on maps. Such maps can then be
used by project applicants and lead agencies to determine eligibility for streamlining.
Section II provides a definition of low vehicle travel area. It is defined slightly differently
depending on the type of use. Transportation professionals describe trips leaving from
home as “produced”, and trip arriving at other locations as “attracted”. For residential
uses, a “low vehicle travel area” is an area that generates below-average household or
home-based VMT per capita. For commercial uses, a “low vehicle travel area” is an
area that attracts below-average trip lengths. For office uses, a “low vehicle travel area”
is an area that attracts below average VMT/employee.
Below regional average was selected as the performance standard for several reasons.
First, regional MPOs represent what is essentially a travel-shed (i.e., the area within
which people generally work, live and recreate). Since most daily travel occurs within a
region, incentivizing projects to choose transportation efficient locations within a region
can lead to lower overall VMT. Second, selecting a different scale, such as statewide
average, might only benefit a few areas in the state. Choosing a regional scale
provides opportunities for beneficial development throughout the state while respecting
regional variations. Third, selecting average, as opposed to 75 percent of average for
example, promotes the objective of reducing VMT without making the streamlining
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benefit so restrictive that it only incentivizes very few projects. In other words, setting
the performance standards too low for VMT would diminish the streamlining incentive,
and could fail to draw development into infill locations. No literature suggested a better
or more defensible threshold than below average.
ii.

Proximity to Transit

In addition to regional location, the performance standards for residential and office
projects also allow projects to demonstrate eligibility by locating within one-half mile of
transit. Proximity to transit is also an eligibility criterion for school projects. The transit
alternative serves several functions. First, as noted above, it promotes the creation of
transit villages, which is one of the environmental objectives specified in the authorizing
statute. Second, in the event that an MPO or local government does not create a map
of low VMT areas based on the regional travel demand model, projects can still easily
demonstrate eligibility by referencing a transit map. Finally, it encourages projects
proposed in even higher VMT areas within the region to locate in an area that enables
less auto dependence.
Notably, transit users tend to behave slightly differently depending on where they are
traveling. Office commuters tend to walk shorter distances from transit to the office, for
example. They also tend to rely more on larger commuter transit systems. Therefore,
the performance standards provide that office projects must be within one-quarter mile
of a “major transit stop”. Residential projects, on the other hand, can be up to one-half
mile from a major transit stop or a stop along a “high quality transit corridor,” the latter of
which includes a single bus line with 15-minute headways during peak hours. While
some literature suggests that people will walk less distance to non-rail transit, other
literature indicates that people walk shorter distances to bus transit because there are
simply more bus stops available. (“Explaining walking distance to public transport: the
dominance of public transport supply,” Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies, The
University of Sydney, Australia, Rhonda Daniels and Corinne Mulley (July 29, 2011), at
pp. 5, 18, http://sydney.edu.au/business/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/106501/ DanielsMulley-Explaining.pdf.) Therefore, the performance standards do not differentiate
distance between bus and rail transit.
iii.

Proximity to Customers and Students

With some notable exceptions, people do not tend to take transit to commercial
destinations, particularly neighborhood serving retail. Commercial projects can reduce
auto-dependence, however, if located within walking distance to customers. Therefore,
in addition to locating in a low VMT location within the region, commercial projects can
also demonstrate eligibility by locating within walking distance to a substantial customer
base. The performance standards set a threshold of 1800 households within one-half
mile of the commercial project. That threshold approximately correlates to a medium
density residential area. Household number, and not zoned density, is used as a
measure to signal that households must currently exist, and not merely be planned.
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Notably, the performance standards cap commercial store size at a 50,000 square foot
floor-plate. The performance standards include a cap because larger store sizes tend
to correlate with regional serving retail. Such retail necessarily attracts higher VMT
since customers are drawn from throughout a region. Neighborhood serving retail, on
the other hand, tends to occupy smaller structures. The median grocery store size, for
example, is just under 50,000 square feet. The addition of neighborhood serving retail
into existing neighborhoods enables customers to walk, or to combine trips, which
reduces overall VMT. (See, e.g., C. Kooshian and S. Winkelman. Growing Wealthier:
Smart Growth, Climate Change and Prosperity. Center for Clean Air Policy, 2011,
http://www.growingwealthier.info/; Ewing, R and Cervero, R. Travel and the Built
Environment. Journal of the American Planning Association, May 2010; Ewing, R.,
Bartholomew, K., Winkelman, S., Walters, J., & Chen, D. Growing Cooler: The
Evidence on Urban Development and Climate Change. Washington: Urban Land
Institute, 2008; Atlantic Station. Atlantic Station 2008 Project XL Report. Atlanta, GA:
Atlantic, 2008, http://www.atlanticstation.com/concept_ green_projectXL08.php;.) Thus,
the size cap promotes the reduction in VMT. Additionally, by capping the floorplate size
at 50,000 square feet, the performance standards promote walkable neighborhood
design. The floorplate cap does accommodate larger stores on multiple stories, which
preserves market flexibility.
iv.

Affordable Housing

The performance standards provide affordability as a third alternative for residential
projects to demonstrate eligibility for streamlining. Specifically, if all units of a project
are affordable to lower income residents, the project will be eligible. This alternative
promotes the environmental objectives in the authorizing statute in several ways.
First, equity is an explicit policy identified in both SB 375 and the state’s prioritization of
infill in AB 857. Second, because VMT correlates with income, affordable housing
projects will likely be associated with lower VMT than market rate units. (Cervero, R., &
Hansen, M. (2000) Road Supply-Demand Relationships: Sorting Out Casual Linkages.
Retrieved from http://www.uctc.net/papers/444.pdf; Noland, R. B., & Cowart, W. A.
(2000). Analysis of the Metropolitan Highway Capacity and Growth in Vehicle Miles of
Travel. Retrieved from http://www.cts.cv.ic.ac.uk/staff/wp1-noland.pdf; Hansen, M., &
Huang, Y. (1997) Road Supply and Traffic in California Urban Areas. Transportation
Research Part A, 31(3), 205-218.) Third, since low income jobs tend to be more
dispersed, providing affordable housing throughout a region can reduce VMT. (See,
e.g., Urban Institute. 2007. “Patterns of Employment Location in Six Metropolitan
areas,” http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/411534_ patterns.pdf; William C. Wheaton.
2003. “Commuting, congestion, and employment dispersal in cities with mixed land
use,” Journal of Urban Economics 55 (2004) 417–438; Rubin, M. Turner, M. 1999.
“Current Patterns of Employment Location in The Washington Metropolitan Area”.)
Adding affordable housing to a higher income area that is rich in services may reduce
existing commutes. (See, e.g., Robert Hickey, “Miles From Home: the Traffic and
Climate Impacts of Marin’s Unaffordable Housing,” February 2011,
http://livelocalmarin.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/MilesFrHome-Final-2-22.pdf.)
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Notably, the unit cap and income limitations are based on the existing statutory
exemption for affordable housing in Public Resources Code section 21159.23.
v. School-Specific Standards
In addition to location-based standards for schools, described above, the performance
standards also require school projects to provide parking for bicycles and scooters.
The standards also require compliance with certain sections of the Education Code that
are intended to protect the health of students from busy roadways and other pollutants.
The Education Code requirements, by their own terms, do not apply to all school
projects, requiring compliance with those requirements as part of the performance
standards ensures that the listed protections are implemented regardless of the funding
source. This is necessary to promote the protection of public health as required in
Section 21094.5.5.
vi.

Small Walkable Community Projects

Section 21094.5 already contains strict eligibility requirements for small walkable
community projects, so no additional performance standards are added in Appendix M
for such projects.
vii. Mixed Use Projects
Section 21094.5 provides that infill projects may consist of any one, or combination, of
the listed uses. (Section 21094.5(e)(1)(A).) Therefore, Appendix M expressly provides
a category for mixed use projects. Specifically, a mixed use project is eligible if it
satisfies the standards for the predominant use. The lead agency has discretion to
determine the predominant use. Appendix M does not further define the term
“predominant” based on square footage, acreage or other objective measure because
determining the precise size of project components may not be possible at the
application stage.
Notably, this standard encourages the development of mixed use projects. For
example, a transit-oriented development project that emphasizes the transit station
component will be eligible anywhere in a region. Similarly, a commercial project can
increase the likelihood of being located within 1800 households if it includes a
residential component. Mixed use developments tend to reduce VMT, be more energy
and water efficient, and facilitate transit use. Therefore, encouraging mixed use
projects in the performance standards promotes the environmental objectives in the
authorizing statute.
c. Specific Technology Required by the Performance Standards in
Appendix M (Government Code Section 11346.2(b)(3).)
To clarify, no technology or other practice is required for an applicant to obtain the
requisite permits and approvals for infill. However, if an applicant and a lead agency
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wish to streamline CEQA review for a proposed infill project, thereby avoiding a
traditional and perhaps protected CEQA analysis, they must comply with section
15183.3. Section 15183.3 states that to be eligible, all infill projects seeking a
streamlined review must, in addition to other listed eligibility requirements, satisfy the
performance standards in Appendix M.
These performance standards include using best practices relative to exposing
populations to high-volume roadways and stationary source emissions, as well as
require the use of renewable energy sources in commercial development. Importantly,
merely meeting existing standards at the time of infill will not suffice. Thus, it is possible
an applicant may be required to upgrade facilities or include additional design features
that were not anticipated if that applicant wishes to avail him or herself of the
streamlining being offered. However, since an applicant can continue with a traditional
review if it cannot or does not desire to meet these standards, there is no requirement
that these technologies and methodologies be used.
Finally, the Resources Agency and OPR have determined, based on the evidence
provided in this ISOR, that that the performance standards in Appendix M, particularly
those that require renewable power generation and reduction of exposure to harmful
source emissions are the most flexible and effective ways to meet the requirement in
21094.4.4, subdivision (d) directing the creation of various performance standards,
while simultaneously ensuring that infill remains a viable and cost-efficient option. In
instances where such standards direct practices that would promote public health or
generate renewable supplies of energy, the lead agency has retained significant
discretion to determine what that means in the context of a given project. Thus, the
Resources Agency and OPR think this proposal strikes an appropriate balance between
complying with the mandate in SB 226 while avoiding prescriptive requirements that
would limit options for lead agencies dealing with fact-specific issues.
One if not two modeling tools will also be required for a lead agency to determine
whether the project meets the residential VMT thresholds that qualify for streamlining.
The first is determining the VMT of surrounding residential areas by using the regional
travel demand model. The second is using a sketch model to account for features of
the locale and project, and transportation demand management measures the project
commits to implement, that reduce VMT.
If the first step is completed and the regional travel demand model estimates the
average per capita VMT is below the streamlining threshold, the project is deemed
qualified for streamlining with respect to the VMT metric and a sketch model need not
be applied. If the travel demand model estimates per capita VMT is above this
threshold, the project applicant may apply a sketch model to determine whether
features of the project locale, project design, or other measures committed to reduce
VMT sufficiently to qualify for streamlining.
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) can use their travel demand model to
estimate average household or home-based VMT at the traffic analysis zone
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geographic level. If an MPO has not produced such estimates, however, then estimates
from the California Interregional Travel Demand Model (CITDM) can be used. In the
absence of any travel model zonal VMT estimates, a sketch model can be used to
estimate project VMT for comparison to the regional average VMT.
8. Appendix N
a. Purpose
Appendix N is similar to the sample environmental checklist in existing Appendix G. It is
intended to act as a tool to easily document project eligibility, consistency with the
performance standards in Appendix M, and compliance with the streamlined process in
proposed Section 15183.3, subdivision (d). Thus, reliance on this Appendix for
purposes of documentation is legally sufficient as a matter of law for purposes of
compiling with subdivision (d), though not required. Thus, lead agencies have discretion
to choose some other device or form to document their work. For example, a lead
agency might simply refer to a specific plan EIR for a project that was described in detail
in that EIR. In cases where prior analysis occurred in several different documents,
using the checklist will help demonstrate where the analysis occurred.
b. Reasonably Necessary
This section is reasonably necessary to effectuate Sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5
because it provides an example of an appropriate checklist for documenting the factual
determinations required by this section. It also ensures that if this checklist is relied
upon, in lieu of some other device, that it is presumed to comply with the documentation
requirements of section 15183.3, subdivision (d).
9. Standard of Review
During OPR’s initial outreach process, some stakeholders suggested that the
deferential “substantial evidence” standard of review should govern challenges to a lead
agency’s determinations under Section 15183.3. (See, e.g., Comments of the City and
County of San Francisco, February 24, 2012.) Conversely, other stakeholders argued
that a less deferential fair argument standard should apply, and further, that the
definition of “substantially mitigate,” is inconsistent with that standard. (See, e.g.,
Comments of the South Coast Air Quality Management District, February 24, 2012.)
Because the standard of review indicates how a lead agency should evaluate evidence
in determining what type of environmental document is required, these comments
indicated that the proposal needed to clarify which standard of review would apply.
Generally, courts review an administrative agency’s conclusions on questions of fact
using the “substantial evidence” standard. (See, e.g., Code of Civ. Proc. § 1094.5; Pub.
Resources Code, §§ 21168, 21168.5; Banker's Hill, et al. v. City of San Diego (2006)
139 Cal. App. 4th 249, 263-264.) Under that standard, a court should affirm a lead
agency’s decision that is supported with substantial evidence.
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The less deferential “fair argument” standard is an exception to the general rule of
deference to lead agency decision-making. (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v.
Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1135.) Public Resources Code section
21151 provides that all local agencies shall prepare an EIR for any project which "may
have a significant effect on the environment." This section has been interpreted by
Courts to require an EIR whenever it can be "fairly argued on the basis of substantial
evidence that the project may have significant environmental impact." (No Oil, Inc. v.
City of Los Angeles (1974) 13 Cal.3d 68, 75, 118 Cal.Rptr. 34, 529 P.2d 66.)
Specifically, the California Supreme Court explained that since “the ‘fair argument’ test
was derived from an interpretation of the language of, and policies underlying, section
21151, “ … the ‘fair argument’ test has been applied only to the decision whether to
prepare an original EIR or a negative declaration.” (Id. (emphasis added).)
Courts applying the fair argument test to circumstances other than the determination of
whether to prepare an EIR in the first instance have done so only when the triggering
words “may” or “reasonable possibility” appear in the statute or regulation. (See, e.g.,
Sierra Club v. County of Sonoma (1992) 6 Cal. App. 4th 1307, 1319 (decision of
whether to prepare a second tier EIR is subject to the fair argument test because the
language in Section 21094(c) mirrors the language in Section 21151); Banker's Hill,
supra, 139 Cal. App. 4th at 265 (“Because the fair argument standard was derived from
a phrase in CEQA section 21151(a), which is substantively identical to the phrase in
Guidelines section 15300.2(c), it is logical to apply the fair argument standard” to the
question of whether a “reasonable possibility” triggers an exception to a categorical
exemption).) In those circumstances where the fair argument test applies, the lead
agency’s task is not to weigh the evidence to determine whether an effect will be
significant; rather, it only determines whether the record contains any substantial
evidence indicating that an effect may be significant. Because the existence of
evidence supporting a fair argument is a question of law, courts do not defer to an
agency’s conclusions under the fair argument standard. (Banker’s Hill, supra, 139
Cal.App.4th at p. 264.)
Turning to SB 226, Section 21094.5 applies only after an EIR for a planning level
decision has already been certified. That section also requires lead agencies to resolve
several questions of fact, including whether an infill project satisfies the performance
standards in the CEQA Guidelines, whether the effects of the infill project are specific to
the project and were not addressed in the prior EIR or are more significant than
previously analyzed, and whether uniformly applicable development policies will
mitigate new or more significant effects, and if so, whether such mitigation will be
substantial. Section 21094.5 does not contain any language similar to Section 21151
(i.e., “may”) that would suggest that those determinations are questions of law. Thus, in
OPR’s view, the substantial evidence standard will govern an agency’s determinations
made pursuant to Section 15183.3.
The policy underlying SB 226 supports this view. Section 21094.5 is a streamlining
mechanism intended to promote the state’s long-standing policy preference for infill
development when the effects of such development were already analyzed at a
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programmatic level. Unlike tiering under Section 21094, which could apply to any type
of project and which incorporates a fair argument standard, Section 21094.5 applies
only to infill projects that will produce environmental benefits. Had the legislature
intended to apply the same process and standard of review to such projects, it would
not have enacted a separate statutory scheme.
The Guidelines have in other contexts signaled whether a lead agency should weigh
evidence and reach a factual determination, or instead determine only the presence of
substantial evidence supporting a fair argument. (See, e.g., CEQA Guidelines, §§
15064(f)(1) (determining whether an EIR is required in the first instance), 15177(c)
(“Whether a subsequent project is within the scope of the Master EIR is a question of
fact to be determined by the lead agency…”).) Therefore, proposed Section 15183.3
similarly clarifies that the determinations called for in Section 21094.5 are questions of
fact to be determined by the lead agency. This clarification is authorized by Section
21094.5.5 and 21083, is consistent with the statutory language in Section 21094.5, and,
as evidenced by the competing views of stakeholders described above, and is
reasonably necessary to effectuate the intent of SB 226 to streamline the process for
infill development. (See, e.g., Comments of the California Infill Builders Federation,
June 1, 2012 (“In its previous draft, the legal standard under which a reviewing court
would review a lead agency's determination of an infill project's eligibility for SB 226's
streamlining provisions was unclear…. Clarifying the standard of review is one more
factor tipping the scales to make infill building, rather than greenfield development, a
more viable option for developers”).)
IX.

AUTHORITY AND REFERENCE FOR SECTION 15183.3, APPENDIX M AND
APPENDIX N

Authority: Public Resources Code Sections 21083, 21094.5.5.
Reference: Public Resources Code Sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5
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Comments on the SB 226 Proposed Guidelines

Round 1
1.

Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardoza

2.

Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP)

3.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD)

4.

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

5.

California Business Properties Association & California Building Industry Association, jointly

6.

Coalition for Adequate Review (attorney Mary Miles)

7.

County of Santa Barbara, Planning and Development

8.

Dillard, Joyce

9.

ICF International

10.

Mosquito and Vector control Assoc. of CA (MVCAC)

11.

Non-Profit Housing Association of N. CA (NPH)

12.

San Diego Housing Federation

13.

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)

Round 2
14.

Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardoza

15.

Blue Lake Rancheria

16.

Non-Profit Housing Association of N. CA (NPH)

17.

North Coast Rivers Alliance

18.

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
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\IIAEMAIL
Heather Baugh
Assistant General Counsel
California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814

Email: CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.

Re:

gov

Comrnents on the Natural Resource Agency's Proposal to Adopt
and Amend Reeulations Implementine SB 226

Dear Ms. Baugh:

This letter provides our comments on the California Natural Resource
Agency's proposal to adopt and amend regulations implementing streamlined
environmental review of qualified infill projects. The proposed action adds CEQA
Guideline section 15183.3 and Appendices M and N to reflect the language
contained in SB 226, codified as Public Resources Code section 21094.5.
The Agency is not legally authorized to adopt or amend a regulation unless it
is consistent and not in conflict with CEQA.I Based on our review of the proposed
amendments to the CEQA Guidelines, we have determined that section 15183.3 and
Appendix M are inconsistent and in conflict with CEQA. We recommend that the
Agency revise the proposed amendments, as set forth below, to ensure that the
reeulation is consistent with the Act.

I Gov. Code, S 1,L342-2: see also Communities for a Better Enuironmen't u, Cal. Resources Agency
(2002) 103 Ca1.App.4th 98, 108.
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I.

THE AGENCYMUST REQUIRE THAT UNIFORMLYAPPLICABLE
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS "SUBSTANTIALLY MITIGATE"
IMPACTS TO A LESS-THAN-SIGNIFICANT LEVEL

Public Resources Code section 2109a.5(a)(1) streamlines CEQA review of infill
projects. It limits the application of CEQA to impacts on the environment that are
specific to the project or project site and were not addressed as significant effects in
a prior EIR for a planning-level decision, or when new information shows that
impacts will be more significant than described in a prior EIR for a planning-level
decision. Public Resources Code section zrc9a@)Q) then exempts such impacts
from further environmental review only if uniformly applicable development
policies or standards "substantially mitigate" those effects.2 In proposed guideline
section 15183.3, the Agency interprets "substantially mitigate" to mean that "the
policy will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of
significance."s
The Agency's interpretation of "substantially mitigate" is unprecedented and
inconsistent and in conflict with CEQA. First, it is unsupported by the plain
Ianguage of Public Resources Code section 21094.5. Second, it is unsupported by
the legislative intent in enacting Public Resources Code section 2L094.5 and CEQA
in general. In fact, it would fundamentally alter the legislative enactment by
replacing llne streamlined review ofproject specific impacts intended by the
Legislature with an outright exernption for infill projects even where the project
would cause significant impacts to the environment. Third, it conflicts with the
legislative counsel's interpretation of "substantially mitigate" contained in Public
Resources Code section 21083.3. Finally, it fails to set clear criteria for lead
agencies to follow when considering infill projects. As discussed below, the Agency's
proposed interpretation of "substantially mitigate" is illegai.
The Agency must interpret "substantially mitigate" to require uniformly
applicable development policies or standards to substantially mitigate the effect to
below the level of significance.

2
3

Pub. Resources Code, $ 21094.5, subd. (a)(2).
Proposed Guideline, S 15183.3, subd. (d)(1)(E).
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A.

The Agency's Interpretation of "Substantially Mitigate" in
Proposed Guidelines Section 15183'3 is Unsupported By CEQA,
Including Public Resources Code Section 21094'5 Itself

PubLic Resources Code section 2109a.5(a)(1) streamlines CEQA review of
projects by limiting the application of CEQA to three types of impacts:

infill

1) Impacts on the environment that are specific to the project and were not
addressed as significant effects in a prior EIR for a planning level decision;
2) Impacts on the environment that are specific to the project site and were
not addressed as significant effects in a prior EIR for a planning level decision; and
3) When new information shows that impacts will be more significant
described in a prior EIR for a planning level decision.

that
01-3 cont.

In other words, the plain language of Public Resources Code section 21094.5(aX1)
requires limited CEQA review of infiIl projects where one or more of the specified
impacts is present.

Public Resources Code section 2L09a@)Q) tlnen exempts one or more of these
impacts from further CEQA review only if uniformly applicable development
policies or standards "substantially mitigate" the impact.a Nowhere in the statute
is the term "substantially mitigate" defined to allow an impact to remain significant
after the application of development policies or standards. Yet, in proposed
guideline section 15183.3, the Agency interprets "substantially mitigate" to mean
that "the policy will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the
level of sigrrificance."s The Agency's interpretation is unsupported by the plain
language and legislative intent of CEQA.

1.

The Agency's interpretation of "substantially mitigate" is
unsupported by the plain language of CEQA.

of statutory interpretation that courts first look to the plain
language of a statute to ascertain its meaning. As the California Supreme Court
explained, "[w]e begin with the fundamental premise that the objective of statutory

It is an axiom

a
5

Pub. Resources Code, $ 21094.5, subd. (a)(2).
Proposed Guideline, $ 15183.3, subd. (d)(1)(E).
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interpretation is to ascertain and effectuate legislative intent. In determining
intent, we look first to the language ofthe statute, giving effect to its plain
meaning."6 Here, the absence ofany provision defining "substantially mitigate" to
permit an impact to remain above a level of significance clearly shows that the
Agency's proposed regulation is unsupported by the legislative language and
exceeds the scope ofits authority. To resolve this inconsistency, the Agency must
remove the offending language foom the proposed guideline.

2.

01-4 cont.

The Agency's interpretation of "substantially mitigate" is

inconsistent with the Legislature's intent.

Even if the plain language of the statute were not clear, a statute must be
interpreted to favor the construction that comports most closely with the
Legislature's intent.? In contrasting subdivision (a)(1) wiih subdivision (a)(2), the
Agency claims that "[i]f development policies had to reduce effects to a less than
significant level, there would be no purpose of subdivision (aX2)."4 The Agency's
argument is incorrect.

First, subdivision (a)(2) serves a purpose even if development policies must
reduce effects to a less-than-significant level. Subdivision (a)(1) provides that infill
projects that will not cause a new, significant or more severe impact on the
environment than was analyzed in a prior EIR are exempt from CEQA review.s
However, where one or more of the specified impacts is present, subdivision (a)(1)
authorizes a streamlined review that is limited to just the new or more severe
impacts. Subdivision (a)(2) simply clarifies that an impact will not be considered a
new, significant or more severe impact if uniformly applicable development
standards "substantially mitigate" the impact.io
Interpreting "substantially mitigate" to mean mitigate to a less-thansignificant level does not render subsection (a)(2) meaningless. Instead, subsection
(aX2) would remain meaningful because it would allow an infill project to
completely avoid preparing even a limited CEQA document, as required under
Burden u. Snowden (1992) 2 Cal.4th 556, 562 [interna] citations omittedl.
Coplex Press, Inc. v. Superior Court (2006) 39 Cal.4th 1272, L29l; People u. Jenkins (1-995) l0
Cal.4th234,245; Webster u. Superior Court (7988) 46 Cal.3d 338, 343; see also CaI. Code of Civ.

6

7

Proc., $ 1859.
8 Statement of Reasons, $ VIII(A)(4)(b)..
e Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21094.5, subd. (a)(1).
10 Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21094.5, subd. (aX2).
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subsection (a)(1). Under subsection (a)(2), if uniformly applicable development
policies or standards adopted by the city, county, or lead agency would apply to the
project and the lead agency makes a finding, based on substantial evidence, that an
applicable policy or standard mitigates a new or more severe impact to a less-thansignificant level, then the lead agency is not required to prepare a new CEQA
document to disclose and evaluate that impact, as required by subsection (aXl).
Second, the Agency's interpretation of Public Resources Code section 2t094.5
would eviscerate the Le gislat rte's streamlinlzg in (a)(1) and, instead, allow lead
agencies to exempt from CEQA review infiIl projects that would cause new and more
significant impacts to the environment than analyzed in a prior EIR. Subdivisron
(a)(1) clearly requires an agency to prepare a limited CEQA document for new or
more significant impacts. The Legislature's enactment of (a) (2) is consistent with
CEQA's long-standing public disclosure provisions. If (a)(2) were interpreted so
broadly as to not require even limited CEQA review of significant impacts anytime
an agency adopted policies or standards, then the Legislature's intent in (a)(1) to
require limited disclosure of significant impacts in a CEQA document would be

defeated.

Third, the Agency's interpretation of substantially mitigate is inconsistent
with the Legislature's intent in enacting CEQA. The Legislature intended the
CEQA review process to ensure that development projects would not have
significant adverse effects on the environment if feasible mitigation measures were
available to reduce those impacts to less than significant.il The Legislature
declared it a State policy "to develop and maintain a high-quality environment now
and in the future."12 To this end, "public agencies should not approve projects as
proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which
would substantially lessen the significant effects of such projects'"rs The
Legislature has provided that "substantially lessen" shall mean that "changes or
alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which mitigate
or avoid the significant effects on the environment."la Thus, the Legislature
required agencies to approve only those projects that would have a less-thansignificant imp act on the environment. If significant impacts could not be mitigated
to below a level of significance, then the Legislature specifically required agencies to
tt

Laurel Heigll,ts lrnprouem,erLt Assn. u. Regents of the Uniu. of Cal. (L988) 47 CaLSd 376, 390;
Concerned, Citizen s of Costa Mesa, Inc. u. 32"a Dist. Agricultural Assn (1986) 42 Ca1.3d 929,935.
12 Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21001, subd. (a).
13 Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21002.
la Pub. Resources Code, $ 21081, subd. (a)(1).
See
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determine whether overriding considerations warranted proceeding with the
project.
Section 15183.3's definition of "substantially mitigate" fails to comport with
this clear and well-established legislative intent. As proposed, section 15183.3
would allow cities to approve infill projects that would cause unaddressed and
unmitigated significant impacts on the environment. This interpretation is in stark
contrast with the longstanding rule that CEQA "be interpreted in such manner as
to afford the fullest possible protection to the environment."ls
The Legislature's simple division of subdivisions (a)(1) and (a) (2) is not an
express declaration, nor does it imply that the Legislature intended to abandon
CEQA s well-settled environmental principles. Subdivision (a) (2) does not contain
an express exemption of infill projects that wiII have unaddressed and unmitigated,
significant impacts on the environment. Without an express declaration or
necessary implication, the Agency may not interpret the statute inconsistently with
CEQA s Iong-established principles of environmental protection.

01-5 cont.

The basic rules of statutory construction clearly illustrate that there is no
authority under CEQA, including Public Resources Code section 2L094.5, to support
the definition of "substantially mitigate" in section 15183.3. As the California
Supreme Court has stated "it is, of course, too late to argue for a grudging, miserly
reading of CEQA."16 The Agency must give fulI effect to the plain language of and
Legislative intent in enacting Public Resources Code section 2L094.5 and revise
proposed guideline section 15183.3.

B.

The Agency's Interpretation of "Substantially Mitigate" in
Public Resources Section 2L094.5 Must Harmonize With The

Statute
01-6

The Agency argues that in light of other existing tiering and streamlining
tools, the Legislature's apparent intent in adopting Public Resources Code section
21094.5 was to create additional streamlining. The Agency also argues that had the
Legislature intended that uniformly applicable policies reduce effects to a less than

Imurel Heights Improuement Assn. u. Regents of Uniu. of Cal., supra,47 Ca1.3d 376 at p. 390
lqraotirg Friend,s of Mammoth u. Bd. of Superuisors (L972) 8 CaI.3d 247 , 259).
i6 /6id. [quoting Bozung u. Local Agency Formation Cotn. (1975) 73 CaI.3d' 263, 2741.
rE
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significant level, it would not have used the word "substantially" to modifi' the word
"mitigate." Again, the Agency's arguments are unsupported.

Like section 2t094.5, section 21083.3 streamlines CEQA review of certarn
development projects by exempting impacts that were not addressed in prior Elp,.tz
Section 21083.3 similarly exempts significant impacts from even limited review if
uniformly applicabie development policies or standards "substantially mitigate" the
project's new or more significant effects.l8

In enacting Public Resources Code section 21094.5, the Legislature used the
term "substantially mitigate" just as the Legislature used the phrase in Public
Resources Code section 210B3.3. The Legislature did not invent a new phrase, as
the Agency suggests. Moreover, the legislative history of section 21083'3 indicates
that this language was intended to promote environmental protection instead of

subuert it. According to Legislative Counsel, section 21083.3 was not intended to
provide loopholes that "would have weakened environmental protection and the
planning process."le Instead, it was simply intended to encourage agencies to adopt
policies or standards that would mitigate a project's significant impacts.2o As stated
in the Legislative Counsel Report:
[Proposed section 210S3.3] would promote enuironmental
protection by encouraging cities and counties to adopt uniformly
applied development policies or standards that would substantially
mitigate environmental effects of future projects. This approach would
build on the experience developed with individualElRs, achieue a
m,easure of enuironmental protection, arld' reduce the paperwork
involved with the approval of individual projects.2l

Thus, Public Resources Code section 21083.3 allows agencies to rely on
uniformly applied development policies that mitigate new or more severe
impacts to a less-than-significant level. In contrast, the Agency's
interpretation of "substantially mitigate" in Public Resources Code section
2L094.5 would allow cities to subvert CEQA's environmental protection
1?

See Pub. Resources Code, $ 21083.3.

subd. (d); see also Daniel P. SeImi, Th.e Judicial Deuelopment
of the California Enuironmental Quality Act,18 U.C. Davis Law Rev. 19? (1984).
le Legrs. Counsel, Rep. on Assem. Bill No. 1185 (1981 Reg. Sess.), p. 3.
20 Legis. Counsefs Dig., Assem. BilI No. 1185 (1981-1982 Reg. Sess.) Summary Dig., p. 3656.
zt fsmphasis added].
rs See Pub. Resources Code, $ 21083.3,
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principles. The Agency's interpretation of "substantially mitigate" should be
revised to harmonize with the same phrase in other parts ofthe statute.

C.

The Agency's Interpretation of "Substantially Mitigate" Fails to
Set Clear Criteria for Lead Agencies to Follow

The CEQA Guidelines must include objectives and criteria for the orderly
evaluation of projects under CEQA.22 However, the Agency's interpretation of
"substantially mitigate," which requires agencies to reduce an infill project's
unaddressed and unmitigated effects "but not necessarily below the level of
significance," provides no standard to define when an impact is substantially
mitigated.za This vague and unenforceable Ianguage fails to provide clear guidance
for agencies to follow when applying CEQA streamlining to infill projects.
Requiring impacts to be mitigated below a level of significance is the only clear
threshold that is consistent with CEQAs requirement for objectives and criterra
that enable the orderly evaluation of projects.

II.

01-7

THEAGENCYMUSTREQUIRE CITIESTO CONDUCT CEQA
REVIEWON PLANNING-LEVEL DECISIONS PRIOR TO
STREAMLINGING CEQA REVIEW OF SMALL WALKABLE
COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Under Public Resources Code section 21094.5, a qualifuing infill project may
consist of "a small walkable community project designated by a city for that
purpose."24 Proposed guideline section 15183.3 allows a city to designate an area as
a sma11 walkable community concurrently with infiII project approval.2s However,
the proposed guideline requires clarification to ensure that it does not exceed the
statutory scope of Public Resources Code section 21094.5. As drafted, the proposed
guideline could be interpreted as allowi.ng lead agencies to streamline
environmental review of a planning-Ievel decision related to the designation of a
small walkable community planning area. Clearly, this is not what the Legislature
intended.

Pub. Resources Code, $ 21083; CEQA Guidelines, $$ 15000 et seq.
Proposed Guideline, S 15183.3, subd. (d)(1)@).
2a Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21094.5, subd. (c)(1)@).
25 Proposed Guideline,
$ 15183.3, subd. (e)(6)@).

22

23
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Implementing regulations must not exceed the controlling statute's scope.26
Any provision ofthe Guidelines that is unauthorized or erroneous under CEQA is
invalid.2? Section 21094.5 streamlines environmental review of an infill project if a
prior-ElR was certified for a planning-level decision.28 An "infill project" is defined
as a residential, retaiVcommercial, transit station, school, or public office building
project.2e A "planning-level decision" is defined as "the enactment or amendment of
a general plan, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code."30 Therefore, the
statute only authorizes CEQA streamlining if a specific development proposal is
consistent with land-use designations analyzed in an EIR for a planning'level
d.ecision, such as a general plan, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code.

01-8 cont.

Proposed guideline section 15183.3 could be interpreted to allow agencies to
streamline environmental review of land-use designations. However, a land-use
designation is not an infill project, as defined under section 21094.5. Therefore,
proposed section 15183.3 must be clarified to ensure that cities only make use of
CEQA streamlining for authorized infill projects that comply with a prior EIR for a
planning-level decision, not for the planning-Ievel decision itself.

III.

THE AGENCY MUST PROVIDE SPECIFIC AND ENFORCEABLE
PERFORMIANCE STANDARDS FOR RENEWABLE POWER
GENERATION
01-9

Section 27094.5 requires eligible infill projects to satisfii all applicable
statewide performance standards.sl However, Appendix M allows non-residential
projects to include renewable energy components "where feasible" and only notes
that residential projects are also "encouraged' to include renewable energy
seneration.32

26

Azusa Land Reclamo'tion Co. u. Marin San' Gabriel Basin Wo'termaster (L997) 52 Cal.App.4th

1165, 1218-19 [guideLines invalid if they exceed statutory scope].
Pub. Resources Code, $$ 21083, 2lO83.l; Laurel Heights Improuement Assru. u. Regents of the
Uniu. of Cal,. supra, 47 Ca1.3d 376 at n. 2; Communities for a Better Enuironment u. Cal. Resources
Agenqt, supra, 103 Ca-I.App.4th at pp. 109-110.
28 Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21094.5, subd. (a)(1).
2e Pub. Resources Code,
$ 21094.5, subd. (e)(1).
30 Pub. Resources Code, $ 21094.5, subd. (e)(2).
31 Pub. Resources Code, $ 21094.5, subd. (c)(2).
zz See

32

Appendlx M,

III.
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The CEQA Guidelines must include objectives and criteria for the orderly
evaluation of projects under CEQA.33 Appendix M's vague and unenforceable
language regarding renewable energy does not contain clear objectives for cities to
follow. The confusion generated by Appendix M's language is evident from the
numerous comments submitted by cities to the Office of Planning and Research on
this issue.sa The Agency must revise Appendix M to provide clear standards for
cities to follow.

IV.

CONCLUSION

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Agency's Proposed
Guideline Section 15183.3 and Appendix M.

-'w"*ty-

RCP:clv

tit.

14, $$ 15000 et seq.
Manager,
Redwood City, to Christopher Calfee
See, e.g., letter from Blake Lyon, Acting Planning
Director, City ofLaguna
Development
(June 1, 2012); Ietter from David Chantarangsu, Community
(Viay
31, 2012).
Hills, to Chdstopher CaLfee
s3

Pub. Resources Code, $ 21083; Cal. Code Regs,

3a
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ASSOCIATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROFESSIONALS

September 10, 2012
The Honorable John Laird, Secretary for Natural Resources,
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attention:

Ms. Liane Randolph, Chief Counsel
Ms. Heather Baugh, Assistant General Counsel
Comments on
Amendments to the CEQA Guidelines
Proposed for the Implementation of SB 226
(Chapter 469, Statutes of 2011)
Including the “Initial Statement of Reasons” dated July 2012

Dear Secretary Laird,
The Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP) appreciates the opportunity to comment
on the proposed guidelines to implement SB 226, including the Initial Statement of Reasons
(ISOR) for the necessity of such amendments.
As you know, members of The Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP) are involved in
every stage of the evaluation, analysis, assessment, and litigation of projects subject to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and other important environmental planning laws.
For over thirty years AEP has dedicated itself to improving the technical expertise and
professional qualifications of its membership as well as educating the public on the value of
California’s laws protecting the environment, managing our natural resources, and promoting
responsible land use and urban growth.
Streamlining the CEQA review of environmentally beneficial projects, as envisioned in SB 226, is
fundamental to the efficient application of CEQA. The guidelines strengthen this feature of SB
226 by amplifying the meaning of key concepts and outlining a logical approach to
implementation. AEP supports the overall approach taken by the Office of Planning and
Research in separating the expedited environmental review process for eligible projects
(15183.3) from the description of performance standards that determine the eligibility of infill
projects (Appendix M) and synthesizing the two through operation of an Infill Environmental
Checklist (Appendix N).
AEP commends the authors of the ISOR for its analysis and reasoning in support of incentivizing
infill development. The ISOR provides a helpful analysis demonstrating how Public Resources
Code Section 21094.5, as added by SB 226, promotes the Sustainable Communities and Climate
Protection Act of 2008, Government Code Section 65041.1, the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006, Water Code Section 10608.16, Government Code 65460.1 (transit village
Association of Environmental Professionals
140747 Baranda Court, Palm Desert, CA. 92260
Phone: 760.799.2740  Fax: 760.674.2479
E‐mail: califaep@gmail.com  www.califaep.org
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development district), substantial energy efficiency improvements, and the protection of public
health.
As you know, AEP sent comment letters on the SB226 CEQA Guidelines on February 24th and
st
June 1 , 2012. We appreciate the efforts by OPR to consider all of our comments. Overall, we
find the final version of the proposed Guidelines Section 15183.3, Appendix M and N, and the
ISOR to be clearly written and implementable. We also applaud the ISOR’s explanation and
directive to use the deferential “substantial evidence” standard of review to govern challenges to
lead agency determinations under proposed Section 15183.3. In our discussion with
transportation experts, we understand that the Guidelines’ proposed methodology outlined to
determine “low vehicle-mile travel areas” was a collaborative process and as designed is simple
and easy to implement.
AEP believes that additional clarification in at least two areas will further the goals of SB 226.
•

•

Guideline Section 15183.3(c) provides, in part, that “if an effect was addressed as a
significant effect in a prior EIR for a planning level decision, then, with some exceptions,
that effect need not be analyzed again for an individual infill project….”[emphasis added].
There is no explanation of what “exceptions” may be contemplated. AEP believes that such
exceptions should be carefully proscribed in proposed amendments to the Guidelines and
supported in the ISOR so as to reduce the risk of unintended interpretations.
The term ”uniformly applicable policies” is used throughout the proposed Guidelines and in
the ISOR without distinguishing between enforceable and unenforceable policies. For
example, General Plan policies that would reduce an impact are not necessarily
enforceable on a project specific basis. In order to reduce unnecessary debate, AEP
believes the term should be carefully clarified so as to encompass only enforceable
policies.

Finally, for the record, we wish to note that which you probably already know: The ISOR’s table of
contents bears an inconsistent relationship with the actual text of the ISOR and redundancy in
portions of the ISOR is unhelpful to the justification of certain provisions.
We appreciate this opportunity to comment. Please don’t hesitate to call us if you have any
questions about AEP’s interests in these proposed guidelines.
Sincerely,

Gene Talmadge, President
Cc. Mr. Allan Lind, AEP Lobbyist

Association of Environmental Professionals
140747 Baranda Court, Palm Desert, CA. 92260
Phone: 760.799.2740  Fax: 760.674.2479
E‐mail: califaep@gmail.com  www.califaep.org
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CALIFORNIA BUSINESS PROPERTIES ASSOCIATION
CALIFORNIA BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

September 10, 2012
VIA EMAIL: CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov.
Heather Baugh, Assistant General Counsel
The California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95815
Re:

SB 226 Proposed Guidelines

Dear Ms. Baugh:
On behalf of the California Business Properties Association and the California Building Industry
Association, we are grateful for this opportunity to comment on the SB 226 Proposed Guidelines
(Proposed Guidelines).
CEQA: The Project’s Effect on the Environment vs. The Effect of the Environment on the Project
More than a few CEQA cases have held that CEQA is not concerned with the effect of the environment
on proposed projects:








Consideration of the effect of the environment on the project are “beyond the scope of CEQA.”
Baird v. County of Contra Costa (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 1464, 1468 (existence of contamination
near proposed project that might adversely affect the project and its residents is irrelevant to
CEQA review).
The purpose of an EIR is to identify the significant effects of a project on the environment, not
the significant effects of the environment on the project. Therefore, an EIR is not required to
discuss the impacts on staff and student health of locating the project near freeways. City of
Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 905.
For the same reason, an EIR is not required to discuss the impact of sea level rise on a project.
The Court in Ballona Wetlands Land Trust v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 201 Cal.App.4th 455
(Ballona), went so far as to invalidate portions of Guideline section 15126.2 (locating a
subdivision astride an active fault line, floodplains, coastlines, wildfire risk areas, etc.) and the
Appendix G checklist form. Ibid. at 473‐474.
The impact of noxious odors on future resident of the development was not a significant effect
on the environment and therefore did not require an EIR. South Orange County Wastewater
Authority v. City of Dana Point (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 1604, 1614‐1618

05-1

Rules of Statutory Interpretation
A rule of statutory interpretation is that the Legislature is presumed to be fully cognizant of the
construction of cases in existence at the time a bill is enacted and the legislation should be interpreted
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Ms. Heather Baugh
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Page 2 of 5
to be consistent with those cases. (See People v. Garcia (2006) 39 Cal. 4th 1070, 1088.) Another rule of
statutory interpretation is to give a reasonable and common sense interpretation consistent with the
apparent purpose, which will result in wise policy rather than mischief or absurdity. (See Wotton v. Bush
(1953) 41 C.2d 460, 467 [consideration of objective sought to be achieved and evil to be prevented];
Granberry v. Islay Inv. (1984) 161 C.A.3d 382, 388 [avoid absurd result].)
Additionally, the Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3(a) states that “[t]he purpose of this section is to
streamline the environmental review process for eligible infill projects”. The Proposed Guidelines are
also titled: “Streamlining for Infill Projects”. Some of what is contained in the Proposed Guidelines will
make infill development more expensive, more difficult and more time consuming, making it less likely
that infill will occur. One does not streamline or incentivize infill by making it more burdensome and
expensive.
SB 226
The Proposed Guidelines are the written interpretation of SB 226 by the California Natural Resources
Agency. Accordingly, these rules of statutory construction should be used in formulating the Proposed
Guidelines.
SB 226 also provides, at Public Resources Code section 21094.5.5(b)(7), the following statewide standard
for infill projects:
05-3

(7) Protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or
water pollution, or soil contamination.
This provision should be read consistent with the above‐referenced cases that hold that the impacts
from the environment on the project are beyond the scope of CEQA. Moreover, it would be contrary to
the purpose of SB 226, i.e., to streamline the CEQA process for infill projects if infill projects were
burdened by a unique consideration of having to mitigate for impacts caused by the existing
environment – not caused by the project – on the project.
Proposed Guideline section 15183.3
The Proposed Guidelines provide examples of “uniformly applicable development policies or standards”
including “[r]equirements for protecting residents from air pollution associated with high volume
roadways and stationary sources”. Section 15183.3(e)(8)(D). This would require an infill project to
mitigated for impacts caused by the existing environment, not impacts caused by the project.
SB 226 should be implemented in a manner consistent with CEQA’s overall scope of focusing on a
project’s impact on the environment rather than the environment’s impact on the project. This means
that the focus of this provision should be to protect vulnerable existing populations from air or water
pollution, or soil contamination to the extent caused by the project.
Additionally, imposing a condition on a project approval to mitigate impacts not caused by a project is a
violation of the takings clauses of the constitutions of both the United States and California which
require that a condition imposed upon a project have some nexus to the impact of the project. This
limitation has also been recognized in the CEQA Guidelines at section 15126.4(a)(4). Requiring an infill
project to mitigate for impacts not caused by the project would violate this CEQA Guideline section, the
federal and state constitutions and therefore would be legally infeasible pursuant to CEQA.
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Appendices M and N
Appendix M: Residential Units Near High‐Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources and the Appendix N:
Infill Environmental Checklist Form also require that the project proponent to identify and mitigate air
quality impacts not caused by the project. See, Appendix M, p.2; and Appendix N1.
Similarly, the Appendix N checklist contains quite a few items that purport to require these projects to
consider and mitigate the impact of the existing environment on the proposed project. See various
provisions in Appendix N contained in the following: III. Air Quality; VI. Geology and Soils; VIII Hazards
and Hazardous Materials; IX. Hydrology and Water Quality; XII Noise. Provisions that require projects to
consider and mitigate impacts of the environment on the project should be clarified to apply only to
impacts on the pre‐development environment caused by the project in order to be consistent with
Ballona (supra).2
1

Appendix N provides:
3. If the infill project includes residential units located within 500 feet, or such distance that the
local agency or local air district has determined is appropriate based on local conditions, a high
volume roadway or stationary source of air pollutants describe the measures that the project
will implement to protect public health. Such measures may include policies and standards
identified in the local general plan, specific plans, zoning code or community risk reduction plan,
or measures recommended in a health risk assessment, to promote the protection of public
health. Identify the policies or standards, or refer to the site specific analysis, below.
2

Air Quality: “Would the project ...[e]xpose existing sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?” Section III(d); Air Quality: “Would the project ...[c]reate objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of existing people?” Section III(e).
Geology and Soils: “Would the project ... [e]xpose existing populations people or structures to
potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i. Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist‐Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 42.
ii. Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii. Seismic‐related ground failure, including liquefaction?
iv. Landslides?”
Section VI(a).
Geology and Soils: “Would the project ... [b]e located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18‐1‐B of
the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property to the existing
population?” Section VI(d).
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Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “Would the project ... [b]e located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Section 65962.5 and, as a result,
would it create a significant hazard to the existing public or the environment?” Section VIII(d).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where
such a plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would
the project result in a safety hazard for existing populations people residing or working in a project
area?” Section VIII(e).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the
project result in a safety hazard for existing populations people residing or working in a project
area?” Section VIII(f).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “Would the project ... [e]xpose existing populations people or
structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands?”
Section VIII(h)
DELETE: Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [p]lace housing within a 100‐ year flood
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood
hazard delineation map?” Section IX(g).
DELETE: Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [e]xpose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of
a levee or dam?” Section IX(i).
DELETE: Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [expose people or structures to
i]nundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?” Section IX(j).
Noise: “Would the project result in ... [e]xposure of existing populations persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established in the general plan or noise ordinance or applicable
standards of other agencies?” Section XII(a).
Noise: “Would the project result in ... [e]xposure of existing populations persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?” Section XII(b).
DELETE: Noise: “For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?” Section XII(e).
DELETE: Noise: “For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project
expose people residing or working in a project area to excessive noise levels?” Section XII(f).
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s
of the requirements of appendice
es M and N arre similarly “b
beyond the sccope of CEQA
A,”
Because some
unconstitutional, incon
nsistent with existing CEQA
A law, and ar e contrary to
o the purposee of SB 226, w
we
recommend the follow
wing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

P
Near High‐Volume
e Roadways aat p.2 should be removed;;
Appendix M: Projects
Paaragraph 3 off Appendix N should be removed;
Th
he amendme
ents recomme
ended in footnote 3 shouldd be made; and
Proposed Guid
deline Section
n 15183.3(e)(8
8)(D) should be amended as follows:
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D) Requireme
ents for protecting existingg residents froom sources o
of air pollution
n including
(D
high volume ro
oadways and stationary so
ources causedd by the infill project.
Definition
n of “Previoussly Developed
d”
3(f)(3) provides:
Proposed Guideline section 15183.3
ped” means that
t
a substan
ntial portion oof the site has been mechanically altereed
(3) “Previously develop
ed in a local zo
oning code. Developed
D
oppen space and
d parcels thatt are, or have
for purposes authorize
developed forr purposes of this
been, in agricultural prroduction shaall not be conssidered to bee previously d
section. [Emphasis
[
add
ded.]
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This langu
uage may be interpreted
i
to
o mean that infill
i
sites aree ineligible forr streamliningg if they havee ever
been used
d for agricultu
ural productio
on, for examp
ple at any tim
me within the last 200 yearrs. No infill sitte
would qualify for the streamlining proposed.
p
Pe
erhaps the priior agriculturaal production
n condition sh
hould
be limited
d to the year prior to subm
mission of the application ffor developm
ment.
Language
osed Guidelin
nes uses new language to refer
r
to existiing concepts. For examplee, the Propossed
The Propo
Guideline section 1518
83.3(d)(1)(E) uses
u
the term
m “substantiallly mitigate”. In existing laaw, Guidelinee
section 15
5162(a)(3)(B) provides that a suppleme
ental EIR is reqquired only iff the impacts with mitigatiion
are substaantially more severe. In order to avoid unnecessaryy litigation, wee recommend
d using
“substanttially more severe.”
Thank you
u for considerring our views. Please feel free to conttact me at (9116) 340‐3304 if you would like
to discusss this matter.
Very trulyy yours,

Nick Cammarota
General Counsel
C
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FROM:
Mary Miles (SB #230395)
Attorney at Law
for Coalition for Adequate Review
364 Page St., #36
San Francisco, CA 94102
TO:
Heather Baugh, Assistant General Counsel
The California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov
FAX: (916) 653-8102 or 653-8123
DATE: September 10, 2012
PUBLIC COMMENT ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CEQA GUIDELINES
by Adding Guidelines §15183.3, “Appendix M,” and “Appendix N.”
This is Comment and objections to the above-described proposed amendments to the
CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code Regs §§15000 et seq.). CEQA is the California Environmental
Quality Act (Pub. Res. Code §21000 et seq.). Please take these comments into account in any
further consideration or action on the above-described amendments.
Proposed CEQA Guidelines must be “consistent and not conflict with the statute” and
must be “reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose of the statute.” (Gov. Code §11342.2.)
CEQA also requires that proposed guidelines must be consistent with its provisions. (§21083(a);
and, e.g., Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency [CBE v. CRA”]
(2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 108.) The proposed Guideline §15183.3, Appendix M, and
Appendix N (herein collectively referred to as “proposed new Guideline”) plainly fail these
requirements and are invalid.
1. THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS CONFLICT WITH AND VIOLATE CEQA.
CEQA’s purpose is to maintain a quality environment for the people of California, and to
take all action necessary to protect and enhance the environmental quality of the state. (Pub.
Res. Code [“PRC”] §§21000, 21000.) The statute’s mandate further requires “governmental
agencies at all levels to develop standards and procedures necessary to protect environmental
quality.” (PRC §21001(f), emphasis added.)
The foremost principle in interpreting CEQA is that the Legislature intended the Act to
afford the fullest possible protection of the environment within the reasonable scope of its
statutory language, not as proposed to exempt from review vast areas now subject to its mandate.
(E.g., Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of University of California [“Laurel Heights
_______________________________________________
Comment on Proposed Guidelines Amendments
9/10/12
1
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I”] (1988) 47 Cal. 3d 376, 390; Friends of Mammoth v. Board of Supervisors (1972) 8 Cal.3d
247, 259.)
In direct conflict with CEQA’s purpose, the stated purpose of the new proposed
Guideline §15183.3 is instead to “streamline the environmental review process for eligible infill
projects,” by eliminating statutory substantive and procedural requirements to identify and
mitigate impacts, to provide necessary information for informed decisionmaking and meaningful
public participation in agency decisionmaking, without regard for a project’s impacts on the
environment and with no requirement of mitigation, and to broadly exempt projects with
significant impacts from CEQA review, directly contradicting and violating CEQA’s statutory
mandate.
The following are examples of the contradictions between the proposed Guidelines
amendments and CEQA.
2. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S POLICY AND
SUBSTANTIVE REQUIREMENT TO IDENTIFY A PROJECT’S SIGNIFICANT
IMPACTS IN AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT.
CEQA requires that a lead agency must prepare an EIR for any project the agency intends
to carry out or approve that “may have a significant effect on the environment.” (§21151(a);
21080(d) and (e); and see, e.g., §§21082.1; 21082.2;
The new proposed Guideline directly contradicts this requirement by allowing most
projects in California to be declared “exempt” from CEQA by merely claiming a previous EIR
has covered their subject matter regardless of significant impacts. (proposed §15183.3(a), (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f) This is like saying that a murder should be exempt from the law so long as a
murder was covered in another case, regardless of the outcome of that case.

06-1 cont.

06-2

Fair Argument Standard
Under PRC §§21080(d), 21082.2(a), 21083(b), 21151(a), and 21067, the lead agency
must prepare an EIR where the proposed project may have a significant effect on the
environment based on substantial evidence in the whole record under the fair argument standard.
The new proposed Guideline violates all of these provisions by eliminating the fair
argument standard and instead requiring an “Infill EIR” only if the lead agency finds that “the
infill project will cause new specific effects.” (Proposed §15183.3(d) and (c).) Instead of review
of the whole record, the proposed new Guidelines requires the lead agency to make the
determination only “in light of the prior EIR,” not the whole record. (Proposed §15183.3(d).)
Requirement of Substantial Evidence
CEQA requires that an EIR “shall be prepared” whenever there is a fair argument that a
proposed project may have a significant impact, based on substantial evidence in the whole
record. (CITE, §21080(d).) Substantial evidence is defined both as to what it is and what it
isn’t. (§21080(e).)
The proposed new Guideline fails to include the full definition of substantial evidence,
redefining that term, and instead provides a misleading and broader definition. (Proposed
§15183.3(d).)
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Requirement of Findings Supported by Substantial Evidence (§§21081, 21081.5)
CEQA requires that no agency may approve or carry out a project for which an
environmental impact report has been certified that identifies one or more significant effect on
the environment unless the agency makes independent findings with respect to each significant
effect that: 1) Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project
which mitigate or avoid each significant effects on the environment; (2) Those changes or
alternations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been,
or can and should be, adopted by that other agency; or that specific economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations make infeasible the mitigation measures or alternatives to
each impact identified in the EIR; and if mitigation of an impact is found infeasible, must make
a finding that specific overriding economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of the
project outweigh each of its significant effects on the environment. (PRC §21081) Those
findings of fact must be supported by substantial evidence in the record. (PRC §21081.5)
The proposed new Guideline instead requires no findings that mitigations have been
made, no findings of infeasibility, and no findings of overriding factors, even where significant
impacts are identified in a development project. (Proposed §15183.3(d)(2)(D).)

06-4

Requirement of Statement of Overriding Considerations
In addition to and independent of the findings described in §21081, before approving any
project, CEQA requires a statement of overriding considerations for each significant impact
where mitigation is first found to be truly infeasible. The statement of overriding consideration s
is a finding of fact that must be supported by substantial evidence.
The proposed new Guideline instead requires no statement of overriding considerations,
even where significant impacts have been identified and not mitigated.
Requirement of size restrictions, conditions, and compliance with findings on
impacts of the project on traffic (§21081.2)
The proposed new Guideline negates the requirements of section 21081.2, which
provides exemption of infill residential projects under certain conditions but does not apply
where the application of or a proposed project is made “more than five years after certification of
the project are environmental impact report applicable to the project.” (§21082.2(a).)
Instead, the proposed new Guideline allows exemption into perpetuity on the basis of any
EIR, not just one that is particularly applicable to the area of the proposed project, regardless of
how outdated the EIR may have become.
The proposed new Guideline also contradicts the limitation of exemption of infill projects
where the original project area EIR was “certified with overriding considerations pursuant to
subdivision (b) of Section 21081 to the significant impacts on the environment with respect to
traffic or transportation.” (§21081.2(c)(3).)
In 2006 the Legislature made clear that “Nothing in this section relieves a city or
county from the requirement to analyze the project’s effects on traffic at intersections, or
on streets, highways, or freeways, or from making a determination that the project may
have a significant effect on traffic.” (§21081.2(e).)
The Legislature also made clear that, “A project shall not be divided into smaller projects
in order to qualify pursuant to this section,” (§21081.2(d)), and restricted the size of the proposed
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exempted development to no more than 100 units with minimum residential density of 20 units
per acre, and no more than four acres in total size. (§21080.2(a),(c)(4).)
The Legislature defined “project area environmental impact report” as EIRs that include
a proposed project, not any EIR. For example, the definition includes an EIR on: 1) a general
plan; 2) a revision or update to the general plan that includes at least the land use and circulation
elements; 5) A housing element of the general plan if the EIR analyzed the environmental effects
of the density of the proposed project; and 6) a zoning ordinance. (§21081.2)(f).)
The proposed new Guideline contradicts all of the above by exempting any “infill”
project, including primarily residential projects, under past EIRs of no specified age or project
area, regardless of whether the original EIR was certified with a statement of overriding
considerations, regardless of traffic and transportation impacts, and regardless of proposed
density and size of the project.

06-5 cont.

Requirement of Identification of and Mandatory Finding of Significance on
Historic Resources and Historic Character
CEQA requires an EIR whenever a proposed project will affect historic resources. (E.g.,
PRC §§21084.1; 21155.1(a)(2)(C)(5).)
The proposed new Guideline instead allows replacement of existing historic resources
with new development with no EIR, no analysis of impacts, and no analysis of cumulative
impacts on historic resources. (§15083.3)

06-6

Requirement to Describe Existing Conditions to Identify Impacts .
By requiring an accurate description of existing conditions, CEQA requires an orderly
analysis of a project’s impacts on them. A long line of case law firmly establishes that without
describing existing conditions and comparing them with the conditions resulting from a proposed
project, it is impossible to identify the project’s significant impacts. (See, e.g., Communities for
a Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management District (2010) 48 Cal.4th 310,
328.)
The proposed new Guideline requires no such analysis, but instead only a checklist.
Incredibly, the OPR’s comment supporting the proposed new Guideline uses as an example a
30-story hotel as a proposed project without describing what exists on-site and in the surrounding
area and without describing the project, allowing such development by merely filling out a
checklist declaring such a huge development exempt regardless of its impacts.

06-7

Use of a Checklist Instead of Identification, Analysis, and Mitigation of Impacts
The proposed new Guideline conflicts with CEQA’s requirement to identify a project’s
impacts and instead proposes using a checklist. Checklists like that found in Guidelines
Appendix A are not a substitute for analyzing and mitigating impacts, even when used in an
initial study. (See, e.g., Citizens Ass’n. for Sensible Development of Bishop Area v. County of
Inyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151,171.) Checklists like the Proposed “Appendix N” consist of
conclusory statements unsupported by substantial evidence and therefore do not comply with
CEQA. (e.g.., Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116
Cal.App.4th 1099, 1111.) The proposed checklist lacks quantifiable criteria and does not excuse
a lead agency from evaluating significance in an EIR.
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Requirement of Affordability Under Sustainable Communities Strategy
Under § 21155.1(b)(3) a project cannot “result in any net loss in the number of
affordable housing units within the project area” (21155.1(b)(3); and see, e.g., §§21159.23,
21159.24, etc.
Under the proposed new Guideline, housing that is not affordable is exempt from CEQA,
and there is no requirement of affordability, thus rewarding developers of market-rate housing
with an exemption from the law.

06-9

Requirement of Open Space and Failure to Analyze Impacts on Open Space
Contrary to CEQA, the proposed new Guideline require no analysis or mitigation of a
project’s direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on open space. (See, e.g., PRC
§21155.1(a)(2)(C)(7).)

06-10

3. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S REQUIREMENT TO
ANALYZE AND MITIGATE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS.
Under CEQA, cumulative impacts require an EIR and mitigation. (e.g., PRC
§§21083(b)(2); 21084.1,21002.1; 21100; 21065.)
Under the new proposed Guideline, there is no provision for analysis and mitigation of
cumulative impacts. Instead, under the new proposed Guideline, “[I]f an effect was addressed as
a significant effect in a prior EIR for a planning level decision. . .that effect need not be analyzed
again for an individual infill project even when that effect could not be reduced to a less than
significant level. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior
EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable development policies
or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and
would substantially mitigate that effect.” (Proposed §15183.3(c), emphasis added.)

06-11

4. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S SUBSTANTIVE
REQUIREMENT OF MITIGATING EACH OF A PROJECT’S SIGNIFICANT
IMPACTS.
Under CEQA’s requirements, a significant impact must be eliminated or mitigated to a
less than significant level. (e.g., PRC §§21002, 21002.1(a), 21003(c), 21003.1, 21061, 21060.5,
21081, 21081.6, 21081.7, 21094(a), etc.) Mitigation of each significant impact must be
effective and enforceable, and there must be a mitigation monitoring program. Also, any
mitigation must meet the requirements of nexus and proportionality under United States and
California Supreme Court cases, Nollan, Dolan and Ehrlich.
Under the new proposed Guideline, “[I]f an effect was addressed as a significant effect in
a prior EIR for a planning level decision. . .that effect need not be analyzed again for an
individual infill project even when that effect could not be reduced to a less than significant
level. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior EIR or is
more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would
substantially mitigate that effect.” (Proposed §15183.3(c), emphasis added.)
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Without determining effectiveness of mitigations proposed for each impact, the new
proposed Guideline requires only box-checking on a checklist to “identify the uniformly
applicable development policy or standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the
effects of the infill project.” (Proposed §15183.3(d)((1)(e).) The new proposed Guideline
defines “substantially mitigate” as “the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but
not necessarily below the level of significance.” There is no requirement of effectiveness, and of
a mitigations monitoring report. There is no requirement of nexus and proportionality.
5. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S MANDATE OF PUBLIC
DISCLOSURE, OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMENT, AND MEANINGFUL
PARTICIPATION IN THE DECISIONMAKING PROCESS.
A critical part of CEQA’s mandate is to assure that the public as well as decisionmakers
are part of an informed and accountable decisionmaking process. (Laurel Heights I, supra, 47
Cal.3d at pp. 394, 405; and see, e.g., PRC §§21003.1, 21061, 21151; 21092.1, 21080.4, 21083.9,
21092, 21108, 21152.)
The proposed new Guideline completely eliminates that mandate, instead allowing the
lead agency to make determinations on most projects without any public notice, meeting, or
accountability.
6. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S REQUIREMENTS OF
NOTICE, RECIRCULATION, AND SUPPLEMENTAL REVIEW.
CEQA requires public notice, renoticing, and recirculation of environmental documents
when later changes are made. (PRC §21092.) CEQA also requires a supplemental
environmental impact report when a later project changes the scope, impacts, mitigations, and
alternatives of a project that has had a previous EIR. (§21166.)
The proposed new Guideline eliminates all of these requirements.
7. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S MANDATE TO
RECOGNIZE THE IMPACTS OF UNCONTROLLED GROWTH, AND INSTEAD
PROMOTES UNSUSTAINABLE URBAN GROWTH
CEQA expressly states, “The capacity of the environment is limited, and it is the intent of
the Legislature that the government of the state take immediate steps to identify any critical
thresholds for the health and safety of the people of the state and take all coordinated actions
necessary to prevent such thresholds being reached.” (PRC §21000(d).)
The proposed new Guideline instead promotes the unsupportable fiction that if growth
occurs in an urban setting, it is “sustainable.” The new Guideline has no threshold for urban
carrying capacity and ignores established law on traffic, air quality, and other thresholds,
exempting unlimited densification and up-zoning with no CEQA analysis or mitigation of its
impacts on traffic, transit, air quality, noise, infrastructure, open space, population, crowding,
and public health and safety. The proposed new Guideline ignores the transportation mode of
the vast majority of urban residents who do not walk, use bicycles, or take public transit, and
instead drive cars. Those travelers are also humans subject to the “impacts on humans” that the
OPR invokes in support of the proposed new exclusionary Guideline.
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06-13

06-14

06-15

8. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS CEQA’S PROVISIONS FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES STRATEGY.
Under a “sustainable communities strategy,” CEQA provides that development projects
may be exempted as “transit priority projects” only if they meet specific conditions. (PRC
§§21155, 21155.1, 21155.2, and 21155.3.) The qualifying conditions include no locations near
habitat or wetlands, requirements to determine existence of hazards and exposure to hazards to
any future occupants from any nearby property or activity (21155.1(a)(2)(C)(4),and
21151.1(a)(2)(C)(6); no significant effects on historic resources (21155.1(a)(2)(C)(5); no seismic
risk or landslide hazard (21155.1(a)(2)(C)(6)(D)); no sites located on developed open space
(21155.1(a)(2)(C)(7)); must be 15%more energy efficient than required by 24CCRCh. 6 and
must achieve 25% less water usage than the average household use in the region
(21155.1(a)(2)(C)(8)); cannot be more than 8 acres in size (21155.1(b)(1); cannot contain more
than 200 residential units (21155.1(b)(2); cannot “result in any net loss in the number of
affordable housing units within the project area” (21155.1(b)(3); does not include any single
level building that exceeds 75,000 square feet (21151.1(b)(4); “Any applicable mitigation
measures or performance standards or criteria set forth in the prior environmental impact reports,
and adopted in findings, have been or will be incorporated” into the proposed project.
The proposed new Guideline eliminates the important requirement of no net loss of
affordable housing units, with the OPR incredibly claiming that this requirement does not exist
under CEQA.
9. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS TIERIING PROVISIONS.
Under §21094, where a prior EIR has been prepared and certified for a program, plan,
policy, or ordinance, “the lead agency for a later project. . . shall examine significant effects of
the later project. . . by using a tiered environmental impact report, except that the report on the
later project need not examine those effects which the lead agency determines were either (1)
mitigated or avoided pursuant to [§21081(a)(1)] as a requisite of the prior environmental impact
report, or (2) examined at a sufficient level of detail in the prior environmental impact report to
enable those effects to be mitigated or avoided by site specific revisions, the imposition of
conditions, or by other means in connection with the approval of the later project.” Also, this
section does not apply to any later project that is subject to section 21166.
Under the new proposed Guideline, “[I]f an effect was addressed as a significant effect
in a prior EIR for a planning level decision. . .that effect need not be analyzed again for an
individual infill project even when that effect could not be reduced to a less than significant
level. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior EIR or is
more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would
substantially mitigate that effect.” (Proposed §15183.3(c), emphasis added.)
10. THE PROPOSED GUIDELINE CONTRADICTS AND/OR IS INCONSISTENT
WITH CEQA’S DEFINITIONS.
The following are examples, not all-inclusive, of inconsistencies in definitions.
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06-16

06-17

06-18

21061.3 “Infill site” “means a site in an urbanized area that meets either of the following
criteria: (a) The site has not been previously developed for urban uses and both of the following
apply: (1) The site is immediately adjacent to parcels that are developed with qualified urban
uses, or at least 75 percent of the perimeter of the site adjoins parcels that are developed with
qualified urban uses, and the remaining 25 percent of the site adjoins parcels that have previously
been developed for qualified urban uses. (2) No parcel within the site has been created within the
past 10 years unless the parcel was created as a result of the plan of a redevelopment agency. (b)
The site has been previously developed for qualified urban uses.”
Under the proposed new Guideline an “Infill project” would be more than a site, and
would include “the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail, transit
station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses.” For retail and
commercial projects, “half of the project area may be used for parking.”
Under §21064.3 “Major transit stop” “means a site containing an existing rail transit
station, a ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or
more major bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less during the
morning and afternoon peak commute periods.”
Under the new proposed Guideline Appendix M, a “Major Transit Stop” may also
“include a planned and funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation
improvement program,” even if such a stop does not exist.
Under §21065.3 “Project-specific effect” “means all the direct or indirect environmental
effects of a project other than cumulative effects and growth-inducing effects.”
Under the new proposed Guideline, “a new specific effect is an effect that was not
addressed in the prior EIR and that is specific to the infill project or the infill project site.”
Under the new proposed Guideline, no analysis or mitigation of growth-inducing effects and
cumulative effects resulting from the “infill project” is required.
Under §21067 “Lead agency” “means the public agency which has the principal
responsibility for carrying out or approving a project which may have a significant effect upon
the environment.” (See discussion of fair argument standard above.)
Under the new proposed Guideline, the lead agency would be an agency that “explains”
whether the infill project “will cause new specific effects.” (Proposed §15183.3(d)(C).)
Under §21068.5. “Tiering or tier” “means the coverage of general matters and
environmental effects in an environmental impact report prepared for a policy, plan, program, or
ordinance followed by narrower or site-specific environmental impact reports which incorporate
by reference the discussion in any prior environmental impact report and which concentrate on
the environmental effects which (a) are capable of being mitigated, or (b) were not analyzed as
significant effects on the environment in the prior environmental impact report.” (And see, e.g.,
PRC §21094.)
Under the new proposed Guideline, “[I]f an effect was addressed as a significant effect in
a prior EIR for a planning level decision. . .that effect need not be analyzed again for an
individual infill project even when that effect could not be reduced to a less than significant
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level. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior EIR or is
more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would
substantially mitigate that effect.” (Proposed §15183.3(c), emphasis added.)
CONCLUSION
The preceding are examples showing the contradictions and inconsistencies of the
proposed new Guideline with the statutory mandate and policy of CEQA. They are not allinclusive, and they do not include the contradictions and inconsistencies with existing CEQA
Guidelines.
The new Guideline goes far beyond PRC §§21094.5 and 21094.5.5, and is invalid on its
face under Gov. Code §11342.2 and CEQA. Dismantling California’s most important
environmental law by exempting most projects from its requirements plainly contradicts
CEQA’s purpose and mandate.

Mary Miles
Attorney at Law
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From: Joyce Dillard [mailto:dillardjoyce@yahoo.com]
Sent: Mon 9/10/2012 4:36 PM
To: CEQA.Guidelineupdate
Subject: Comments to NRA Proposed Amendments to the State CEQA Guidelines

You state:
Infill development is important to the State and comes with a host of benefits for both
the environment as well as the health and wellbeing of the population of California.
Comments:
Health and well being includes repaired streets, operating sewers, flowing water and
manageable traffic.

08-1

Mental wellbeing Is not addressed in this statement.
You state:
Simply put, infill encourages more reliance on neighborhood-oriented businesses,
walking, cycling, and public transit.
These activities indirectly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and other emissions that
lead to smog and air and water quality issues because they result in less vehicle miles
traveled by residents who would traditionally have to drive to obtain the same services
and products. Taken together, these benefits create sustainable, vibrant, and
economically viable neighborhoods.
Therefore, it simply makes sense to deregulate the permitting process for qualifying infill
so that such projects are easier to approve and site.
Comments:
This premise is incorrect.
Neighborhood-oriented businesses are developed based on service to the customer,
not placement of an infill piece of land.

08-2

In the second largest city in the country, Los Angeles, this is so ridiculous it is not even
funny. Public transit is being used to ignore infrastructure operation and maintenance
needs and give contracts for political favor.
In an overbuilt city, what is left is ALL infill.
Bicycling is used by such a minority that the loss of parking spaces and road lanes may
lead to economic downfall as customers cannot be served in a neighborhood.
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08-3

Air Quality issues are a problem with grandfathered pollution and increased diesel
usage by buses and trains. Technology is not always employed to keep up with the
environmental assumptions.

08-3
cont.

It makes NO SENSE to deregulate for more density.
PLAN CONSISTENCY
You state:
Proposed:
Project may include general plan amendments or zoning variances, provided that new
effects would need to be analyzed
Comments:
The analysis is left wide open and could be interpreted to be a report filed by the
Applicant. This has already happened in the process.
08-4

GPA General Plan Amendments happen often in a City like Los Angeles, in every
Community Plan and under the radar of most citizens in the form of
“piecemealing”. This is an approval for “piecemealing.”
Due process is abused.
PROJECT-LEVEL DESCRIPTION
You state:
Not required in EIR for a planning level decision
Comments:
So, anything goes and the neighboring properties can devalue because no one needs
to know.
How does this make any sense.
PROJECT CONTRIBUTION TO SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS
You state:
Analysis does not need not be repeated at the project level.
Comments:

0134

08-5

How can budgets be prepared if no infrastructure needs are anticipated. What about
operations and maintenance budgets. Is the current need the only need and any
additional can be absorbed?
08-6
Is that why California is so deep in debt.
It will take care of itself, on its own.
DOCUMENT CONTAINING PROGRAMMATIC ANALYSIS
You state:
An EIR for a planning level decision, as well as any supplements or addenda thereto.
Comments:
What is the planning level decision-a GPA or a zoning variance. How is that consistent
with your decision on PLAN CONSISTENCY.

08-7

EFFECT OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
You state:
Can be used to address either new specific effects or effects that are more significant
than previously analyzed, provided the finding is made at project approval
Comments:
Again, what is the definition of “previously.” Is it from the 1970s or the 1980s or the
1990s or the 2000s. Just what is the time standard. Or is the grandfathered project
now a threshold.
08-8
Is now the burden on the adjoining property owners.
WATER AND WATERSHED PLANNING
Comments:
You have omitted an important factor in planning for the future-the water supply at a
quality level.
As the Department of Water Resources tries to wrangle regions into Integrated Regional
Water Management Planning, you wish to destroy it.
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08-9

It Is that collaboration, and with other affected agencies, to restore a ecological
watershed for the future. Flooding, extreme weather, sea-level rise are all issues. The
integration of nature, its wildlife, birds, flora, flauna, alluvial fans, and geology are all
issues.
08-9
cont.

Infill ignores that value of nature.
This is just BUILD-BUILD-BUILD.
That approach is WRONG.
SPECIFIC PURPOSE, NEED, AND NECESSITY FOR EACH AMENDMENT
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
2. Subdivision (b)
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (b) is also necessary to interpret the meaning of some of the eligibility
criteria listed in Section 21094.5. For example, subdivision (b)(1) clarifies that the term
“adjoins” means “immediately adjacent”. It also clarifies that the “statewide performance
standards” referred to in Section 21094.5 are contained in proposed new Appendix M of
the CEQA Guidelines.
Comments:

08-10

Are “air rights” considered adjacent.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
3. Subdivision (c)
a. Purpose
Specifically, it clarifies that Section 21094.5 exempts infill projects from analyzing
certain environmental effects and alternatives. It further clarifies that the degree of
streamlining depends on the completeness of prior environmental review.
Comments:
Prior environmental review is too loose. Do you mean somewhere in the General Plan,
Community Plan or Specific Plan. Do you mean same geological conditions or do areas
with good soils and an environmental review trump infill developments with oil, methane
and other dangerous gases, as we see in the City of Los Angeles. Do you mean a
programmatic review versus an individual project or lot.
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08-11

You state:
A. Section 15183.3
3. Subdivision (c)
b. Reasonable Necessity
Unlike CEQA’s tiering provisions, for example, Section 15183.3 does not
require a later EIR to analyze previously identified significant and unavoidable impacts.
Further, also unlike tiering, which only limits the content of future EIRs, Section 15183.3
limits the application of CEQA altogether. Thus, Section 15183.3 does not require lead
agencies to adopt new statements of overriding considerations to address previously
identified significant effects.
Comments:
Why have any General Plans at all. As it stands now, we, as property owners, have to
have substantial means to oppose plans pushed through under Overriding
Considerations.

08-12

If you want ANYTHING GOES, then repeal the laws and return the state to the cowboy
era.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
a. Purpose
Specifically, subdivision (d) guides lead agencies on how to determine what effects of
infill projects are subject to CEQA, and what environmental document should be used to
analyze those effects.
Comments:
Can the Lead Agency rely on an environmental document prepared by another Lead
Agency, and therefore having two bodies, separate in jurisdiction, have say over the
other body.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
b. Reasonable Necessity
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08-13

Subdivision (d) therefore clarifies that Section 21094.5 requires lead agencies to resolve
factual questions about a project and that the lead agency’s determinations are owed
deference.
Subdivision (d)(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project.
Specifically, it directs lead agencies to use a checklist or other written device to
document a project’s eligibility for the streamlining in Section 15183.3. It specifies that
Appendix N may be used for that purpose. Notably, subdivision (d)(1) states that lead
agencies “should” use Appendix N, but does not mandate its use. It does so because
use of a checklist supports CEQA’s policies of public disclosure and informed decisionmaking, but is not expressly required by Section 21094.5.
Comments:
You have no basis here for a citizen to exercise due process. You have handed the
process over to developers and not protected the Public Trust.

08-14

You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (d)(1)(C) is necessary to assist lead agencies in determining whether an
effect is new, and subject to CEQA. It does so by providing examples of circumstances
that might trigger additional analysis. This subdivision also clarifies that the phrase “new
specific effects” used in Section 15183.3 is synonymous with the more cumbersome
phrase “an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is specific to the infill
project or the infill project site” used in the statute.
Comments:
08-15

How is this enforceable if there is no checklist.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
Subdivision (d)(1)(E)
First, it clarifies that the phrase “substantially mitigate” does not require that impacts be
mitigated to a less than significant level.
Subdivision (d)(1)(E), therefore, clarifies that development policies must meaningfully
reduce significant effects in order to avoid further review, but need not reduce such
effects to a less than significant level.
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Comments:
So we live with effects to Public Health and Safety and not be concerned that laws exist,
except for an “infill” project.

08-16

You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
Subdivision (d)(2)(A
Notably, filing an NOD triggers a short 30-day statute of limitations period. Thus,
requiring a lead agency to file an NOD furthers both the purpose of streamlining review
of infill projects while notifying the public of project approvals.
Comments:
Notices of Determination are not circulated to adjacent property owners or interested
parties.
It does trigger the period in which to file a lawsuit, but only if you know there is a project
at all.

You state:
A. Section 15183.3
4. Subdivision (d)
Subdivision (d)(2)(D)
Subdivision (d)(2)(D), therefore, clarifies that such findings need only be adopted in
connection with new significant effects. Second, this section clarifies that the findings
required by Section 21094.5(a)(2) must draw a rational connection between the
evidence in the record and the lead agency’s ultimate conclusions.
Comments:
In what procedural part of the Administrative Record does this appear.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
5. Subdivision (e)
b. Reasonable Necessity
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Subdivision (e) is necessary to clarify that the contents of an infill EIR are limited.
Specifically, an infill EIR will not include a growth inducing impacts analysis, or analysis
of alterative locations, densities or building intensities. New analysis will be limited to
just new or more significant effects that uniformly applicable development policies do
not substantially mitigate. Appendix N can be used to document the location of the
analysis of previously analyzed effects. Other than these limitations, an infill EIR will
need to include other required elements of EIRs, including an executive summary for
example.
Comments:
Is the population the same, has there been roads built, or sewers laid. Are the roads
even maintained, or the sidewalks or the trees.

08-18
08-19

Does an Executive Summary suffice as documentation and not the specific category.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
6. Subdivision (f)
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (f)(2) defines a “planning level decision.” Specifically, it clarifies that such a
decision includes not just a general plan, but any element thereof. This is a necessary
clarification because many local governments update their general plans only a few
elements at a time.
Comments:
Please understand that the Elements of a General Plan are not necessarily accurate
and reflective of the current conditions.
City of Los Angeles has included the following elements in the General Plan readopted
on August 8, 2001, CF 01-1162 and originally adopted
December 1, 1996, CF 95-2259:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Land Use Element Including 35 Community Plans
Air Quality Element adopted November 24, 1992, CF 91-2003
Conservation Element adopted September 26, 2001, CF 01-1094 superseding
the Open Space Element originally adopted June, 1973 and the Conservation
Element originally adopted December, 1973
Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources Element NONE
Housing Element adopted August 13, 2008, CF 08-1933 and re-adopted on
January 14, 2009, CF 08-1933-S1
Infrastructure Systems Element NONE
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08-20

•
•
•
•

•

Noise Element adopted February 3, 1999, CF 96-1357 superseding the 1975
Noise Element
Open Space Element NONE
Public Facilities and Services Element NONE
Safety Element adopted November 26, 1996, CF 96-1810 superseding the 1975
Safety Plan, the 1974 Seismic Safety Plan and the 1979 Fire Protection and
Prevention Plan
Transportation Element adopted August 8, 1999, CF 97-1387 superseding the
Scenic Highways Plan adopted in May 13, 1978, CF 98-0894 and the Highways
and Freeways Element adopted in 1959

08-20
cont.

Only the Housing Element has been updated within the required time.
You state:
A. Section 15183.3
6. Subdivision (f)
b. Reasonable Necessity
Subdivision (f)(6)
The definition further clarifies that a city may designate a small walkable community
project area concurrently with a project approval. This is a necessary clarification
because the concept of a “small walkable community project” does not appear
anywhere else in California planning law. Requiring that a city first designate such an
area in order to make use of this streamlining tool would counter the purpose of Section
21094.5 to promote infill development by streamlining requirements
Comments:
With billions of dollars needed for sidewalk repairs and trees trimmed in the City of Los
Angeles is there any other criteria than a “designation” of an area without Public Health
and Safety conditions being met.
Since the City of Los Angeles is trying to pass this off onto the property owners, does
such a “designation” now create a liability situation for the property owner if the sidewalk
is not actually “walkable.”
This cost is tremendous and any liability incurred.
PROPOSED APPENDIX M: PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR INFILL PROJECTS
ELIGIBLE FOR STREAMLINED REVIEW
You state:
“High-quality transit corridor” means an existing corridor with fixed route bus service
with service intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours. For the
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purposes of this Appendix, an “existing stop along a high-quality transit corridor” may
include a planned and funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation
improvement program.
Comments:
You need to take into consideration traffic including trucks and peak hours of
congestion.

08-22

You state:
“Significant sources of air pollution” include airports, marine ports, rail yards and
distribution centers that receive more than 100 heavy-duty truck visits per day, as well
as stationary sources that are designated major by the Clean Air Act.
Comments:
You omitted Maintenance Yards for Rail that run their diesel engines continuously such
as the Metrolink Maintenance Yard in Los Angeles.

08-23

III. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS RELATED TO PROJECT DESIGN
You state:
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled
pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall document how it
has remediated the site, if remediation is completed. Alternatively, the project shall
implement the recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment
or comparable document that identifies remediation appropriate for the site.
Comments:
Do you mean UST Underground Storage Tank threats that may take years and years to
be remediated. How do you identify oil wells and fracking uses when
DOGR Department of Oil and Gas Resources does not issue permits for that very
hazardous process.
IV. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS BY PROJECT TYPE
You state:
E. Schools
Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population
are eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the
projected student population are eligible. Alternatively, any school within ½ mile of an
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08-24
08-25

existing major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor is
eligible.
Comments:
The State Department of Architects has jurisdiction over schools built with the exception
of Charter Schools, which are governed by local municipalities.
There are very seriously health concerns raised around Charter Schools. These
regulations may cause considerable costs in low income areas of increased Health
Risks.

08-26

A Health Risk Assessment should be required.
APPENDIX N
Comments:
The Checklist is inadequate. There should be no gray area to avoid addressing
environmental impacts.
There are substantial costs to this regulation that you have not recognized. Taxpayers
are being confronted with increased bond obligations, parcel tax fees, sales taxes and
other fees, hidden as remedies for this poorly written legislation. Some issues have
Federal jurisdiction such as the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act that are swept
under the rug in this proposal.
Joyce Dillard
P.O. Box 31377
Los Angeles, CA 90031
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Comments on Proposed CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, Appendix M
(Performance Standards for Infill Projects), and Appendix N (Infill
Environmental Checklist Form)
August 21, 2012
Antero Rivasplata, AICP
CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3
The following suggestions are intended to clarify the proposed language and to
(c) Streamlined Review. CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under two
circumstances. First, if an the effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be analyzed again for
an individual infill project even when that effect could not be was not reduced to a less than
significant level in the prior EIR. Second, an the effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not
analyzed in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the
infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in
the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that
apply to the eligible infill project, streamlining under this section will range from a complete
exemption to an obligation to prepare a narrowed, project-specific environmental document. A
prior EIR will be most helpful in dealing with later infill projects if it deals with the effects of infill
development as specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and detailed analysis
of such development, the effects of many infill projects could be found to have been addressed
in the prior EIR, and no further environmental documents would be required.
(d)(1)(C) Explain whether the infill project will cause new specific effects. For the purposes of
this section, a new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is
specific to the infill project or the infill project site. A new specific effect may result if, for
example, the prior EIR acknowledged stated that sufficient site-specific information was not
available to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances
following certification of a prior EIR may also result in a new specific effect.
(d)(1)(D) Explain whether substantial new information shows that the adverse environmental
effects of the infill project are more significant than described in the prior EIR. For the purpose
of this section, “more significant” means an effect will be substantially more severe than
described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include those that result from changes in
circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR’s analysis.
An effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation
measures that were previously rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are
not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than those
previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but

09-1
Comment [I1]: This is confusing. I think you can
let the remainder of the section explain for itself.
Comment [I2]: This revision is intended to relate
the consideration back to the prior EIR.

09-2
Comment [I3]: This revision is needed so that an
eligible infill project isn’t prohibited from
streamlining simply because the prior EIR didn’t
have a site-specific analysis. Lack of site specific
information by itself doesn’t indicate that the
eligible project has a new specific effect. Rather, the
effects of the eligible project must be compared to
the significant effects identified in the prior EIR.

09-3
Comment [I4]: This would go beyond
determining whether the eligible project’s impact
was analyzed in the prior EIR.
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such measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was
adopted in connection with a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is
not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure; or (3) uniformly applicable
development policies or standards will not substantially mitigate those effects to the same level
of significance identified in the prior EIR.
(d)(1)(E) If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant effects, the written
checklist should indicate whether uniformly applicable development policies or standards will
substantially mitigate those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate”
means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below
the level of significance if the prior EIR found the impact to be significant and unavoidable. The
written checklist should specifically identify the uniformly applicable development policy or
standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the effects of the infill project. Where the
lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially
mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described
in subdivision (d)(2)(D). The explanation in the written checklist may be used to support that the
finding required in subdivision (d)(2)(D) below.
(d)(2)(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more
significant effects, and uniformly applicable development policies or standards would not
substantially mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If a new specific effect
is less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration. If new specific
effects or more significant effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level through
project changes agreed to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency may will
prepare a mitigated negative declaration. In these circumstances, the lead agency shall follow
the procedure set forth in Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a transit
priority project, the lead agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the Public
Resources Code. In either instance, the written checklist should clearly state which effects are
new or more significant, and are subject to CEQA, and which effects have been previously
analyzed and are not subject to further environmental review. Where the lead agency finds that
uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially mitigate a significant effect
of an infill project that otherwise requires preparation of a Mitigated Negative Declaration of
Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment, the lead agency shall make the finding
described in subdivision (d)(2)(D).

09-3 cont.

09-4
Comment [I5]: If the uniform policies would not
reduce an impact that was found less than
significant or less than significant with mitigation by
the prior EIR, then that is a more severe impact.
Comment [I6]: Clarifies that this finding must be
made.

09-5
Comment [I7]: This is inconsistent with the
concept of a new or more significant impact. A neg
dec can only be adopted if there is no significant
impact. If the eligible project would result in a new
or more significant impact, then mitigation must be
applied.

Comment [I8]: Added to distinguish this from
the situation in

Appendix M (Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for Streamlined Review)
I have no suggestions for revisions.
Appendix N (Infill Environmental Checklist Form)
The following suggestions are intended to clarify the checklist. As currently drafted, it does not
sufficiently distinguish the new approach allowed under PRC Section 21094.5 from the usual approach
to determining project significance.
2
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Under DETERMINATION on page 3, delete the following determination. This is inconsistent with the
provision that an eligible project may have new or more significant impacts.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a
prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to those
effects that are subject to CEQA, I find that such effects WOULD NOT be significant and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, will be prepared.

09-6

SAMPLE QUESTIONS (Checklist)
Under EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INFILL PROJECTS, I suggest the following
revisions to and changes in the order of occurrence of items (1) through (8) to link this discussion to the
checklist columns,:
1) A brief explanation is required for all answers. except "No Impact" answers that are
adequately supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses
following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced
information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one
involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be
explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the
project will not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening
analysis). All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well
as on-site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well
as operational impacts.
2) All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as onsite, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as
operational impacts. For the purposes of this checklist, “prior EIR” means the environmental
impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by any subsequent or
supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those
documents. “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan,
community plan, specific plan, or zoning code. (Section 15183.3(e).)
3) For the purposes of this checklist, “prior EIR” means the environmental impact report
certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental
environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents. “Planning
level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan, community plan, specific
plan, or zoning code. (Section 15183.3(e).) Once the lead agency has determined that a
particular physical impact may occur as a result of an infill project, then the checklist answers
must indicate whether that impact has already been analyzed in a prior EIR. If the effect of the
infill project is not more significant than what has already been analyzed, that effect of the infill

09-7
Comment [I9]: Moved to item (4).

09-8
Comment [I10]: Moved from item (2).

09-9
Comment [I11]: Moved from item (3).

09-10
Comment [I12]: Moved from item (4).

3
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project is not subject to CEQA. The brief explanation accompanying this determination should
include page and section references to the portions of the prior EIR containing the analysis of
that effect. The brief explanation shall also indicate whether the prior EIR included any
mitigation measures to substantially lessen that effect and whether those measures have been
incorporated into the infill project.
4) Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur as a result
of an infill project, then the checklist answers must indicate whether that impact has already
been analyzed in a prior EIR. If the effect of the infill project is not more significant than what
has already been analyzed, that effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA. The brief
explanation accompanying this determination should include page and section references to the
portions of the prior EIR containing the analysis of that effect. The brief explanation shall also
indicate whether the prior EIR included any mitigation measures to substantially lessen that
effect and whether those measures have been incorporated into the infill project. No Impact. A
"No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources show that
the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls outside
a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact" answer should be explained where it is based on projectspecific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive receptors
to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

09-10 cont.

09-11
Comment [I13]: Moved from item (1).

6)5) Analyzed in the Prior EIR -- No New or More Significant Impact. If all effects of an infill
project were either analyzed in a prior EIR or are substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, CEQA does not apply to the project, and the lead agency
shall file a Notice of Determination.

09-12

5)6) All New or More Significant Impacts are Substantially Mitigated by Uniformly Applicable
Development Policies. If the infill project would cause a significant adverse effect that either is
specific to the project or project site and was not analyzed in a prior EIR, or is more significant
than what was analyzed in a prior EIR, the lead agency must determine whether uniformly
applicable development policies or standards that have been adopted by the lead agency, or city
or county, would substantially mitigate that effect. If so, the checklist shall explain how the infill
project’s implementation of the uniformly applicable development policies will substantially
mitigate that effect. That effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA if the lead agency
makes a finding, based upon substantial evidence, that the development policies or standards
will substantially mitigate that effect.

09-13

7) New Significant Impact or More Significant Impact. Effects of an infill project that either have
not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or that uniformly applicable development policies or standards
do not substantially mitigate, are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects of the infill
project that are subject to CEQA, the checklist shall indicate whether those effects are new
significant effects or, if more significant than the effects identified in the prior EIR, cannot be
mitigated below a level of significance less than significant with mitigation, or less than
significant. If there are one or more " Significant Impact" entries when the determination is

Comment [I14]: Item (7) should be revised to
address the significant impact column. Item (8)
covers the portion of item (7) that I recommend
deleting.

09-14

4
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made on the checklist, an infill EIR is required. The infill EIR should be limited to analysis of those
effects determined to be significant. (Sections 15128, 15183.3(d).)
8) New Significant or More Significant Impact Less Than Significant with Mitigation
Incorporated. "Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" This applies where the
incorporation of mitigation measures will reduce an effect of an infill project that is subject to
CEQA from " Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must
describe the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how those measures reduce the effect to a
less than significant level. If the effects of an infill project that are subject to CEQA are less than
significant with mitigation incorporated, the lead agency may prepare a Mitigated Negative
Declaration. If all of the effects of the infill project that are subject to CEQA are less than
significant, the lead agency may prepare a Negative Declaration.

09-14 cont.

09-15

I suggest the following headings for the checklist columns, in the following order left to right to match
the order in the EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INFILL PROJECTS text:
No Impact
Analyzed in the Prior EIR -- No New or More Significant Impact

09-16

All New or More Significant Impacts are Substantially Mitigated by Uniformly Applicable
Development Policies
New Significant Impact or More Significant Impact
New Significant or More Significant Impact Less Than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated

5
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1215 K Street, Suite 2290
Sacramento, CA 95814
p 916.440.0826
f 916.231.2141
www.mvcac.org
September 10, 2012
VIA HAND DELIVERY
John Laird
Secretary, California Natural Resources Agency
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
VIA EMAIL
Heather Baugh, Assistant General Counsel
The California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento CA, 95814
CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov
Re: Comments on Proposed CEQA Guidelines, 14 CCR §§ 15000, et seq. to implement SB
226– Request for Reference to Best Management Practices for Mosquito Control in
California
Dear Mr. Laird:
The Mosquito and Vector Control Association of California (MVCAC) would like to formally request
that the Natural Resources Agency incorporate the attached Best Management and Practices plan
(BMP Plan) into the State CEQA Guidelines, 14 CCR §§ 15000, et seq. The BMP Plan was developed
by the California Department of Public Health in collaboration with MVCAC to reduce the spread of
diseases and reduce the need to use pesticides. A copy of the most recent July 2012 update can be
viewed here, http://www.cdph.ca.gov/HealthInfo/discond/Documents/BMPforMosquitoControl07‐
12.pdf.
This would be beneficial to infill developers. It would add no additional burdens to approval of infill
projects. Rather it would reduce any potential future liability for infill developers from increased
pesticide loads on their properties, as well as risk to the residents of infill development from
mosquito‐borne illness such as West Nile virus.
Created water features in urban areas are often very popular. They along with stormwater Low
Impact Development (LID) features, like swales or rain barrels, if not
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John Laird, Secretary, California Natural Resources Agency
Page 2
properly designed and maintained frequently result in becoming prolific mosquito breeding
sources. Often these must be sprayed to reduce avian (e.g., endangered bird species), equine and
human‐health impacts. The need for routine spraying of these sources, due to improper design,
leads to a multitude of problems including air quality impacts, and water quality impacts, not to
mention citizen frustration as the use of pesticides is frequently questioned. The addition of a
reference to the BMP Plan in the initial study checklists in the CEQA Guidelines could help point
infill developers to some simple low‐cost BMPs relative to such water features as recommended by
the Department of Public Health. This would resolve the problem proactively and eliminate the
need to spray pesticides on the backend. Currently, the BMP Plan is not well‐known and numerous
opportunities to lower the pesticide load and reduce the risk of disease are missed.
Specifically, MVCAC would like to see the BMP Plan mentioned as a reference tool in one or more
questions in the Appendix checklists of the CEQA Guidelines to ensure that infill developers have
the benefit of incorporating some low‐cost, early design ideas to reduce the possibility of creating
pools of standing water on their property.
If you have any questions regarding this request, or the attached information, please do not
hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Catherine Smith
Executive Director

2
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September	
  10,	
  2012	
  
	
  
Heather	
  Baugh,	
  Assistant	
  General	
  Counsel	
  	
  
The	
  California	
  Natural	
  Resources	
  Agency	
  
Legal	
  Office	
  
1416	
  Ninth	
  Street,	
  Suite	
  1311	
  	
  
Sacramento	
  CA,	
  95814	
  	
  
CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Heather	
  Baugh,	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  Non-‐Profit	
  Housing	
  Association	
  of	
  Northern	
  California	
  (NPH)	
  and	
  the	
  Center	
  for	
  
Sustainable	
  Neighborhoods	
  thank	
  you	
  for	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  comment	
  on	
  the	
  new	
  CEQA	
  
guidelines.	
  	
  We	
  are	
  very	
  pleased	
  with	
  your	
  inclusion	
  of	
  an	
  affordable	
  housing	
  pathway	
  to	
  
qualify	
  as	
  a	
  low	
  carbon	
  project.	
  Affordable	
  housing	
  plays	
  a	
  key	
  role	
  in	
  allowing	
  lower	
  income	
  
residents	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  live	
  in	
  quality	
  homes	
  near	
  where	
  they	
  work	
  and	
  close	
  to	
  services.	
  
This	
  is	
  true	
  in	
  urban,	
  suburban	
  and	
  rural	
  areas	
  alike.	
  	
  Accordingly,	
  affordable	
  housing	
  projects	
  
tend	
  to	
  perform	
  exceptionally	
  well	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  vehicle	
  miles	
  traveled	
  (vmt)	
  as	
  compared	
  to	
  
market	
  averages,	
  even	
  in	
  areas	
  that	
  otherwise	
  have	
  relatively	
  high	
  vmt.	
  A	
  recent	
  study	
  from	
  
Marin	
  County	
  illustrates	
  the	
  case.	
  
	
  	
  
Marin	
  County	
  is	
  essentially	
  a	
  high	
  value	
  bedroom	
  community	
  for	
  high	
  wage	
  professionals	
  who	
  
commute	
  each	
  day	
  to	
  jobs	
  on	
  the	
  San	
  Francisco	
  Peninsula.	
  But	
  it	
  is	
  also	
  a	
  low	
  wage	
  
employment	
  center	
  with	
  large	
  numbers	
  of	
  jobs	
  (teachers,	
  cops,	
  retail,	
  gardeners,	
  etc)	
  oriented	
  
towards	
  servicing	
  the	
  high-‐income	
  homeowners.	
  If	
  you	
  look	
  at	
  overall	
  vmt/household	
  in	
  Marin	
  
County,	
  you	
  will	
  find	
  a	
  high	
  number,	
  but	
  that	
  is	
  because	
  you	
  are	
  measuring	
  the	
  performance	
  
mostly	
  of	
  high	
  wage	
  commuters	
  who	
  commute	
  to	
  the	
  Peninsula.	
  According	
  to	
  "Miles	
  from	
  
Home,"	
  a	
  study	
  recently	
  published	
  by	
  the	
  Non	
  Profit	
  Housing	
  Association	
  of	
  Northern	
  
California,	
  low	
  income	
  housing	
  residents	
  in	
  Marin	
  County	
  are	
  much	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  work	
  locally.	
  
Moreover,	
  the	
  acute	
  shortage	
  of	
  affordable	
  housing	
  in	
  Marin	
  County	
  forces	
  large	
  numbers	
  of	
  
low-‐income	
  workers	
  to	
  commute	
  long	
  distances	
  from	
  counties	
  to	
  the	
  north	
  and	
  east	
  with	
  more	
  
affordable	
  housing.	
  	
  Accordingly,	
  building	
  more	
  affordable	
  housing	
  in	
  Marin	
  County	
  is	
  a	
  means	
  
to	
  help	
  reduce	
  regional	
  vmt.	
  
	
  	
  	
  
As	
  defined	
  in	
  the	
  draft,	
  the	
  affordable	
  housing	
  pathway	
  to	
  qualify	
  a	
  low	
  carbon	
  project	
  is	
  well	
  
justified.	
  The	
  projects	
  it	
  identifies	
  will	
  clearly	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  cause	
  of	
  building	
  a	
  more	
  
sustainable	
  economy.	
  With	
  a	
  few	
  subtle	
  modifications,	
  we	
  think	
  the	
  affordable	
  housing	
  
pathway	
  could	
  be	
  strengthened	
  so	
  as	
  not	
  to	
  discourage	
  inclusion	
  of	
  elements	
  that	
  can	
  
contribute	
  to	
  sustainability	
  and	
  to	
  capture	
  more	
  high	
  quality	
  low	
  carbon	
  projects.	
  
	
  	
  
The	
  draft	
  affordable	
  housing	
  pathway	
  is	
  restricted	
  to	
  purely	
  residential	
  projects.	
  While	
  we	
  
would	
  agree	
  that	
  the	
  affordable	
  housing	
  pathway	
  should	
  be	
  focused	
  on	
  projects	
  that	
  are	
  
predominantly	
  residential,	
  we	
  think	
  allowing	
  a	
  modest	
  amount	
  of	
  mixed	
  use	
  would	
  improve	
  
the	
  performance	
  of	
  many	
  projects.	
  Vertical	
  mixed	
  use	
  developments	
  with	
  ground	
  floor	
  
commercial	
  and	
  residential	
  above	
  was	
  once	
  a	
  common	
  element	
  on	
  almost	
  every	
  main	
  street	
  in	
  
America,	
  and	
  continues	
  to	
  define	
  the	
  commercial	
  areas	
  of	
  our	
  most	
  walkable	
  neighborhoods	
  in	
  
small	
  towns	
  and	
  urban	
  areas	
  alike.	
  	
  Affordable	
  housing	
  projects	
  tend	
  to	
  include	
  a	
  commercial	
  
only	
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when	
  located	
  in	
  commercial	
  corridor.	
  But	
  where	
  this	
  is	
  the	
  case,	
  allowing	
  ground	
  floor	
  
commercial	
  can	
  be	
  important	
  to	
  maintaining	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  the	
  streetscape	
  and	
  the	
  walkability	
  
of	
  the	
  neighborhood.	
  
	
  	
  
Because	
  the	
  transportation	
  implications	
  of	
  commercial	
  development	
  are	
  very	
  different	
  from	
  
those	
  of	
  affordable	
  housing,	
  we	
  would	
  recommend	
  keeping	
  the	
  proportion	
  of	
  commercial	
  
development	
  to	
  less	
  than	
  20%	
  of	
  the	
  floor	
  area.	
  
We	
  support	
  the	
  inclusion	
  of	
  a	
  project	
  size	
  limit.	
  	
  We	
  recognize	
  that	
  very	
  large	
  projects	
  (over	
  
1,000	
  units)	
  have	
  unforeseen	
  impacts	
  and	
  should	
  be	
  examined	
  through	
  the	
  traditional	
  
environmental	
  review	
  process,	
  but	
  projects	
  that	
  range	
  from	
  100	
  to	
  300	
  units	
  are	
  an	
  important	
  
part	
  of	
  the	
  affordable	
  housing	
  stock,	
  and	
  when	
  comprised	
  predominantly	
  of	
  affordable	
  housing	
  
that	
  meets	
  the	
  other	
  criteria	
  identified	
  for	
  the	
  affordable	
  housing	
  pathway	
  would	
  benefit	
  from	
  
and	
  deserve	
  the	
  streamlined	
  review.	
  A	
  cap	
  of	
  300	
  units	
  would	
  exclude	
  the	
  largest	
  affordable	
  
housing	
  projects,	
  but	
  would	
  accommodate	
  most.	
  
	
  
With	
  the	
  loss	
  of	
  RDA	
  and	
  the	
  cut	
  backs	
  in	
  affordable	
  housing	
  funding	
  at	
  the	
  federal	
  level,	
  more	
  
and	
  more	
  affordable	
  housing	
  developments	
  will	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  mixed	
  income	
  developments.	
  To	
  
be	
  consistent	
  with	
  the	
  California	
  Tax	
  Credit	
  allocation	
  program,	
  we	
  recommend	
  that	
  If	
  a	
  
development	
  at	
  least	
  20%	
  of	
  the	
  units	
  for	
  very	
  low-‐income	
  households	
  or	
  at	
  least	
  40%	
  for	
  
lower-‐income	
  households	
  the	
  development	
  should	
  be	
  considered	
  “affordable	
  housing”.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Last	
  but	
  not	
  least,	
  the	
  new	
  guidelines	
  should	
  maintain	
  the	
  requirements	
  for	
  replacement	
  
housing	
  found	
  in	
  California statutory provisions: Pub. Resources Code § 21155.1, Health &
Safety Code § 33413, Educ. Code § 35278, and Gov. Code § 54235:	
  
	
  
Projects may not result in the conversion or demolition of existing residential units
occupied by persons of low or moderate income, unless demonstrated
that provisions will be made for replacement of all such dwelling units in a manner
which would result in no net loss of housing affordable to low or moderate income
persons. Low or moderate income households shall be as defined by Health and
Safety Code Sections 50079.5, 50093, 50105 and 50106.	
  

	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  

Michael	
  Lane	
   	
  
Policy	
  Director	
  
NPH	
  

	
  

Tim	
  Frank	
  
Executive	
  Director	
  	
  
CSN	
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110 West C Street, Suite 1811
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (619) 239-6693
Fax: (619) 239-5523
www.housingsandiego.org

Board of Directors
Evan Becker, President
Evan Becker Consulting
Ginger Hitzke, Vice President
Hitzke Development Corporation
Rebecca Louie, CFO
Wakeland Housing &
Development Corporation
Tim Baker
Chelsea Investment Corporation
Charles Davis
Jacobs Center For
Neighborhood Innovation
Jon Derryberry
Townspeople

September 10, 2012
Ms. Heather Baugh
Assistant General Counsel
California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Baugh:

Amy DeVaudreuil
Goldfarb & Lipman, LLP
Aruna Doddapaneni
BRIDGE Housing Corporation
Mary Jane Jagodzinski
Community HousingWorks
Simonne Ruff
Corporation for Supportive Housing
John Seymour
National Community Renaissance

Ex-Officio Members
Susan Riggs Tinsky, Secretary
Executive Director

The San Diego Housing Federation would like to thank you for the opportunity
to comment on the new CEQA guidelines. The San Diego Housing
Federation is a non-profit organization formed in 1990 that advocates for the
creation of affordable housing in San Diego.
We are pleased with your inclusion of an affordable housing pathway to
qualify as a low carbon project. Affordable housing plays an important role in
allowing lower income residents to live in quality homes close to work and
services. Accordingly, affordable housing projects perform exceptionally well
in terms of vehicle miles traveled (vmt) compared to market averages, even in
areas that otherwise have high vmt.
As defined in the draft, the affordable housing pathway to qualify a low carbon
project is well justified. The projects it identifies will support a more
sustainable economy, and with a few modifications, the affordable housing
pathway can be strengthened to include even more low carbon projects.
The draft affordable housing pathway is restricted to residential projects.
While we agree that the affordable housing pathway should focus on
predominantly residential projects, a modest amount of mixed-use
development should also be allowed. Affordable housing projects tend to
include a commercial element only when located in a business corridor. By
allowing ground floor commercial space, it will maintain the quality of the
streetscape and the walkability of the neighborhood.

Because the transportation implications of commercial development are very
different from those of affordable housing, we recommend keeping the
proportion of commercial development to less than 20 percent of the floor
area.
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We also support limiting a project’s size. While very large affordable housing projects
(over 1,000 units) have unforeseen impacts and should be examined through the
traditional environmental review, projects that range from 100 units to 300 units are
typical. When such developments are comprised primarily of affordable housing that
meets the other criteria identified for the affordable housing pathway, they would benefit
from and deserve the streamlined review. A cap of 300 units would exclude only the
largest affordable housing projects.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments, and for your commitment to
increasing the supply of affordable housing in California.
Sincerely,

Susan Tinsky
Executive Director
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November 8, 2012
VIA EMAIL
Heather Baugh
Assistant General Counsel
California Natural Resources Agency
Legal Office
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Email: CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov
Re:

Comments on the Natural Resource Agency’s Proposal to Adopt
and Amend Regulations Implementing SB 226

Dear Ms. Baugh:
We write to urge the Natural Resources Agency to delete the following
definition of “substantially mitigate” in Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section
15183.3(d)(1)(E) because the proposal conflicts with the plain language and
purposes of CEQA:
For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate” means that the
policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not
necessarily below the level of significance.
The proposed language would allow a lead agency to avoid analyzing and mitigating
an infill project’s new significant impacts if uniformly applicable development
standards would lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of significance.

2134-012cv
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The proposed standard is unprecedented and without any authority in the statute.
The Agency should delete this definition in order to ensure that the proposed
guideline comports with the CEQA by streamlining urban infill projects in a way
that also protects the environment and public health.
The Agency is not legally authorized to adopt or amend a regulation that is
inconsistent with CEQA. 1 In this case, the Agency’s interpretation of “substantially
mitigate” is inconsistent with the plain language of Public Resources Code section
21094.5, which allows streamlined review of project specific impacts associated with
qualifying infill projects, not a complete exemption from review of infill projects
that may cause new significant impacts to the environment and public health.
In addition, the Office of Planning and Research is tasked with interpreting
CEQA so that lead agencies have clear objectives and criteria when evaluating
projects. 2 However, the Agency’s definition of “substantially mitigate” provides no
clear standard regarding when an impact is sufficiently lessened. The Agency must
provide lead agencies with clear objectives and criteria by requiring the impact to be
reduced to less than significant level.
To comply with the plain language of CEQA and the Legislature’s intent in
enacting the statute, and to provide clear guidance to lead agencies, the Agency
must, at a minimum, delete the definition of “substantially mitigate” or, provide
more clarity by revising Section 15183.3 as follows:
If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant
effects, the written checklist should indicate whether uniformly
applicable development policies or standards will substantially
mitigate those effects to a less-than-significant level. For the purpose of
this section, “substantially mitigate” means that the policy or standard
will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level
of significance. The written checklist should specifically identify the
uniformly applicable development policy or standard and explain how
it will substantially mitigate the effects of the infill project. The
explanation in the written checklist may be used to support the finding
required in subdivision (d)(2)(D) below.

14-1

Gov. Code, § 11342.2; see also Communities for a Better Environment v. Cal. Resources Agency
(2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 108.
2 Pub. Resources Code, § 21083; CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15000 et seq.
1
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We urge the Agency to revise Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3(d)(1)(E) to
streamline urban infill projects in a way that also protects the environment and
public health, consistent with the statute and the Legislature’s intent in enacting
CEQA.
Sincerely,

______________________________
California State Pipe Trades Council
By: Robyn C. Purchia
Its Legal Counsel

Matthew Vespa
Staff Attorney
Sierra Club

__________

______________________________
Maya Golden-Krasner
Attorney
Communities for a Better Environment

______________________________
Shani Kleinhaus
Environmental Advocate
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society
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______________________________
Justin Horner
Transportation Policy Analyst
Natural Resources Defense Council

Pablo Garza
Associate Director, State Policy & External Affairs
The Nature Conservancy

______________________________
Bruce Reznik
Executive Director
Planning & Conservation League

______________________________
Dan Taylor
Director of Public Policy
Audubon California

_______________________________
Patricia Ochoa
Environment and Health Coordinator
Physicians for Social Responsibility Los Angeles
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____
____________
Greg Suba
Conservation Program Director
California Native Plant Society

Jeremy Hays
Chief Strategist for State and Local Initiatives
GREEN FOR ALL
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November 8, 2012
Christopher Calfee, Senior Counsel
Governor’s Office of Planning & Research
1400 10th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
sent via email to Christopher.Calfee@opr.ca.gov
Re: Blue Lake Rancheria Tribal Comments on Statewide Performance Standards for
Streamlined CEQA Review for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Christopher:
This letter is a follow up to the comments on the subject rulemaking that I gave to you over the
telephone on November 8, 2012. I am authorized by the Blue Lake Rancheria to make
comments on the tribe’s behalf, and I serve as its Tribal Historic Preservation Officer. My intent
in speaking with you on November 8th was to provide comments by the posted deadline for
consideration by OPR when developing the new performance standards. Blue Lake Rancheria is
a federally-recognized tribe located in Humboldt County, California.
It is my understanding that OPR will develop and the Natural Resources Agency will adopt
performance standards for the new PRC Section 21094.5 related to certain infill projects eligible
for streamlined environmental review under CEQA, per SB 226 signed by Governor Brown on
October 4, 2011.
My comments are focused on ensuring that historical resources, as defined under CEQA, are
adequately analyzed for infill projects to ensure that significant impacts to significant resources
do not occur under the streamlining process.
Infill projects will include parcels that have been previously developed or sites surrounded by
urban uses, generally being located in highly urban (city) versus rural settings. For the Tribe,
this would include the City of Eureka and City of Arcata and their environs located on lands
under jurisdiction of the County of Humboldt. These places are located within the Tribe’s
mapped geographical area of concern for Native American cultural places, which includes the
ancestral homeland of the Wiyot on Humboldt Bay. Wiyot settlement was focused around the
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bay at Euroamerican contact, and the highest density of Wiyot archaeological sites is found
along the bay and within the cities of Eureka and Arcata.
My experience has shown that General Plan Updates for these cities and county do not address
historical resources at a level of analysis sufficient to provide adequate protection for new infill
projects. I argue that project by project analysis of cultural resources will likely be necessary
where prior environmental analysis is insufficient to make informed decisions about whether an
infill project will result in significant impacts.

15-2

I recommend the following minimum standards be included in the rulemaking for purposes of
establishing, as part of the whole record, sufficient information for analyzing potentially
significant impacts to significant cultural resources.
(1) California Indian Tribes (per NAHC list, including federally-recognized and nonrecognized) having ancestral ties to a proposed infill project area shall be contacted by the lead
CEQA agency early in project screening, provided project information (“Project Referral”)
describing the “area of potential affects (APE)” (vertical and horizontal extent of ground
disturbances) plus a location map, and afforded the opportunity to give a rapid-response (10-day
minimum) comment on known or potential cultural resources that may be impacted by an infill
project and recommendations for resource protection.
(2) Infill projects shall be subject to updated record searches (within one year) at the applicable
Information Center (IC) of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS), to
determine if recorded resources (e.g., archaeological sites, and historic buildings and structures
that may be significant individually or as contributors to larger historic areas or districts) are
located on proposed infill parcels or within ¼-mile, and whether a professional-level report that
meets “best practices” standards has been prepared for the property.

15-3

(3) Where an infill project APE has not been professionally surveyed for cultural resources and
is considered potentially sensitive, the lead agency shall require a focused cultural resources
study to determine presence/absence of cultural resources, assess resource significance and
potential for impacts, and offer recommendations to avoid, reduce or mitigate significant
impacts, in consultation with culturally affiliated local tribes where Native American cultural
resources are involved.
(4) Preliminary site work involving ground disturbance, such as geotechnical trenching and soils
testing for hazardous materials or existing buried infrastructure, shall be coordinated in advance
with interested tribes and archaeological field investigations so that inadvertent discovery and
damage to archaeological sites does not occur. Such activities may include condition for
monitoring and reporting by tribal representatives and/or professional archaeologists having local
experience.
I sincerely hope these comments will be formally considered under your rulemaking efforts for
streamlining CEQA review for infill projects. Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions.

2
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Sincerely,
/ - signed - /
Janet P. Eidsness, M.A.
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Blue Lake Rancheria
Cc:

Claudia Brundin, Chair Blue Lake Rancheria
Leo Carpenter, THPO Wiyot Tribe
Erika Collins, THPO Bear River Band of Rohnerville Rancheria
Heather Hostler for Cynthia Gomez, NAHC Executive and Advisor to Governor

3
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Law Offices of
Stephan C. Volker
Joshua A.H. Harris
Alexis E. Krieg
Stephanie L. Abrahams
Daniel P. Garrett-Steinman
Jamey M.B. Volker
M. Benjamin Eichenberg

11.169.01

Stephan C. Volker
436 – 14th Street, Suite 1300
Oakland, California 94612
Tel: (510) 496-0600  Fax: (510) 496-1366
svolker@volkerlaw.com

November 8, 2012
VIA EMAIL AND U.S. MAIL
Heather C. Baugh
California Natural Resources Agency
1416 9th St., Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
email: CEQA.Guidelineupdate@ceres.ca.gov
Re:

Comments of North Coast Rivers Alliance re Proposed CEQA Guideline
Section 15183.3 and Appendix M, dated October 22, 2012

Dear Ms. Baugh:

On behalf of the North Coast Rivers Alliance (“NCRA”), we submit these comments on
your proposal dated October 22, 2012, to modify your previously proposed regulations governing
streamlining of infill projects under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”), CEQA
Guideline section 15183.3 and Appendix M of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations
(“CCR”).
Proposed Change #3: Section 15183.3(f)(3)
Your Notice of Public Availability (“Notice”) states that you added the word “recently” to
CEQA Guideline section 15183.3(f) to prevent “parcels which were recently converted to
agricultural use” from qualifying for streamlining while still allowing “agricultural use at some
point in a parcel’s history.” Id. at 1. You selected the vague term “recently” to “reserve for the
lead agency some discretion to consider this issue in light of the entire record.” Id. We object to
the ill-defined term “recently” because it confers nearly unlimited discretion on the lead agency
to wrongly streamline the premature development of agricultural land. “Ten years” is a far more
appropriate term based on its long-standing use under the Williamson Act (Government Code §
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Heather C. Baugh
California Natural Resources Agency
November 8, 2012
Page 2
51244(a)) to curtail premature conversion of farmland to urban use.
Agricultural uses in urban areas serve many important ecological purposes. They provide
green belts that provide habitat and migration corridors for important animal and plant species
which might otherwise be eliminated by expanding urban growth. Agricultural uses can provide
cooling in the hot summer months, and limit the harmful impact of storm water runoff in urban
areas that typically include high percentages of impervious surfaces. Reducing the distance
between agricultural commodities and urban areas by preserving dispersed agriculture avoids
needless transportation costs, wasted fuel and unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions. For these
reasons, among others, streamlining the development of agricultural open space in urban areas
does not serve CEQA’s stated purpose to “[d]evelop and maintain a high-quality environment
now and in the future, and take all action necessary to protect, rehabilitate, and enhance the
17-1 cont.

environmental quality of the state.” PRC § 21001.
Unless a specific limit such as 10 years is utilized, a lead agency under pressure from
development interests could find that “recently” means sometime in the last few months. This
would allow an unacceptable assault on the existing and potential agricultural open space of our
cities. Encouraging infill development can have positive environmental impacts through the
reduction of harmful sprawl, but it does not serve environmental goals to eliminate productive
urban agricultural land. Consequently, in order to protect productive agricultural land in
California’s urban environment, it is necessary to limit the discretion of lead agencies to allow
the premature conversion of agricultural uses to urban development. Selecting the 10-year period
already utilized in the Williamson Act assures that farmers are not incentivized to fallow their
land in pursuit of future development. Accordingly, NCRA recommends that a minimum of 10
years have passed since land was last used for agricultural purposes before it qualifies for infill
streamlining.
Proposed Change #5: Residential Housing Performance Standard
(Appendix M, Section A)
Providing affordable housing is a laudable and important goal, but the proposed changes
to Appendix M, Section A’s Residential Performance Standard are too broad, expanding
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Heather C. Baugh
California Natural Resources Agency
November 8, 2012
Page 3
eligibility for streamlining to an unacceptable extent. Your Notice explained your rationale for
allowing “mixed use” projects, but said nothing about why it was necessary to triple the number
of residential units allowed from 100 to 300. Three-hundred units could house well over 1,000

17-2 cont.

people. Developments that large have significant environmental consequences, and should not
be allowed to forgo review under CEQA. Therefore, the number of units allowed should remain
at 100 rather than 300.
Proposed Change #6 and #7: Office Buildings (Appendix M, Section C) and
Additional Evidence Concerning the Distance of Travel from Office Space
You propose two changes to the “Proximity to a Major Transit Stop” criteria for office
building eligibility for streamlining, set forth in section IV(C) of Appendix M. The first is to
increase the allowable distance from major transit stops from ¼ mile to ½ mile. The second is to
make office buildings eligible for CEQA streamlining if they are located within “¼ mile of an
existing transit stop along a high quality transit corridor.” Notice at 2. The first change, from 1/4
mile to ½ mile, does not serve the purposes of CEQA and should be rejected. The second change
is not supported by the studies cited as to proximity to bus stops. It is only supported by those

17-3

studies as to proximity to rail transit stops.
You claim that the proposed changes “recognize[] that people are more likely to walk
longer distances to access rail transit” and that “project[s] within ¼ mile of an existing [bus]
transit corridor would similarly promote reduced [vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”)].” Id. Yet
contrary to your assertions, the two proposed changes and your accompanying rationales are not
supported by the mode share studies and other evidence proffered to “justif[y] the distances of
transit from office space,” and could well be counterproductive, as shown below. Id.
(1)

Increased Distance from Major Transit Stops

The evidence does not support increasing the allowable distance of office buildings from
major transit stops - at least not rail stops - from ¼ mile to ½ mile. As demonstrated in Figure 1
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Heather C. Baugh
California Natural Resources Agency
November 8, 2012
Page 4
(page 46) of the Cervero (2006)1 study you cite, transit mode share rapidly diminishes for office
buildings located farther than ¼ mile from major urban rail stations. Indeed, the estimated
ridership gradient shows that the proportion of commutes by transit drops to practically zero for
office buildings located ½ mile from a rail station. Cervero (2006), p. 46. Similarly, in an earlier
analysis of the same data set, Lund et al. (2004)2 note that “[i]n spite of all sites being located
within reasonable walking distance of a [transit-oriented development (“TOD”)], the distance of
the TOD workplace from the transit station does have a downward sloping relationship; the
farther the site was from the station, the less likely it is that an employee uses transit.” Lund et
al. (2004), p. v (emphasis added); see also California Government Code § 65460.1(a)(3)
(“Recent studies of transit ridership in California indicate that persons who live within a
quarter-mile radius of transit stations utilize the transit system in far greater numbers than does
17-4 cont.

the general public living elsewhere”).
Cervero (2006) does note the existence of “two outlier cases” of office buildings “with
relatively high transit mode shares” despite being located about ½ mile from a major rail station.
The evidence, however, shows that the “two buildings represented by these cases” were only able
to maintain high transit mode shares at such a distance because they “had what other buildings
did not - density, mixed-use environments, and market-rate parking prices.” Cervero (2006), p.
46. More specifically:
The employment densities of the two buildings - 37.6 workers per acre [at one]
and 20.6 per acre [at the other] - are much higher than those of the other eight
projects. Comparatively high densities translated into comparative high parking
costs: both projects charge more than $100 per month to park. Moreover, there is
no parking at the nearest rail stations of either office building.
Id. at pp. 46-47.

1

Cervero, Robert. 2006. “Office Development, Rail Transit, and Commuting Choices.”
Journal of Public Transportation, Vol. 9, No. 5.
2

Lund, Hollie, et al. 2004. “Travel Characteristics of Transit-Oriented Development in
California.” p. v.
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Heather C. Baugh
California Natural Resources Agency
November 8, 2012
Page 5
This indicates that increasing the allowable distance of office buildings to major transit
stops from ¼ mile to ½ mile is unlikely to reduce VMT in any significant way unless the office
projects are accompanied by strong restrictions on parking and monetary or other incentives for
workers to use public transportation. The importance of parking policies and transit cost
assistance programs is corroborated by the findings and analysis of Lund et al. (2004). In
analyzing the same data as Cervero (2006), they find that the transit-oriented developments in
Sacramento “had the lowest level of free parking (24.6 percent of respondents) and also had the
highest level of transit use (29.0 percent), while the San Diego Mission Valley sites had the
highest level of free parking (82.9 percent) and the lowest level of transit use (1.0 percent).”
Lund et al. (2004), p. v. The authors conclude that “[d]isaggregate modeling of office worker

17-4 cont.

mode choice indicates that parking policies and employer assistance with transit costs
significantly influence whether those working in offices near California rail stations commute by
transit.” Id. Cervero (2006) similarly concludes that “factors like plentiful parking . . . likely
eclipsed the proximity of transit in shaping commuting choice.” Cervero (2006), p. 47.
Accordingly, you should either reject the proposed increase in allowable distance or
further amend the regulations to require the adoption of restrictive parking policies and/or
programs to assist employees with transit costs. Proximity to rail transit, particularly at distances
as great as ½ mile, is simply insufficient in many cases to increase transit mode share and reduce
VMT. “Design must be matched by appropriate policies.” Lund et al. (2004), p. vi.
(2)

Eligibility for Locating within ¼ Mile of an Existing Transit Stop
on a High Quality Transit Corridor

The three new studies you cite do not sufficiently support your proposal to make office
buildings eligible for CEQA streamlining if they are located within “¼ mile of an existing transit
stop along a high quality transit corridor” (Notice at 2), which is defined in section II of proposed
Appendix M as “an existing corridor with fixed route bus service with service intervals no longer
than 15 minutes during peak commute hours” (emphasis added). Both Cervero (2006) and Lund
et al. (2004) analyze data on the commute mode share of workers in office buildings proximate
to major rail stations, not bus stations, and thus provide no support for your proposed revision.
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1

MS. BAUGH:
Heather Baugh.

Good afternoon.

My name is

I'm the Assistant General Counsel for

the Natural Resources Agency.

I'm here today with my

colleague, Mr. Chris Calfee, who's General Counsel for
the Office of Planning and Research.
This is the September 7, 2012 CEQA hearing on
the regulatory update to the CEQA guidelines, focusing
on SB 226.
And so with that information, I want to tell
you thank you for coming for those of you who have.
There's packets at the front of the room if you need
additional information.

And I'm going to give you a

bit of housekeeping the State requires me to say, and
then Chris is going to provide a bit more information
on the statute, what the package intends, and then
we're going to accept public comments.
So, exits for emergency at the back of the
room.

The rest rooms are out of the auditorium and to

your right.
This hearing will go from this point until
four o'clock.

We will be accepting public comment up

until the end of the hearing.

The official public

comment period closes on September 10.

You are welcome

to come to the September 10 hearing in Sacramento as
well.

You can submit any comments up until five
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1

o'clock on the 10th, and we will be accepting them up

2

until that point.

3

Your oral comments today will be transcribed

4

by our court reporter.

We will also be responding to

5

those oral comments.

6

clearly and introduce yourself and your entity, and she

7

will take down everything that you say, and we will be

8

responding to them as we are required to do by law.

So if you have them, please speak

Without further ado, Mr. Calfee.

9
10

MR. CALFEE:

Thank you, Heather.

11

My name is Christopher Calfee.

I'm Senior

12

Counsel at the Governor's Office of Planning and

13

Research.

14

am here to provide a little bit of background and a

15

summary of the proposal.

16

And since this proposal originated at OPR, I

So just a bit of background on SB 226.

Early

17

on in this administration, OPR continued work that had

18

begun while Governor Brown was Attorney General to

19

identify some high impact and meaningful improvements

20

to CEQA.

21

needed was in the context of infill development.

22

One of those areas where improvement was

So why are we focusing on infill?

Infill is

23

good for the pocketbook.

It requires people to drive

24

less.

25

Infill is an efficient way to deliver infrastructure

It lowers energy bills and lowers water bills.
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1

and services.

2

Infill is also good for the environment.

It

3

saves open spaces and important habitats, and is far

4

less resource-intensive than greenfield development.

5

And actually probably most important is that

6

most new development is expected to happen in infill

7

locations.

8

will be expected to have the most impact.

So changes to CEQA that affect infill areas

You might ask, but don't we already have some

9
10

incentives for infill in the CEQA statute?

11

have the statutory exemption for infill projects, but

12

those, the criteria for that statutory exemption are

13

quite restrictive, and we have been told that it's

14

rather inflexible.
So how does SB 226 change things?

15

Yes, we do

SB 226 is

16

not an exemption.

17

it streamlines review for projects that are

18

environmentally beneficial and whose impacts have been

19

addressed at a planning level.

20

It is a streamlining provision.

And

So to summarize what's in this proposal, I

21

would characterize the streamlining provision as quite

22

powerful.

23

as a general plan or zoning code, no new review is

24

required at the project level unless there's some new

25

impacts that have never been considered, or those

Once review is done at a planning level such
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1

impacts are worse than previously considered.

2

Even if the project would result in some new

3

or worse impacts, new review is still not required as

4

long as local development policies, quote,

5

substantially mitigate those effects, even if those,

6

the mitigation is not to a less than significant level.

7

Even if a new EIR is required to address a brand-new

8

impact, the EIR is limited to analyzing just that new

9

effect.

The alternatives analysis is quite limited.

10

There's no need to look at alternative locations or

11

densities, and there's no need to analyze growth in

12

using impacts.

13

Significantly, a lead agency's determinations

14

under this process benefit from the deferential

15

substantial evidence standard of review, meaning that

16

as long as there is evidence to support the agency's

17

conclusion, that conclusion should be upheld in court

18

if challenged.

19

The proposed Section 15183.3 describes this

20

new process in great detail and is a major piece of

21

this proposal package.

22

To benefit from the streamlining process, the

23

statute requires that projects satisfy a set of

24

performance standards, and the statute sets forth what

25

those standards have to promote.
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1

The standards have to promote reductions in

2

greenhouse gas emissions, reductions in vehicle miles

3

traveled, reductions in energy use and reductions in

4

water use.

5

promote the protection of public health.

6

They also have to support transit and

Despite that long list of objectives, OPR and

7

the Resources Agency has worked very hard to focus on

8

the fewest and simplest standards possible.
Proposed Appendix M in the proposal package

9
10

contains these performance standards.

11

different projects behave differently, the standards

12

are separated out by project type, but in a nutshell,

13

the standards boil down to this:

14

Because

Projects will be eligible for streamlining if

15

they reduce the amount of driving that will be needed

16

within the region.

17

ways.

18

within the region where there's already less than

19

average driving; or they can design the project in a

20

way that people, residents and users of the project

21

don't need to drive as much.

22

They can do this in one of two

They can either locate the projects in an area

There are a few other performance standards

23

that apply that aren't related to driving, such as

24

including renewable energy features and cleaning up

25

hazardous materials.
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1

So how can project applicants and lead

2

agencies figure out whether they can use the streamline

3

process?

4

infill projects to walk applicants and lead agencies

5

through the performance standards and to document where

6

impacts have already been addressed.

7

statement of reasons on the Natural Resources Agency's

8

website explains the reasoning and evidentiary basis

9

supporting this package in great detail, and I assume

Proposed Appendix N creates a checklist for

The initial

10

that most folks have already reviewed the proposal

11

package.

12

As Miss Baugh mentioned at the beginning, the

13

purpose of today's hearing is to accept your oral

14

comments on this proposal.

15

answer any technical or clarifying questions that you

16

might have.

I'm happy, however, to

17

With that, I will turn it back to Miss Baugh.

18

MS. BAUGH:

So we are going to open the floor

19

to public comment.

Under the Administrative Procedures

20

Act, we're require to accept public comment for up to

21

45 days, which we've done; and to consider and respond

22

to those comments before finalizing any package.

23

So this is the point in the hearing at which

24

we are taking those oral comments for this region, and

25

we're happy to open the floor to you if you have them.
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MR. CALFEE:

2

(No response.)

3

MS. BAUGH:

4

Any comments from the gallery?

So I think what we'll do then is

if we could go off record for a moment.

Thank you.

5

(Discussion off the record.)

6

MS. BAUGH:

7

We are going to go off record until we have a

So we're back on record.

8

member of the public who's interested in making a

9

public comment under the ADA, and then we'll go off

10

record until that point, at which time we will go back

11

on record to hear and take that comment.

12

(Discussion off the record.)

13

MS. BAUGH:

Thank you.

So we're back on the record.

14

It's 2:06 on September 7, 2012.

We are going to close

15

the hearing for lack of participation.

16

audience members -- I'm sorry, three audience members,

17

and no one who wished to speak.

18

comments, and if people from this hearing say that they

19

had trouble because they've come after the hearing is

20

closed, we will consider accepting their comments

21

beyond the public hearing date.

22

MR. CALFEE:

We've had two

We will be accepting

And we're also conducting a

23

hearing on Monday that will be webcast throughout the

24

State.

25

(Whereupon the hearing concluded at 2:07 p.m.)
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Link to Webcast of Public Hearing September 10, 2012
Though a court reporter and transcript service was hired for this hearing, they did not appear. However,
the hearing was recorded via webcast, though there were no public participants. Location of the
webcast is found at:

S:\Communications\CEQA\CEQA Hearing 120910.wmv
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

GOVERNOR’S OFFICE of PLANNING AND RESEARCH
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
GOVERNOR

KEN ALEX
DIRECTOR

Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3. Streamlining for Infill Projects
(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to streamline the environmental review process for
eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to review at the project level where the effects
of infill development have been addressed in a planning level decision or by uniformly
applicable development policies.
(b) Eligibility. To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in this section, an infill
project must:
(1) Be located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that
adjoins existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site’s perimeter. For
the purpose of this subdivision “adjoin” means the infill project is immediately adjacent to
qualified urban uses, or is only separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way;
(2) Satisfy the performance standards provided in Appendix M; and
(3) Be consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an
alternative planning strategy, except as provided in subdivisions (b)(3)(A) or (b)(3)(B) below.
(A) Only where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units
per acre, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization, the infill project must meet the definition of a small walkable community project in
subdivision (e)(6), below.
(c) Streamlined Review. CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under
two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be analyzed again for
an individual infill project even when that effect could not bewas not reduced to a less than
significant level in the prior EIR. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not
analyzed in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the
infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in
the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that
apply to the eligible infill project, streamlining under this section will range from a complete
exemption to an obligation to prepare a narrowed, project-specific environmental document. A
prior EIR will be most helpful in dealing with later infill projects if it deals with the effects of infill
1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812‐3044
(916) 322‐2318 FAX (916) 324‐9936 www.opr.ca.gov
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development as specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and detailed
analysis of such development, the effects of many infill projects could be found to have been
addressed in the prior EIR, and no further environmental documents would be required.
(d) Procedure. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060, the
lead agency must examine an eligible infill project in light of the prior EIR to determine whether
the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
Determinations pursuant to this section are questions of fact to be resolved by the lead agency.
Such determinations must be supported with enough relevant information and reasonable
inferences from this information to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might
also be reached. (See Section 15384.)
(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project. A lead agency should prepare a written checklist or similar
device to document the infill project’s eligibility for streamlining and to assist in making the
determinations required by this section. The sample written checklist provided in Appendix N
may be used for this purpose. A written checklist prepared pursuant to this section should do all
of the following:
(A) Document whether the infill project satisfies the applicable performance standards in
Appendix M.
(B) Explain whether the effects of the infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR. The written
checklist should cite the specific portions of the prior EIR, including page and section
references, containing the analysis of the infill project’s significant effects. The written checklist
should also indicate whether the infill project incorporates all applicable mitigation measures
from the prior EIR.
(C) Explain whether the infill project will cause new specific effects. For the purposes of this
section, a new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is
specific to the infill project or the infill project site. A new specific effect may result if, for
example, the prior EIR acknowledged stated that sufficient site-specific information was not
available to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances
following certification of a prior EIR may also result in a new specific effect.
(D) Explain whether substantial new information shows that the adverse environmental effects
of the infill project are more significant than described in the prior EIR. For the purpose of this
section, “more significant” means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in
the prior EIR. More significant effects include those that result from changes in circumstances
or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR’s analysis. An effect is
also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that
were previously rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included
in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than those previously
analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but such
measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted
in connection with a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not
feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
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(E) If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant effects, the written
checklist should indicate whether uniformly applicable development policies or standards will
substantially mitigate those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate”
means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below
the level of significance. The written checklist should specifically identify the uniformly
applicable development policy or standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the
effects of the infill project. The explanation in the written checklist may be used to support the
finding required in subdivision (d)(2)(D) below.
(2) Environmental Document. After examining the effects of the infill project in light of the
analysis in any prior EIR and uniformly applicable development policies or standards, the lead
agency shall determine what type of environmental document shall be prepared for the infill
project.
(A) No Further Review. No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would
not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards would substantially mitigate such effects. Where the lead
agency determines that no additional environmental review of the effects of the infill project is
required, the lead agency shall file a Notice of Determination as provided in Section 15094.
Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies substantially
mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described
in subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more
significant effects, and uniformly applicable development policies or standards would not
substantially mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If a new specific
effect is less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration. If new
specific effects or more significant effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level
through project changes agreed to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency
may prepare a mitigated negative declaration. In these circumstances, the lead agency shall
follow the procedure set forth in Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a
transit priority project, the lead agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the
Public Resources Code. In either instance, the written checklist should clearly state which
effects are new or more significant, and are subject to CEQA, and which effects have been
previously analyzed and are not subject to further environmental review. Where the lead
agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially mitigate a
significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in
subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(C) Infill EIR. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more significant effects,
and uniformly applicable development policies or standards would not substantially mitigate
such effects, those effects are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects that are subject
to CEQA, the lead agency shall prepare an infill EIR if the written checklist shows that the
effects of the infill project would be potentially significant. In this circumstance, the lead agency
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shall prepare an infill EIR as provided in subdivision (e) and, except as otherwise provided in
this section, shall follow the procedures in Article 7. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly
applicable development policies or standards substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill
project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (d)(2)(D).
(D) Findings. Any findings or statement of overriding considerations required by Sections
15091 or 15093 shall be limited to those effects analyzed in an infill EIR. Findings for such
effects should incorporate by reference any such findings made in connection with a planning
level decision. Where uniformly applicable development policies or standards substantially
mitigate the significant effects of an infill project, the lead agency shall also make a written
finding, supported with substantial evidence, providing a brief explanation of the rationale for the
finding.
(e) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that uniformly
applicable development policies or standards do not substantially mitigate, and that are either
new specific effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of the
infill project should be described in the written checklist as provided in subdivision (d)(1), and
that written checklist should be circulated for public review along with the infill EIR. The written
checklist should clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are subject to
CEQA, and those effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further
environmental review. The analysis of alternatives in an infill EIR need not address alternative
locations, densities, or building intensities. An infill EIR need not analyze growth inducing
impacts. Except as provided in this subdivision, an infill EIR shall contain all elements
described in Article 9.
(f) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this section:
(1) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail,
transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet
the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). For retail and commercial projects, no
more than one half of the project area may be used for parking. “Transit station” means a rail or
light-rail station, ferry terminal, bus hub, bus transfer station, or bus stop, and includes all
streetscape improvements constructed in the public right-of-way within one-quarter mile of such
facility to improve multi-modal access to the facility, such as pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements and traffic-calming design changes that support pedestrian and bicycle access.
(2) “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan or any
general plan element, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code.
(3) “Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically
altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open space and parcels that
are, or recently have been, in agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously
developed for the purposes of this section.
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(4) “Prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as
supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative
declarations, or addenda to those documents.
(5) “Qualified urban use” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21072.
(6) “Small walkable community project” means a project that is all of the following:
(A) In an incorporated city that is not within the boundary of a metropolitan planning
organization;
(B) Within an area of approximately one-quarter mile diameter of contiguous land that includes
a residential area adjacent to a retail downtown area and that is designated by the city for infill
development consisting of residential and commercial uses. A city may designate such an area
within its general plan, zoning code, or by any legislative act creating such a designation, and
may make such designation concurrently with project approval; and
(C) Either a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a
commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
(7) The terms “sustainable communities strategy” and “alternative planning strategy” refer to a
strategy for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan
planning organization’s determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the
alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve its greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets.
(8) “Uniformly applicable development policies or standards” are policies or standards adopted
or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency, that reduce one or more adverse
environmental effects. Examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
include, but are not limited to:
(A) Regulations governing construction activities, including noise regulations, dust control,
provisions for discovery of archeological and paleontological resources, stormwater runoff
treatment and containment, protection against the release of hazardous materials, recycling of
construction and demolition waste, temporary street closure and traffic rerouting, and similar
regulations.
(B) Requirements in locally adopted building, grading and stormwater codes.
(C) Design guidelines.
(D) Requirements for protecting residents from sources of air pollution including high volume
roadways and stationary sources.
(E) Impact fee programs to provide public improvements, police, fire, parks and other open
space, libraries and other public services and infrastructure, including transit, bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure and traffic calming devices.
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(F) Traffic impact fees.
(G) Requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as set forth in adopted land use
plans, policies, or regulations.
(H) Ordinances addressing protection of urban trees and historic resources.
(9) “Urban area” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(e)(5).
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Proposed Appendix M: Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for Streamlined
Review

I.

Introduction

Section 15183.3 provides a streamlined review process for infill projects that satisfy specified
performance standards. This appendix contains those performance standards. The lead
agency’s determination that the project satisfies the performance standards shall be supported
with substantial evidence, which should be documented on the Infill Checklist in Appendix N.
Section II defines terms used in this Appendix. Performance standards that apply to all project
types are set forth in Section III. Section IV contains performance standards that apply to
particular project types (i.e., residential, commercial/retail, office building, transit stations, and
schools).

II.

Definitions

The following definitions apply to the terms used in this Appendix.
“High-quality transit corridor” means an existing corridor with fixed route bus service with service
intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours. For the purposes of this
Appendix, an “existing stop along a high-quality transit corridor” may include a planned and
funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation improvement program.
Unless more specifically defined by an air district, city or county, “high-volume roadway” means
freeways, highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000
vehicles per day.
“Low vehicle travel area” means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average existing
level of travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For residential projects,
travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled per capita. For
commercial and retail projects, travel refers to average non-work attraction trip length; however,
where such data are not available, commercial projects reference either home-based or
household vehicle miles traveled per capita. For office projects, travel refers to commute
attraction vehicle miles traveled per employee; however, where such data are not available,
office projects reference either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled per capita.
“Major Transit Stop” means a site containing an existing rail transit station, a ferry terminal
served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major bus routes
with frequencies of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the morning and afternoon
peak commute periods. For the purposes of this Appendix, an “existing major transit stop” may
1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812‐3044
(916) 322‐2318 FAX (916) 324‐9936 www.opr.ca.gov
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include a planned and funded stop that is included in an adopted regional transportation
improvement program.
“Office building” generally refers to centers for governmental or professional services; however,
the lead agency shall have discretion in determining whether a project is “commercial” or “office
building” for the purposes of this Appendix based on local zoning codes.
“Significant sources of air pollution” include airports, marine ports, rail yards and distribution
centers that receive more than 100 heavy-duty truck visits per day, as well as stationary sources
that are designated major by the Clean Air Act.
A “Traffic Analysis Zone” is an analytical unit used by a travel demand model to estimate vehicle
travel within a region.

III.

Performance Standards Related to Project Design

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must implement all of the
following:
Renewable Energy. All non-residential projects shall include on-site renewable power
generation, such as solar photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power generation, or clean backup power supplies, where feasible. Residential projects are also encouraged to include such
on-site renewable power generation.
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to
Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall document how it has remediated the
site, if remediation is completed. Alternatively, the project shall implement the
recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment or comparable
document that identifies remediation appropriate for the site.
Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project
includes residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be appropriate
by the local agency or air district based on local conditions, of a high volume roadway or other
significant sources of air pollution, the project shall comply with any policies and standards
identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code or community risk reduction plan
for the protection of public health from such sources of air pollution. If the local government has
not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as enhanced air
filtration and project design, that the lead agency finds, based on substantial evidence, will
promote the protection of public health from sources of air pollution. Those measures may
include, among others, the recommendations of the California Air Resources Board, air districts,
and the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association.
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IV.

Additional Performance Standards by Project Type

In addition to the project features described above in Section III, specific eligibility requirements
are provided below by project type.
Several of the performance standards below refer to “low vehicle travel areas”. Such areas can
be illustrated on maps based on data developed by the regional Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) using its regional travel demand model.
Several of the performance standards below refer to distance to transit. Distance should be
calculated so that at least 75 percent of the surface area of the project site is within the specified
distance.

A.

Residential

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Projects achieving below average regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT). A
residential project is eligible if it is located in a “low vehicle travel area” within the region.
Projects located within ½ mile of an Existing Major Transit Stop or High Quality Transit
Corridor. A residential project is eligible if it is located within ½ mile of an existing major transit
stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor.
Low-Income Housing. A residential or mixed-use project consisting of 100 300 or fewer
residential units all of which are affordable to low income households is eligible if the developer
of the development project provides sufficient legal commitments to the lead agency to ensure
the continued availability and use of the housing units for lower income households, as defined
in Section 50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, for a period of at least 30 years, at monthly
housing costs, as determined pursuant to Section 50053 of the Health and Safety Code.

B.

Commercial/Retail

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Regional Location. A commercial project with no single-building floor-plate greater than
50,000 square feet is eligible if it locates in a “low vehicle travel area.”
Proximity to Households. A project with no single-building floor-plate greater than 50,000
square feet located within one-half mile of 1800 households is eligible.
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C.

Office Building

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must satisfy one of the
following:
Regional Location. Office buildings, both commercial and public, are eligible if they locate in a
low vehicle travel area.
Proximity to a Major Transit Stop. Office buildings, both commercial and public, within ¼ ½
mile of an existing major transit stop, or ¼ mile of an existing stop along a high quality transit
corridor, are eligible.

D.

Transit

Transit stations, as defined in Section 15183.3(e)(1), are eligible.

E.

Schools

Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population are
eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the projected
student population are eligible. Alternatively, any school within ½ mile of an existing major
transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor is eligible.
Additionally, in order to be eligible, all schools shall provide parking and storage for bicycles and
scooters and shall comply with the requirements in Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the
California Education Code.

F.

Small Walkable Community Projects

Small walkable community projects, as defined in Section 15183.3, subdivision (e)(6), that
implement the project features described in Section III above are eligible.

G.

Mixed-Use Projects

Where a project includes some combination of residential, commercial and retail, office building,
transit station, and/or schools, the performance standards in this Section that apply to the
predominant use shall govern the entire project.
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UPDATED INFORMATIVE DIGEST

There have been no changes in applicable laws or to the effect of the proposed regulations from the
laws and effects described in the Informative Digest/Policy Statement Overview that as published in the
Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action. The adopted regulations seek to implement Public Resources
Code sections 21094.5 and 21094.5.5 by improving the efficiency of the California Environmental Quality
Act’s (CEQA) environmental review process for certain infill projects. Streamlining the process for
eligible infill will permit projects to be efficiently permitted and developed at the local level. Secretary
Laird, on behalf of the Governor, hopes that by making these regulations effective immediately, local
governments may act expeditiously on infill development applications.
The following are modified changes made to the original text.
On October 22, 2012 the Agency modified its original proposal in response to comments it received and
in order to provide additional evidence supporting its original determinations. All modifications were
substantially related to the original text as notified in the Initial Statement’s Informative Digest. (See
attached the Confirming Statement issued pursuant to Government Code section 11347.3(b)(9) and 1
CCR section 44.) Accordingly, a 15 day comment period commenced wherein the Agency provided the
public with notice, the proposed modifications and all additional material that it felt supported its
overall proposal.
The following were the modifications made by the Agency to the original proposal in round two:
Section 15183.3(c): This provision was modified from the original proposal to clarify that streamlining is
permitted even where the effects of the infill project were not reduced to less than significant levels in
the prior EIR. It was modified to include deletion of the phrase “could not be” in the second sentence as
well as to include the addition of the phrase “was not” in its place. Finally, the phrase “in the prior EIR”
was added at the end of the same sentence so that the technical grammar reflected the intent of the
Agency.
Section 15183.3(d)(1)(C): This section was modified from the original proposal to clarify that the
inability to determine the significance of effects due to lack of project-specific information may trigger
the need for additional review. The section deleted the term “acknowledged” in the third sentence and
replaced it with the term “stated.” It also added the phrase “the significance of” before “the effect” in
that same sentence.
Section 15183.3(f)(3): This section was modified from the original proposal to clarify that parcels which
were recently converted for agricultural use are not eligible for streamlining, but that agricultural use at
some point in a parcel’s history will not automatically preclude it from eligibility. This clarification
reserves for the lead agency some discretion to consider this issue in light of the entire record.
Specifically, the modified section added term “recently” in the second sentence before the phrase “have
been.”
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The definition of “Low vehicle travel area” in Appendix M: This definition was modified from the original
proposal as follows: ““Low vehicle travel area” means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below
average existing level of travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For residential
projects, travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled per capita. For
commercial and retail projects, travel refers to non-work attraction trip length; however, where such
data are not available, commercial projects reference either home-based or household vehicle miles
traveled per capita. For office projects, travel refers to commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per
employee; however, where such data are not available, office projects reference either home-based or
household vehicle miles traveled per capita.” This change was necessary to clarify how to calculate
trips so that an appropriate average value of regional vehicle miles traveled for the various travel
categories can be referenced relative to the proposed project.
Appendix M, Section A, Residential Performance Standard: This section was modified from the original
proposal as follows: “Low-Income Housing. A residential or mixed use project consisting of 300 or fewer
residential units all of which are affordable to low income households is eligible if the developer of the
development project provides sufficient legal commitments to the lead agency to ensure the continued
availability and use of the housing units for lower income households, as defined in Section 50079.5 of
the Health and Safety Code, for a period of at least 30 years, at monthly housing costs, as determined
pursuant to Section 50053 of the Health and Safety Code.” This change was necessary to provide a path
for mixed use projects that include low income housing, thereby achieving both walkability, low vehicle
miles traveled, and the leveraging of services and transportation options. It was also responsive to
several comments which suggested that affordable housing projects usually attempt to leverage the
costs of development by partnering with commercial endeavors that would serve the low income
populations reliant on such housing.
Appendix M, Section C, Office Building: This section was modified from the original proposal as follows:
“Proximity to a Major Transit Stop. Office buildings, both commercial and public, within ½ mile of an
existing major transit stop, or ¼ mile of an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor, are
eligible.” This change acknowledged evidence that finds people are more likely to walk longer distances
to access rail transit, and thus streamlining for projects ½, as opposed to ¼ mile from a commuter train
is appropriate and still promotes the Legislature’s purported goals. It also recognized that a project
within ¼ mile of an existing stop along high quality transit corridor would similarly promote reduced
VMT due to available bus service as defined, and thus similarly should benefit from streamlining.
Additional evidence was also added that justified the distances of transit from office space. This
evidence was provided in the 15 day notice and links were made available on the Agency’s website. The
material included:
a. Robert Cervero, “Office Development, Rail Transit, and Commuting Choices,” Journal of
Public Transportation, Vol. 9, No. 5, 2006, available online at:
http://www.nctr.usf.edu/jpt/pdf/JPT%209-5%20Cervero.pdf
b. Lund, et. al, “Travel Characteristics of Transit-Oriented Development in California,” Fall
2004, available online at http://www.bart.gov/docs/planning/travel_of_tod.pdf
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Ewing, R., Pedestrian- and Transit-Friendly Design: A Primer for Smart Growth. EPA
Smart Growth Network (2000), available online at:
http://www.epa.gov/dced/pdf/ptfd_primer.pdf
Final Changes to the Definition of Previously Developed After Round Two Comments Were Received:
The Agency made one non-substantive change following the second review period (round two) in
response to comments submitted during the first review period related to the definition of the phrase
“previously developed.” Newly enacted Public Resources Codes section 21094.5 provides a project is
eligible for streamlining if it meets certain conditions, including, among others, that the “project is
within an urban area on a site that has been previously developed…” In its initial proposal, the Agency
clarified:
‘Previously developed’ means that a substantial portion of the site has been
mechanically altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open
space and parcels that are, or have been, in agricultural production shall not be
considered to be previously developed for the purposes of this section.
In its Initial Statement of Reasons, the Agency discussed its need to propose regulations to clarify the
phrase “previously developed” as it has been used by section 21094.5. The Agency noted that defining
this term was necessary “because the term ‘developed’ can be broadly interpreted to mean any physical
alteration of the land, but wanted to clarify that “in the context of Section 21094.5, which is limited
urban infill, ‘previously developed’ should not include alterations due to agricultural production and
park uses, for example.” (Seem ISOR at Section VIII, subdivision (6)(b).) This is an important clarification
because, pursuant to SB 226, “previously developed” parcels may be eligible for streamlining even if
they are on a city’s edge and not surrounded by other urban development. Thus, given the statute’s
purpose to protect farmland, the Agency clarified that “previously developed” would not include
parcels where the only physical movement of earth on that parcel was for agriculture production or for
park land.
Comments on the original proposal noted that most parcels have, at some point in time, been in
agricultural production. The Agency did not intend to preclude streamlining of redevelopment of
parcels currently used for urban purposes just because at one point in time, that parcel was used for
agricultural purposes. Therefore, in response to those comments on the original proposal, the Agency
modified that definition to note that it only applied to parcels that “recently have been in agricultural
production.”
Upon recirculation of this definition, further comments argued that the term “recently” was too vague
and too subjective. In response, the Agency again altered the definition of “previously developed” by
reordering the sentence as follows:
“Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been
mechanically altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Parcels that are, or
recently have been mechanically altered solely for the purpose of creating developed
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open space or for , agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously
developed for the purposes of this section.”
This change does not deviate from the original proposal substantively. Rather, it clarifies that recent
development on an otherwise open parcel that was used only for agricultural or parkland use is not
sufficient to establish that the parcel was “previously developed” within the meaning of the eligibility
requirement in section 21094.5. Since there are no changes in the rights or obligations that would have
been present any of the proposals, this change is nonsubstantial. (1 Cal. Code Reg. § 40.)
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June 25, 2012
Secretary John Laird
California Natural Resources Agency
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Proposed Additions to the CEQA Guidelines Streamlining Infill Projects (SB 226)

Secretary Laird,
I am pleased to present to you the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research’s final proposed additions
to the Guidelines Implementing the California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to Senate Bill 226
(2011, Simitian). This proposal implements new CEQA provisions to streamline the environmental
review of infill projects. This proposal also includes performance standards that govern eligibility for
that streamlined process. These proposed changes will significantly reduce the time and cost of
environmental review for certain infill projects that create environmental benefits.
Immediately upon SB 226’s enactment, OPR solicited input from technical experts, local governments,
infill builders and stakeholders to guide the development of this proposal. During this process, OPR has
learned several key lessons about infill development, both through its own research as well as in
workshops, meetings and hundreds of informal conversations. Some of those lessons include the
following:


Knowing that California will soon be home to 50 million people, infill development is an
essential strategy to manage growth in way that preserves our limited natural and fiscal
resources. Though infill has been a state policy priority for over three decades, our urbanized
footprint has pressed ever outward, and at alarming rates. With recent science showing that
the Earth’s climate is already changing with dangerous consequences, we cannot allow existing
trends to continue.



Vehicle miles travelled matter. In areas of the region where people tend to drive less, new
projects will tend to require less driving, thereby preserving energy and reducing greenhouse
gasses and other harmful emissions. Such areas also tend to promote more efficient building
design and encourage use of transit and active modes of transportation. An essential
component of good infill, therefore, is the ability to significantly reduce driving.



If our policy objective is to promote infill by streamlining the normal CEQA process, that
streamlining benefit must be meaningful and the process must be relatively simple to
understand. SB 226 provided wide discretion in developing the performance standards.
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Therefore, OPR designed this proposal to maximize the environmental objectives listed in SB
226 using the fewest possible performance standards. Further, those standards were designed
to enable mapping of areas that are eligible for streamlined review. The procedure described
in this proposal will provide a substantial streamlining benefit to eligible projects. In many
cases where local plans are detailed and thorough, individual development projects will not
require additional CEQA review. This is a significant change in the status quo. While
controversial, minimizing process is necessary to achieve the goals of the SB 226.


Infill development requires thoughtful attention to public health, equity and other local
concerns. This proposal addresses such issues in a manner that is appropriate in the CEQA
context; however, OPR will continue to investigate how such issues can best be addressed at a
plan-level, and may provide further guidance in an update to the General Plan Guidelines.

OPR’s proposal reflects these lessons. This package contains the following materials:








A proposed new Section 15183.3 (setting forth the streamlined procedure for infill projects)
A proposed new Appendix M (containing the performance standards that govern eligibility for
streamlining)
A proposed new Appendix N (a checklist to document a project’s satisfaction of the
performance standards and prior review of the project’s effects)
A narrative setting forth the technical and legal research supporting the proposal
A responses to comments document explaining OPR’s evaluation of public comments
Copies of public comments received during the first and second rounds of public review
A summary of OPR’s outreach process and related materials

OPR staff will be available to assist you as the Natural Resources Agency advances this proposal through
the rulemaking process. Please do not hesitate to contact Chris Calfee (christopher.calfee@opr.ca.gov)
or Chris Ganson (chris.ganson@opr.ca.gov) with any questions regarding these materials.

Sincerely,

Ken Alex
Director

Enclosures
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Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3. Streamlining for Infill Projects
(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to expedite the review environmental review
process for infill projects that provide environmental benefits. Infill projects that satisfy the
performance standards specified in Appendix M and the provisions of this section are eligible for
streamlined environmental review pursuant to this section. The effects of an infill project will not
require additional review under two circumstances. First, iiff an effect was addressed as a
significant effect in a prior EIR for a planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that
effect need not be analyzed again for an individual infill project. Second, even if an effect was
not analyzed in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, further analysis of
such effects is not required if uniformly applicable development policies or standards, adopted
by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would substantially mitigate
that effect. Depending on the effects
effects addressed in the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly
applicable development policies or standards that apply to the eligible infill project, streamlining
under this section will range from a complete exemption, to an obligation to prepare a narrowed,
project-specific environmental document. This section prescribes the streamlined procedure
applicable to infill projects.
(b) Eligibility. To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in this section, an infill
project must:
(1) Be located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or is
surrounded at least seventy-five percent by qualified urban uses that are immediately adjacent,
or would be immediately adjacent but are separated from the infill project by an improved public
right-of-way;
(2) Satisfy the statewide performance standards for the infill project type provided in Appendix
M; and
(3) Be consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an
alternative planning strategy, except as provided in subdivisions (b)(3)(A) or (b)(3)(B) below.
(A) Where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization and a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy is not
yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units per acre, and a
retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization, the infill project may be eligible for the procedures in this section if it meets the
definition of a small community walkable project in subdivision (e)(6), below.
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(c) Procedure. A lead agency’s determinations pursuant to this section shall be supported with
substantial evidence. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060,
the lead agency may prepare a written checklist to evaluate which of the infill project’s potential
adverse environmental effects, if any, will be subject to further environmental review. The
purpose of a written checklist prepared pursuant to this section is to document the substantial
evidence supporting the lead agency’s determinations regarding the applicability of the
streamlining procedure for infill projects. The sample written checklist provided in Appendix N
may be used for this purpose.
(1) Written Checklist. A written checklist prepared pursuant to this section shall do all of the
following:
(A) Document whether the infill project satisfies the applicable performance standards in
Appendix M.
(B) Explain whether a prior EIR analyzed the potentially significant effects of the infill project,
and if so, whether the effects of the infill project fall within the scope of effects analyzed in the
prior EIR. An effect was “analyzed” in a prior EIR if the prior EIR examined the nature and
magnitude of the effect at the plan level and included measures to mitigate the effect to the
extent feasible; however, such measures need not have reduced such effects to a less than
significant level. The written checklist shall cite the specific portions of the prior EIR, including
page and section references, containing the analysis of the infill project’s significant effects.
The written checklist shall also indicate whether the infill project incorporates all applicable
mitigation measures from the prior EIR. The written checklist shall incorporate the prior EIR by
reference as provided in Section 15150.
(C) Explain whether the effects of the infill project are specific to the project or project site and
were not analyzed in a prior EIR, and whether those effects may be significant. For the
purposes of this section, the phrase “new specific effect” shall be synonymous with the phrase
“an effect that is specific to the project or project site.” An effect of the infill project that is
consistent with the nature and magnitude of effects analyzed in the prior EIR is not a new
specific effect. An effect is a new specific effect if new information, which was not known and
could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous
EIR was certified, shows that new mitigation measures could substantially reduce the significant
effects described in the prior EIR, but such measures are not included in the project. An effect
is also a new specific effect if an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with
a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill
project to implement that measure. Where the prior EIR specifically deferred analysis of an
effect that would result from an infill project, such an effect would also be a new specific effect.
(D) Indicate whether substantial new information shows that the effects of the infill project are
more significant than described or analyzed in the prior EIR. For the purpose of this
subdivision, “more significant” means the project would substantially increase the severity of a
significant effect described in the prior EIR.
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(E) If the written checklist indicates that the infill project will cause new specific effects or effects
that are more significant than analyzed in a prior EIR, the written checklist shall include a
statement as to whether uniformly applicable development policies will substantially mitigate
those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate” means that the policy or
policies will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of significance.
The written checklist shall specifically identify the uniformly applicable development policy or
standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the effects of the infill project.
(2) Environmental Document. Following preparation of written checklist pursuant to this
section, the lead agency shall determine what type of environmental document shall be
prepared for the infill project.
(A) No Further Review. A lead agency may determine that no additional environmental review
is required if the written checklist establishes that the infill project would not cause any new
specific effects or effects that are more significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. In this circumstance,
those effects are not subject to CEQA and the lead agency should file a Notice of Exemption as
provided in Section 15062. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development
policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make
the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the written checklist shows that the infill project would result in
new specific effects, and that uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially
mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If the written checklist shows that
such new effects are less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration.
If those effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level through project changes agreed
to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency may prepare a mitigated negative
declaration. In this circumstance, the lead agency shall follow the procedure set forth in
Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a transit priority project, the lead
agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the Public Resources Code. In either
instance, the written checklist shall clearly state which effects are new, and are subject to
CEQA, and those effects that have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further
environmental review. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development
policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make
the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(C) Infill EIR. If the written checklist shows that the infill project would result in new specific
effects, and that uniformly applied development policies would not substantially mitigate such
effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects that are subject to
CEQA, the lead agency shall prepare an infill EIR if the written checklist shows that the effects
of the infill project would be potentially significant. In this circumstance, the lead agency shall
prepare an infill EIR as provided in subdivision (d) and, except as otherwise provided in this
section, shall follow the procedures in Article 7. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly
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applicable development policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the
lead agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(D) Findings. Any findings or statement of overriding considerations required by Sections
15091 or 15093 shall be limited to those effects analyzed in an infill EIR. Findings for such
effects shall incorporate by reference any findings made in connection with a planning level
decision. Where uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate the significant
effects of an infill project, the lead agency shall also make a written finding, supported with
substantial evidence and accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for the finding.
(d) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that uniformly
applicable development policies do not substantially mitigate, and that are either new specific
effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of the infill project
shall be described in the written checklist as provided in subdivision (b)(1), and that written
checklist shall be circulated for public review along with the infill EIR. The written checklist shall
clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are subject to CEQA, and those
effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further environmental
review. The analysis of alternatives in an infill EIR need not address alternative locations,
densities, or building intensities. An infill EIR need not analyze growth inducing impacts.
Except as provided in this subdivision, an infill EIR shall contain all elements described in Article
9.
(e) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this subdivision:
(1) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail,
transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet
the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). No more than one half of the project area
of projects consisting of commercial and retail uses may be used for parking.
(2) “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan, community
plan, specific plan, or zoning code.
(3) “Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically
altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open space and parcels that
are, or have been, in agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously developed
for the purposes of this section.
(4) “Prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as
supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative
declarations, or addenda to those documents.
(5) “Qualified urban use” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21072.
(6) “Small community walkable project” means a project that is all of the following:
(A) In an incorporated city that is not within the boundary of a metropolitan planning
organization;
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(B) Within an area of approximately one-quarter mile diameter of contiguous land that includes
a residential area adjacent to a retail downtown area and that is designated by the city for infill
development consisting of residential and commercial uses. A city may designate such an area
within its general plan, zoning code, or by any legislative act creating such a designation, and
may make such designation concurrently with project approval; and
(C) Either a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a
commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
(7) The terms “sustainable communities strategy” and “alternative planning strategy” refer to a
strategy for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan
planning organization’s determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the
alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets.
(8) “Uniformly applicable development policies or standards” are policies or standards adopted
or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency, that reduce one or more adverse
environmental effects. Examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
include, but are not limited to:
(A) Regulations governing construction activities, including noise regulations, dust control,
provisions for discovery of archeological and paleontological resources, stormwater runoff
treatment and containment, recycling of construction and demolition waste, temporary street
closure and traffic rerouting, and similar regulations.
(B) Requirements in locally adopted building, grading and stormwater codes.
(C) Design guidelines.
(D) Requirements for protecting residents from air pollution associated with high volume
roadways.
(E) Impact fee programs to provide public improvements, police, fire, parks, libraries and other
public services and infrastructure.
(F) Traffic impact fees.
(9) “Urban area” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(e)(5).
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Appendix M: Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for Streamlined Review

I.

Introduction

Section 15183.3 provides a streamlined review process for infill projects that satisfy
performance standards that promote a set of statewide policy objectives set forth in Section
21094.5.5 of the Public Resources Code. This appendix contains those performance
standards. The lead agency’s determination that the project satisfies th
the
e performance
standards shall be supported with substantial evidence
evidence,, which may be documented on the Infill
Checklist in Appendix N. Performance standards that apply to all project types are set forth in
Section II. Section III contains performance stand
standards
ards that apply to particular project types (i.e.,
residential, commercial/retail, office building, transit stations, and schools). Projects containing
mixed uses must satisfy the standards of each applicable use type in Section III.

II.

Performance Standards Applying to All Project Types

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must implement all of the
following:

Renewable Energy. All projects shall include renewable energy components, such as solar
rooftops, where feasible.
Active Transportation. The project shall include elements that promote the use of transit or
active transportation (i.e., walking, bicycling and other forms of human powered transportation),
such as pedestrian or bicycle access to transit stops, schools, parks, commercial areas and
other local destinations.
Transit Station Area Plans. Where a project is proposed within ½ mile of an existing or
planned transit station, the project shall be consistent with the provisions of a plan for land uses
surrounding the transit station, such as a station area plan, transit village plan, or general plan
policies addressing station areas. An amendment to a general plan that is proposed as part of
the project for the purposes of achieving consistency with a sustainabl
sustainable
e communities strategy,
alternative planning strategy, or a station area plan adopted by a transit district shall be
considered to achieve this standard.
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to
Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall implement the recommendations
provided in a Phase I environmental assessment, or if one is prepared, a preliminary
endangerment assessment.
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III.

Performance Standards by Project Type

In addition to the project features described above in Section II, specific eligibility requirements
are provided below by project type.

A.

Residential

The eligibility requirements for residential projects vary depending on the level of per capita
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)i associated with the project as set forth below.
Projects achieving 75 percent of regional per capita VMT. A residential projectis eligible if it
achieves a level of existing per capita VMT that is less than 75 percent of the per capita VMT for
the metropolitan planning organization within which the project is located (“regional VMT”). A
project can achieve that level of VMT by locating in a low VMT traffic analysis zoneii within the
region, in a low VMT locale (i.e., urban areas, city centers or near transit),iii and/or by including
VMT-reducing project features.iv
Projects achieving between 75 percent and 100 percent of regional per capita VMT. If a
project’s per capita VMT is between 75 percent and 100 percent of regional VMT, as
determined using either the location or project design methods described above, the project
shall also implement the necessary prerequisite and elective measures associated with
CALGreen Tier 1. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 24, Part 11, Appendix A4.)
Projects exceeding 100 percent of regional per capita VMT. If a project’s per capita VMT,
as determined using either the location or project design methods described above, exceeds the
regional average VMT, the project shall also implement the necessary prerequisite and elective
measures associated with CALGreen Tier 2. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 24, Part 11, Appendix A4.)
Projects Near High-Volume Roadways. In addition to the standards described above, if a
residential project is located within 500 feet of a high volume roadway, or other distance
determined to be appropriate by the local agency or local air district based on local conditions,
the project shall also comply with any policies and standards identified in the local general plan,
specific plan, zoning code or community risk reduction plan for the projection of public health.
Unless more specifically defined at the local level, “high-volume roadway” means freeways,
highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000 vehicles per
day. If the local government has not adopted such plans or policies, the residential project shall
include measures, such as enhanced air filtration and project design, that the lead agency
determines, based on substantial evidence, will promote the protection of public health. Those
measures may include, among others, the recommendations of the California Air Resources
Board and local air districts.

B.

Commercial/Retail

In addition to the project features described above in Section II, commercial and retail projects
below 75,000 square feet must do one of the following:
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Regional Location. A project located within a traffic analysis zone that is less than 75 percent
of regional per capita VMT is eligible. A project located within a traffic analysis zone that is
between 75 percent and 100 percent of regional per capita VMT is eligible if the project also
implements the necessary prerequisite and elective measures associated with CALGreen Tier
1. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 24, Part 11, Appendix A5.) A project located within a traffic analysis
zone that exceeds 100 percent of regional per capita VMT is eligible if the project also
implements the necessary prerequisite and elective measures associated with CALGreen Tier
2. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 24, Part 11, Appendix A5.)
Proximity to Households. A project located within one-half mile of 1200 households, as
measured along the pedestrian network, is eligible.
Transit Proximity and Low Parking. A project located within one-quarter mile of a transit stop,
and with no more than 15 percent of its surface area devoted to parking, is eligible.
Any commercial and retail projects, including those exceeding 75,000 square feet, are eligible if
a transportation study prepared for the project demonstrates that the project would reduce total
existing VMT.

C.

Office Building

In addition to the project features described above in Section II, office buildingsv, both
commercial and public, are eligible if they locate both (1) within a traffic analysis zone that
exhibits average residential per capita VMT of 75 percent of regional average and (2) within
one-quarter mile radius of a transit stop.

D.

Transit

Transit stations that implement the project features described above in Section II are eligible.

E.

Schools

In addition to the project features described above in Section II, schools are eligible if they also
satisfy the following:
Elementary schools within one pedestrian network mile of fifty percent of the projected student
population are eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two pedestrian network miles of
fifty percent of the projected student population are eligible.
Additionally, in order to be eligible, all schools shall provide parking and storage for bicycles and
scooters and shall comply with Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California
Education Code.

F.

Small Walkable Community Projects

Small walkable community projects, as defined in Section 15183.3, subdivision (e)(6), that
implement the project features described above are eligible.
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i

Per capita VMT refers to either home-based VMT or household VMT. Per capita home-based VMT
includes only trips that start or end at home and can be calculated using existing 4-step transportation
models. Per capita household VMT includes all vehicle travel generated by a household and can be
calculated using newer activity-based models.
ii
A Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) is an analytical unit used by a travel demand model. A regional travel
demand model develops an origin-destination table for all origins and destinations within the region.
Origins and destinations, they are aggregated into TAZs. The travel demand model, which is the best
tool to depict regional location on VMT, can provide estimates of vehicle travel as fine grained as the
TAZ.
iii
If project location is the basis of the VMT determination, the lead agency should reference the project’s
location on a map illustrating levels of regional per capita VMT. Such maps may be developed by the
regional Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). Regional VMT maps can also be produced using
VMT data developed by the MPO for traffic analysis zones based on the regional travel demand model.
iv
If project features are the basis of the VMT determination, a sketch tool (i.e., CalEEMod or URBEMIS)
can be used to calculate a project’s estimated VMT generation. If a project would generate more than
75% of average per capita VMT for the region, the project’s VMT may be further reduced by implementing
additional travel demand management measures (such as bicycle facilities, increased density, dedicated
affordable units, etc.).
v
For the purposes of this appendix, “office buildings” generally refer to centers for governmental or
professional services; however, the lead agency shall have discretion in determining whether a project is
more “commercial” or “office building” in nature based on local zoning codes.
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Appendix N:
Infill Environmental Checklist form
NOTE: This sample form is intended to assist lead agencies in assessing infill projects according to the procedures provided in Section 21094.5 of the
Public Resources Code. Lead agencies may customize this form as appropriate, provided that the content satisfies the requirements in Section 15183.3
of the CEQA Guidelines.
1. Project title: _________________________________________________________________
2. Lead agency name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Contact person and phone number: _______________________________________________
4. Project location: ______________________________________________________________
5. Project sponsor's name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6. General plan designation: _______________________ 7. Zoning: ____________________
8. Prior Environmental Documents Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project (including State Clearinghouse Number if
assigned):_______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
9. Location of Prior Environmental Documents Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
10. Description of project: (Describe the whole action involved, including but not limited to later phases of the project, and any secondary, support, or offsite features necessary for its implementation. Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
11. Surrounding land uses and setting: Briefly describe the project's surroundings, including any prior uses of the project site, or, if vacant, describe the
urban uses that exist on at least 75% of the project’s perimeter:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
12. Other public agencies whose approval is required (e.g., permits, financing approval, or participation agreement.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
SATISFACTION OF APPENDIX M PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Provide the information demonstrating that the infill project satisfies the performance standards in Appendix M:
1. Does the infill project include a renewable energy feature? If so, describe below. If not, explain below why it is not feasible to do so.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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2. Describe the features of the infill project that promote walking, bicycling and other modes of active transportation.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
3. If the project is within ½ mile of a transit station, explain how the project complies with the provisions of a locally adopted plan for land uses surrounding
the transit station, such as a station area plan, transit village plan, or general plan policies addressing station areas.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
4. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, describe the recommendations provided in a
Phase I environmental assessment, or if one is prepared, a preliminary endangerment assessment, that will be implemented as part of the project.
(Attach the Phase 1 and, if prepared, the PEA.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
5a. For residential projects, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within an area that is less than 75% of regional per capita VMT. (Attach VMT map.)
Generates less than 75% of regional per capita VMT. (Describe methodology and attach model output.)
Located within an area that is between 75% and 100% of regional per capita VMT, and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 1
requirements. (Attach VMT map and CALGreen checklist.)
Generates between 75% and 100% of regional per capita VMT and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 1 requirements. (Describe
methodology and attach model output and CALGreen Checklist.)
Located within an area that exceeds 100% of regional per capita VMT, and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 2 requirements. (Attach
VMT map and CALGreen checklist.)
Generates over 100% of regional per capita VMT and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 2 requirements. (Describe methodology and
attach model output and CALGreen Checklist.)
5b. If a residential project is located within 500 feet a high volume roadway, or such distance that the local agency or local air district has determined is
appropriate based on local conditions, describe the measures that the project will implement to protect public health. Such measures may include policies
and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plans, zoning code or community risk reduction plan, or measures recommended in a health risk
assessment, to promote the protection of public health. Identify the policies or standards, or refer to the site specific analysis, below.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
6a. For commercial projects below 75,000 square feet, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within an area that is less than 75% of regional per capita VMT. (Attach VMT map.)
Located within an area that is between 75% and 100% of regional per capita VMT, and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 1
requirements. (Attach VMT map and CALGreen checklist.)
Located within an area that exceeds 100% of regional per capita VMT, and the project is designed to meet CALGreen Tier 2 requirements. (Attach
VMT map and CALGreen checklist.)
The project center is within one-half of 1200 dwelling units as measured along the pedestrian network mile. (Attach map and methodology.)
The project is within one-quarter mile of a transit stop, as measured along the pedestrian network, and no more than 15% of the site is devoted to
parking. (Attach map and methodology.)
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6b. For commercial projects exceeding 75,000 square feet, attach a transportation study demonstrating that the project reduces existing regional VMT.
7. For office building projects, attach a map and methodology demonstrating that the project is both within an area with 75% of regional per capita VMT
and within one-quarter mile of a transit stop, as measured along the pedestrian network.
8. For school projects, the project does all of the following:
The project complies with Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California Education Code.
The project is an elementary school and is within one mile of 50% of the student population, or is a middle school or high school and is within two
miles of 50% of the student population. (Attach map and methodology.)
The project provides parking and storage for bicycles and scooters.

9. For small walkable community projects, the project must be a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a commercial
project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:
The infill project could potentially result in one or more of the following environmental effects.
Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry Resources

Air Quality

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

Geology /Soils

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Hazards & Hazardous Materials

Hydrology / Water Quality

Land Use / Planning

Mineral Resources

Noise

Population / Housing

Public Services

Recreation

Transportation/Traffic

Utilities / Service Systems

Mandatory Findings of Significance

DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency)
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed infill project WOULD NOT have any significant effects on the environment that either have not already been analyzed in a
prior EIR or that are more significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially mitigate.
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, CEQA does not apply to such effects. A Notice of Exemption (Section 15062) may be filed.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to those effects that are subject to
CEQA, I find that such effects WOULD NOT be significant and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that although those effects could be
significant, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the infill project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent.
A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project may have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that those effects MAY be significant, and
an infill ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required to analyze those effects that are subject to CEQA.

Signature

Date
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EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INFILL PROJECTS:
1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately supported by the information sources a lead
agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact"
answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

2)

All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well
as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts.

3)

For the purposes of this checklist, “prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by
any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents. “Planning level decision”
means the enactment or amendment of a general plan, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code. (Section 15183.3(e).)

4)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur as a result of an infill project, then the checklist answers must
indicate whether the nature and magnitude of that impact has already been analyzed in a prior EIR. If the effect of the infill project is not more
significant than what has already been analyzed, that effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA. The brief explanation accompanying this
determination should include page and section references to the portions of the prior EIR containing the analysis of that effect. The brief
explanation shall also indicate whether the prior EIR included any mitigation measures to substantially lessen that effect and whether those
measures have been incorporated into the infill project.

5)

If the infill project would cause an effect that either was not analyzed in a prior EIR, or is more significant than what was analyzed in a prior EIR,
the lead agency must determine whether uniformly applicable development policies or standards that have been adopted by the lead agency, or
city or county, would substantially mitigate that effect. If so, the checklist shall explain how the infill project’s implementation of the uniformly
applicable development policies will substantially mitigate that effect. That effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA if the lead agency
makes a finding, based upon substantial evidence, that the development policies or standards will substantially mitigate that effect.

6)

If all effects of an infill project were either analyzed in a prior EIR or are substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, CEQA does not apply to the project, and the lead agency may prepare a Notice of Exemption.

7)

Effects of an infill project that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or that uniformly applicable development policies or standards do not
substantially mitigate, are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects of the infill project that are subject to CEQA, the checklist shall indicate
whether those effects are potentially significant, less than significant with mitigation, or less than significant. The lead agency should indicate that
an effect is "Potentially Significant" if there is substantial evidence that the effect may be significant. If there are one or more "Potentially
Significant Impact" entries when the determination is made, an infill EIR is required. The infill EIR should be limited to analysis of those effects
determined to be potentially significant. (Sections 15128, 15183.3(d).)

8)

"Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of mitigation measures will reduce an effect of an infill project
that is subject to CEQA from "Potentially Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe the mitigation
measures, and briefly explain how those measures reduce the effect to a less than significant level. If the effects of an infill project that are
subject to CEQA are less than significant with mitigation incorporated, the lead agency may prepare a Mitigated Negative Declaration. If all of the
effects of the infill project that are subject to CEQA are less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a Negative Declaration.

9)

This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should normally address the questions
from this checklist that are relevant to an infill project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected.

10)

The explanation of each issue should identify:
a)
b)

the significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
the mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
Issues:

Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

I. AESTHETICS. Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
b) Substantially damage scenic resources,
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a
state scenic highway?
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
d) Create a new source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?
II. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
RESOURCES. In determining whether impacts
to agricultural resources are significant
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer
to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation
and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by
the California Dept. of Conservation as an
optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. In determining
whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental
effects, lead agencies may refer to information
compiled by the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the
state’s inventory of forest land, including the
Forest and Range Assessment Project and the
Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest
carbon measurement methodology provided in
Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air
Resources Board. Would the project:
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use, or a Williamson Act contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland
(as defined by Public Resources Code section
4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code
section 51104(g))?
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland,
to non-agricultural use or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
III. AIR QUALITY. Where available, the
significance criteria established by the
applicable air quality management or air
pollution control district may be relied upon to
make the following determinations. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?
IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES:
Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including,
but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means?
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites?
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the
project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined
in § 15064.5?
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to § 15064.5?
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
d) Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS. Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?
iv) Landslides?
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil?
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?
e) Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers
are not available for the disposal of waste
water?
VII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS. Would
the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?
VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS. Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment?
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?
d) Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?
g) Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
h) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
IX. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY.
Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit
in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing land
uses or planned uses for which permits have
been granted)?
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in
flooding on- or off-site?
e) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
flood hazard delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
i) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a
levee or dam?
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
X. LAND USE AND PLANNING. Would the
project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

c) Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
XI. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan
or other land use plan?
XII. NOISE -- Would the project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established
in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING. Would the
project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?
XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES.
a) Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for any of the
public services:
Fire protection?
Police protection?
Schools?
Parks?
Other public facilities?
XV. RECREATION.
a) Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

b) Does the project include recreational facilities
or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment?
XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not limited
to level of service standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards established by
the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial
safety risks?
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS.
Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?
b) Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
c) Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects?
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded entitlements
needed?
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to
serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments?
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?
XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE.
a) Does the project have the potential to degrade
the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable"
means that the incremental effects of a project
are considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the effects of
other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects)?
c) Does the project have environmental effects
which will cause substantial adverse effects on
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Potentially
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Within the Scope of
Analysis in the
Plan Level EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

human beings, either directly or indirectly?
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Revised Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3. Streamlining for Infill Projects
(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to streamline the environmental review process for
eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to review at the project level where the effects
of infill development have been addressed in a planning level decision or by uniformly
applicable development policies.
(b) Eligibility. To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in this section, an infill
project must:
(1) Be located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that
adjoins existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site’s perimeter. For
the purpose of this subdivision “adjoin” means the infill project is immediately adjacent to
qualified urban uses, or is only separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way;
(2) Satisfy the statewide performance standards provided in Appendix M; and
(3) Be consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an
alternative planning strategy, except as provided in subdivisions (b)(3)(A) or (b)(3)(B) below.
(A) Where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units
per acre, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization, the infill project must meet the definition of a small community walkable project in
subdivision (e)(6), below.
(c) Streamlined Review. CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under
two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be analyzed again for
an individual infill project. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed
in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the
infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in
the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that
apply to the eligible infill project, streamlining under this section will range from a complete
exemption, to an obligation to prepare a narrowed, project-specific environmental document. A
prior EIR will be most helpful in dealing with later infill projects if it deals with the effects of infill
development as specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and detailed
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analysis of such development, the effects of many infill projects could be found have been
addressed in the prior EIR, and no further environmental documents would be required.
(d) Procedure. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060, the
lead agency must examine an eligible infill project in light of any prior EIR to determine whether
the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
Determinations regarding this section’s applicability to an infill project are questions of fact to be
resolved by the lead agency. Such determinations must be supported with enough relevant
information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to
support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached. (See Section
15384.)
(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project. A lead agency should prepare a written checklist or similar
device to document the infill project’s eligibility for streamlining and to assist in making the
determinations required by this section. The sample written checklist provided in Appendix N
may be used for this purpose. A written checklist prepared pursuant to this section should do all
of the following:
(A) Document whether the infill project satisfies the applicable performance standards in
Appendix M.
(B) Explain whether the effects of the infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR. The written
checklist should cite the specific portions of the prior EIR, including page and section
references, containing the analysis of the infill project’s significant effects. The written checklist
should also indicate whether the infill project incorporates all applicable mitigation measures
from the prior EIR.
(C) Explain whether the infill project will cause new specific effects. For the purposes of this
section, a new specific effect is an effect that is both specific to the infill project or the infill
project site and that was not addressed in the prior EIR. A new specific effect may result if, for
example, the prior EIR acknowledged that sufficient site-specific information was not available
to analyze that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR
may also result in a new specific effect.
(D) Explain whether substantial new information shows that the effects of the infill project are
more significant than described in the prior EIR. For the purpose of this section, “more
significant” means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR.
More significant effects include those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in
the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR’s analysis. An effect is also more
significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were
previously rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the
project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than those analyzed in a prior
could substantially reduce the significant effects described in the prior EIR, but such measures
are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in
connection with a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible
for the infill project to implement that measure.
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(E) If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant effects, the written
checklist should indicate whether uniformly applicable development policies will substantially
mitigate those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate” means that the
policy or policies will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of
significance. The written checklist should specifically identify the uniformly applicable
development policy or standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the effects of the
infill project. The explanation in the written checklist may be used to support the finding
required in subdivision (c)(2)(D) below.
(2) Environmental Document. After examining the effects of the infill project in light of the
analysis in any prior EIR and uniformly applicable development policies or standards, the lead
agency shall determine what type of environmental document shall be prepared for the infill
project.
(A) No Further Review. No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would
not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applicable
development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. Where the lead agency
determines that no additional environmental review of the effects of the infill project is required,
the lead agency shall file a Notice of Determination as provided in Section 15094. Where the
lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate a
significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in
subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more
significant effects, and uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially
mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If a new specific effect is less
than significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration. If new specific effects or
more significant effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level through project changes
agreed to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency may prepare a mitigated
negative declaration. In these circumstances, the lead agency shall follow the procedure set
forth in Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a transit priority project, the
lead agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the Public Resources Code. In
either instance, the written checklist shall clearly state which effects are new or more significant,
and are subject to CEQA, and which effects have been previously analyzed and are not subject
to further environmental review. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable
development policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead
agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(C) Infill EIR. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more significant effects,
and uniformly applied development policies would not substantially mitigate such effects, those
effects are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects that are subject to CEQA, the lead
agency shall prepare an infill EIR if the written checklist shows that the effects of the infill project
would be significant. In this circumstance, the lead agency shall prepare an infill EIR as
provided in subdivision (d) and, except as otherwise provided in this section, shall follow the
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procedures in Article 7. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development
policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make
the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
(D) Findings. Any findings or statement of overriding considerations required by Sections
15091 or 15093 shall be limited to those effects analyzed in an infill EIR. Findings for such
effects should incorporate by reference any findings made in connection with a planning level
decision. Where uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate the significant
effects of an infill project, the lead agency shall also make a written finding, supported with
substantial evidence and accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for the finding.
(e) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that uniformly
applicable development policies do not substantially mitigate, and that are either new specific
effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of the infill project
should be described in the written checklist as provided in subdivision (b)(1), and that written
checklist should be circulated for public review along with the infill EIR. The written checklist
should clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are subject to CEQA, and
those effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further environmental
review. The analysis of alternatives in an infill EIR need not address alternative locations,
densities, or building intensities. An infill EIR need not analyze growth inducing impacts.
Except as provided in this subdivision, an infill EIR shall contain all elements described in Article
9.
(e) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this section:
(1) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail,
transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet
the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). No more than one half of the project area
of projects consisting of commercial and retail uses may be used for parking. For the purposes
of this section, “transit station” means a rail or light-rail station, ferry terminal, bus hub, or bus
transfer station, and includes all streetscape improvements constructed in the public right-ofway within one-quarter mile of such facility to improve multi-modal access to the facility, such as
pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements and traffic-calming design changes that support
pedestrian and bicycle access.
(2) “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan or any
general plan element, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code.
(3) “Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically
altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open space and parcels that
are, or have been, in agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously developed
for the purposes of this section.
(4) “Prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as
supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative
declarations, or addenda to those documents.
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(5) “Qualified urban use” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21072.
(6) “Small community walkable project” means a project that is all of the following:
(A) In an incorporated city that is not within the boundary of a metropolitan planning
organization;
(B) Within an area of approximately one-quarter mile diameter of contiguous land that includes
a residential area adjacent to a retail downtown area and that is designated by the city for infill
development consisting of residential and commercial uses. A city may designate such an area
within its general plan, zoning code, or by any legislative act creating such a designation, and
may make such designation concurrently with project approval; and
(C) Either a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a
commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
(7) The terms “sustainable communities strategy” and “alternative planning strategy” refer to a
strategy for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan
planning organization’s determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the
alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets.
(8) “Uniformly applicable development policies or standards” are policies or standards adopted
or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency, which reduce one or more adverse
environmental effects. Examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
include, but are not limited to:
(A) Regulations governing construction activities, including noise regulations, dust control,
provisions for discovery of archeological and paleontological resources, stormwater runoff
treatment and containment, protection against the release of hazardous materials, recycling of
construction and demolition waste, temporary street closure and traffic rerouting, and similar
regulations.
(B) Requirements in locally adopted building, grading and stormwater codes.
(C) Design guidelines.
(D) Requirements for protecting residents from sources of air pollution including high volume
roadways and stationary sources.
(E) Impact fee programs to provide public improvements, police, fire, parks and other open
space, libraries and other public services and infrastructure, including transit, bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure and traffic calming devices.
(F) Traffic impact fees.
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(G) Requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as set forth in adopted land use
plans, policies, or regulations.
(H) Ordinances addressing protection of urban trees and historic resources.
(9) “Urban area” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(e)(5).
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Revised Proposed Appendix N:
Infill Environmental Checklist form
NOTE: This sample form is intended to assist lead agencies in assessing infill projects according to the procedures provided in Section 21094.5 of the
Public Resources Code. Lead agencies may customize this form as appropriate, provided that the content satisfies the requirements in Section 15183.3
of the CEQA Guidelines.
1. Project title: _________________________________________________________________
2. Lead agency name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Contact person and phone number: _______________________________________________
4. Project location: ______________________________________________________________
5. Project sponsor's name and address:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6. General plan designation: _______________________ 7. Zoning: ____________________
8. Prior Environmental Document(s) Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project (including State Clearinghouse Number if
assigned):_______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
9. Location of Prior Environmental Document(s) Analyzing the Effects of the Infill Project:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________
10. Description of project: (Describe the whole action involved, including but not limited to later phases of the project, and any secondary, support, or offsite features necessary for its implementation. Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
11. Surrounding land uses and setting: Briefly describe the project's surroundings, including any prior uses of the project site, or, if vacant, describe the
urban uses that exist on at least 75% of the project’s perimeter:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
12. Other public agencies whose approval is required (e.g., permits, financing approval, or participation agreement.)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
SATISFACTION OF APPENDIX M PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Provide the information demonstrating that the infill project satisfies the performance standards in Appendix M below. For mixed-use projects, the
predominant use will determine which performance standards apply to the entire project.
1. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, either provide documentation of remediation or
describe the recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment or comparable document that will be implemented as part of the
project.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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2. If the infill project includes residential units located within 500 feet, or such distance that the local agency or local air district has determined is
appropriate based on local conditions, a high volume roadway or stationary source of air pollutants describe the measures that the project will implement
to protect public health. Such measures may include policies and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plans, zoning code or community
risk reduction plan, or measures recommended in a health risk assessment, to promote the protection of public health. Identify the policies or standards,
or refer to the site specific analysis, below. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
3. For residential projects, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within an area that is less than average regional per capita VMT. (Attach VMT map.)
Located within ½ mile of an existing transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor. (Attach map illustrating proximity to transit.)

6a. For commercial projects with a single building floor-plate below 50,000 square feet, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within an area that is less than average regional VMT. (Attach VMT map.)
The project center is within one-half mile of 1800 dwelling units. (Attach map illustrating proximity to households.)
6b. For commercial projects exceeding 50,000 square feet, attach a transportation study demonstrating that the project reduces existing regional VMT.
7. For office building projects, the project satisfies which of the following?
Located within an area that is less than average regional VMT. (Attach VMT map.)
Located within ¼ mile of an existing major transit stop. (Attach map illustrating proximity to transit.)

8. For school projects, the project does all of the following:
The project complies with Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California Education Code.
The project is an elementary school and is within one mile of 50% of the student population, or is a middle school or high school and is within two
miles of 50% of the student population. Alternatively, the school is within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality
transit corridor. (Attach map and methodology.)
The project provides parking and storage for bicycles and scooters.

9. For small walkable community projects, the project must be a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a commercial
project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED:
The infill project could potentially result in one or more of the following environmental effects.
Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry Resources

Air Quality

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

Geology /Soils

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Hazards & Hazardous Materials

Hydrology / Water Quality

Land Use / Planning

Mineral Resources

Noise

Population / Housing

Public Services

Recreation
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Transportation/Traffic

Utilities / Service Systems

Mandatory Findings of Significance

DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency)
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed infill project WOULD NOT have any significant effects on the environment that either have not already been analyzed in a
prior EIR or that are more significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially mitigate.
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, CEQA does not apply to such effects. A Notice of Determination (Section 15094) will be filed.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to those effects that are subject to
CEQA, I find that such effects WOULD NOT be significant and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that although those effects could be
significant, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the infill project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent.
A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT, will be prepared.
I find that the proposed infill project would have effects that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the
prior EIR, and that no uniformly applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that those effects WOULD be significant,
and an infill ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required to analyze those effects that are subject to CEQA.

Signature
Date
EVALUATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF INFILL PROJECTS:
1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except "No Impact" answers that are adequately supported by the information sources a lead
agency cites in the parentheses following each question. A "No Impact" answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A "No Impact"
answer should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).

2)

All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well
as direct, and construction as well as operational impacts.

3)

For the purposes of this checklist, “prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by
any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents. “Planning level decision”
means the enactment or amendment of a general plan, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code. (Section 15183.3(e).)

4)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur as a result of an infill project, then the checklist answers must
indicate whether that impact has already been analyzed in a prior EIR. If the effect of the infill project is not more significant than what has
already been analyzed, that effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA. The brief explanation accompanying this determination should
include page and section references to the portions of the prior EIR containing the analysis of that effect. The brief explanation shall also indicate
whether the prior EIR included any mitigation measures to substantially lessen that effect and whether those measures have been incorporated
into the infill project.

5)

If the infill project would cause an effect that either was not analyzed in a prior EIR, or is more significant than what was analyzed in a prior EIR,
the lead agency must determine whether uniformly applicable development policies or standards that have been adopted by the lead agency, or
city or county, would substantially mitigate that effect. If so, the checklist shall explain how the infill project’s implementation of the uniformly
applicable development policies will substantially mitigate that effect. That effect of the infill project is not subject to CEQA if the lead agency
makes a finding, based upon substantial evidence, that the development policies or standards will substantially mitigate that effect.

6)

If all effects of an infill project were either analyzed in a prior EIR or are substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies or
standards, CEQA does not apply to the project, and the lead agency shall prepare a Notice of Determination.

7)

Effects of an infill project that either have not been analyzed in a prior EIR, or that uniformly applicable development policies or standards do not
substantially mitigate, are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects of the infill project that are subject to CEQA, the checklist shall indicate
whether those effects are significant, less than significant with mitigation, or less than significant. If there are one or more " Significant Impact"
entries when the determination is made, an infill EIR is required. The infill EIR should be limited to analysis of those effects determined to be
significant. (Sections 15128, 15183.3(d).)
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8)

"Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated" applies where the incorporation of mitigation measures will reduce an effect of an infill project
that is subject to CEQA from " Significant Impact" to a "Less Than Significant Impact." The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures,
and briefly explain how those measures reduce the effect to a less than significant level. If the effects of an infill project that are subject to CEQA
are less than significant with mitigation incorporated, the lead agency may prepare a Mitigated Negative Declaration. If all of the effects of the infill
project that are subject to CEQA are less than significant, the lead agency may prepare a Negative Declaration.

9)

This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead agencies should normally address the questions
from this checklist that are relevant to an infill project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected.

10)

The explanation of each issue should identify:
a)
b)

the significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
the mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
Issues:

Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

I. AESTHETICS. Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
b) Substantially damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a
state scenic highway?
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
d) Create a new source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?
II. AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
RESOURCES. In determining whether impacts
to agricultural resources are significant
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer
to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation
and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by
the California Dept. of Conservation as an
optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. In determining
whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental
effects, lead agencies may refer to information
compiled by the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the
state’s inventory of forest land, including the
Forest and Range Assessment Project and the
Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest
carbon measurement methodology provided in
Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air
Resources Board. Would the project:
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use, or a Williamson Act contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland
(as defined by Public Resources Code section
4526), or timberland zoned Timberland
Production (as defined by Government Code
section 51104(g))?
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland,
to non-agricultural use or conversion of forest
land to non-forest use?
III. AIR QUALITY. Where available, the
significance criteria established by the
applicable air quality management or air
pollution control district may be relied upon to
make the following determinations. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?
IV. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES:
Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including,
but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means?
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use
of native wildlife nursery sites?
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

V. CULTURAL RESOURCES. Would the
project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined
in § 15064.5?
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to § 15064.5?
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
d) Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS. Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?
iv) Landslides?
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil?
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?
e) Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers
are not available for the disposal of waste
water?
VII. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS. Would
the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?
VIII. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS. Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment?
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?
d) Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?
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Less Than
Significant or Less
than Significant with
Mitigation
Significant Impact
Incorporated

No Impact

Analyzed in the
Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?
g) Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
h) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
IX. HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY.
Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit
in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production
rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing land
uses or planned uses for which permits have
been granted)?
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
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d) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in
flooding on- or off-site?
e) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
flood hazard delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
i) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a
levee or dam?
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
X. LAND USE AND PLANNING. Would the
project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
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c) Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
XI. MINERAL RESOURCES. Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan
or other land use plan?
XII. NOISE -- Would the project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established
in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
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XIII. POPULATION AND HOUSING. Would the
project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?
XIV. PUBLIC SERVICES.
a) Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for any of the
public services:
Fire protection?
Police protection?
Schools?
Parks?
Other public facilities?
XV. RECREATION.
a) Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated?
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b) Does the project include recreational facilities
or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment?
XVI. TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC. Would the
project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit?
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not limited
to level of service standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards established by
the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial
safety risks?
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?
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XVII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS.
Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?
b) Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
c) Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects?
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded entitlements
needed?
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to
serve the project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments?
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?
XVIII. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE.
a) Does the project have the potential to degrade
the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable"
means that the incremental effects of a project
are considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the effects of
other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects)?
c) Does the project have environmental effects
which will cause substantial adverse effects on
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human beings, either directly or indirectly?
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Revised Proposed Appendix M: Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for
Streamlined Review

I.

Introduction

Section 15183.3 provides a streamlined review process for infill projects that satisfy
performance standards that promote a set of statewide policy objectives set forth in Section
21094.5.5 of the Public Resources Code. This appendix contains those performance
standards. The lead agency’s determination that the project satisfies the performance
standards shall be supported with substantial evidence, which may be documented on the Infill
Checklist in Appendix N. Section II defines terms used in this Appendix. Performance
standards that apply to all project types are set forth in Section III. Section IV contains
performance standards that apply to particular project types (i.e., residential, commercial/retail,
office building, transit stations, and schools).

II.

Definitions

The following definitions apply to the terms used in this Appendix.
“High-quality transit corridor” means an existing corridor with fixed route bus service with service
intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours.
Unless more specifically defined at the local level, “high-volume roadway” means freeways,
highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000 vehicles per
day.
“Low vehicle travel area” means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average existing
level of vehicle travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For residential
projects, travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled. For
commercial and retail projects, travel refers to average non-work attraction trip length; however,
where such data are not available, commercial projects may reference residential travel. For
office projects, travel refers to commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per employee;
however, where such data are not available, office projects may reference household or homebased VMT.
“Major Transit Stop” means a site containing an existing rail transit station, a ferry terminal
served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major bus routes
with frequencies of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the morning and afternoon
peak commute periods.
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“Office building” generally refers to centers for governmental or professional services; however,
the lead agency shall have discretion in determining whether a project is “commercial” or “office
building” for the purposes of this Appendix based on local zoning codes.
A “Traffic Analysis Zone” is an analytical unit used by a travel demand model. A regional travel
demand model develops an origin-destination table for all origins and destinations within the
region, and these origins and destinations are aggregated into TAZs. The travel demand
model, which is the best tool to depict the effect of regional location on VMT, can provide
estimates of vehicle travel as fine-grained as the TAZ

III.

Performance Standards Applying to All Project Types

To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must implement all of the
following:
Renewable Energy. All non-residential projects shall include on-site renewable power
generation, such as solar photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power generation, and clean
back-up power supplies, where feasible. Residential projects are also encouraged to include
such on-site renewable power generation.
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to
Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall document how it has remediated the
site, if remediation is completed. Alternatively, the project shall implement the
recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment assessment or comparable
document that identifies remediation appropriate for the site.
Residential Units Near Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project
includes residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be appropriate
by the local agency or local air district based on local conditions, of a high volume roadway or
other readily identifiable stationary source of air pollutants, the project shall comply with any
policies and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code, ordinance
or community risk reduction plan for the projection of public health. If the local government has
not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as enhanced air
filtration and project design, that the lead agency determines, based on substantial evidence,
will promote the protection of public health. Those measures may include, among others, the
recommendations of the California Air Resources Board and local air districts.

IV.

Performance Standards by Project Type

In addition to the project features described above in Section III, specific eligibility requirements
are provided below by project type.
Several of the performance standards below refer to “low vehicle travel areas”. Such areas can
be illustrated on maps based on data developed by the regional Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) using its regional travel demand model.
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Several of the performance standards below refer to distance to transit. Distance should be
calculated so that at least 75 percent of the surface area of the project site is within the specified
distance.

A.

Residential

To be eligible for streamlining, a residential project must satisfy one of the following:
Projects achieving below average regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT). A
residential project is eligible if it is located in low vehicle travel area within the region. If maps or
data from a regional travel demand model are not available, a project may instead use publicly
accessible sketch tools to demonstrate that project-generated per capita VMT is less than
regional per capita VMT.
Projects located within ½ mile of an Existing Major Transit Stop or High Quality Transit
Corridor. A residential project is eligible if it is located within ½ mile of an existing major transit
stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor.

B.

Commercial/Retail

To be eligible for streamlining, a commercial/retail project must satisfy one of the following:
Regional Location. A commercial project with no single-building floor-plate greater than
50,000 square feet is eligible if it locates in a low vehicle travel area within the region.
Proximity to Households. A project with no single-building floor-plate greater than 50,000
square feet located within one-half mile of 1800 households is eligible.
Any commercial and retail project, including one with a single-building floor-plate exceeding
50,000 square feet, is eligible if a transportation study prepared for the project demonstrates
that the project would reduce total existing VMT.

C.

Office Building

To be eligible for streamlining, an office project must satisfy one of the following:
Regional Location. Office buildings, both commercial and public, are eligible if they locate in a
low vehicle travel area within the region.
Proximity to a Major Transit Stop. Office buildings within ¼ mile of an existing major transit
stop are eligible.
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D.

Transit

Transit stations, as defined in Section 15183.3(e)(1), are eligible.

E.

Schools

Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population are
eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the projected
student population are eligible. Alternatively, any school within ½ mile of an existing major
transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor is eligible.
Additionally, in order to be eligible, all schools shall provide parking and storage for bicycles and
scooters and shall comply with Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California
Education Code.

F.

Small Walkable Community Projects

Small walkable community projects, as defined in Section 15183.3, subdivision (e)(6), that
implement the project features described in Section III above are eligible.

G.

Mixed-Use Projects

Where a project includes some combination of residential, commercial and retail, public office
building, transit station, and/or schools, the performance standards in this Section that apply to
the predominant use shall govern the entire project.
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February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
C/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED ADDITION TO THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT (CEQA) GUIDELINES IMPLEMENTING SB 226 (Simitian).

The Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
proposed additions to the CEQA Guidelines implementing SB 226.
As you know, AEP is a non-profit organization of California’s environmental professionals. AEP
members are involved in every stage of the evaluation, analysis, assessment, and litigation of projects
subject to CEQA. For over thirty years, AEP has dedicated itself to improving the technical expertise
and professional qualifications of its membership, as well as educating the public on the value of
California’s laws protecting the environment, managing our natural resources, and promoting
responsible land use and urban growth. AEP’s membership is broad and diverse, incorporating
representatives from public agencies, the private sector and non-governmental organizations.
Streamlining the CEQA review of environmentally beneficial projects, as envisioned in SB 226, is
fundamental to the efficient application of CEQA. The Proposed Guidelines strengthen this feature of
SB 226 by amplifying the meaning of key concepts and outlining a logical approach to implementation.
AEP supports the overall approach taken by OPR in separating the expedited environmental review
process for eligible projects (15183.3) from the description of performance standards that determine
the eligibility of infill projects (Appendix M) and synthesizing the two through operation of an Infill
Environmental Checklist (Appendix N).
AEP offers the following comments in support of the streamlined CEQA review process made possible
by the enactment of SB 226. Our goal is that the procedures and supporting materials associated with
Proposed State CEQA Guideline 15183.3 are clear and easily understood so that lead agencies will be
able to use the streamlined process effectively.
General Comments
1. New terms-of-art introduced in proposed CEQA Guideline 15083.1, related appendices and the
Narrative Explanation would benefit from being defined. Examples: “Infill EIR,” “Limited Scope
EIR” and “one pedestrian network mile of 50% of the projected student population.”
2. Dependence on per capita vehicle miles travelled (VMT) included in Proposed Appendix M is
problematic since it is often difficult and quite costly to accurately calculate VMT associated with a
project. In addition, many metropolitan planning organizations (MPO’s) have not calculated
regional VMT for their area. It is recommended that Appendix M identify a process for an MPO to
designate areas that meet the 75% of regional VMT requirement so that lead agencies do not
have to prepare costly traffic studies to determine if a particular infill project qualifies.
3. The Performance Standards included Appendix M state that a project “must implement all of the
following” yet the project only needs to include renewable energy components “where feasible.”
We recommend use of a different performance standard that avoids the use of “where feasible”
and possibly relates to energy efficiency instead of a renewable energy component.
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4. Language in new materials should match existing terms and language in CEQA (e.g., avoid new
terms such as “more significant,” “new specific effects,” etc.
5. On page 2 of Appendix N, Section 6a, 4th box, it should say “mile” after one-half.
PROPOSED PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ARE DIFFICULT TO RECONCILE WITH
REQUIREMENTS OF SB 226.
AEP finds the organization of performance standards as laid out in Appendix M to be a good start that
can be improved by moving toward greater parallel construction with SB 226. We outline the relevant
provisions of SB 226 and the organization of proposed Appendix M below to illustrate the similarities
and differences between the two, and then pose questions concerning the completeness of Appendix
M in addressing the statewide policy objectives identified in SB 226.
Under SB 226:
An “infill project” means any one, or combination, of six types of land use:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Residential,
Commercial/Retail,
Office Building,
Transit Station,
School, and
Small Walkable Community.

SB 226 further provides that a designated type of infill project is eligible for CEQA streamlining if the
project is consistent with local land use plans and the project satisfies applicable statewide
performance standards that promote the following statewide policy objectives:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Implementation of SB 375.
i
Statewide planning priorities in Gov. Code 65041.1.
Reduction in GHG.
Reduction in per capita water use.
Creation of a transit village development district consistent with Government Code 65460.1.
Substantial energy efficiency improvements, including related transportation energy.
Protection of public health from air or water pollution or soil contamination.

Under proposed Appendix M:
Performance standards are organized on two levels: standards that apply to all six types of land uses
and additional standards that apply separately to the six designated types of projects.
Performance standards that would be applicable to all six types of land use are:
1) Renewable energy;
2) Active Transportation (walking, bicycling, and other forms of human powered transportation);
3) Consistency with transit station area plans when a project is within ½ mile of an existing or
planned station; and
4) Consistency with soil and water remediation plans when the project site is a CalEPA-listed
hazardous waste site or contaminated ground water site.
Additional standards that apply separately to the six types of land uses are:
For Residential Infill Projects:
1) Reduction in regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT); and
2) For residential projects near high-volume roadways the project must include measures that
promote the protection of public health;
Association of Environmental Professionals
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For commercial and retail projects that are less than 75,000 sq.ft. in size, performance standards
are driven by regional location. In general, such projects must do one of the following:
1) Meet certain per capita VMT targets based on a traffic analysis zone in which the project is
proposed to be located and supplemented with measures associated with CALGreen building
standards;
2) A project located within ½ mile of 1200 households, as measured along the pedestrian
network, is automatically eligible; and
3) A project located within ¼ mile of a transit stop and with no more than 15% of the site devoted
to parking is eligible;
For commercial/retail project projects of any size, including projects larger than 75,000 sq. ft.,
Such projects would become eligible for the CEQA streamlining is they reduce existing regional
VMT.
For Office Building Projects:
1) Commercial and public office buildings are eligible if located in a traffic analysis zone
exhibiting average residential per capita VMT of 75% of the regional VMT and are also located
within ¼ mile radius of a transit stop.
For Transit Station Projects:
[No additional performance standard is proposed]
For School Projects:
1) Elementary schools: eligibility based on being located within “one pedestrian network mile of
50% of student population”
2) Middle schools: eligibility based on being located within “two pedestrian network mile of 50%
of student population;”
3) All schools: provision of bicycle parking/storage and the site complies with requirements in the
Ed. Code to avoid enumerated environmentally hazardous conditions.
For Small Walkable Community Projects:
[No additional performance standard is proposed]
The Nexus Between Policy Objectives and Performance Standards Should Be Clarified.
We suggest adding comments to Appendix M indicating the statewide policy objective(s) served by
each proposed standard. Examples of where clarification would be helpful include:
 The policy objective of promoting energy efficiency in the types of land use designated in SB
226 is not singled out in the Appendix M scheme and, in fact, appears to be addressed only
indirectly through the application of California’s green building standards (CALGreen).
CALGreen promotes energy efficiency in residential buildings, schools, and some commercial
and retail buildings and public office buildings. Appendix M associates CALGreen only in the
case of housing and commercial/retail projects. Shouldn’t the policy objective of promoting
energy efficiency be built into performance standards made applicable to all land use types
covered by SB 226?
 Appendix M appears to indirectly address the policy objective of reducing per capita water use
by associating CALGreen with residential and commercial/retail projects. Shouldn’t the policy
objective of reducing per capita water use be built into performance standards applicable to
other land use types covered by SB 226?
 Should alternative frameworks for implementing green building design, such as “Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design” (LEED) certification also be considered in Appendix M?
 Appendix M would apply a performance standard relating to renewable energy components to
all six designated land use types, where feasible. We assume such a standard is intended to
address the policy objective of reducing GHG emissions. Since there are many other
strategies for reducing GHG emissions, some of which may be more feasible and costeffective than the use of renewable energy components, we suggest substituting a broader
performance standard respecting a wider range of measures for reducing GHG emissions.
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AEP welcomes the opportunity of working with OPR toward further solutions ensuring that a healthy
economy and a healthy environment are not mutually exclusive. Should you have any questions or
need additional information regarding our comments, please do not hesitate to contact our lobbyist,
Mr. Allan Lind, at 916-761-1373.
Sincerely,

C. Eugene Talmadge
President, Association of Environmental Professionals

Cc.: Mr. Allan Lind, Allan Lind & Associates

i

st

nd

Gov. Code 65041.1 declares state land use development policy priorities to be: 1 : renew and maintain existing urban areas; 2 : develop vacant
rd
and underutilized areas within urban and suburban areas; and 3 : development on undeveloped lands would be the last priority.
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February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:
On behalf of the American Lung Association in California, I am writing to provide our comments
on the SB 226 draft land use guidelines. We appreciate the discussion of public health goals
within the SB 226 background materials and guidelines and have recommendations to enhance
public health protections.
The American Lung Association in California believes that public health is best served in the land
use arena by a rapid transition away from business-as-usual sprawl development to healthier
growth patterns that reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to fight air pollution exposures, climate
change and a wealth of chronic illnesses associated with physical inactivity. We recognize that the
proposed guidelines attempt to support this transition by incentivizing new infill projects, but
believe that in some cases the guidelines may counteract those goals and should be revised. Our
comments are focused on two key elements 1) land use near roadways and, 2) high VMT
developments.
1. Infill Projects near Roadways
Our comments align with those submitted by our colleagues at the Natural Resources
Defense Council and are focused on the issue of near-roadway development and protection
against localized air pollution exposures. The proposal correctly notes that there can be a
conflict of goals associated with infill development projects located near major roads and
freeways if those projects subject residents to unacceptable levels of air pollution. We
recognize that a challenge in dealing with this issue is that proximity to roadways is not
handled uniformly by local authorities, or by the state. Rather than deferring guidance to
piecemeal local codes and ordinances that may not be health protective, OPR should use the
SB 226 infill streamlining guidance as an opportunity to create a statewide set of
recommendations. Models exist that can support both public health and air quality
protections while allowing the ongoing development of infill projects.
We recommend that OPR build guidelines on near-roadway development around existing
best practices, such as those of the Bay Area Air Quality Management District and the City
and County of San Francisco. Under these models, near-roadway projects would have to
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the local air district that health impacts are below specified
cancer risk levels and fine particulate pollution concentrations or take action to mitigate
impacts where appropriate.
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Also, the guidance should differentiate between projects within extreme proximity to a major
roadway and those further out but still within proximities of concern. Developers of projects within
immediate proximity to a major roadway should be required to demonstrate that there is no
increased health risk or the streamlining benefit would not be available for that project. For projects
beyond the immediately proximate zone, project developers should demonstrate to the air district
that the project is within acceptable health thresholds, or include air district-approved mitigation
measures, including a high efficiency air filtration system and other practical, site-specific design
modifications in the project.
This staged approach places higher thresholds for eligibility on projects with the greatest health
risks, while still allowing infill projects near major roadways where the impacts can be mitigated.
Leaving project eligibility for CEQA infill streamlining up to a mixture of local codes and standards
does not adequately address this problem and we do encourage the OPR to take advantage of this
opportunity to offer statewide guidance and clarity. We will provide more detailed comments on
this portion of the guidelines in the next month.
2. High VMT Developments
We concur with NRDC and other colleagues in the environmental and health communities who have
submitted more detailed comments regarding the inappropriateness of using the streamlining
incentive for projects in high-VMT areas or for projects that would rely on energy efficient building
practices in lieu of VMT reduction. We believe these guidelines should not promote high VMT
projects, but should further the goals of reducing VMT and greenhouse gases through improved
land use decisions.
We look forward to discussing these important issues with you again in the near future.
Sincerely,

Bonnie Holmes-Gen
Executive Director, Air Quality and Public Health
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sandra Brock
Thursday, February 23, 2012 10:51 AM
Christopher Calfee
Additional comments on proposed regs to implement SB 226
gp2025-030408.pdf; co-zoning-new2.pdf; `2011 Council District map.pdf

I’ve been thinking about my proposed “work-around” for island (un-annexed) property in a City to use a
covenant to agree to the City’s development/public works plan policies, standards, ordinances, etc…and
I realize that it probably would not work for subdivisions. I think the Subdivision Map Act specifically
requires that parcel maps and tract maps conform to the adopted ordinances and policies of the
jurisdiction.
So, if counties aren’t requiring sidewalks, pedestrian & parking lot shading, consistent drainage &
grading, xeriscape, etc.; and if counties’ plan designations and zoning call for island land are for large-lot
development, I don’t think there would be a legal way to make island land divisions conform to the
surrounding city’s plan designations, zoning, ordinances, or development/public works standards.
Unless the Map Act were also amended by adding a clause that required conformance for “island”
properties seeking to use the Infill Exemption for land divisions. As you can see from the attached two
maps (if they are small enough to get through our respective email “pipelines”), the County has
adopted, and implements, quite different planning and zoning within the unincorporated portions of the
City’s Sphere of Influence. (Which may explain how difficult it has been to aggregate property and
urbanize…take a look at our corporate boundaries west of Hwy 99, reflected in the attached Council
District map which shows the fringe areas. And the islands.)
Not that it matters much here locally…Fresno County considers Parcel Maps to be non-discretionary and
exempt from CEQA. In fact, Fresno County considers all site plan review applications to be nondiscretionary and exempt from CEQA, leading to the strange situation where quite large industrial
buildings get constructed with no CEQA….
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From: Mike Bullock, Retired Satellite Systems Engineer, 36 years Co-author, "A Plan to Efficiently
and Conveniently Unbundle Car Parking Cost"
Subject: CEQA Guidelines Update

Dear Mr. Calfee and OPR:
I appreciate the opportunity to communicate with you on this critical topic. Your proposed draft work
needs to reflect the numerical facts of our climate crisis and it also needs to result in policies that will
achieve the needed driving reductions. Relief from current CEQA requirements should not come easily,
if at all.
For example, the attached document "SDSC_toSANDAG_Re_CARB" (Ref(1) of this email) shows that by
2035, here in San Diego, a driving reduction of 35.1% (per capita, with respect to year 2005, per the SB375 target-setting convention) is needed, to achieve the minimal trajectory acceptable, S-3-05.
However, your proposed Appendix M requires a 25% per capita driving reduction with respect to the
region's per capita driving. All state agencies must require that all regions achieve, at least, S-3-05. If a
region's per-capita driving is too high, the 25% reduction may be unacceptable. Please come to grips
with the sad reality that CARB's 2035 targets, because were too low to even get close to achieving S-305, destroyed the intent of SB 375, which was "Climate Protection". (Note that with atmospheric levels
of C02 over 390 PPM, it is too late for "climate protection". We might still have a chance to stabilize the
climate at a livable level. You must play a significant role for that to happen.)
To show what is needed, I have attached my comments to SANDAG's proposed RTP. They are in the
"SCTC_toRR_DEIR" file, which is Ref(2) of this email. Its Section 2 again shows the calculation of the
needed 35.1% per-capita reduction. Given our crisis, we need to achieve as much as reasonably possible,
as soon as reasonably possible. This becomes clear with a careful reading of
http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/GHG/2009/april22mtg/CBDcomments.pdf, and by also checking
its references.
Please read Ref(2). Its Section 4 Conclusion, shown in Section 4.6, on Page 45, shows actions needed and
the estimated per-capita driving reductions they would achieve.
These bullets, from that Conclusion, are directly applicable to your Performance Measures and to your
Check List.
1.. Unbundling the cost of car parking; [15%] (This estimate is based on Table 1 of Reference 4.)
2.. Good bicycle projects and bicycle education; [5%,] (This estimate should be checked by the League of
American Bicyclist.) The Projects you are evaluating for special treatment under a revised CEQA need to
at least achieve the fundamental fairness and significant driving reductions that come with the first
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bullet (unbundled parking cost) and should also offer the bicycle education class, which can also be
described as teaching "Traffic Skills 101", as it is sometimes called.
Reference 2 has detailed information about these bullets, as will be shown in this email.
3.. Unbundling the Cost of Parking; unbundling the cost of parking is covered in Section 4.3 on Page 41
of Ref(2). More detail is shown in the attached file, "Manuscript19c" which is Ref(3) of this email. Ref(3)
describes a state-wide (and beyond) system that should be of interest to your Office, if you want to do
your part to solve our climate crisis. Ref(3) includes an implementation plan. That plan relies on having
successful demonstration projects, such as is described in "Bullock2SM_BofTrustees3", which is Ref(4) of
this email. No developer should be burdened with designing the systems described in either Ref(3) or
Ref(4). Frankly, that is your job or perhaps the job of some other state agency. The developers and their
tenants need only to agree to allow your installation of the system into their project, after your design is
proven. This can be done with use permits.
Note that bundled parking cost is so unfair to those that drive less than average that it is a social justice
issue that must be solved. In many cases, it is a civil rights issue. In some cases it violates equal
protection of the law and is therefore unconstitutional. Climate destabilization is the "kicker" for the
need for relief from bundled parking cost. Recall (if your are as old as I am, 66) that civil rights were not
achieved with Incentives, Performance Measures, and a Checklist. Your current approach is too weak
and will not come close to doing its part to solve our climate crisis, as it must.
4.. Good Bicycle Projects and Bicycle Education; the detail is shown in Section 4.4 of Ref(2). Again Use
Permits are in order that require the perpetual availability and notice of availability for the classes.
Conclusion
Again, note that bundled parking cost (and road use cost) is so unfair to those that drive less than
average that it is a social justice issue that must be solved. In many cases, it is a civil rights issue. In some
cases it violates equal protection of the law and is therefore unconstitutional. Climate destabilization is
the "kicker" for the need for relief from bundled parking cost. Recall (if your are as old as I am, 66) that
civil rights were not achieved with Incentives, Performance Measures, and a Checklist. Your current
approach is too weak and will not come close to doing its part to solve our climate crisis, as it must. As
mentioned above, Use Permits will be required.
Please do not hesitate to call me if you have questions about this submittal. I would be happy to help in
any way.

Sincerely yours,
Mike Bullock
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San Diego Chapter
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Ste 101
San Diego, CA 92111
http://www.sandiego.sierraclub.org
858-569-6005

April 20, 2011
SANDAG Board of Directors
Via E-mail: pjo@sandag.org (Phillip Johnston)

Re: California Air Resources Board (CARB) Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Reduction Targets, Issued to SANDAG, in Accordance with SB 375, for the
Year 2035
SANDAG Board Chair Jerome Stocks and Members of the Board:
I appreciate the opportunity to communicate with you concerning this important topic.
The subject targets were issued on September 30th of 2010. On September 20th, I sent a letter to
CARB1 asking them to issue targets that would uphold the Executive Order S-3-052 GHG reduction
trajectory, for cars and light-duty trucks. CARB’s Scoping Plan gives no reason to not apply the
straight-line trajectory, implied by the S-3-05 reductions, to the GHG emissions from cars and lightduty trucks. S-3-05 names CARB as one of the agencies that must create plans and progress reports
to ensure that the reductions in S-3-05 are achieved.
Unfortunately, CARB gave you (SANDAG) the Year 2035 reduction that you (SANDAG)
requested, which is only a 13% reduction, for year 2035.

“GHG” is really “VMT” and Other Important Details on the Reductions
These reductions are per capita, with respect to driving in 2005. This can be understood by
carefully considering the following two items:
1.) Page 8, of http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/staffreport_sb375080910.pdf, which says, “The RTAC
recommended that targets be expressed as a percent reduction in per-capita greenhouse gas
emissions from a 2005 base year”; and
2.) The first footnote in the table of CARB calculations,
http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/mpo.co2.reduction.calc.pdf, which says: “The CO2 emissions
presented in this table do not include reductions from Pavley and LCFS regulations.”
“Greenhouse gas (GHG)” emissions are used as equivalent to the more accurate “C02
emissions.” In the second item, “Pavley” (named after Senator Fran Pavley) refers to a lowered
average C02 per mile driven. Also in the second item, “LCFS” refers to the “Low Carbon Fuel
Standard”. Both “Pavley” and the “LCFS” reduce the emissions per mile driven. Since these
reductions are not being counted, the reductions shown come only from per capita, percent
reductions in driving, or “vehicle miles travelled”, VMT. Therefore the so-called GHG
reductions are really VMT reductions.
1
2

The letter is Reference 1, listed at the bottom of this letter and attached in the email with this letter.
S-30-05 is shown in Reference 2, listed at the bottom and attached in the email with this letter.
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More Background Information
In 2007, you (SANDAG) adopted your current Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). It includes a
38% increase in the total number of freeway-lane miles, in San Diego County. My job as
Transportation Chair for the Sierra Club is to stop all freeway expansions, as specified in our
National Policy. Our Chapter has commented extensively on the I-5 expansion Draft Environmental
Impact Report. As you know, it would add either 4 or 6 lanes, to an eight-lane freeway, over a length
of 27 miles.
You (SANDAG) are now in the process of approving a new RTP, with even more freeway
expansions. However, your staff now claims that by Year 2035, they will reduce GHG (really VMT,
as explained above) from cars and light-duty trucks by 19%. You (the SANDAG Board) and staff
can therefore claim, correctly, that you are going to exceed your CARB target, for Year 2035.
However, the GHG reductions of S-3-05 must be achieved by mankind, if we are to have any
reasonable chance of stabilizing our climate. A destabilization will likely have disastrous
environmental and human consequences.
The purpose of this letter is to show you that the GHG (really VMT) reduction achieved must be at
least 35%, not the 13% given by CARB and not the 19% that your staff now claims they can achieve
by 2035.

Overview of Relationships and Derivation of Key Formula
The S-3-05 net reduction in GHG emissions, from cars and light-duty trucks, expressed as a
fraction of 2005 emissions, is obtain by multiplying four factors together. The definitions of
Table 1 apply.

Table 1

Factor Definitions, with Respect to Year 2005

Factor Definitions
All are for for the year of interest, with respect to year 2005 values.
Except for Population, all are for cars and light-duty trucks.
net factor of the emissions of Greenhouse Gas

f
f_Pavley

factor of the average statewide mileage
factor of the reduction of GHG due to fuels that burn less carbon

f_Fuel
f_Population
f_PerCapitaVMT

factor of the population in the region of interest
factor of per capita driving

The following equations apply.
Eq. 1

f

= F_Pavley

x

f_Fuel

x

f_Population

x

f_PerCapitaVMT

Eq. 2 is derived from Eq. 1.
Eq. 2

f_PerCapitaVMT

= f

/

( F_Pavley x f_Fuel x f_Population )
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Figure 1 is from http://www.nrdc.org/globalWarming/sb375/files/sb375.pdf, a widely-respected
report on SB-375. Note that all of its values are in the units of factors (same as fraction) of their
values in year 2005. Figure 1 will supply all of the needed values, except for the factor of
population. (Neither the red line nor the blue line are used.) Its gold line is the S-3-05 trajectory that
CARB ignored when it issued the driving reduction values for year 2035.

Figure 1 GHG Reductions from Pavley (AB 1493, in Green); the Low Carbon
Fuel Standard (in Purple); the Predicted Driving (VMT, in Red); the
Net Result of GHG (C02, in Blue); and & the S-3-05 Trajectory (in Gold)

Getting the Net Factor of the Emissions of Greenhouse Gas in 2035, with Respect
to 2005 Values
To get the net factor of the emissions of GHG, for year 2035, and with respect to year 2005, it is
necessary to extrapolate the Governor’s Executive Order target values (the gold line of Figure 1),
out to year 2035. The gold line shows that this factor is 0.87 in 2020 and is 0.64 in 2030.
Therefore, in year 2035, the factor will be
0.64 + [(.64 - .87) / (2030-2020)] * (2035-2030) = 0.525

Getting the Factor of the Average Statewide Mileage in 2035, with Respect to the
2005 Value
To get the Pavley reduction factor, for Year 2035, it is necessary to extrapolate the average
statewide mileage factor data, which is Figure 1’s green line, out to Year 2035. It is 0.82 in 2020
and it is 0.73 in 2030. Therefore, in year 2035 the statewide mileage factor data will be
0.73 + [(.73 - .82) / (2030-2020)] * (2035-2030) = 0.685
Pavley 1 ends in Year 2017. It is widely assumed that it will be replaced by what is often called
“Pavley 2”. The extrapolation computed here is based on the assumption made by the author of
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Figure 1, as shown in the slope of the green line from year 2020 to 2030. Based on the
authoritative credentials of the authors of Figure 1, this is the best assumption that can be made.
Assuming that the California fleet will continually get more efficient, in terms of C02 per mile
driven, relies on an assumption that a significant fraction of our car owners will be able to
purchase newer-model cars.

Getting the Factor of the Reduction of GHG Due to Fuels that Burn Less Carbon
Looking at the purple line of Figure 1, it is clear that this factor will be 0.9 in 2035.

Getting the Factor of the Increase in Population
The factor for population in San Diego County is computed using the populations estimated in
CARB’s http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/mpo.co2.reduction.calc.pdf, namely 3,034,388 people in 2005
and 3,984,753 people in 2035. So the factor, from 2005 to 2035 is 3,984,753/3,034,388 = 1.313.

Computing the Required Driving Reduction, for 2035
The 4 values computed above are used in Eq. 2 to compute the required factor.
Eq. 2

f_PerCapitaVMT

= .525

/

( .685

x

0.9

x

1.313 )

Therefore, f_PerCapitaVMT = .649. This corresponds to a 35.1% reduction in per-capita
driving, in year 2035.

In Conclusion
You must not conspire with CARB to violate S-3-05. Your RTP must achieve a 35% reduction.
Reference 1 shows how this can be done. You have a responsibility to get CARB and SANDAG
back on a path of moral and responsible leadership. The current 2035 targets undermine S-3-05.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike Bullock, 760-754-8025
Chair of the Sierra Club San Diego Transportation Committee
References Attached with Email
Reference 1: PROPOSED REGIONAL GHG EMISSION REDUCTION TARGETS FOR
AUTOMOBILES AND LIGHT TRUCKS PURSUANT TO SENATE BILL 375 (Released: August
9, 2010, for a September 23, 2010 Consideration) and the Failure of Its Proposed SANDAG GHG
Reductions to Protect Health, Support S-3-05, and be Just and Reasonable
Reference 2: S-3-05, with additional comments
Copies: C. Chase, P. Epstein, Richard Miller
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The San Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club is San Diego’s oldest and largest grassroots
environmental organization, founded in 1948. Encompassing San Diego and Imperial
Counties, the San Diego Chapter seeks to preserve the special nature of the San Diego and
Imperial Valley area through education, activism, and advocacy. The Chapter has over
14,000 members. The National Sierra Club has over 700,000 members in 65 Chapters in all
50 states, and Puerto Rico.
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San Diego Chapter
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Ste 101
San Diego, CA 92111
http://www.sandiego.sierraclub.org
858-569-6005

August, 1, 2011
Rob Rundle, Principle Regional Planner
San Diego Association of Governments
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101
Via E-mail, rru@sandag.org
Subject: Comments Regarding the Draft 2050 Regional Transportation Plan EIR (the DEIR)
Dear Mr. Rundle:

I appreciate the opportunity to communicate with you concerning this important topic. Unfortunately,
due to personal time constraints, I have found it necessary to restrict most of my attention to those
sections of the subject document that deal with greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions.
Introduction
Since understanding the relationship between global warming and transportation requires mathematics, I
feel that it would be useful to give you a summary of my professional experience. I have a BSEE degree
and a Masters of Science, Engineering (MSE) degree. I worked for 36 years at Lockheed Martin, in
Sunnyvale. For the last 20 years or so I worked as a satellite-systems engineer. One of my
responsibilities was to develop equations and methods to measure and then compensate out, through
satellite database upload, the misalignments of the key antennas on the MILSTAR communication
satellite.
As Chair of the Transportation Committee of the San Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club, it is my
responsibility to speak for the Chapter on regional and local transportation matters. Therefore, I have
spoken many times before your Board of Directors. In those speeches, I have repeatedly made the
following points:
1. Above all else, SANDAG must adopt an RTP that will ensure that SANDAG does its part to
stabilize the climate at a livable level.
2. This means at least achieving the reductions specified in the Governor’s Executive Order S-3-05.
3. The SB 375 target, for year 2035, which CARB gave to SANDAG, as just 13%, would instead
have to be 35%, in order to support the S-3-05 trajectory.
4. The above result is so important that SANDAG needs to evaluate its validity, by reviewing the
mathematics shown in Reference 1, and reporting back its findings.
5. The money allocated to freeway expansion, including Managed Lanes, should be reallocated to
build and operate transit
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6. “Smart”, as in “smart growth”, needs to be defined as “VMT-reducing” so “smart growth” means
“VMT-reducing growth”; therefore “smart” strategies and developments could be evaluated and
ranked on a VMT-reduction-per-dollar-spent, basis.
7. Likewise, expenditures on bicycle transportation strategies should be evaluated and ranked on a
VMT-reduction-per-dollar-spent basis.
8. When SANDAG draft reports are placed on line for public comments, all of the public
submittals, that are of reasonable length and that are submitted in an acceptable format, should
be placed on line for the general public, the media, and the Board to view.
9. Unbundling the cost of parking and driving is technologically feasible; is much more equitable
than most current systems, which make it artificially cheap to drive and park; and is a strategy
which would significantly reduce driving, air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG), by giving
people more choice over how to spend their own money.
Items 1 through 4 are documented in Reference 1. The Board has never responded in any way to any of
these suggestions, requests, and facts. The Board majority seems unable to keep up with changing
circumstances. It seems out of touch with emerging technologies. The Board majority needs outside
help, a fresh start, and a new direction.
Questions
Please read each of the subsections of Section 1 and, for each subsection, please state whether or not you
agree that this letter has identified a fatal flaw in the subject document, the DEIR. If you disagree, please
explain why you disagree.
Please read Section 2 and, for each step in the mathematical derivation and calculation, please state
whether or not you agree. If you disagree, please explain why.
Please read Section 3 and, for the mathematical derivation and calculation, please state whether or not
you agree. If you disagree, please explain why. If you agree with the calculation, do you then agree with
the conclusion that there is therefore no need to add freeway lanes? If not, why not?
For subsection 4.6, please state agreement or disagreement with each strategy. (Note that each strategy is
mitigation and is also a component part of what I have named the “Equitable Alternative”.) If you
disagree, please explain why, keeping in mind the explanations I have provided in the other subsections
of Section 4.

1.0

Draft 2050 Regional Transportation Plan EIR Fatal Flaws

1.1
The subject document (the DEIR) fails to clearly identify and describe the short-term and
long-term effects of GHG emissions.
The primary reason this is true is that the DEIR fails to describe the significant environmental impacts of
climate destabilization. Climate destabilization is certain, at some point in time, if other agencies, states,
and countries act with SANDAG’s irresponsible and criminally-negligent disregard for needed
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions. This failure to describe the severe danger of climate destabilization is
a fatal flaw because Section 15126.2, Consideration and Discussion of Significant Environmental
Impacts of the CEQA Guidelines, contains the following words:
Direct and indirect significant effects of the project on the environment shall be clearly identified
and described, giving due consideration to both the short-term and long-term effects. The
discussion should include relevant specifics of the area, the resources involved, physical
changes, alterations to ecological systems, and changes induced in population distribution,
population concentration, the human use of the land (including commercial and residential
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development), health and safety problems caused by the physical changes, and other aspects of
the resource base such as water, historical resources, scenic quality, and public services.
The harsh facts are that, unless curtailed, human-caused C02 emissions will amount to a self-inflicted
genocide and all of the “relevant specifics of the area” (and all other areas) mentioned in the above
sentence will be irreparably damaged or destroyed. Without successful, world-wide mitigation, the
levels of GHG, expected in just 20 years, will result in a 5% chance of a 14.4 degree Fahrenheit increase
in the earth’s temperature and this would be an utter catastrophe. It would create the possibility of a
devastating collapse of the human population, perhaps even to extinction1.
There is no excuse for the DEIR’s failure. Reference 2 (also shown on Pages 133 through 144 of
Appendix A of the DEIR) explained what destabilization would mean and that this information needed
to appear in the DEIR.
The strongest description of what mitigation failure would mean, in the entire DEIR, appears near the
top of Page 4.8-2, where it refers to dangerous climate change. The reader may have no idea that in this
case, “dangerous” could mean extinction of our species.
The following words appear on Page 4.8-13, as the last sentence under the “Adaptation Strategy”
heading.
The strategy proposes a comprehensive set of recommendations designed to inform and guide
California decision makers as they begin to develop policies that will protect the state from a
range of climate change impacts.

The fact that is being left out is that adaptation will not work unless the world achieves mitigation
strategies that are sufficient to stabilize the climate of our planet at a livable level. If other agencies,
states, and countries perform as SANDAG performs, this will not happen and all adaptation strategies
will fail. It is unacceptable that SANDAG’s sentence obscures this point, allowing the reader to remain
delusional about the harsh realities or our climate predicament. The sentence tricks the reader into
thinking that some “comprehensive set of recommendations” can actually “protect the state from a range
of climate change impacts” regardless of how high we push the level of our atmospheric CO2.
1.2

The DEIR fails to explain the urgency of our climate crisis.

This explanation is imperative, because this urgency means that there is no more time to put off adopting
feasible alternatives that will achieve the needed reductions. The DEIR provides useful background
information in Section 4.8.1. Section 4.8.1 is where the urgency should have been described. The section
shies away from telling the harsh, unvarnished truth about the urgency of our climate crisis.
1.2.1

Data and Information that Would Help

Figure 1, often called the “Keeling Curve”, shows that atmospheric C02 (shown in the units of parts per
million, PPM) has been steadily increasing. Climate scientists have performed a precise inventory of
humanity’s burning of fossil fuel2. From this work, it was discovered that the slope was insufficiently
steep, given our rate of burning fossil fuels. The reason for this is that about 25% of our C02 is going
into the oceans. This fact is also an indication of urgency. The current rate of ocean acidification is
larger than any measured in over a million years. The seasonal variation shown in Figure 1 is because
there are more deciduous trees in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere. The Keeling
curve has been called the most important scientific discovery ever made.

1

Scientific American, The Ethics of Climate Change, Professor John Broome, June 2008, Page 100
For example, when we burn a gallon of gasoline, we introduce nearly 20 pounds of C02 into the
atmosphere.
2
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Figure 2 shows atmospheric C02 and average yearly world atmospheric temperature, with respect to a
recent yearly average temperature. The data starts 800,000 years ago. It shows that the current value of
atmospheric C02, which is now actually more than 390 PPM, far exceeds the values of the last 800,000
years. It also shows that we should expect the corresponding temperature to eventually get to be about
12 or 13 degrees above current temperatures. This would be a human disaster, as shown in Reference 33.
Figure 1

Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades

S-3-05, a California Governor’s Executive Order, orders actions to ensure that Year 2020 levels of
greenhouse gas (GHG) will be no more than 1990 emissions and that Year 2050 levels of GHG will be
no more than 80% below 1990 levels. Reference 3 indicates that if the world achieves similar reductions,
the earth’s level of atmospheric C02 will probably be capped at 450 parts per million (PPM). Figure 2
shows the 450 PPM value. Unfortunately, 450 PPM is now known to be dangerous, as also shown in
Reference 3.
The fundamental reason for the positive correlation between C02 and temperature, shown in Figure 2,
(positive correlation means that they tend to move together), is that the atmosphere’s C02 molecules will
absorb and then emit infrared (IR) heat. In this way, the molecules trap IR heat that would otherwise
escape out into space.
Reference 3 states, “Annual mean global temperature has increased by 0.76°C relative to pre-industrial
times and is increasing at a rate of 0.17°C/decade.”
Figure 3 shows the average (AKA “mean”) yearly temperature difference from the recent, but before
warming, temperature. It also shows atmospheric levels of C02. The S-3-05 goal of 450 PPM is literally
“off the chart”, in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that temperatures are starting to follow the C02, as expected.

3

Specific consequences of a 2°C temperature rise from preindustrial levels include the loss of 97% of the world’s
coral reefs and the transformation of 16% of global ecosystems. Approximately one to three billion people would
experience an increase in water stress, sea level rise and cyclones would displace millions from the world’s
coastlines and agricultural yields would fall in the developed world. At a global increase in temperature of 3°C
above preindustrial levels, many additional impacts in human and natural systems would occur in ways
exponentially more devastating that those predicted for a 2°C temperature increase.
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Figure 2

Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,
800,000 Years Ago, with 450 PPM C02 Shown

Figure 3

Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,
Over the Last 1,000 Years

1.2.1 Expert Opinion Supporting the Fact of Urgency
Figures 2 and 3 suggest that our current level of atmospheric C02 is already at a dangerous level and that
we must quickly adopt strategies to reduce emissions. This apparent urgency is verified by many
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statements in Reference 3, including the following, where “DAI” stands for “Dangerous Anthropologic
Interference”:
On account of additional warming to which we are committed, Ramanathan and Feng found that
there is a “high probability that the DAI threshold is already in our rearview mirror.” Similarly,
on the basis of paleoclimate evidence and ongoing climate change, James Hansen and other
leading climate scientists concluded the present CO2 levels of 385 PPM are “already in the
dangerous zone” and that “[if]f humanity wishes to preserve a planet similar to that on which
civilization developed and to which life on Earth is adapted, paleoclimate evidence and ongoing
climate change suggest that CO2 will need to be reduced from its current 385 PPM to at most 350
PPM, but likely less than that.” In looking at dangerous climate change though the lens of risk
tolerance, Harvey concluded that, at a 10% risk tolerance, atmospheric CO2 concentrations close
to present levels “violates the UNFCCC” for a range of assumptions of climate sensitivity.
Accordingly, as the climate change to which we are committed is already dangerous, there is
little scientific basis to conclude that any new source of emissions is innocuous.
1.3

The DEIR uses (at least) two significance criteria that are in violation of CEQA law.

Page 4.8-15 of the DEIR shows the following significance criteria.
GHG-2

Conflict with SB 375 GHG emission reduction targets

GHG-3

Conflict with applicable GHG reduction plans

Reference 3 contains the following words:
Under CEQA, regulatory standards can serve as proxies for significance where they accurately
reflect the level at which an impact can be said to be less than significant. See, e.g., Protect the
Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency, 116 Cal. App. 4th
1099, 1109 (2004).
1.3.1 GHG-2
GHG-2 uses SB 375, which requires that CARB give SANDAG a target GHG reduction target for 2020
and 2035. This provides no significance criterion for the horizon year of the DEIR document, which is
2050. Furthermore, the target CARB gave to SANDAG, for year 2035, was given without considering
the GHG reduction needed so that SANDAG’s RTP would do its part to prevent dangerous
anthropogenic interference (DAI, as defined and used in Reference 3). Therefore, the regulatory
standard selected cannot serve as a proxy for significance, because it does not come close to reflecting
the level at which the impact can be said to be less than significant. As shown in Reference 1, in order to
get the emission level from cars and light-duty trucks down onto the S-3-05 trajectory, the 2035 target
would have to have been set to 35%, instead of the 13% value given to SANDAG by CARB. It would
have been far better for the DEIR to have used S-3-05 for GHG-2, since S-3-05’s goal was to limit the
levels of atmospheric C02 to 450 PPM and avoid the worst outcomes of DAI. However, as Reference 3
makes clear, even that criterion is in violation of CEQA law, because it is now understood that 450 PPM
is dangerous.
1.3.2

GHG-3

The GHG-3 criterion would be marginally acceptable if S-3-05 were selected as the applicable GHG
reduction plan and if CARB, Caltrans, and other responsible agencies were doing a credible job of
implementing S-3-05. From S-3-05 comes the following implementation plan, as embodied by the “do
hereby order” items 2, 3, and 4:
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2. That the Secretary of the California Environmental Protection Agency ("Secretary") shall
coordinate oversight of the efforts made to meet the targets with: the Secretary of the Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency, Secretary of the Department of Food and Agriculture,
Secretary of the Resources Agency, Chairperson of the Air Resources Board, Chairperson of the
Energy Commission, and the President of the Public Utilities Commission; and
3. That the Secretary shall report to the Governor and the State Legislature by January 2006 and
biannually thereafter on progress made toward meeting the greenhouse gas emission targets
established herein; and
4. That the Secretary shall also report to the Governor and the State Legislature by January 2006
and biannually thereafter on the impacts to California of global warming, including impacts to
water supply, public health, agriculture, the coastline, and forestry, and shall prepare and report
on mitigation and adaptation plans to combat these impacts
However, since CARB gave SANDAG a 2035 target that ignored S-3-05 (shown in Reference 1), any
CARB plan is suspect and the best option is to use only the numbers in “do hereby order” of S-3-05:
1. That the following greenhouse gas emission reduction targets are hereby established for
California: by 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels; by 2020, reduce GHG emissions to
1990 levels; by 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels.
This has legitimacy in that it is a plan that goes out to the horizon year of the subject document (2050)
and its reductions are at least based on what can be assumed to be a sincere 2005 attempt to provided
safety from DAI. SANDAG’s decision to use CARB’s Scoping Plan is flawed, because that plan says
very little about what should be done after 2020. SANDAG’s decision to use its Climate Action Strategy
(CAS), http://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1481_10940.pdf, adds nothing
beyond S-3-05. It contains the S-3-05 reduction profile, in its Figure 3-1. By that measure the RTP fails
in that its reductions fall far short of what is needed in 2035 and 2050. As stated, for 2035, 35% is
needed (shown in Reference 1) but the RTP only achieves 13%. The 2050 RTP only achieves an 8%
reduction in 2050. This means that the RTP is a failure at protecting us from climate change.
1.3.3 Use of S-3-05 for GHG-2 and GHG-3
Although adopting S-3-05 as a significance criterion would be of some value, Reference 3 shows that
CEQA requires that reductions be larger that the S-3-05 targets, so that avoiding DAI can be guaranteed
with a reasonable probability of success.
1.3.4

Possibly Legal Definitions of GHG-2 and GHG-3

GHG-2 and GHG-3 need to be replaced with 2020, 2035, and 2050 “GHG-Legal-Under-CEQA” levels
that ensure, with at least a 95% probability, that DAI can be avoided, if other sectors here and all sectors
in all countries, on a weighted average, achieve these same levels.
1.3.5

Domino Effect of Illegal Definitions

The DEIR’s adoption of illegal significance criteria has potentially tragic implications. This is the first
RTP with an SCS and other MPOs are observing to see what will be allowed. Likewise, S-3-05 is
California’s promise, to the other states and countries, that we will do our part to stabilize the planet’s
climate. Ignoring both S-3-05 and the science behind global warming, in the DEIR, shows that we have
no intention of keeping that promise. If this is allowed to stand, it will give political strength to all the
proponents of “business as usual” (BAU), in California, in other states, and all over the world. These
BAU proponents can use this DEIR to urge others to stick with BAU, by following this DEIR’s illegal
methods.
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1.4
The DEIR’s mitigations, on GHG impacts, as described in the DEIR’s Section 4.8.5 (and
probably other mitigations on other impacts), violate CEQA law.
Within CEQA’s Section 15126.4, Consideration and Discussion of Mitigation Measures Proposed to
Minimize Significant Effects, the following requirement is found:
(a)(2) Mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or
other legally-binding instruments.
This means that a claimed mitigation, which is no more than a listing of a collection of policies that “can
and should” be enacted or that “aim” to reduce impacts, or some other similar word construct, which
guarantees nothing, is illegal under CEQA. Yet that is all that is seen in the DEIR’s short (less than a
page) Section 4.8.5, for the GHG impacts.
1.4.1 GHG-A
For example, after GHG-A, the DEIR states SANDAG shall update the future Regional Comprehensive
Plan and RTPs/SCS to “incorporate policies and measures that lead to reduced GHG emissions.”
The key word is “incorporate”. SANDAG’s documents only describe policies that would reduce GHG, if adopted.
“Incorporate” simply means to add to that list. There is no reason to believe that the SANDAG municipalities
would actually adopt any of the described measures.
Saying that the next RTP/SCS will be somehow better begs the question as to why the current RTP/SCS didn’t
have the solutions that seem to be promised as “mitigation” for this RTP/SCS.

1.4.2 GHG-B
For GHG-B, the DEIR says the following:
San Diego region cities and the County government can and should adopt and implement
Climate Actions Plans (also known as Plans for the Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions as
described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.5 Tiering and Streamlining the Analysis of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions) that contain the following information:
a) Quantify GHG emissions, both existing and projected over a specified time period,
resulting from activities within their respective jurisdictions;
b) Establish a level, based on substantial evidence, below which the contribution to GHG
emissions from activities covered by the plan would not be cumulatively considerable;
c) Identify and analyze the GHG emissions resulting for specific actions or categories of
actions anticipated within their respective jurisdictions;
d) Specify measures or a group of measures, including performance standards, that
substantial evidence demonstrates, if implemented on a project-by-project basis, would
collectively achieve the specified emissions level;
e) Establish a mechanism to monitor the plan’s progress toward achieving that level and
to require amendment if the plan is not achieving specified levels; and
f) Be adopted in a public process following environmental review.
Note the “can and should” words at the top.
1.4.3

GHG-C

For GHG-C, the DEIR says the following:
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SANDAG shall and implementing agencies can and should require Best Available Control
Technology (BACT) during construction and operation of projects, including:
a) Solicit bids that include use of energy and fuel efficient fleets;
b) Solicit preference construction bids that use BACT;
c) Employ use of alternative fueled vehicles;
d) Use lighting systems that are energy efficient, such as LED technology;
e) Use CEQA Guidelines Appendix F, Energy Conservation, to create an energy conservation
plan; and
f) Streamline permitting process to infill, redevelopment, and energy-efficient projects.
There are no estimates of how much GHG these actions would save. Pointing out that implementing
agencies “can and should” take these actions is no guarantee that they will take any of these actions.
1.4.4

An Example of a Legal Mitigation

An example of a legal mitigation would be the adoption of a SANDAG policy that it will fund no
highway construction or maintenance within a municipality until specific strategies, such as unbundling
the cost of car parking, that have been found to give the needed driving reductions, are enacted and are
being enforced.
The Alternatives in the DEIR have no obvious relationship to the Alternatives in the
1.5
DEIR’s NOP (Shown in Appendix A of the DEIR)
1.5.1

NOP Alternatives and Claim

The NOP contains a discussion about each of the following Alternatives:
1. No Project
2. Intensified Land Use Distribution
3. Modified Transit Network Alternative
4. Transportation Demand Management/System Management
After listing these alternatives, the following words appear in the NOP:
Although these alternatives have been preliminarily identified, SANDAG is seeking input on the
alternatives analyzed in the EIR, or modifications to the alternatives identified above.
1.5.2

DEIR Alternatives

The DEIR contains the following alternatives:
1. Alternative 1: No Project
2. Alternative 2a: Modified Funding Strategy/2050 Growth Forecast Land Use
3. Alternative 2b: Modified Funding Strategy/ Modified Land Use
4. Alternative 3a: Transit Emphasis/Modified Phasing/2050 Growth Forecast Land Use
5. Alternative 3b: Transit Emphasis/Modified Phasing/Modified Land Use Assumption
6. Alternative 4: 2050 RTP/SCS Transportation Network/Modified Land Use Assumption
7. Alternative 5: Slow Growth
1.6

The DEIR ignored the comments that appear in the Reference 2 NOP letter.

1.6.1

Background
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There were 20 NOP comment letters from organizations and 2 from individuals. They are shown on 134
pages of Appendix A. I submitted a 12 Page comment letter, shown on Pages 133 to 144. The letter from
the Sierra Club chapter is on Pages 115 to 123.
The Sierra Club letter states, in commenting on the NOP’s TDM Alternative, “Under this alternative, the
SDSC supports the comments provided by Mike Bullock with regards to pricing parking and driving,
and incorporate those comments by reference.”
Therefore, many of the comments in my NOP letter have the full endorsement of the 14,000-member
Sierra Club San Diego Chapter.
1.6.2 Request for a Mitigation of Unbundled Parking Cost in the Intensified Land Use and
Distribution Alternative
In my NOP letter, I asked that unbundling the cost of parking be included in the Intensified Land Use
and Distribution Alternative. My NOP letter referenced Reference 4 (a 17 page peer-reviewed and
published report), so that there was a complete description of what “unbundling” meant and exactly how
it could be implemented.
1.6.3 Good Faith DEIR Response Not Made
The DEIR should have determined the feasibility of requiring municipalities to unbundle the cost of
parking as a conditional requirement, for example, of receiving TransNet highway maintenance money,
as a mitigation strategy.
1.6.4 Request for the Modified Transit Network Alternative and DEIR Response
For the Modified Transit Network Alternative, my NOP letter requests the consideration of new, fixguide-way transit designs and unbundled parking costs, for the Coaster service. The NOP letter also
states, under this alternative, that fundamental policy changes are needed in how governments price
parking and driving. These considerations were not done. If they were done, they would lead to
significant improvements in the RTP and DEIR and in the identification of significant, feasible
mitigations.
1.6.5 Request for the TDM/System-Management Alternative and DEIR Response
For the TDM/System-Management Alternative, my NOP letter provided several pages of detail on how
to reform how users pay for using roads and parking. Obviously, I wanted a strategy to achieve
unbundling the cost of driving and parking to be included in any adopted RTP. I have repeatedly made
this request in speaking publically to the SANDAG Board. The DEIR fails to act on this request or to
even acknowledge that the request was made.
1.6.6 Additional, General Comments Receiving no Response
I also asked that the TDM/System-Management Alternative include a “Bicycle Alternative”, although
those comments, which were provided in over one page of compact directions, should be implemented
in any alternative, to help realize the potential of bicycle transportation, in a cost-effective manner.
Like many, I stated that money allocated for additional highway lanes should be reallocated to expand
transit and that the danger posed by climate change is much worse than how it is described in SANDAG
documents.
1.6.7 DEIR Response to NOP Letter
For these 12 pages of NOP comments, that were supported by 5 reference documents, one a detailed
description of how to unbundle the cost of driving, I was given the following summary, attributed to my
NOP submittal, in your Table shown in Section A-2:
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In terms of environmental justice, the EIR should mention the inequity caused by subsidized
driving and parking.
Reducing GHG emissions must be a goal of the RTP.
I assume that I was treated no worse than others who submitted comments. This is not an acceptable
way to respond to public comments to an NOP.
1.7
The DEIR fails to describe feasible mitigations, which could minimize significant adverse
impacts, even though such mitigations have been identified by the public.
This violates Section 15126.4 of the CEQA Guidelines. It is also inexplicable, since such mitigations
have been repeatedly communicated to SANDAG. It is also inexplicable that some of the mitigations
that have been identified to SANDAG in responses to the NOP and in other letters have been
misrepresented and then described as “infeasible”, in the DEIR.
1.7.1 Brief, Top-Level List of Mitigations
These described, feasible mitigations include those itemized in a presentation (Reference 5) that was
made to SANDAG, on May 13, 2011, on Slide 9, shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4

Presented Feasible Mitigations to Achieve Driving
Reductions that Will Support S-3-05

The ideas in Figure 4 are repeatedly presented to the SANDAG Board.
1.7.2

Detail for SANDAG to Add

Note that detail, such as requiring unbundling, on the part of municipal governments, as a condition of
some advantage, such as getting TranNet money to pave streets, is left off of the ideas shown in Figure
4. However, this should be a simple addition for SANDAG staff to contribute. Also, the state can be
requested to do its part in road-use pricing. Very soon they will have to comply, because falling gas-tax
revenue from more efficient cars, S-3-05, and the science of global warming all require strong state
action. The MPOs could help get the state to wake up to its responsibility.
1.7.3

A Detailed Mitigation Request from CNFF and the TranNet Tax
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The “50-10 Plan” presented by the Cleveland National Forrest Foundation, calls for reallocating the
TransNet Tax from freeway expansion to transit. This is briefly described here
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/2011/jul/26/transit-first-plan-challenges-sandags-40-year-tran/.
TransNet was passed in 2004, before the movie Inconvenient Truth was released. The general public had
very little information about global warming at the time it voted on the measure. Fortunately, TransNet
allows a reallocation of its funds, by a two-thirds vote of the SANDAG Board. This feature allows for a
change, in case of an emergency or if an unforeseen event occurs. Our climate crisis is an emergency
and few voters back in 2004 could have foreseen that the harsh realities or our climate crisis make
freeway expansion an unreasonable alternative.
1.7.4

Other Detailed Submittals to SANDAG that Help to Identify Feasible Mitigations

1.7.4.1

Early Examples

Calls for improved parking policies and improved methods of charging for road use go back to the 2007
RTP. For example, an email of September 14th, 2007; Bullock to Rachel Kennedy, Associate
Transportation Planner, SANDAG; Draft 2007 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and its
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), contains an extensive discussion on car parking cash-out and why
driving should no longer be subsidized.
1.7.4.2

Submittal Regarding a Draft SANDAG Report on Its Climate Action Plan

More detailed comments on parking, reallocation of money for freeways to transit, road use fees, and
bicycle transportation were sent in Reference 6. Reference 6 was emailed to SANDAG’s Andrew
Martin, Coleen Clementson, and Bob Leiter. Mr. Leiter was, at that time, SANDAG’s Director of
Transportation and Land Use. Mr. Martin is listed as an author of this DEIR, in Section 9.
1.7.4.2.1

Unbundling the Cost of Parking

This is from Reference 6, discussing parking policy:
For starters “Managing Demand” is an unfortunate choice of words. The fact is that demand for
driving is being increased by current policies that do not allow employees, tenants, students, train
riders, and consumers to observe and avoid, by not driving, the high cost of parking. There is
also an “environmental justice” issue, in that policies that harm the environment are unfair to all,
but are particularly unfortunate for low income citizens. Driving correlates positively with
income. Very low income people are not likely to own a car. When these people spend money at
the mall, with “free” parking, do they get a reduced price? If there is "free" parking where they
work, do they get the $4 to $10 per day value of the parking? If they live in an apartment
complex, where there is "free" parking, do they get the $40 to $100 a month they should get if
they don't own a car? There are many reasons to eliminate or mitigate this economic
discrimination.
Reference 6 also suggested that the Climate Action Plan (later named the “Climate Action Strategy”)
include the following new section, to implement a cost-effective mitigation to unbundle the cost of
providing parking facilities:
11 ‐ Universal Unbundling the Cost of Parking
Summary Conclusion of This Section:
For many reasons, including the climate crisis driving the principle that we should reduce GHG
“As Much As Reasonably Possible” (the AMARP principle), there needs to be a state
government process (or regional) to produce a comprehensive description of an ideal, fully
automated car parking system. (If the state will not do this then a set of cooperating MPO’s, or, if
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needed, SANDAG alone must fund this effort.) Such an ideal system would fully unbundle the
cost of car parking from all related money transactions in a way that: encourages the spontaneous
sharing of parking; reduces driving to look for parking; limits parking-block occupancy to 85%;
includes provisions for both on-street and off-street parking; protects struggling business
districts; appeals to neighborhoods; requires no effort on the part of the drivers and those
benefiting financially from parking, except to either pay their bills or cash their checks; mitigates
impacts on low-income and handicapped drivers; and protect personal privacy. Reference 6 has a
detailed description of such a system, although it needs more details in the equations that divide
up the parking earnings among the individuals in the beneficiary groups.
I. Background Information:
1.

The Threat of Global Warming and the Role of Driving in California

The June 2008 issue of Scientific American (The Ethics of Climate Change, by Professor John
Broome) reports that the levels of GHG expected in 20 years will result in a 5% chance of a 14.4
degree Fahrenheit increase in the earth’s temperature and this would be an “utter catastrophe”
and create the possibility of a “devastating collapse of the human population, perhaps even to
extinction”.
Transportation produces 40% of California’s GHG emissions and most of that is from cars and
small trucks. The world’s leaders know this. They will be more likely to adopt the measures
needed to avoid climate catastrophe if California demonstrates an unwavering commitment to
climate protection.
According to the testimony of Justin Horner, Policy Analyst for the Natural Resources Defense
Council, Reducing Congestion & Greenhouse Gas Emissions through Parking Policy, presented
to the California State Senate Transportation and Housing Committee on February 24, 2009,
“reducing global warming pollution from the Transportation sector rests on a “three-legged
stool” of cleaner cars, cleaner fuels and reductions in vehicle miles travelled (VMT).
Also, “All three strategies are necessary to meet AB32 goals and the goal set out in the
Governor’s Executive Order of 80% of 1990 emissions by 2050.”
2.

The Promise of SB375 and the Role of Parking

SB375 requires Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs, such as SANDAG and MTC) to
include a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) in their Regional Transportation Plans. The
intent is to decrease vehicle miles travelled (VMT) by increasing density, zoning for mixed use
and infill development, and reducing local and regional jobs-housing imbalances.
The land available for development around transit stations is often expensive and car parking,
which is generally provided free to the user, is often already in short supply. Surface car parking
only parks 120 cars per acre. The per-space construction cost for a parking garage ranges from
$20,000 to $30,000; while for underground parking, it is $60,000 to $90,000. Therefore, it would
be advantageous to scale back the amount of the parking required for the various uses that might
be desired around a transit station. However this will be difficult politically; no community
wants insufficient parking.
Similarly, reducing the required parking in existing industrial parks (offices) could yield new
land for infill housing. This would reduce the jobs-housing imbalance. If parking could be
shared, it would create an additional efficiency, allowing for less parking. However, reducing the
amount of required parking could probably not be done until it is demonstrated that there is more
parking than is needed.
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Mr. Horner’s testimony states, “In Growing Cooler, the definitive work on the relationship
between climate change and urban form, the authors conclude that smarter, more compact
development can reduce household VMT by as much as 40%. While in some localities, the type
of development envisioned in Growing Cooler requires zoning reform, many other localities
already have zoning in place but find development intensities diminished, partly due to parking
requirements.”
From the Findings and Declarations of SB518 (Senator Lowenthal), “. . . parking requirements
greatly expand the built footprint and increase travel distances, thereby increasing vehicle miles
traveled and reducing the viability of alternate transportation modes.”
Also, “The high cost of land, construction, and maintenance to provide free parking adds
significantly to the cost of economic development, making many developments, especially those
on infill or transit-oriented sites, financially infeasible and hindering economic development
strategies.”
3.

Pricing Parking, an Important Tool to Make SB375 Successful

Mr. Horner’s testimony states, “Since 1992, California law has mandated that certain employers
offer parking cash-out (AB 2019, Katz), giving employees the option of a cash payment for their
free parking space. In 1997, the California Air Resources Board analyzed several Los Angelesarea employers who participated in the program. Using surveys of employees before and after
the introduction of parking cash-out, CARB’s report noted a 17% reduction in solo driving and a
64% increase in carpooling. VMT dropped an average of 12% per employee per year, the
equivalent of removing one out of every eight cars driven to work.”
Referring to CARB’s Climate Change Scoping Plan, 2008, Mr. Horner’s testimony states, “But
while many of the land use reforms envisioned in the Scoping Plan and SB 375 may take years to
realize, parking reforms can be done now, at relatively low cost, and have a major impact. They
are the proverbial low hanging fruit.”
From the Findings and Declarations of SB518 (Senator Lowenthal), “Eliminating subsidies for
parking has enormous potential to reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gas and other
vehicle emissions by reducing vehicle miles traveled. If drivers must pay the true cost of parking,
it will affect their choices on whether or not to drive. In the short term, changes to parking policy
can reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions more than all other strategies
combined, and they are usually the most cost-effective.”
Also from the Findings and Declarations of SB518, “The existence of "free" parking is a
significant factor that encourages vehicle trips. At employment sites, employer-paid parking
increases rates of driving by as much as 22 percent.”
4.

Reformed Parking Policies will Increase Fairness

From the Findings and Declarations of SB518 (Senator Lowenthal), “Free parking at stores is
paid for by all customers in higher prices for goods, including those customers who do not drive.
Free parking in housing developments is paid for by all residents, even those who do not drive.
Free employer-provided parking is paid for by lower wages for all workers, including those who
do not drive. Free on-street parking is paid for by the entire community in the form of taxes.”
Again, Mr. Horner’s testimony states, “By encouraging driving, free parking also creates a
number of driving-related externalities, including collisions and collision-related injury,
conventional air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.”
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5.

Drawbacks to “Best Practice” Car Parking Cash-out

Current, state-mandated parking cash-out (AB 2019) rarely applies. AB 2019 only applies if
companies have at least 200 employees, own no parking, are leasing a building that has no
parking, and are leasing parking for their employees in a contract that allows them to change the
number of parking spaces being leased, with no economic penalty. It is easy to design a contract
that makes AB 2019 inapplicable. Despite this, companies that own or lease buildings with
parking have occasionally elected to pay their employees extra money for not driving. However,
these companies are free to pay any amount, including one so low that it will not reduce driving
significantly. Unbundling the full cost of the parking for employees requires reasonable
estimates of the per-unit-time value of the car parking.
6.

Drawbacks to “Best Practice” Unbundling

Again, Mr. Horner’s testimony states, “unbundling separates the cost of parking from the total
cost of housing. This rewards those who do not choose to own a car with more affordable
housing, while transferring to car owners the true, rightful cost of owning an automobile.”
The problem with this method of unbundling is that it does not encourage the spontaneous
sharing of parking. If a condominium owner elects to buy a parking space, it is theirs, full time.
Likewise, if an apartment resident elects to rent a car-parking space, it is theirs, full time.
This type of unbundling is better than bundled parking cost, but it is not optimum because it does
not support the spontaneous sharing of parking.
7.

Drawback to Current Systems of Timed Parking and Timed, Pay Parking

About 67% of the money collected in parking meters is spent on collection and enforcement.
Time limits on parking detract from a driver’s enjoyment. The driver has to note when they
started to park and then, as the time left gets short, they have to worry about getting an expensive
parking ticket. Only rarely does a driver know exactly how long they will want to park. These
types of concerns detract greatly from the downtown experience. Drivers either have to drive
away with time left on their parking meter or risk getting a traffic ticket. Getting coins for a
meter is sometimes difficult. Pay stations are better, but even the most advanced systems are still
difficult. For example, motorists in Coral Gables, Florida can register their cell phones, credit
cards, and license plates and then call in when they pull into a parking place and then call again,
when they leave. This eliminates overpaying or underpaying and getting a ticket, but it is still
difficult, because two actions are required. It is always better to do nothing and have the perfect
outcome ensue.
8.

Poor Record Keeping

Generally, there are no records kept of how much money any given parking space is earning.
Free parking is also generally unmonitored. Cities pay significant fees to have consultants come
in and count parked cars to determine such things as how often (and when) “free” parking is
being used, how well time limits are being adhered to, and other questions that could easily be
answered by computer programs when automation is installed.
9.

“Congestion Priced” or “Convenience Priced” Parking

This means that the base price is instantaneously increased to prevent the occupancy rate from
getting too close to 85%. This maximum occupancy rate has been identified by UCLA Professor
Donald Shoup. Keeping occupancy below this threshold guarantees that anyone that is willing to
pay a premium price can find a parking place, even in high-demand areas, without needing to
drive around looking for a parking space. Tables 2 and 3 of Reference 6 provide the algorithms.
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10. How to Fully Unbundle the Cost of Parking to Support Sharing
The full cost must be visible and avoidable. Here’s what this means in more detail.
a.

Requirement 1

The base, per-unit-time price (before any congestion-price increase) must be at least the current
cost to provide the parking multiplied by the time rate cost of money, divided by the fraction of
the time that the space is rented.
b.

Requirement 2

In order to state the second requirement, it is useful to define the term, “beneficiary group”. The
beneficiary group is generally that group of potential users that paid for the parking, either
directly or indirectly; or those that are paying for the parking, either directly or indirectly. The
exception is at, for example, a school or a transit station. In these cases, the potential users have
not paid for the parking. However, since the baseline is “free” parking, it is clear that the
providers of this parking (often tax payers) are content to (in effect), “give” the parking to the
groups using the facility. The second requirement can now be stated. The parking-lot earnings
should be divided up among the members of the beneficiary group that is associated with the
parking.
c.

How to Compute Each Beneficiary Group Member’s Share of the Parking Lot Earnings

The formulas used to divide up the money among the members of the beneficiary group should
reflect either the extent to which they paid, the extent to which they are paying, or the extent to
which they are consumers of the service associated with the parking. For example, students
would receive earnings in proportion to the time they spend at the school. Train riders would
receive earnings in proportion to the amount of time they spend on round-trip train rides.
Shoppers would get earnings in proportion to the amount of money they spend. Renters would
get earnings in proportion to the amount that their rent is paying for parking. Condominium
owners would get earning in proportion to the amount that their purchase price paid for parking.
Employees would get earnings in proportion to the amount of wage they are losing so that the
parking can be available. Alternatively, employees could get earnings in proportion to the
amount of time they spend at work.
d.

Why This Method of Unbundling Supports Sharing

With this method, sharing is acceptable to the beneficiary group, because they are earning money
from anyone who uses the parking.
11.

Concerns for the Economic Health of Downtowns

Merchants and their advocates within government often fear that charging for parking will cause
potential customers to go to locations with “free” parking. For this reason, it is important that onstreet parking be free until it is 50% full, at which point it is assigned a base price equal to the
base price of the closest off-street parking.
12. Helping Potential Drivers Decide Whether They Want to Drive and If So, Where to
Park
Software can be developed so that a potential user can specify time, place, (or a set of time and
places) and desired price and be given (on a computer or on a phone) parking locations, with a
probability of accuracy. It will also give transit information. This will encourage “park once”
behavior, walking, and a rational decision as to whether or not the trip should be made by car. It
will minimize driving because no search for parking will be necessary.
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II. Arguments in Favor:
1.

Global Warming Imperative to Eliminate “Free” Parking

The background material makes it clear that “free” parking must be replaced with priced parking
if California is going to meet its AB32 responsibilities.
2.

Overcoming Resistance

There is sure to be resistance to this idea. That resistance will be minimized by defining each
type of parking’s beneficiary group and then operating the parking for the benefit of those in the
beneficiary group. It will also be minimized if the parking is fully automated so that those that
are paying for the parking are getting convenience. Those earning extra money are sure to be
pleased. Those paying more than they are earning from the parking will understand that the new
system allows them to no longer take money unfairly from their beneficiary-group colleagues
that drive less.
3. Sharing of Parking, Protecting Low-Income Drivers, Handicapped Drivers, and
Privacy
This method of unbundling will support sharing. Sharing of parking will allow less parking to be
built. This will support the goals of mixed use and increased density, especially around transit
stations. Since all potential drivers must have a “billing address” (some will never get a bill; they
will only get a check), it will be easy for the system to also identify handicapped or low-income
drivers. These drivers will get either a reduced rate or free parking. Privacy will need to be
protected.
Congestion (or “Convenience”) pricing should be supplied so that occupancy rates are held
below 85%. This will help to minimize driving to look for parking. It will also maximize the
earnings for beneficiary groups that are lucky enough to be associated with parking that is well
used.
Business districts will be less opposed if they see that if there is light demand for parking, no
charge will be applied for the most convenient parking, which is on-street parking.
4.

Parking at Train Stations

Paying riders that ride round trip their fair share of the parking lot earnings will mean that the
parking lot is being operated to maximize ridership. If the parking is being offered at no charge,
the parking is being operated to maximize driving to the station. With the charge, those that can
get to the station without driving will be more likely to do so, leaving more parking for those that
must drive. Those that must drive will be guaranteed a space, thanks to “convenience pricing”.
Convenience Pricing will also mean that each block of parking will have vacancy. This means
that if a driver wants to spend “top dollar” for parking and park, for example, very close to the
station platform, so as to catch a train, that option will be available. If the station happens to be in
a downtown area, many of the cars in the parking lot will belong to those using the downtown.
This will not hurt the riders because it will mean that they will earn more money from the
parking. It is conceivable that the train riders could ride for almost no net money, if they get to
the station without driving.
5.

Purpose of Getting a Comprehensive Description

The description can be viewed by local governments, developers, and private investors. It can be
used as a requirements document to support a full design and development. There can be a
“request for proposal” (RFP) process. Parts of the resulting designs may lead to patents. The first
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companies that implement these systems will have an advantage in implementing them in other
locations. Since car parking is known to exist almost everywhere, the business opportunity that
this represents is nearly unlimited. Once the system has been shown to please all stakeholders in
a real implementation, it will be time for the state to create an agency to implement these systems
at the locations of their choosing. State law will require the cooperation of all concerned. This
means that companies will get this ideal system installed for free, by doing almost nothing. This
will similarly be true for all other types of locations.
6.

Letter Showing that the Required Technology Could Be Easily Developed
----- Original Message ----From: David Carta
To: 'Lisa Rodman' ; 'Mark Tanner' ; 'Kelli' ; 'Nicole' ; 'Mark S.' ; 'John'
Cc: 'Mike Bullock'
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 5:40 PM
Subject: RE: RFID_ParkingNewCalsbadHS
Dear Carlsbad School Board,
I wanted to send a quick note discussing the technical feasibility of tracking cars into a lot
without impacting students or requiring the need for gates. Mike Bullock and I have discussed
this project; it can be accomplished straightforwardly by utilizing Radio Frequency Identification
and/or Video Cameras integrated with automated license recognition systems. The cars would
need to register with the system at the start, but it would be fairly painless for the users after
the initial installation. The back end database system can also be implemented both
straightforwardly and at a reasonable price.
This is not necessarily a recommendation of the proposal for unbundled parking. Rather it is
strictly an unbiased view of the technical feasibility of the proposal to easily and unobtrusively
track cars, both registered and unregistered, into a fixed lot.
Best regards,
David R. Carta, PhD
CEO Telaeris Inc.
858-449-3454

1.7.4.2.2

Unbundling the Cost of Driving

Reference 6 also suggested that the Climate Action Plan (CAP, later named the Climate Action Strategy,
CAS) include the following new section, to implement a cost-effective mitigation to unbundle the cost
of providing roads. Note that the use of the word “unbundling”, in the heading above, denotes that the
money collected should be paid out to those that are losing money under the current system, besides
doing the needed maintenance. This means, for example, that the money collected to account for
increased health-care costs, caused by the air pollution the public must breathe, would go to reduce the
cost of health care, not to build or even maintain roads. What follows is the new “Section 12” that was
suggested for the CAP, in Reference 6. Note finally that “AMRP” stands for “as much as is reasonably
possible”.
12 ‐ Comprehensive Road-Use-Fee Pricing System
Abstract This section contains a listing of road pricing principles. It provides an example of a
road-use fee structure that supports the listed principles. Useful background information is
provided. Arguments in favor of the presented example are presented.
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Initial Note For many reasons, including the climate crisis and the “AMRP” principle stated
above, a comprehensive road-use fee pricing system is needed. It would be optimal for the state
to implement the type of system described in this section. However, the state has a long history
of irresponsibility in pricing road use. It is hoped that global warming will change this. Certainly,
all the MPO’s in the state should be urging our state government to wake up and take action. If
these efforts fail, the MPO’s will have to proceed as best they can to implement as much of these
road-use pricing system components as possible.
I.

Road-Use Fee Principles

1. The first principle is that of “full-cost pricing”. Driving has enjoyed a favored status in this
state and in this country, resulting in sprawl, health-damaging pollution, global warming
emissions, and congestion. We should advocate for the elimination of that favoritism in
California, primarily by adopting this first principle.
2. Secondly, the current economic rewards for good mileage vehicles must not be eroded. Due to
global warming, motorists need to “go electric” as soon as possible.
3. In addition, road-wear factors (primarily weight), the noise generated, and the pollution
generated by each individual vehicle must be taken into account. This will increase fairness and
support a shift to lighter, cleaner, and quieter vehicles.
4. The time and place of travel must be incorporated to reduce congestion.
5. Any road-use fee structure must do no economic harm to low-income drivers.
6. As road-use fee technologies evolve, privacy must be protected at each step.
II.

An Example of a Conforming Road-Use Fee Structure

Condition 1
100% of the funding for all of the expenses of public roads, excluding those costs associated with
future expansion (covered in Condition 3), comes from a road-use fee (that may include a fuel
excise tax), that ultimately (as affordable technology can support) would contain the following
Features:
1. VMT Fee A base, per-mile (VMT) component fee paid by all motorized vehicles for road
construction and maintenance.
2. Carbon Fee An additional per-mile carbon component part is computed using an effective
fee per gallon that is equal or larger than the fuel tax that this per-mile carbon fee might replace,
to correlate with the amount of CO2 emitted. This could either be charged at the pump, as it is
now done, or could be added to the VMT fee by using a price per mile computed by dividing the
effective price per gallon by the charged vehicle’s (year and model) average mileage, in the units
of mile per gallon.
3. Road Wear Fee An additional per-mile component part that is proportional to the vehicle’s
(year and model) average weight, or other road-wear variable of the vehicle being charged.
4. Air Pollution Fee An additional per-mile component part proportional to the charged
vehicle’s (year and model) average pollution level, to be used to compensate people, schools,
businesses, governments, and corporations harmed by pollution, with this rate set for full
compensation.
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5. Noise Pollution Fee An additional per-mile component part proportional to the average noise
pollution level of the charged vehicle, to compensate people, schools, businesses, governments,
and corporations harmed by noise pollution, with the rate set for full compensation.
6. Congestion Fee An additional per-mile component part or, alternatively a multiplier, to
account for either time and place, or instantaneous traffic flow rate, to reduce or eliminate
congestion, with the proceeds of this fee (collection minus collection cost) used for either the
expansion or the operation of transit systems that would tend to reduce this congestion.
7. Low Income Relief A fractional multiplier that would reduce the total per-mile cost for
drivers with a sufficiently low income and a sufficiently high need to drive, but only available
for a period of calendar time sufficient for the driver to change their circumstance creating the
need to drive, unless this is impossible. Section V’s Section 7 has more detail.
8. Privacy
Privacy protections so that where and when people drive, the vehicle they drive,
and any Feature 7 advantage, is fully protected, unless a warrant is issued by a judge in response
to substantiated allegations of a serious, felony crime.
Condition 2
The per-mile charges of Condition 1 must be large enough to fund yearly payments to the
municipalities having large, limited access roads (AKA “freeways”) within their boundaries
(thereby keeping land off of their property-tax rolls), with these yearly payments equal to the
average yearly property tax per acre of the adjacent land, multiplied by the total acreage covered
by the road’s right of way, including frontage roads.
Condition 3
No expansion of the system of public roads should be done unless market research and traffic
modeling show that the net revenue of the proposed road or additional lanes will fund all the
expenses identified in Conditions 1 and 2.
Condition 4
No expansion of the system of public roads should be done unless it is shown that the expansion
will not negatively impact the state’s AB32 goals and responsibilities.
Condition 5
The sales tax on gasoline and diesel fuel should remain. Its revenue can be used as is the revenue
from any other sales tax that is collected on consumer items.
III.

Background Material

This section provides information about the current level of the fuel tax, the difficulty of raising
the fuel tax, the use of the fuel sales tax, lane performance during times of high demand, demand
under the condition of “full cost pricing”, political “push back” to full cost pricing, other
opinions that a pure fuel tax is becoming obsolete, and finally, information indicating that a roaduse fee could be raised by a simple majority in the state legislature.
1. Current Level of Fuel Excise Tax
A full accounting of the fuel excise tax and what it currently pays for is not our responsibility. A
significant segment of the population probably believes that current fuel tax rates are high
enough. However, a San Diego County newspaper, the North County Times (NCT), in a
February 9, 2009 article, reported that the Chair of the California Transportation Commission
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(CTC) recently wrote that the fuel tax currently contributes nothing to road construction and
only provides half of the money needed annually for repairs:
http://www.nctimes.com/articles/2009/02/09/news/columnists/downey/z8591536f3e7332da8825
75510076fa1e.txt
Increasing the state gas and diesel taxes, unchanged at 18-cents per gallon since 1994 – when the
final one-cent increase mandated by Proposition 111 (June, 1990 that doubled the nine-cent
excise fuel tax over a 5-year period) was added, is long overdue.
2. The Difficulty of Raising the Fuel Tax
To raise the fuel tax would require a 2/3rd majority vote of the legislature. In addition, according
to a CNN report, http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/02/20/driving.tax/
“Officials including [Secretary of Transportation] LaHood have opposed raising the national gas
tax, particularly in the current recession, and have said a new system is needed.”
3. Use of the Fuel Sales Tax
California has a sales tax on all consumer items sold in the state, except food and medicine. The
revenues from sales taxes are generally placed in our state’s general fund. However, an exception
to the general rule has been made for the sales tax on gasoline and diesel. By the conditions of a
successful ballot measure, the sales tax on fuel must be used to support roads, which
supplements the excise tax on fuel (also known as the “gas tax”), allowing the excise tax to be
lower than necessary.
4. Lane Performance During Times of High Demand
From the DOT’s Freeway Management and Operations Handbook:
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freewaymgmt/publications/frwy_mgmt_handbook/fmoh_complete_all.p
df, Page 1-18, comes the following:
As flow increases from zero, density also increases, since more vehicles are on the roadway.
When this happens, speed declines because of the interaction of vehicles. This decline is
negligible at low and medium densities and flow rates. As the density further increases, these
generalized curves suggest that speed decreases significantly just before capacity is achieved,
with capacity being defined as the product of density and speed resulting in the maximum flow
rate. This condition is shown as optimum speed So (often called critical speed), optimum density
Do (sometimes referred to as critical density), and maximum flow Vm. (7). In general, this
maximum flow (i.e. capacity) occurs at a speed between 35 and 50 mph.
Efficient freeway operation depends on the balance between capacity and demand. In the
simplest terms, highway congestion results when traffic demand approaches or exceeds the
available capacity of the highway system. As vehicle demand approaches highway capacity,
traffic flow begins to deteriorate. Flow is interrupted by spots of turbulence and shock waves,
which disrupt efficiency. Then, traffic flow begins to break down rapidly, followed by further
deterioration of operational efficiency.
For the purpose of this resolution the most important result is that when demand is allowed to
significantly exceed capacity, the flow rate drops well below optimum. In fact, speed can drop to
nearly zero. With no intervention, freeway lanes can be counted on to fail, just when they are
needed the most.
5. Demand, Under the Condition of “Full-Cost” Pricing
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The price-setting stipulations of Section III’s Features 1 through 6 of Condition 1, in conjunction
with Condition 2, could be described as “full cost pricing”. It is not our responsibility to do an
analysis to calculate what the average price per mile would need to be or to then determine how
much driving would be reduced in reaction to this price. It could be that driving would decrease
so much that congestion would disappear and the new problem would be to figure out what to do
with the excess land buried under unneeded highway lanes and how to meet the large new
demand for transit.
6. Political Pushback to the Notion of Full-Cost Pricing
There are many, well-funded “think tanks” and political figures and institutions that argue
against raising the cost of driving. So far they have been largely successful in keeping the taxes
on driving low.
7. Other Opinions That a Pure Fuel Tax Is Becoming Obsolete
There are many indications that more decision makers are adopting the view that the fuel tax
either needs to be replaced or supplemented. We have undertaken no comprehensive search and
evaluation to quantify this. However the following examples are presented, with the first three
being taken from the same NCT article identified in Section-1 of this Section.
First the Chair of the CTC pointed out that, “People are driving more-fuel-efficient cars and ones
that run on alternative fuels and buying less gas. As a result, they are paying less in gas taxes”.
The author of the NCT article states that the CTC Chair and others are calling for “phasing out
the gas tax,” in favor of a VMT fee.
Second, Will Kempton, director of the California Department of Transportation, told local
officials in Valley Center recently "we need to make a transition to a new way of collecting
transportation funds." Kempton also said the state should consider following the lead of Oregon,
which is exploring a tax based on the number of miles a person drives.
Third, Jim Earp, a California Transportation Commission member from Roseville, added, "Either
that or we're going to have to jack up the gas tax considerably."
Fourth, the Christian Science Monitor editorial, February 27, 2009, “A road map to better US
roads,” says, “Congress should heed a panel that suggests replacing a tax on gas with one on
miles driven.”
http://www.csmonitor.com/2009/0227/p08s01-comv.html It goes on to say, “In Europe, the
Netherlands will transition to a VMT by 2014 and Denmark by 2016. Changing behavior is the
key to 21st century transport that must unclog crowded highways and reduce dependence on
fossil fuels. Taxing miles alerts drivers to the real cost of using roads and can better motivate
them to drive less. A VMT (fee) is the more reliable and efficient way to pay for transport. Its
time has come.”
Finally, according to a CNN report, http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/02/20/driving.tax/,
Speaking to The Associated Press, Transportation Secretary LaHood, an Illinois Republican,
said, "We should look at the vehicular miles program where people are actually clocked on the
number of miles that they traveled."
8. Raising a Road-Use Fee Could Be Done By a Simple Majority
The Sacrament Bee printed an article by Dan Walters, on January 20th, 2009, describing a
proposal to help close California’s budget gap.
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http://www.nctimes.com/articles/2009/01/20/opinion/walters/zd5e9d64561b6efd78825753e006c
951a.tx.
The key elements from the article are as follows.
1.)
Senate President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg, the scheme's father, insists that it's legal,
basing that assertion on a 5-year-old opinion from the Legislature's legal office.
2.)
The plan would eliminate excise and sales taxes on gasoline and raise other taxes to help
close the budget deficit, then "backfill" the gasoline taxes with a new "fee" that would actually
increase the bite on motorists by 50 percent, from 26 cents a gallon to 39 cents. A "fee" can be
imposed by a simple majority vote as long as it relates to actual services rendered by
government.
Note that this fee approach is relatively far from meeting all of the stipulations of this report.
However, it would represent significant progress.
IV.

Arguments in Favor of Road Use Fees

This Section provides an analogy demonstrating why roads should be operated for the equal
benefit of all. It presents some of the consequences of the current level of our state fuel tax. It
argues that a road-use fee should include a vehicle miles traveled (VMT) component and that
furthermore, a component should relate to congestion pricing (i.e. needs to account for specific
time and place of travel). A road-use fee should account for environmental impacts, should
protect low-income families, and contain privacy protections. It explains why revenue from a
road use fee should be used to pay an effective property tax to municipalities. It argues that this
resolution offers methods that would help to alleviate the state’s budget problems. It states that it
is easier to discuss setting a road use fee than it is to discuss increasing an excise tax on fuel.
Finally, it briefly discusses some of the emerging technologies and the relationship between
technology and this resolution.
1. Full-Cost Pricing
Roads should be priced so that they are no longer an economic burden on those that choose to
drive less than average. Yet, it is hard to be objective about roads. Here’s an analogy. Assume
that California owned a large number of 2-bedroom apartments that it allowed families to live in
if they paid a tax of $500 a month, even though the market rental value of the apartments was
$1000 a month. Clearly, the people living in the apartments are the winners and all the other
citizens of California are the losers, because if the state set the price to the market value, it would
have additional money that it could either use for the benefit of all citizens or it could return the
money to everyone as a tax rebate. Some might note that since there are a large number of these
apartments, almost everyone that wants one could get one, so those that don’t live in these 2bedroom apartments are losing out because of their own poor choice. However, since not every
citizen wants to live in these apartments, the State’s practice is indefensible. The correct thing for
the state to do would be to allow low-income citizens to remain in the rental units at the
subsidized price of $500 a month, stop calling the price-per-month a “tax” and instead call the
price-per-month a “user fee”, and set the price for the families that are not low income to the
market value of $1000 per month. In this case, the low-income families remain winners. Even
though all the others are losers, they are losing much less than before. This assumes that the state
takes the additional earnings and uses it in a way that benefits all citizens. Buying more 2bedroom apartments would not qualify. This analogy’s original operation is similar to what
California does by under pricing road use fees, as described below.
2. Consequences of the Current Level of Fuel Tax
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a. Economic Inequity
Because our state fuel tax is too low, funds derived from taxes (and fees) that are not related to
the choice of driving a car must be used to support our system of public roads. Examples are our
sales tax, our income tax, our property tax, and the development fees that increase many of our
costs. In effect what is happening is that money is systematically being taken from those that
drive less and being given to support those that drive more.
This violates a fundamental principle of our free market system. People should pay for what they
use and, conversely, people should not be forced to pay for what they do not use. It is true that
we often willingly violate this principle, for some higher purpose. Education, mass transit, and
Section 8 housing are good examples. However, there is no valid reason to increase driving by
making it artificially cheap to drive, or for that matter, to park a car. The facts about global
warming suggest quite the opposite.
b. Global Warming Threat and the California Example of Road-Use Pricing
According to an article in the June 2008 issue of Scientific American, The Ethics of Global
Warming (on Page 100 of the well-respected magazine), there is a 5% chance that the level of
CO2-equivalent gasses in our atmosphere, expected in just 20 years, will result in a 14.4 Degree
increase in temperature and this could result in "a devastating collapse in the human population,
perhaps even to extinction."
From http://www.sandiego.edu/EPIC/ghginventory/GHG-On-Road1.pdf.pdf, we learn that in
San Diego County, emissions from on-road vehicles are about 46% of regional GHG emissions.
Item 4 of the Background Information of the CNRCC Resolution Supporting Fuel Tax Increase
(39-6-0) March 22, 2009, says that 40% of the state’s GHG emissions come from transportation.
Many world leaders know that many of our citizens have taken all of the time and cost variables
into account and then built their life around their automobiles. How can we expect the world to
do its part to reduce GHG emissions, if they see us unwilling to reform the way we price the use
of roads, so as to conform to the basic free-market principles that we claim to hold dear?
c. Other Pollution
Besides GHG emissions it is well known that on-road transportation contributes significantly
(around 50% by some accounts) to our air and noise pollution. Cars cause air and water pollution
directly and indirectly. This occurs when they are manufactured, when their fuel is transported
and refined (refineries are, by far, the biggest cause of ground-water contamination in
California), and when they are driven.
d. Urban Sprawl
The dominance of the automobile is the primary reason for our sprawling, urban land-use
patterns. For example, it is well known that a simple 4-lane freeway, with frontage roads, can
consume 26 acres per mile. An acre of land can only park 117 cars. Sprawl has taken valuable
farm land, wet lands, and wild-life habitat. It makes it more difficult to walk or to bicycle. It also
makes it more difficult to provide or to use transit.
e. Summary Statement
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GHG emissions, urban sprawl and air, water, and noise pollution are made worse by making
driving seem artificially inexpensive to the public. Note that for every penny earned by raising
the price per mile to drive to its correct value, a penny could be cut from other taxes and fees that
are unrelated to driving. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood’s statement is shown in
Section IV’s Section 2 (“we can’t raise the gas tax in a recession”) shows that he misses this
important point. This point has been made by the Sierra Club, as shown in
http://www.sierraclub.org/policy/conservation/trans.aspx, where it says, of subsidies to driving,
“These subsidies should be publicly scrutinized and eliminated by appropriate fuel and carbon
taxes, parking and road user charges, . . .”
3. Section II’s Condition 5, The Use of the Gasoline Sales Tax
As stated in Section III. 3, currently the sales tax on fuel must be used for the same purposes as
the excise tax on fuel. This is contrary to the normal rule for sales taxes, whereby sales taxes are
used for general-fund purposes, unrelated to the item sold. For example, the sales taxes from
running shoes are not removed from the general fund to be used to build running facilities.
Likewise, the sales tax on alcoholic beverages is not separated out to be used to subsidize the
building of more drinking establishments. If we are going to end our unfortunate favoritism
towards roads, we need to end the practice of using the sales tax from gasoline as if it were an
additional fuel excise tax. This practice would be ended if the implied recommendations of this
report were enacted. The sales tax on gasoline should continue, but the tax on the sale of gasoline
should go to the general fund, as does the tax on the sale of other consumer items.
4. Reasons to Adopt Section II’s Feature 1, a VMT Based, Road-Use Fee
From a Global Warming perspective, there is a hierarchy of favored transportation modes.
Mode 0:
Mode 1:
Mode 2:
mode)
Mode 3:
Mode 4:
Mode 5:

Telecommuting (no need to leave the house)
Walking
Cycling (skate boarding and any other device-aided, non-motorized transportation
Transit
Electric cars or cars that get great mileage
Other cars

In terms of reducing pressure to expand road capacity, Modes 0, 1 and 2 are many times more
desirable than even Mode 4, which is many times better than Mode 5. The point here is that as
much as we want to see more electric cars and more cars that get exceptional mileage, we should
not lose sight of the fact that unless all road users pay their fair share, those people using Modes
0, 1 and 2 are not being fully rewarded for not using road capacity, and this is poor
environmental policy, based on the desirability factors suggested. All cars are large,
manufactured devices with a finite life. They promote sprawl. People that routinely use Modes 0,
1 and 2 have often set up their lives so that they could drive less. Those life-style choices need to
be fully rewarded. The statements of Sections 2a and 2d of this Section apply.
5. Reasons to Adopt Road-Use Pricing Methods Tied to Specific VMT
a. Need to Support Section II’s Feature 6
The current fuel tax is simple and, in theory it could be raised to cover the costs of driving (for
those vehicles that use fuel. Alternatively, it is easy to imagine odometers that transmit their
values at scheduled times to a billing computer. With vehicle-recognition schemes, implemented
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at the pump or within the billing computer containing odometer data, it would be possible to
expand these simple methods to support Section II’s Features 1 through 5, Feature 7, and Feature
8. However, these simple methods would not support Section II’s congestion pricing Feature 6,
which is sufficiently important that it must be identified and supported.
b. Value of Section II’s Feature 6: Congestion Pricing
Various names have been proposed for Section II’s Feature 6, including “congestion pricing” or
“convenience pricing”. Regardless of the name, it is a powerful way to reduce our society’s
propensity for expanding highways. Proponents of freeway expansion frequently mention the
fact that highway “gridlock” harms our public safety because it can significantly delay
emergency vehicles. Individuals in society see this in personal terms. We can all imagine a need
to get home to attend to a child, or to get to an emergency room. The consequences of congestion
can go well beyond being just a frustrating inconvenience. Sometimes people feel that they
would pay almost anything to be able to drive at higher speeds. How many people have missed a
plane, or a train, or a critical business meeting, “stuck in traffic”? Besides this, lanes also often
support transit. Transit success requires dependable and reasonably fast bus travel. In addition,
stop and go traffic wastes fuel, increasing global warming and unhealthy emissions.
“Convenience Lanes” could provide an option for drivers when they feel it is worth the extra
money to drive beyond congestion speeds. This pricing also provides a means to keep one or
more lanes operating close to their theoretical capacity, instead of at the greatly reduced flow rate
that comes when demand is large. (See Section III. 4.) The pricing can adjust automatically so as
to keep demand below capacity, on one or more lanes. This means that congestion in parallel
lanes will clear sooner than if all lanes were allowed to stay severely congested.
“Convenience Lanes” also offer the hope of significant revenue generation, if enough people are
willing to, in effect, bid up the price. (This will probably happen if the “political pushback” of
Section III. 6 “trumps” the condition of “full-cost pricing” in Section III. 5, meaning that the
price of driving is kept low enough in regular lanes that there are still times and places where
congestion is significant.) Section II’s Feature 6 would require that proceeds (collection minus
collection costs) be used for transit systems that would tend to reduce the congestion. As stated
in Section III. 4, the lanes and roads that are parallel to the “convenience priced” lanes can be
counted on to fail to carry their capacity when serious congestion strikes. Fortunately, there is no
comparable effect for transit. Although it is conceivable that transit demand could exceed transit
carrying capacity, when this happens, the transit can be counted on to continue to carry its full
capacity.
c. Section II’s Feature 6 and Road Price Variability
Some roads are relatively expensive to build; others are relatively inexpensive. There is no
reason we have to settle for charging the same per-mile price for all roads. Similarly, driving at
different times should be priced differently. It is well understood that freeways are sized and
expanded to facilitate peak driving times. Since it is more costly to provide the added capacity
needed at peak times, it is reasonable to charge peak-time drivers more. Charging more at the
times that demand is high will tend to smooth out traffic demand over various times of the day.
d. Section II’s Feature 6 and Pollution
Section II’s Feature 6 can reduce congestion. This is important because stop-and-go traffic
probably increases pollution and GHG emissions when compared to lanes operating at “optimum
speed” as identified in Section III. 4.
e. Section II’s Feature 6 Supported by the CTC
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These powerful arguments have evidently been recognized by the CTC. In their Addendum to the
2007 Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines, Addressing Climate Change and Greenhouse
Gas Emissions During the RTP Process, adopted on May 29, 2008, they provide strong support
to lane pricing.
http://www.catc.ca.gov/programs/rtp/Adopted_Addendum_2007_RTP_Guidelines.pdf,
In the CTC’s Pricing Strategies Section (Page 3), the CTC instructs Metropolitan Planning
Organizations to “model adding pricing to existing lanes, not just as a means for additional
expansion. Variable/congestion pricing should be considered.”
Variable/congestion pricing cannot be done without Section II’s Feature 6 of its Condition 1.
f. Arguments to Support the CTC’s Road-Pricing Guideline
Politically speaking, the Pricing Section took great courage on the part of the CTC. We should
publicize the CTC guideline and defend it against critics. There is widespread confusion
regarding who owns existing lanes and what promises were made. Converting existing, “free”
lanes to be lanes that are priced can be justified by explaining that fuel taxes have always been
road-use fees and that any stated or implied promise that paying fuel tax entitled drivers, for all
time forward, to drive free on the roads that the fuel taxes may have been used to fund was
specious. Specifically, the claim that drivers “already paid” for roads through the payment of fuel
taxes is incorrect because (i) many drivers have just started driving; (ii) many drivers that paid
fuel tax for many years have died; and (iii) paying a fee to use a public road is no different than
paying rent to use property and paying rent does not lead to quasi ownership. These same
arguments can be used against statements supporting the idea that drivers can forever drive free
over a bridge because the tolls have paid off the loan for the bridge.
6. Reasons for Section II’s Features 2 – 5
These features charge vehicles for their environmental impacts.
7. Reasons for Section II’s Feature 7
The ability of low-income families to be able to drive to work and other essential family errands
must be protected. However, given our challenge of global warming, this needs to be
“constructive charity”. The features shown in Section II suggest that a billing computer will
probably be involved. If so, that computer’s database can, perhaps at the individual’s discretion,
be supported with information such as current housing details, current salary, job location,
occupation and job skills to include a full resume, childcare, location of family and friends,
hobbies, or recreational pursuits, and other items that could be related to the individual’s current
need to drive. When the software determines that the person qualifies for a reduced multiplier of
the full cost of driving (a subsidy), it could then also run various programs to offer, in creative,
tailored, form letters, suggestions for changing circumstances to reduce driving. This could
involve a search for jobs, a search for suitable housing, a search for daycare, and a search for
better locations to pursue hobbies or recreational pursuits. The availability of transit would be
considered in the software and would be offered. Job training could be suggested or offered at a
discount. If circumstances support it, the person could also be asked if they would be interested
in a class on riding a bicycle in traffic. Taking such a class could earn the person a financial
award, perhaps to include a new or used bicycle. The software would put a high priority on
helping the person achieve a lifestyle that requires less driving. As a last resort the software
would take into account the congestion level of various routes and offer a driving route that
requires a reduced subsidy. If no billing computer is involved, the person receiving the subsidy
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might be required to send in data to support the running of these programs to reduce driving and
the subsidy to driving.
8. Reasons for Section II’s Feature 8
Privacy must be protected, unless confidential disclosure to law enforcement agencies is ordered
by a judge based on reasonable cause. We currently rely on laws and judges to protect our
privacy regarding what we say on the telephone, our emails, our internet activities, and the
information we provide on our tax forms. This information could be both politically revealing
and highly embarrassing, to the point where it could seriously degrade our personal and
professional lives. In terms of protecting our democracy, it is especially important that our
political activities be protected. Where we drive and park a car is also somewhat sensitive in this
regard. However, in most cases it is less sensitive than our emails and what we say on the phone.
Cell phone companies already have information about our travel. Many locations, such as Dallas,
have “toll-tags” that record every time someone goes through a toll plaza and charges them
accordingly. The conclusion is that the argument that many people will never accept a computer,
with built in privacy protections, from having information about where we drive is overblown
and not supported by the facts.
9. Reasons for Section II’s Condition 2
Railroads pay property tax on the land under their tracks. Utility companies pay property taxes
on the land under their transmission lines. There is no reason that large highways should not pay
a property tax for the land they take off the tax rolls in each community. The favored status of
roads should be eliminated.
10. California’s Budget Problem
California currently has a large budget gap. Children may lose their health care and education
cuts will probably be severe. State parks may close. Most state funding for transit has already
been eliminated. This Section 12 strategy might help to reduce some of these cuts.
11. Raising the Fuel Tax vs. Pricing a Road-Use Fee
There are advantages in reframing the question from should we raise the fuel tax to: Should we
replace the fuel tax with a road-use fee and, if so, how should we set the price of the road-use
fee? Section III. 2 showed that a 2/3rds vote is needed in the state legislature to raise a tax; while,
as shown in Section III. 8, only a simple majority is needed to set and then raise a user fee.
Besides this, there are a lot of common misunderstandings about our fuel taxes. Many think they
are a mechanism whereby drivers somehow buy new roads. This confusion was discussed in
detail in this Section’s Subsection 5f. If we can move the discussion to one of how to properly
set the price of road use, we will have already made large gains in framing the question to the
advantage of environmentalists and everyone that recognizes that it is time to stop favoring
driving.
12. Technology
It is not our responsibility to pick the technologies that will ultimately be used in the
implementation of the road-use pricing described in the 4 conditions of this resolution’s Section
II. Email and phone conversations with employees of “Skymeter”,
http://www.grushhour.blogspot.com/, indicate that they are ready to respond to a Request For
Proposal (RFP) to implement VMT pricing in the Netherlands, to include every road in the
country. Their proposal will be that each car will have a GPS unit, about as large as an eyeglasses case, sitting on the dash. It will contain a database of roads and a variable set of pricing
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coefficients. The GPS software will determine the car’s location with sufficient accuracy so as to
support software computing a running tabulation of charges, as the car is driven. They state that
the final challenge was to design the software so that the unit would function when the car was
being driven in the presence of GPS reflections, such as in city “canyons” which is to say around
multiple large buildings. They have solved this problem with additional algorithms and have
demonstrated this in the most severe conditions they could find. However, they don’t want to
have to distinguish between lanes, suggesting that congestion pricing on large multi-lane roads,
where pricing varies between parallel lanes, may require a Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) overlay pricing scheme, such as is currently used for “toll tags.”
There are probably several, perhaps even many, ways to accomplish road-use pricing that has the
features described in this Section.
1.7.4.2.3

Cost-Effective Mitigation to Increase Bicycle Use

Reference 6 also suggested that the Climate Action Plan include the following new section, “Section
13”, to implement a cost-effective mitigation to reduce driving by increasing bicycle use:
13 ‐ Education and Projects to Support Bicycle Transportation
For many reasons, including the climate crisis and the “AMRP” principle stated in the
Introduction of this RES, the elements of this section need to be adopted, even if the computer
model of the SCS shows that our CARP target reductions are going to be met without these
measures. The criteria for spending money for bicycle transportation should be to maximize the
resulting estimated reductions in driving. The following strategies will probably do this.
Projects
Each of the smart growth place types, both existing and planned, shown in Figure 2 of Section 9,
should be checked to see if bicycle access could be substantially improved with either a traffic
calming project, a “complete streets” project, more shoulder width, or a project to overcome
some natural or made-made obstacle. These projects should be prioritized using a cost/benefit
ratio metric. It is hereby assumed that 40% of the $270M available for the Regional Bicycle Plan
should be used to fund the projects. They should be selected for implementation, from top of the
list (lowest cost/benefit ratio) down, until the money (about $110M) is used up. An example of
one of these projects, for the proposed town center near the corner of I-5 and SR-78, is described
in the “Existing Planning Efforts” of Section 9.
Education
The remaining 60% of the $270M, about $160M, should be used to
1.) teach interested adults about bicycle accident statistics (most serious injuries occur to cyclists
in accidents that do not involve a motor vehicle), car-bike accident statistics (most are caused by
wrong-way riding and errors in intersections; clear cut hit-from-behind is rare), and how to ride
in all conditions, to minimize problems.
2.) teach riding-in-traffic skills and how to ride in other challenging conditions, by having the
class members and instructor go out into real conditions and ride together, until proficiency is
achieved.
Students that pass a rigorous written test and demonstrate proficiency in traffic and other
challenging conditions are paid for their time and effort.
These classes should be based on the curriculum developed by the League of American
Bicyclists and taught by instructors certified by the League.
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Assuming a class size of 3 riders per instructor and that each rider passes both tests and earns
$100 and that the instructor, with overhead, costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for each 3
students, means that the $160M could educate $160M/$800 = 200,000 classes of 3 students, for a
total of 600,000 students. This is about 20% of the population of San Diego County.
The conclusion here is that SANDAG has had feasible mitigations described in Reference 6 but has not
chosen to consider them in this DEIR.
1.7.4.3

One-Hour Presentation of Reference 4

Reference 4 is a peer reviewed and published report that I coauthored with Dr. Jim Stewart. Dr. Stewart
has a PhD in Nuclear Physics, a Master’s degree in Urban Planning, and co-chairs Sierra Club
California’s Energy-Climate Committee. The paper was peer-reviewed and published by the Air and
Waste Management Association. I presented the paper at their 103rd Conference and Convention on June
22, 2010, in their Sustainable Land Use and Transportation Session.
On January 7, 2011, I gave a 1-hour presentation on the paper to SANDAG’s Mr. Muggs Stoll and
Carolina Gregor. Mr. Stoll is SANDAG’s Director of Land Use and Planning. Ms. Gregor is a
SANDAG Regional Planner. On January 6th, to prepare for the meeting, I sent Reference 4 and three
related files to Mr. Stoll and Regional Planners Colleen Clemenston and Carolina Gregor.
1.7.4.4

Conclusion

It is hard to understand why SANDAG did not realize that reallocating TransNet money from highways
to transit, unbundling the cost of parking and driving, and good bicycle strategies are good, feasible, and
necessary mitigations, given the harsh requirements of our climate crisis.
1.8
The DEIR presents weak, poorly-worded, straw-man versions of mitigations that were
presented by the public and then, through poor logic, finds them infeasible.
There are at least two places where the mitigations offered by the public have been misrepresented and
then described as “infeasible”, in the DEIR.
1.8.1 “Elevating Parking Fees” Mitigation
On Page 4.16-34 of the DEIR, a mitigation measure is described as a requirement to “elevate parking
fees”. Using faulty logic, which ignores all of the information that has been given to SANDAG in
References 4, 6 and countless speeches to the SANDAG Board; it is argued that it is infeasible, as
follows.


Require SANDAG’s member agencies to increase congestion pricing by elevating
parking fees. The increased parking fees would serve as an economic deterrent for
commuters driving alone. This could reduce single-driver trips and help avoid substantial
increases in work trip travel time and peak period congestion.

This measure was considered infeasible due to the social considerations, that is, the inability to
implement this measure adequately and equally throughout all agencies and because of economic
consideration of the added economic burden that would be placed on workers in the San Diego
region, in addition to the already difficult economic situation. Also, this measure would not achieve
the objective to provide a transportation system that offers convenient travel options for people and
goods, as well as reasonable travel costs as the increased parking fee may adversely impact the travel
costs of drivers who do not have access to convenient transit options.

1.8.1.1 Problem with Using the Words “Elevated Parking Fee”
It may have happened, but I have never heard any member of the public ask for anything like “elevated
parking fees” without explaining that the money collected would need to go back to those for whom the
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parking is built, or in other words, to those that are losing money because of the “free” or underpriced
parking. If anyone ever had such an idea, it was poorly thought out. SANDAG has been exposed to the
correct idea, that parking costs should be unbundled, for at least several years now, as shown, for
example, in References 4 and 6, as well as Section 1.7 above. The word “unbundled” is the correct word
because the high cost of parking is always being paid, whether it is visible and discretionary or if it is
hidden and forced on people. As it has been stated repeatedly to SANDAG, parking is expensive to
provide. When it is “free” or underpriced, its cost reduces people’s wages, increases people’s rent,
increases peoples net cost for a round trip on a train, and raises the cost of all goods and services, even
food. This is true, whether a person uses the parking or not. Therefore this status quo method is unjust
because it takes money from those that drive less than average and gives it to those that drive more than
average.
1.8.1.2

Problem with Using the Words “Congestion Pricing”

The cost of parking should be unbundled in all locations. Parking provided at no charge is the worst case
of bundled parking cost and, as such, it is the case that needs to be fixed first, not last. Usually, where
parking is “free”, there is plenty of vacancy and so no “congestion pricing” is needed. Reference 4 is the
first report in the world to include real-time congestion pricing algorithms. These algorithms would be
used any time occupancy moves above 70%, for cases where 85% occupancy might be exceeded.
SANDAG should now know all that is needed about how to unbundle the cost in all cases. The words
“congestion pricing” shields the suburbs, including the offices in industrial parks, exactly where
unbundling is needed the most.
1.8.1.3

Inequity of an Apartment Complex with “Free Parking”

For example, consider a case where the actual cost of providing parking at an apartment complex is $25
per month per space and the average family own 2 cars. If nothing is charged for parking, a family that
owns 4 cars has no problem, as long as their neighbor happens to be a family that does not own a car.
However, if the parking is worth $25 a month, the family with no cars is getting cheated out of $50 a
month. This could be a serious matter if that family’s income is incapable of feeding all its members
near the end of its pay period.
Please note that the system which seems like the obvious answer to the above example, where tenants
are given a choice to rent any number of parking spaces, including zero, is suboptimal because it does
not allow day-to-day flexibility and it does not allow for the full sharing of parking. “Full sharing”
means that anyone can make use of the parking, if they are willing to pay the fair price. If this sounds
like it won’t work, please read Reference 4, a published and peer-reviewed document.
1.8.1.4

Implementation of Unbundled Parking Cost Is Not that Difficult

Regarding the DEIR’s claim that there is an “inability to implement this measure adequately and equally
throughout all agencies”, that is not true. SANDAG could adopt a rule that any city that continues to allow
bundled parking cost will not get any money for road maintenance. At the same time that SANDAG
takes this position of demanding basic economic fairness, it could petition the State of California to pass
laws disallowing parking practices that transfer wealth from those that drive less than average to those
that drive more than average. In other words, SANDAG could petition the State of California to make
bundled parking costs illegal. This is reasonable, because all levels of government have a responsibility
to enforce basic economic fairness. The technology to do this “efficiently and conveniently” is described
in Reference 4.
1.8.1.5

The “Added Economic Burden” is a One-Sided View

Regarding the DEIR’s claim that there is an “added economic burden”, the following example will prove that,
on average, this burden is small and well worth the benefit of increased fairness. With good technology, the cost
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of collection can be kept small. On Page 3 of Reference 7, an example is given that is very generous to the
technology provider. (This expense is only needed because the technology is not yet “off the self”.) However, in
just 10 years, the cost of collection and redistribution has dropped to just 2%. The real economic burden is the
high cost of providing the high numbers of parking spaces which are needed if the cost is bundled. In many cases,
if the cost of parking were to be unbundled, less parking could be provided, reducing costs for everyone. Note the
second paragraph under the “Advocacy” heading, on Page 3 of Reference 7. It shows that if the community
college decided to end the economic discrimination against students and employees that drive less than average, it
could yield additional land worth $20 million. The loss of this land to parking is an “added economic burden” that
SANDAG seems to not recognize in the DEIR.
It may be that the SANDAG authors have simply not thought this through. The “economic burden” has to be
considered in light of the earnings that many of the stakeholders will get.

1.8.1.6

Concern for Drivers without Convenient Transit Options

Similarly, regarding the DEIR’s words, “the increased parking fee may adversely impact the travel costs of
drivers who do not have access to convenient transit options”, the following information is provided.
Some locations have good transit and some locations have poor transit. It is common to think that
unbundling the cost of parking where it is difficult to not drive, would have a poor outcome. That is not
true, as can be seen by the following example.
Let’s consider a factory with 100 employees, that has no transit service, is located just outside of Palm
Springs, during a month where temperatures are over 100 degrees. Before unbundling the cost, let’s
assume that there are no employees that car pool and only 1 employee that bicycles to work. Let’s also
assume that, based on the value of land and the cost of money, the value of the parking is $5 per day.
For simplicity, let’s also assume zero cost for implementation and that all employees work exactly the
same amount of hours, every single work day. Finally let’s assume that after unbundling the cost of the
parking, due to the high temperatures, there is still just the single bicycle commuter.
Given these assumptions, the 99 employees that drive each pay $5 each day. Therefore, instead of
generating $500 per day, the parking charge would only generate $495 per day, because the bicyclist
pays nothing. Since all the employees work the same hours, they all get $4.95 per day. It therefore seems
that SANDAG is worried about all the driving employees losing five cents per day. SANDAG forgets
that the bicyclist is getting $4.95 per day, which some would say she deserves, for riding in the 100
degree weather. The employees would know that they are losing the five cents per day because the lone
cyclist is not driving. Given, this situation, it is easy enough to imagine that one other person would take
up cycling to work. If so, all the employees would get $4.90 per day, and that includes the two cyclists,
that are not paying the $5 per day. Now, less assume one more thing. Let’s say this situation is so stable
that the company president steps in and finds two people in Palm Springs who want to park an RV or a
boat on these two extra spaces, at a charge of $5 per work day, but free on the week end. In this case, no
driver loses any money and the two cyclists earn an extra $5 per day. Under these assumptions, the
SANDAG concern for the drivers is seen to be false. Besides this, the number of non-drivers doubled,
which is an impressive outcome from an environmental standpoint.
Another case could be considered where transit is very good and a large percentage of employees get to
work without driving. This outcome would be very different but would still be fair to all. In this case, it
would be reasonable for a company to step in and help a low income worker who has made a poor
choice of where to live and must drive to a location where many can use transit. In such a case, the
worker I have described will be considerably worse off if parking costs are unbundled. However, the
financial help to the low-income worker should not be permanent. We all need to realize that not all bad
decisions can be covered by special actions on the part of companies or governments.
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The SANDAG preparers of this document seem strangely oblivious to these facts. Finally, destabilizing
the climate should also be a SANDAG concern, at least as legitimate as the DEIR’s concern that an
“increased parking fee may adversely impact the travel costs of drivers”.
1.8.2 “Increased Tax on Transportation Fuel” Mitigation
It is never advisable or accurate to talk about a “tax on transportation fuel”. The excise tax on fuel
should be viewed as a very poorly understood and a very poorly priced road-use fee. Calling it a roaduse fee and talking about setting the road-use fee at a level which is fair to all citizens will help to foster
a rational discussion. SANDAG’s choice of words is exactly what the oil companies would like. Few
people like to see any type of tax raised.
On Page 4.16-34 the following mitigation is given, and then it is argued that it is infeasible, as follows.


Impose increased taxes on transportation fuel as an economic deterrent to auto and truck travel.
This could reduce single-driver trips and avoid substantial increases in work trip travel time and
peak period congestion.

This measure was considered infeasible because of the inability of SANDAG to adequately require
the implementation of this measure across the region with the necessary authority to impose such
taxes. In addition, this measure would not achieve the objective to provide a transportation system
that offers convenient travel options for people and goods, as well as reasonable travel costs as
increased transportation fuel taxes would elevate costs associated with travel, including transit. Also,
the measure would not achieve the objective to provide a transportation system that supports
improvement of the region’s standard of living due to the adverse impact it would have on the
economic prosperity and viability of the region as a center for regional distribution and the goods
movement industry due to higher transportation fuel prices.

1.8.2.1

General Comments on the Logic

This logic is reminiscent of John McCain and Hillary Clinton calling for an end to gas taxes, as they did
during the Indiana primary in the 2008 election. Although big oil and the highway lobby were certainly
thrilled by this suggested policy, the voters of Indiana were not impressed and President Obama, who
told the truth about the issue, did well in Indiana.
Section 1.7.4.2.2 shows that this DEIR is both illogical and biased in its attempt to show that this
mitigation is infeasible.
1.8.2.2

The Feasibility of a Local Implementation

The discussion in Section 1.7.4.2.2 includes the following words:
These powerful arguments have evidently been recognized by the CTC. In their Addendum to the
2007 Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines, Addressing Climate Change and Greenhouse
Gas Emissions During the RTP Process, adopted on May 29, 2008, they provide strong support
to lane pricing.
http://www.catc.ca.gov/programs/rtp/Adopted_Addendum_2007_RTP_Guidelines.pdf,
In the CTC’s Pricing Strategies Section (Page 3), the CTC instructs Metropolitan Planning
Organizations to “model adding pricing to existing lanes, not just as a means for additional
expansion. Variable/congestion pricing should be considered.”
Therefore, if California refuses to realize that the gas tax has no future and that therefore a road-use fee
is needed, SANDAG will have no choice but to follow its CTC guidelines and approve the pricing of
our controlled-access roads (“freeways”), using cameras at all exits and entrances and automated billing.
I-5 and I-15 could be done first. The original price to charge would be 2 cents per mile. This approach is
described in an as-yet unpublished opinion piece, coauthored by myself and the former Mayor of Palo
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Alto and co Founder of “Friends of Caltrain”. Here is the opinion piece, which we hope to eventually get
published in the San Jose Mercury News.
Use Free Market Principles to Save Caltrain
Reduce Congestion, and Help Stabilize Our Climate
Just this week, the regional transportation agencies put their heads together in response to the
outpouring of public support for Caltrain and came up with a rescue package that will save a
substantial part of the service. The Caltrain board sent staff back to come up with another $3.3
million so we can retain the current schedule with the successful Baby Bullets. The latest
ridership numbers show Caltrain is more popular than ever, even with the recent fare increases
and some service reductions. It is a successful and efficient transit system: the problem is it
lacks a dedicated funding base to complement the 47% that comes from the riders.
The rescue package will buy time for one year; hopefully two. We must create a dedicated, longterm funding source for Caltrain. There are many ideas which are beginning to emerge. One is an
increase in our regional sales tax. A second is a regional increase in the gas tax. Either would
require a two-thirds vote. This is a pitch for another idea that both free market advocates and
environmentalists should be able to support.
The Chairman of the California Transportation Commission has written that our current gas tax
contributes nothing towards building roads and only pays half the cost of maintenance.
Maintaining roads therefore requires using money generated by income, sales, and property tax;
leaving less general tax money for such things as schools, libraries, and public safety.
The gas tax has a poor long-term future. Cars and light-duty trucks emit about 40% of the Bay
Area’s greenhouse gas emissions. Since, under state law, we must continue to improve the
efficiency of our state’s fleet of cars, our gas-tax revenue will decline, over time. President
Obama’s Republican Secretary of Transportation Ray La Hood has stated that we must
implement what he called a “VMT” (vehicle-miles-travelled) fee. Considering how fast we can
increase the efficiency of our fleet of California cars and how fast we must reduce GHG
emissions, we must also drive less, even as our population increases. If roads were operated
according to free-market principles, we would drive less.
Both Sierra Club California and the Environmental Caucus of the California Democratic Party
have passed resolutions supporting a “comprehensive road-use fee pricing system”. Besides
being priced to cover all costs, such a system would need to also incentivize energy-efficient
cars, at least as much as our current gas tax; protect low-income drivers; and protect privacy.
If we assume that we collect 50 cents per gallon in gas tax and that the average car gets 25 miles
per gallon, then, on average, we are charging about 2 cents per mile. Using our Transportation
Commission Chairman’s statement, we conclude that this only covers half of the maintenance
cost and that therefore we should be charging at least 4 cents per mile. If we were to charge an
additional 2 cents per mile, it would be reasonable to use the additional money for a general-fund
purpose, since general funds are being used to maintain the roads.
There is promising road-use fee technology. Skymeter, a Canadian company, has a system that is
based on GPS technology. According to the company, it could accumulate only net charge, if
that is the wish of the car owner, to protect privacy; and could easily charge all cars on all roads,
in California.
We can customize road-use fees to our local needs. Perhaps we would prefer to not charge all
drivers on all roads, to reduce 101/280 congestion and fund Caltrain. Using the technology that
transmits license plate numbers of cars running red lights, it would be easy to bill drivers, per
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mile, on any controlled-access road. Since Caltrain parallels 101 and 280, it is best to set up a
system to charge drivers that use just these two roads, over a length that is within the main
segment of Caltrain. These are the drivers that benefit the most from Caltrain.
It can be shown that 35 miles of 16 lanes, with an average flow rate of 300 cars per hour, being
charged 2 cents per mile, would generate the necessary 30 million dollars per year. For 600 cars
per hour, 60 million dollars per year would be earned. A 30-mile trip would cost one car (with
any number of passengers) sixty cents. Congestion pricing could be added, if desired, to reduce
congestion during peak hours. The earnings above thirty million dollars per year could be used to
help redesign and electrify Caltrain, for quiet, safe “24/7” service that could serve more stations.
The blow up in the Gulf and the melt down in Japan tell us that we should stop subsidizing
energy use. Considering global warming, our grandchildren will thank us. Let’s start to operate
our roads as a business and let’s save and improve Caltrain.
Go to FriendsofCaltrain.com for the latest updates on how to save Caltrain. Caltrain provides an
essential and cost-effective, time-competitive service. Let’s work together to Save our Caltrain
for the long term!
Yoriko Kishimoto, Former Mayor of Palo Alto and co-founder of Friends of Caltrain
Mike Bullock, long time transportation advocate
All of the $30 to $60 million dollars per year that this would raise should be given back to all tax payers
in proportion to the state, general taxes they pay, since they are the ones making up the difference
between the gas tax paid and the total road maintenance cost needed. If congestion pricing is needed to
eliminate congestion, the extra earnings could be used to increase transit service or electrify our trains.
If SANDAG moved toward implementation, it is highly likely that the state would be embarrassed into
action.
1.9

The DEIR presents an inadequate set of alternative.

1.9.1

An obvious Alternative That Should Have Been Considered

The mitigations described above, in Sections 1.7 and 1.8, are feasible and powerful. Although they have
been described to SANDAG for years, by members of the public, none of them appear in this DEIR,
except for the two that were described in a distorted form, as shown in Sections 1.8.1 and 1.8.2. These
overlooked mitigations would be so effective that they would obviate the need for any highway
expansion, which is perhaps the reason they were overlooked. These mitigations, taken together, would
be the alternative that would need to be selected. Such an alternative would meet the primary demands
of the RTP. It would eliminate congestion and support business. It would support business by using freemarket principles (except for transit and bicycling), lowering taxes, and reducing the amount of parking
needed. It gives our youth and unborn hope for the future. It would provide the environmental justice we
need. It would create healthy environments for our neighborhoods.
It could be called the “Equitable Alternative”, because it inequitable to use a sales tax to increase driving
by making it artificially cheap to drive; it is inequitable to have the cost of parking and operating roads
bundled; it is inequitable to assume adults can bicycle in traffic since they have not been given the
information they need; it is inequitable to have bicyclists have to ride significant distances out of their
way because our freeways cut off bike routes on surface streets, such as the way I-5 blocks Vista Way,
in Oceanside; and finally, it is inequitable to destabilize our planet’s climate. The features of this
Equitable Alternative would be


Reallocating TransNet money for building new lanes on our freeways to instead be used
for transit
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Unbundling the cost of parking and operating roads



Using funds for “Smart Growth” and bicycle transportation in ways that maximize the
driving reduction achieved for each dollar spent.

The following comes from CEQA Guidelines. The specific requirements that are being violated by the
DEIR because it ignored the public’s powerful mitigations, that amount to an alternative, are put in
italics and bold.
Section 15126.6

Consideration and Discussion of Alternatives to the Proposed Project

(a) Alternatives to the Proposed Project. An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of
the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. An EIR need not
consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather it must consider a reasonable range
of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decisionmaking and public
participation. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives which are infeasible. The lead
agency is responsible for selecting a range of project alternatives for examination and must
publicly disclose its reasoning for selecting those alternatives. There is no ironclad rule
governing the nature or scope of the alternatives to be discussed other than the rule of reason.
(Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors(1990) 52 Cal.3d 553 and Laurel Heights
Improvement Association v. Regents of the University of California(1988) 47 Cal.3d 376).
(b) Purpose. Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects
that a project may have on the environment (Public Resources Code Section 21002.1), the
discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location which are
capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project, even if
these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives, or
would be more costly.
(c) Selection of a range of reasonable alternatives. The range of potential alternatives to the
proposed project shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic objectives
of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects.
The EIR should briefly describe the rationale for selecting the alternatives to be discussed. The
EIR should also identify any alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but were
rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and briefly explain the reasons underlying the
lead agency's determination. Additional information explaining the choice of alternatives may be
included in the administrative record. Among the factors that may be used to eliminate
alternatives from detailed consideration in an EIR are: (i) failure to meet most of the basic
project objectives, (ii) infeasibility, or (iii) inability to avoid significant environmental impacts.

2.0

Computing the 2035 Target Needed to Support S-3-05

2.1

Introduction

Since S-3-05 is the closest thing we have to a road map to human survival, SANDAG has, and has had
for a long time, an obvious need to compute the driving reductions needed in 2035, to at least meet the
S-3-05 GHG reduction trajectory.
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Unfortunately, CARB gave you (SANDAG) the Year 2035 reduction that you (SANDAG) requested,
which is only a 13% reduction, for year 2035.
These reductions are per capita, with respect to driving in 2005. This can be understood by carefully
considering the following two items:
1.) Page 8, of http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/staffreport_sb375080910.pdf, which says, “The RTAC
recommended that targets be expressed as a percent reduction in per-capita greenhouse gas
emissions from a 2005 base year”; and
2.) The first footnote in the table of CARB calculations,
http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/mpo.co2.reduction.calc.pdf, which says: “The CO2 emissions presented in
this table do not include reductions from Pavley (better mileage for the California fleet of cars and
light duty trucks” and LCFS (low carbon fuel standards) regulations.”
Since no reductions are counted from Pavley and the LCFS regulations, reducing driving is the only way
SANDAG can reduce GHG by its RTP/SCS.“Greenhouse gas (GHG)” emissions are used as equivalent
to the more accurate “C02 emissions.” In the second item, “Pavley” (named after Senator Fran Pavley)
refers to a lowered average C02 per mile driven. Also in the second item, “LCFS” refers to the “Low
Carbon Fuel Standard”. Both “Pavley” and the “LCFS” reduce the emissions per mile driven. Since
these reductions are not being counted, the reductions shown come only from per capita, percent
reductions in driving, or “vehicle miles travelled”, VMT. Therefore the so-called GHG reductions are
really VMT reductions.
2.2

Overview of Relationships and Derivation of Key Formula

The S-3-05 net reduction in GHG emissions, from cars and light-duty trucks, expressed as a fraction of
2005 emissions, is obtained by multiplying four factors together. The definitions of Table 1 apply.

Table 1

Factor Definitions, with Respect to Year 2005

Factor Definitions
All are for for the year of interest, with respect to year 2005 values.
Except for Population, all are for cars and light-duty trucks.
net factor of the emissions of Greenhouse Gas

f
f_Pavley
f_Fuel
f_Population
f_PerCapitaVMT

factor of the average statewide mileage
factor of the reduction of GHG due to fuels that burn less carbon
factor of the population in the region of interest
factor of per capita driving

The following equations apply.
Eq. 1

f

= F_Pavley

x

f_Fuel

x

f_Population

x

f_PerCapitaVMT

Eq. 2 is derived from Eq. 1.
Eq. 2
2.3

f_PerCapitaVMT

= f

/

( F_Pavley x f_Fuel x f_Population )

Getting the Values to Use in the Equation
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Figure 5 is from http://www.nrdc.org/globalWarming/sb375/files/sb375.pdf, a widely-respected report
on SB-375. Note that all of its values are in the units of factors (same as fraction) of their values in year
2005. Figure 5 will supply all of the needed values, except for the factor of population. (Neither the red
line nor the blue line are used.) Its gold line is the S-3-05 trajectory that CARB ignored when it issued
the driving reduction values for year 2035.

Figure 5 GHG Reductions from Pavley (AB 1493, in Green); the Low Carbon
Fuel Standard (in Purple); the Predicted Driving (VMT, in Red); the
Net Result of GHG (C02, in Blue); and & the S-3-05 Trajectory (in Gold)

2.3.1 Getting the Net Factor of the Emissions of Greenhouse Gas in 2035, with Respect to 2005
Values
To get the net factor of the emissions of GHG, for year 2035, and with respect to year 2005, it is
necessary to extrapolate the Governor’s Executive Order target values (the gold line of Figure 5), out to
year 2035. The gold line shows that this factor is 0.87 in 2020 and is 0.64 in 2030. Therefore, in year
2035, the factor will be
0.64 + [(.64 - .87) / (2030-2020)] * (2035-2030) = 0.525
2.3.2 Getting the Factor of the Average Statewide Mileage in 2035, with Respect to the 2005
Value
To get the Pavley reduction factor, for Year 2035, it is necessary to extrapolate the average statewide
mileage factor data, which is Figure 5’s green line, out to Year 2035. It is 0.82 in 2020 and it is 0.73 in
2030. Therefore, in year 2035 the statewide mileage factor data will be
0.73 + [(.73 - .82) / (2030-2020)] * (2035-2030) = 0.685
Pavley 1 ends in Year 2017. It is widely assumed that it will be replaced by what is often called “Pavley
2”. The extrapolation computed here is based on the assumption made by the author of Figure 5, as
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shown in the slope of the green line from year 2020 to 2030. Based on the authoritative credentials of
the authors of Figure 1, this is the best assumption that can be made. Assuming that the California fleet
will continually get more efficient, in terms of C02 per mile driven, relies on an assumption that a
significant fraction of our car owners will be able to purchase newer-model cars.
2.3.3

Getting the Factor of the Reduction of GHG Due to Fuels that Burn less Carbon

Looking at the purple line of Figure 5, it is clear that this factor will be 0.9 in 2035.
2.3.4

Getting the Factor of the Increase in Population

The factor for population in San Diego County is computed using the populations estimated in CARB’s
http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/mpo.co2.reduction.calc.pdf, namely 3,034,388 people in 2005 and 3,984,753
people in 2035. So the factor, from 2005 to 2035 is 3,984,753/3,034,388 = 1.313.
2.4

Computing the Required Driving Reduction, for 2035

The 4 values, computed in Section 2.3 above, are used in Eq. 2, to compute the required factor.
Eq. 2

f_PerCapitaVMT

= .525

/

( .685

x

0.9

x

1.313 )

Therefore, f_PerCapitaVMT = .649.
This corresponds to a 35.1% reduction in per-capita driving, in year 2035.

3.0 Computing the Amount of Driving, in 2035, Compared to 2005, to See if
There is any Reason to Add Highway Capacity
3.1

Formula to use

The factor of driving in 2035, compared to 2005, is the product of the factor of driving (.649, as
computed in Section 2.0) and the factor of population change (1.313 as computed in Paragraph 2.3.5).
Multiplying these two factors together (factor of driving per population multiplied by the factor of the
increase in population) gives a factor as follows:
Factor of driving in 2035 compared to 2005:
=
3.2

.649

x

1.313

=

.8515.

Significance of Result

This means that even though our population will grow by 31.3% we still must all collectively drive
nearly 15% less than we did in 2005. This is a profound piece of information. It means that there is no
reason whatsoever to expand roads. This is good news because if means we can confidently reallocate
TransNet money away from highway expansion and into meeting our need to upgrade transit. It also
means it is time to step away from “Business As Usual” and adopt the “Equitable Alternative”.

4.0 An Alternative (The “Equitable Alternative”) with Estimated Driving
Reductions
4.1 Introduction
Since Reference 3 makes it clear that S-3-05 is insufficient to provide an acceptable safety margin from
Dangerous Anthropogenic Interference (DAI), the 35% computed in Section 2.0 above is expanded to
45%, by 2035. This might be large enough to be legal, under CEQA.
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This section will debunk SANDAG’s claim, made to CARB, that your RTP is “aggressive” (as in
“aggressive but achievable”). Significant reductions in driving can be achieved, as this section will
show.
One strategy that the MPOs are trying to implement is enacting zoning changes to reduce sprawl. These
changes typically increase densities and allow mixed use, especially around transit stations. These
changes are said to support “smart growth”. As stated above, SANDAG Directors have repeatedly been
asked to define “smart growth” to be “VMT-reducing” growth, so that smart growth strategies and
estimated outcomes could be quantified. These requests have been ignored. Therefore, SANDAG has
done a poor job of creating their “Smart Growth Incentive Plan” and their “Smart Growth Design
Guideline”. These documents had great potential. However, SANDAG preferred to keep the definition
of “smart growth” vague, using such phrases as “pedestrian and bicycle friendly” so that decisions on
spending money could remain arbitrary. Even so, the concept of improving zoning to reduce driving is
sound. Over time and to the extent the economy supports growth, this will yield driving reductions.
However, building smart growth requires a significant investment. Unless the economy improves
dramatically, this strategy will produce VMT reductions that are too little and too late.
The MPOs need to identify all of the significant root causes of the car-oriented California lifestyle,
besides just the urban sprawl that can only be partially mitigated by zoning specific and unique areas for
smarter development. Several of these root causes are a direct result of government policies that create
fundamental unfairness to those that drive less than average. MPOs need to fully develop strategies that
eliminate these causes. These strategies would best be accomplished with both CARB and state
legislative help.
The primary root causes are the poor methods used to get the public to pay for roads and parking.
Fundamental changes in parking policy and road-use pricing, which are both related to the issue of
congestion and freeway expansion, are never discussed in any depth at SANDAG. This oversight is
reducing the chances of getting strategies that will bring down rates of driving on the scale that is
needed. Such strategies would allow California to live up to its global warming responsibility and to do
this in a way that is equitable to all.
4.2

Road Use Fee Pricing Systems

A San Diego County newspaper, the North County Times (NCT), in a February 9, 2009 article, reported
that the Chair of the California Transportation Commission (CTC) wrote that the gas tax currently
contributes nothing to road construction and only provides half of the money needed annually for
repairs:
http://www.nctimes.com/articles/2009/02/09/news/columnists/downey/z8591536f3e7332da8825755100
76fa1e.txt.
A Canadian company, Skymeter, is designing and installing a variable and comprehensive road-use fee
pricing system, in the Netherlands by 2014 and in Denmark by 2016. The charge per mile will vary by
such things as model of car, road, time of day, and congestion level. In 2005, the gas tax in the
Netherlands was equivalent to $3.50 per gallon. However, with the advent of the new system, the
Netherlands will eliminate the gas tax. The Netherlands estimates that the GHG from driving will drop
by 10%, with the new system. Note that such a system could easily charge a price of zero cents per mile
for a low-income driver. Our current system of a gas tax has no such capability. Skymeter will program
the navigational-unit-like GPS boxes so that no travel information is stored, to protect driver privacy.
On July 11th 2009, the California Nevada Regional Conservation Committee (CNRCC) of the Sierra
Club California passed a resolution supporting a “Comprehensive Road Use Fee Pricing System”.
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The CNRCC resolution is supported by a 10-Page “Reference Document” that describes the defining
characteristics of a road-use fee pricing system that would conform to Sierra Club principles. It has an
example of a road-use fee structure that has these characteristics. Useful background information is also
provided. This paper can be provided upon request.
On November 14th, the Environmental Caucus of the California Democratic Party (CDP) passed a 1page resolution in support of a “Comprehensive Road-Use Fee Pricing System”. This one-page
resolution contains the following words.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the California Democratic Party* supports a state-funded
study of a design of a road-use fee pricing system that (1) would pay for all road-use costs including
the environmental and health costs caused by driving, (2) could still include a fuel tax or fee, (3)
would mitigate impacts on low-income users and protect privacy, (4) would include congestion
pricing when that technology becomes feasible, (5) would keep the per-mile price incentive to drive
energy-efficient cars at least as large as it is with today’s fuel excise tax, and (6) could be
accompanied by tax reductions sized to achieve either net-revenue neutrality or near-net-revenue
neutrality.
*Not true because the resolution failed in the CDP Resolution Committee
The Nevada Department of Transportation is taking comments on a proposal for a VMT fee to replace
their gas tax, as shown at http://www.vmtfeenv.com/. Oregon has done a proof of concept of a
decentralized VMT system.
The 2010 Platform of the California Democratic Party (at http://www.cadem.org/atf/cf/%7BBF9D7366E5A7-41C3-8E3F-E06FB835FCCE%7D/Platform2010CDP_FINAL_June.pdf) has words that were in
part inspired by the 1-page resolution identified above. These words are the following bullet:


Work for equitable and environmentally-sound road and parking use

Using sales taxes, property taxes, income taxes, and other general taxes to pay for road expansion and
operation makes it artificially cheap to drive. This is unjust to citizens that drive less than average. It
also encourages driving. There is no reason why government should adopt policies that increase driving
and economically discriminate against those that telecommute, walk, bike, car pool, or use transit. The
unconstitutionality of the current system is plain to see since roads are built and maintained by the
government. The government must be fair to citizens unless there is a significant reason to be unfair.
Forcing people with no children to pay for education is justifiable because we will all suffer if we have a
poor public education system. However, driving a car is not behavior that justifies government subsidy.
Getting an education deserves subsidy; driving does not.
Considering all of this information, SANDAG has a responsibility to notify the Governor and our
legislative leaders that our state has good reasons to implement a comprehensive and variable road-use
fee pricing system. There is probably no reason to “reinvent the wheel”. The Skymeter system would
work here in California. The Sierra Club California analysis can be considered to ensure an
implementation that is both equitable to all and environmentally sound.
This strategy, by itself, would probably decrease driving throughout California by between 20% and
25%.
4.3

Unbundling the Cost of Car Parking

For the vast majority of destinations in California, the cost of car parking is hidden within other costs.
This has serious consequences. For example, at most places of employment, parking costs reduce the
wages that can be paid to all the employees, even those that never use the parking. Similarly, at most
apartment complexes, bundled parking costs increase the rent and this is true, even for families that do
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not own a car. Bundled parking costs routinely increase the costs of goods, such as groceries, for all
customers. Again, this is even true for those that do not drive. Since governments require businesses to
provide minimum levels of parking, they are involved in this economic discrimination towards those
that drive less.
Driving less is, to some degree, a lifestyle choice. Since government has no valid reason to encourage
driving, the lifestyle choice of less driving deserves constitutional, or at least legal, protection from any
practices that discriminate against it, economically. So far, this agency (SANDAG) has not taken an
active role in educating the people of San Diego County on how parking policy effects economic
fairness or how parking policies that were more fair could reduce driving.
On June 22nd 2010, I presented a paper that I coauthored, on how parking could be operated to unbundle
parking costs in a way that supports the sharing of parking. This was at the 101st Conference and Exhibit
of the Air and Waste Management Association, in Calgary, Canada. The session, Sustainable Land Use
and Transportation, included my paper, A Plan to Efficiently and Conveniently Unbundle Car Parking
Costs. The paper was extremely well received.
My paper is therefore both peer reviewed and published. I would be pleased to present this paper to the
staff of SANDAG, in the hopes that SANDAG could help to bring about equitable and environmentallysound parking policies to California. It should be incorporated into your next Regional Comprehensive
Plan, for example.
The following points, taken from the paper, apply.
 Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are a major cause of global warming and pollution.
 California’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) need to adopt strategies that reduce
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), in order to at least meet the S-3-05 trajectory, for years 2020 and
2035.
 The appropriate pricing of parking is one of the least costly tools documented to reduce VMT.
 New technologies, such as sensors feeding computer-generated billing, offer the potential to
efficiently bill drivers for parking and alert law enforcement of trespassers.
 Reformed parking policies can increase fairness, so that, for example, people who use transit or walk
do not have to pay higher prices or suffer reduced wages, due to parking.
 Methods to unbundle parking cost are inefficient unless they support the spontaneous sharing of
parking spaces. Shared parking with unbundled cost would ultimately allow cities to require
significantly less parking.
 Typical systems of timed parking and metered parking are far from ideal. Such parking has no
automated record keeping, so it is difficult to know where there is too much or too little.
 Good policies will eventually let cities turn parking minimums into parking maximums.
Less land and resources devoted to parking will support mixed use and make “smart growth” more
economically viable. It should therefore be a key ingredient supporting the SANDAG’s stated desire to
foster “smart” growth, where “smart” should be defined as “VMT-reducing”.
Here is a copy of the abstract of the paper.
The Introduction shows documented driving reductions due to the pricing of parking. It notes that
although the benefits of priced and shared parking are known, such parking has not been widely
implemented, due to various concerns. It states that a solution, called “Intelligent Parking,” will
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overcome some of these concerns, because it is easy to use and naturally transparent. It asserts that
this description will support a “Request for Proposal” (RFP) process. Eight background information
items are provided, including how priced parking would help California achieve greenhouse gas
reduction targets. A story demonstrates some of the key features of Intelligent Parking. Arguments
for less parking, shared parking, and priced parking are made. Barriers to progress are identified.
The fair pricing of parking is described. New ways to characterize transportation demand
management are presented. Seven goals of Intelligent Parking are listed. Eleven definitions and
concepts, that together define Intelligent Parking, are described. This includes a method to compute
a baseline price of parking and how to adjust that price instantaneously to keep the vacancy above
15% (“Congestion Pricing”). An implementation strategy is described.
This abstract aroused enough interest among those responsible for A&WMA’s Sustainable Land Use
and Parking session that they requested that I submit a manuscript, which was ultimately selected to
become part of the written Conference Proceedings and for presentation. I hope that it will similarly
arouse the interest in the SANDAG Board and staff. SANDAG needs to consider working to execute the
implementation strategy described in A Plan to Efficiently and Conveniently Unbundle Car Parking
Costs. I would be honored to help in any way possible.
This strategy, by itself, would probably decrease driving throughout California by between 15% and
25%. This is shown by Table 1 of A Plan to Efficiently and Conveniently Unbundle Car Parking Costs,
Reference 4.
4.4

Increase Bicycle Use: Education and Projects to Support Bicycle Transportation

The criteria for spending money for bicycle transportation should be to maximize the resulting estimated
reductions in driving. The SANDAG board has been told this many times but they ignore this
suggestion. SANDAG has so many criteria for bicycle projects that the result is that staff can spend their
“bicycle money” however they want. As usual, the Directors provide no useful direction. For RTP2030,
SANDAG has $270M to spend on bicycle transportation. The following strategies will maximize
driving reductions.
4.4.1

Projects

Each of the smart growth place types, both existing and planned, should be checked to see if bicycle
access could be substantially improved with either a traffic calming project, a “complete streets” project,
more shoulder width, or a project to overcome some natural or made-made obstacle. These projects
should be prioritized using a cost/benefit ratio metric. It is hereby assumed that 40% of the $270M
available for SANDAG’s Regional Bicycle Plan should be used to fund the projects. They should be
selected for implementation, from the top of the list (lowest cost/benefit ratio) down, until the money
(about $110M) is used up. An example of one of these projects, for the proposed town center near the
corner of I-5 and SR-78, is to build a pedestrian/bike bridge, over I-5, to reconnect West Vista Way in
Oceanside. This would better connect a coastal neighborhood with a large regional shopping center. The
current bicycle route requires more distance and a significant hill to climb over.
4.4.2

Education

The remaining 60% of the $270M, about $160M, should be used to
1.) Teach interested adults about bicycle accident statistics (most serious injuries occur to cyclists in
accidents that do not involve a motor vehicle), car-bike accident statistics (most are caused by wrongway riding and errors in intersections; clear cut, hit-from-behind is rare), and how to ride in all
conditions, to minimize problems.
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2.) Teach riding-in-traffic skills and how to ride in other challenging conditions, by having the class
members and instructor go out into real conditions and ride together, until proficiency is achieved.
Students that pass a rigorous written test and demonstrate proficiency in riding in traffic and other
challenging conditions are paid for their time and effort. These classes should be based on the
curriculum developed by the League of American Bicyclists and taught by instructors certified by the
League.
Assuming a class size of 3 riders per instructor and that each rider passes both tests and earns $100 and
that the instructor, with overhead, costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for each 3 students, means that
the $160M could educate $160M/$800 = 200,000 classes of 3 students, for a total of 600,000 students.
This is about 20% of the population of San Diego County.
This strategy, by itself, would decrease driving in San Diego County by at least 5%.
4.5

Replacing Freeway Expansion Projects by Transit Redesign, Construction, and Operations

4.5.1

Background Information

SANDAG’s 2007 RTP, “RTP2030”, calls for increasing the number of freeway lanes by 38%. This
would be in a region that already had one of the highest VMT-per-capita metrics in the state. SANDAG
also supported a sales tax measure, “TRANSNET”, that was advertised as one that would spend twothirds of its money on roads and one-third on transit. However, after it was passed, SANDAG defined all
HOV lanes to be “transit”, thereby significantly reducing the fraction of money spent on true transit.
Out of a $57 billion dollar budget for RTP2030, SANDAG budgeted about 1% for mitigation. This
mitigation is split evenly between “smart growth” incentive money and a Regional Bicycle Plan. They
have published a Smart Growth Incentive Plan, a Smart Growth Design Guideline, as well as the
Regional Bicycle Plan. SANDAG has an excellent staff. However, the Board does not provide useful
direction. One obvious direction needed was to adopt a metric of reducing VMT to decide what “smart
growth” should get funding, what “smart growth” design guidelines should be adopted, and what bicycle
programs should be funded. They were asked repeatedly to put citizen comments, directed toward the
early drafts of these documents, on line, to be viewed by all. Not doing this made it easy for the staff to
ignore significant public comment and to instead spend bike money mostly for trails and smart-growth
money for beautification projects in areas deemed suitable for eventual smart growth. If reduced driving
reductions were used as a criteria for spending money, then funding the League of American Bicyclist’s
class on how to ride a bike in traffic and the development of equitable and environmentally-sound
parking policy (good enough to be politically acceptable), would have been a large part of the spending.
Instead, bicycle education and car-parking policies were marginalized to the point of being essentially
unfunded.
4.5.2

Putting a Stop to Freeway Expansion

One of the most powerful strategies to reduce GHG would be to stop expanding freeways. Instead of
costing money, it would generate money. It is well understood that the metric of freeway-lane miles per
square mile of developed land increases an area’s average car-trip length and thereby increases VMTs.
SANDAG is ignoring this fact and this is probably one of the primary reasons that its 2035 GHG
Reduction Target is unacceptably small. When the SANDAG TRANSNET tax was passed, few voters
understood that we were threatened with a climate catastrophe and that our responsibility was to drive
significantly less. Given our current understanding, The SANDAG Board has a responsibility to either
pass by a two-thirds vote a motion to reconfigure TRANSNET, or go back to voters with a ballot
measure, to reconfigure TRANSNET, to be 67% for transit. The 33% for road maintenance can be
retained and used as an incentive to get cities to unbundle the cost of their parking.
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One current freeway-widening project being considered is to widen I-5 from 8 to either 12 or 14 lanes,
from La Jolla to Camp Pendleton, at a cost of over $3.5 billion dollars. The DEIR was released in early
July. Caltrans held public meetings, where no member of the public is allowed to speak publicly. It sent
postcard notifications to those living along the route. However, instead of honestly notifying the
recipients of the radical, land-consuming nature of the proposal, these postcards only refer to a
“managed lane project”. Nowhere on the postcard was there any information suggesting a wider
freeway, a taking of land, a reducing of property-tax rolls, an increase in noise, an increase in driving, an
increase in air pollution, an increase in GHG or even that there is any kind of construction project being
proposed.
If TRANSNET was reconfigured to support transit, the Coaster service, for example, could be
redesigned into an electric, automated system that would operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. With
skip-stop stations, travel time from Oceanside to San Diego could be substantially decreased, especially
at off-peak times.
This strategy, by itself, would decrease driving in San Diego County by between 5% and 10%.
4.6

Conclusions

The best strategies to reduce VMT are shown here, with the estimated driving reductions for each one
shown in square brackets:


Comprehensive (equitable and environmentally sound) road use fee pricing system, as could be
installed by Skymeter; [15%]



Unbundling the cost of car parking; [15%] (This estimate is based on Table 1 of Reference 4.)



Good bicycle projects and bicycle education; [5%,] (This estimate should be checked by the
League of American Bicyclist.)



Stopping all freeway expansions and reconfiguring TRANSNET to be 67% for transit and 33%
for road maintenance [10%] (This is a conservative estimate, especially if the CNFF’s “50-10”
projects are adopted.]

These strategies could be implemented by 2020, not 2035, and would decrease per capita driving by a
sum of at least 45% (15+15+5+10). The strategies to do this are primarily those that increase fairness for
all, especially families that drive less than average.

Conclusion
This DEIR must be rewritten to correct the nine fatal errors shown and discussed in Section 1.0.
Sections 2, 3, and 4 are added to help SANDAG act responsibly, so our region can meet its climatecrisis responsibilities, based on science. The mitigations and the “Equitable Alternative”, defined within
this letter, will help SANDAG accomplish this critical task.
These mitigations, which, when summed, amount to an alternative that achieves all goals, would also
eliminate congestion, clean up our air, increase equity, and offer more choices to people in San Diego
County. People would have more transit choices and more choices over how they spend their own
money.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike Bullock
1800 Bayberry Drive
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Chair of the Sierra Club San Diego Transportation Committee
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ABSTRACT
The Introduction shows documented driving reductions due to the pricing of parking. It notes
that although the benefits of priced and shared parking are known, such parking has not been
widely implemented, due to various concerns. It states that a solution, called “Intelligent
Parking,” will overcome some of these concerns, because it is easy to use and naturally
transparent. It asserts that this description will support a “Request for Proposal” (RFP) process.
Eight background information items are provided, including how priced parking would help
California achieve greenhouse gas reduction targets. A story demonstrates some of the key
features of Intelligent Parking. Arguments for less parking, shared parking, and priced parking
are made. Barriers to progress are identified. The fair pricing of parking is described. New ways
to characterize transportation demand management are presented. Seven goals of Intelligent
Parking are listed. Eleven definitions and concepts, that together define Intelligent Parking, are
described. This includes a method to compute a baseline price of parking and how to adjust that
price instantaneously to keep the vacancy above 15% (“Congestion Pricing”). An
implementation strategy is described.

INTRODUCTION:
It has been well established that appropriately priced parking will significantly reduce driving1.
Most case studies presented in Table 1 are evaluations of the most general type of “car-parking
cash-out”: a program that pays employees extra money each time they get to work without
driving. They show that a price differential between using parking and not using parking will
significantly reduce driving, even when transit is described as poor. Since driving must be
reduced2, the pricing of parking is desirable.
Shared parking is also recognized as desirable because it can sometimes result in less parking
being needed.
Although the advantages of pricing and sharing parking have been recognized for many years,
these practices are still rare. This paper identifies some of the reasons for this lack of progress.
The pricing and sharing method of this paper has a natural transparency and ease of use that
would reduce many of the concerns. This paper also suggests that those governments that have
the necessary resources can take the lead role in developing and implementing the described
systems. These governments will recover their investments, over time.
This paper describes how parking facilities could be tied together and operated in an optimum
system, named Intelligent Parking. The description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support
a “Request for Proposal” process, leading to full implementation.
There are two distinct parts to Intelligent Parking. The first is how to set the price. The second is
how to distribute the earnings. Briefly, the earnings go to the individuals in the group for whom
the parking is built.
1
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Table 1

Eleven Cases of Pricing Impact on Parking Demand

Location

Number of Workers
@ Number of Firms

1995 $’s
Per Mo.

Parking Use
Decrease

Group A: Areas with poor public transportation
West Los Angeles

3500 @ 100+

$81

15%

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY

9000 Faculty & Staff

$34

26%

San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles

850 @ 1

$37

30%

Costa Mesa, CA

Not Shown

$37

22%

$47

23%

Average for Group
Group B: Areas with fair public transportation
Los Angeles Civic Center

10,000+ @ “Several”

$125

36%

Mid-Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles

1 “Mid-Size” Firm

$89

38%

Washington DC Suburbs

5,500 @ 3

$68

26%

Downtown Los Angeles

5,000 @ 118

$126

25%

$102

31%

Average for Group
Group C: Areas with good public transportation
U. of Washington, Seattle, WA

50,000 employees, students

$18

24%

Downtown Ottawa, Canada

3,500 government staff

$72

18%

Bellevue, WA

430 @ 1

$54

39%*

$45

21%

Average for Group, except Bellevue, WA Case*

Overall Average, Excluding Bellevue, WA Case*
*

25%

Bellevue, WA case was not used in the averages because its walk/bike facilities also
improved and those improvements could have caused part of the decrease in driving.

PERTINENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION
 Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are a major cause of global warming and pollution2, 3.
 California‟s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) will need to adopt strategies that
reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT), in order to meet SB375 GHG reduction targets, to be
issued by the California Air Resources Board in late 2010, for years 2020 and 20352.
 The appropriate pricing of parking is one of the least costly documented tools to reduce
VMT.
 New technologies, such as sensors feeding computer-generated billing, offer the potential to
efficiently bill drivers for parking and alert law enforcement of trespassers.
 Reformed parking policies can increase fairness, so that, for example, people who use transit
or walk do not have to pay higher prices or suffer reduced wages, due to parking.
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 Methods to unbundle parking cost are inefficient unless they support the spontaneous sharing
of parking spaces. Shared parking with unbundled cost would ultimately allow cities to
require significantly less parking.
 Typical systems of timed parking and metered parking are far from ideal. Parking has no
automated record keeping, so it is difficult to know where there is too much or too little.
 Good policies will eventually let cities turn parking minimums into parking maximums.

A GLIMPSE INTO A POSSIBLE FUTURE
Jason is driving to work for the first time in several years. He has decided to save money by
carrying home a new 3-D, big-screen computer, which he plans to purchase at a store near his
office after work. He wanted to avoid paying delivery charges.
Things have been changing around his office development since they unbundled the cost of
parking at the near-by train station. Many people who caught the early trains and lived close to
the station stopped driving and parking in the best parking spaces; demand for housing close to
the station went up; and wealthy riders, who insisted on driving, did so, confidant that they could
always find parking as close to the platform as their schedules required, due to congestion
pricing. Who would have guessed how much those people were willing to pay? It was shocking.
Parking-lot earnings, paid to round-trip train riders, meant that the net cost to ride the train went
significantly down. Ridership and neighborhood vitality both went significantly up. All Jason
knew was that the price to park at his office had been going up yearly because of increased land
values. His parking-lot earnings from his office had been increasing almost every month, due to
the ripple effect of train riders parking off-site at cheaper parking. Some of them were using his
office parking.
As he pulls out of his driveway, he tells his GPS navigation unit his work hours (it already knew
his office location), the location of the store where he plans to buy the computer, and his
estimated arrival and departure times at the store. He tells the GPS unit he wants to park once,
park no more than 1 block from the store, walk no more than 1 mile total, and pay no more than
an average of $2 per hour to park. He is not surprised to hear the GPS tell him that his request is
impossible. He tells the GPS he will pay an average of $3 per hour and learns that the GPS has
located parking.
It guides him into a church parking lot. He hopes the church will use his money wisely. The GPS
tells him the location of a bus stop he could use to get to work and the bus‟s next arrival time at
the stop. With automatic passenger identification and billing, the bus has become easy to use,
except that it is often crowded. Jason gets out of the car and walks to work, with no action
required regarding the parking.
Three weeks later, when Jason gets his monthly statement for his charges and income for
automotive road use, transit use, parking charges, and parking earnings, he finds that the day‟s
parking did indeed cost about $30 for the 10 total hours that he parked. He notes that the
parking-lot earnings for his office parking averaged about $10 per day that month. He then
notices the parking lot earnings from the store, where he spent about $1000 dollars. He sees that
the parking-lot earnings percent for the store that month was 1.7%, giving him about $17. So for
the day, Jason only spent a net of about $3 on parking. Then he realized that he should have had
the computer delivered after all. If he would have bicycled that day, as he usually did, he would
have still gotten the $27 earnings from the two parking facilities and he would have paid nothing
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for parking. So the choice to drive cost him $30. He remembers that the delivery would have
only been $25 dollars. Oh well. He enjoyed his before-work and after-work walks.

THE CASE FOR LESS PARKING
Less parking will support more compact development.1 This makes walking and biking more
enjoyable and less time consuming. There would certainly be less “dead space”, which is how
parking lots feel to people, whether they arrive by car or not, after they become pedestrians.
Since parking can be expensive, less parking can reduce overhead costs significantly, such as
leasing expense and parking-lot maintenance cost. Less overhead means more profit and less
expense for everyone. A need for less parking can create redevelopment opportunities at existing
developments and reduce project cost at new developments.
At new developments, car-parking costs could prevent a project from getting built.2

THE CASE FOR SHARED PARKING
Shared parking for mixed uses means that less parking is needed. For example, shared parking
could be used mostly by employees during the day and mostly by residents at night.
Fully shared parking means that very little parking would be off limits to anyone. In a central
business district with shared parking, drivers would be more likely to park one time per visit,
even when going to several locations. Pedestrian activity adds vitality to any area.

THE CASE FOR APPROPRIATELY-PRICED PARKING
To Reduce Driving Relative to Zero Pricing
Traditional Charging or Paying Cash-out Payments
As shown in the Introduction, this relationship (pricing parking reduces driving) is not new.3
Using results like Table 1, at least one study4 has used an assumption of widespread pricing to
show how driving reductions could help meet greenhouse gas (GHG) target reductions. Dr. Silva
Send of EPIC http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghgpolicy/ assumes that all work locations with 100
employees or more in San Diego County will implement cash-out, to result in 12% less driving
to work. Currently, almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”, unless they
happen to work in a downtown core area.

1

This is especially true of surface parking, which only accommodates 120 cars per acre.

2

On September 23, 2008, a panel of developers reviewed the Oceanside, Ca. “Coast Highway Vision”
http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/pdf/chv_finalvisionstrategicplan.pdf. Parts of this plan were described as smart
growth.
At the review, developer Tom Wiegel said, “Parking is the number 1 reason to do nothing,” where “do nothing”
meant “build no project.” The other developers at the meeting agreed.
3

For many years the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI) has been recognized as a source of reliable
information on “Transportation Demand Management”, or TDM.
From http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm#_Price_Parking:
Even a relatively small parking fee can cause significant travel impacts and provide significant TDM benefits.
“TDM Benefits” refers to the many public and private benefits of having fewer people choosing to drive.
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Current, Best-Practice “Unbundling”
The “best-practice” use of the phrase, “unbundled parking cost”, is to describe the case where
either the cost of parking, for the case of a condominium, or the rent for parking, for the case of
an apartment, is separated from either the purchase price and common fees or the rent of the
dwelling unit.
This gives the resident families the choice of selecting the number of parking spaces they would
like to rent or buy, including the choice of zero. This would tend to reduce the average number of
cars owned per dwelling unit and, in this way, would also tend to reduce driving. Its major
drawback is that this method does not encourage sharing.

To Increase Fairness and Protect the US Economy
It is stated above that almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”. Of course there
is really no such thing as “parking for free”. So-called “free parking” always reduces wages or
increases costs. At a work site, it reduces everyone‟s wage, even those employees that never
drive. At an apartment complex, so-called “free parking” increases the rent. Therefore, “free
parking” at work or at apartments violates the fundamental rule of the free market, which is that
people should pay for what they use and not be forced to pay for what they do not use. Parking
should at least be priced to achieve fairness to non-drivers.
The US economy would also benefit. Reductions in driving would lead to reductions in oil
imports, which would reduce the US trade deficit.4

BARRIERS TO PROGRESS
Given all this, it might seem that the widespread pricing of parking should have happened by
now. However there are barriers. In 2007, a majority of the City Council of Cupertino, Ca.
indicated that they wanted their City Manger to negotiate reduced parking requirements with any
company that would agree to pay sufficient cash-out payments. To this date, no company,
including Apple Inc., has expressed an interest. Most companies probably perceive cash-out as
expensive. Even if they realize they could get a reduced parking requirement in exchange for
paying sufficient cash-out amounts and even if the economics worked in support of this action
(quite possible where land is expensive), they want to stay focused on their core business, instead
of getting involved in new approaches to parking, real estate, and redevelopment.
On the other hand, simply charging for parking and then giving all the employees a pay raise is
probably going to run into opposition from the employees, who will feel that they would be
losing a useful benefit.
In addition, neighbors fear the intrusion of parked cars on their streets. Permit parking, which
could offer protection, is not always embraced. City Council members know that a sizable
fraction of voting citizens believe that there can actually never be too much “free parking”,

4

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_trade#Warren_Buffett_on_trade_deficits, Warren Buffet wrote in
2006,
“The U.S. trade deficit is a bigger threat to the domestic economy than either the federal budget deficit or
consumer debt and could lead to political turmoil. Right now, the rest of the world owns $3 trillion more of
us than we own of them.”
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Professor Shoup‟s famous book5 notwithstanding. Some Council members probably feel that
way themselves.
It doesn‟t help that current methods of charging for downtown parking are often very
inefficient.5 For example, downtown Oceanside, California has parking meters that will only
accept coins. Besides this, all their on-street, downtown parking is timed, with maximums from
10 minutes to 4 hours. These time limits are enforced by a city employee, who applies chalk
from a tire to the street and then records the time. However, by watching the time and moving
their car soon enough, drivers can avoid getting a ticket. Of course, they could instead drive to
the mall and not have to worry about having coins or elapsed time since parking. It is not
surprising that downtown merchants often object to charging for parking.
In summary, those that resist charging for parking, based on their perceptions, include


Companies, who fear the complexity and expense of paying cash-out payments;



Employees, who fear of losing a current benefit;



City leaders, who fear the political repercussions;



Downtown patrons, who dislike the inconvenience and worry;



Downtown business owners, who fear that it will drive away customers.

THE COST, VALUE, AND FAIR PRICE OF PARKING
Estimated and Actual Capital Cost
Surface Parking
One acre of surface parking will accommodate 120 cars. Land zoned for mixed use is sometimes
expensive. At $1.2 million per acre, the land for a single parking space costs $10,000.
Construction cost should be added to this to get the actual, as-built cost of each parking space.
Estimated cost can be determined by using appraised land value and construction estimates. For
new developments, after the parking is constructed, it is important to note the actual, as-built
cost.
Parking-Garage Parking
One acre of parking-garage will accommodate considerably more than 120 cars. The
construction cost of the garage and the value of its land can be added together to get the total
cost. Dividing that total cost by the number of parking spaces yields the total, as-built cost of
each parking space. Adding levels to a parking garage may seem like a way to cut the cost of
each parking space, for the case of expensive land. However, there is a limit to the usefulness of
this strategy because the taller the parking garage, the more massive the supporting structural
members must be on the lower levels, which increases total cost. Parking-garage parking spaces
are often said to cost between $20,000 and $40,000. The actual costs should be noted.
Underground Parking
In order to compute an estimate for the cost of a parking space that is under a building, it is
necessary to get an estimate of the building cost with and without the underground parking. The
difference, divided by the number of parking spaces, yields the cost of each parking space. The
5

According to Bern Grush, Chief Scientist of Skymeter Corporation http://www.skymetercorp.com/cms/index.php,
often two-thirds of the money collected from parking meters is used for collection and enforcement costs.
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cost or value of land plays no role in the cost of this parking. However, it does not follow that
this parking is cheap. Underground parking spaces are often said to cost between $60,000 and
$90,000 dollars each. Although there will be an “as built” cost of the building with the parking,
there will never be an “as built” cost of the building without the parking. However, after the
construction is done, the estimate for the cost of the underground parking should be reconsidered
and re-estimated if that is needed. The final, best-estimate cost should be noted.

Value
Initially, value and cost are the same. For surface parking and parking-garage parking, the value
would initially be the same as the as-built cost. For underground parking, the value would
initially be the same as the best-estimate cost. However, over time, the value must be updated.
Both construction costs and land-value costs will change. The value assigned to a parking place
should always be based on the current conditions.

Fair Pricing
Parking space “values”, as described above, must first be converted to a yearly price by using a
reasonable conversion factor. This conversion factor could be based on either the “cost of
money” or the “earnings potential of money”. It is expected that this conversion factor would be
2% to 5% during times of low interest rates and slow growth; but could be over 10% during
times of high-interest and high growth. For example, if the surface parking value is $12,000 and
it is agreed upon to use 5% as the conversion factor, then each parking spot should generate $600
per year, just to cover capital costs. The amount needed for operations, collection, maintenance,
depreciation, and any special applicable tax is then added to the amount that covers capital cost.
This sum is the amount that needs to be generated in a year, by the parking space.
The yearly amount of money to cover capital cost needs to be re-calculated every year or so,
since both the value and the conversion factor will, in general, change each year. The cost of
operations, collection, maintenance, depreciation, and any special applicable tax will also need to
be reconsidered.
Once the amount generated per year is known, the base price, per unit year, can be computed by
dividing it (the amount generated per year) by the estimated fraction of time that the space will
be occupied, over a year. For example, if a parking space needs to generate $900 per year but it
will only be occupied 50% of the time, the time rate charge is $1800 per year. This charge rate
per year can then be converted to an hourly or even a per-minute rate. The estimated fraction of
time that the parking is occupied over a year will need to be reconsidered at least yearly.

NEW DEFINITIONS TO PROMOTE AN OBJECTIVE VIEW OF PRICING






The “fair price” means the price that accounts for all costs.
The “baseline amount of driving” means the driving that results from the application of
the fair price.
“Zero transportation demand management” (“zero TDM”) is the amount of demand
management that results when the fair price is used. It will result in the baseline amount
of driving.
“Negative TDM” refers to the case where the price is set below the fair price. This will
cause driving to exceed the baseline amount. Since TDM is commonly thought to be an
action that reduces driving, it follows that negative TDM would have the opposite effect.
“Positive TDM” refers to the case where the price is set above the fair price. This would
cause the amount of driving to fall below the baseline amount.
7
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Clearly, so-called “free parking” is an extreme case of negative TDM. The only way to further
encourage driving would be to have a system that pays a driver for the time their car is parked.

THE GOALS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING


There is only one agency operating all parking. (“All parking” does not include
driveways and garages in single-family homes.) Intelligent Parking is designed and
installed by regional or state government, using low-bid contractors, with design and
start-up costs covered by the overhead portion of collection fees.



Nearly all parking is shared. Almost always, anyone can park anywhere. Those who want
exclusive rights to parking will pay “24/7” (all day, every day).



Parking is operated so that the potential users of parking will escape the expense of
parking by choosing to not use the parking. This characteristic is named “unbundled”
because the cost of parking is effectively unbundled from other costs.



Parking is priced and marketed to eliminate the need to drive around looking for parking.



Parking at any desired price is made as easy as possible to find and use.



Records of the use of each parking space are kept, to facilitate decisions to either add or
subtract parking spaces.



The special needs of disabled drivers, the privacy of all drivers, and, if desired, the
economic interests of low-income drivers are protected.

DEFINITIONS & CONCEPTS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING
Parking Beneficiary Groups
There are at least 7 types of beneficiary groups. Note that in all cases, members of beneficiary
groups must be old enough to drive.
1.) People who have already paid for the capital cost of parking. An example of this type of
beneficiary group would be the owners of condominiums, where parking has been built and
the cost is included in the price of the condominium. Note that although they have
technically already paid for the parking, if they borrowed money to pay for some portion of
the price, the cost is built into their monthly payment. This illustrates why the value of
parking and the cost of borrowing money (rate of return on money) are key input variables
to use to compute the appropriate base, hourly charge for parking.
2.) People who are incurring on-going costs of parking. An example of this type of beneficiary
group is a set of office workers, where the cost of „their” parking is contained in either the
building lease or the cost of the building. Either way, the parking costs are reducing the
wages that can be paid to these employees.6
3.) People who are purchasing or renting something where the cost of the parking is included in
the price. Examples of this beneficiary group are people that rent hotel rooms, rent an
apartment, buy items, or dine in establishments that have parking.

6

Such parking is often said to be “for the benefit of the employees”. Defining this beneficiary group will tend
to make this statement true, as opposed to the common situation where the employees benefit only in
proportion to their use of the parking.
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4.) People who own off-street parking as a business. They could be the individual investors or
could be a government or government-formed entity.
5.) People who are said to benefit from parking, even though the money for the parking has
been supplied by a source that may have very little relationship to those that are said to
benefit. An example of this group would be train riders that make round trips from a station
which has parking that is said to be “for riders”. Students at a school with parking would be
another example.
6.) People who are considered by many to be the logical beneficiaries of on-street parking.
Owners of single-family homes are the beneficiaries of the parking that is along the
boundaries of their property. The same status is given to residents of multi-family housing.
7.) Governments. Since they build and maintain the streets, they should get a significant benefit
from on-street parking.

Unbundled Cost and Spontaneous Sharing
“Unbundled cost” means those who use the parking can see exactly what it costs and those who
don‟t use the parking will either avoid its cost entirely or will get earnings to make up for the
hidden parking cost they had to pay. This conforms to the usual rule of the free market where a
person only pays for what they choose to use. Unbundled cost is fair.
“Spontaneous sharing” means that anyone can park anywhere at any time and for any length of
time. Proper pricing makes this feasible.
How to Unbundle
The method of unbundling can be simply stated, using the concept of “beneficiary group” as
discussed above. First, the fair price for the parking is charged. The resulting earnings7 amount is
given to the members of the beneficiary group in a manner that is fair to each member. Methods
are described below.
Why this Supports Sharing
Members of a beneficiary group benefit financially when “their” parking is used. They will
appreciate users increasing their earnings. They are also not obligated to park in “their” parking.
If there is less-expensive parking within a reasonable distance, they might park there, to save
money. This is fine, because all parking is included in the Intelligent Parking system.
Computing the Earnings for Individuals
Intelligent Parking must be rigorous in paying out earnings7. For a mixed use, the total number
of parking spaces must first be allocated to the various beneficiary groups. For example in an
office/housing complex, 63.5% of the parking might have been sold with the office. If so, the
housing portion must be paying for the other 36.5%. For this case, it would follow that the first
step is to allocate 63.5% of the earnings to the workers and 36.5% to the residents.

7

The earnings amount is the revenue collected minus the collection cost and any other costs that will have to be paid
due to the implementation of Intelligent Parking. The costs associated with the parking, paid before the
implementation of Intelligent Parking, should not be subtracted from the revenue because they will continue to be
paid as they were before the implementation of Intelligent Parking. Therefore, these costs will continue to reduce
wages and increase the prices of goods and services.
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How the monthly earnings are divided up among the members of the beneficiary group depends
on the beneficiary group type. For each member, the group‟s total monthly earnings amount is
always multiplied by a quantity and divided by the sum (the sum is the denominator) of that
quantity, for all members.
For example, for each employee, the multiplier is the number of hours that the employee worked
over the month while the denominator is the total number of hours worked by all employees over
the month. At a school, for each student, the numerator is the total time spent at the school, over
the month, while the denominator is the sum of the same quantity, for all the students.
For a train station with parking being supplied for passengers that ride on round trips of one day
or less, the numerator is the passenger‟s monthly hours spent on such round trips, over the
month; while the denominator is the total number of hours spent by all passengers on such round
trips, over the month. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) units on passengers could support
an automated calculation of monthly charges for fares, as well as monthly hours on round trips.
At a shopping center, the numerator is the sum of the money spent by the shopper, over the
month, while the denominator is the total amount of money spent by all shoppers over the month.
At a condominium, the numerator is the number of parking places that were paid for (directly or
indirectly) by the resident family and the denominator is the total number of parking places at the
condominium project; similarly, for apartment complexes.
Where Earnings Are Low
The goal is that if someone doesn‟t park, they don‟t pay, either directly or indirectly, because the
earnings that they get will balance out their losses (like reduced wages, for example). However,
charging for parking that few want to use will not sufficiently compensate the people that have
been forced, or are being forced, to pay for such parking. The only remedy in this case is to
redevelop the parking or lease the parking in some other way, for storage, for example. The
earnings from the new use should go to those that are in the beneficiary group that was
associated with the low-performing parking.
Why This Method of Unbundling Will Feel Familiar to Leaders
Developers will still be required to provide parking and will still pass this cost on, as has been
discussed. There will be no need to force an owner of an exiting office with parking to break his
single business into two separate businesses (office and parking).
Parking beneficiaries are identified that conform to traditional ideas about who should benefit
from parking.8
Unbundling the Cost of On-Street Parking
The revenue from on-street parking in front of businesses will be split evenly between the city
and the business‟s parking beneficiaries. All of the earnings from on-street parking in front of
apartments or single-family homes will be given to the resident families.9

8

Showing exactly where parking earnings go will reduce the political difficulties of adopting pay parking in a
democracy where the high cost of parking is often hidden and rarely discussed.
9

Although governments own the streets, often, back in history, developers paid for them and this cost became
embedded in property values. Admittedly, how to allocate on-street parking earnings is somewhat arbitrary. With
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Special Considerations for Condominiums
Unbundling for a condominium owner means that, although their allocated amount of parking
has added to their initial cost, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them.
Unbundling for a condominium could also mean that an owner can choose to have control over a
single or several parking places. Such parking spaces could be equipped with a red light and a
green light. If the red light is lit, this will mean that the space is not available for parking, except
for the person who is controlling the spot. If the green light is lit, it will mean that the space is
available to anyone. A space that is being reserved with a red light is charged at the full price to
the condominium owner that has control over the space. The owner that controls these spaces can
change the state of the parking space (available or not available) by either a phone call, on line,
or at any pay station system that might be in use for the system. After condominium owners
experience the cost of reserving a space for themselves, they might give up on the idea of having
their own, personal, unshared parking space; especially since Intelligent Parking will give most
owners and their guests all the flexibility they need in terms of parking their cars.
Some people think that condominium parking should be gated, for security reasons. However,
parking within parking garages needs to be patrolled at the same frequency level as on-street
parking, which is enough to ensure that crime around either type of parking is very rare. Cameras
can help make parking garages that are open to the public safe from criminal activity.
Special Considerations for Renters
Unbundling for renters means that, although their allocated amount of parking increases their
rent, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them. Therefore, their traditional
rent (includes parking) is effectively reduced by the money earned by those parking spaces
allocated to them. Renters will be motivated to either not own a car or to park in a cheaper
location. Parking in a cheaper location is not a problem because all parking is part of the
Intelligent Parking system. Renters will welcome anyone to park in “their” parking, because it
will increase their earnings.
Special Considerations for Employers
At first, companies may want the option of offering “free parking” to their employees so as to be
able to compete with traditional job sites. This means giving employees that drive every single
day an “add-in” amount of pay so that the sum of the add-in and their parking-lot earnings equals
their charge, for any given monthly statement. The operator of the parking, which sends out
statements, can pay out the “add in” amount, in accordance with the company‟s instruction. The
company will then be billed for these amounts. There could be no requirement for the company
to provide any such “add-in” amount to the employees that don‟t drive every day. This would
allow the company to treat its every-day drivers better than other employees and so this would be
a negative TDM. However, this economic discrimination would be substantially less than the
current, status-quo, economic discrimination, where drivers get “free” parking and non-drivers
get nothing.

Clusters of Parking
Clusters are a contiguous set of parking spaces that are nearly equal in desirability and thus can
be assigned the same price. They should probably consist of from 20 to 40 spaces. For off-street

congestion pricing and efficient methods, governments may earn significantly more than they are under current
practices.
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parking, they could be on either side of the access lane to the parking spaces, so that an observer
could see the 20 to 40 cars, and get a feel for the vacancy rate. At a train station, clusters will
normally be organized so that their parking spaces are approximately an equal distance from the
boarding area. On-street clusters would normally conform to our current understanding of what a
block is, which is to say from one cross street to the next cross street. The width of the street and
the length of the block should be taken into account in defining on-street clusters of parking and
in deciding if the parking on either side of the street should or should not be in the same cluster
of parking spaces.

Examples of Good and Bad Technology
Parking Meters or Pay Stations
Parking meters are a relic of an earlier period, before computers. Pay stations do not add enough
usefulness to merit their inclusion in Intelligent Parking, except as a bridge technology. Once
good systems are set up, pay stations should cost additional money to use because of their
expense. It would be best to devise an implementation strategy that will minimize their use when
the system is first put into effect and will take them out of service as soon as possible.
Radio Frequency Identification Backed Up by Video-Based “Car Present” and License
Recognition
Government will eventually enter into an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) age. Organizers
of large athletic events already have. Organizers that put on large open-water swims, foot races,
and bike rides have routinely used RFID for many years.10 An RFID vendor in San Diego11
states that passive RFID units cost less than $5, are reliable, are durable, and they could be used
to identify cars as well as people. He also sees no problem in implementing most of the features
of Intelligent Parking.12
Automatic Data Collection and Sending Out Statements
Note that the “back end database” of Dr. Carta‟s written statement12 refers to the ability to send
statements of earnings and billing to students.13

10

For example, over 20,000 people ran the 2008 Bay-to-Breakers foot race in San Francisco. Each runner had a
“chip” in their shoe lace. Each runner‟s start time and finish time were recorded and all results were available as
soon as the last runner crossed the finish line.
11

David R. Carta, PhD, CEO Telaeris Inc., 858-449-3454

12

Concerning a Final Environmental Impact Report-approved and funded new high school in Carlsbad, California,
where the School Board has signed a Settlement Agreement to consider “unbundled parking”, “cash-out”, and
“pricing”, Dr. Carta wrote, in a January 13th, 2010 written statement to the Board,
I wanted to send a quick note discussing the technical feasibility of tracking cars into a lot without impacting
students or requiring the need for gates. Mike Bullock and I have discussed this project; it can be accomplished
straightforwardly by utilizing Radio Frequency Identification and/or Video Cameras integrated with automated
license recognition systems. The cars would need to register with the system at the start, but it would be fairly
painless for the users after the initial installation. The back end database system can also be implemented both
straightforwardly and at a reasonable price.
This is not necessarily a recommendation of the proposal for unbundled parking. Rather it is strictly an unbiased
view of the technical feasibility of the proposal to easily and unobtrusively track cars, both registered and
unregistered, into a fixed lot.
13

In an earlier email on this subject, Dr. Carta wrote,
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Putting it Together
Certainly, government, and in particular transit agencies and parking agencies, could use RFIDbased technology. For example, when a person with an RFID unit which is tied to a billable
address or a credit card with an open account gets on a bus or a train, they should not have to pay
at that time, visit a pay station, or “swipe a card” that has a positive balance. Utility customers
that pay their bills are not required to pre-pay. The same courtesy should be extended to transit
riders, people that drive on roads, people that get parking-lot earnings, and people that park cars.
There should be one monthly bill or statement, for all four activities.
Global Positioning Systems GPS
An alternative model is to have GPS systems in cars that would detect the car‟s parking location,
that location‟s current charge rate, and would perform all of the charging functions in the car.
The only information the parking-lot-enforcement system would need is whether or not a car
being parked is owned by a bill-paying owner. The car owner‟s responsibility would be to pay
the bills indicated by the box in the car. The box would need to process a signal that a bill had
been paid. It would also need to process pricing signals.
Not Picking Winners
The purpose of this report is to describe what an ideal system would do, not how it is done. How
a proposed system works is left to the systems, software, and hardware engineers that work
together to submit a proposal based on this description of what an ideal system does.

Privacy
Privacy means that no one can see where someone has parked, without a search warrant. Also,
the level of the detail of information that appears on a bill is selected by the customer.14

Ease of Use for Drivers
For credit-worthy drivers that have followed the rules of the system, pay parking will not require
any actions other than parking. Paying for all parking fees over a month is then done in response
to a monthly billing statement. Parking will feel to the consumer like a service provided by a
municipality, such as water, energy, or garbage. One important difference is that users belonging
to a “beneficiary group” will get an earnings amount in their monthly statement. Those that earn
more than what they are charged will receive a check for the difference. This ease of use will
make all parking less stressful.

Base Price
Off-Street

This is not too tough - we probably would integrate with a service that already sends physical mail from an
electronic submission instead of re-inventing this wheel.
14

License plates that have no RFID tags fail to use the best technology to accomplish the primary purpose of license
plates, which is to identify and help intercept cars used in a crime. Identifying cars is a legitimate government goal.
Protecting privacy is also a legitimate goal. Both goals can be realized with good laws, good enforcement, and good
systems engineering.
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Off-street parking is priced so that even if demand does not threaten to fill the parking beyond
85%, the money generated will at least equate to an agreed-upon return on the parking value and
pay all yearly costs. Equation 1 shows the calculation of the hourly rate.
(Eq. 1)
where:
=
=
=
=
=
=

the computed baseline hourly rate to park
yearly return on investment, such as .06
value of a parking space, such as (parking garage) $40,000
yearly operations15 plus depreciation, per space, such as $100
number of hours per year, 24 x 365 = 8760 Hours per Year
fraction of time occupied, such as 0.55.

For the example values given, the base hourly rate of parking, to cover the cost of the
investment, operations15, and depreciation is $0.519 per hour. This could be rounded up to $0.52
per hour. This price could also be increased to result in positive TDM, to reduce driving more
than the fair-price, zero-TDM amount.
On-Street
If on-street parking is located within walking distance (one-quarter mile) of off-street parking, its
base price is set equal to the closest off-street parking‟s base price. Otherwise, it is set to some
agreed-upon value, like fifty cents per hour. However, on-street parking has a special meaning
for downtown merchants and for neighborhoods, two powerful political forces in any city.
Merchants that have few cars parking on their street, even though it is permitted, are probably
failing in their businesses. They would like free parking to help draw visitors to their store front.
Neighborhoods that are not impacted by parking would probably prefer no pricing. For these
reasons, for any on-street parking cluster, no price is charged until the cluster occupancy reaches
50%. (Time of day is irrelevant.)

Congestion Pricing
The time-rate price of parking is dynamically set on each cluster of parking, to prevent the
occupancy rate from exceeding 85% (to reduce the need to drive around looking for parking). An
85% occupancy rate (15% vacancy) results in just over one vacant parking space per city block5.
If the vacancy rate is above 30%, the price is left at the baseline hourly rate. If vacancies fall
below 30%, the price can be calculated in a stair-step method, such as shown in Table 2.
Equation 2 is an alternative method.
In either case, the total charge is time parked, multiplied by the time-averaged, time-rate price.
The base multiplier would be adjusted to be just large enough to keep the vacancy rate from
falling below a desired level, such as 15%, so it is always easy to find parking.

15

This includes money for policing, cleaning, maintenance, any applicable parking tax, and all collection costs.
Collection costs will need to include an amount to recover the development and installation costs of Intelligent
Parking.
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Table 2

Hourly Rates for 2 Base Multipliers and a Baseline Hourly Rate of $0.52

Vacancy
Rate
Above 30%
25% to 30%
20% to 25%
15% to 20%
10% to 15%
5% to 10%
Below 5%

Base Multiplier = 2
Multiplication
Hourly
Factors
Formula
Value
Rate
1
2
4
8
16
32
64

$0.52
$1.04
$2.08
$4.16
$8.32
$16.64
$33.28

Base Multiplier = 2.5
Multiplication
Hourly
Factors
Value
Formula
Rate
1
$0.52
Rate
2.5
6.25
15.625
39.0625
97.6563
244.1406

$1.30
$3.25
$8.13
$20.31
$50.78
$126.95

(Eq. 2)
where:
= the congestion-priced hourly rate to park
= the baseline hourly rate to park, such as $0.52 per hour (taken from
from Eq. 1.
= the base of the multiplier being computed, such as 2.50
= the vacancy rate percent, such as 17.5, for 7 vacancies in a cluster of
40 spaces, 100*(7/40) = 17.5
For the example values given, the hourly rate of parking would be $9.88 per hour.

Pricing Predictions and Notifications
Drivers will develop strategies for their routine trips. The computer system that keeps records of
parking use will also provide help for users. The Intelligent Parking website will direct a user to
an appropriate cluster of parking if the user provides the destination location or locations, the
time and date, and the hourly rate they wish to pay. If the walk is going to be long, the website
could suggest using transit to get from the cheaply-priced parking to the destination. In such
cases, the website may also suggest using transit for the entire trip.
Another user option is to specify the time, location, and the distance the user is willing to walk.
In this case, the computer would give the cheapest cluster of parking available at the specified
walk distance. The price prediction would be provided.
All price predictions would also have a probability of correctness associated with them. If a user
can show that a computer has predicted a much lower price than what actually occurred, with a
sufficiently high probability, it would be reasonable to charge the user the predicted price rather
than the actual price.
Websites could routinely inform viewers when occupancy rates are expected to be unusually
high, due to a special event (for example, a sporting event). The parking system website will
always give current and predicted hourly rates for all locations. The hourly rates of parking will
also be available at a phone number and possibly at pay stations. The base-price hourly rate, for
any parking cluster, would be stable and could therefore be shown on signs. Parking garage
entrances could have large video screens showing both predicted and existing price. Users will
also learn to look at parking and judge whether congestion pricing applies, or could apply, while
15
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their car is parked. It would not be long before these capabilities are added into GPS navigation
systems.

Prepaid RFID
To be inclusive, pay stations or convenience stores will offer a pre-paid RFID that can be set on
the dashboard of a car. This will support drivers with poor credit or drivers who have not
obtained the necessary equipment to support the normal, trouble-free methods. This will also
work for drivers that do not trust the system to protect their privacy for a certain trip (by
removing or disabling the permanent RFID) or for all trips. No billing would occur.

Enforcement
The system would notify the appropriate law enforcement agency if an unauthorized car was
parked. Authorized cars would need either a pre-paid RFID or equipment indicating that their
owners had Intelligent Parking accounts and were sufficiently paid up on their bills.

IMPLEMENTATION
This description of Intelligent Parking will help to implement efficient parking systems. Parking
at train stations, schools, and government buildings could introduce many of these concepts. This
description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support a “Request for Proposal” process, which
could lead to full implementation. Widespread installation should be done by a government
agency, to minimize actions required on the part of the private sector. Laws would simply
require the cooperation of all private-sector and government entities.

SUMMARY
A parking plan, Intelligent Parking has been described.
1. Technology will make it easy to use for most drivers.
2. Its parking is almost always shared, to support mixed uses.
3. It unbundles cost by charging and having earnings go to the parking beneficiaries.
4. Traditional groups, such as single-family home owners, employees, tenants, train riders,
and students benefit from parking. The benefit is equal for drivers and non-drivers.
5. Baseline prices are computed primarily from the value of the parking and an agreed-upon
rate of return. On-street parking is free until it is half full, at which time its base price
often matches that of the closest off-street parking.
6. For all parking, price is dynamically increased to guarantee availability. Earnings are
therefore only limited by what people are willing to pay.
7. Technology helps drivers find parking and decide if they want to drive or use transit.
8. Prepaid RFIDs provide service to those who have poor credit or don‟t want to be billed.
9. Disabled and perhaps low-income drivers will have accounts that allow them to park at
reduced prices and perhaps avoid congestion pricing. Specially designated spots might
also be required for disabled drivers.
10. The system will provide reports showing where additional parking would be a good
investment and where it would be wise to convert existing parking to some other use.
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11. Privacy will be protected. Law enforcement officials would need a search warrant to see
where someone‟s car has been parked. The level of detail on billing would be selected by
the car‟s owner.
12. Implementations could begin in carefully selected locations and expand.
Global warming, air pollution, trade deficits, and fairness are some of the significant reasons that
governments have a responsibility to implement Intelligent Parking.
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Michael Bullock
1800 Bayberry Drive
Oceanside, CA 92054

July 27, 2011

Honorable President Richard Holober and
Members of the Board of Trustees
San Mateo County Community College District
Via E-mail
Subject: An Updated Parking Policy, in Light of the Controversy Surrounding the
Removal of Building 20, Greenhouse, and Gardens, to Add Parking
Dear President Holober and Trustees:
Please consider this unsolicited parking-policy proposal.
Allow Me to Introduce Myself
I am a retired satellite systems engineer. I worked for Lockheed Martin in Sunnyvale, for 36
years. I now live in north San Diego County, to be close to my two grand daughters. I also
have a younger grandson in Walnut Creek. I volunteer my time to various environmental and
political organizations, with some success. I am the 2011 Volunteer of the Year at a 14,000member environmental organization here in San Diego County. I successfully amended the
Platform of one of our two large California Political Parties with the following two bullets:


Provide support for alternatives to driving, from bicycle education to high-speed rail;



Work for equitable and environmentally sound road and parking use

In the same party (I think you have to pick one), I authored a resolution on Battery Electric
Vehicles. As you might guess, I am very concerned about global warming.
I feel that I will always be a systems engineer. Last summer, after many rejections, I finally
had my car-parking policy paper peer-reviewed and published by a prestigious organization.
Topic Introduction
The purpose of this letter is to describe and advocate for a parking policy change that would
increase fairness and choice while it simultaneously results in smarter, healthier students and
employees. It would also reduce driving. I assume you want plenty of parking. However, as
you will see, this policy change will result in a drop in driving sufficient to allow for a decrease
in needed parking of at least 15%

1
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Reference 1 describes a policy that will efficiently and conveniently unbundle the cost of
parking
in
all
circumstances.
It
is
available
at
the
following
URL:
http://www.moderntransit.org/parking/Modern_Transit_Society.html.
However, the system described herein requires fewer features. Features not needed are
congestion pricing, price predictions, and policies unique to on-street parking.
Two assumptions allow the elimination of these features. First, it is assumed that there will be
an adequate supply of parking, so no congestion pricing is needed. Since the price will be
fixed, no price predictions are needed. It is also assumed that students and employees can
be successfully required to park only at the school. Therefore there is no need for new, onstreet parking policies, designed to protect adjoining neighborhoods from the intrusion of
additional parked cars.
For employees, the policies in this paper can still be described as “unbundling the cost of car
parking”. Parking is expensive to provide. Therefore, if no parking had been provided, the
saved money could have been invested to increase employee salaries. The methods
described in this paper allow employees to gain some of that lost salary back, by driving less.
The status-quo policy of charging nothing to use the parking is only beneficial to those
employees that would drive every single day, even if they were given a method to recover
some of the lost salary. The employees that would choose to drive less, to recover some of
their lost income, are being treated poorly by charging nothing. With this policy, the
employees are shown the value of their parking and are given the ability to recover some of
their lost salary, by parking less than every single day.
For students, the policy is better described as “extending the parking lot benefit to all
students, regardless as to how often they choose to use the parking”. It could also be
described as “equalizing the parking-lot benefit”, for all students.
Methods
The parking is operated on the behalf of the students and employees, as if it were their
business. Students and employees that choose to use the parking are therefore their own
customers.
Earnings (net revenue, minus the cost of collection and distribution) are given to students
and employees in proportion to the time they spend at the school. This could be based on
their schedule or, to be more precise, could be based on the data collected using personal
radio frequency identification units (RFIDs) and detectors that are tied to a central,
implementing computer. The algorithm used to compute the amount of money given to a
student or to an employee is shown on Slides 18, 19, and 20 of Reference 2. Drop-off policy
is described on Slide 23 of Reference 2.
2
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Charge for parking is per unit time. A charge rate that is acceptable to all must be
established. For example, if sixty cents per hour is selected, the charging software could
round off the parking duration time to the minute and apply a one-cent-per-minute charge.
The method could be implemented with RFID’s on cars being detected at campus entrances
and exits. The collected data is supplied to the implementing computer.
Parking statements are automatically sent out monthly, showing the individual’s charges and
earnings. This is shown on Slide 21 of Reference 2.
Implementation
A San Diego vendor has stated that both the design and the installation of a fully-automated
system would be easy to perform. This is shown on Slide 22 of Reference 2, where the
vendor is identified, with all of his contact information. Since this is a new system, it would be
prudent to contract with the vendor so that the vendor also operates the system for the first
10 years. This arrangement would ensure that the vendor would fully debug the system and
continue to look for operational efficiencies over the 10 year period. The vendor could
operate the system for 10% of the revenue, for 5 years; 5% of the revenue, for 3 years, and
2% of the revenue for the final 2 years. If it is assumed that, on average, 6000 cars are
parked for 8 hours, for 200 days per year, at a rate of 50 cents per hour, then the yearly
revenue would be $4,800,000 per year. The vendor would therefore collect $2,400,000 over
the first 5 years, $720,000 over the next 3 years, and $288,000 over the last two years.
Advocacy
Table 1 shows that even high schools are starting to charge significant prices for parking. It
should be noted that the method described here is much more than just “charging for
parking”, because the earnings are given back to the students and employees.
Table 2 shows that introducing a price differential into the choice of how often to drive will
decrease the amount of driving. This table is the basis for my assertion, in the Introduction,
that this policy change would result in a drop in driving sufficient to allow a decrease in
needed parking of at least 15%. The smallest decrease shown in Table 2 is 15%. Given the
problems you have had trying to generate increased parking, I am sure you recognize the
value in needing 15% less parking. If the baseline amount of parking happened to be 8000
cars, 15% would be 1,200 spaces. Since only about 120 cars can be parked on an acre of
surface parking land, this would equate to 10 acres. An acre of land in the Bay area is
generally worth several million dollars. Therefore, the 15% reduction could easily yield land
worth $20 million dollars.
S-3-05 is a California Governor’s Executive Order to drop Year 2020 levels of greenhouse
gas (GHG) to the level of 1990 emissions and to drop our Year 2050 level of GHG to 80%
3
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below 1990 levels. If the world achieves similar reductions, the earth’s level of atmospheric
C02 will be capped at 450 parts per million (PPM). Figures 1, 2, and 3 show how large 450
PPM is, compared to values over the last 800,000 years. Reference 3 shows that the goal of
S-3-05 is to limit atmospheric C02 to 450 PPM and it also shows that even if this cap is
achieved, the risk of a human catastrophe caused by global warming is significant.
Reference 4 shows that decreasing the amount of driving is necessary to achieve the GHG
reductions of S-3-05. This is stated on Page 9 of Reference 4 and is illustrated in Figure 1 of
Reference 4. Reference 4 shows that, using the best assumptions about the future efficiency
of California’s fleet of cars and light-duty trucks, a significant reduction in driving is critically
needed.
Table 1

American High Schools that Charge for Parking

Eleven U.S. High Schools that Charge Students to Park
State

City

California Anaheim
Illinois

Maple
Park

High
County School
Orange
DeKalb

Servite

Price
Per
year

Link to Price

Link to Location

http://www.servitehs.org/apps
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A
/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=864
naheim,_California
92&type=d

$25

Kaneland $150

http://www.kaneland.org/khs/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Maple_Park,_Illinois

Minnesota Andover

Anoka

Andover

$100

http://www.anoka.k12.mn.us/
education/components/docmg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A
r/default.php?sectiondetailid=
ndover,_Minnesota
276465&fileitem=96679&catfilt
er=24892

Wisconsin

German
Town

Washington

German
Town

$150

http://www.germantownnow.c http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G
om/news/92202694.html
ermantown,_Wisconsin

Virginia

Herndon

Fairfax

Herndon

$200

North
Carolina

Holly
Springs

Wake

Holly
Springs

$153

New
Jersey

Newton

Sussex

Kittatinny
Regional

$50

http://www.krhs.net/new08/A http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N
ctivityFees.pdf
ewton,_New_Jersey

http://www.fcps.edu/Herndon
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/
HS/stud_life/park_reg.htm
http://hollyspringshs.wcpss.ne
t/Parking/HSHS%20PARKING%2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H
0REGULATIONS%202010olly_Springs,_North_Carolina
2011.pdf

Massachusetts

Ipswich

Essex

Ipswich

$50

http://www.wickedlocal.com/i
pswich/news/x1146471597/Stu http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I
dent-parking-fee-set-overridepswich,_Massachusetts
nixed#axzz1Qy0d7dfi

Massachusetts

Andover

Essex

Andover

$200

http://www.aps1.net/Docume http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A
ntView.aspx?DID=1409
ndover,_Massachusetts

Massachusetts

Palmer

Hampden

Palmer

$100

http://www.masslive.com/new
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P
s/index.ssf/2009/09/school_co
almer,_Massachusetts
mmittee_defends_100_p.html

$100

http://www.thewesterlysun.co
m/mysticriverpress/news/scho
ol-board-plans-parking-fees- http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S
reassignment/article_d72199e4tonington,_Connecticut
9d9f-11e0-8406001cc4c03286.html
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Stonington

New
London

Stonington
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Table 2

Eleven Case of Pricing Impact on the Amount of Driving

Impact of Financial Incentives on Parking Demand
Location

Scope

1995 dollars
per mo.

Parking Use
Decrease 1

$81
$34
$37
$37
$47

15%
26%
30%
22%
23%

$125
$89
$68
$126
$102

36%
38%
26%
25%
31%
24%
18%
2
39%
21%

Group A: Areas with little or no public transportation
CenturyCityDistrict, West Los Angeles
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles
Costa Mesa, CA
Average for Group

3500 employees at 100+ firms
9000 faculty & staff
1 employer, 850 employees

Group B: Areas with fair public transportation
Los Angeles Civic Center
Mid-Wilshire Blvd., Los Angleles
Washington DC Suburbs
Downtown Los Angeles
Average for Group

10000+ employees, several firms
1 mid-size firm
5500 employees at 3 worksites
5000 employees, 118 firms

Group C: Areas with good public transportation
University of Washington, Seattle Wa.
Downtown Ottowa, Canada

50,000 faculty, staff & students
3500+ government staff

$18
$72

Bellevue, WA

1 firm with 430 employees

$54

Average for Group, but not Bellevue Washington

$45

Over All Average, Excluding Bellevue Washington
1

Parking vacancy would be higher!

Figure 1

2

25%

Not used, since transit & walk/bike facilities also improved.

Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades

5
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Figure 2

Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,
800,000 Years Ago, with 450 PPM C02 Shown

Figure 3

Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,
Over the Last 1,000 Years

6
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Conclusion
As shown in the above section, decreasing the amount of driving is critical to human
survival. School Boards are government entities. The first job of all government entities is
health and safety.
Adopting this program will help the students gain an understanding of economics and
technology. If they understand the harsh realities of global warming, they will have a deep
sense of gratitude for this program, as well as a life-long feeling of school pride for San
Mateo College. Students will be grateful that the future of any children that they might have
will be significantly improved by this pioneering effort. It is a demonstration of the
fundamental features of Reference 1. It will set an example for other schools and
employers. It will let the world know that the United States has leaders that understand the
climate crisis and are willing to take the bold measures needed to help avert disaster.
Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or comments.
Respectively submitted,
Mike Bullock

760-754-8025
Retired Satellite Systems Engineer, 36 years
Co-author, "A Plan to Efficiently and Conveniently Unbundle Car Parking Cost"
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From: Caitlin Vega, Legislative Advocate, California Labor Federation
Subject: CEQA Guidelines

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the implementation of SB 226. We strongly support the
CEQA Guidelines that limit CEQA streamlining to commercial retail projects of less than 75,000 square
feet. That size limit recognizes the unique impact of supercenters on local communities. Supercenters
have a complex and dramatic impact on everything from traffic flow to worker wages, from mom and
pop shops to large retail chains. Their environmental footprint is both bigger and more pronounced.
Many supercenters are open 24 hours, resulting in increased noise and higher crime. In addition, as
anchor tenants, supercenters often exercise significant control over which other businesses can be
located in a specified area, depriving residents of access to competing retailers. Because of their size and
market power, supercenters often decimate nearby shopping centers and small business districts,
causing environmental ripple effects that should be understood prior to approval.
For these reasons, we think it is appropriate that supercenter developments fall outside the scope of
CEQA streamlining.
Thanks, Caitlin Vega
Legislative Advocate
California Labor Federation
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CENTER for BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

Because life is good.

February 24, 2012
Christopher Calfee
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Comments to the proposed guidelines for CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Center for Biological Diversity in response to the
proposed guidelines for implementation of Senate Bill 226. We appreciate the opportunity to provide
input on this proposal and we look forward to working with the Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”)
to address these issues.
The Center for Biological Diversity opposed SB 226 on the grounds that the bill ran counter to
the goals and specific requirements of CEQA. The proposed guidelines largely reflect the elements of SB
226 that prompted our opposition. We recognize that the guidelines cannot fix problems inherent in the
bill itself. Nonetheless, we feel that the proposed guidelines not only overlook opportunities to improve
the projects that will be eligible for streamlining, but also conflict in some instances with CEQA.
Indeed, the overall effect of the guidelines as proposed is to provide an option for virtually any
kind of broadly-defined infill project to qualify for the streamlining provisions, without requiring those
projects to achieve meaningful improvements over current, run-of-the-mill development practices. This
letter thus focuses primarily on specific concerns with the proposed performance standards and proposed
CEQA guidelines, and offers recommendations for strengthening these provisions.
Comments on Appendix M: Performance Standards
1. The performance standard for renewable energy must be strengthened.
The performance standard for renewable energy is extremely weak. “Renewable Energy. All
projects shall include renewable energy components, such as solar rooftops, where feasible.” Proposed
New Appendix M at 1. This provision is largely meaningless without a specific standard. Presumably, a
highly energy intensive project could claim compliance with this provision simply by installing a few
solar panels or by claiming that the costs of installing renewable energy components make such
installation infeasible. SB 226 explicitly establishes as among its goals the “reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions under the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Division 25.5, commencing with
Section 38500, of the Health and Safety Code) [AB 32].” To achieve this goal, the projects would need to
result in lower per-capita emissions. A specific quantitative standard is necessary to ensure that new
projects have lower per-capita energy consumption than the average for the area. In the absence of a
quantitative standard, projects should be required to include renewable energy components capable of
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providing as much of the project’s energy needs as is feasible, and should be required to support
determinations of infeasibility with specific evidence and analysis in accordance with CEQA case law. 1
2. The performance standard should require projects to achieve 75% or less of regional average
VMT.
The transportation and land use sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state, and SB
226 explicitly establishes as among its goals the “implementation of the land use and transportation
policies in the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375)” and the
“reduction of greenhouse gas emissions under the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
(Division 25.5, commencing with Section 38500, of the Health and Safety Code) [AB 32].” 2 By allowing
streamlining of projects that exceed 100 percent of regional per capita VMT, the proposal would
undermine statewide and local efforts to reduce regional VMT. Streamlining should be reserved for
projects that improve on common practices and promote sustainable development. When a project is
located in a red zone and cannot reduce its VMT to less than 75% of the regional average through project
design elements, that project simply should not be eligible for infill streamlining.
3.

The performance standard for housing near high-volume roadways must be strengthened.

The proposed performance standard for development near high-volume roadways is extremely
weak. The proposed requirement to comply with general plan policies, specific plan policies, and zoning
provisions is not a meaningful performance standard; the law already requires compliance with these
provisions. Many regions of the state lack any such policies, and the alternative standard—incorporation
of design elements that promote public health—is too vague to be useful. Specific performance standards
should be developed by OPR, in cooperation with local air districts and air quality and public health
experts, to require the implementation of best practices from around the state.
Comments on CEQA Guidelines (New Section 15183.3)
1.
Proposed guideline sections 15183.3(c)(2)(C) and (D) are inconsistent with CEQA by
allowing reliance on uniformly applied development standards to significant effects not previously
analyzed in a prior EIR.
Because CEQA is uniquely concerned with the potential environmental impacts of a proposed
project based on “scientific and factual data,” the statute has long prohibited blind reliance on regulatory
standards. Guidelines § 15064(b). While regulatory standards may, at times, be set at a level that renders
impacts less than significant, they may also be a product of countervailing concerns. Accordingly,
regulatory standards are not themselves determinative of whether a project may result in significant
impacts. Thus, in Communities for a Better Env’t v. California Resources Agency, the court invalidated a
CEQA Guideline that would apply “an established regulatory standard in a way that forecloses the
1

See, e.g., Save Round Valley Alliance v. County of Inyo, 157 Cal.App.4th 1437, 1461-62 (2007) (holding that
applicant’s inability to achieve “the same economic objectives” under a proposed alternative does not render the
alternative economically infeasible); Uphold Our Heritage v. Town of Woodside, 147 Cal.App.4th 587, 600 (2007)
(requiring evidence that comparative marginal costs would be so great that a reasonably prudent property owner
would not proceed with the project); Preservation Action Council v. City of San Jose, 141 Cal.App.4th 1336, 135657 (2006) (holding that evidence of economic infeasibility must consist of facts, independent analysis, and
meaningful detail, not just the assertions of an interested party).
2
California Public Resources Code, Ch. 469, SEC. 7, Section 21094.5.5 (b)

2
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consideration of any other substantial evidence showing there may be a significant effect.” 103 Cal.App.4
th 98, 114 (2002).
Public Resources Code § 21094.5 undercuts CEQA’s focus on scientific and factual data to assess
significance. Section (a)(2) provides that an agency may avoid preparing an EIR if the effect was not
considered significant in a prior EIR or the effect will be more significant than described in the prior EIR,
but the agency makes findings that application of development policies or standards will substantially
mitigate that impact. This provision significantly weakens CEQA’s environmental protections by: 1)
setting a vague and undefined standard of “substantially” mitigating an impact rather than fully mitigating
that impact; and 2) applying a regulatory standard in a manner than forecloses consideration of evidence
showing an impact may be significant. However, this diminishment of CEQA’s standards is limited.
Under Section (b), it does not apply where “an infill project would result in significant effects that are
specific to the project of the project site, or if the significant effects of the infill project were not
addressed in the prior environmental impact report.” In that case, an environmental impact report must be
prepared.
The proposed guidelines violate Public Resources Code § 21094.5 by failing to capture the
distinction of when uniformly applicable standards may be relied upon and when they may not. Proposed
Guideline 15183.3, subdivisions (c)(2)(C) and (c)(2)(D), provide that “[i]f the written checklist shows that
the infill project would result in new specific effects, and that uniformly applied development policies
would not substantially mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA,” and that an agency
may summarily make findings, based on substantial evidence, that such new specific impacts have been
mitigated by such uniform development policies. Under the clear terms of Public Resources Code §
21094.5, uniformly applicable development standards may only be relied upon where the impact is more
significant that described in the prior EIR, not where the impact is specific to the project or where it was
not addressed at all in the prior EIR. As proposed, the Proposed Guideline is illegal because it runs afoul
of both Section 21094.5 and CEQA’s general prohibition on presumptive reliance on regulatory
standards.
2.
A lead agency must be required to consider mitigation that was not evaluated in a prior
EIR to further reduce significant impacts
The proposed guidelines allow a lead agency to rely on a prior EIR that failed to fully mitigate
project impacts. As currently proposed, additional mitigation that would function to further reduce these
significant effects need only be considered where “it was not known and could not have been known with
the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was certified.” Proposed guideline §
15183.3(c)(1)(C). This standard is virtually impossible to meet and will result in significant lost
opportunities to reduce environmental damage and foreclose meaningful public participation. 3 Indeed, as
currently proposed, the proposed guidelines allow a project to tier off a prior EIR of any vintage even
where it failed to fully mitigate project impacts. The expectation until SB 226 was passed was that
additional mitigation could be proposed and considered at the project level. Proposing a guideline that
strips the public of this right is directly counter to CEQA’s focus on informed self-government and public
participation. This section should be modified as follows:

3

See Citizens for Responsible Equitable Env’t Development v. City of San Diego, 196 Cal.App.4th 515 (2011)
(holding that petitioner should have known to raise potential climate impacts in CEQA comments in 1994).

3
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An effect is a new specific effect if new information, which was not known and could not
have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence was not considered at the time
the previous EIR was certified, shows that new mitigation measures could substantially
reduce the significant effects described in the prior EIR, but such measures are not
included in the project.
Thank you for your consideration.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. We appreciate the opportunity to comment
on the proposed guidelines and look forward to working with the Office of Planning and Research to
address these issues. Please contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Brian Nowicki
California Climate Policy Director
Center for Biological Diversity
(916) 201-6938
bnowicki@biologicaldiversity.org
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VIA EMAIL: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov.

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
Re:

SB 226 Proposed Guidelines

Dear Mr. Calfee:
California homebuilders, as represented by the California Building Industry Association
(CBIA), are grateful to you for providing us this opportunity to comment on the SB 226
Proposed Guidelines (Proposed Guidelines).
BACKGROUND
Many businesses throughout California have come to recognize a growing need to
reform CEQA in a way that eliminates abuses that simply provide project opponents
with a no-cost tool to stop projects for reasons unrelated to the environment. These
tactics employed by “just-say-no” project opponents has drawn commentary from the
judiciary:
In CEQA cases time is money. A project opponent can “win” even though it “loses” in
an eventual appeal because the sheer extra time required for the … appeal (with the
risk of higher interest rates and other expenses) makes the project less commercially
desirable, perhaps even to the point where a developer will abandon it or drastically
scale it down.
County of Orange v. Superior Court (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1, 6.
The prolonged and severe Great Recession has compounded the abuse of CEQA. The
effect on the residential for-sale housing market has been devastating – producing an
80% reduction in the construction of new homes and an 85% unemployment rate
(accounting for 1 in 3 of unemployed Californians). Moreover, the impacts of the
recession are much broader than those felt just by homebuilders. The state continues
to suffer extraordinarily high unemployment and severe reductions in tax revenues as a
result.

Home Builders
Association of
Tulare & Kings Counties
Visalia
North State Building
Industry Association
Roseville
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SB 226
CBIA supports real incentives for infill development and for that reason supported SB 375. In our view,
SB 226 presented an opportunity to provide incentives for infill projects through CEQA reform. As
explained below, that opportunity was not realized.
California businesses want CEQA reform that is real, quantifiable and sustainable - to California’s
businesses, their customers as well as the environment; reform that reduces costs, time and uncertainty.
It should be as easy to comply with CEQA for project proponents as it is for project opponents.
Two of the most significant barriers to infill are the increased cost to plan and construct infill projects
and the increased red tape – CEQA being the most significant. Infill is not incentivized by increasing
costs and burdens even if there is some minor reduction in red tape.
The Narrative Explanation highlights the health and environmental benefits of infill. However, rather
than incentivizing all infill, the policy of SB 226 takes on a separate issue of streamlining some “green1”
projects that incorporate design features that are greater than what is currently required in law. This
requirement will make infill more expensive and the use of the Proposed Guidelines will be extremely
limited as a result.
THE PROPOSED GUIDELINES
OPR’s ability to draft guidelines that incentivize infill is necessarily limited by the parameters of SB 226.
The practical effect of implementing the additional criteria beyond the requirements of existing law as
required by SB 226 make these Proposed Guidelines more impracticable. This type of slow creep is
part of the underlying problem. In the 40 years since CEQA was enacted, land use and environmental
laws have been expanded to the point that they are now the strictest in the world. This should ease
CEQA’s burden rather than exacerbate it as SB 226 does.
CEQA: The Project’s Effect on the Environment vs. The Effect of the Environment on the Project
More than a few CEQA cases have held that CEQA is not concerned with the effect of the environment
on proposed projects:




Consideration of the effect of the environment on the project are “beyond the scope of
CEQA.” Baird v. County of Contra Costa (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 1464, 1468 (existence of
contamination near proposed project that might adversely affect the project and its residents is
irrelevant to CEQA review).
The purpose of an EIR is to identify the significant effects of a project on the environment, not
the significant effects of the environment on the project. Therefore, an EIR is not required to
discuss the impacts on staff and student health of locating the project near freeways. City of Long
Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 905.

In a departure from the focus of CEQA, namely a project’s effects on the environment, SB 226 focusses on Vehicle Miles
Travelled (VMT) rather than tailpipe emissions. As vehicles become cleaner, VMT becomes a false proxy for environmental
impacts.

1
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For the same reason, an EIR is not required to discuss the impact of sea level rise on a project.
The Court in Ballona Wetlands Land Trust v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 201 Cal.App.4th 455
(Ballona), went so far as to invalidate portions of Guideline section 15126.2 (locating a
subdivision astride an active fault line, floodplains, coastlines, wildfire risk areas, etc.) and the
Appendix G checklist form (same).2 Ibid. at 473-474.
The impact of noxious odors on future resident of the development was not a significant effect
on the environment and therefore did not require an EIR. South Orange County Wastewater
Authority v. City of Dana Point (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 1604, 1614-1618

Within this context, SB 226 requires that the Proposed Guidelines “promote…[p]rotection of public
health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or water pollution, or soil contamination.”
Public Resources Code section 21094.5.5(b)(7).
The Proposed Guidelines provide examples of “uniformly applicable development policies or standards”
including “[r]equirements for protecting residents from air pollution associated with high volume
roadways”. Section 15183.3(e)(8)(D).
Accordingly, the statute and Proposed Guideline should be interpreted and applied in a manner
consistent with CEQA’s overall scope of focusing on a project’s impact on the environment rather than
the environment’s impact on the project. This means that the focus of this goal should be to protect
vulnerable existing populations from air or water pollution, or soil contamination caused by the project.
Methods to address the impacts of existing air, water or soil pollution on occupants of a project are
contained in other laws.
The Narrative (at p. 5) supports this interpretation with the following:
Infill development is also linked to health benefits. According to the American Lung Association,
Sustainable, mixed-use communities designed around mass transit, walking and cycling have been
shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and a range of adverse health outcomes
including traffic injuries, cancers, lung and heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and other chronic health
conditions. In addition to the benefits to lung health, individuals who live in mixed-use and walkable
communities have a 35 percent lower risk of obesity.
(American Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health Issue
Brief: Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable land use and
transportation planning” (Spring 2010).) Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity, diabetes,
heart and lung disease, cancers and other chronic illnesses associated with increased physical
activity, smart growth development patterns “could help California cut over 132,000 tons of air
pollution and avoid up to 140 premature deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other respiratory
symptoms, 16,550 work days lost and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.” (American Lung
Association in California, Fact Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid air pollution-related
illnesses, deaths and costs.”)

2 These existing hazards are already addressed and mitigated pursuant to other laws and should not be inserted in CEQA to
provide project opponents with another bite at the apple.
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In other words, there are significant health benefits just in producing infill. This should be sufficient to
comply with both the statutory language in SB 226 and the Proposed Guidelines, above.
Unfortunately, Appendix M: Projects Near High-Volume Roadways, the Narrative Explanation of the
Proposed Guidelines and the Appendix N: Infill Environmental Checklist all require that the project
proponent identify and mitigate air quality impacts of the pre-project environment on the project. See,
Appendix M, p.2; Narrative Explanation, pp. 19-203 and Appendix N4.
Appendix M: Projects Near High-Volume Roadways and the Appendix N Checklist at 5b triggers
mitigation measures for residential projects located within 500 feet of a high volume roadway. The Bay
Area Air Quality Management District recently enacted a similar requirement which was subject to legal
challenge. The Court, in California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District
(Alameda County Superior Court Case No. RG10-548693) found that there is evidence to support a
fair argument that these requirements might discourage urban infill development or encourage suburban
development. See, Statement of Decision at p.6, attached. The Court set aside the requirement as a
result.

3

The Narrative Explanation states:
With regard to air pollution, attention has focused in recent years on the health effects of
developing sensitive uses near sources of toxic air contaminants, such as high-volume roadways.
Evidence indicates that risk increases near high volume roadways, generally within 500 feet,
though precise distances and risk factors vary considerably based on local topography,
meteorology and other site-specific factors. (See, e.g., CARB 2005 Handbook; BAAQMD CEQA
Thresholds (May 2011), § 5.2.5.) Many transit corridors are located near high volume roadways.
Prohibiting any new development within the transit corridors would counteract the policies
described above that direct new growth toward transit-served locations. Notably, it would also
undermine the health benefits from active transportation associated with transit-oriented
development. Some design strategies have been identified that may ameliorate the adverse
effects of high volume roadways, such as high efficiency air filters, locating air intakes away from
roadways, etc. The effectiveness of such strategies, however, is also highly dependent on sitespecific circumstances. (California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, “Health Risk
Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects,” April 2009.) Therefore, similar to the soil and
water contamination standards described above, the performance standards would call on
projects to implement whatever design requirements are identified in local plans or ordinances
that address such effects. If such plans have not been adopted, the performance standards
require projects to implement whatever measures are identified in a health risk assessment or
environmental document prepared for the project.

4

Appendix N provides:
5b. If a residential project is located within 500 feet a high volume roadway, or such distance
that the local agency or local air district has determined is appropriate based on local conditions,
describe the measures that the project will implement to protect public health. Such measures
may include policies and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plans, zoning code
or community risk reduction plan, or measures recommended in a health risk assessment, to
promote the protection of public health. Identify the policies or standards, or refer to the site
specific analysis, below.
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The Appendices M and N requirements are “beyond the scope of CEQA,” and are contrary to the
purpose of the Proposed Guidelines. The Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3(a) states that “[t]he
purpose of this section is to expedite the review (sic) environmental review process for infill projects”.
The Proposed Guidelines are also titled: “Streamlining for Infill Projects”. One does not streamline or
incentivize infill by making it more burdensome and expensive.
Accordingly, we recommend that these provisions of Appendix M: Projects Near High-Volume
Roadways (p.2), the Narrative Explanation (p.19-20) and Appendix N be removed.
Similarly, the Appendix N checklist contains quite a few items that purport to require these projects to
consider and mitigate the impact of the existing environment on the proposed project. See various
provisions in Appendix N contained in the following: VI. Geology and Soils; VIII Hazards and Hazardous
Materials; IX. Hydrology and Water Quality; XII Noise. Provisions that require projects to consider and
mitigate impacts of the environment on the project should be removed.

VMT
Appendix M establishes a 3-tiered approach to determining what level of VMTs are associated with a
project. The categories are: (1) less than 75% of per capita VMT for the MPO; (2) 75-100% of per capita
VMT for the MPO and; (3) more than 100% of per capita VMT for the MPO.
The second tier, while reducing VMT, must still spend an additional $6,000 per home to comply with
CALGreen Tier 1, and the third tier must spend an additional $11,000 per home to comply with
CALGreen Tier 2. Infill is already too expensive and these added costs will act as a disincentive, rather
than an incentive.
Appendix M and the Narrative Explanation further complicate the process by specifying how a project
proponent must demonstrate a determination of VMTs.
Appendix M gives 3 possible approaches to determine what level of VMTs are associated with a project:
locating in a low VMT Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) within the region; in a low VMT locale (i.e., urban
areas, city centers or near transit); and/or by including VMT-reducing project features, a sketch tool (i.e.,
CalEEMod or URBEMIS). Appendix M, p.2, and footnotes.
The Narrative Explanation on p. 21, goes further:
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) can use their travel demand model to
estimate average household or home-based VMT at the traffic analysis zone geographic
level. If an MPO has not produced such estimates, however, then estimates from the
California Interregional Travel Demand Model (CITDM) can be used. In the absence of
any travel model zonal VMT estimates, a sketch model can be used to estimate project
VMT for comparison to the regional average VMT.
This explanation adds a couple of new restrictions: a new model – CITDM, and a pecking order
among the methods to determine VMTs. First, one must use the MPO estimates; if the MPO
hasn’t produced the estimates only then CITDM may be used; finally, if and only if there is no
travel model zonal VMT estimates a sketch model may be used.
This process is overly complicated, provides new opportunities for litigation, establishes further
burdens on the project proponent and therefore, will incline project applicants to avoid using
the Proposed Guidelines.
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First, the process requires the project applicant to look to the MPO to produce a map –
something they are not required to do under existing law. Project opponents, and possibly
project proponents, may believe that the maps (or data) are inaccurate and unreliable and when
a project seeks to rely on these maps, there will be project specific litigation. MPOs may also
become a defendant in litigation as a result of these maps or data.
Second, it has been our experience that the public is skeptical about the use of black-box
modeling because the models are not transparent. They can be manipulated by changing
formulas to produce desired outcomes. Their use, rather than creating some objective means
of determining VMTs, foments suspicion.
The pecking order of priorities also increases costs for the project proponent.
For these reasons, we do not think this process will act as an incentive for infill projects. Rather, we
suggest that a simple, easily verifiable metric be used: Only projects located within ¼ mile of a transit
station should qualify. The added costs of CALGreen Tier 1 and Tier 2 should be eliminated.

Language
The Proposed Guidelines uses new language to refer to existing concepts. For example, the Proposed
Guideline section 15183.3(c)(1)(E) uses the term “substantially mitigate”. In existing law, Guideline
section 15162(a)(3)(B) provides that a supplemental EIR is required only if the impacts with mitigation
are substantially more severe. In order to avoid unnecessary litigation, we recommend using
“substantially more severe.”
Thank you for considering our views. We believe that these recommendations would make the
Proposed Guidelines more likely to be used.
Very truly yours,

Nick Cammarota
General Counsel
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No. RGl0-548693

Proposed Statement of Decision

California Building Industry Association,
Petitioner and Plaintiff
VS.

Bay Area Air Quality Management District,
Respondent and Defendant.

Petitioner and Plaintifl California Building Industry Association (CBIA),
challenged the June 2, 2010 decision of the Bay Area

Air Quality Management District

(BAAQMD) to adopt its Resolution No. 2010-06 (1 AR 01-4)r. By its resolution, it
adopted its new California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") air quality thresholds

of

signif,rcance (the Thresholds). After this court's orders on demurrer, only CBIA's Second

Citations

to the Administrative Record take the Format of "lVolume] AR

lPage

Numberl"
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Claim for Relief (Violation of CEQA) and Third Clairn for Relief ("Arbitrary &
Capricious Rulemaking Without Rational Basis") remained in controversy. This matter
came on regularly for hearing on the Petition for Writ of Mandate on January 9,2012 in

Departrnent24. Appearing for CBIA was Andrew B. Sabey, Esq. and Christian H.
Cebrian, Esq. of Cox, Castle and Nicholson

LLP. Appearing for BAAQMD

Folk, E,sq. and Erin Chalmers, Esq. of Shute, Mihaly &

'Weinberger

was Ellison

LLP'

After hearing the arguments and considering all papers f,rled with the court,
including the certified adrninistrative record, the court issued an oral tentative decision
granting the Petition for the Writ of Mandate and directed CBIA to prepare a Proposed
Statement of Decision for the court's review and consideration. Having considered CBIA's
Proposed Statement of Decision, the Court now issues the following Proposed Statement

Decision. (CRC

3.

1

of

590.)

BACKGROUND

BAAQMD is a public agency,

a regional air

pollution control district

as described

in

Health & Safety Code $ 40000, et seq. It is charged with the primary responsibility for
control of air pollution frorn all sources other than motor vehicle emissions in its region.
(Health

&

Safety Code $ 40000)

In furtherance of its important charge, BAAQMD created and adopted

a set of

Air

Quality CEQA Thresholds of Signif,rcance. The adoption of the thresholds included the

2
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thresholds themselves, and the Resolution that BAAQMD and all other lead agencies in the

district apply BAAQMD's Air Quality Thresholds of Significance on all CEQA projects,
(1 AR03-4) and, further, that projects failing to meet the Thresholds

"will normally be

determined to have a significant effect on the environment for purposes of CEQA."(1AR
03.)

Prior to its adoption of Resolution 2010-06, BAAQMD did not engage in any CEQA
analysis. BAAQMD maintains the position that CEQA does not apply to its discretionary
act of the prornulgation of the Thresholds on the theory that its Resolution is not a CEQA

"project."

CBIA asserts four arguments in support of its Petition
First, CBIA argues that the promulgation of the Thresholds is a CEQA "Project"
and, as such, must be evaluated in the firanner required by CEQA
Second, CBIA argues that BAAQMD's Thresholds are arbitrary and capricious
because they mandate a f,rnding of "significant environmental effect" that is contrary to

CEQA. The argument is that the Thresholds require an impermissible evaluation "of the
environment on the project" and that such analysis imposes an irnproper requirement on the
proponent of any project which has the effect of requiring a higher level of CEQA review
solely because of the improper requirement

Third, CBIA argues that the Thresholds include thresholds for which no substantial
evidentiary support can be found in the administrative record, thus violating CEQA's

3
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requirement that thresholds of significance be supported by substantial evidence.
Fourth, CBIA argues that BAAQMD's prornulgation of the Thresholds fails the

"rational basis test" because substantial evidence does not exist for agency approval.

BAAQMD responds that the adoption of the Thresholds is not a "project" under
CEQA. This argument has three parts: first, that it is not a "project" and thus the matter of
its CEQA cornpliance is not ripe for adjudication; second, it is not a "project" and thus no
environrnental review is required; and third, even if the promulgation of the Thresholds
were a project it would be exempt frorn CEQA review under the "cotnmon sense
exemption" found in CEQA Guidelines $ 15061(bX3)2'

BAAQMD also argues that while its Thresholds do require an analysis of the impact
of the baseline air quality on a CEQA construction project, such an analysis is required by

CEQA to evaluate air quality irnpacts to the health of people who may later reside in or

visit

a

proposed construction project,

Finally, BAAQMD argues that the Thresholds are supported by substantial evidence
and that the Thresholds are not arbitrary or capricious.

DISCUSSION

A CEQA analysis must be performed at some level for any "project"' The
legislature in 1,994, defined "project" in Public Resource Code $ 21065, to include any

' Ceqa Guidelines are found at California's Code of Regulations title 14, chapter

3. $ 15000- I 5387 ("Guidelines".)

4
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activity directly undertaken by any public agency which may cause either a direct physical
change in the environment or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the

environment, This dehnition has been the subject of rnultiple appellate detenninations
which have made clear that the def,rnition of "project" calls for a broad reading. See e.g.
Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solan.o County Aírport Land Conunission, (2007)

4I

Cal4tt' 3J2,

("Muzzy Ranch"); Plastic Pipe and Fittings Association v. California BuildÌng Standards
Cotrunission, (2004) 124 Cal App 4"' 1390; Azuza Land Reclantation Co. v. Main San

Gabriet Watennaster, (1997) 52 CalApp 4t'' 1165 and City of LÌverl)'tore v. Local Agency
Formation ComtnÌssion, (1986) 184 Cal App 3'd 53 1.
The court finds that BAAQMD's promulgation of the Thresholds is a "project"
under CEQA and, as such, BAAQMD is obligated by CEQA to evaluate the potential
impact on the environment consequent to the project. The prornulgation of the Thresholds

fits the Public Resources Code $ 21065 def,rnition; it is a discretionary activity directly
undertaken by a public agency which may cause a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical
change in the environment. (Public Resources Corle $ 21065.)

The evidence in the adrninistrative rec<¡rd supports the position that the

promulgation of the Thresholds is intended to cause a change in the environment. See e.g.
1

AR 24,1 AF.68,29 AR 6584, 29 AR 6590, 29 AR 6643,29 AR 6702.
While the evidence is not overwhelming, it does raise a fair argument that the

irnplernentation of the Thresholds may cause a reasonably foreseeable indirect change in
the environment.

5
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BAAQMD is incorrect that the challenge to the Thresholds is not ripe. The
Thresholds here are much more like the "guidelines"

iî

Communitíes

þr

a Better

Environment v. California Resources Agency, (2002) 103 Cal App 4"' 98 than they are like
the "guidelines" in Pacific Legal Foundation v. Califurnia Coastal Comtnission, (1982) 33

Cal 3'd 158. The action in Pacìfic Legat Foundationv. Catiþrnia Coa.stal Comntissio¡z was
a challenge to the

policy underlying

a set

of guidelines relating to public access. The court

determined that the challenge was not ripe as "the guidelines are not manclatory...but rather
adopt a flexible approach: the Commission is to deterrnine the appropriateness of access
exactions on a case-by-case basis." (Pacific Legal lioundation v. California Coastal

Commission, (1982) 33 Cal3'd 158, 174.) In contrast, Communities

þr

a Better

Environntent v. California Resources Agency was a challenge to the CEQA guidelines
prornulgated by the California Resources Agency applicable in every relevant case and not
subject to any case-by-case appropriateness determination. While the Thresholds are

mandatory only on BAAQMD itself, they are not mandatory on other agencies. The
Thresholds are not flexible and, moreover,the Thresholda do not provide for a further
determination by BAAQMD of the appropriateness of their application in any par'ricular
proposed project. The rnatter before the court presents a concrete legal dispute ripe for

judicial evaluation.

BAAQMD is also incorrect in its contention that the evidence in the administrative
record cannot support a fair argument that the Thresholds rnight discourage urban

infill

development, encourage suburban development or change land use patterns, andlor is too

6
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speculative to support a fair argument that such an environmental irnpact could occur. The

controlling case for this view is California Unions for Reliable Energy v. Mojave Desert

Air Quality Management District, (2009),178 Cal App 4"' 7225, see also, Plastìc Pipe
Fittings Association v. Californian Building Standards Commission, (2004) 124 Cal App
4tr'1390.

BAAQMD is also incorrect in its assertion that even if the prornulgation of the
Thresholds is aproject, the common sense exemption found in Guidelines $ 15061(bX3)
applies to the Thresholds á la Mtzzy Ranch (Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano Counly Air"port

Lancl (Jse Cotnmission, (2001) 4lCal4't'312¡. The drawbacks with that assertion are clear.

While in Muzzy Ranch, the agency made a f,rnding in its resolution that the land use plan
was not a CEQA project, which is not dissimilar to the instant case, the agency also filed a

"Notice of Exemption" with the County Clerk, a pivotal point which is absent here. The
Adrninistrative Record here is devoid of any Notice of Exernption from the requirements of
CEQA or any determination that the project is exempt frorn CEQA (other than that the
contention that it is not a "project") or any other assertion that the exemption rnight be

applicable. In contrast, the filing of the Notice with the County Clerk in Muzzy Rctnchtvas
the assertion that the agency had rnade its deterrnination that it could be seen rvith certainty
that there is no possibility that its activity in question, the TALUS, may have a significant

effect on the environment, thereby qualifzing for the comûron sense exemption,
The absence here of that required (see Muzzy \Lanch

4l Cal4't'372,391) Notice

leads the court to conclude that the comrnon sense exemption argument is now raised as a

7
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post-hoc justification for the purpose of this litigation. As such it must be rejected even

if

the record could have supported a common sense exernption

Independent of the court's determination that the lack of the required Notice is

a

fatal defect to the assertion of the coÍurron sense exemption, the court also finds that the
record does not support the exemption because a fair argument was raised before the
agency that the Thresholds rnight result in displaced developrnent or be a barrier to urban

infill

developrnent.

It directly follows frorn the above that the prornulgation of the Thresholds is a
CEQA "project", that it is not exempt from CEQA review, and that the approval of the
project without any CE,QA environrnental evaluation was an abuse of discretion by

BAAQMD. For that reason the Thresholds must be invalidated by the court.

THE THIRD

CBIA Also attacks the substance of the Thresholds

as

illegally requiring an analysis

of the air quality effect of the existing baseline environment on

a

proposed project in

addition to the effect on the air quality baseline as a consequence of a proposed project
The Court, however, does not reach this issue as the court has determined that

BAAQMD's promulgation of the Thresholds must be set aside for its failure to perforrn any
CEQA analysis on such a project

CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Petition for Writ of rnandate is GRANTED. The
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

California Building Industry Association,

Case No. RG10-548693

Petitioner/Plaintiff ,
PROPOSED

ruDGMENT

vs.

Bay Area Air Quality Management,
RespondenVDefendant.

Plaintiff and Petitioner California Building Industry Association ("CBIA")
challenged the June 2,2010, decision of the Bay Area

Air Quality

("District") to adopt Resolution No. 2010-06 by which

it

Management District

adopted its new California

Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") thresholds ("the Thresholds"). This matter came

for hearing on the petition for writ of mandate on January 9,2012, in Department24 of
the Superior Court for the State of California, Alameda County, the Honorable Frank

1
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tI
Roesch presiding. Appearing for CBIA was Andrew

B.

Sabey, Esq. and Christian H

Cebrian, Esq. Appearing for the District was Ellison Folk, Esq. and Erin Chalmers, Esq

GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFORE

IT IS

ORDERED AND

ADJUDGED THAT:

1.

For the reasons set forth in this Court's Statement of Decision Judgment

GRANTING the petition for writ of mandate is entered in favor of Petitioner, CBIA

as to

the District's approval of Resolution No. 2010-06 being a CEQA project.

2.

A peremptory writ of mandate directed to the District shall issue under seal of

the Court, ordering the District to set aside all approvals set forth in Resolution No. 2010-

06 and ordering the District to not disseminate these or any new approvals of officially
sanctioned air quality thresholds

of significance until the District fully complies with

CEQA

3.
of the

The District shall make its return to the writ no later than 90 days after service

writ. This Court shall retain jurisdiction

over the District's proceedings by way

of

return to the peremptory writ of mandate until the Court has determined that the District
has complied with CEQA.

4.

CBIA is awarded its costs of suit. The Court reseryes jurisdiction to award

attorney's fees, if appropriate, pursuant to any properly and timely filed motion by CBIA.

Date:

Frank Roesch
Judge of the Superior Court

2
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February 24, 2012

Redeveloping Land for
Sustainable Communities

Christopher Calfee
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Re: CEQA Guidelines Update

Dear Mr. Calfee,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on OPR’s draft CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183.3 for streamlining CEQA review for infill projects. The
Center for Creative Land Recycling (CCLR or "see clear") is the state’s only
organization solely dedicated to brownfield development and we play an integral role
in the revitalization of many sites around the state. Our work is accomplished
through training, technical assistance, and small grants and loans for communities
and community developers who are attempting to turn around vacant or
environmentally distressed properties, including the infill sites targeted by this new
program.
1.

Soil and Water Remediation (Appendix M, Section II)
The draft guideline require that, if the project site is included on any list
compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code (AKA the
“Cortese List”), the project shall implement the recommendations provided in
a Phase I environmental assessment, or if one is prepared, a preliminary
endangerment assessment.
OPR staff stated at the 2/21/12 Public Workshop Presentation that the purpose
of this language is to require implementation of clean-up recommendations if
site clean-up is necessary. Given the industrial legacy of our urban cities,
nearly every urban infill site will have some sort of contamination issue from
past use. We therefore agree with the stated intent of this provision. However,
the current language does not get us there. First of all, presence on the Cortese
List is not the best indicator of possible unsafe exposure to soil or groundwater
contamination. The Cortese List is merely a compilation of sites that are
already under some sort of environmental regulatory oversight and are already
in various stages of remediation. It therefore does nothing to help ensure
protection from contamination that has yet to be brought to the attention of an
oversight agency. Furthermore, the Cortese List includes many sites already
cleaned up and certified by an oversight agency as safe for reuse. For example,
the Water Board’s component of the Cortese List includes all sites in their
Geotracker database, including sites that have been certified as safe for reuse.

333 Pine Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94104 • 415.398.1080 • Fax 415.398.5738 • www.cclr.org
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Second, a Phase I assessment does not include cleanup recommendations; it is simply an
assessment and identification of possible contaminants of concern (COC) through records
search, visual inspection, and interviews. It is a crucial first step, though; in this age of
heightened liability concerns, Phase Is have become standard operating procedure for infill
developers, especially since a Phase I (AKA “All Appropriate Inquiry”) is required for any
purchaser interested in protection from federal Superfund liability.
RECOMMENDATION: Amend Appendix M, Section II as follows:
“The project proponent shall prepare or have prepared an All Appropriate Inquires
Phase I environmental assessment and shall work with the appropriate oversight
agency to address all constituents of concern identified in the Phase I report.”

2.

Projects Near High Volume Roadways (Appendix M, Section III.A)
The draft guideline require that projects within a certain distance of high volume roadways
implement whatever measures the lead agency determines are necessary for protection of
public health.
It is unclear what purpose this provision provides. The existing CEQA handbook already
requires that the Lead Agency evaluate whether or not the project will expose sensitive
receptors to substantial air pollutant concentrations, as evidenced by paragraph d of Section
III of the existing Environmental Checklist Form, titled “Air Quality”. The tiering nature of
SB 226 therefore guarantees that if air quality impact concerns were not sufficiently
addressed in the plan-level EIR then they will be identified as a potentially significant
effect subject to project-specific CEQA review. The suggested language therefore only
serves to create a redundant process that will add more time and expense to the infill
project’s CEQA review, which runs directly contrary to the legislative intent of SB 226.
RECOMMENDATION: Remove “Projects Near High Volume Roadways” paragraph
from Section III.A of Appendix M.

Thank you again for providing this opportunity to comment on the draft CEQA Guidelines
Section 15183.3. We appreciate your effort and the efforts of OPR to encourage infill
development in California.
Sincerely,

Stephanie Shakofsky
Executive Director, CCLR

Evan Reeves
Policy & Research Director, CCLR

333 Pine Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94104 • 415.398.1080 • Fax 415.398.5738 • www.cclr.org
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From: Joan Wolff, Planning Consultant to City of Fullerton
Subject: Comment on Proposed Amendment to CEQA Guidelines

Thank you for your work on the CEQA streamlining provisions and your efforts at outreach to Local
Agencies. The City of Fullerton views this as a positive step toward promoting more sustainable
development and is looking forward to having new Guidelines in place to assist in implementing SB 226.
I found the workshop in LA yesterday to be very helpful, and appreciate the clarifications regarding how
VMT is determined. As the VMT calculation is the basis for streamlined CEQA review, it is critical that
local agencies have an understanding of how to find or develop this data.
I would also request a few additional clarifications, as below:
1. 15183.3 (e) (1) refers to "public office buildings" in defining the term "infill project", whereas
Appendix M III C. refers to "office building". As the latter is a broader category, it would be preferable to
use in both documents.
2. 15183.3 (b) (3) uses the term "general use designation", is this intended to mean the General Plan
designation?
3. Please clarify if a mixed-use development could also be eligible for streamlined environmental
review, and if so, under what conditions. Again, thank you for the opportunity to review this first draft.
We look forward to seeing the next update.

Joan Wolff
Planning Consultant to City of Fullerton
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From: Anna McPherson, Senior Planner, City of San Diego
Subject: SB 226 Implementation - Comments Regarding the Proposed New CEQA Guidelines Section
15183.3

Dear Mr. Calfee,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed additions to the Guidelines for
Implementation of CEQA regarding the establishment of a streamlined review process for infill projects.
I am responding on behalf of the Environmental Analysis Section of the Entitlements Division in the
Development Services Department for the City of San Diego. We offer the following comments:
1) How do the SB 226 Guidelines and proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3 provide
streamlining over and above Sections 15162, 15163, and 21166? The new process appears to duplicate
the review and also requires compliance with performance standards and the preparation of an
additional checklist.
2) Why is it necessary for an agency to file a Notice of Exemption (NOE) if it has reached the conclusion
that the environmental effects of a project were adequately addressed in a prior certified document?
3) That action appears to present an inherent contradiction - the previously certified document would
have concluded impact so how can the same review then conclude that a project is exempt.
4) It is our understanding that there is no language in CEQA that provides for an environmental appeal
where a determination has been made pursuant to 15162 that further environmental review is not
required. It seems that an NOE would be a new determination and could be appealed.
5) As currently drafted, the proposed additions the Guidelines do not appear to offer many streamlining
benefits for infill projects, and it appears this new section would have limited application.
Again, we welcome the dialogue that has begun with the distribution of the draft Section 15183.3, and
look forward to a productive conversation as the new language evolves. We would appreciate
continuing to receive notice as the process moves forward.

Sincerely,
Anna L McPherson, AICP
Senior Planner
Environmental Analysis Section/Entitlements Division Development Services
Department City of San Diego amcpherson@sandiego.gov
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City O~ san Ilus OBISPO
OFFICE OF TH E CITY COUNCIL
990 Palm Street _ San Luis Ob ispo, CA 93401-3249 _ 805/78 1-7119

February 24, 2012

VIA Email toCEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.govandU.S.MAIL
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:
The City of San Luis Obispo has had the opportunity to review online information and
participate in this week ' s webinar regarding proposed changes to the CEQA Guidelines to
implement Senate Bill (SB) 226. The City supports the tenets of the legislation to provide a
simpler environmental review process for infill projects that create a more sustainable and
energy efficient community. In terms of proposed performance standards and checklists, the
City backs continued efforts to refine the metrics and make completing the checklists as
straightforward as possible.
The City of San Luis Obispo is known to be at the forefront in adopting plans, policies,
and programs that are progressive and reflect good sound planning principles. These sustained
planning efforts over the past few decades have resulted in the City maintaining a compact urban
form that preserves its more steeply sloping hillsides, creek areas, and other natural features as
open space. Intrinsic to the City's General Plan are defined growth boundaries and housing
policies that encourage new infill and mixed use development. Many of these infill projects have
benefited from a quicker overall review process because they have met the defined parameters of
the Class 32 categorical exemption.
It appears that SB 226 expands and strengthens the potential ability of an infill project to
have an expedited review, rather than eliminates the existing Class 32 categorical exemption.
The City is supportive of maintaining the Class 32 exemption since it has been successfully
utilized for a number of years and benefitted many excellent infill projects.

The City is committed to protecting the environment and making sure that new projects
fuJly comply with CEQA. With any changes to the CEQA Guidelines, the City supports efforts
to address potentially significant environmental issues without making the process more onerous
and time-consuming or undermining local control. The infill exemption through SB 226 should
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Clty O~ san lUIS OBISPO
Re: CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
February 24, 2012
Page 2
be designed to accommodate new sustainable projects as long as other important programs such
as historical preservation and atIordable housing are not compromised.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to the CEQA
Guidelines. Please contact Senior Planner, Pam Ricci at 805-781-7422 should you have any
questions.
Sincerely,

~~
Mayor

cc:

City Council
Katie Lichtig, City Manager
Christine Dietrick, City Attorney
Derek Johnson, Community Development Director
Pam Ricci, Senior Planner
cw·istopher.calfec@opr.ca.gov
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From: Bettie Weiss, City Planner, City of Santa Barbara
Subject: Comments on SB226 CEQA Streamlining Proposal

Hello - thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on proposed guidelines and standards to
implement SB226. For the City of Santa Barbara we have found that we have limited use of the
Statutory Exemptions or the new processes under SB375. The most consistent streamlined exemption
for us has been the Infill Exemption per CEQA Guidelines Section 15332.
We agree it is a good idea to promote compact in-fill development by further streamlining CEQA for the
reasons stated, such as climate & sustainability & housing & transportation & agricultural land/open
space/bio resources & health. The approach of finding that previously analyzed effects (e.g. in a General
Plan Program EIR or other) and to consider effects addressed by standard development policies are not
subject to CEQA is good and should be applicable in many instances. The procedures could somewhat
streamline an ND or EIR process, but we think it would be better and more simple just to broadened the
in-fill Exemption procedure.

Our Specific Comments:
p. 7-9 Tables 1 & 2 comparison items show that in some ways at least, the guidelines should be
broadening the application for in-fill exemptions.
p. 10-11 Table 3 Eligibility Project site-why should it have to be surrounded on 3 sides by urban, vs. 2 or
some other characterization? SB375 consistency - this table doesn't address the timing issue when our
375 plan won't be in effect for a long while. The actual draft Guidelines (b)(3) (A) provide that if no 375
plan yet, project must have density of at least 20 units per acre or commercial FAR of at least .75. We
suggest that the guidelines allow for item (A) or (B) - which is to meet definition of small community
walkable project per subdivision (e)(6) - 8 du/ac or .5 FAR - but would have to change definition to not
have to be outside an MPO. Project type - why "Public" office building only? Also of note for Santa
Barbara in particular, we have limitations on new non-residential growth and in many instances our
mixed use projects have less than .50 FAR of non-residential floor area.
p. 12 Procedures - 4th par. - We are not sure how this would work. The approach of a "mitigated
exemption" is how it should occur, similar as we now might use the current in-fill exemption with a
traffic study backing it up.
It says if project may cause a new effect, the streamlined CEQA analysis focuses on that impact. If less
than significant or mitigated, agency completes checklist to document. "It would then circulate an ND,
MND, or sustainable communities environmental assessment for public review"? Not much
streamlining. Should just put these items into revised In-fill exemption.
Please clarify that all VMT measurements for commercial buildings are based on the RESIDENTIAL VMT
generated in the traffic analysis zone of the proposed commercial project.
The VMT performance measures will not be a useful or meaningful indicator of appropriate placed land
uses in our city because the MPO's area average VMT is so high. Any residential or commercial project
proposed within the City Limits is expected to meet the less-than-75% standard.
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Overall we have yet to determine if this new exemption will be of value in our community. Given that
we already do a fair amount of background analysis of issues before we determine that a project is
exempt, and because other exemptions often fit for proposed projects we review - the jury is still out for
us if this new process would be beneficial in streamlining our review process. If the FAR standard is not
changed for the non-residential area, we will likely not be able to meet the O.50 or 0.75 standard.
We look forward to learning more about the comments you receive and your next steps.

Thank You,
Bettie Weiss

Bettie Weiss, City Planner
Community Development Dept.
City of Santa Barbara
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From: Mike Laird, Deputy Director of Community Services, Tuolumne County Community Resources
Agency
Subject: Governor Brown Releases Package of CEQA Reforms--Comments

OPR,
I am a Planner for a rural county. I have reviewed OPR's Section 15183.3 proposed to be added to the
State CEQA Guidelines to streamline environmental review of infill projects. I understand that OPR must
comply with the requirements of SB 226 in drafting its proposal. The proposal may provide some relief
primarily in large urban areas from the requirements to prepare full environmental review documents
for projects on qualifying infill sites. However, as written the proposal appears to do little for rural
counties that do not have MPO's and the various required planning documents. It appears that the
efforts to streamline environmental review of infill projects was caught up in political agendas as SB 226
made its way to the Governor's desk.
A very simple fix to the State CEQA Guidelines that would appear to greatly assist rural counties would
be to reword Section 15332(b) of the State CEQA Guidelines to read as follows:
The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five acres
substantially surrounded by urban uses.
Extending this exemption to apply to unincorporated areas as well as cities would greatly assist county
planning agencies with streamlining review of infill projects. Pursuant to Section 15332, the site must be
no larger than five acres, urban services must be available, the project could not result in significant
impacts to specified resources and the project must be consistent with the General Plan and zoning.
Unincorporated portions of counties contain urban areas as well as cities. The type of jurisdiction
should not matter as long as the criteria are met.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on proposed Section 15183.3.

Respectfully,
Mike Laird, AICP
Deputy Director of Community Services
Tuolumne County Community Resources Agency
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February 23, 2012

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
Special Counsel, California Natural Resources Agency
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Proposed Additions to the CEQA Guidelines Implementation SB 226

Dear Mr. Calfee:
The California State Association of Counties (CSAC) would like to submit the following
comments on the proposed additions to the Guidelines for Implementation of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA Guidelines) implementing SB 226 (Chapter 469, Statutes
of 2011). We would also like to extend our gratitude to you for meeting with our
membership to discuss the purpose of the proposed additions and to get our feedback on
how to accomplish the goals in SB 226 within the CEQA Guidelines and ultimately SB 375.
CSAC is an advocate for sustainable communities, compact growth and development,
emphasizing infill over greenfield development, the protection and preservation of prime
agricultural and open space and resource lands, and state, regional, and local efforts to
efficiently and effectively invest in infrastructure. Further, we believe counties have an
integral role to play in order for California to meet these mutually shared objectives.
California’s counties stand ready to work collaboratively with all levels of government to
accomplish the greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals pursuant to SB 375 (Chapter 728,
Statutes of 2008) in the context of these other goals.
It’s with these mutual goals in mind that we unfortunately find the new infill streamlining
provisions in SB 226, and therefore the corresponding proposed additions to the CEQA
Guidelines, lacking with respect to county access. While we understand that the proposed
guideline changes are currently bound by statute pursuant to SB 226 , we also understand
that the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) was responsible for drafting the
language found in SB 226, and specifically defining “urban area” within the bill after OPR
outreached to various stakeholder groups. CSAC has, and will continue, to advocate for a
statutory change to the definition of “urban area” to allow counties to qualify for the infill
streamlining provisions. In the meantime, we cannot pass up an opportunity to register our
concerns with the direction the State is taking with respect to incentivizing sustainable
growth practices and infill development in California to the exclusion of land use authority
granted county boards of supervisors, with the limited exception of specific unincorporated
islands. More specifically, we would like to convey the following:
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1. Using Jurisdictional Boundaries to Determine Eligibility is Arbitrary. Again, while it is the statute
that ultimately dictates who is eligible for CEQA streamlining for infill development pursuant to SB
226, we feel very strongly that using jurisdictional boundaries as a metric to determine eligibility is
a missed opportunity towards our mutual goals. Many existing urbanized areas in counties are
similar to incorporated cities in size, population, density, etc. Further, some urbanized areas in
counties are even more densely populated than incorporated cities. We can cite numerous
examples throughout the state where unincorporated areas are more appropriate for such growth
than their neighboring cities. Jurisdictional boundaries do not determine whether a project will
lead to reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT), GHGs, and incentivize more orderly and compact
growth. Other metrics, such as population within an urbanized area, sufficient infrastructure to
support the infill project, development within a defined urban growth area, or the performance
standards within the proposed additions, are the true determinant whether a project meets the
goals of more compact development such as, providing affordable housing, protection of open
space and other resource areas, reduction of VMT and GHGs, etc.
2. Sustainable Community Strategies Identify Unincorporated Areas Appropriate for Growth.
Pursuant to SB 375, California’s 18 Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) have already
adopted, or are in the process of developing and adopting, a regional Sustainable Communities
Strategy (SCS). Within the SCS, each MPO must determine, based on reasonably likely to occur
growth patterns based on local general and other land use plans, where development and
transportation improvements should occur in order to meet the State’s GHG emissions reductions
goals. These plans will more than likely identify growth to occur in unincorporated communities. In
fact, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments’ (SACOG) draft SCS identifies priority growth
areas in unincorporated counties within the region. Furthermore, under the draft plan, some infill
development projects along the Sacramento region’s light rail system will be eligible for SB 226
while others will not. The only difference is that eligible projects are within the city while the exact
same type of project will be ineligible at the next light rail stop because it’s in Sacramento County.
MPOs are determining that they can meet GHG emissions goals while developing in unincorporated
areas. Therefore, as long as an infill project within a county unincorporated area has been
identified as an area suitable for growth in the SCS, the statute and regulations need not go further
in limiting the application of the new infill streamlining provisions. Please note however, that we
still believe infill development is appropriate for unincorporated areas outside of MPOs, leading us
to the next argument for streamlining CEQA for infill in counties.
3. Infill Development is Always Better than Greenfield Development. Always. It is common
knowledge that greenfield development is easier, cheaper, and faster than infill development. This
reality is in some part responsible for the sprawling growth patterns in California that have
dominated since the 1920s. A main focus of the smart growth and sustainable communities’
movement is to incentivize infill development, one of the main goals in SB 226 and the proposed
additions to the CEQA Guidelines. However, we believe that limiting the incentives to cities and
unincorporated island communities misses the mark. We believe that a policy that only encourages
infill in cities is a policy that actually incentivizes greenfield development in counties. What
counties don’t understand is how even a small infill development project in an existing urbanized
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unincorporated area isn’t better than a small non‐infill development project in a non‐urbanized
area in a county. CSAC strongly believes that incremental change in each of California’s counties
and cities will ultimately result in significant outcomes and more compact growth in all types of
local communities statewide.
4. Annexation of Unincorporated Islands Not Likely to Occur. SB 226 and the proposed additions
assume that if infill occurs in unincorporated islands, they will eventually be annexed into a
neighboring city. Unfortunately, this assumption ignores the fact that most of these communities
have been created by cities choosing to annex more profitable land around the now island areas.
Also, the infrastructure is seriously lacking in these areas, making infill development even more
difficult in these cases.
5. State Priorities Promote Compact Development in Existing Urban Areas, Not Just Cities. The SB
226 statutory limitations and corresponding performance measures as proposed by the additions
to the guidelines ignores many existing urbanized areas. Existing urbanized areas are plentiful in
California’s counties. Until the statute and proposed additions reflect this reality, the State is
missing an opportunity to promote infill development over sprawl and will not achieve its own
stated growth and development goals.
6. Market Demands, Changing Demographics. The millennial generation as well as aging baby
boomers are those pushing the housing market and demanding more compact housing in close
proximity to job opportunities, transportation options, and goods and services. This trend is even
apparent in rural California. By providing compact infill housing projects in unincorporated towns,
counties can help meet the market demand.
7. Conflicting State Mandates. California law requires every county and city to plan and zone land for
their fair share of housing at every income level (Government Code §65580). At the same time, SB
375 requires regional agencies to plan transportation improvements around a land use pattern that
focuses on more compact growth and could realistically determine that housing is not appropriate
in every jurisdiction and that it should be concentrated in specific jurisdictions within the region for
maximum GHG emissions reductions. SB 226 only incentivizes infill development in cities and
unincorporated islands further adding to the conflicting nature of state mandates and regulations.
Do we want housing in every jurisdiction? Or, do we want housing only where it makes the most
sense from an environmental standpoint? And, shouldn’t we use tools such as infill streamlining to
incentivize counties and cities to meet the State’s goals for housing?
8. Missed Opportunity. Given the statutory omission of many county urbanized areas within the
definition of “urban area” for purposes of determining eligible infill projects, we wonder if OPR has
missed an opportunity to craft an addition to Guidelines Section 15183 that would clarify the use of
this section. It could be that counties and cities would use the provisions of Section 15183 more
readily if it were amended to provide specific examples or to clarify its general applicability to
development projects within existing urbanized areas of cities and counties.
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Finally, CSAC wants to express that – contrary to the intent of many laws to concentrate growth
within cities, the reality is, that for a variety of reasons, unincorporated urban areas and towns
exist in many counties throughout California. CSAC feels that the State and its regional and local
government partners still have much work ahead of us in order to fully develop and promote the
necessary tools for infill development, to curb suburban sprawl, and to meet SB 375’s goals.
We hope to gain support to seek a statutory change and allow all communities the opportunity to
support infill where appropriate without compromising greenhouse gas or other environmental
goals. Again, thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the proposed additions to the
CEQA Guidelines. Should you have any questions on our position on these issues, do not hesitate to
contact me at (916) 650‐8104 or at dbaker@counties.org.
Sincerely,

DeAnn Baker
Senior Legislative Representative
cc:

The Honorable Joe Simitian, California State Senate
Randy Pestor, Consultant, Senate Environmental Quality Committee
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February 24, 2012
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: CEQA Guidelines Update
Dear Chris,
I am writing regarding input to the SB 226 Guidelines and Performance Standards. We commend the
work of your office and others involved on developing the proposed additions to the Guidelines for
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act.
We understand the intent of SB 226 was a more straightforward and less time-consuming
environmental approval process for infill development, and we support this goal as well as the
successful implementation of SB 375. We also agree that some of the considerations in the current
CEQA process are not necessarily applicable to projects in existing developed areas, and we support a
different review process for infill projects that meet certain criteria.
We support the proposed eligibility requirements and performance standards; however, in providing a
streamlined process and CEQA exemption for infill development projects, we feel there are certain state
environmental and public health goals that should be upheld and supported in this process and that
exemptions should not be issued without compliance with state goals. As such, projects that receive
such an exemption should also be required to meet performance standards that help implement state
policies and goals such as AB 32, SB 375, 20% by 2020 water conservation goals, water quality and
water use efficiency, stormwater reuse, reducing urban heat island effect, improving public health, and
others.
Accordingly, we offer the following suggested additions to the SB 226 Guidelines and Performance
Standards Proposed Appendix M, II. Performance Standards Applying to All Project Types and the
Proposed New Appendix N (Infill Environmental Checklist Form):
Heat Island Reduction. The project shall incorporate heat island reduction measures to the
greatest extent feasible, including shade structures, high solar reflectance index (SRI) paving
materials, open grid pavement systems, tree canopy, and high reflectance and vegetated roofs.
Urban Forestry. The project shall include the preservation of any heritage or historical tree
identified by an applicable local ordinance or policy and existing healthy non-invasive trees to the
1100 11th Street, Ste. 200  Sacramento, CA 95814  Tel. 916-558-1516  Fax 916-553-3071
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greatest extent feasible. The project shall include no unnecessary removal of trees and result in a
net increase in tree canopy, including street tees, parking lots, and other open spaces. An
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Certified Arborist or a California Urban Forests Council
(CaUFC) Certified Urban Forester shall determine that the net increase in tree canopy, any
removals, and planting details are appropriate.
Stormwater Quality and Reuse. The project shall reduce impervious cover, promote
infiltration, and capture and treat the stormwater runoff to the greatest extent feasible using
acceptable best management practices (BMPs), such as trees, vegetated roofs, pervious pavement
grid pavers, rain gardens, vegetated swales, disconnection of imperviousness, and integrated
natural and mechanical treatment systems such as constructed wetlands, vegetated filters, and open
channels to treat stormwater runoff.
Water Efficiency. The project shall reduce potable water consumption for irrigation and other
purposes to the greatest extent feasible through measures such as drought tolerant plant species,
irrigation efficiency, low flush toilets, water efficient appliances, and the use of captured rainwater,
recycled wastewater, or water treated and conveyed by a public agency specifically for non-potable
uses.
Access to Civic and Public Space. Locate and/or design the project such that a civic,
recreational, or passive-use space lies within a 1/4-mile walking distance. This can include a park,
square, plaza, community garden, rain garden, playground, nature trail, river parkway, or other
public outdoor space.
I would be happy to discuss any of this further with you or answer any questions you may have. Please
feel free to contact me at 916-558-1516 or via email at connie@csgcalifornia.com.
Thank you for your efforts in this process and for considering our recommendations.
Sincerely,

Connie Gallippi
Senior Policy Consultant

1100 11th Street, Ste. 200  Sacramento, CA 95814  Tel. 916-558-1516  Fax 916-553-3071
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From: Elizabeth Pollock, President, Del Rey Residents Association
Subject: SB 226 CEQA Guidelines

Dear Mr. Alex,
I am president of the Del Rey Residents Association, which represents the 30,000+ residents of the Del
Rey neighborhood of Los Angeles. However, I cannot submit a comment letter on behalf of the
organization because our board will not meet to vote on any proposed comments until Monday, March
5, 2012. Therefore, my first request would be that the comment period be extended until at least midMarch.
Speaking as an individual, I can tell you that purported "infill" projects are a HUGE problem for our
community, particularly when the developers seek density bonuses under SB 1818 or other statutes.
There is no realistic review of the "cumulative impacts" of the projects, nor is there adequate
consideration of whether the infrastructure really exists to support the project. (Claims of access to
public transit are particularly prone to be fanciful.)
Although Del Rey traditionally has been a low density community, many of the parcels are zoned R-3,
and they are now being developed as multi-family structures. The truth is, the roads, sewers, and other
public amenities are not ready to handle the added population.
I would urge you not to rush into adopting new implementation guidelines for infill projects.

Best regards,
Elizabeth A. Pollock
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Rajiv Bhatia
1324 Oxford Street
Berkeley, California 94709
rb6419@gmail.com

February 23, 2012
Ken Alex
Director, Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
RE: Comments on SB 226 CEQA Guidelines
Dear Mr. Alex:
As a physician, public health professional, and California resident who has worked to improve
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process for over a decade, I would like provide
the following comments on the proposed guidelines for implementing Senate Bill 226. My
comments focus on the adequacy of the proposed standards for infill projects for the protection
of public health.
SB 226 proposes a sensible and rational trade‐off—to limit the application of CEQA’s procedural
requirements where established mitigations, regulations and standards assure that a project
achieves CEQA’s substantive policy ends—including greenhouse gas emissions reductions,
energy and water conservation, and the protection of human health. The success of this trade‐
off will depend of the quality of these infill standards and whether they serve as a reliable,
robust, and comprehensive proxy for the achievement of environmental policy and public health
goals.
Overall, I believe that the draft CEQA guidelines under Section 15183.3 provide a clear
procedural structure for implementing SB 226; however, the proposed standards for infill
projects in Appendix M, which these guidelines reference, have several important gaps and
weaknesses that should be addressed, as follows:
1) The standards, as proposed, are insufficient to protect public health from air pollution,
noise, and traffic hazards in infill areas.
2) Infill standards need to avoid the demolition and loss of affordable housing.
3) Standards must recognize that while limiting VMT is beneficial regionally, increased
vehicle traffic density in infill areas can still lead to significant environmental
degradation.
4) Infill standards for residential uses need to include standards for infrastructure
necessary for “complete”, walkable neighborhoods.
5) Infill standards should be sufficiently specified to be objectively and consistently
evaluated.
I elaborate on these issues in the subsequent sections of this letter.

1
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1)

Adequate analysis and mitigation of significant public health impacts is an existing
mandate of CEQA

While its role as a tool for public health is not widely recognized, CEQA provides one of the
State’s most enduring and important laws to protect and promote human health and welfare.1
CEQA clearly articulates that the well‐being of people is an environmental policy goal (California
Public Resources Code. § 21000). State regulations for CEQA require an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) be prepared whenever environmental effects of a project have the potential to
cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly (CCR §15065).
Regulations further require that, when prepared, an EIR discuss “health and safety problems
caused by the physical changes” (CCR §15126.2). Historically, guidance for the practice of CEQA
has not specified the types of public health effects requiring analysis nor related analytic
methods or standards of significance; however, courts have repeatedly affirmed CEQA’s
mandate to analyze potentially significant adverse health effects.2
SB 226 similarly requires that the infill standards for CEQA streamlining attend to the
“protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or water
pollution, or soil contamination.” Importantly, SB 226 does not limit the scope of public health
protection considered in the standards. Beyond contaminated air, water, and soil,
environmental factors relevant for public health and safety include noise, parks and natural
areas, transportation systems, housing, and public infrastructure such as schools, hospitals, and
community facilities.
Infill standards must be sufficient to address the breadth of potentially significant adverse
human health impacts that may result from the development of infill projects in California. The
narrative accompanying the draft guidelines includes a very limited discussion of the potential
health benefits and harms of infill development. The regional air pollution and local active
transportation benefits of infill development are substantial and recognized in the guidelines
and standards; however, infill development can often increase the population exposed to and
the intensity of exposure to air pollutants, noise exposure, and pedestrian and bicycle collision
hazards. Analysis of health impacts at the regional scale, such as the Woodcock et al. analysis
cited by OPR, obscures differences in intra‐regional effects and related environmental justice
impacts. Planners and public health professionals alike increasingly recognize that these
aggregate regional environmental health benefits can mask localized increases in environmental
health hazards. Furthermore, without the implementation of substantial countermeasures,
mode shifts to greater active transport use will increase pedestrian and bicyclist injuries.3 These
environmental health hazards are not reasons by themselves to prohibit infill development from

1

Bhatia R, Wernham A. Integrating Human Health into Environmental Impact Assessment: An Unrealized
Opportunity for Environmental Health and Justice. Environmental Health Perspectives. 2008; 116: 991–
1000.
2
See for example: Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee vs. Board of Port Commissioners of the
City of Oakland, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1359 (2001). Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of
Bakersfield , 124 Cal. App. 4th 1184 (2004). Californians for Alternatives to Toxics v. Department of Food
and Agriculture, 136 Cal. App. 4th 1, 10 (2005).
3
Elvik R. The non‐linearity of risk and the promotion of environmentally sustainable transport. Accid Anal
Prev. 2009; 41: 849‐855. Bhatia R, Wier M. 2011. “Safety In Numbers” Re‐examined: Can we make valid
or practical inferences from available evidence? Accident Analysis & Prevention 43(1): 235‐240.
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any area; however, these environmental health threats require acknowledgement in the infill
standards and effective management through local policies and regulations.
1A) Standards to protect new residential development from air pollution hot spots should be
based on a cumulative assessment of hazardous pollutant concentrations
The proposed infill standards recognize the strong evidence‐based relationship between vehicle
air pollution emissions and health impacts. Vehicle emissions including particulate matter,
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and ozone have well‐established causal relationships with
human health and are subject to nationwide ambient air quality standards, monitoring and
control requirements under the Federal Clean Air Act.4 A Health Effects Institute (HEI) Report in
2008 concluded that “evidence was now sufficient to infer a causal relationship between
exposure to traffic‐related air pollution and exacerbation of asthma and suggestive to infer a
causal relationship with onset of childhood asthma, non‐asthma respiratory symptoms,
impaired lung function, and total and cardiovascular mortality.”5
The implementation of air pollution regulations under the Clean Air Act does not assure that air
pollution standards are achieved equitably in all areas. Ambient concentrations of PM 2.5 and
NO2 vary greatly in California among and within regions, with levels exceeding the current
national standard in sub‐areas of major population centers. These gaps in regulatory protection
are related, in part, to the failure of the current ambient air quality monitoring network to
adequately assess intra‐regional variation in pollutant levels.6 For example, PM 2.5
concentrations are known to be much higher near busy highways, rail yards, and ports than at
regional monitors but inadequate intra‐regional monitoring means that these higher levels are
often not considered by regulators.
An infill criterion based on roadway volume and proximity alone, as currently proposed in
Appendix M, would not be protective for air pollution risks due to hotspots of air pollution.
Proximity to roadways is a rough and imprecise proxy for health‐relevant air pollution exposure.
The impact of roadways depends on not only vehicle volume and proximity, but also wind
direction, meteorology, pollutant type, and, most importantly, background pollutant levels. In
many areas, air pollution concentrations are lower than Federal and State criteria air pollutant
standards even within 500 feet of busy freeways. In other areas, particularly those with higher
background concentrations, air pollution concentrations from roadways contribute to non‐
conformance of state and Federal standards well outside a 500 foot boundary.7 Infill projects
may also be impacted by regulated non‐roadway air pollution sources, such as ports, rail yards,
and distribution centers.

4

USEPA (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency). 2011. Clean Air Act. U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency: Washington, DC. Available at: www.epa.gov/air/caa/.
5
HEI (Health Effects Institute). 2009. Traffic‐Related Air Pollution: A Critical Review of the Literature on
Emissions, Exposure, and Health Effects. Special Report #17. Available at:
pubs.healtheffects.org/view.php?id=306.
6
Stuart AL, Mudhasakul S, Sriwatanapongse W. The social distribution of neighborhood‐scale air pollution
and monitoring protection. J Air Waste Manag Assoc 2009; 59:591‐602.
7
Wu J Houston D, Lurmann F, Ong P, Winer A. Exposure of PM2.5 and EC from diesel and gasoline
vehicles in communities near the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, California. Atmospheric
Environment 2009; 43: 1962–1971.
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Public health impacts depend on cumulative exposure to air pollutants and not exposure
attributable to a single source. Existing state and federal standards for air pollutants, including
standards for NO2 and PM2.5, provide scientifically defensible and robust criteria for infill
standards for residential projects. Technology to assess intra‐regional exposure variation and
project level pollutant concentrations now exists with computational modeling approaches such
as dispersion modeling and land use regression.13 These tools can be used to create maps of
cumulative air pollution concentrations within regions (see map in Attachment I). This approach
is being employed in the San Francisco Community Risk Reduction Plan to evaluate whether infill
residential development needs additional ventilation system protections.
Additionally, available, state, regional, and local policy and regulatory strategies exist to mitigate
the impacts of air pollution hotspots. For example, in San Francisco, the Health Code now
requires that sponsors assess air quality for new residential uses near freeways and other busy
roadways, and, where needed, design the building or ventilation systems to protect indoor air
quality. Other innovative technological strategies, such as reducing highway speeds and
smoothing traffic flow at the regional level, could substantially reduce near‐roadway
concentrations of particulate matter and nitrogen dioxides.8

1B) Infill standards should include noise protections for residential, school, and other noise
sensitive uses
Urban noise can result in health consequences equal in import to air pollution. Sufficient
scientific evidence documents that chronic exposure to moderate levels of noise below levels
required for mechanical damage to hearing can result in other health and physiological impacts
including cognitive impairment, decreased school performance, sleep disturbance, and
hypertension and ischemic heart disease.9 Numerous well designed studies also show that
children exposed to chronic transportation noise have deficits in school performance and
educational outcomes.10
Infill projects are commonly located in close proximity to noise sources, such as commercial and
industrial uses, high volume arterial streets, and transit corridors.11 Health‐protective
performance standards for noise protection would be an important complement to the infill
standards. Fortunately, authoritative sources for such standards already exist. The California
Noise Insulation Standards (California Code of Regulations, Title 24 Section 1207 et seq.)
establishes a health protective interior noise standard of 45 dBA Ldn. This standard is
8

Keuken MP, Jonkers S, Wilmink IR, Wesseling J. Reduced NOx and PM10 emissions on urban motorways
in The Netherlands by 80 km/h speed management. Sci Total Environ 2010; 408:2517‐26.
9
Passchier‐Vermeer W, Passchier WF. 2000. Noise exposure and public health. Environmental Health
Perspectives 108: 123‐131. Babisch W. (2008) Road traffic noise and cardiovascular risk. Noise & Health.
10:27‐33.
10
Shield BM, Dockrell JE. 2003. The effects of noise on children at school: a review. Journal of Building
Acoustics 10: 97‐106. Stansfeld SA, Matheson MP. (2003) Noise Pollution: non‐auditory effects on health.
British Medical Bulletin. 68:243‐257.
11
Seto EY, Holt A, Rivard T, Bhatia R. (2007) Spatial distribution of traffic induced noise exposures in a US
city: an analytic tool for assessing the health impacts of urban planning decisions. International Journal of
Health Geography. 6:24.
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equivalent to the EPA recommended levels for health and welfare protection in residential
interiors. Standard acoustical treatments exist to achieve these standards. Under California
law, residential structures located where the Ldn or CNEL exceeds 60 dbA require an acoustical
analysis showing that the proposed design will limit exterior noise to the prescribed allowable
interior noise level.
Infill standards are also required to protect new residential, school, and institutional uses from
excessive ambient levels of noise. Many jurisdictions specify ambient noise levels that are
acceptable for residential and other sensitive use development in their General Plans. However,
these standards are inconsistently applied and enforced in practice. Infill performance
standards should explicitly reference and apply these existing local noise compatibility
standards.
1C) Infill standards should include protections from pedestrian injury hazards
In 2010, California’s traffic fatalities decreased 11.9 percent from 3,081 in 2009 to 2,715;
however, pedestrian fatalities increased 15.4 percent from 567 to 599 over the same time
period. Nationwide, pedestrians, who are more likely to be lower‐income transit‐dependent
households, experience a disproportionate share of traffic injuries and fatalities.12
Environmental factors that are causally associated with pedestrian‐vehicle collision frequencies
include traffic volumes, vehicle speed, roadway width, intersection design and geometry, and
transit stops.13 Infill projects are often developed in a location of a city with the highest levels of
these environmental risk factors. Furthermore, by their nature, infill projects aim to increase
residential density and therefore pedestrian exposure to these hazards.
To protect public health for residents of infill projects it is important that infill standards include
adequate protective criteria for pedestrian collision hazards. For example, performance
standards could require implementation of pedestrian safety mitigations in areas where the
12

NHTSA (National Highway Safety Administration). 2010. Traffic Safety Facts. US DOT – Washington, DC:
NHTSA. Available at: www‐nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/811394.pdf.
13
Ewing R. 2006. Fatal and non‐fatal injuries. In: understanding the relationship between public health
and the built environment: A report prepared for the LEED‐ND Core Committee. Available at:
www.activeliving.org/files/LEED_ND_report.pdf. Lee C, Abdel‐Aty M. Comprehensive analysis of vehicle‐
pedestrian crashes at intersections in Florida. Accident Analysis and Prevention. 2005; 37:775‐786.
Loukaitou‐Sideris A, Ligget R, Sung HG. Death on the crosswalk: a study of pedestrian‐automobile
collisions in Los Angeles. Journal of Planning Education and Research. 2007; 26:338‐351. Wier M,
Weintraub J, Seto E, Humphreys E, Bhatia R. An area‐level model of vehicle‐pedestrian injury collisions
with implications for land use and transportation planning. Accid Anal Prev. 2009; 41:137–145. Sebert‐
Kuhlmann AK, Brett J, Thomas D, Sain SR. Environmental characteristics associated with pedestrian‐motor
vehicle collisions in Denver, Colorado. Am J Public Health. 2009;9 9:1632‐7. Leaf WA, Preusser DF.
Literature Review on Vehicle Travel Speeds and Pedestrian Injuries. Washington DC: National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration; 1999. M C Taylor, D A Lynam and A Baruya. The effects of drivers’ speed on
the frequency of road accidents. Crowthorne, UK: Transport Research Laboratory, 2000.
Cameron MH, Elvik R. Nilsson's Power Model connecting speed and road trauma: applicability by road
type and alternative models for urban roads. Accid Anal Prev. 2010;42:1908‐15. NHTSA (National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration). 1999. Literature Review on Vehicle Travel Speeds and Pedestrian Injuries.
Washington, DC: DOT HS 809 021. Available at:
http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/research/pub/hs809012.html.
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frequency of vehicle‐pedestrian collisions exceed or are expected to exceed public health
objectives. Healthy People 2020, the nation’s public health goals, set a target of 20.3 pedestrian
injuries per 100,000 population. Criteria could also be based on the density of injuries per street
mile. Required mitigations could include a number of the proven pedestrian safety
countermeasures based on Federal Highway Administration and other authoritative research.14
2) Infill standards need to be protective of affordable housing
Infill projects occasionally require the demolition of existing structures, including existing
housing. Infill projects are often proposed in lower‐income areas and may not always replace
housing demolished in the course of development at the same level of affordability, resulting in
involuntary displacement. Infill standards need to be protective of affordable housing by
ensuring that housing demolished in the course of development be replaced at least on a 1:1
basis at the same level of affordability. Replacement housing also needs to be accessible to
existing residents to avoid involuntary displacement.
3) Infill projects may result in significant increases in local area traffic volume and associated
environmental degradation
The primary criterion for residential projects is projected reduction of project‐generated VMT
per capita relative to existing regional VMT per capita. This criterion is protective against
harmful consequences of the growth of vehicle use on regional energy use and air pollutant
levels. However, infill projects can still contribute substantial new vehicle traffic to a local area,
increasing the concentration or density of vehicle flows on streets, arterials, and highways.
Traffic density is a good proxy for several adverse environmental health exposures associated
with vehicle use. The intensity of vehicle air pollution emissions, traffic noise, and safety
hazards to non‐motorized users are all generally proportional to the density and proximity of
vehicles in an area. Local roadway vehicle density is typically unregulated and increases in local
traffic volumes could thus lead to degradation of existing environmental conditions in infill
areas. As discussed above, infill projects may occur in areas where existing traffic‐related
environmental hazards are already significant. Infill standards must recognize and attend to the
local impacts of increases in VMT. For example, an additional infill standard for residential
projects could limit qualified projects to those where VMT density is less than specific criterion
(e.g. the 90th percentile of VMT density in the region). This would prevent the further spatial
concentration of adverse public health impacts associated with VMT density.
4) Infill Standards should include minimum standards for infrastructure, such as
neighborhood parks and schools
Public health depends not only on the absence of environmental hazards but additionally on the
sufficiency of resources for health. Accessible neighborhood infrastructure of sufficient quality
is necessary for walkable neighborhoods and the transportation goals of SB 226. Proximity of
parks, recreational facilities and natural areas contribute to physical activity and better self‐

14

Federal Highway Administration. 2012. Proven Safety Countermeasures. Available at:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures/.
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rated health.15,16,17 Proximity to schools results in more children walking and/or bicycling to
school.18 Over the past decade, many infill residential projects have been proposed or
developed in locations without essential public infrastructure for complete neighborhoods.
Additional infill standards need to ensure a minimum level of necessary infrastructure. For
example, a standard could require sufficient school capacity for new infill project residents in
neighborhood schools or, alternatively, plan to provide the increase in school demand. Similar
standards should exist for parks and other essential neighborhood infrastructure.
5) Poorly specified infill standards could lead to inconsistent and subjective interpretation
A number of standards appear to be weakly specified which could lead to inconsistent
interpretation and application. While the standards should not be overly proscriptive, there are
opportunities to strengthen the standards in several cases. Below are examples:
 Standards for renewable energy could be replaced by quantitative performance
objectives, for example, the amount of renewable energy generation as a percent of
total energy use.
 Standards for active transportation could provide specificity with regards to expected or
qualifying design features.
 Standards for transit stop proximity could also specify minimum transit service
frequency.

The checklist in Appendix N should include explicit questions on issues of public health
importance
Environmental factors relevant for public health and safety include the quality of air, soil, and
water, the level of environmental noise, food resources, parks and public spaces, natural areas,
natural resources, transportation systems, housing, and public infrastructure such as schools,
hospitals, and community facilities. The practice of environmental assessment under CEQA has
historically not attended to the public health consequences of changes in these environmental
factors. In part, this gap may be a result of the invisibility of public health criteria in the current
CEQA checklist—Appendix G of the State’s CEQA guidelines. Appendix N, the infill
environmental checklist form, should attend to this deficiency by explicitly listing several of the
most common public health consequences associated with physical environmental change.
Additions to the checklist in Appendix N consistent with SB 226 are suggested below.
 Would the project’s physical changes result in public health and safety problems,
directly or indirectly? (CCR §15126.2)
 Could the project create or exacerbate a known environmental health hazard?
15

Kahn EB. The effectiveness of interventions to increase physical activity. American Journal of
Preventative Medicine. 2002;22:87‐88.
16
Bauman A, Bull F. Environmental Correlates of Physical Activity and Walking in Adults and Children: A
Review of Reviews. London: National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence; 2007.
17
Vries S, de Verheij RA, Groenewegen PP, Spreeuwenberg P. Natural environments ‐ healthy
environments? An exploratory analysis of the relationship between green space and health. Environment
and Planning. 2003;35:1717‐1731.
18
Dellinger A, Staybtib C. Barriers to Children Walking and Bicycling to School. Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report. 2002;51:701‐704.
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 Would the project increase population exposure to a known environmental health
hazard?
 Would the project create or contribute to “hotspots” of air pollutants above existing
State or Federal Air Quality Standards OR would the project locate a new sensitive
use in a location above existing State of Federal Air Quality Standards?
 Would the project provide sufficient accessibility to public facilities or resources,
such as parks and public and natural spaces that provide resources for physical
activity, leisure, socialization, and recuperation?
 Would the project result in a net loss of affordable housing?
 Could the project affect disparities in exposure to environmental hazards?

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments on the proposed SB 226 guidelines. I
hope these suggestions will serve to better leverage growth and development in California for
public health benefits. I would strongly suggest that OPR continue to engage with the public
health community in the development of these infill standards.
Sincerely,

Rajiv Bhatia, MD, MPH
Director of Occupational and Environmental Health San Francisco, Department of Public
Health*
Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine, University of California San Francisco*

CC:
Health Officer’s Association of California
California Conference of Environmental Heath Directors
Planning and Conservation League
Healthy Places Coalition
American Lung Association
Terry Watt
Tim Frank
Linda Rudolf

* Affiliations provided for identification purposes only. The views expressed herein are those of
the author alone and not necessarily those of the listed institutions.
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Attachment I
Variation in PM2.5 levels in San Francisco, California
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From: Josh Mukhopadhyay, Goldfarb & Lipman
Subject: SB 226 Comments

To whom it may concern,
Our comments center around the issue of SB 226's added utility over existing CEQA
exemption/streamlining provisions. Pages 7-9 of the narrative explanation include a table comparing
existing exemption/streamlining provisions with potential SB 226 streamlining. We noticed that these
tables do not include comparisons to the categorical infill exemption or the program EIR option.
We prepared the attached table for an internal discussion of the proposed SB 226 guidelines, as a means
to identify and highlight the potential advantages. We believe that it would be helpful for OPR to
consider all existing exemption/streamlining provisions while it formulates the new guidelines required
under SB 226 so that the final product is more likely to provide the additional relief the statute seeks to
create for infill project environmental review.

Thank you for your consideration.
Josh Mukhopadhyay
Goldfarb & Lipman LLP
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Table 1
Comparison of Existing Exemptions to SB 226

Statutory Exemption
Streamlining Under SB 226
(15195)
Only Residential and Mixed Residential
Use
Commercial/Retail Public Office
Buildings
Transit Stations
Schools

Categorical Exemption
(15332)
No restriction

Project Size

Under 4 acres
Under 100 units

No limitation

Under 5 acres

Infill Project Location

Large Urban Areas
(population >100,000)
Previously developed site or
surrounded 75% by urban
uses and 25% by previously
developed uses; within ½
mile of transit stop

Incorporated cities of any size
and dense unincorporated islands
Previously developed site or
surrounded 75% by urban uses

Incorporated cities of any size
Site substantially surrounded by
urban uses

Time Period for Planning
Level Review

Within 5 years of Project

No limitation provided that new
effects of the project would need
to be analyzed.

No limitation

Plan Consistency

Requires consistency with
General Plan and Zoning

Project may include general plan Requires consistency with
amendments or zoning variances, General Plan and Zoning
provided that new effects would
need to be analyzed.

Project Type

990055\1\1096586.1
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Public Review

Substantive Environmental
Requirements

990055\1\1096586.1

Statutory Exemption
(15195)
None

1. Lengthy list of
environmental conditions to
be met (not including
traffic)
2. 5-10% affordable
3. Density and other
requirements
4. Can't be used if actual
impacts

Streamlining Under SB 226
None if all effects were
previously analyzed or
substantially mitigated by
uniformly applicable
development policies; otherwise
streamlined.
1. Consistency with APS/SCS.
2. Plan-level EIR must have
analyzed all impacts; or
mitigable with uniform policies
3. Meets performance standards.

Categorical Exemption
(15332)
None

1. No significant impacts related
to traffic, noise, air quality, or
water quality
2. Sites must have no value for
endangered/rare/threatened
species and be adequately served
by all required utilities and
public services
3. Can't be used if actual
impacts; historic, hazmat, scenic
highways
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Table 2
Comparing Existing Streamlining Mechanisms with SB 226
Tiering

Master EIRs

Section 21083.3
Streamlining Under
(Consistency with GP or
SB 226
Zoning)
None
None

Program EIR

Time Limit on
Prior EIR

None

5 Years

Plan Consistency

Requires consistency
with General Plan
and Zoning

Silent

Requires consistency
with General Plan and
Zoning

Project may include
general plan
amendments or
zoning variances,
provided that new
effects would need
to be analyzed

Silent; however,
amendments to
plan-level
documents would
normally not be
within scope of
Program EIR

Project-Level
Description

Not required in firsttier EIR

Projects relying
on the Master
EIR must have
been specifically
identified

Not required in general
plan or zoning EIR

Not required in EIR
for a planning level
decision

Not required in
Program EIR, but
project must be
within scope of
project covered by
Program EIR

Project
Contribution to
Cumulative
Significant
Effects

Additional EIR
required for projects
that contribute to the
significant effect
identified in the firsttier EIR

Analysis does not
need be repeated
at the project
level

Analysis does not need
to be repeated at the
project level

Analysis does not
need to be repeated
at the project level

Analysis does not
need to be repeated
at the project level

990055\1\1096586.1

None
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Tiering

Master EIRs

Document
Containing
Programmatic
Analysis

An EIR prepared for
a program, plan,
policy or ordinance

A Master EIR
specified projects

Effect of
Development
Standards

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

990055\1\1096586.1

Section 21083.3
(Consistency with GP or
Zoning)
An EIR for a
comprehensive general
plan amendment or
zoning code

Can be used to address
peculiar effects of the
project, only if adopted
by a city or county with
a finding that the
standard will
substantially mitigate
the effects of future
projects

Streamlining Under
SB 226

Program EIR

An EIR for a
planning level
decision, as well as
any supplements or
addenda thereto

An EIR prepared for
a series of actions
that can be
characterized as one
large project and are
related; typically for
general plan and
RDA adoption

Can be used to
address either new
specific effects or
effects that are more
significant than
previously analyzed,
provided the finding
is made at project
approval

Silent; project must
incorporate all
mitigation measures
specified in
Program EIR
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February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Proposed CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:

For over 50 years, Greenbelt Alliance has been the San Francisco Bay Area’s advocate for open
spaces and vibrant places. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed
guidelines for implementation of Senate Bill 226. This letter outlines our major areas of support
and suggestions for improvements with regard to the draft guidelines.
Greenbelt Alliance shares your goal of making the streamlining simple and easy-to-use for
projects which meet environmental and social equity goals. As such, our comments are
generally geared towards simplifying the framework and providing additional clarity on
eligibility.
1. Regional context - including location, Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), and density – is
the right framework for determining eligibility. OPR should remove CalGreen from the
guidelines as an eligibility criterion and rely exclusively on regional context and VMT.
2. Streamlining should only be available to residential projects with below-average
VMT. Projects that wish to take advantage of SB 226 benefits should either a) be located in
TAZs with 75% or below regional per capita VMT; or b) be located in areas with 75% 100% of regional per capita VMT and show, using sketch modeling that considers their
specific context within the TAZ and transportation demand management strategies –
including the provision of affordable housing - that their residents are likely to contribute
75% or less of average per capita VMT for the region.
3. To ensure that only genuine infill projects receive the benefit of streamlining, the
requirement that a parcel be “surrounded at least 75% by qualified urban uses” should be
clarified to ensure the adjacent parcels are developed or previously developed with
urban uses rather than just zoned for urban uses. This will prevent greenfield projects
from using the streamlining.
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4. Retain minimum density standards. The density and FAR requirements set forth in the
guidelines should apply to projects both prior to, and after, the adoption of an SCS.
5. Commercial projects should rely on context, not transportation studies. OPR should
eliminate the provision that allows commercial or retail projects exceeding 75,000
square feet to be eligible if they prepare a transportation study.
6. No project that results in a net loss of affordable housing units should be eligible for
streamlining. Any affordable units demolished by an infill project must be replaced on at
least a 1:1 basis at the same level of affordability. Replacement housing also needs to be
accessible to existing residents to avoid involuntary displacement.
7. The guidelines should explicitly recognize affordable housing generation as a strategy
to reduce VMT, and accurately credit VMT reductions from production of
affordable housing. Existing sketch model tools significantly undervalue affordable
housing as a trip reduction strategy, capping the reduction credit for affordable housing at
4% irrespective of the depth of affordability. The recent City of San Diego affordable
housing parking survey showed how this significantly undercounts the driving reduction
credit of dedicated affordable housing, especially for low and very-low income units.
8. The guidelines should limit reliance on past EIRs to no more than 10 years following
certification.
9. To ensure opportunity for public participation, lead agencies should be required to file

a Notice of Exemption if they determine a project would not cause new special effects or
more significant effects than previously analyzed.
10. The guidelines should provide clear guidance for how to evaluate mixed-use projects that
may contain retail, commercial and residential components.
SB 226 is a new approach to promoting infill. OPR should commit to a review of the guidelines in
three to five years to see whether the guidelines successfully promote the types of development
desired. This review should also include updating the tools and models recommended and providing
up-to-date guidance on VMT reduction potential of strategies such as affordable housing production.
Because SB 226 relies on good programmatic environmental review documents at the local level to make
the streamlining provisions for smaller projects effective, OPR should help provide local governments
with assistance for developing and improving high quality programmatic CEQA documents
through templates, grants, and other means.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Reyes, Policy Director
2
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304 12th Street #3B

Oakland, CA 94607

510.452-9442 www.humanimpact.org

February	
  24,	
  2012	
  
	
  
Christopher	
  Calfee	
  
Senior	
  Counsel,	
  Governor’s	
  Office	
  of	
  Planning	
  and	
  Research	
  
1400	
  Tenth	
  Street	
  
Sacramento,	
  CA	
  95815	
  
	
  
	
  
RE:	
  Comments	
  on	
  SB	
  226	
  CEQA	
  Guidelines	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Mr.	
  Calfee:	
  
	
  
Thank	
  you	
  for	
  the	
  thoughtful	
  approach	
  to	
  the	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  guidelines.	
  	
  With	
  the	
  passage	
  of	
  SB	
  
226,	
  it	
  is	
  clear	
  that	
  OPR	
  took	
  much	
  care	
  to	
  ensure	
  that	
  the	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  guidelines	
  would	
  enable	
  
growth	
  via	
  valuable	
  infill	
  development	
  while	
  continuing	
  to	
  ensure	
  the	
  environmental	
  protections	
  
established	
  by	
  CEQA.	
  	
  
	
  
Human	
  Impact	
  Partners	
  has	
  been	
  participating	
  in	
  CEQA	
  processes	
  for	
  the	
  last	
  six	
  years	
  through	
  our	
  
statewide	
  work	
  using	
  Health	
  Impact	
  Assessment	
  to	
  increase	
  the	
  consideration	
  of	
  health	
  impacts	
  in	
  
decisions	
  related	
  to	
  land-‐use	
  projects.	
  	
  In	
  that	
  time,	
  we	
  have	
  had	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  understand	
  the	
  
benefits	
  and	
  limitations	
  of	
  CEQA	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  how	
  well	
  it	
  protects	
  human	
  health	
  and	
  assesses	
  equity	
  
impacts	
  of	
  proposed	
  projects.	
  	
  In	
  particular,	
  we	
  have	
  worked	
  on	
  many	
  specific,	
  area,	
  and	
  general	
  
planning	
  projects	
  related	
  to	
  infill	
  development	
  in	
  Oakland,	
  Los	
  Angeles,	
  Bay	
  Area	
  suburbs,	
  Central	
  Valley	
  
cities	
  and	
  Humboldt	
  County.	
  	
  We	
  have	
  also	
  been	
  involved	
  in	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  Sustainable	
  
Communities	
  Strategies/Regional	
  Transportation	
  Planning	
  across	
  the	
  state.	
  	
  We	
  bring	
  this	
  background	
  to	
  
our	
  comments	
  on	
  the	
  guidelines	
  for	
  SB	
  226	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  for	
  infill	
  projects.	
  
	
  
Healthy	
  Places	
  Coalition	
  member	
  organizations	
  have	
  also	
  been	
  involved	
  statewide	
  with	
  land	
  use	
  
planning	
  processes	
  and	
  have	
  signed	
  on	
  in	
  support	
  of	
  the	
  recommendations	
  included	
  below.	
  
	
  
From	
  a	
  health	
  perspective,	
  we	
  agree	
  with	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  concepts	
  behind	
  what	
  makes	
  infill	
  development	
  
attractive	
  and	
  worth	
  pursuing	
  to	
  the	
  extent	
  that	
  the	
  state	
  legislature	
  has	
  deemed	
  fit	
  to	
  decrease	
  the	
  
oversight	
  responsibilities	
  of	
  CEQA.	
  	
  As	
  stated	
  in	
  the	
  Narrative	
  Explanation	
  of	
  Guidelines	
  and	
  
Performance	
  Standards,	
  infill	
  development	
  protects	
  undeveloped	
  natural	
  spaces	
  and	
  agricultural	
  land;	
  
increases	
  physical	
  activity	
  through	
  placing	
  homes,	
  jobs,	
  retail,	
  and	
  public	
  transit	
  in	
  close	
  proximity	
  to	
  
each	
  other;	
  and	
  decreases	
  driving	
  which	
  can	
  improve	
  air	
  quality,	
  reduce	
  greenhouse	
  gas	
  emissions,	
  and	
  
decrease	
  sedentary	
  behavior.	
  	
  All	
  of	
  these	
  outcomes	
  related	
  to	
  infill	
  development	
  are	
  also	
  championed	
  
by	
  the	
  health	
  community.	
  	
  Infill	
  development	
  also	
  offers	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  create	
  affordable	
  homes	
  for	
  
lower-‐income	
  residents;	
  to	
  place	
  homes	
  and	
  jobs	
  within	
  reach	
  of	
  urban	
  residents	
  who	
  cannot	
  afford	
  
cars;	
  and	
  to	
  protect	
  jobs	
  on	
  agricultural	
  lands.	
  	
  All	
  of	
  these	
  outcomes	
  related	
  to	
  infill	
  development	
  are	
  
also	
  championed	
  by	
  those	
  concerned	
  about	
  equity	
  for	
  communities	
  of	
  concern.	
  For	
  these	
  reasons,	
  we	
  
support	
  much	
  of	
  the	
  guidance	
  provided	
  by	
  OPR.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
However,	
  infill	
  development	
  carries	
  increased	
  exposure	
  to	
  the	
  health	
  hazards	
  of	
  density	
  and	
  the	
  risk	
  for	
  
displacement	
  and	
  disproportionate	
  exposure	
  to	
  these	
  hazards	
  in	
  environmental	
  justice	
  communities.	
  	
  It	
  
is	
  vital	
  that	
  performance	
  standards	
  and	
  the	
  Written	
  Checklist	
  take	
  these	
  health	
  and	
  equity	
  factors	
  into	
  
consideration.	
  Specifically	
  we	
  encourage	
  more	
  stringent	
  performance	
  standards	
  to	
  protect	
  residents	
  
from	
  air	
  pollution,	
  noise,	
  pedestrian	
  and	
  bicyclist	
  collision	
  with	
  vehicles,	
  and	
  the	
  risk	
  of	
  displacement.	
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We	
  also	
  encourage	
  increased	
  clarity	
  about	
  how	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  will	
  continue	
  to	
  offer	
  the	
  public	
  
opportunity	
  for	
  oversight	
  and	
  input.	
  
	
  
Our	
  concerns	
  come	
  backed	
  by	
  the	
  historical	
  perspective	
  that	
  NEPA	
  and	
  CEQA	
  do	
  not	
  adequately	
  assess	
  
health	
  outcomes	
  or	
  protect	
  human	
  health,	
  particularly	
  for	
  vulnerable	
  communities,	
  despite	
  
requirements	
  to	
  do	
  so.1	
  2	
  	
  CEQA,	
  for	
  example,	
  clearly	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  well-‐being	
  of	
  people	
  is	
  an	
  
environmental	
  policy	
  goal	
  (California	
  Public	
  Resources	
  Code.	
  §	
  21000).	
  CEQA	
  requires	
  an	
  Environmental	
  
Impact	
  Report	
  if	
  a	
  project	
  has	
  the	
  potential	
  to	
  cause	
  substantial	
  adverse	
  effects	
  on	
  human	
  beings	
  (CCR	
  	
  
§15065),	
  and	
  the	
  EIR	
  must	
  discuss	
  “health	
  and	
  safety	
  problems	
  caused	
  by	
  the	
  physical	
  changes	
  (CCR	
  	
  
§15126.2).	
  	
  Human	
  Impact	
  Partners	
  and	
  other	
  HIA	
  practitioners	
  across	
  California	
  have	
  been	
  brought	
  to	
  
the	
  table	
  to	
  add	
  our	
  analyses	
  specifically	
  due	
  to	
  these	
  inadequacies	
  in	
  the	
  fulfillment	
  of	
  CEQA.	
  	
  For	
  that	
  
reason,	
  we	
  will	
  watch	
  the	
  implementation	
  of	
  SB	
  226	
  with	
  care	
  and	
  we	
  offer	
  the	
  following	
  comments.	
  	
  
	
  
Air	
  quality	
  
	
  
Proximity	
  to	
  emissions	
  from	
  mobile	
  sources	
  is	
  a	
  well-‐established	
  determinant	
  of	
  respiratory	
  and	
  
cardiovascular	
  disease,	
  cancer,	
  and	
  poor	
  reproductive	
  health	
  outcomes.3	
  4	
  5	
  6	
  With	
  regard	
  to	
  projects	
  
near	
  high-‐volume	
  roadways	
  (Performance	
  Standards	
  by	
  Project	
  Type,	
  residential	
  [III.A	
  in	
  Proposed	
  
Appendix	
  M]),	
  the	
  guidance	
  directs	
  the	
  lead	
  agency	
  to	
  comply	
  with	
  policies	
  and	
  standards	
  in	
  any	
  plans	
  
or	
  codes	
  that	
  relate	
  to	
  the	
  project	
  for	
  the	
  protection	
  of	
  public	
  health.	
  	
  However,	
  California’s	
  regions,	
  
cities,	
  and	
  towns	
  have	
  a	
  patchwork	
  of	
  relatively	
  weak	
  policies	
  set	
  up	
  to	
  protect	
  residents	
  from	
  the	
  
health	
  hazards	
  of	
  near-‐roadway	
  air	
  pollution.7	
  	
  Many	
  regions	
  disproportionately	
  build	
  affordable	
  homes	
  
targeted	
  for	
  low-‐income	
  residents,	
  often	
  people	
  of	
  color,	
  in	
  these	
  hazardous	
  locations.	
  	
  For	
  example,	
  the	
  
recent	
  SCAG	
  Draft	
  Regional	
  Transportation	
  Plan/Sustainable	
  Communities	
  Strategy	
  environmental	
  
justice	
  analysis	
  shows	
  that	
  while	
  5.7	
  percent	
  of	
  the	
  entire	
  SCAG	
  region	
  lives	
  within	
  500	
  feet	
  of	
  a	
  freeway,	
  
compared	
  to	
  a	
  disproportionate	
  7	
  percent	
  of	
  low-‐income	
  residents,	
  and	
  7.1	
  percent	
  of	
  the	
  region’s	
  
people	
  of	
  color	
  do.8	
  Given	
  the	
  almost	
  18	
  million	
  people	
  in	
  the	
  SCAG	
  region,	
  this	
  small	
  percentage	
  
difference	
  equates	
  to	
  high	
  exposure	
  for	
  hundreds	
  of	
  thousands	
  of	
  more	
  vulnerable	
  residents.	
  	
  Since	
  
these	
  communities	
  carry	
  higher	
  vulnerabilities	
  for	
  poor	
  health	
  outcomes	
  and	
  particularly	
  for	
  respiratory	
  
disease,9	
  10	
  there	
  is	
  elevated	
  concern	
  about	
  their	
  increased	
  exposure	
  to	
  mobile	
  sources	
  of	
  air	
  pollution.	
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While	
  we	
  support	
  consulting	
  with	
  both	
  the	
  regional	
  air	
  district	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  with	
  CARB	
  on	
  mitigation	
  
measures	
  that	
  protect	
  public	
  health,	
  we	
  suggest	
  that	
  OPR	
  strengthen	
  this	
  guidance.	
  	
  Instead	
  of	
  relying	
  
on	
  local	
  policies	
  that	
  currently	
  exist,	
  we	
  recommend	
  including	
  in	
  the	
  Checklist	
  that	
  if	
  an	
  infill	
  project	
  is	
  
within	
  500	
  feet	
  of	
  a	
  busy	
  roadway	
  and	
  current	
  conditions	
  such	
  as	
  existing	
  background	
  pollution,	
  
meteorology,	
  and	
  types	
  of	
  emissions	
  warrant	
  it,	
  the	
  project	
  be	
  considered	
  a	
  “new	
  specific	
  effect”	
  that	
  
triggers	
  the	
  requirement	
  to	
  prepare	
  an	
  infill	
  (limited)	
  EIR.	
  	
  The	
  standard	
  methodology	
  for	
  this	
  analysis	
  
could	
  take	
  its	
  guidance	
  from	
  San	
  Francisco,	
  where	
  Article	
  38	
  amendment	
  to	
  the	
  Health	
  Code	
  requires	
  an	
  
air	
  quality	
  assessment	
  and	
  ventilation	
  for	
  certain	
  urban	
  infill	
  residential	
  development.11	
  	
  Another	
  set	
  of	
  
standards	
  for	
  potential	
  use	
  are	
  the	
  Bay	
  Area	
  Air	
  Quality	
  Management	
  District’s	
  CEQA	
  Air	
  Quality	
  
Guidelines	
  update	
  of	
  May	
  2011.12	
  
	
  
Pedestrian	
  and	
  bicycle	
  collisions	
  with	
  vehicles	
  
	
  
Infill	
  development	
  can	
  promote	
  many	
  healthy	
  outcomes.	
  Increased	
  physical	
  activity	
  through	
  walking	
  and	
  
biking	
  is	
  one	
  important	
  behavioral	
  change	
  that	
  is	
  promoted	
  by	
  increased	
  urban	
  density.	
  Improving	
  rates	
  
of	
  physical	
  activity	
  is	
  a	
  primary	
  health	
  goal	
  and	
  has	
  many	
  positive	
  health	
  outcomes.	
  However,	
  more	
  
walking	
  and	
  biking	
  in	
  dense	
  areas	
  also	
  increases	
  exposure	
  to	
  vehicle/pedestrian	
  and	
  vehicle/bicyclist	
  
conflicts.13	
  Low-‐income	
  neighborhoods	
  are	
  more	
  heavily	
  burdened	
  with	
  pedestrian	
  injuries	
  and	
  fatalities	
  
due	
  to	
  a	
  variety	
  of	
  factors.14	
  Nationally	
  in	
  2009,	
  71%	
  of	
  pedestrian	
  deaths	
  due	
  to	
  collisions	
  occurred	
  in	
  
urban	
  areas.15	
  	
  Bicyclists	
  also	
  experience	
  a	
  disproportionate	
  share	
  of	
  traffic	
  injury	
  and	
  fatality;	
  their	
  
estimated	
  per-‐trip	
  fatality	
  rate	
  is	
  over	
  two	
  times	
  that	
  of	
  motor	
  vehicles.16	
  Additionally,	
  physical	
  activity	
  
increases	
  related	
  to	
  smart	
  growth	
  infill	
  development	
  could	
  be	
  negated	
  by	
  negative	
  perceptions	
  of	
  safety	
  
risks.17	
  18	
  
	
  
For	
  that	
  reason,	
  we	
  recommend	
  including	
  a	
  check	
  box	
  similar	
  to	
  the	
  one	
  for	
  air	
  traffic	
  (Appendix	
  N	
  
[Written	
  Checklist].	
  	
  Pg.	
  14.	
  XVI.	
  Transportation,	
  Traffic.	
  (C))	
  which	
  looks	
  to	
  a	
  change	
  in	
  air	
  traffic	
  
patterns	
  that	
  may	
  cause	
  safety	
  risks.	
  	
  An	
  additional	
  question	
  on	
  the	
  checklist	
  should	
  consider	
  if	
  the	
  siting	
  
of	
  the	
  infill	
  project	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  traffic	
  patterns	
  with	
  an	
  outcome	
  of	
  a	
  “substantial	
  pedestrian	
  and	
  
bicyclist	
  safety	
  risk,”	
  and	
  would	
  include	
  guidance	
  explicitly	
  defining	
  “substantial	
  safety	
  risk”.	
  	
  Criteria	
  
might	
  include	
  projects	
  that	
  will	
  increase	
  pedestrian	
  and	
  bicyclist	
  injuries	
  to	
  levels	
  that	
  would	
  exceed	
  the	
  
following:	
  state	
  averages,	
  the	
  Healthy	
  People	
  2020	
  goal	
  of	
  20.3	
  pedestrian	
  injuries	
  per	
  100,000	
  people,	
  
density	
  of	
  injuries	
  per	
  street	
  mile,	
  or	
  other	
  criteria.	
  	
  	
  A	
  project	
  that	
  would	
  cause	
  levels	
  to	
  exceed	
  these	
  
11
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criteria	
  would	
  institute	
  a	
  “new	
  specific	
  effect”,	
  but	
  could	
  be	
  mitigated	
  by	
  uniformly	
  applied	
  local	
  
policies.	
  
	
  
Displacement	
  
	
  
As	
  the	
  Narrative	
  cites,	
  there	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  clear	
  shift	
  in	
  preference	
  in	
  the	
  population	
  for	
  housing	
  near	
  
transit	
  sites,	
  and	
  thus	
  a	
  call	
  to	
  build	
  more	
  transit-‐oriented	
  development.	
  	
  TOD	
  projects	
  would	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  
fulfill	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  requirements.	
  	
  Across	
  the	
  country,	
  increased	
  property,	
  housing,	
  and	
  
commercial	
  values	
  near	
  TOD	
  projects	
  have	
  raised	
  the	
  very	
  real	
  concern	
  about	
  displacement	
  of	
  low-‐
income	
  people	
  of	
  color	
  who	
  proportionally	
  have	
  been	
  residents	
  of	
  housing	
  near	
  transportation	
  projects	
  
and	
  have	
  owned	
  small	
  businesses	
  in	
  these	
  same	
  areas.19	
  20	
  21	
  22	
  	
  	
  Displacement	
  and	
  subsequent	
  lack	
  of	
  
affordable	
  housing	
  carries	
  grave	
  health	
  impacts	
  including	
  stress,	
  depression,	
  and	
  anxiety;	
  inability	
  to	
  
afford	
  necessities	
  such	
  as	
  health	
  care,	
  nutritious	
  food,	
  and	
  utilities;	
  and	
  residential	
  instability	
  leading	
  to	
  
poor	
  educational	
  attainment	
  for	
  children.23	
  24	
  
	
  
California	
  law	
  clearly	
  protects	
  the	
  housing	
  needs	
  of	
  all	
  Californians	
  by	
  putting	
  in	
  place	
  protections	
  so	
  
that	
  affordable	
  units	
  will	
  not	
  be	
  lost	
  under	
  SB	
  375,	
  the	
  Sustainable	
  Communities	
  and	
  Climate	
  Protection	
  
Act	
  of	
  2008.	
  	
  This	
  law	
  requires	
  “adequate	
  provision	
  for	
  the	
  housing	
  needs	
  of	
  all	
  economic	
  segments	
  of	
  
the	
  community”,	
  preservation	
  of	
  existing	
  affordable	
  housing	
  stock,	
  and	
  protects	
  against	
  any	
  loss	
  in	
  
number	
  of	
  affordable	
  housing	
  units.	
  (Cal	
  Govt	
  Code	
  65583(c)).	
  
	
  
The	
  Written	
  Checklist	
  (Appendix	
  N	
  [XIII]	
  Population	
  and	
  Housing,	
  questions	
  [b]	
  and	
  [c])	
  asks	
  whether	
  the	
  
project	
  displaces	
  substantial	
  numbers	
  of	
  existing	
  housing	
  units	
  and	
  residents.	
  	
  As	
  written,	
  it	
  is	
  unclear	
  
what	
  kind	
  of	
  evidence	
  is	
  required	
  to	
  prove	
  or	
  disprove	
  displacement	
  effects,	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  will	
  be	
  
reviewed.	
  	
  We	
  recommend	
  clarifying	
  what	
  evidence	
  the	
  project	
  sponsors	
  would	
  be	
  required	
  to	
  use	
  to	
  
show	
  no	
  displacement	
  of	
  current	
  residents	
  and	
  businesses.	
  	
  Additionally,	
  a	
  project	
  that	
  would	
  displace	
  
residents	
  should	
  be	
  considered	
  a	
  “new	
  specific	
  effect”.	
  	
  In	
  such	
  circumstances,	
  if	
  uniformly	
  applied	
  local	
  
policies	
  would	
  mitigate	
  this	
  effect,	
  the	
  Checklist	
  should	
  require	
  the	
  lead	
  agency	
  to	
  specify	
  the	
  relevant	
  
policies.	
  	
  When	
  mitigation	
  is	
  appropriate,	
  the	
  lead	
  agency	
  should	
  require	
  1:1	
  replacement	
  of	
  units	
  at	
  a	
  
price	
  point	
  affordable	
  to	
  current	
  residents.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  12,	
  Subdivision	
  (d)	
  regarding	
  infill	
  EIR	
  contents,	
  the	
  guidance	
  states	
  that	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  new	
  
specific	
  effects	
  that	
  cannot	
  be	
  mitigated	
  by	
  uniformly	
  applicable	
  development	
  policies,	
  then	
  a	
  limited	
  
scope	
  EIR	
  would	
  be	
  required.	
  	
  If	
  an	
  “infill	
  EIR”	
  is	
  required,	
  we	
  are	
  concerned	
  that	
  such	
  this	
  limited	
  EIR	
  
does	
  not	
  currently	
  require	
  analysis	
  of	
  growth	
  inducing	
  impacts.	
  	
  Displacement	
  is	
  an	
  important	
  “growth-‐
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inducing	
  impact”	
  and	
  we	
  would	
  recommend	
  that	
  the	
  guidelines	
  clearly	
  stipulate	
  that	
  it	
  should	
  be	
  
analyzed	
  in	
  infill	
  EIRs	
  and	
  mitigated	
  on	
  a	
  per-‐project	
  basis.	
  
	
  
Noise	
  
	
  
Urban	
  density	
  and	
  infill	
  development	
  also	
  increases	
  exposure	
  to	
  noise.	
  	
  Infill	
  development	
  near	
  busy	
  
roadways	
  will	
  increase	
  residents’	
  exposure	
  to	
  chronic	
  traffic	
  noise,	
  which	
  has	
  been	
  shown	
  to	
  result	
  in	
  
health	
  and	
  physiological	
  impacts	
  including	
  increased	
  cognitive	
  impairment,	
  sleep	
  disturbance,	
  
annoyance,	
  hypertension	
  and	
  heart	
  disease	
  and	
  decreased	
  school	
  performance.25	
  26	
  27	
  28	
  
	
  
The	
  Checklist	
  includes	
  the	
  relevant	
  questions	
  that	
  health	
  experts	
  would	
  want	
  to	
  know	
  regarding	
  noise	
  
exposures	
  (Appendix	
  N,	
  pg.	
  12,	
  Section	
  XII	
  Noise).	
  	
  However,	
  while	
  [c]	
  and	
  [d]	
  ask	
  about	
  a	
  “substantial	
  
permanent	
  increase	
  in	
  ambient	
  noise	
  levels	
  in	
  project	
  vicinity	
  above	
  levels	
  existing	
  within	
  the	
  project”	
  
and	
  an	
  “increase	
  in	
  noise	
  levels	
  in	
  the	
  project	
  vicinity	
  above	
  levels	
  existing	
  without	
  the	
  project”,	
  it	
  is	
  
important	
  to	
  focus	
  on	
  increased	
  exposure	
  to	
  noise	
  rather	
  than	
  just	
  new	
  emissions.	
  	
  The	
  project	
  itself	
  
might	
  not	
  result	
  in	
  increased	
  noise,	
  but	
  placing	
  people	
  next	
  to	
  roadways	
  in	
  infill	
  projects	
  might	
  increase	
  
the	
  number	
  of	
  people	
  exposed	
  to	
  existing	
  noise	
  sources.	
  	
  The	
  standard	
  should	
  not	
  be	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  
noise	
  but	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  those	
  exposed	
  to	
  current	
  chronic	
  noise	
  of	
  busy	
  roadways.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
We	
  recommend	
  including	
  performance	
  standards	
  that	
  protect	
  against	
  the	
  health	
  impacts	
  of	
  chronic	
  and	
  
acute	
  noise	
  exposure	
  in	
  the	
  infill	
  standards.	
  The	
  state’s	
  Noise	
  Insulation	
  Standards	
  (California	
  Code	
  of	
  
Regulations,	
  Title	
  24	
  Section	
  1207	
  et	
  seq.)	
  establishes	
  an	
  interior	
  noise	
  standard	
  of	
  45	
  dBA	
  Ldn.	
  
Residential	
  structures	
  where	
  noise	
  (measured	
  as	
  Ldn	
  or	
  CNEL)	
  is	
  in	
  excess	
  of	
  60	
  dbA	
  must	
  show,	
  by	
  
analysis,	
  that	
  the	
  proposed	
  design	
  will	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  limit	
  exterior	
  noise	
  to	
  this	
  allowable	
  interior	
  noise	
  
level.	
  Many	
  jurisdictions	
  specify	
  allowable	
  ambient	
  noise	
  levels	
  in	
  their	
  General	
  Plans,	
  but	
  these	
  
standards	
  are	
  inconsistently	
  applied	
  and	
  enforced.	
  Infill	
  performance	
  standards	
  must	
  explicitly	
  reference	
  
and	
  apply	
  these	
  existing	
  local	
  noise	
  compatibility	
  standards.	
  
	
  
Be	
  explicit	
  about	
  health	
  and	
  equity	
  outcomes	
  in	
  the	
  Checklist	
  
	
  
We	
  would	
  also	
  request	
  that	
  health	
  and	
  equity	
  effects	
  are	
  singled	
  out	
  in	
  the	
  Written	
  Checklist	
  on	
  page	
  3	
  
of	
  Appendix	
  N	
  under	
  Environmental	
  Factors	
  Potentially	
  Affected.	
  	
  We	
  recommend	
  including	
  checkboxes	
  
for	
  Collisions,	
  Respiratory	
  Disease,	
  and	
  Displacement.	
  	
  Because	
  CEQA	
  requires	
  assessment	
  of	
  
environmental	
  impacts	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  protect	
  human	
  health	
  (see	
  above),	
  it	
  does	
  require	
  health	
  outcome	
  
assessment.	
  	
  By	
  explicitly	
  including	
  a	
  box	
  for	
  these	
  effects,	
  the	
  Checklist	
  will	
  require	
  infill	
  project	
  
sponsors	
  to	
  assess	
  the	
  project’s	
  impacts	
  in	
  these	
  issue	
  areas.	
  There	
  are	
  many	
  methods	
  for	
  measuring	
  
these	
  health	
  impacts	
  that	
  are	
  gaining	
  hold	
  in	
  transportation	
  planning	
  argot,	
  such	
  as	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  I-‐
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THIM	
  by	
  the	
  California	
  Department	
  of	
  Public	
  Health,29	
  San	
  Francisco	
  Department	
  of	
  Public	
  Health’s	
  
pioneering	
  work	
  in	
  collaboration	
  with	
  other	
  government	
  agencies,30	
  and	
  partnerships	
  with	
  academics	
  at	
  
the	
  University	
  of	
  California	
  at	
  Berkeley31	
  and	
  Northeastern	
  University.32	
  
	
  
Scale	
  of	
  Analysis	
  
	
  
Analysis	
  of	
  health	
  impacts	
  at	
  the	
  regional	
  scale,	
  such	
  as	
  the	
  Woodcock,	
  et	
  al.	
  analysis	
  cited	
  by	
  OPR,	
  
obscures	
  differences	
  in	
  intra-‐regional	
  effects	
  and	
  related	
  environmental	
  justice	
  impacts.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  
increasingly	
  recognized	
  that	
  these	
  aggregate	
  regional	
  environmental	
  health	
  benefits	
  can	
  mask	
  localized	
  
increases	
  in	
  environmental	
  health	
  hazards.	
  	
  We	
  recommend	
  that	
  local	
  analyses	
  be	
  required.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Concerns	
  with	
  the	
  process	
  
	
  
Very	
  generally,	
  the	
  streamlining	
  process	
  appears	
  to	
  fairly	
  thoroughly	
  guide	
  lead	
  agencies	
  to	
  protect	
  
public	
  health	
  by	
  relying	
  on	
  past	
  Planning	
  Area	
  EIRs	
  unless	
  there	
  are	
  new	
  specific	
  effects	
  that	
  cannot	
  be	
  
mitigated	
  by	
  uniformly	
  applied	
  policies.	
  	
  We	
  do	
  have	
  concerns	
  with	
  the	
  process	
  itself.	
  
	
  
Impacts	
  analyzed	
  under	
  a	
  previous	
  planning-‐level	
  EIR.	
  The	
  written	
  Checklist	
  (c)(1)(B)	
  states	
  that,	
  “An	
  
effect	
  can	
  be	
  considered	
  to	
  be	
  dealt	
  with	
  if	
  it	
  has	
  been	
  analyzed	
  in	
  a	
  planning	
  level	
  EIR	
  and	
  included	
  
measures	
  to	
  mitigate	
  the	
  effect.”	
  Also,	
  in	
  the	
  Narrative	
  on	
  page	
  8,	
  second	
  to	
  last	
  row,	
  the	
  “project	
  level	
  
description”	
  seems	
  to	
  imply	
  that	
  in	
  an	
  area	
  level	
  EIR	
  has	
  formerly	
  been	
  submitted,	
  that	
  infill	
  projects	
  
would	
  not	
  be	
  required	
  to	
  submit	
  project	
  level	
  description.	
  	
  
	
  
We	
  have	
  four	
  concerns.	
  	
  First,	
  in	
  our	
  experience,	
  it	
  is	
  rare	
  that	
  EIRs	
  adequately	
  analyze	
  health	
  impacts.	
  	
  
They	
  commonly	
  analyze	
  changes	
  in	
  the	
  environment	
  that	
  are	
  associated	
  with	
  health	
  impacts,	
  but	
  to	
  
better	
  inform	
  public	
  decisions,	
  CEQA	
  actually	
  requires	
  that	
  EIRs	
  analyze	
  health	
  impacts.	
  	
  Second,	
  if	
  
health	
  impacts	
  were	
  previously	
  analyzed,	
  this	
  guidance	
  does	
  not	
  require	
  infill	
  projects	
  to	
  show	
  evidence	
  
that	
  suggested	
  mitigations	
  were	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  Final	
  Planning	
  Area	
  Plan,	
  nor	
  does	
  the	
  Plan	
  need	
  to	
  
reduce	
  the	
  effect	
  to	
  a	
  less	
  than	
  significant	
  level.	
  	
  Third,	
  planning	
  level	
  mitigations	
  are	
  not	
  always	
  
adequate	
  for	
  project	
  level	
  impacts.	
  	
  Finally,	
  we	
  do	
  understand	
  how	
  one	
  can	
  determine	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  new	
  
specific	
  effects	
  from	
  an	
  infill	
  project	
  if	
  a	
  project	
  level	
  description	
  is	
  not	
  required.	
  	
  
	
  
Due	
  to	
  these	
  concerns,	
  we	
  again	
  recommend	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  a	
  health-‐focused	
  check-‐boxes	
  in	
  the	
  proposed	
  
Written	
  Checklist	
  so	
  that	
  health	
  concerns	
  of	
  the	
  infill	
  project	
  are	
  assessed.	
  Inclusion	
  of	
  these	
  check-‐
boxes	
  would	
  emphasize	
  the	
  need	
  to	
  analyze	
  health	
  impacts	
  and	
  ensure	
  that	
  health-‐protective	
  
mitigations	
  are	
  included	
  in	
  infill	
  projects.	
  	
  We	
  would	
  also	
  recommend	
  that	
  project	
  level	
  descriptions	
  are	
  
required	
  for	
  all	
  projects.	
  
	
  
What	
  is	
  the	
  public	
  review	
  of	
  these	
  applications?	
  	
  Much	
  is	
  left	
  to	
  the	
  judgment	
  of	
  the	
  lead	
  agency	
  in	
  
terms	
  of	
  reporting	
  and	
  assessing	
  the	
  effects	
  in	
  the	
  Written	
  Checklist.	
  	
  Other	
  reviewers,	
  including	
  
members	
  of	
  the	
  public	
  that	
  might	
  be	
  impacted	
  by	
  the	
  project	
  proposals,	
  may	
  disagree	
  with	
  the	
  lead	
  
agency’s	
  judgments	
  and	
  want	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  review	
  them.	
  	
  For	
  example,	
  SB	
  226	
  guidance	
  gives	
  the	
  
29
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lead	
  agency	
  the	
  authority	
  to	
  determine	
  if	
  a	
  “uniformly	
  applicable	
  development	
  policy”	
  or	
  a	
  new	
  
mitigation	
  measure	
  will	
  substantially	
  mitigate	
  an	
  identified	
  new	
  specific	
  effect	
  of	
  the	
  infill	
  project	
  (c.1.E.	
  
and	
  c.1.C.).	
  	
  Who	
  will	
  monitor	
  this	
  authority?	
  	
  We	
  recommend	
  that	
  the	
  written	
  checklist	
  be	
  open	
  to	
  
public	
  review	
  so	
  all	
  stakeholders	
  can	
  assess	
  the	
  judgment	
  of	
  the	
  lead	
  agency.	
  
	
  
If	
  the	
  lead	
  agency	
  determines	
  that	
  no	
  environmental	
  review	
  is	
  necessary,	
  Proposed	
  CEQA	
  Streamlining	
  
Guidelines	
  should	
  require	
  a	
  Notice	
  of	
  Exemption	
  be	
  issued	
  by	
  the	
  lead	
  agency,	
  which	
  would	
  include	
  
public	
  comment	
  period	
  on	
  the	
  Written	
  Checklist.	
  	
  Section	
  15183.3(c)(2)(A)	
  of	
  the	
  Proposed	
  CEQA	
  
Guidelines	
  currently	
  advises	
  lead	
  agencies	
  to	
  file	
  a	
  Notice	
  of	
  Exemption	
  upon	
  determination	
  that	
  a	
  
project	
  would	
  not	
  cause	
  new	
  specific	
  effects	
  or	
  more	
  significant	
  effects	
  than	
  previously	
  analyzed.	
  This	
  
suggests	
  that	
  a	
  notice	
  is	
  optional;	
  we	
  would	
  suggest	
  that	
  the	
  notice	
  should	
  be	
  mandatory	
  and	
  include	
  a	
  
specified	
  time	
  frame	
  for	
  public	
  comment.	
  	
  
	
  
We	
  appreciate	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  comment	
  on	
  the	
  proposed	
  CEQA	
  streamlining	
  guidelines	
  for	
  infill	
  
projects,	
  and	
  we	
  hope	
  to	
  continue	
  to	
  be	
  engaged	
  in	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  these	
  guidelines.	
  	
  Please	
  
contact	
  us	
  if	
  we	
  can	
  further	
  clarify	
  our	
  comments.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Jonathan	
  Heller	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Kim	
  Gilhuly,	
  MPH	
  
Executive	
  Director	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Project	
  Director	
  
Human	
  Impact	
  Partners	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Human	
  Impact	
  Partners	
  
	
  
Jeremy	
  Cantor	
  
Program	
  Manager	
  
Prevention	
  Institute:	
  	
  Healthy	
  Places	
  Coalition	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  Healthy	
  Places	
  Coalition	
  is	
  comprised	
  of	
  the	
  following	
  active	
  members:	
  
Bay	
  Area	
  Regional	
  Health	
  Inequities	
  Initiative	
  
California	
  Convergence	
  
California	
  Department	
  of	
  Public	
  Health,	
  Center	
  for	
  Physical	
  Activity	
  
California	
  Pan-‐Ethnic	
  Health	
  Network	
  
California	
  Park	
  and	
  Recreation	
  Society	
  
Center	
  for	
  Civic	
  Partnerships	
  
County	
  of	
  San	
  Diego,	
  Chronic	
  Disease	
  and	
  Health	
  Disparities	
  Team	
  
Human	
  Impact	
  Partners	
  
Local	
  Government	
  Commission	
  
PolicyLink	
  
Prevention	
  Institute	
  
Public	
  Health	
  Law	
  &	
  Policy	
  
Raimi	
  &	
  Associates	
  
Samuels	
  &	
  Associates	
  
Shasta	
  County	
  Health	
  &	
  Human	
  Services	
  Agency,	
  Public	
  Health	
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February 23, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Emailed: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE: Comments on the Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing SB 226
Dear Chris:
As an organization of real estate developers who focus exclusively on infill, the California Infill
Builders Association (“Infill Builders”) is pleased to submit these comments on the proposed
addition to the CEQA Guidelines implementing SB 226 (Simitian and Vargas). California needs
to favor development within existing urban areas to achieve its environmental goals and to
improve the economies of its cities and towns. However, land configuration, contextual
conditions, construction costs at higher densities, and other barriers make infill development
riskier and more expensive than building on farmland and on greenfields. With financing from
redevelopment agencies no longer a source to help close the cost gap, CEQA streamlining
becomes an even more important strategy for increasing certainty and lowering the cost of infill
development. The Infill Builders applauds SB 226 as an incremental step toward that goal.
The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”) prepared the proposed Guidelines in
response to the Legislature’s direction in SB 226 to add to the CEQA Guidelines a streamlined
CEQA review process for infill projects, as well as performance standards that determine an
infill project’s eligibility for that streamlined review. The Infill Builders appreciates OPR’s hard
work in drafting these guidelines and performance standards and recognizes the challenges that
OPR faces in crafting a balance between regulatory certainty and allowing stakeholder input on
local decision-making processes. We hope the following comments help OPR further refine and
improve these draft guidelines.
1. SB 226 relies on good programmatic environmental review documents at the local level
to make the streamlining provisions for smaller projects effective. SB 226 essentially
develops an enhanced tiering process to allow projects subject to prior CEQA analysis
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and studies to avoid review for impacts already studied programmatically. As a result,
the approach is only as good as the existing plans and environmental review documents,
many of which may be outdated or incomplete. OPR must therefore commit itself to
providing local governments with assistance for developing and improving
comprehensive and high quality programmatic CEQA documents through templates,
grants, and other means.
2. The Infill Builders fear that the uneven quality of existing programmatic CEQA
documents will unleash a new line of legal challenges to SB 226 projects based on the
projects’ alleged inconsistency with program documents. Even with the deferential
standard of review allowed by SB 226 on these decisions, litigation and challenges could
still delay a project in court for a minimum of 12-24 months, resulting in significant
uncertainty for even exceptional infill projects. OPR can address this problem by
providing local government assistance and possibly written support for model projects.
OPR should also consider additional CEQA streamlining for these programmatic
documents, such as bolstering expedited review for infill-focused plans in the General
Plan Guidelines update. See “Top Roadblocks,” attached.
3. The guidelines do not make clear how local governments will evaluate “mixed-use
projects” that could include retail, commercial, and residential space. The Infill Builders
suggest that OPR develop guidance for local governments to evaluate mixed-use projects
based on the dominant use of the project, as determined by square footage. If these
projects are not evaluated in this manner, the risk of conflicting review standards could
have the unintended consequence of promoting potentially less desirable single-use
projects.
4. OPR should consider expanding the streamlining benefits to include hospitals.
5. Except for affordable housing, OPR should eliminate the provisions allowing “green
buildings” to override the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) metric.
The Infill Builders appreciates the opportunity to comment on these draft guidelines and
performance standards and welcomes the chance to participate in future conversations on this
issue of vital importance to California’s economic and environmental future.
Sincerely,

Meea Kang
President, California Infill Builders Association
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The Top Roadblocks to Infill Development in California
Introduction
California needs to favor development within existing urban areas to achieve its environmental
goals and to help improve the economies of its cities and towns. But land configuration,
contextual conditions, and construction costs at higher densities make infill development more
difficult, risky, and expensive than building on farmland and sprawl areas today. However, some
barriers to infill can be addressed within the public domain. For example, infill projects can be
thwarted by individual neighbors, poor performing schools, excessive parking requirements, and
inadequate infrastructure. The California Infill Builders Association (“Infill Builders”) presents
the following list of the top barriers to infill and some possible solutions.
1. Inadequate infrastructure
Many prime locations for infill development suffer from weak demand for housing due to
deteriorating and/or unappealing sidewalks and streets, lack of public transit, insufficient or
aging utilities, and underperforming schools in city centers. Moreover, cities have relied
historically on negotiated exactions from private developers as a primary source of funds for
public improvements. This has created a barrier to smaller, incremental projects (especially in
emerging neighborhoods) that cannot afford the process or results of such negotiations, and it has
created an impetus for cities to seek larger, “game-changing” projects that can bear the burden of
public infrastructure. Moreover, public infrastructure is rarely built in accordance with a broader
planning vision in mind—it is generally controlled by engineering and/or public works
departments rather than planning departments. Affected areas require significant public
investments in infrastructure to make infill projects profitable and attract for private financing,
especially with respect to incremental projects.
Solutions:

State should authorize tax increment financing to help finance infill infrastructure in
priority infill and transit-rich areas.
State should assure funds associated with school bonds are awarded to encourage
infill development. Reform funding procedures, revise construction standards,
remove barriers to providing schools to serve infill areas.
State should develop infrastructure financing programs, such as infrastructure
financing districts or a revitalized Infrastructure Bank, targeted at infill priority
areas.

1
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State should program state bond and discretionary funding to support transit and
alternative modes of transportation to the car and infill in “priority growth
areas/infill areas.”
State and local governments should replace local agencies’ reliance on one-off
negotiations with developers with capital infrastructure plans that can be funded in
part by predictable impact fees along with other sources

2. An Uncertain Regulatory Process
Finance sources are reluctant to support infill projects due to the permitting uncertainty arising
from myriad local government requirements, planning and zoning restrictions, fire and other
code limitations, extensive project-specific environmental review processes, and local opposition
(“no-growth” advocates and unhappy neighbors). These challenges also include regional
permitting hurdles involving water and localized air quality impacts on urban development.
Developers often joke that “cows don’t sue,” meaning that greenfield sites are less risky and less
expensive to entitle.
Solutions:

State should allow preparation of “infill-focused” environmental impact reports
(EIR) based on Infill Plans or Infill Opportunity Zones that would address issues of
parking, design, open space, traffic and other issues in detail. Projects could tier off
of these EIRs. The General Plan Guidelines update underway should require infillfocused plans and increase certainty/reduce unnecessary duplication of
environmental review for these plans Plan making guidelines must facilitate a
process that can commence and be completed with the goal of guiding current
market conditions.
Local governments should include a general plan “infill” element for mixed uses,
higher density, “complete neighborhoods.” Again, projects consistent with these
elements should be protected from duplicative review and legal challenges;
Local governments should develop and implement “form-based codes” for infill
projects to provide increased certainty using administrative approval for consistent
projects. These documents should not necessarily be prescriptive as to use and
building form but should accommodate future growth and reduce vehicle miles
traveled.
Local governments should reduce parking requirements for infill projects near
transit.

3. Higher Economic Costs
The typically more expensive construction process, longer permitting time, and additional
infrastructure burdens make infill development in existing neighborhoods less economically
competitive than in undeveloped areas, thereby reducing below capital market thresholds.

2
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Solutions:

State should authorize creative use of tax incentives, including abatement.
State and local governments must recognize that a progressive infill program of
upgrading urban infrastructure and preserving affordable housing will be spotty,
poorly planned, and resource inefficient if funding relies solely on impact fees
assessed on new construction. State and local governments should therefore reduce
the burden of impact fees and development fees on development costs and explore
new ways to distribute the burden of infrastructure costs, costs of government
service, and affordable housing across a broad range of properties and business
activities benefitting from infill development. For example, public financing of
infrastructure and affordable housing might take the form of purely property tax
increment as well as a surcharge on document transfer fees that can draw on the
uplift of all real estate values.

4. Skewed Tax Incentives
Local governments prefer to permit large single-use retail buildings to maximize sales tax
revenue and minimize infrastructure costs, rather than mixed-use development.
Solutions:

State should revise Prop 13 for commercial properties to incentivize these
properties to come up for sale.
State should create state/local tax swap: allow local governments to exchange equal
amounts of sales tax revenue for property tax funding from the state to incentivize
qualifying infill projects.
State should modify 2/3 vote requirement for certain “taxes” such as for transit and
infill infrastructure.

5. Restrictive Local Land Use Policies
Certain legislation intended to support infill require regional and/or local jurisdictions to conduct
extensive planning studies in order to make findings and adopt new local land use plans for
transit-oriented projects. These plans are typically expensive, infused with politics, and timeconsuming to adopt, and they are often redundant with established state policy. Three significant
misallocation of resources result:
•
•
•

The plan-making process becomes an end in itself and highly disconnected from the
market forces which make planning effective;
Planning focuses too heavily on regulating properties the public does not own while
asserting inadequate vision and mandate for properties and rights of way the public does
own; and
Local governments often fail to acknowledge that infill development will have some
unmitigable impacts, such as localized traffic congestion. Plans therefore presume
impacts, perceived and real, can be mitigated by new land use controls and procedures.
3
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These efforts to mitigate will therefore have the unintended result of creating new
barriers to infill projects.
Solutions:

The State should develop guidance for local governments regarding good projects
in the right locations and provide legislative relief to allow local governments to
offer a clear, simple statement of vision for each infill priority neighborhood.
State and local infrastructure spending should be targeted to these areas (including
streets, parks, schools, etc.).
Local land use plans, infrastructure planning, and land use discretionary approval
applied to infill/urban redevelopment in these priority areas need not make further
findings to comply with General Plan updates, CEQA, and other land use laws.

4
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1400 K Street, Suite 400 • Sacramento, California 95814
Phone: 916.658.8200 Fax: 916.658.8240
www.cacities.org

VIA EMAIL: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
Special Counsel, California Natural Resources Agency
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

League of California Cities Comments on SB 226 Guidelines

Dear Mr. Calfee:
On behalf of the League of California Cities, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Office of
Planning and Research’s proposed CEQA Guidelines on SB 226 for infill streamlining (Proposed Guidelines).
We genuinely appreciate and are supportive of your efforts to address uncertainty and delay by creating a new
streamlining mechanism in CEQA for infill projects. However, in the environment we find ourselves in,
struggling to create new jobs and find ways to string together financing for new projects, we still feel, as we
did last August when we noted our concerns with SB 226 to the Legislature, that the standards set by the
original bill, and now by the Proposed Guidelines are so high, they will likely never get used.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
One of the areas of concern for us is the use of VMT as an eligibility requirement in the Proposed Guidelines
where “Per capita VMT” refers to either “home-based VMT or household VMT”. Appendix N requires the
lead agency to calculate the VMT for a project and is instructed to “describe methodology and attach model
output” on the Infill Environmental Checklist. However, we are unclear on how this piece will come together.
Each of the levels of VMT is based upon “regional per capita VMT”. Have each of the regions actually
adopted a regional per capita VMT? Is there already in place a generally-accepted and understood
methodology for determining a project’s VMT?
Additionally, projects achieving 75% of regional per capita VMT are eligible for the exemption. A project can
achieve that level of VMT by locating in a low VMT traffic analysis zone (TAZ) within the region and/or by
including VMT-reducing project features. However it is unclear whether all regions in the state have even
identified TAZs. Further, would locating a TAZ be considered an alternative to locating in a low VMT locale?
VMT and CALGreen
The Proposed Guidelines note that “projects exceeding 100% of regional per capita VMT must implement
necessary prerequisite and elective measures associated with CALGreen Tier 2”. However, the introduction to
CALGreen Tier 2 states:
“The measures necessary to achieve Tier 2 status are very stringent. Cities, counties and cities and counties
considering adoption of Tier 2 as mandatory should carefully consider the stringency of each measure and
ensure that the measures are achievable in their location.”
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It would appear to us to mean that projects exceeding 100% of regional VMT have little, if any ability of using
the infill exemption in the Proposed Guidelines.
Projects Near High-Volume Roadways
The Proposed Guidelines include an additional standard that applies to a residential project located within 500
feet of a high-volume roadway. Such a project is required to comply with measures such as “enhanced air
filtration and project design” that the lead agency determines will promote the protection of public health.
However, existing regulations by local air districts don’t allow residential projects within 500 feet of a highvolume roadway for health related reasons. It would be very helpful if the Proposed Guidelines clarified that if
a lead agency adopts and imposes such standards, that the regulations of local air districts restricting residential
projects within 500 feet of a high-volume roadway do not apply.
Regional Location
Under the regional location performance standard, a commercial and retail project below 75,000 square feet
must either (1) be located within a TAZ that is less than 75% of VMT; or (2) be within ½ mile of 1200
households; or (3) be within ¼ mile of a transit stop with no more than 15% of its surface area devoted to
parking. If the commercial project is located within a TAZ with more than 75% of VMT, then CALGreen Tier
1 or Tier 2 standards apply, which as noted above raises concerns about the ability of a project to even achieve
these standards. We do think, however, that it would be helpful for the Proposed Guidelines to include
information about how “surface area” should be measured for purposes of determining whether more than 15%
is devoted to parking.
We support and encourage the adoption of land use policies that are designed to reduce sprawl, preserve open
space and create healthy, vibrant, and sustainable communities. But we also believe that the pathways to get
there must be achievable for our cities and the projects within them. We are concerned that without changes to
the Proposed Guidelines, the Proposed Guidelines are not achievable and simply will not be used. Again,
thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Proposed Guidelines. Should you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact me at 916-658-8252 or at kross@cacities.org.
Sincerely,

Kyra Emanuels Ross
Legislative Representative
League of CA Cities
cc:

The Honorable Joe Simitian, California State Senate
Randy Pestor, Consultant, Senate Environmental Quality Committee
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February 16, 2012
Fresno
559.497.0310
Irvine
714.508.4100

CEQA Guidelines Update
C/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815

Palm Springs
760.322.8847
Sacramento
916.447.1100

Subject:

Proposed Additions to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing CEQA Streamlining for Infill
Projects (SB 226)

San Bernardino
909.884.2255
San Ramon
925.830.2733

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Michael Brandman Associates (MBA) is a full service environmental consulting firm that has been integral
in the development, revision, and practice of environmental impact assessment documents under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) since its inception. Accordingly, we greatly appreciate this
opportunity to provide comments on OPR’s proposed additions to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing CEQA
Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226).
The currently proposed Guideline amendments appear to establish a new parallel process for the review of
infill projects under CEQA. When compared with the existing provisions under CEQA (i.e. statutory
exemption; tiering; Master EIRs; Section 21083.3), it is unclear whether this new distinctive process will
provide tangible and practical benefits. It is our recommendation that the proposed additions be revised
to incorporate and address the following in hope of creating an effective streamlining tool for Lead
Agencies across the State:



Minimize local agency staff time in processing Infill Projects. The new Appendix N Infill
Environmental Checklist Form would set up a pre-qualifying checklist to verify that projects meet
infill criteria and performance standards. This pre-qualifying process precedes the actual
Evaluation of the Environmental Impacts of Infill Projects, which relies upon an expanded
Appendix G checklist with 5-columns. It appears that a significant effort, similar to that of
completing the Appendix G checklist, will be required to verify that proposed infill projects satisfy
performance standards. This effort includes review of project details including renewable energy
features, alternative modes of transportation, Phase 1 environmental site assessment and/or
preliminary endangerment results, potential compliance with CALGreen Tier 1 or Tier 2
requirements, as well as project VMT per capita modeling and comparison with a regional VMT per
capita data base. It is unclear whether the effort involved for most projects will be worth the
streamlining benefit of avoiding a public hearing with a conformity finding. It is currently unclear
who will be deemed “qualified” to complete such an analysis and at what stage in the
development/ application process this new analysis will be required. Does OPR anticipate this
discretion will be delegated to each municipality? There are a number of items in the analysis
that require technical disciplines which often are not readily available to most municipalities, Does
OPR anticipate providing a statutorily required timeline to complete this qualifying infill
determination? If so, how will that interact with the existing CEQA timing provisions? Will VMT
traffic modeling results and data be verified?
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES  PLANNING  NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
www.brandman.com
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Christopher Calfee
February 16, 2012
Page 2



Reduce the overall time frame and cost for processing a qualifying infill project. The overall
time frame from project application through adoption of an exemption or approval of an infill CEQA
document (i.e. infill ND, MND, EIR or Addendum), should be substantially reduced as compared
with the current CEQA Guidelines relying upon use of the Appendix G Checklist and any of the
streamlining tools already available. Other than statutory exemptions, is the front-loaded time
investment in qualifying an infill project and demonstrating compliance with performance
standards likely to be offset by the streamlining benefits at the back end of the CEQA process (i.e.
focused ND, MND, or reduced scope infill EIR?). To promote a better understanding of the
process and potential advantages with the Guidelines amendments, OPR should develop a new
CEQA Infill Project Process Flow Chart, in a format similar to the existing Appendix A: CEQA Process
Flow Chart.



Provide additional legal protections and/or litigation streamlining. To reduce the “true” CEQA
process life-cycle cost and time frame, additional protections should be afforded to narrow the
scope and or shorten the length of a proposed infill project CEQA lawsuit involving NDs, MNDs,
Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessments, and Infill EIRs. Given the compelling state
interest described by OPR in promoting infill in CEQA, consideration should be given to extending
the AB 900 benefits of streamlined resolution of lawsuits for job-creating projects to all qualifying
infill projects under SB 226. Traffic and density issues raised by infill litigants (see Wollmer v. City
of Berkeley (2011) 191 Cal.App.4th 1559) will continue to be a source of legal filings for infill
projects under the new streamlining rules and process. It is unlikely, for example, that the
removal of reduced density alternatives and growth inducement from the scope of new Infill EIRs
will lead to fewer lawsuits; in fact, the outcome may be just the opposite.



Eliminate streamlining inconsistencies and redundancies in CEQA. As evidenced by Table 1
and Table 2 in OPR’s Narrative Explanation of the Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guidelines
Implementing SB 226, there are a number of existing streamlining mechanisms in CEQA available
to infill projects, some of them overlapping and each with limitations in their application. In
implementing SB 226, OPR should be careful to avoid the perception that another CEQA layer is
being added; the current infill streamlining provisions should not become another underutilized
tool being added to a crowded toolbox. Consideration should be given in subsequent CEQA cleanup legislation to streamlining and consolidating these mechanisms into a more coherent and
simplified framework for tiering and processing infill projects. Moreover, the specific language
and terms used in the new materials should match existing terms and language in CEQA and its
Guidelines (e.g., adverse impact).



Advantages of the Infill EIR. Proposed Section 15183.3 establishes a new kind of EIR--the Infill
EIR. Apart from not requiring analysis of growth inducement potential, alternative locations, and
reduced density or building intensity alternatives, the Infill EIR appears to be a project-level,
focused EIR with certain discussions being scoped- out due to existing information and
determinations. Is this really a new type of EIR? Should an even more narrowly scoped ‘shortform EIR’ be used to support infill streamlining?

Our specific comments with regard to the components supporting proposed Section 15183.3 follow.
Narrative Explanation of Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing SB 226
Table 3 of the Narrative Explanation document provides eligibility requirements. The project site eligibility
requirement requires a previously developed or vacant site. The term “vacant” is subject to interpretation
without further definition or clarification. We interpret this to mean “essentially open in an unimproved or
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undeveloped condition”. However, others may apply either a narrower or a broader definition. Would a
paved or unpaved parking lot qualify? Additional clarification is suggested.
Appendix M: Performance Standards
Section II – Renewable Energy. The discussion as written appears to restrict the renewable energy
components to the project site. A form of distributed solar energy is entering the marketplace whereby a
property owner can purchase solar panels in a utility-scale solar farm. The rebate would come through the
public utility. With this potential scenario, a project would have a renewable energy component albeit not
physically connected to the project envelope. The performance standard related to renewable energy
should be revised to include such a scenario.
Section II – Active Transportation. The discussion as written pertains to active transportation elements
(ATE) incorporated into and part of the proposed project. However, this would exclude existing ATEs that
by circumstance are outside the project element, but contribute to a proposed project’s ATE and hence the
performance standard.
Utilizing a not uncommon scenario, an infill project site may be located adjacent existing bicycle lanes and
multi-purpose trails that are outside the project envelope. The Greenhouse Gas study prepared for the
project justifiably includes these among the list of design features that reduce GHG emissions.
The performance standard related to ATEs should be revised to allow for inclusion of existing features
outside the project envelope that contribute to the infill benefits of the project. Of course, this would need
to be documented in the analysis.
Section II – Soil and Water Remediation. This section identifies the need to implement recommendations
from a Phase I ESA or preliminary endangerment assessment (PEA) if a project site is included on a list
compiled pursuant to Government Code 65962.5 (Cortese list). The mechanism of implementation (i.e.
project design feature, condition of approval, or mitigation measure) is not specified. Curiously, the
proposed Appendix N provides for a potential exemption (Item no. 6 on page 4) without specifying whether
such exemption would be a statutory or categorical exemption. Finally, Guidelines Section 15300.2(e)
nullifies the use of a categorical exemption for project sites located on the Cortese list. An example of the
streamlining inconsistencies noted in our bullet comments above, the apparent conflicts between these
various provisions must be reconciled.
Appendix N: Infill Environmental Checklist Form
Consideration should be given to adding to the front of Appendix N screening questions that can be
answered either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The answers to these yes/no questions would determine whether a project
would qualify for SB 226 treatment and whether completing the remainder of Appendix N is warranted.
On page 2 of Appendix N, Section 6a, the 4th box should read “one-half mile”.
Within the remainder of the Appendix N Checklist, two new columns have been added to what was
essentially the Appendix G checklist to indicate whether the potential impact is ‘Within the scope of
analysis of a plan level EIR’, or ‘Substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies’.
Clearly, these are not mutually exclusive conditions, and quite often, both findings would apply.
Clarification in the checklist or its notes is needed to indicate both boxes may be checked.
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As Michael Brandman Associates celebrates its 30th year in the environmental consulting field, we have
developed a keen appreciation of the need for CEQA reform and streamlining wherever practicable. While
we understand the basis for carving out exemptions for certain types of projects that advance broader
environmental objectives (e.g. solar, infill development, etc.) we sincerely hope the narrow focus and
potential complexity of applying the new CEQA Guidelines Amendments to Implement SB 226 do not serve
as a deterrent to their use by infill project applicants, local agency staffs and consultants.
Sincerely,

Thomas F. Holm, AICP
Principal/Vice President of Environmental Services
Michael Brandman Associates
220 Commerce, Suite 200
Irvine, CA 92602

Trevor Macenski, MS, REA
Regional Manager
Michael Brandman Associates
Bishop Ranch 3
2633 Camino Ramon, Suite 460
San Ramon, CA 94583

CC: Association of Environmental Professionals
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From: Mary Miles, Attorney
Subject: Proposed CEQA Guidelines Implementing SB 226 (1 of 2)

I would like the opportunity to comment on this matter, but two weeks (I received yours yesterday) is
not enough time. I ask that you extend the comment so that the public has at least 45 to 60 days to
comment on these important changes. Please advise me whether you will extend the comment period
on the proposal and, if not, your policy on comments received after your deadline and any policy
providing the two-week comment period you propose.

Thank You,
Mary Miles
Attorney at Law

From: Mary Miles, Attorney
Subject: Proposed CEQA Guidelines Implementing SB 226 (2 of 2)

Please regard my request for an adequate public comment period to be a public comment submitted by
February 24, 2012, and add this to it: I did not receive your "workshop" or any other notice of the
proposed Guidelines changes until February 7, 2012. For changes of this magnitude and importance, a
longer comment period is appropriate. Also, I do not know what the term "iterative" means as applied
to the "Guidelines development process." Could you please provide a definition of that term?

Thank You,
Mary Miles
Attorney at Law
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NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL

February 23, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Comments on SB 226 Guidelines

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council, which has over 1.2 million
members and online activists nationwide, more than 250,000 of whom live in
California, we present these comments on the SB 226 draft Guidelines released
by the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research last month.
We believe the overall approach to determining which infill projects should
receive streamlining benefits is sound. Basing a project’s environmental impact
on its overall regional context, and its density, is consistent with the academic
literature on the relationship between land use, transportation and travel
behavior. Throughout the Guidelines, projects of all types are encouraged to be
in low-VMT areas, proximate to transit, and in walkable areas. This contextual
approach allows a focus not only on projects that will likely have beneficial
environmental impacts, but also to account for the benefits projects can have on
existing surrounding uses. Both sets of benefits are important to consider.
Part of our overall approach to analyzing the Guidelines is an understanding
that they are to provide a benefit, a comparative advantage, to good infill
projects. The Guidelines do not forbid any projects; they simply reward projects
that will help the environment. Therefore, concerns about specific elements of
the Guidelines do not mean that we propone prohibiting development, but
rather, that we do not believe the location or the nature of the project deserves
special consideration or benefit.
Below, please find our comments on specific elements of the Guidelines.
These comments are made to encourage further refinement of what we believe,
again, is an essentially sound approach to determining which projects should
receive streamlining under SB 226.

www.nrdc.org

111 Sutter Street
20th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94104
TEL 415 875-6100 FAX 415 875-6161

NEW YORK

WASHINGTON, DC

LOS ANGELES CHICAGO

BEIJING
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SB 226 Should Only Encourage Residential Projects
in Areas with Below Average VMT
Unless VMT growth is reversed, California’s transportation sector will never
reduce its contribution to the state’s greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels
by 2020, as called for in AB 32. Continued VMT growth can nullify the
environmental benefits of cleaner cars and lower-carbon fuels. The importance
of changes to land use and transportation planning were recognized in AB 32
and enshrined in SB 375.
SB 226 should continue California’s groundbreaking progress in this vital policy
area and should not inadvertently increase VMT by benefiting projects in
outlying areas with high per capita VMT. Accordingly, SB 226 should only
target its benefits to those residential projects in TAZs with per capita
VMT levels at or below their regional average. Projects that are in TAZ’s
with per capita VMT levels that are 100% or more than the regional average
should not be eligible for SB 226 benefits.
Residential projects that wish to take advantage of SB 226 benefits should
either a) be located in TAZs with 75% or below regional per capita VMT; or b)
be located in areas with 75% - 100% of regional per capita VMT and show,
using sketch modeling that considers their specific context within the TAZ and
transportation demand management strategies, that their residents are likely to
contribute 75% or less of average per capita VMT for the region.
This recommendation differs from the proposed regulations not only in
eliminating projects in higher-than-average-VMT TAZs but also by removing
CALGreen as an element of the system. In the proposed Guidelines, it appears
that OPR is suggesting that there can be a trade-off between good location and
green building. At the same time, we recognize that the Guidelines mention
state interests in infill beyond just VMT and GHG reduction; namely, building
energy and water efficiency.
Nevertheless, we do not believe that using CALGreen in the proposed manner
ensures environmental performance. We have found that opinions about the
beneficial environmental impacts of CALGreen Tiers 1 and 2 are quite varied,
and it is impossible for us at this point to accept that CALGreen Tiers 1 and 2
are effective enough to justify streamlining projects in poor locations. Further,
OPR has provided no sound analysis to suggest that the environmental benefit
derived from CALGreen justifies its substitution for reducing a project’s VMT.
The desire to include CALGreen seems to stem from an interest in promoting
energy efficiency and reduced water consumption. However, as the Narrative
indicates, low VMT correlates highly with reduced building energy use, as units
in low VMT areas tend to be smaller and more likely to be attached, and the
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same general characteristics suggest lower levels of per capita water use, as
well.
We recommend, then, the use of VMT as the single standard for the evaluation
of acceptable residential projects and that benefits only accrue to projects in
areas below regional per capita VMT. This simplifies the system, a goal for
OPR, while providing a margin of safety to ensure environmental benefits.
SB 226 Should Provide Guidance on Near-Roadway Development
The proposed Guidelines rightly call out the importance of considering the
public health impacts of locating residential development close to high-volume
roadways. While the evidence of negative health impacts from living close to
high-volume roadways is significant and convincing, it is rare to find a local
jurisdiction or air district that has established specific policies or guidelines in
place. Requiring project sponsors, then, to simply abide by established policies
is not a strong enough level of protection, particularly for Guidelines that provide
a benefit to residential developers. SB 226 is an opportunity to put forward a
sensible approach to this important issue.
The following recommendation is consistent with policies and guidelines
adopted by a number of jurisdictions, including the City of Oakland, the City and
County of San Francisco, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District and the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District.
The
recommendation is carefully designed to both provide meaningful public health
protections while reducing uncertainty for project developers.
There are two recommended thresholds for jurisdictions and projects to
consider:
An increase of 10/1,000,000 cancer risk, which is the threshold adopted
by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District; and
An increase of 0.2 micrograms/m3 in concentrations of PM 2.5. This is
the standard adopted by the City and County of San Francisco.
Residential projects within 200 feet of a high-volume roadway (100,000
AADT+) must demonstrate based on data approved by an air district, or through
risk assessment and modeling, that exposure concentrations are below these
thresholds. These studies can include mitigation measures. If the project
cannot so demonstrate, it is ineligible for SB 226 benefits.
Residential projects that are located between 200 feet and 1000 feet of a highvolume roadway (100,000 AADT +) can either a) demonstrate that they lie in
areas with concentrations below the thresholds using air district approved data,
or modeling and risk assessment; OR b) they can simply install indoor air filters
consistent with specifications set out by the San Francisco Department of
Public Health without doing any modeling.
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Residential projects that are located within 200 feet of a roadway of a lowervolume highway or busy arterial (50,000 AADT) can either a) demonstrate
that they lie in areas with concentrations below the thresholds using air district
approved data or modeling and risk assessment; OR b) they can simply install
indoor air filters consistent with specifications set out by the San Francisco
Department of Public Health without doing any modeling.
This approach gives reasonable assurance that projects that will benefit from
streamlined environmental review will not unnecessarily expose future residents
to serious public health risks. This approach gives a straightforward mitigation
that can be used in most cases (filtering) while also providing an opportunity for
project sponsors and local jurisdictions to demonstrate that no mitigation is
necessary on a specific site where there are no serious public health risks.
SB 226 Should Require Projects to Examine Effects From Prior EIRs That
Have Not Been Brought to Less Than Significant Level
SB 226 permits projects to avoid repetitive environmental review by tiering off
plan-level EIRs. For environmental effects that have been analyzed and
mitigated to less than significant levels, this makes good sense, and may save
infill projects time and expense, encouraging good infill and streamlining the
review process.
However, the proposed Guidelines permit projects to consider environmental
impacts “analyzed” in a planning-level EIR even if they have not been mitigated
to a less than significant level. Particularly with older EIRs there may not only
be new effects from specific projects, but there may be newly available
mitigations for previous impacts that can reduce environmental harm.
We recommend, then, that where an infill project may cause a new effect, or an
effect that was previously analyzed but not reduced to a less than significant
level, the streamlined CEQA analysis will focus on those effects. If the lead
agency finds that the new impact, or the previously examined impact that was
not reduced to a less than significant level, is less than significant, or can be
mitigated to a less than significant level, the agency could complete the Infill
Checklist to make that determination.
SB 226 Should Limit the Age of EIRs Used for Tiering to 10 Years
To ensure that SB 226 serves as an incentive for localities to keep their plans
up-to-date, as opposed to encouraging them to preserve older, less thorough
EIRs, planning level EIRs used for tiering should have an “expiration date” for
the purposes of SB 226 benefits of ten years (that is, ten years from date of
certification).
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This cut-off accepts that local jurisdictions need time to update their planning
documents while also ensuring that EIRs are still relatively contemporary in
their consideration of environmental impacts and available mitigations.
SB 226 Should Set Minimum Density Standards
The Guidelines wisely adopt the SB 375 Transit Priority Area minimum density
and FAR standards for projects in areas that have not adopted a Sustainable
Community Strategy (20 du/acre and 0.75 FAR). Countless studies have
pointed to the importance of density, in concert with regional location, in
influencing residents’ VMT.
However, the Guidelines remove this minimum density requirement in regions
that have adopted SCSs. While SCSs represent the regions’ best efforts to
achieve their GHG reduction targets, not all projects consistent with SCSs will
necessarily have an environmental benefit.
To ensure that SB 226 continues to encourage the best infill projects, we
recommend that the density and FAR requirements set forth in the Guidelines
apply to projects both prior to, and after, the adoption of an SCS.
SB 226 Should Encourage Affordable Housing Preservation
Residential projects that seek eligibility for SB 226 benefits should demonstrate
that they do not cause a reduction in deed-restricted affordable housing; or, if
deed-restricted affordable units are to be demolished, that project approval is
conditioned upon replacement of those units in equal number, affordability level
and unit type.
Commercial Projects Should Rely on Context, Not Transportation Studies
The proposed Guidelines set out a commendable set of context-specific
requirements for commercial projects hoping to benefit from SB 226. By
locating commercial uses in low VMT areas, areas with high walkability, or
areas near transit, the Guidelines likely encourage neighborhood-serving retail,
or “urbanized” big box concepts, that will contribute to reducing VMT.
However, the Guidelines also offer commercial projects the option of obtaining
a transportation study that would show that the project would reduce VMT. We
recommend that this option be eliminated. Not only is it highly susceptible to
gaming (the study is not qualified by any minimum standards), but it is
completely out of character with the dominant theme of the Guidelines: the
importance of context. Given the strong correlation between neighborhood
serving and urban retail and the context-specific requirements for commercial
developments, it seems the only use of this provision is to encourage big box
development that need only be better than business as usual to get CEQA
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streamlining. That is simply not a high enough performance standard for such
benefits.
Revisit Guidelines
SB 226 is a new approach to promoting infill. While the Guidelines provide an
encouraging set of policies, the question of whether SB 226 meets its statutory
purpose will only be answered on the ground.
Therefore, we recommend OPR commit to a review of the Guidelines in three to
five years. Such a review would include an accounting of which projects took
advantage of SB 226 benefits and where those projects were located, with a
focus on the usefulness of the near-roadway standards. If possible, the review
should also include an assessment of the actual VMT of a sample of projects
which achieved the 226 benefit through efforts to reduce their VMT to 75% of
the region’s average. Such a review could yield insights into which strategies
are effective in achieving actual VMT reductions, as well as whether the
guidelines need to be strengthened. The review must also include input from
local planning staff and developers to ascertain whether the benefits offered by
SB 226 made a difference in deciding where and how to build, as well as an
analysis of the types and age of the planning-level EIRs that were used to
account for project effects.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to respond to these initial Guidelines.
Please let us know if you have any questions or would like any additional
information.
Sincerely

Justin Horner
Transportation Policy Analyst
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PACIFIC PALISADES COMMUNITY COUNCIL

February 22, 2012
Via email: ceqa.guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Dear CEQA Guidelines Commission:
Pacific Palisades Community Council (PPCC) has been the voice of the Palisades since 1973.
PPCC is concerned with continual attempts to weaken or streamline CEQA. SB 226 sets forth a
streamlined CEQA review process for infill projects. Los Angeles, in particular, is already a dense traffic
clogged urban city with an almost unlivable congested environment. The Supreme Court of California
ruled that cumulative impacts from proposed projects must be evaluated and PPCC has consistently urged
the upholding of CEQA guidelines.
Joel Reynolds wrote in the Sacramento Bee op-ed piece Oct. 2, 2011, "CEQA Guidelines must be specific
and promote specific public health standards applicable to all projects. CEQA has served Californians
well by providing communities a line of self-defense when elected officials become advocates for, not
regulators of, significant projects. Highways, incinerators, refineries, sewage treatment plants, power
stations, prisons, stadiums, and commercial or residential developments are all subject to environmental
and judicial scrutiny before they can be built….California is a more livable place because of its
environmental standards. Reform of our most important environmental law must be handled with care as
we strive to create jobs and promote green energy technology. Each of us has a personal stake in CEQA’s
integrity -- none of us can afford to lose its protection."
The PPCC stance regarding SB 226 follows:
The standards, as proposed, are insufficient to protect public health from air pollution,
noise, and traffic hazards in infill areas;
Infill standards for residential uses need to include standards for infrastructure necessary for
complete, walkable neighborhoods;
Infill standards need to avoid the demolition and loss of affordable housing;
Standards must recognize that increased vehicle traffic density in infill areas can still lead to
significant environmental degradation;
Infill standards should be sufficiently specified to be objectively and consistently evaluated.
We hope that there will be more time to comment as our Land Use Committee is examining this material
and will want to submit suggestions for specific language changes.
Sincerely,
Janet Turner, President
Pacific Palisades Community Council
cc: Senator Fran Pavley, Asssemblywoman Julie Brownley, Assemblywoman Betsy Butler
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PACIFIC PALISADES RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 617
Pacific Palisades CA 90272
info@pprainc.org
February 22, 2012
Via email: ceqa.guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Pacific Palisades Residents Association is an all volunteer non profit community wide
organization involved with land planning and environmental protection of coastal and
mountain resources while upholding CEQA.
PPRA is concerned with continual attempts to weaken or streamline CEQA.
SB 226 sets forth a streamlined CEQA review process for infill projects. Los Angeles, in
particular, is already a dense traffic clogged urban city with an almost unlivable
congested environment. The Supreme Court of California ruled that cumulative impacts
from proposed projects must be evaluated and PPRA has consistently urged the
upholding of CEQA guidelines.
Joel Reynolds wrote in the Sacramento Bee op-ed piece Oct. 2, 2011,
"CEQA Guidelines must be specific and promote specific public health standards
applicable to all projects. CEQA has served Californians well by providing communities
a line of self-defense when elected officials become advocates for, not regulators of,
significant projects. Highways, incinerators, refineries, sewage treatment plants, power
stations, prisons, stadiums, and commercial or residential developments are all subject
to environmental and judicial scrutiny before they can be built….California is a more
livable place because of its environmental standards. Reform of our most important
environmental law must be handled with care as we strive to create jobs and promote
green energy technology. Each of us has a personal stake in CEQA’s integrity -- none
of us can afford to lose its protection."
The board of directors of PPRA stance regarding SB 226 follows:
●The standards, as proposed, are insufficient to protect public health from air pollution,
noise, and traffic hazards in infill areas;
● Infill standards for residential uses need to include standards for infrastructure
necessary for complete, walkable neighborhoods;
●Infill standards need to avoid the demolition and loss of affordable housing;
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●Standards must recognize that increased
vehicle traffic density in infill areas can still lead to significant environmental
degradation;
●Infill standards should be sufficiently specified to be objectively and
consistently evaluated.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our comments.
Barbara Kohn, President
Pacific Palisades Residents Association
cc:
Senator Fran Pavley
Assemblywoman Julie Brownley
Assemblywoman Betsy Butler
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February 24, 2012
CEQA Guideline Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Submitted via email: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Dear Mr. Calfee,
On behalf of the Planning and Conservation League (PCL), following are our comments on the proposed
guidelines for implementation of Senate Bill 226 (“Draft Guidelines”). PCL has been dedicated to
safeguarding and restoring California’s natural environment, as well as promoting and defending the
public health and safety of the people of California, for nearly fifty years. In 1970, PCL played an active
role in the passage of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), one of California’s keystone
environmental laws, and we remain dedicated to ensuring that CEQA continues to play a critical role in
protecting our state’s environment and communities. PCL appreciates the opportunity to submit these
comments on the proposed guidelines for implementation of SB 226, which provides CEQA streamlining
for certain infill projects, and we are committed to working with the Office of Planning and Research
during this process.
In general, PCL appreciates the extensive outreach undertaken by OPR staff, and we feel the approach
taken in the proposed Guidelines is moving in the right direction in maintaining a balance between
important CEQA protections and trying to promote the development of infill projects. While generally
supportive of OPR’s approach, however, we do have some significant concerns with aspects of the Draft
Guidelines. PCL has included comments on both legal/procedural issues(legal terms, accessing prior
EIRs, etc.) and substantive issues (retail, VMTs, etc.). In broader terms, the legal/procedural issues focus
on the Proposed CEQA Guideline § 15183.3 while the substantive issues pertain to Appendix M.

Procedural Issues
To Prevent Significant Impacts on California’s Environment, the Draft Guidelines Should Redefine
What It Means for a Uniformly Applicable Development Policy to “Substantially Mitigate” an Infill
Project
PCL is concerned that certain infill projects with new specific effects or effects that are more significant
than analyzed (“new specific effects”) can be granted a complete CEQA exemption, despite the fact that
these projects may have a significant impact on the environment. Under Proposed Guideline § 15183.3,
subd. (c)(1)(E), if a city, county, or lead agency adopts “uniformly applicable development policies” that
would substantially mitigate the new specific effects of an infill project, no further review is needed.
The Proposed Guideline defines “substantially mitigate” to mean that uniformly applicable development
policies will substantially lessen the project’s environmental impacts; it does not mean that impacts will
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be lessened to the point of no significance. As a result, there is a loophole for some infill projects with
significant impacts on the environment to have a complete CEQA exemption.
This is a significant departure from other projects in California, where mitigating environmental impacts
below a level of significance is a priority. The Proposed Guideline, as it currently stands, opens the door
to heightened environmental and public health threats and raises environmental justice issues for
underserved communities that could potentially benefit from good infill projects.
To avoid this, the term “substantially mitigate” in the SB 226 Guidelines should require uniformly
applicable development policies to mitigate to a level below “significant”. (See attached chart for more
information). If a fair argument exists that the policy will not achieve that, CEQA review is needed and
an infill EIR may need to be prepared. Furthermore, stringent standards should be established for a city,
county, or lead agency’s adopted uniformly applicable development policies to ensure that these
policies substantially address environmental concerns. Finally, there should be a public process to help
the agency decide whether the uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate the
new specific effects. Otherwise, the “substantial evidence” that the agency uses will be derived almost
entirely from reports and opinions of those financially interested in the project.
SB 226’s Proposed Guideline Contradicts SB 226 Legislation Regarding Infill EIR Procedures; This
Should Be Changed to Prevent Agencies from Bypassing CEQA Review, as Required by SB 226 Itself.
Proposed Guideline § 15183.3, subdivisions (c)(2)(C) and (c)(2)(D) arguably contradicts and overreaches
the limits of SB 226. Public Resources Code § 21094.5, subdivision (a)(2) and (b) says that if the
significant effects of the infill project were not addressed in the prior EIR, the agency must then prepare
an EIR. Public Resources Code § 21094.5 does not address what it means to “substantially mitigate the
impact.”
In contrast, the Proposed Guideline says that if an infill project would have new specific effects, and
uniformly applied development policies would not substantially mitigate such effect, these effects are
subject to CEQA. However, the agency can make findings, based on substantial evidence, that these new
specific impacts have been mitigated by uniformly applied development policies.
In other words, the Proposed Guideline allows an agency to bypass some CEQA review by making
findings that development policies will substantially mitigate environmental concerns of impacts that
were never disclosed or addressed in the prior EIR. Public Resources Code § 21094.5, however, says that
if an impact was not discussed or addressed in a prior EIR, it must be analyzed in a tiered EIR. Although
Public Resources Code § 21094.5, subd. (a)(2) does allow a lead agency to make a finding that
development policies will substantially mitigate an effect, this is allowed only if 1) that effect was
described in a prior EIR and 2) if, without the development policies, the effects would be significantly
greater than described in the prior EIR.
To remedy this, any significant impacts not addressed in a prior EIR should be subject to CEQA review.
(See attached chart for more information). Absent an amendment to SB 226, the lead agency should not
be able to decide that significant impacts unaddressed by a prior EIR can be mitigated solely through
uniformly applied development policies—which at this point, do not even require mitigation to a level
less than significant.
The Draft Guidelines Should Contain a Five-Year Expiration Date on Prior EIRs
Information, policies, technology, and economies change over time. A finding that was “significant and
unavoidable” several decades ago is not necessarily unavoidable today. Prior EIRs should have an
expiration date. Otherwise, decades in the future, infill development will occur using the same
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information of projects from the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Considering the increasing advancement of
technology, a five-year expiration date on prior EIRs is reasonable. PCL asks that Table 2 of the Narrative
Explanation of the Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guideline Implementing SB 226 be changed to reflect
an expiration date on prior EIRs.
The Draft Guidelines Should Provide for a Means of Accessing and Referencing Prior EIRS.
The Proposed Guideline requires that a written checklist be prepared for an infill project. If the
Guideline does not contain an expiration date on EIRs, it will become difficult over decades to reference
prior EIRs containing an analysis of the project’s significant effects.
To enable easy referencing of prior EIRs, the Proposed Guideline should mandate electronic uploading of
EIRs online. An electronic database or library should be created to keep records of these electronic EIRs.
In addition to mandatory page and section references on the checklist, website references should also
be included.

Substantive Issues
The Draft Guidelines Should Redefine Urban Use
SB 226 allows for CEQA streamlining of infill projects in “urban areas.” Table 3 of the Narrative
Explanation of the Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guideline Implementing SB 226 references Public
Resources Code § 21094.5, subd. (e)(5) to define urban area. However, this definition allows infill
development in areas that are unincorporated, as long as these incorporated areas are: 1) surrounded
by at least one incorporated city, 2) have a population of 100,000 in combination with the incorporated
city, and 3) have a population density at least equal to that of the surrounding city or cities. With this
loose definition of “urban area,” many ’greenfield’ areas will potentially qualify. California’s population
is projected to increase to nearly 60 million people by the year 2050 and in order to protect California’s
agricultural and rural areas from sprawl, PCL asks that OPR to tighten its definition of what constitutes
an “urban area” or redefine “urban area” for purposes of Proposed Guideline § 15183.3.
The Draft Guidelines Should Promote Commercial/Residential Mixed-Use Infill Instead of Granting an
Exemption to Big Box Retail
The Narrative Explanation of the Proposed Addition to the CEQA Guideline Implementing SB 226
(“Narrative”) discusses the benefits of mixed-use communities, which promote walking, cycling, and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Citing the American Lung Association, the Narrative explains that
persons living in mixed-use and walkable communities are at 35% lower risk for obesity. These walkable
communities can reduce transportation costs, air pollution, asthma attacks, lost work days, and
significant health costs.
PCL supports smart-growth and mixed-use infill development, and asks that OPR create regulations to
promote mixed use in its next iteration of SB 226 Guideline. Mixed use should be added to the tables
listed in the Narrative as a project eligible for SB 226 streamlining.
PCL, however, is perplexed as to why commercial big box retail that is over 75,000 square feet can
receive a CEQA exemption based upon a transportation finding. Big box retail tends to increase VMT
and inhibit walkability. UC Transportation Center’s magazine, Access, contains an article entitled
“Retrofitting the Suburbs to Increase Walking,” which found that the more businesses per acre a
neighborhood contains, the more likely people would travel by walking. There is no indication that big
box retail stores cannot afford to go through the general CEQA process. Thus, PCL believes that the
Proposed Guideline should focus more on encouraging mixed-use development, and eliminate those
concerning commercial/retail properties over 75,000 square feet.
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The Draft Guidelines Should Allow CEQA streamlining only for infill projects achieving 75% of regional
per capita VMT.
Providing CEQA streamlining to projects exceeding 100% of regional per capita VMT may undermine SB
226’s goal of reducing VMT. Requiring these projects to apply CALGreen standards will not necessarily
lead to an economic benefit since many cities are already requiring new buildings to comply with
CALGreen standards.
Instead, limiting the CEQA Infill Streamlining to projects achieving 75%of regional per capita VMT is a
better choice. This encourages business to lower their VMT. With population expected to increase in
California, reduction of VMT miles is necessary to maintain the status of greenhouse gas emissions,
much less lower them.
The Draft Guidelines Should Protect Public Health, Especially the Health of Those Living and Working
Near High Volume Roads
The Proposed Guideline is concerned about the health of residents dwelling nearby high volume
roadways. To alleviate public health concerns, the Proposed Guideline requires residential infill projects
located within 500 feet to comply with any public health policies in a local general plan, specific plan,
zoning code, or community risk reduction plan. However, since these plans may be rarely updated, PCL
asks that OPR consider alternatives to addressing these public health concerns. A report produced by
Rhajiv Bhatia in 2008 cites a World Health Organization study estimation that “over 25% of the burden
of human illness worldwide can be attributed to modifiable environmental conditions (Frumkin2004;
Pruss-Ustun and Corvalan 2006), and evidence linking social conditions such as employment,
transportation, housing, food resources”, and other issues to health outcomes. We ask that OPR take a
more in depth look at public health and its relationship with the promotion of infill development.
The Draft Guidelines Should Address Affordable Housing Needs
One of the foreseeable effects of infill development is the displacement of affordable housing. Infill
project developers should be required to create, or fund, a certain percentage of affordable housing
within areas subject to SB 226. Otherwise, SB 226 may, as an externality, displace low and middleincome population from urban areas. Ironically, low and middle-income persons are the very population
that would benefit most from the infill development. If low and middle income persons can no longer
afford housing in areas of infill development, they may need to travel from their area of relocation to
work at offices, retail, and schools at the infill site. Relocating the low and middle-income population
contradicts the low VMT goal.
The Draft Guidelines Should Include Other Criteria to Promote Healthier Communities
Recognizing that SB 226 was largely focused on establishing criteria for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and other environmental factors when providing CEQA streamlining, it is important to note
that CEQA requires broader factors to be analyzed during the environmental review process. By ignoring
factors such as population displacement, preservation of historic resources, and public health concerns,
as drafted the proposed guidelines would allow streamlining for projects that could significantly impact
local communities. While VMT does provide a good ‘surrogate’ for many of these factors, vehicle miles
travelled does not fully address all these concerns. We would ask OPR to continue to develop criteria
that will reflect these broader community concerns.
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The Planning and Conservation League would like to thank you again for the opportunity to provide
comments on the draft and appreciate your time and consideration of our recommendations. Should
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us. We look forward to continuing the
dialogue around the Proposed Guidelines and working with the Office of planning and Research on such
an important issue.
Sincerely,

Bruce Reznik
Executive Director
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Current Procedure under Guideline
Are there a new specific effects or effects that are more significant than analyzed in a prior EIR?
No
“Substantially mitigate”
means that a policy or
policies will substantially
lessen the effect, but not
necessarily below the
level of significance

Yes

Uniformly applicable development
policies would “substantially
mitigate” such effects?

Yes

No CEQA review needed

No

New effects are subject to CEQA

Are the new effects less
than significant?
No

Yes

Can effects be mitigated to a less
than significant level through
project changes agreed prior to
circulation of the written
checklist?

Yes
Negative
declaration

Mitigated Negative
declaration

No
Infill EIR required
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Proposed Change to Guideline
Are there a new specific effects or effects that are more significant than analyzed in a prior EIR?
No
“Substantially mitigate” means that a policy or
policies will mitigate, to a level less than
significant, any environmental impacts that:
1) were addressed in a prior EIR and 2)
currently are be more significant than
described in the prior EIR.

Yes

Uniformly applicable development
policies would “substantially
mitigate” such effects?

Yes

No CEQA review needed

No

New effects are subject to CEQA

Are the new effects less
than significant?
No

Yes

Can effects be mitigated to a less
than significant level through
project changes agreed prior to
circulation of the written
checklist?

Yes
Negative
declaration

Mitigated Negative
declaration

No
Infill EIR required
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February 24, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov)
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Comments on Proposed Guidelines for SB 226 CEQA Streamlining

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed CEQA Guidelines the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research has issued to implement Senate Bill 226 (“Proposed
CEQA Guidelines” or “the Guidelines”). We represent organizations dedicated to ensuring that
low-income communities and communities of color equally benefit from and are not
disproportionately impacted by policy changes like those proposed in S.B. 226.
We appreciate the extensive work that OPR has undertaken to develop the Proposed CEQA
Guidelines, but we are concerned that, in their current form, the Guidelines fail to follow S.B.
226’s mandates to promote the policies of Senate Bill 375 (“S.B. 375”), the state planning
priorities, and the bill’s directive to protect the health of vulnerable populations. Cal. Pub. Res.
Code § 21094.5.5(b). As explained in more detail below, each of these mandates calls for the
Guidelines to address the needs of underserved Californians and promote equity in health and
housing. Without consideration of these needs, CEQA exemptions for certain projects could
negatively affect communities that are already overburdened with challenges, including adverse
health impacts. Moreover, absent explicit safeguards for affordable housing in the Guidelines,
many of S.B. 226’s intended benefits could not only skip over low-income Californians, they
could lead to the displacement of such communities from the areas targeted for infill
development. Given the Guidelines’ stated objectives to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
and greenhouse gas emissions, it would be ill-advised to adopt guidelines that disadvantage lowincome households and people of color who tend to have lower rates of vehicle ownership, lower
vehicle miles traveled, and higher rates of transit usage. 1

1

Stephanie Pollack, Barry Bluestone & Chase Billingham, Maintaining Diversity in America’s
Transit-Rich Neighborhoods: Tools for Equitable Neighborhood Change 12-13 (Dukakis Center for
Urban and Regional Policy, Oct. 2010), available at
www.northeastern.edu/dukakiscenter/documents/TRN_Equity_final.pdf.
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I.

S.B. 226 Calls For Proposed CEQA Guidelines to Promote Social Equity and
Address Housing Needs of Californians at All Income Levels
A.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Must Address the Need to Maintain and
Develop Affordable Housing in Order to Promote S.B. 375 Policies.

S.B. 226 makes clear that the CEQA Guidelines to be adopted by the Natural Resources
Agency “shall promote” the implementation of the land use and transportation policies of S.B.
375 or the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. Cal. Pub. Res. Code §
21094.5.5(b)(1). S.B. 375 contains many provisions local governments must abide by with
respect to affordable housing:
●

Housing elements must make “adequate provision for the housing needs of all
economic segments of the community.” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65583(c).

●

Housing elements must “assist in the development of adequate housing to meet the
needs of extremely low, very low, low-, and moderate-income households.” Id. §
65583(c)(1)(C)(2).

●

Housing elements must “[c]onserve and improve the condition of the existing
affordable housing stock, which may include addressing ways to mitigate the loss of
dwelling units demolished by public or private action.” Id. § 65583(c)(1)(C)(4).

●

Transit Priority Projects cannot “result in any net loss in the number of affordable
housing units within the project area.” Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21155.1(b)(3).

●

Transit Priority Projects must ensure that minimum percentages of housing be sold or
rented to very low, low-, and moderate-income families and that developers provide
legal commitments to ensure continued availability of affordable housing units, or
payment of in-lieu fees for development of affordable housing. Id. § 21155.1(c).

B.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Must Promote State Planning Priorities by
Explicitly Addressing Equity and Impacts on Vulnerable Communities.

S.B. 226 also states that OPR “shall promote . . . the state planning priorities specified in
Section 65041.1 of the Government Code and in the most recently adopted Environmental Goals
and Policy Report [“EGPR”]” issued by OPR. Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b)(2). The first
of three state planning priorities is to promote equity, particularly in underserved areas. Cal.
Gov’t. Code § 65041.1(a). Relevant sections of the state planning priorities include the
following:
●

The state planning priorities are intended to “promote equity, strengthen the
economy, protect the environment, and promote public health and safety in the state,
including in urban, suburban, and rural communities…” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65041.1;
EGPR, p. 5.
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●

State planning priorities shall be as follows: “To promote infill development and
equity by rehabilitating, maintaining, and improving existing infrastructure that
supports infill development … particularly in underserved areas, and to preserving
cultural and historic resources.” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65041.1(a); EGPR, p. 5.

Guidelines that fail to protect lower-income residents from displacement and loss of
affordable housing would run afoul of these provisions. Indeed, OPR itself concluded that
“inequitable land use, where poor communities are isolated from jobs or education or bear the
burden of incompatible land uses, creates pockets of poverty.” EGPR, p. 48. OPR further
concluded that “equity is achieved when State and community resources are equally distributed
to, and accessible by, all regimes and segments of the population.” Id. The Proposed CEQA
Guidelines fail to address these state equity priorities and the needs of the communities they are
intended to protect. In order to meet S.B. 226’s mandates, the Guidelines should be revised to
explicitly reflect these priorities and needs as discussed below.
II.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Should Be Revised to Promote Equity and Serve
Vulnerable Communities
A.

Appendix M Performance Standards Should Consider Affordable Housing
Needs Among Residential Infill Projects.

The Proposed CEQA Guidelines’ four performance standards applicable to all projects
(i.e., renewable energy, active transit, transit station area plans, and soil and water remediation)
and additional VMT performance standards for Residential projects fail to account for the
statewide policy objective to maintain and develop affordable housing. While we understand
OPR’s objective to employ the fewest standards necessary to promote a number of
environmental objectives, simplicity cannot come at the risk of displacing low-income
communities or precluding low-income communities from the recognized benefits of infill
development. Accordingly, we propose that the following affordable housing provisions be
included in the guidelines:
For all projects – Residential, Commercial, Office Buildings, or a Small Community
Walkable Project – it should be made clear that no project can result in a net loss of affordable
housing units within a project area. Any affordable units demolished by an infill project must be
replaced on at least a 1:1 basis at the same level of affordability. Replacement housing also needs to
be accessible to existing residents to avoid involuntary displacement.
For residential projects in particular, eligibility for CEQA streamlining should also be
reserved for developments that will include a substantial component of affordable housing that
targets the lowest-income households. Specifically, we recommend reserving CEQA
streamlining for projects in which 20% of the units will be affordable to lower-income
households (half at the very low income level and half at the low income level). In no event
should a project qualify for CEQA streamlining if it provides less than 15% affordable units –
6% affordable to very low-income, 9% affordable to low-income. This standard would be
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consistent with many local inclusionary policies and with California redevelopment
requirements. Cal. Health & Safety Code § 33413(b)(2)(A)(i).
These changes are consistent with the land use and housing policies in S.B. 375, as well
as the broader legislative and state planning priorities that S.B. 226 is intended to promote.
B.

Appendix M Should Account for VMT Benefits of Affordable Housing Near
Transit

Appendix M of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines should explicitly recognize affordable
housing generation as a strategy to reduce VMT, and accurately credit VMT reductions from
production of affordable housing. Both URBEMIS and CalEEmod, emissions inventory or
modeling tools referred to in Footnote IV of Appendix M, significantly undervalue affordable
housing as a trip reduction strategy. URBEMIS and CalEEmod cap the reduction credit for
affordable housing at 4% irrespective of the depth of affordability. The recent City of San Diego
affordable housing parking survey showed how this is significantly undercounting the driving
reduction credit of dedicated affordable housing, especially for low and very-low income units. 2
C.

The Appendix N Checklist Should Also Consider as Environmental Impacts
the Health and Housing Impacts of Infill Projects on Vulnerable
Communities

Appendix N of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines should also reflect S.B. 226’s mandates
to promote equity and meet the housing and public health needs of California’s vulnerable
communities. Accordingly, the Appendix N checklist should require lead agencies to consider
additional issues, including:
•

Could the project create or exacerbate a known environmental health hazard?

•

Would the project increase population exposure to a known environmental health
hazard?

•

Could the project disproportionately affect the human health of environmental
justice communities?

•

Displacement and lack of affordable housing can lead to grave health impacts
including stress, depression, and anxiety; inability to afford necessities such as

2

Wilbure Smith Associates, San Diego Affordable Housing Parking Study (Dec. 2011), available
at http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/programs/transportation/mobility/pdf/111231sdafhfinal.pdf. See
also, Barbara Lee, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures: A Resource for Local Government
to Assess Emission Reductions from Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures 155-158, 176-178 (CAPCOA ,
Aug. 2010), available at http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-QuantificationReport-9-14-Final.pdf (analyzing the use of high density housing and deed-restricted affordable housing
as mitigation strategies to reduce VMT and GHG emissions).
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health care, nutritious food, and utilities; and residential instability leading to poor
educational attainment for children. 3, 4

D.

•

Would the project result in a loss of affordable housing?

•

In addition to the existing questions on population growth and displacement in
Section XIII, the checklist should ask: is the project likely to displace low-income
residents or residents of color?
Notice of Exemption for a Project Qualifying for Streamlining Under the
Proposed Guidelines Should Be Mandatory, Particularly for Environmental
Justice Communities

Public participation is a cornerstone of the CEQA process. Although it is not entirely
clear in the current draft, Section 15183.3(c)(2)(A) of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines advises a
lead agency to file a Notice of Exemption in the event it determines a project would not cause
new specific effects or more significant effects than previously analyzed, suggesting such a
notice is optional. In order to ensure at least a minimum level of public participation, however,
the Guidelines should require a Notice of Exemption be issued by a lead agency if it determines
no environmental review is necessary. Notice should be mandatory so that residents impacted by
the land use decision are informed about the project and can prepare an appropriate response in a
timely manner. This is particularly true for communities facing barriers to participation,
including Environmental Justice communities that have been historically divested from decisionmaking processes yet are the best equipped with on-the-ground information about the decisions’
impacts.
******
Without considering their impacts on California’s vulnerable residents, as S.B. 226
requires the Guidelines to do, CEQA streamlining may decrease opportunities for public
participation and lead to adverse health impacts low-income communities of color. It also has the
potential to decrease affordable housing options and displace low-income, low-VMT households
to exurban areas where these households will be forced to drive more. Such an outcome would
run directly counter to the objectives of S.B. 226 and S.B. 375. As you undertake the revision of
the Proposed Guidelines, we hope that you actively engage with the residents that stand to be
most impacted by your decisions and take steps to ensure that the environmental, social, and
health benefits contemplated by infill development will extend to all Californians.
3

Rajiv Bhatia & Carolina Guzman, The Case for Housing Impacts Assessment: The Human Health
and Social Impacts of Inadequate Housing and Their Consideration in CEQA Policy and Practice (San
Francisco Department of Public Health, PHES Technical Research Report, May 2004), available at
http://www.sfphes.org/publications/reports/HIAR-May2004.pdf.
4

Paula Braveman et al., Where We Live Matters for Our Health: Links Between Housing and
Health, (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Issue Brief Series, May 2011), available at
http://www.rwjf.org/files/research/sdohseries2011housing.pdf.
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Thank you for your consideration of these important issues. Please contact Parisa Fatehi-Weeks
(pfatehi@publicadvocates.org, 415.431.7430 x305) if we can provide any additional
information.
Sincerely,

Parisa Fatehi-Weeks, Staff Attorney
Public Advocates Inc.
Caroline Farrell, Executive Director
Center on Race, Poverty & the Environment
Julie Snyder, Policy Director
Housing California
Patty Ochoa, Environment and Health Coordinator
Physicians for Social Responsibility - Los Angeles
Chione Flegal, Associate Director
PolicyLink
Kendra Bridges, Land Use Policy Director
Sacramento Housing Alliance
Bob Allen, Transportation Justice Program Director
Urban Habitat

cc:

Senator Mark DeSaulnier, Chair, Transportation and Housing Committee
Assemblymember Tony Mendoza, Chair, Latino Legislative Caucus
Assembly Speaker John A. Pérez
Senator Curren Price, Chair, Legislative Black Caucus
Senator Joe Simitian, Chair, Environmental Quality Committee
Senate President pro Tem Darrell Steinberg
Assemblymember Norma J. Torres, Chair, Housing and Community Development
Committee
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2001 Gateway, Suite 101E
San Jose, CA 95110
PH | 408.501.7864
FAX | 408.501.7861
www.realcoalition.org

LUCY DUNN
Co-Chair
Orange County Business Council
CARL GUARDINO
Co-Chair
Silicon Valley Leadership Group
RON ADDINGTON
Business Council of San Joaquin
County
BILL ALLEN
Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corporation
RUBEN BARRALES
San Diego Regional Chamber of
Commerce
LINDA BEST
Contra Costa Council
MARK CAFFERTY
San Diego Regional Economic
Development Corporation
KAREN ENGEL
East Bay Economic Development
Alliance
STEVE FALK
San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce
RANDY GORDON
Long Beach Area Chamber of
Commerce
PAUL GRANILLO
Inland Empire Economic Partnership
BILLIE GREER
Southern California Leadership
Council
JOE HARABURDA
Oakland Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce
CYNTHIA KURTZ
San Gabriel Valley
Economic Partnership
MATTHEW MAHOOD
San Jose Silicon Valley Chamber of
Commerce

February 24, 2012
Mr. Ken Alex
Director
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
P.O. Box 3044
Sacramento, CA 95812-3044
Re: SB 226 CEQA Reform
Dear Mr. Alex:
The Regional Economic Association Leaders (R.E.A.L.) Coalition, representing more than 11,000
employers and 3 million jobs in California, commends you for your efforts to reform the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in a way that realizes the spirit of the original legislation while
also doing away with unnecessary impediments to infill development and job creation.
We write this letter specifically to applaud the intent of SB 226 (Simitian), but to encourage you to
see that it is just the first step in a broader effort to modernize CEQA.
The members of the R.E.A.L. Coalition have spent a great deal of time and energy, both
collectively and individually, advocating for a systemic reform of CEQA in a way consistent with
its original intent. Many of our members worked with your staff in 2011 to help craft the type of
streamlining that would accelerate infill development, put people back to work and maintain the
highest possible levels of environmental stewardship. We feel that much progress was made, but
there is still much to accomplish.
While we recognize that the intent of SB 226 (Simitian) was to create tangible CEQA relief for
beneficial infill projects, the reality is that the qualifications mandated by the bill, and subsequent
guidelines and performance standards proposed by the Office of Planning and Research (OPR),
limit its intended CEQA streamlining benefits. The benefits are not enough to impact the behavior
of the private sector.
For this reason, it is very important that SB 226 be viewed only as a beginning and not as an end to
CEQA reform legislation. We would like to continue to work with you to achieve additional and
meaningful CEQA modernization in a manner that preserves California’s environment, provides
for future housing and infrastructure needs, and creates economic opportunity for the people of our
State.
Sincerely,

CYNTHIA MURRAY
North Bay Leadership Council
ROGER NIELLO
Sacramento Metro Chamber of
Commerce
AL SMITH
Greater Fresno Area Chamber
of Commerce

Carl Guardino
President & CEO
Silicon Valley Leadership Group

Lucy Dunn
President & CEO
Orange County Business Council

GARY TOEBBEN
Los Angeles Area Chamber of
Commerce
JIM WUNDERMAN
Bay Area Council
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Bill Allen
President & CEO
Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corporation

Steve Falk
President & CEO
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce

Ruben Barrales
President & CEO
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce

Billie Greer
President
Southern California Leadership Council

Joseph J. Haraburda
President & CEO
Oakland Metropolitan Chamber of
Commerce

Cynthia Kurtz
President & CEO
San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership

Matthew R. Mahood
President & CEO
San Jose Silicon Valley Chamber of
Commerce

Cynthia Murray
President & CEO
North Bay Leadership Council

Al Smith
President & CEO
Greater Fresno Area Chamber of Commerce

Gary Toebben
President & CEO
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce

Jim Wunderman
President & CEO
Bay Area Council

CC:

Senator Joe Simitian
California State Senate President Pro Tem Darrell Steinberg
Mike Rossi, Office of Governor Jerry Brown
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From: Jim Moose, Senior Partner, Remy Moose Manly LLP
Subject: comments on proposed CEQA Guidelines applying SB 226

Dear Mr. Calfee et al.,
I find the proposed sections 15183.3 and appendices M and N to be excellent.
I have only two comments:
1) In section 15183.3, subdivision (c), please consider making the use of a written checklist mandatory
rather than optional. In other words, consider changing "may prepare a written checklist" to "shall
prepare . . . ." The whole system created by the new proposals seems to assume that such checklists
have to be prepared. I don't see how an agency could create a defensible administrative record without
using the checklist or something extremely similar to it.
2) In section 15183.3, subdivision (e)(8), please consider adding Climate Action plans consistent with
section 15183.5 to the list of examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards (or
use language similar or identical to that already found in subdivision (g)(8) of existing section 15183).
Once the rulemaking required by SB 226 is complete, I recommend that OPR and the Natural Resources
Agency undertake similar amendments to section 15183 in order to achieve clarification of some of its
ambiguous terms (e.g., "substantially mitigate" and "peculiar to the project or the parcel on which the
project would be located").

Jim Moose
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1330 Broadway, Suite 1800
Oakland, CA 94612-2519
t. 510.463.6850
f. 510.463.6851
saveSFbay.org

February 23, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
BY EMAIL: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE: Draft SB 226 CEQA Guidelines
Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important proposal. We welcome the
work of the Office of Planning and Research to help ensure California a better future by
encouraging infill development. Save The Bay is the oldest and largest organization
working to protect and restore San Francisco Bay, with more than 25,000 supporters
throughout the region. Save The Bay was founded in 1961 by residents opposed to
watching San Francisco Bay disappear as many cities worked to fill in the shallow
margins of the Bay. We appreciate the effort that has produced the draft for the
proposed new CEQA Guidelines, and we submit these supportive proposed changes
reflecting our concerns.
In creating sustainable communities and addressing climate change, the protection of
natural undeveloped areas is a central priority. The State of California is leading the way
on addressing climate change through a range of policies, including but not limited to
emissions reduction. As the state declares on its climate change web portal, “Climate
change is expected to have significant, widespread impacts on California's economy and
environment. California's unique and valuable natural treasures – hundreds of miles of
coastline, high-value forestry and agriculture, snow-melt fed fresh water supply, vast snow
and water fueled recreation opportunities, as well as other natural wonders – are especially
at risk."
In passing SB 226, the legislature has directed the creation of CEQA streamlining rules
that, among other things, implement the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection
Act of 2008, part of a strategy to “comprehensively integrate land use planning,
transportation investments, and climate policy.” (SB226, section 1(a).) We respectfully
submit that integration of specific climate-related language is vital for consistency with
these goals and the specific legislative direction. Emphasis should be placed to ensure the
guidelines are applied to infill projects and avoid activities within fragile open space and
coastal areas.
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Proposed additions to Narrative Explanation
1) Page 2, under Why Promote Infill in CEQA?
… is a key strategy for efficient growth as the State works to comprehensively
integrate land use planning, transportation investments, and climate policy.
2) Page 6, paragraph 6, under Alignment With State Policy
Consistent with this infill vision, the Climate Adaptation Strategy recommends
that new development projects avoid areas that will require significant new
protection from sea-level rise, storm surges, or coastal erosion during their
expected life. (Climate Adaptation Strategy, California Natural Resources
Agency, 2009.)

Proposed revision to CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3 (e)(1):
“Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial,
retail, transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of
such uses that meet the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). No more
than one half of the project area of projects consisting of commercial and retail uses
may be used for parking. The site should not require significant new protection
from wildfires, flooding from sea-level rise, storm surges, or coastal erosion
during its expected life.

Proposed revision to CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3 (e)(3):
“Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been
mechanically altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed
open space and parcels that are, or have been, in agricultural production or under
Williamson Act protection shall not be considered to be “previously developed” for
the purposes of this section. The project shall not require significant new
protection from wildfires, flooding from sea-level rise, storm surges, or coastal
erosion during its expected life.

Proposed addition to CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3 (b):
New paragraph:
(3) the site should not require significant new protection from wildfires,
flooding from sea-level rise, storm surges, or coastal erosion during its
expected life.
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Proposed addition to Appendix M, Section II, “Performance Standards Applying to All
Project Types”
Open Space Protection: The project shall not require significant new
protection from wildfires, flooding from sea-level rise, storm surges, or coastal
erosion during its expected life.

In an era of climate change, it would be a tragedy for CEQA streamlining to become a
shield to advance building in undeveloped open space areas on our shoreline. The
many examples given of how the Guidelines might apply are helpful and certainly clarify
the sort of infill projects that SB226 is intended to encourage. But Guidelines are of
general application, and policy guidance is needed to ensure that application of these
rules by lead agencies remains consistent with that vision. These changes would help
address that concern.
Thank you for your attention to these comments.
Sincerely,

David Lewis
Executive Director
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February 24, 2012
Via Electronic Mail
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE:

Comments on SB 226 CEQA Guidelines

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed guidelines for implementation
of Senate Bill 226 (“Draft Guidelines”). These comments are submitted on behalf of Sierra Club
California. Sierra Club California is the state regulatory and legislative advocacy arm of the Sierra
Club, a non-profit public benefit corporation, incorporated in California, with over 750,000
members nationwide, and more than 150,000 members living in California.
Our mission includes promotion of the responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and
resources, and education of the public about the need to protect and restore the quality of the
natural and human environment. As one of the largest environmental organizations in California,
the Sierra Club is significantly involved in myriad environmental policy issues throughout the state,
including CEQA issues.
We appreciate the significant effort that went into developing the Draft Guidelines. We are
also cognizant of the challenges posed in drafting a Guideline intended to strike a balance between
speeding approval of well-situated and well-designed projects while still ensuring environmental
impacts are adequately analyzed and mitigated. Unfortunately, the Draft Guidelines miss the mark.
Rather than focus on projects that advance California’s smart growth and greenhouse gas objectives,
the Draft Guidelines inappropriately ensure that even poorly situated, subpar projects far from
transit have a mechanism to avoid project-level environmental review.
As proposed, the Draft Guidelines will encourage low-density sprawl, needlessly eliminate
opportunities to reduce significant project impacts, and frustrate forward-thinking land-use planning.
801 K Street, Suite 2700, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 557-1100 • Fax (916) 557-9669 • www.sierraclubcalifornia.org
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Consistent with the purpose of SB 226 and California’s overall goals of achieving significant
reductions in greenhouse gas pollution, the Draft Guidelines and accompanying Performance
Criteria should be geared toward facilitating well-situated and well-designed projects. Indeed,
limiting project-level environmental review can only be legitimately justified where meaningful
location and performance criteria would function to limit the additional environmental benefit from
further analysis of significant impacts. To ensure that SB 226 promotes well-designated and welllocated projects rather than environmentally damaging sprawl, we urge the Office of Planning and
Research to adopt the following changes to the Draft CEQA Guidelines.
I.

Comments on Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3
A.

The Draft Guidelines Are Inconsistent with Public Resources Code
§ 21094.5 By Allowing Reliance on Uniformly Applied Development Standards
to Significant Effects Not Previously Addressed in a Prior EIR

Because CEQA is uniquely concerned with the potential environmental impacts of a
proposed project based on “scientific and factual data,” the statute has long prohibited blind reliance
on regulatory standards. Guidelines § 15064(b). While regulatory standards may, at times, be set at a
level that renders impacts less than significant, they may also be a product of countervailing
concerns. Accordingly, regulatory standards are not themselves determinative of whether a project
may result in significant impacts. Thus, in Communities for a Better Env’t v. California Resources Agency,
the court invalidated a CEQA Guideline that would apply “an established regulatory standard in a
way that forecloses the consideration of any other substantial evidence showing there may be a
significant effect.” 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 114 (2002).
Public Resources Code § 21094.5 undercuts CEQA’s focus on scientific and factual data to
assess significance. Section (a)(2) provides that an agency may avoid preparing an EIR if the effect
was not considered significant in a prior EIR or the effect will be more significant than described in
the prior EIR, but the agency makes findings that application of development policies or standards
will substantially mitigate that impact. This provision significantly weakens CEQA’s environmental
protections by: 1) setting a vague and undefined standard of “substantially” mitigating an impact
rather than fully mitigating that impact; and 2) applying a regulatory standard in a manner than
forecloses consideration of evidence showing an impact may be significant. However, this
diminishment of CEQA’s protective standards is limited. Under Section (b), it does not apply “if
the significant effects of the infill project were not addressed in the prior environmental impact
report.” In that case, an environmental impact report must be prepared.
The Proposed Guidelines violate Public Resources Code § 21094.5 by failing to capture the
distinction of when uniformly applicable standards may be relied upon and when they may not. For
example, proposed Guideline 15183.3, subdivisions (c)(2)(C) and (c)(2)(D), provide that “[i]f the
written checklist shows that the infill project would result in new specific effects, and that uniformly
applied development policies would not substantially mitigate such effects, those effects shall be
subject to CEQA,” and that an agency may summarily make findings, based on substantial evidence,
that such new specific impacts have been mitigated by such uniform development policies. Under
Public Resources Code § 21094.5, uniformly applicable development standards may not be relied
upon for an impact that was never disclosed or addressed in the prior EIR. As proposed, the
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Guideline is illegal because it runs afoul of both Section 21094.5 and CEQA’s general prohibition on
presumptive reliance on regulatory standards.
Accordingly, please amend the Draft Guidelines to clarify that where an impact was not
considered in a prior EIR, uniformly applied development policies that “substantially mitigate” but
do not fully mitigate that impact may not be relied upon to avoid an analysis of that impact.
B.

A Lead Agency Must Be Required to Consider Mitigation that Was Not
Evaluated in a Prior EIR to Further Reduce Significant Impacts

The proposed Guidelines allow a lead agency to rely on a prior EIR that failed to fully
mitigate project impacts. As currently proposed, additional mitigation that would function to
further reduce these significant effects need only be considered where “it was not known and could
not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous EIR was
certified.” Proposed Guideline § 15183.3(c)(1)(C). This standard is virtually impossible to meet1
and will result in significant lost opportunities to reduce environmental damage and foreclose
meaningful public participation. Indeed, as currently proposed, the Guidelines allow a project to
tier off a prior EIR of any vintage even where it failed to fully mitigate project impacts. Should a
member of the public be denied the opportunity to suggest additional mitigation not originally
considered because that individual was not a member of the community when the prior EIR was
adopted 20 years ago? Even if that person was a member of the community or the EIR was more
recent, the expectation until SB 226 was passed was that additional mitigation could be proposed
and considered at the project level. Proposing a Guideline that strips the public of the right to
propose additional mitigation to lessen significant impacts is directly counter to CEQA’s focus on
environmental protection and public participation. Accordingly, Section 15183.3(c)(1)(C) should be
modified as follows:
An effect is a new specific effect if new information, which was not known and
could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence was not
considered at the time the previous EIR was certified, shows that new mitigation
measures could substantially reduce the significant effects described in the prior EIR,
but such measures are not included in the project.
In addition to minimizing environmental harm and safeguarding public participation, the
above modification will encourage more robust planning documents. When relying on a prior EIR
that thoroughly considered potential mitigation to reduce project impacts, there would be little need
to revisit the issue at the project level. If however, the planning EIR was cursory in its consideration
of mitigation, it is appropriate to provide additional opportunity to further reduce impacts during
project-level review.
1

See, e.g., Citizens for Responsible Equitable Env’t Development v. City of San Diego, 196 Cal.App.4th 515 (2011)
(holding that petitioner should have known to raise potential climate impacts in CEQA comments in 1994 even
though those claims would not first be raised in over 10 years).
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C.

The Guidelines Should Limit Reliance on Past EIR’s to No More than Five
Years Following Certification

As OPR’s Narrative Explanation of the Draft Guideline details, the history of California is
one of rapid change to the built environment. The changes we are experiencing, and will continue
to experience, due to climate change will only amplify their pace and severity. Planning documents
adopted over five years ago do not accurately capture and mitigate the environmental effects of
projects proposed today. For this reason, the ability of a project to benefit from an infill exemptions
under CEQA has been limited to projects completed within five years of adoption of communitylevel environmental review. (Pub. Res. Code § 21159.24; see also Pub. Res. Code § 21157.6 (5-year
limit on Master EIRs).) These time limitations suggest that a programmatic document is no longer
able to accurately capture current impacts after five years. For this reason, the Guidelines should
limit reliance on prior EIRs to those certified less than five years ago.
Explicitly limiting reliance on outdated EIRs will also increase certainty in Guideline
application. It is entirely unclear what constitutes “substantial new information” showing an impact
will be more severe than previously described. (Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5(a)(1).) A 5-year limit will
avoid needless litigation over reliance on outdated documents that will invariably result should the
Resources Agency fail to provide needed clarity on this issue.
Finally, permitting streamlining from antiquated planning documents will discourage needed
updates to community-wide planning documents. A lead agency will have little incentive to update a
community-wide plan if it can continue to use an outdated plan to avoid project-level analysis.
D.

Guideline Section 15183.3(1)(D) Improperly Focuses on the Effects of the
Infill Project

Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(a)(1) limits environmental review to effects that are
(A) specific to the project or (B) where “substantial new information shows the effects will be more
significant that described in the prior environmental impact report.” The emphasis of subsection
(B) is on the continued relevancy and accuracy of the underlying EIR. For example, a prior EIR
may have analyzed air quality impacts but since that time, the air district has adopted more stringent
thresholds based on an increased scientific understanding of risk. In this case, the effect would be
more significant that previously described.
Guideline Section 15183.3(1)(D) misinterprets this provision by improperly emphasizing the
effect of the project, not the effect itself. For example, the first sentence asks “whether substantial
new information shows that the effects of the infill project are more significant than described or
analyzed in the prior EIR.” However, under Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(a)(1)(B), the
issue is not the project’s effect, it is whether the impact, as analyzed in the prior EIR, is more
significant than previously described. To avoid ambiguity on this point, the first sentence of Section
15183.3(1)(D) should be revised to state:
Indicate whether substantial new information shows that effects on the environment of the
infill project are more significant than described or analyzed in the prior EIR.
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Absent this revision, the Guideline could be interpreted to mean that because a project results in the
same level of pollution analyzed in the prior EIR, the impact need not be analyzed even though
current scientific understanding indicates that that same level of pollution would have a more
significant effect than previously believed. Returning the focus to whether the analysis in the prior
EIR is consistent with current understanding of environmental impacts and changed circumstances
will discourage reliance on outdated community plans and incentivize local governments to ensure
their community planning documents are current.
The second section of Section 15183.3(1)(D) provides that “‘more significant’ means the
project would substantially increase the severity of a significant effect described in the prior EIR.”
In addition to having the same defect set forth above, this provision flies in the face of CEQA’s
emphasis on cumulative impacts. For example, in the greenhouse gas context, any one project will
not “substantially increase the severity” of climate disruption. The effect will however,
incrementally contribute to the cumulative problem. Indeed, whether any one particular project will
substantially increase the severity of any impact analyzed on a community wide basis is unclear. We
recommend deleting this sentence to maintain consistency with Public Resources Code Section
21094.5 and CEQA’s requirement that the statute be interpreted in a manner that affords the fullest
possible protection to the environment.
II.

Comments on Proposed Performance Standards

At the outset, it is important to note that SB 226 goes far beyond CEQA’s existing tiering
mechanisms in allowing projects to avoid scrutiny of potentially significant impacts. Unlike existing
procedures, under SB 226, a project would not have to analyze significant impacts previously subject
to a statement of overriding considerations in the prior programmatic EIR, could rely on
compliance with regulatory standards regardless of whether they functioned to fully mitigate a
project’s impacts, and is open to projects of all sizes. The comprised ability to analyze and mitigate
significant impacts at the project-level underscores the importance of ensuring that performance
criteria are tailored to allowing only those projects that significantly further the State’s greenhouse
gas and smart growth objectives to benefit from the SB 226’s liberal tiering provisions.2
A.

Performance Standards Applicable to All Project Types

Increased penetration of locally generated energy is an important State priority. Appendix
M attempts to further this objective by calling for “[a]ll projects shall include renewable components,
such as solar rooftops, where feasible.” As currently drafted however, this language is vague and of
limited value. “Where feasible” is not a performance criteria. It is an undefined standard than is
afforded significant deference. In addition, a project may include a solar component but still fall far
short of the full solar potential for a project. As one example, the EIR for the Villages of Lakeview
Project provided for solar panels on public buildings (of which there were few) but not on the roofs
of the over 11,000 homes or half million square feet of commercial space contemplated by that
project.3
2

Our comments on the Appendix M performance standards are limited and should not be viewed as a lack of
support for comments raised by environmental and public health organizations not addressed here.
3
Draft EIR No. 471, Villages of Lakeview at 5.3-99, SCH No. 2006071095 (2009).
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We understand that because there may be a limited set of circumstances where solar may not
be appropriate for a project, OPR is reluctant to require solar in all cases. Further clarity could be
achieved by requiring solar “to the maximum extent practicable” and then provide specific examples
of when and to what extent solar would be appropriate and when it would not. This additional
guidance would help limit the potential for this important requirement to be rejected on spurious
grounds.
In addition, to meet the stated goal of “[s]ubstantial energy efficiency improvements,” the
Guidelines should provide additional compliance options. Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b)(6). For
example, if solar rooftops cannot be incorporate into the project, the Guidelines should require that
project to achieve CALGreen Tier 2 standards or other efficiency standard.
B.

Residential

Streamlining benefits under SB 226 should be awarded only to those well-situated projects
that substantially advance California’s smart growth and ambitious emission reduction objectives.
Projects with above average VMT do not meet this description and should be eliminated from
streamlining eligibility. Compliance with CALGreen Tier 2 standards, which compensate for only a
tiny fraction of the impacts associated with high VMT projects, is not an adequate substitute.
Allowing projects exceeding 100 percent of regional VMT will also frustrate better land use
planning. For example, projects that quality for streamlining under SB 226 need not analyze
alternative locations, density and building intensities. Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5(b)(1). Yet projects
located in subpar areas are exactly the types of projects that should consider these types of
alternatives.
Projects that are located in areas with 75-100 percent VMT should demonstrate that through
adopted transportation demand strategies, the project would result in 75% or less of average VMT.
In addition, these projects should adopt the CALGreen Tier 2 standards or other improved
efficiency metric. This is consistent with the requirement in Public Resources Code Section
21094.5.5(b)(6) that the standards promote “[s]ubstantial energy efficiency improvements, including
improvements to projects related to transportation energy.” Projects in areas with less than 75
percent per capita VMT should adopt CALGreen Tier 1 standards or other improved efficiency
metric.
C.

Commercial and Retail Buildings

The same comments set forth above on regional location apply to commercial and retail
buildings. As set forth above, projects located in above average VMT areas should not receive the
benefits of streamlining. Notably, this provision provides alternative means of compliance based on
proximity to households or transit. If a project located in a region with poor VMT is surrounded by
residences that would serve the project through a pedestrian network, it would still qualify for
streamlining benefits. However, energy upgrades alone are not sufficient to offset the many negative
impacts resulting from poor project location.
With regard to Transit Proximity, OPR’s Narrative Explanation appropriately recognizes that
“placing jobs especially near transit stations is important.” However, the Performance Standards
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vaguely refer to proximity to a single “transit stop.” To ensure proximity to meaningful transit,
please replace “transit stop” with “major transit stop” as defined in Public Resources Code Section
21064.3.
Large commercial projects are typically auto-oriented and undermine efforts to preserve or
create historic, walkable commercial districts that are woven into the urban fabric. Moreover, the
proposed transportation study developed by the project applicant is highly subject to gaming.
Streamlining benefits should not be awarded to these types of projects.
D.

Office Building

As above, please replace “transit stop” with “major transit stop” as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 21064.3.
E.

School Eligibility Requirements for Bicycle Parking is Inadequately Defined

The proposed performance standards require schools to “provide parking and storage for
bicycles and scooters ...” The performance criteria should specify how much parking is required (i.e.
sufficient to meet 50% of the student body) and the form of parking required (i.e. safe and secure
bike racks or an enclosed bike cage).
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If you have any question please
contact Kathryn Phillips at Kathryn.Phillips@sierraclub.org/(916) 557-1100 x102 or Matt Vespa at
Matt.Vespa@sierraclub.org/(415) 977-5753. We look forward to continue to working with the
Office of Planning and Research in this important endeavor.
Respectfully Submitted,

Kathryn Phillips
Director
Sierra Club California

Matthew Vespa
Staff Attorney
Sierra Club
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San Diego Chapter
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Ste. 101
San Diego, CA 92111
http://www.sandiego.sierraclub.org
858-569-6005

February 24, 2012
Governors Office of Planning & Research
By email: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
First class mail to follow
C/O Christoper Califee,
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Califee:
The San Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club (the “Sierra Club” or the “Club”) respectfully submits
the following comments on the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research’s (“OPR”) proposed
California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) Guidelines for Section 15183.3 Streamlining
for Infill Projects. The San Diego Chapter is San Diego’s oldest and largest environmental
grassroots environmental organization. The San Diego Chapter has over 15,000 members.
The Sierra Club appreciates OPR’s efforts to develop the Guidelines in furtherance of SB 226’s
environmental and public health goals. The Guidelines should (1) expedite environmentally
beneficial infill development; (2) comply with the states greenhouse gas (“GHG”) objectives
enumerated in the Governor’s Executive Order 3-3-051, the Sustainable Communities and
Climate Protection Act of 2008 (“SB 375”)2 and the California Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006 (“AB 32”);3 (3) reduce per capita water use; (4) increase substantial energy efficiency
(including transportation energy); and (5) protect the public health (including vulnerable
populations).4 Regarding Item 2, “comply with the states GHG objectives”, it should be noted
that since climate stabilization is the overriding objective, S-3-05 is critical, because it identifies
the reduction trajectory that climate scientists believe will give us a reasonable chance to achieve
stabilization, as shown, for example, in
http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/GHG/2009/april22mtg/CBDcomments.pdf.
Through active participation in the first Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to incorporate the
requirements of SB 375 in San Diego County, the Club has unique and practical experience with
the challenges and complexity of long-range transportation planning that accounts for lasting
reductions in GHG emissions and priority phasing of transit infrastructure. The RTPs developed
for the each of the State’s twenty-four Metropolitan Planning Organizations serve as one of the
foundational documents on which projects will seek to obtain streamlining benefits. It is
therefore crucial for the Guidelines to specifically define the eligibility requirements for
streamlining so as not to contravene the intentions of SB 226.

1

Executive Order S-3-05 is an official policy of the State of California, established by a gubernatorial order in 2005,
and is designed to meet the environmental objective that is relevant under CEQA (climate stabilization). The
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research thus cannot simply ignore it.
2
Chapter 728 of the Statutes of 2008.
3
Division 25.5 of the Health and Safety Code.
4
See California Public Resources Code § 21094.5.5. (b) (1)-(7.)
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The Guidelines are a highly effective tool in CEQA compliance. Courts have repeatedly
reiterated that "at a minimum, … [the courts] should afford great weight to the Guidelines except
when a provision is clearly unauthorized or erroneous under CEQA."5 With this backdrop,
standards the Guidelines set need to be simultaneously realistic and stringent. If SB 226 and the
Guidelines are to indeed provide a roadmap to securing a more stable climate future they must
permit exclusively exceptional infill projects while promoting high standards that encourage
mediocre projects to improve their environmental performance. Furthermore, the Guidelines
should be written to reward regions with RTPs that achieve the driving reductions required to
support the S-3-05 trajectory, for cars and light-duty trucks.
As with any legislation, the Club understands and appreciates that tradeoffs are unavoidable, but
the balance still needs to tip in the favor of environmental compliance in order to make the
streamlining benefits beneficial. For that reason, the Club has the following comments and
recommendations:
I. The Proposed Performance Standards should disallow consideration for projects
that are in regions with approved RTPs that fail to meet the GHG reductions
specified in S-3-05, for cars and light-duty trucks, irrespective of whether or not
they meet the SB 375 targets provided by CARB; allowing however, for the use
of an APS, as defined in SB 375.
SB 226 is intended to help regions that are doing their part to stabilize the climate. Regions that
are failing in this regard should not benefit. The determination required should be based on (1)
the best estimates for State-fleet-average C02 per mile driven, accounting for low carbon fuel,
and (2) the RTPs estimates for per-capita driving and population growth. An example of such
data and its use is shown in Figure 1 of
http://www.nrdc.org/globalWarming/sb375/files/sb375.pdf.
II. The Proposed Performance Standards Fail to Adequately Protect the Health of
Infill Residents within 500 feet of a High-Volume Roadway.
The objective of SB 226 is to create sustainable infill communities, but no community can
achieve sustainability unless its public health is protected. Many Californians are exposed to
polluted air. The California Attorney General intervened in the SANDAG RTP litigation because
the San Diego region has the seventh worst air quality in the nation.6 Diesel particulate emissions
have serious health risks and are associated decreased respiratory function, cancer, and are listed
by the Air Resources Board as toxic air contaminates.7 Low-income communities are at greater
risk because they are more sensitive and are often adjacent to major roadways. The estimated
costs of exposure to this intensified air pollution range from $1,250 per person per year in the

5

Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v Regents of Univ. of Cal. (This philosophy has been reiterated continuously in
subsequent Supreme Court and Appellate Court decisions). See, e.g., Vineyard Area Citizens for Responsible
Growth v City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal App 4th 412, 428 n5, 53 Cal Rptr 3d 821; Federation of Hillside &
Canyon Ass'ns v City of Los Angeles (2004) 126 Cal App 4th 1180, 1197 n1, 24 Cal Rtpr 3d 543; Plastic Pipe &
Fittings Ass'n v California Building Standards Comm'n (2004) 124 Cal.App. 4th 1390, 1412 n6, 22 Cal Rprt 3d 393;
San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Ctr. v County of Stanislaus (1996) 42 Cal 4th 608, 614 n2, 49 Cal.Rptr 2d 494.
6
American Lung Association American Lung Association, State of the Air 2011, at pp. 11, 13.
7
Cal. Code Regs., tit. 17, § 93000.
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South Coast Air Basin to $1,600 per person per year in the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin.8 It is
vital that all feasible mitigation be adopted and carried out to prevent greater risks from
increased exposure to polluted air.
The proposed rules are vague with respect to compliance and limit the evaluation to existing
relevant general plan policies or the unfettered judgment of the lead the agency attempting to
secure streamlining benefits. As is evidenced by the controversy and lawsuits surrounding
SANDAG’s RTP large planning documents often fail to provide adequate analysis of the health
impacts of planning level decisions. The performance standards should include quantifiable
assessment and implementation measures to protect human health. Streamlining eligibility
should require air quality modeling or other techniques to properly anticipate the dangers and
adopt proper mitigation measures.
III. The Proposed Performance Standards Fail to Adequately Protect the Health of
Employees and Customers of Commercial Infill Residents within 500 feet of a
High-Volume Roadway.
Employees and customers of retail and commercial infill projects located in close proximity to
major roadways face similar significant health risks from air pollution. The proposed
performance standards fail to address proximity to a high-volume roadway for all projects,
except residential projects. All projects within 500 feet of high-volume roadways should require
quantifiable assessment and implementation measures that ensure the protection human health.
IV. The Renewable Energy Requirement is Insufficient to Meet the Goals of SB 226.
The proposed performance standards fail to meet SB 226’s twin goals of meeting energy
efficiency standards and reducing GHG emissions.9 The proposed standards state that “[a]ll
projects shall include renewable energy components, such as solar rooftops, where feasible.”10
The term “where feasible” renders the renewable energy requirement unenforceable and
therefore it is inadequate. To meet the stated goal of “[s]ubstantial energy efficiency
improvements”,11 the Guidelines should provide additional guidance and compliance options. If
solar rooftops are not feasible, the Guidelines should require/promote a project to achieve
CALGreen Tier 2 standards, for example.
V. The Transportation Study Exception for Commercial Projects is Vague and
Contrary to the Sustainable Community Objectives of SB 226.
The proposed performance standards allow any commercial project eligible for streamlining if a
“transportation study” demonstrates a reduction of total Vehicle Miles Traveled (“VMT”).12 The
term “transportation study” is vague and insufficient to demonstrate meaningful reductions in
VMT. The performance standards should provide further guidance on how the study should be

8

Hall and Brajer, The Benefits of Meeting Federal Clean Air Standards in the South Coast and
San Joaquin Valley Air Basins (2008) at 5.
9
§ 21094.5.5 (b) (3) & (6).
10
(Appendix M, Section III. (A).
11
SB 226 § 21094.5.5 (b)(6).
12
See Appendix M, III (B).
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prepared, the standards and methodology required, and if and how the study can be
independently reviewed.
Additionally, short-term reductions in VMT fail to meet the goals of SB 375, S-3-05, and AB 32.
The controversy surrounding SANDAG’s 2050 RTP/SCS backsliding of emissions reduction
highlights the need to have clearly defined long-term requirements. To best achieve
sustainability, the performance standards are recommended to provide assessment criteria to
meet obtainable goals over the long-term. In order for projects to qualify for streamlining, the
commercial projects should be required to demonstrate long-term reduction of VMT, by at least
20%. The streamlining provisions should not allow Projects that to result in a net increase of
VMT.
VI. “Planned” Transit Stations Should Not Serve as the Basis for Eligibility.
The proposed performance standards permit projects within one-half mile of existing or planned
“transit stations” consistent with local plans surrounding the transit station.13 Relying on planned
transit stations is ineffective and inconsistent with the goals of SB 226. Some regional planning
documents, for instance, SANDAG’s 2050 RTP/SCS account for extended timelines of four plus
decades.14 Regardless of mandated four-year updates, several “planned” transit stations will
never see their way to construction. Mere proximity to a “planned” transit stations is an
insufficient benchmark in which to make an eligibility determination. The Club would
recommend instead a modification, if the streamlining is sought for a “planned” transit stop that
stop would need to be planned to be fully constructed within a five year period in order to be
eligible for the streamlining provision.
VII.

“Transit stop” is inadequately defined.

The proposed performance standards fail to distinguish between “transit stops” and “transit
stations”.15 As a transit stop and a transit station are in fact two wholly different constructs a
proper definition and differentiation are required. The failure to define and distinguish the two
terms raises a question as to whether the major transit hubs and infrequently used bus stops are
treated equally.
The proposed performance standards make both commercial and office projects eligible for
streamlining when they are located within one-quarter mile of a “transit stop”.16 Streamlining
eligibility by virtue of mere proximity to a transit stop is unlikely to achieve the VMT reduction
and transit goals. Streamlining eligibility based on proximity to a “transit stop” should require
the project to show substantial frequency of use or passenger loads.
In addition, market studies in San Diego have shown that the vast majority of drivers will not
change to transit and thus contribute to reduced VMT unless the transit service is frequent and
fast enough to be competitive with driving times. Simply having a transit stop - OR a station - is
insufficient to alone result in reduced VMT.
13

(Appendix M II.)
See e.g. SANDAG 2050 Regional Transportation Plan
(http://www.sandag.org/uploads/2050RTP/F2050rtp_all.pdf.)
15
“Transit Stations” Appendix M II; “Transit Stop” Appendix M III (b).
16
See Appendix M III (B)&(C).
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VIII. School Eligibility Requirements for Bicycle Parking is Inadequately Defined and
School Eligibility Requirements Should Also Address How Car Parking is
Operated.
The proposed performance standards require schools to “provide parking and storage for bicycles
and scooters ...”17 The rules should clarify how much parking is required (i.e. sufficient to meet
100% of the student body) and the form of parking required (i.e. safe and secure bike racks or an
enclosed bike cage). The proposed performance requirement standards should also require that
the car parking at schools be operated to benefit the employees and students of driving age that
never drive, as much as they benefit the employees and students that drive every day. Our
Chapter Transportation Chair would be happy to provide the details on how this can be done.
Conclusion
The San Diego Chapter of the Sierra Club offers its sincerest gratitude to OPR for the
opportunity to comment on the proposed CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 Streamlining for
Infill Projects.
Respectfully Submitted,

John W. Stump
Chair, Executive Committee
Sierra Club, San Diego Chapter
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., Ste 101
San Diego, CA 92111

17

Appendix M III (E).
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Larry Greene
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL OFFICER

February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
RE: CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee,
The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD or District) is required to
“represent the citizens of the Sacramento district in influencing the decisions of other public and private
agencies whose actions may have an adverse impact on air quality.”1 Accordingly, the District reviewed
the proposed CEQA guidelines and has the following comments.
Project Location
While the project location requirements may be appropriate for some locations in California, many
valley jurisdictions, particularly within the boundaries of the SMAQMD, have appropriate infill locations
that neither fall within the boundaries of an incorporated city nor are completely surrounded county
islands. For example, the communities of Arden-Arcade, South Sacramento, La Rivera and Rosemont
have low VMT but are unincorporated communities. Often, there is no appreciable difference in the
urban form in these neighborhoods and their incorporated counter-parts, but this guidance would treat
them differently. Conversely, there are incorporated jurisdictions with very high VMT neighborhoods
that include sites inappropriate for CEQA streamlining such as farmland.
The statute does not support this restriction, as the definition of infill project is broad enough to
encompass projects in urbanized counties. From the statute:
(1) “Infill project” means a project that meets the following conditions:
(A) Consists of any one, or combination, of the following uses:
(i)
Residential
(ii)
Retail or commercial, where no more than one-half of the project area is used for
parking.
(iii)
A transit station.
(iv)
A school.
(v)
A public office building.

1

Health & Saf. Code, 40961.
777 12th Street, 3rd Floor ▪ Sacramento, CA 95814-1908
916/874-4800 ▪ 916/874-4899 fax
www.airquality.org
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(B) In located within an urban area on a site that has been previously developed, or on a vacant
site where at least 75 percent of the perimeter of the site adjoins, or is separated only by an
improved public right-of-way from, parcels that are developed with qualified urban uses.
While the statue defines urban area as generally being in incorporated cities or completely surrounded
dense county islands, being in an urban area is not a requirement of being an infill project; it is one of
two ways of fulfilling condition (B). A project can either be (i) on a previously developed parcel in an
urban area or (ii) on a vacant parcel at least 75 percent surrounded by existing urban development. By
applying the more stringent contextual requirement to projects not meeting the definition of “urban
area,” the legislature are providing a higher bar for urbanized counties, but they are not disqualifying
them from the same CEQA streamlining that the incorporated cities and county islands are about to
enjoy. The project location requirement in the guidelines should be amended to reflect the language in
the statute.
Performance Standards - Residential Projects
The District is concerned that the Office of Planning and Research is considering allowing high VMT
residential projects the opportunity to take advantage of CEQA streamlining as an infill project. What is
most concerning is that a conventional home in a low-VMT neighborhood has a lower greenhouse gas
impact than an energy-efficient home in a high-VMT neighborhood. Using CalEEMod and the 2035
Sacramento Metropolitan Utility District (SMUD) carbon intensity factors, an 1800 square foot home
built with 2008 Title 24 standards within the District the will generate about 19.5 lbs of CO2e per day in
2035. However, high VMT-homes can easily generate more than that amount just from their
transportation emissions.
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) has produced a map (Figure 1) that
demonstrates residential CO2e emissions by parcel associated with personal transportation. Homes in
neighborhoods such as central Sacramento, North Oak Park, and Central Yuba City (low VMT
neighborhoods) produce less than 10 lbs of CO2e per day from the tailpipes of their automobiles, but
homes in high VMT neighborhoods such as Rancho Murieta or Wilton produce more than 30 lbs per day.
This map clearly shows than even a net-zero home is not carbon-neutral, and that transportation
emissions can dwarf emissions associated with building energy.

2
777 12th Street, 3rd Floor ▪ Sacramento, CA 95814-1908
916/874-4800 ▪ 916/874-4899 fax
www.airquality.org
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Figure 1: The expected pounds of greenhouse gases generated by personal transportation per household
per day in the SACOG region in 2035
As can be seen, a conventional home located in central Sacramento or central Yuba City will have lower
greenhouse gas emissions than even a net-zero home located in high VMT areas such as Rancho Murieta
or Wilton. Considering the gap between CALGreen Tier 2 and carbon neutral households, the reliance
on energy measures to replace transportation emissions can fall short if high VMT neighborhoods
qualify for CEQA streamlining. The District recommends that the infill streamlining program not be
available to any project that is above the average VMT for the region; it does not support SB 375 goals
and is not infill development.
Regarding projects near high-volume roadways, the District recommends that the Office of Planning and
Research take a more holistic approach to airborne toxins; rail yards, ports and other land uses can have
just as much or greater impact on sensitive receptors than high-volume roadways, and applying best
management practices to projects located next to these land uses is just as important as applying them
to projects near high-volume roadways.
The California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) has released a statewide guidance
document “Health Risk Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects” in July of 2009 and various air
districts have adopted guidance for projects within their Districts. For projects not within air districts
with adopted guidance, table three lists measures that projects potentially impacted may utilize to
reduce risk. For those that are located in Districts with adopted protocols and guidance, a project
adhering to said guidance should still be eligible for CEQA streamlining.

3
777 12th Street, 3rd Floor ▪ Sacramento, CA 95814-1908
916/874-4800 ▪ 916/874-4899 fax
www.airquality.org
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Performance Standards - Commercial Projects
In Sacramento, the Regional Transit Provider is currently going through TransitRenewal, which may add
and remove transit stops in the District. Indeed, many of our jurisdictions have transit stops which are
labeled “no bus” due to the various operational and funding issues. Many low frequency suburban lines
are in locations with high VMT; there, transit is a vanishingly small portion of the modal share and
transit availability into the future is in doubt. The District would recommend that infill streamlining be
used only at high-quality transit stops
stops,, places with higher use and on routes likely to continue into the
future. To define a high-quality transit stop, the District would recommend that eeach
ach Metropolitan
Planning Organization create a definition that is appropriate for their region.

General Comments
The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District has established thresholds of
significance for construction projects within the District. Construction projects that emit more than 85
pounds per day of NOx are required by the lead agencies to apply mitigation to reduce these emissions.
It is the understanding of the District that nothing within this statute or guidance would exempt projects
from applying appropriate mitigation if the construction emis
emission
sion threshold is exceeded and we request
that it remain as such.
In addition, the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District has established thresholds of
significance for ozone precursors resulting in the operation of projects within the District. Projects that
emit more than 65 pounds per day of NOx or ROG are required by the lead agencies to apply mitigation
to reduce these emissions. It is the understanding of the D
District
istrict that nothing within this statute or
guidance would exempt projects from applying appropriate mitigation if the operational emission
threshold is exceeded and we request that it remain as such.

The SMAQMD thanks the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research for the opportunity to comment
on this project. Questions regarding these comments may be directed me at pphilley@airquality.org or
916-874-4882.
Sincerely,

Paul Philley, AICP
Associate Air Quality Planner/Analyst
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District

4
777 12th Street, 3rd Floor ▪ Sacramento, CA 95814-1908
916/874-4800 ▪ 916/874-4899 fax
www.airquality.org
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From: Sue Taylor, Resident of El Dorado County
Subject: CEQA Streamlining

To Whom it may concern,
I have serious concerns regarding unintended consequences of streamlining CEQA for certain types of
projects. In rural El Dorado County, developers, with the blessing of our Board of Supervisors, are
working on aligning our General Plan with SB375 in order to benefit from CEQA streamlining. Infill in
our County means high density on ranch land between unincorporated communities. These favored
developers see realigning our General Plan for future massive density with one EIR and one traffic study,
one greenhouse emissions study, etc., completed and funded with taxpayer dollars, as a way to
eliminate their responsibility for performing their own EIR on their individual projects. This is being
done at an enormous expense to our natural resources and local economy.
Unfortunately I did not see that there was a meeting regarding this in Sacramento until today. I would
appreciate the opportunity to meet with Christopher Calfee in person to discuss this matter.

Thank you for your consideration,
Sue Taylor
Resident of El Dorado County
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February 24, 2012

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Comments re CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed guidelines for implementation of Senate
Bill 226 (“Proposed CEQA Guidelines”). This letter outlines our major areas of support and concern
with regard to the draft guidelines. We appreciate the opportunity to provide early input and we plan
to continue refining these recommendations.
Comments on Appendix M: Performance Standards
1. Regional Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) is the correct framework.
We support the use of VMT as the primary metric for evaluating a project’s eligibility for streamlining.
Using Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) and comparing these to regional average VMT is a
straightforward way to quickly identify areas that are appropriate for infill development. As the draft
proposal recognizes, even certain projects in higher-VMT zones can reduce their VMT through
project design elements, such as by providing compact design, free transit passes or unbundled
parking.
2. Eligible residential projects should be in very low VMT locations, or reduce their VMT to
75% or less of average VMT.
SB 226 should not inadvertently increase VMT, but that is a possibility with the draft guidelines.
Projects that are in TAZs with per capita VMT levels that are 100% or more than the regional average
should not be eligible for SB 226 benefits.
SB 226 explicitly establishes as among its goals the “implementation of the land use and
transportation policies in the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375)”
and the “reduction of greenhouse gas emissions under the California Global Warming Solutions Act
of 2006 (Division 25.5, commencing with Section 38500, of the Health and Safety Code) [AB 32].”1
The transportation and land use sector is responsible for nearly 40% of the state’s GHG emissions.2
This sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state. Policy reforms such as SB 226 which
are aimed at furthering the goals of AB 32 or SB 375 in the transportation and land use sector must
not be allowed to encourage or facilitate above average driving rates. These outcomes would run
1
2

California Public Resources Code, Ch. 469, SEC. 7, Section 21094.5.5 (b)
See Climate Change Scoping Plan, Air Resources Board, 2008, and findings in Senate Bill 375 of 2008
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directly counter to the explicitly stated goals of SB 375, which is attempting to reduce not increase
VMT, as well as SB 226’s goals.
The CALGreen building code is a useful tool for promoting energy efficiency and green construction;
however this code does not consider project location or other criteria that address VMT. While we
support the inclusion of CALGreen in some way in these guidelines, they should not substitute for
VMT as the metric for determining eligibility.
As a reference for what is possible, TransForm’s GreenTRIP certification uses 25 - 35
VMT/household/day (depending on location) as the maximum daily driving as a cut off for GreenTRIP
eligibility. This represents 50% - 70% of the Bay Area’s regional household driving average, which is
50 VMT/HH/Day. Projects must also meet a maximum parking criteria and provide at least one of
three eligible traffic demand management measures. TransForm’s first five GreenTRIP certified
projects would produce just 30%-59% of the regional average VMT, measured using URBEMIS as
the sketch model.
Some examples of strategies that can be used to reduce VMT in higher VMT zones include:
• Unbundled parking
• Affordable housing generation
• Providing transit passes
• Providing CarShare pods and potentially free memberships
Unbundled parking – In this strategy, the cost of parking is separated from the cost of purchasing or
renting a home. This strategy because can reduce the amount of parking needed and thus the costs
of development. It is proven to be effective because it incentivizes and rewards those who decide to
reduce vehicle ownership. Depending on the price, and demand and convenience of parking work
environments, unbundled parking produces parking demand reductions of 10-15%: MTC Smart
Growth Parking Toolbox, 2007. According to CAPCOA’s 2010 report, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures, unbundling could reduce both VMT and GHG emissions by 2.6% -13%
(depending on the location and elasticities). Unbundling can also be used for retail, office, industrial
and mixed-use projects.
Affordable housing generation: URBEMIS and CalEEmod cap the reduction credit for affordable
housing at 4% irrespective of the depth of affordability. The recent City of San Diego affordable
housing parking survey showed how this is significantly undercounting the driving reduction credit of
dedicated affordable housing, especially for low and very-low income units in urban areas. We
believe that by collecting and combining existing data, and conducting new empirical research that is
being considered for funding by Caltrans, dedicated affordable housing could ultimately count for
even greater reductions.
Transit passes and carshare memberships: On-site transportation demand management
strategies, such as free transit passes or on-site carsharing with free memberships, can reduce the
amount of parking that must be provided. In many areas, especially where the transit agencies
provide bulk discounts, these amenities may be able to “pay for themselves” if parking is reduced
enough. More transit agencies are now providing bulk monthly transit passes for an entire residential
building. By providing it to each resident they can charge the building managers just $10 to $20 per
month, low enough that it can be covered through the saving of reduced parking.
Recommendation:
For residential projects to benefit from the SB 226 CEQA streamlining we recommend a
“cap” on VMT equal to 75% of the regional average VMT. This would ensure that
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streamlining only applies to projects that truly benefit the environment and meet both SB
375 and 226 goals. Eligible projects would thus include 1) projects located in TAZs with
75% or lower regional per capita VMT or 2) projects located in a yellow zone (75-100% of
per capita regional VMT) that can reduce their VMT to 75% of regional average VMT
through project design elements. Projects located in red zones should not be eligible for
streamlining. This means eliminating achievement of CALGreen alone as a route to
eligibility.
3. Performance Standards Should Consider Affordable Housing Needs Among Residential
Infill Projects.
The proposed performance standards do not consider effects on underserved communities. SB 226
makes clear that the CEQA Guidelines to be adopted by the Natural Resources Agency “shall
promote” the implementation of the land use and transportation policies of Senate Bill 375 (“SB 375”),
or the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. Cal. Pub. Resources Code §
21094.5.5(b)(1). SB 375 contains many provisions local governments must abide by with respect to
affordable housing:
• Housing element law must make “adequate provision for the housing needs of all economic
segments of the community.” Cal. Govt. Code 65583(c).
• Housing element law must “assist in the development of adequate housing to meet the
needs of extremely low, very low, low-, and moderate-income households.” Id. §
65583(c)(1)(C)(2).
• Housing element law must “[c]onserve and improve the condition of the existing affordable
housing stock, which may include addressing ways to mitigate the loss of dwelling units
demolished by public or private action.” Id. § 65583(c)(1)(C)(4).
• Transit Priority Projects cannot “result in any net loss in the number of affordable housing
units within the project area.” Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21155.1(b)(3).
• Transit Priority Projects must ensure that minimum percentages of housing be sold or
rented to very low, low-, and moderate-income families and that developers provide legal
commitments to ensure continued availability of affordable housing units, or payment of inlieu fees for development of affordable housing. Id. § 21155.1(c).
The Proposed CEQA Guidelines’ four performance standards applicable to all projects (i.e.,
renewable energy, active transit, transit station area plans, and soil and water remediation) and
additional VMT performance standard for residential projects fail to account for the statewide policy
objective to maintain and develop affordable housing. While we understand OPR’s objective is to
employ the fewest standards necessary to promote a number of environmental objectives, simplicity
cannot come at the risk of displacing low-income communities or precluding low-income communities
from the recognized benefits of infill development. Accordingly, we propose that affordable housing
provisions be included in the performance standards.
Recommendation: For all projects – Residential, Commercial, Office Buildings, or a Small
Community Walkable Project – it should be made clear that no project can result in a net loss
of affordable housing units within a project area.
For Residential projects in particular, additional performance standards related to minimum
provisions of affordable housing for rent or purchase, and sufficient legal commitments to
ensure the continued availability of housing for all income levels, should be an added
qualification for CEQA streamlining.
Specifically, we recommend a requirement that no less than 15% of the units be affordable for
lower income households, 6% affordable to very low-income and 9% affordable to low-income.
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For developments where this is not possible, the payment of in-lieu fees for the development of
an equivalent number of units could be an alternative to this requirement.
4. Eliminate eligibility for large commercial projects (75,000 square feet or greater).
Large commercial (aka big box) projects are highly auto-oriented (even if they are near public transit)
and undermine efforts to preserve or create historic, walkable commercial districts that are woven into
the urban fabric. In the short-term an individual big-box project may reduce long-distance driving to
the nearest similar store. But there is a long-term impact on smaller, neighborhood-serving business
districts, and retail in particular, that must be accounted for. As small walkable retail choices decline,
VMT will grow and it becomes more difficult to reduce car ownership. In fact a 2011 study in
Southern California by 5 prominent researchers found that the number of businesses per acre is the
single most robust indicator of whether people are likely to walk in their neighborhood. They found
that people living in neighborhoods with more business establishments per acre conduct more of their
travel within the neighborhood and are more likely to travel by walking. (Retrofitting Suburbs to
Increase Walking, in ITS’ ACCESS magazine, Fall 2011.)
Beyond the fact that big box stores may harm the environment overall, there is little evidence to
suggest that big-box development is underbuilt in California. With billions in annual profits and
dozens of stores opening each year in California, CEQA analysis does not seem to be an
unaffordable or unnecessary process for these stores.
Recommendation: Eliminate the provision that allows commercial or retail projects to be
eligible if they prepare a transportation study.
5. Commercial/Retail projects in areas above 75% regional per capita VMT should not be
eligible just based on meeting CALGreen criteria.
The proposed guidelines lay out a very strong set of guidelines to promote commercial and retail
development that can reduce VMT. Unfortunately, all of those criteria may be undermined in the
same way that the residential goals may be undermined. As stated above for residential projects,
CALGreen building code does not consider project location or other criteria that address VMT. VMT
is an appropriate metric for identifying infill development; CALGreen is not. While we support the
inclusion of CALGreen in these guidelines, they should not substitute for VMT as the metric for
determining eligibility.
Recommendation: Projects in TAZs that are less than 75 percent of regional VMT and meet
the other criteria should be able to receive the SB 226 benefits. But the option of implementing
CALGreen Tier 1 or 2 alone as a way to reach eligibility in the higher VMT TAZs should be
eliminated. Given that the guidelines point to two other criteria that could be met to eligible -1) close proximity to 1,200 households and 2) transit proximity plus low parking -- it may be
feasible to develop some standards-based form for considering commercial and residential in
yellow and red zone TAZs, but these should not be based on CALGreen and would need to be
explored in much greater depth. We are concerned that travel studies would not be adequate
as the literature and the modeling capabilities for commercial/retail projects are less robust
than for residential and would be ripe for gaming.
6. Include a maximum parking ratio for two of the proposed commercial/retail eligibility
criteria
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By including two eligibility requirements that eliminate the use of a sketch tool, projects could
conceivably be in a good location but generate lots of traffic by providing more parking than
necessary. Vast seas of parking can degrade the walkability of a neighborhood and we think it is
critical to include a parking “backstop” for commercial projects opting to not use a sketch model to
reach eligibility.
The figure below is from the Mobility Study that informed the City of Ventura’s Downtown Parking
Management Program. Gathered by Nelson/Nygaard, this data illustrates observed peak parking
demand for main-street mixed-use districts at less than 2.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet of
development (equivalent to 1 space per 500 square feet). It is important to note that the observed
demand is for cities that are economically successful. Despite the relatively high drive alone rates
and lack of major transit networks this data shows that parking demand is still under 2 spaces per
1,000 sq. ft.
Simply capping the surface area parking at 15% of surface area for the “Transit Proximity and Low
Parking” eligibility criteria is not enough particularly if structured parking is proposed, effectively
leaving parking uncapped if not provided as a surface lot. The effect of VMT reduction due to
reduced commercial parking provided is cited in the CAPCOA Quantifying GHG Mitigations Report.
Measure PDT-1 summarizes the effect of limiting the parking supply on reducing VMT and GHGs.
Downtown Comparisons - Mode Splits to Actual
Demand
Mode Split1

Occupied
Parking
Spaces

City

Drive

City

Population

Alone

Transit

SF3

Oxnard

193,000

50%

6%

0.98

Chico

59,900

61%

1%

1.7

Palo Alto

58,600

80%

4%

1.9

84,100

74%

11%

1.8

45,600

77%

4%

1.6

per 1,000

Santa
Monica
Kirkland,
WA2

1 Source: Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) 2000.
2 Commuter mode split for Kirkland, Washington is not limited to the

main street district, but covers commuting the entire city, due to lack
in data from CTPP 2000.
3 SF refers to occupied non-residential built area in Chico and Palo

Alto and both vacant and occupied non-residential built area in Santa
Monica and Kirkland.

Recommendation: Modify the two eligibility criteria “Proximity to Households” and “Transit
Proximity and Low Parking” to include additional parking maximum of 2.5 parking spaces for
every 1,000 square feet of commercial use.
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7. Performance standards and sketch tools should be updated regularly to reflect new
information.
Both the project performance standards and tools used to evaluate them should be updated regularly.
We agree that projects should be able to use a sketch model to demonstrate VMT reductions
associated with project design, however the model needs to be one that will be continually updated
with new data on proven effects of emerging demand management strategies. URBEMIS doesn’t
quantify the impact of reduced parking provided for residential uses and it is, as far as we understand,
no longer being maintained or updated. Both URBEMIS and CalEEmod significantly undervalue
affordable housing as a trip reduction strategy.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft. Please don’t hesitate to
contact us if you have any questions, and we look forward to continuing to work with you.
Best,
Sincerely,

Stuart Cohen
Executive Director
cc:
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SAN DIEGO
ORANGE COUNTY
INLAND EMPIRE
LOS ANGELES

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA COAST
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD EMPIRE

February 24, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
Re: Comments on SB 226 Guidelines
On behalf of USGBC California, representing eight chapters and thousands of forward-thinking business and
professional members across the state, we present these comments on the SB 226 draft Guidelines released by the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research last month.
We believe the overall approach to determining which infill projects should receive streamlining benefits is sound.
Basing a project’s environmental impact on its overall regional context, and its density, is consistent with the
academic literature on the relationship between land use, transportation and travel behavior. Through the
Guidelines, projects of all types are encouraged to be in low-VMT areas, proximate to transit, and in walkable areas.
This contextual approach allows a focus not only on projects that will likely have beneficial environmental impacts,
but also to account for the benefits projects can have on existing surrounding uses. Both sets of benefits are
important to consider.
We do not believe that using CALGreen in the proposed manner ensures environmental performance. We have
found that opinions about the beneficial environmental impacts of CALGreen Tiers 1 and 2 are quite varied, and it
is impossible for us at this point to accept that CALGreen Tiers 1 and 2 are effective enough to justify streamlining
projects in poor locations. Further, OPR has provided no sound analysis to suggest that the environmental benefit
derived from CALGreen justifies its substitution for reducing a project’s VMT.
Tier 2 may be appropriate for projects reducing VMT to between 75 and 100% of the regional per capita VMT.
However, if the TOD envisioned as falling under SB 226 provisions does not reduce VMT, then it needs to
demonstrate a commensurate reduction in scope 1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions, as well as air quality mitigations to
offset the assorted other problems from vehicles. There is no evidence that CALGreen Tier 2 adequately addresses
these issues, so for projects that do not reduce VMT, it is not appropriate as compensation.

We recommend incorporating key principles from USGBC’s LEED ND standard in the assessment criteria.
LEED-ND integrates the principles of smart growth, new urbanism and green building into the first national system
for neighborhood design. This emerging standard has stages of certification that relate to the phases of the real estate
development process. It takes the green certification concept beyond individual buildings and applies it to a land
development context. Originally intended for application in situations where private developers pursuing
environmentally sound principles would find it in their interest to obtain a green stamp of approval for their
projects, LEED-ND is also a ready-made set of environmental standards for planning and land development. The
standards, process and organizational framework can be useful to anyone interested in better-designed communities,
including neighbors, citizens, community organizations and leaders, government officials, and others.

Members of USGBC seek too transform the way buildings and communities are designed, built and
operated, enabling an environmentally and socially responsible, healthy, and prosperous environment
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We recognize that LEED ND is not appropriate as a sole criterion for Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
projects. We recommend cherry-picking just the most relevant standards from LEED-ND, as HUD and other local
governments have done. There are very few other sources for simple Smart-growth/TOD-supportive standards.
Appropriate sections of LEED-ND include:
The SLL (Smart Location and Linkage) section provides locational criteria for TOD-supportive,
VMT-reducing, and sensitive-land-protecting development locations. This is the section that HUD
is using internally to prioritize smart, transit-supportive development locations.
The NPD (Neighborhood Pattern and Design) section addresses such relevant items as
affordability, urban design for walkability, somewhat irrespective of location.
From a more holistic perspective, we associate ourselves with the comments made by Dr. Rajiv Bhatia in his letter to
OPR dated February 23, 2012 where he stresses the importance of, inter alia, ensuring that infill standards need to
avoid the demolition and loss of affordable housing.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to respond to these initial Guidelines. If you or your staff has any
questions regarding this letter or our organization’s commitment to supporting green building (and building a green
economy) in California, please do not hesitate to contact me or our legislative advocate, Justin Malan.
Sincerely,

Dennis Murphy
Chair, USGBC California
cc: Senator Joe Simitian
Rajiv Bhatia
Justin Malan, USGBC CAC
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Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd
Homeowner’s Association
Incorporated November 8, 1971

P. O. Box 64213
Los Angeles, CA 90064-0213
www.westwoodsouth.org

February 22, 2012
Ken Alex, Director
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
Via email: CEQA.Guildelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE: Comments on SB 226 CEQA Guidelines
Dear Mr. Alex:
As local community residents who have worked to improve our community and the
health and welfare of our residents and have utilized the provisions of CEQA to do so
over the years, we would like to provide input on the Office of Planning and Research’s
proposed guidelines to implement Senate Bill 226. We have particular interest and
concern about the proposed standards for infill projects and their impacts on the health
and long-term well-being of our residents and the community as a whole. We believe
that CEQA has served the State of California extremely well by providing us a most
important tool for protecting environmental quality and we do not wish to see CEQA’s
effectiveness undermined by new implementation guidelines that might be promulgated
to implement SB 226. It is our hope that, instead, the crafting of guidelines be used to
upgrade the quality of environmental review to be done and reduce political influences in
the planning process. I, personally, am a graduate of the UCLA School of Public Health
and have been quite pleased to see the recent coming together of urban planners with
public health professionals who share in the realization that we must work together to
create and nurture healthy communities through better urban planning.
While we understand that there are critics of CEQA who believe it to be “unfriendly “
toward business and would like to see its provisions significantly weakened, we have
seen time and time again how the provisions of CEQA have been utilized in our
community to seek and obtain significant improvements in project plans and in
community mitigations for large projects. Sadly we have seen that in the majority of
larger cases we have challenged under CEQA, that we could not rely on the City of Los
Angeles’ planning process in order to do a thoughtful or analytical review of project
alternatives. Too often, the environmental review process has become one of posting
and meeting deadlines and checking off steps on a list of “to do” items. And, equally
troubling is the fact that the City allows project developers to hire those performing their
traffic studies and the EIR documents as a whole, leaving little wonder how these
documents always favor the developer’s project plan and never an alternative presented.
(Of course, those alternatives are usually options that no one, including project critics
would have advocated for and most often ignore viable options (such as a simple
reduction in height or total number of units).
So, while it may seem reasonable to limit the application of CEQA’s procedural
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requirements as SB 226 seeks to do where established mitigations, regulations and
standards assure that a project achieves CEQAs substantive policy ends—including
greenhouse gas emissions reductions, energy and water conservation, and the
protection of human health, we are very concerned that the current implementation
guidelines are not adequate to protect the public’s health and do enough to create the
standards necessary to ensure that new infill projects will achieve our collected
environmental goals. The proposed standards for infill projects in Appendix M, which
these guidelines reference, have several important gaps and weaknesses that should be
addressed:
●The standards, as proposed, are insufficient to protect public health from air
pollution, noise, and traffic hazards in infill areas;
● Infill standards for residential uses need to include standards for infrastructure
necessary for complete, walkable neighborhoods;
●Infill standards need to avoid the demolition and loss of affordable housing;
●Standards must recognize that while limiting VMT is beneficial regionally,
increased
vehicle traffic density in infill areas can still lead to significant environmental degradation;
●Infill standards should be sufficiently specified to be objectively and consistently
evaluated.
Adequate analysis and mitigation of significant public health impacts is an
existing mandate of CEQA
CEQA provides one of the State’s most important laws to protect and promote human
health and welfare. It clearly articulates that the well‐being of people is an
environmental policy goal (California Public Resources Code. § 21000). State
regulations for CEQA require an EIR to be prepared whenever environmental effects of
a project have the potential to cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either
directly or indirectly (CCR §15065). Regulations further require that, when prepared, an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) discuss “health and safety problems caused by the
physical changes” (CCR §15126.2).
Historically, guidance for the practice of CEQA has not specified the types of public
health effects requiring analysis nor related analytic methods or standards of
significance; however, courts have repeatedly affirmed CEQA’s mandate to analyze
potentially significant adverse health effects.
SB 226 similarly requires that the infill standards for CEQA streamlining attend to the
“protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or
water pollution, or soil contamination.” Importantly, SB 226 does not limit the scope of
public health protection considered in the standards. Beyond contaminated, air, water,
and soil, environmental factors relevant for public health and safety include the noise,
parks and, natural areas, transportation systems, housing, and public infrastructure such
as schools, hospitals, and community facilities. This is especially important to us as our
City consistently fails to perform annual infrastructure analysis leaving a significant gap
in its ability to determine how much development can be approved without significant
negative impacts on the health and quality of life in our City. We rely upon CEQA as a
tool to address infrastructure-related issues as they pertain to project impacts.
Infill standards must be sufficient to address the breadth of potentially significant adverse
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human health impacts that may result from the development of infill projects in
California. The narrative accompanying the draft guidelines includes a very limited
discussion of the potential health benefits and harms of infill development. The regional
air pollution and local active transportation benefits of infill development may be
substantial and are recognized in the guidelines and standards; however, infill
development can often increase the population exposed to and the intensity of exposure
to air pollutants, noise exposure, pedestrian and bicycle collision hazards. We are
already seeing the presentation of large residential projects located directly adjacent to
(and sometimes nearly BENEATH) major freeways with little genuine concern
demonstrated for the impacts of continued exposure to the particulates generated by
nearby large volumes of traffic. These projects are often the very places where
“affordable” housing is proposed (and where significant density bonuses are granted)
thus raising questions of environment justice impacts (in addition to public health
concerns—especially for children who might be residents of these projects.
As noted by Dr. Rajiv Bhatia in his comment letter to your office, the analysis of health
impacts at the regional scale, such as the Woodcock et al. analysis cited by OPR,
obscures differences in intra‐regional effects and related environmental justice impacts.
He notes that planners and public health professionals alike increasingly recognize that
these aggregate regional environmental health benefits can mask localized increases in
environmental health hazards. Furthermore, without the implementation of substantial
countermeasures, mode shifts to greater active transport use will increase pedestrian
and bicyclist injuries. Potential environmental health hazards are not reasons by
themselves to prohibit infill development from any area; however, these environmental
health threats require acknowledgement in the infill standards and effective management
through local policies and regulations. However, the State must not weaken standards
in the HOPE that local municipalities will take appropriate action. Past history has
already demonstrated that that is and will not be the case. The State must mandate
clear standards.
Standards to protect new residential development from air pollution hot spots
should be based on a cumulative assessment of hazardous pollutant
concentrations
The proposed infill standards recognize the strong evidence‐based relationship between
vehicle air pollution emissions and health impacts. Vehicle emissions including,
articulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and ozone have well‐established
causal relationships with human health and are subject to nationwide ambient air quality
standards, monitoring and control requirements under the Federal Clean Air Act. A
Health Effects Institute (HEI) Report in 2008 concluded that “evidence was now sufficient
to infer a causal relationship between exposure to traffic‐related air pollution and
exacerbation of asthma and suggestive to infer a causal relationship with onset of
childhood asthma, non‐asthma respiratory symptoms, impaired lung function, and total
and cardiovascular mortality.”
The implementation of air pollution regulations under the Clean Air Act does not assure
that air pollution standards are achieved equitably in all areas. Ambient concentrations of
PM 2.5 and NO2 vary greatly in California among and within regions with levels
exceeding the current national standard in areas of major population centers. These
gaps in regulatory protection are related, in part, to the failure of the current ambient air
quality monitoring network is to adequately assess intra‐regional variation in pollutant
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level. For example, PM 2.5 concentrations are known to be much higher near busy
highways, rail yards, and ports than at regional monitors but inadequate intra‐regional
monitoring means that these higher levels are often not considered by regulators.
An infill criterion based on roadway volume and proximity alone, as currently proposed in
Appendix M, would not be protective for air pollution risks due to hotspots of air pollution.
Proximity to roadways is a rough and imprecise proxy for health‐relevant air pollution
exposure. The impact of roadways depends on not only vehicle volume and proximity,
but also wind direction, meteorology, pollutant type, and most import background
pollutant levels. In many areas, air pollution concentrations are lower than Federal and
State criteria air pollutant standards even within 500 feet of busy freeways. In other
areas, particularly those with higher background concentrations, air pollution
concentrations from roadways contribute to nonconformance of state and Federal
standards well outside a 500 foot boundary. Infill projects may be impacted by regulated
non‐roadway air pollution sources, such as Ports, rail yards, and distribution centers.
Public health impacts depend on cumulative exposure to air pollutants and not exposure
attributable to a single source. Existing state and federal standards for air pollutants,
including standards for NO2 and PM2.5, provide scientifically defensible and robust
criteria for infill standards for residential projects. Technology to assess intra‐regional
exposure variation and project level pollutant concentrations now exists with
computational modeling approaches such as dispersion modeling and land use
regression. These tools can be used to create maps of cumulative air pollution
concentrations within regions as is currently being done in the San Francisco
Community Risk Reduction Plan to evaluate whether infill residential development needs
additional ventilation system protections. No such efforts exist in Los Angeles to our
knowledge. Mechanisms are needed in the state’s regulations to ensure that “best
practices” are employed throughout the state.
Infill standards should include noise protections for residential, school, and other
noise sensitive uses
Urban noise can result in health consequences equal in import to air pollution. Sufficient
scientific evidence documents that chronic exposure to moderate levels of noise below
levels required for mechanical damage to hearing can result in other health and
physiological impacts including cognitive impairment, decreased school performance,
sleep disturbance, and hypertension and ischemic heart disease. Numerous studies
also show that children exposed to chronic transportation noise have deficits in school
performance and educational outcomes. Infill projects are commonly located in close
proximity to noise sources, such as commercial and industrial uses, high volume arterial
streets, and transit corridors. Health‐protective performance standards for noise
protection would be an important complement to the infill standards. Authoritative
sources for such standards already exist and are cited in Dr. Bhatia’s letter. He notes
that the California Noise Insulation Standards (California Code of Regulations, Title 24
Section 1207 et seq.) establishes a health protective interior noise standard of 45 dBA
Ldn. Which is equivalent to the EPA recommended levels for health and welfare
protection in residential interiors. Standard acoustical treatments exist to achieve these
standards. Under California law, residential structures located where the Ldn or CNEL
exceeds 60 dbA require an acoustical analysis showing that the proposed design will
limit exterior noise to the prescribed allowable interior noise level.
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Infill standards are also required to protect new residential, school, and institutional uses
from excessive ambient levels of noise. Many jurisdictions specify ambient noise levels
that are acceptable for residential and other sensitive use development in their General
Plans. However, these standards are inconsistently applied and enforced in practice.
Infill performance standards should explicitly reference and apply these existing local
noise compatibility standards.
Infill Standards should include protections from pedestrian injury hazards
In 2010, California’s traffic fatalities decreased 11.9 percent from 3,081 in 2009 to 2,715;
however, pedestrian fatalities increased 15.4 percent from 567 to 599 over the same
time period. Environmental factors that are causally associated with pedestrian‐vehicle
collision frequencies include traffic volumes, vehicle speed, roadway width, intersection
design and geometry, and transit stops. Infill projects are often developed in location of
a city with the highest levels of these environmental risk factors. Furthermore, by their
nature, infill projects aim to increase pedestrian exposure to these hazards.
In many of the EIR documents we have reviewed, we have found that the traffic studies
fail to adequately assess existing traffic congestion. By doing so, dangers to pedestrians
and bicyclists are overlooked or greatly diminished. When the LA Dept. of
Transportation evaluates intersection capacity (and/or congestion), their model fails to
take into account the fact that when traffic is so backed up that cars are unable to pass
through an intersection and be counted (and may be backed up for many blocks), the
resultant numbers make it appear that F level intersections are actually performing at far
more acceptable standards. (How is it that Olympic Blvd. intersections during afternoon
peak hours can be gridlocked for 2-3 miles for eastbound traffic approaching the 405
freeway, but those same intersections are rated at “C” levels of service? State
standards must ensure that methodologies used by local municipalities truly assess
environmental factors as they are experienced in reality (as opposed to those artificially
created on paper). When traffic is congested at higher levels, driver attention and
patience is sorely tested and often leads to cut-through traffic that degrades nearby
neighbors, results in speeding vehicles that endanger residents and others on the
roads—including bicyclists who are especially vulnerable to these impatient drivers often
traveling upon unfamiliar streets ill-equipped to carry commuter traffic.
To protect public health for residents of infill projects it is important that infill standards
include adequate protective criteria for pedestrian collision hazards. For example,
performance standards could require implementation of pedestrian safety mitigations in
areas where the frequency of vehicle‐pedestrian collisions exceed or are expected to
exceed public health objectives. Healthy People 2020, the nation’s public health goals,
set a target of 20.3 pedestrian injuries per 100,000 population. Criteria could also be
based on the density of injuries per street mile. Required mitigations could include a
number of the proven pedestrian safety countermeasures based on existing research.
Infill standards need to be protective of affordable housing
Infill projects often result in the demolition of existing structures, including existing
housing. In our area we most often see new residential projects that remove existing
affordable housing and replace it with much higher priced apartment or condominium
developments. Time and time again, we see projects take advantage of density bonus
formulas to provide one or two or a handful of “affordable” units in their mix and
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neglecting to note that the buildings they removed provided significantly more
“affordable” housing in the first place. Residents of the former buildings, many who have
been long-time residents of a community are permanently displaced with little hope of
finding new housing in the area. This affects not only lower-income residents, but also
hits hard at middle income wage earners and young professionals in their early career
years. Infill standards need to be protective of affordable housing by ensuring that
housing demolished in the course of development be replaced at least on a 1:1 basis at
the same level of affordability. Replacement housing also needs to be accessible to
existing residents to avoid involuntary displacement. Infill guidelines should not hasten,
incentivize or result in the obliteration of existing affordable housing stock and the
dismantling of the communities in which they lie.
Infill projects may result in significant increases in local area traffic volume and
associated environmental degradation
The primary criterion for residential projects is projected reduction of project‐generated
VMT per capita relative to existing regional VMT per capita. This criterion is protective
against harmful consequences of the growth of vehicle use on regional energy use and
air pollutant levels. However, infill projects can still contribute substantial new vehicle
traffic to a local area, increasing the concentration or density of vehicle flows on streets,
arterials, and highways. Traffic density is a good proxy for several adverse
environmental health exposures associated with vehicle use. The intensity of vehicle air
pollution emissions, traffic noise, and safety hazards to non‐motorized users are all
generally proportional to the density and proximity of vehicles in an area. Local roadway
vehicle density is typically unregulated and increases in local traffic volumes could thus
lead could lead to degradation of existing environmental conditions in infill areas. As
discussed above, infill project may occur in areas where existing traffic‐related
environmental hazards are already significant. Infill standards must recognize and attend
to the local impacts of increases in VMT. For example, an additional infill standard for
residential projects could limit qualified projects to those where VMT density is less than
specific criterion (e.g. the 90th percentile of VMT density in the region). This would
prevent the further spatial concentration of adverse public health impacts associated
with VMT density.
In our community, cumulative impacts of traffic are routinely underestimated (if not
ignored). LA City does not require traffic impacts for residential projects less than 49
units in size. However, we have seen development in some areas where the cumulative
impact of projects less than 49 units in size have been extremely significant. Yet, there
is no mechanism that requires that such impacts be evaluated. Should infill regulations
incentivize further densification, there must be a mechanism established and required for
evaluating cumulative impacts.
The West Los Angeles area will soon receive its first fixed light rail public transit line
(EXPO Line). The area is well-known for having some of the worst traffic in the City and
there are significant fears amongst many residents that although we have sufficient
densities already to warrant the fixed rail, that its very presence will open the floodgates
to significant numbers of TOD’s, despite the fact that traffic is insufferable. How can the
state’s standards incentivize cities to do more than a “one size fits all” set of
development standards and instead adopt assessment methodologies that honestly
assess conditions in a given community? The state must recognize that municipalities
are cash strapped and that the planning departments that rely on general fund financing
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have been particularly hard hit with staff cutbacks. Local community plans are many
years overdue and the planning decisions of today are being done in significant
piecemeal fashion – more often by exception than by rule. This allows the planning
process to become a highly politicized one – less guided by good planning standards
than by political influence.
The placement of infill projects on “transit corridors” in our area is not always an
appropriate development standard. Many so-called “transit corridors” are, while
designated transit corridors, already in gridlock traffic conditions.
Infill Standards should include minimum standards for infrastructure, such as
neighborhood parks, libraries and schools
Public health depends not only on the absence of environmental hazards but additionally
on the sufficiency of resources for health. Accessible neighborhood infrastructure of
sufficient quality is necessary for walkable neighborhoods and the transportation goals of
SB 226. Proximity of parks, recreational facilities and natural areas contribute to physical
activity and better health status. Proximity to schools results in more children walking
and/or bicycling to school. Over the past decade, many infill residential projects have
been proposed or developed in locations without essential public infrastructure for
complete neighborhoods. Infill projects in our area have triggered a re-evaluation of
school boundaries such that local children may be forced to attend an elementary school
removed from the neighborhood and on the other side of a major freeway. Yet, each
time we mention concerns about school capacity when reviewing projects, instead of an
honest assessment, we are told that there will be few, if any children living in the newly
proposed projects.
There has been and we fear will continue to be a lack of a feedback mechanism in the
planning process that would allow for future correction of newly proposed standards (and
existing standards). In the current application of CEQA, there has not appeared to be a
mechanism to address or correct what happens when project documentation
significantly understates project impacts. For example, when project environmental
documentation states that a new project will generate significantly less traffic than the
project it is replacing, and the reviewing City signs off on that traffic study and EIR, why
is there not a mechanism for feedback that reviews whether or not such claims were true
and whether reality matches the conclusions drawn in project paperwork? There seems
to be no evaluation mechanism that would serve as an incentive for honest assessments
in EIR documents or that could be used to return to a project and seek mitigations if
called for. Poorly crafted environmental documents result in communities (who have the
resources) to have to use CEQA to challenge those projects. While some in the
business community may then conclude that CEQA unnecessarily slows down the
entitlement process, we would say that CEQA is needed to make up for shoddy review
and analysis done by the municipality whose job it is to adequately assess infrastructure
impacts. (This returns us to the earlier points raised pertaining to the City of Los
Angeles’ abdication of their responsibility to do formal annual (or biannual) infrastructure
assessments or to adopt measures to take into account cumulative project impacts. The
infrastructure assessment requirements must be more clearly mandated for our City
says that while they are mandated, they are not required.)
Additional infill standards need to ensure a minimum level of necessary infrastructure.
For example, a standard could require sufficient school capacity for new infill project
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residents in neighborhood schools or, alternatively, an existing plan to provide the
increase in school demand. Such standards should place a value on the integrity of
existing communities and their institutions. Similar standards should exist for parks and
other essential neighborhood infrastructure.
Poorly specified infill standards could lead to inconsistent and subjective
interpretation
A number of standards appear to be weakly specified which could lead to inconsistent
interpretation and application. While the standards should not be overly proscriptive,
there are opportunities to strengthen the standards in several cases. It is extremely
important to set minimum standards and incentivize projects that do more than the bare
minimum. Below are examples of how standards can be strengthened:
●Standards for renewable energy could be replaced by objective quantitative
performance objective, for example, the amount of renewable energy generation as a
percent of total energy use.
● Standards for active transportation could provide specificity with regards to
expected or qualifying design features.
● Standards for transit stop proximity could also specify a minimum transit
service frequency.
Can the standards define a process whereby a city would not be allowed to approve
additional infill projects UNLESS they had actually implemented required plans? So, for
example, if a city had not done their annual infrastructure assessments, might there be a
process for halting certain levels of development until that reporting has been done? If a
city has, for example, developed a bicycle plan, but has failed to actually implement the
plan, what consequences might there be for assuming such facilities exist when in reality
they do not (and will not for quite some time). If fixed rail transit exists in a given area
but there fails to be the delivery of public transit to get riders to the fixed rail (and/or the
streets adjacent to the rail are so congested that people cannot reasonably gain access
to it), should developers be allowed to claim transit credits and increase density on an
adjacent project site thus further degrading the quality of life in the area?
The Appendix N checklist should include explicit questions on issues of public
health importance
Environmental factors relevant for public health and safety include the quality of air, soil,
and water, the level of environmental noise, food resources, parks and public spaces,
natural areas, natural resources, transportation systems, housing, and public
infrastructure such as schools, hospitals, and community facilities. The practice of
environmental assessment under CEQA has historically not attended to the public health
consequences of changes in these environmental factors. In part, this gap may be a
result of the invisibility of public health criteria in the current CEQA checklist—Appendix
G of the State’s CEQA guidelines. Appendix N, the infill environmental checklist form,
should attend to this deficiency by explicitly listing several of the most common public
health consequences associated with physical environmental change.
Additions to the checklist in Appendix N consistent with SB 226 are suggested below.
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● Would the project’s physical changes result in public health and safety
problems, directly or indirectly? (CCR §15126.2)
● Could the project create or exacerbate a known environmental health hazard?
● Would the project increase population exposure to a known environmental
health hazard?
● Would the project would create or contribute to “hotspots” of air pollutants
above existing State or Federal Air Quality Standards OR would the project locate a new
sensitive use in a locations above existing State of Federal air quality standards
● Would the project provide sufficient accessibility to public facilities or
resources, such as parks and public and natural spaces that provide resources for
physical activity, leisure, socialization, and recuperation?
● Would the project result in a net loss of affordable housing?
● Could the project affect disparities in exposure to environmental hazards?
Thank you for your consideration of our comments on the proposed SB 226 guidelines. It
is unfortunate that the hearings on the proposed standards took place immediately
before the deadline for comments thus leaving little time and opportunity for communitywide discussion. It would be beneficial to all interested and concerned to have an
extended comment period that would foster additional discussion. That time might also
be used to seek consensus among different stakeholder groups. This important policy
and its potential impacts warrant additional public discourse. We trust that there will be
ample opportunity to comment on the next draft produced by your office.
Sincerely,

Barbara Broide
President
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From: Jack Eidt, Director, Wild Heritage Planners
Subject: CEQA Guidelines Update

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Wild Heritage Planners commends the State of California for attempting to update CEQA to streamline
infill projects that reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled and encourage smart growth and compact, walkable,
transit-oriented development. But not all "infill" development projects should be necessarily
streamlined.
First, it appears the update would make it too easy for sprawl projects in ex-urban areas to get
streamlining. Second, criteria such as affordability and localized air pollution along freeways and major
roadways should become primary determinants of acceptable projects.
As currently written, the guidelines would allow projects in "red zones" (areas with the highest VMT usually remote, semi-rural places) to be eligible for CEQA streamlining if they simply comply with
California's green building standards, known as CALGreen. We should not incentivize projects in locales
distant from centers of business, population, and alternative transportation that dramatically increase
driving, simply because they use green building methods. This is green sprawl and though better than
tradition suburban sprawl due to efficiencies and such, does not rectify the addiction to the automobile
that sterilizes human environments and causes massive releases of smog and greenhouse gases. The
guidelines also make little or no mention of key health and equity issues such as affordable housing and
the health risks associated with putting more people near highways and major roadways that have high
levels of air pollution. We must encourage growth in our existing cities - AND we must ensure that
we're not displacing existing residents or putting new ones at risk.
With some changes, Wild Heritage Planners sees these updates as significant progress toward achieving
the goals set out by SB 375 and AB 32 in creating actually sustainable communities.

Sincerely,
Jack Eidt
Director - Wild Heritage Planners
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Public Comments on the SB 226 CEQA Guidelines Update
The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research wishes to thank all of those that
submitted written comments and participated in the public workshops held in late
February 2012. We received input from a broad range of interested stakeholders.
Many of the comments submitted during the review period were thoughtful and
constructive, and will contribute significantly to an improved draft of the Guidelines
proposal. OPR is now reviewing and considering all comments received. A revised
proposal will be released for additional review this spring.
The following is a list of all letters received. Please click on each link to view the letter.
Alameda County Transportation Commission
American Lung Association of California
Association of Environmental Professionals
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
Mike Bullock
California Building Industry Association
California Infill Builders Association
California Labor Federation
California State Association of Counties
Center for Biological Diversity
Center for Creative Land Recycling
City of Fullerton
City of Long Beach
City of Oakland
City of San Diego
City and County of San Francisco
City of San Luis Obispo
City of Santa Barbara
Conservation Strategy Group
County of Inyo
County of Mendocino
County of San Diego
County of San Luis Obispo, Planning and Building
County of Santa Barbara
County of Siskiyou
County of Tuolumne
Del Rey Residents Association
Greenbelt Alliance
Human Impact Partners
League of California Cities
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Michael Brandman Associates
James Moose, Remy Moose Manly LLP
Josh Mukhopadhyay, Goldfarb & Lipman LLP
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Natural Resources Defense Council
Pacific Palisades Community Council
Pacific Palisades Residents Association
Physicians for Social Responsibility: Los Angeles
Planning and Conservation League
Public Advocates Inc., Et Al.
Rajiv Bhatia
Regional Economic Association Leaders of California
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District
Sandra Brock
Save the Bay
Sierra Club California
Sierra Club San Diego Chapter
South Coast Air Quality Management District
Sue Taylor
The Nature Conservancy
Transform
U.S. Green Building Council California
Westwood South of Santa Monica Blvd. Home Owners’ Assoc.
Wild Heritage Planners
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MARC D. JOSEPH
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May 31, 2012

VIA EMAIL
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
Email: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Re:

Comments on Revised State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3
Streamlining for Infill Projects and Appendix M Performance
Standards

Dear Mr. Calfee:
This letter provides our comments on the Office of Planning and Research’s
Revised Proposed State California Environmental Quality Act Guideline
Section 15183.3 Streamlining for Infill Projects and Performance Standards
(“Revised Proposed Guideline”). OPR prepared Section 15183.3 to implement
SB 226, which added, among other provisions, section 21094.5 to the Public
Resources Code.
The CEQA Guidelines include objectives and criteria for the orderly
evaluation of projects under CEQA.1 Any provision of the Guidelines that is
unauthorized or erroneous under the statutory law is invalid.2 Therefore, our
comments identify specific provisions in section 15183.3 and the Performance
Standards that exceed the scope of authority in SB 226.

Pub. Resources Code, § 21083; Cal. Code Regs, tit. 14, §§ 15000 et seq. (hereafter CEQA
Guidelines).
2 See Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21083, 21083.1; Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of the
Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, n. 2; Communities for a Better Environment v. Cal. Resources
Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 109-110; see also Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Marin San
Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1218-19 (guidelines invalid if they exceed
statutory scope).
1
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I.

OPR SHOULD REVISE SECTION 15183.3’S DEFINITION OF
“SUBSTANTIALLY MITIGATE”

SB 226 states that a project’s effect upon the environment shall not be
considered a new specific effect, if uniformly applicable development policies or
standards will “substantially mitigate” that effect.3 The Revised Proposed
Guideline defines “substantially mitigate” as a policy or policies that “will
substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of significance.”4
OPR’s interpretation of “substantially mitigate” in the Revised Proposed Guideline
violates CEQA and is not supported by the plain language or any statement of
legislative intent reflected in the statute or the legislative history of SB 226.
First, “the foremost principle under CEQA is that the Legislature intended
the act to be interpreted in such manner as to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory
language.”5 OPR’s interpretation fails to afford the fullest possible protection to the
environment by allowing a lead agency to not require mitigation that would reduce
an effect below the level of significance. This interpretation violates the foremost
principle of CEQA that the Act be interpreted to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment.
Second, OPR’s definition of “substantially mitigate” is inconsistent with the
Legislature’s express statement of policy in Public Resources Code section 21002:
The Legislature finds and declares that it is the policy of the state that
public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which
would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of
such projects, and that the procedures required by this division are
intended to assist public agencies in systematically identifying both
the significant effects of proposed projects and the feasible alternatives
or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially
lessen such significant effects. The Legislature further finds and
declares that in the event specific economic, social, or other conditions
make infeasible such project alternatives or such mitigation measures,

Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (a)(2).
Revised Proposed Guideline, § 15183.3, subd. (d)(1)(E).
5 Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal., supra, 47 Cal. 3d at p. 390 (emphasis
added).
3
4
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individual projects may be approved in spite of one or more significant
effects thereof.6
As is clear from these legislative findings and declarations, CEQA prohibits
an agency from approving a project if feasible mitigation measures exist which
would avoid or “substantially lessen” the project’s significant environmental
effects.7 Pursuant to the policy stated section 21002, Public Resources Code section
21081 prohibits agencies from approving a project with significant impacts unless
the agency incorporates changes to avoid or “mitigate” those impacts or makes a
statement of overriding considerations.8 The Legislature’s use of “substantially
lessen” in section 21002 and “mitigate” in section 21081 demonstrates that the
Legislature uses these terms interchangeably.9 OPR also uses these terms
interchangeably by interpreting “mitigate” in section 21081 to mean “substantially
lessen” in CEQA Guidelines section 15093.10 Finally, the courts interpret
“substantially lessened” to be synonymous with “substantially mitigated.”11
Therefore, OPR’s definition of “substantially mitigate” is inconsistent with the plain
language of CEQA, as interpreted by the Legislature, OPR itself and the courts.
Finally, OPR’s interpretation of “substantially mitigate” would render the
entire Revised Proposed Guideline inconsistent with CEQA. SB 226 does not
explicitly exempt from subsequent review environmental effects that were
considered in a prior CEQA document, but that remain significant. Proposed
Section 15183.3 would expand the scope of the statute by exempting a significant
effect from subsequent review if uniformly applicable development policies “will
substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of significance”.”12
The proposed language impermissibly allows an agency to approve an infill project
that has significant unavoidable impacts without making a statement of overriding
considerations specifically tied to that project.
In Communities for a Better Environment v. California Resources Agency, the
court invalidated former CEQA Guideline section 15152(f)(3)(C) because it
Pub. Resources Code, § 21002.
Pub. Resources Code, § 21002.
8 Pub. Resources Code, § 21081.
9 Compare Pub. Resources Code, § 21002, with Pub. Resources Code, § 21081.
10 Compare Public Resources Code, § 21081, subd. (a)(1), with CEQA Guidelines, § 15093, subd. (b).
11 Compare CEQA Guidelines, § 15093, subd. (b), with Vedanta Soc. Of Southern Cal. v. Cal. Quartet,
Ltd. (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 517, 529; Central L.A. v. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (1994) 24
Cal.App.4th 826, 847; Rio Vista Farm Bureau Center v. County of Solano (1992) 5 Cal.App.4th 351,
380.
12 CEQA Guidelines, § 15183.3, subd. (d)(1)(E).
6
7
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impermissibly allowed “an agency, in approving a later project that has significant
unavoidable impacts, to forego making a statement of overriding considerations
specifically tied to that project.”13 Under CEQA, an agency must make specific
findings in a statement of overriding considerations before approving a project that
has a significant effect on the environment.14 This requirement is “central to
CEQA’s role as a public accountability statute.”15 The court found that the
guideline would allow an agency to adopt one statement of overriding
considerations for a prior, more general EIR, and then avoid future political
accountability by approving later, more specific projects with significant
unavoidable impacts pursuant to the prior EIR and its statement of overriding
considerations.16 The court concluded that, for later projects, “the responsible
public officials must still go on the record and explain why they are approving the
later project despite its significant unavoidable impacts.”17 Therefore, the court
found that the guideline section was inconsistent with CEQA and invalid.
Like the guideline section that was invalidated in Communities for a Better
Environment v. California Resources Agency, Revised Proposed Guideline
Section 15183.3 impermissibly allows an agency in approving a later project that
has significant unavoidable impacts, to forego making a statement of overriding
considerations “specifically tied to that project,” if uniformly applicable development
policies will substantially mitigate those effects, but not necessarily below the level
of significance.18 CEQA requires an agency to make specific findings in a statement
of overriding considerations before approving a project that has a significant effect
on the environment.19 The Revised Proposed Guideline would allow an agency to
adopt one statement of overriding considerations for a prior, more general EIR
evaluating the uniformly applicable development policies. As a result, the Revised
Proposed Guideline would allow an agency to avoid future political accountability
by approving later, more specific projects with significant unavoidable impacts
pursuant to the prior EIR for uniformly applicable development policies and its
statement of overriding considerations. The Revised Proposed Guideline could even
allow an agency to avoid any political accountability by approving later, more
specific projects with significant unavoidable impacts without preparing any EIR or
Communities for a Better Environment v. Cal. Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 124
(emphasis in original) (hereafter Communities for a Better Environment).
14 Pub. Resources Code, § 21081; CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15091, 15092, 15093.
15 Communities for a Better Environment, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at p. 124.
16 Ibid.
17 Id. at p. 124-25.
18 Id. at p. 124 (emphasis in original).
19 Pub. Resources Code, § 21081; CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15091, 15092, 15093.
13
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issuing any statement of overriding considerations. Consequently, OPR’s
interpretation of “substantially mitigate” would render the entire Revised Proposed
Guideline inconsistent with CEQA and invalid.20
OPR should revise the meaning of substantially mitigate, or the proposed
guideline in its entirety, to either require uniformly applicable development policies
or standards to mitigate an infill project’s impacts below the level of significance
before CEQA streamlining may apply, or require agencies to evaluate significant
impacts that were not previously reduced to a less-than-significant level.
II.

OPR SHOULD REVISE SECTION 15183.3 TO REQUIRE
PREPARATION OF A WRITTEN CHECKLIST

SB 226 requires lead agencies to support their finding that an infill project is
subject to CEQA streamlining with substantial evidence.21 The draft proposed
guideline recommended that agencies prepare a written checklist, noting that the
“purpose of a written checklist prepared pursuant to this section is to document the
substantial evidence supporting the lead agency’s determinations.” 22 However, OPR
weakened this requirement in the Revised Proposed Guideline by recommending
that agencies prepare a written checklist or similar device and deleting language
regarding the purpose of a written checklist.23 As a result, the Revised Proposed
Guidelines does not require agencies to prepare anything to document the
substantial evidence supporting their decisions.
We recommend that OPR revise section 15183.3 to require preparation of a
written checklist for two reasons. First, while SB 226 does not specifically require
preparation of a written checklist, it does require agencies to support their
determinations with substantial evidence.24 OPR could reasonably interpret SB 226
to require a written checklist as substantial evidence to support a lead agency’s
determination that an infill project is subject to CEQA streamlining. There is
nothing in SB 226 that supports OPR’s authorization of excessive agency discretion
at the expense of disclosure to decision makers and the public.
Second, requiring preparation of a written checklist would be consistent with
CEQA’s requirement that OPR develop guidelines that lead to the orderly
Communities for a Better Environment, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 124.
Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (a)(1).
22 Proposed CEQA Guidelines, § 15183.3, subd. (c) (January version).
23 Revised CEQA Guidelines, § 15183.3, subd. (d)(1).
24 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (a)(1).
20
21
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evaluation of projects under CEQA.25 By requiring a written checklist, decision
makers and the public will be afforded an opportunity to review an infill project’s
effects on the environment prior to a lead agency’s approval of the project. Instead
of searching for an agency’s evidence in prior EIRs and various other documents,
decision makers and the public would be able to efficiently review an agency’s
support for its findings in one document. Not requiring a written checklist could
result in the opposite and unintended effect of delaying project approval for which
the agency has substantial evidence to support its findings. In addition, a lead
agency would have a clear record of the basis for its determination in the event its
determination is challenged in court.
We strongly urge OPR to revise section 15183.3 to require agencies to
prepare a written checklist to document their substantial evidence.
III.

OPR SHOULD REVISE SECTION 15183.3 TO MAKE THE
DEFINITION OF “SMALL WALKABLE COMMUNITY PROJECTS”
CONSISTENT WITH SB 226

SB 226 applies to infill projects that consist of a “small walkable community
project” located in an area designated for that purpose.26 A “small walkable
community project” is defined under SB 226 as a project in an incorporated city,
that has a project area of approximately one-quarter mile that includes a residential
area adjacent to a retail downtown area and has a density of at least eight dwelling
units per acre or a floor area ratio for retail or commercial use of not less than
0.50.27 Section 15183.3 provides a similar definition of small walkable community
projects.28 However, the section expands on SB 226’s definition by allowing a city to
designate an area for a small walkable community project within its general plan,
zoning code, or by any legislative act concurrently with project approval.29
There is no authorization in SB 226 that would allow cities to apply its
streamlining provisions to its general plan, zoning or other land-use decisions
designating areas for small walkable community projects. SB 226 only authorizes
streamlining for projects that meet the statutory definition of an infill project.30 A
Pub. Resources Code, § 21083 (requiring OPR to develop guidelines with objectives and criteria for
orderly evaluation of projects).
26 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (c)(1)(B).
27 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (e)(4).
28 CEQA Guidelines, § 15183.3, subd. (f)(6).
29 Ibid.
30 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subds. (a)(1), (e)(1).
25
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legislative action by a city to designate an area for a small walkable community
project would not meet SB 226’s definition of an infill project.31 Instead, the city’s
action on the proposed designation would be a discretionary project that may result
in a significant impact on the environment and would not be exempt from
environmental review.32 We recommend that OPR revise its definition of “small
walkable community projects” to be consistent with SB 226.
IV.

OPR SHOULD REVISE SECTION 15183.3’S DEFINITION OF
“PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED”

To be eligible for streamlining under SB 226, an infill project must be located
in an urban area on a site that has been previously developed.33 Section 15183.3
contains an ambiguous definition of “previously developed” for the purpose of
determining infill project eligibility. Specifically, the section states that “previously
developed” means “a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically altered
for purposes authorized in a local zoning code.”34
Neither CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, nor section 15183.3 quantify or
otherwise define the phrase “substantial portion.” As a result, there is no way for
the public and decision makers to know whether half of the site must be previously
developed, or whether a “substantial portion” requires more. Adding to the
ambiguity is the lack of a definition or other explanation of the term “mechanically
altered.” To provide greater certainty and avoid disputes in implementation of the
section 15183.3 by lead agencies, OPR should revise the definition to further define
the terms “substantial portion” and “mechanically altered,” and to require that the
site already contain a qualified urban use, which is defined by the statute.
V.

OPR SHOULD REQUIRE PROJECTS TO IMPLEMENT
RENEWABLE ENERGY COMPONENTS

SB 226 requires eligible infill projects to satisfy all applicable statewide
performance standards.35 However, the draft proposed performance standards
allowed projects to implement renewable energy components “where feasible.”36
Numerous agencies and organizations including the Association for Environmental
See Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (e)(1).
See Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21065, subd. (a), 21080, subd. (a).
33 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (e)(1)(B).
34 CEQA Guidelines, § 15183.3, subd. (f)(3).
35 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5, subd. (c)(2).
36 Apendix M, Performance Standards, II (January version) (emphasis added).
31
32
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Professionals, Center for Biological Diversity, Sierra Club, the Nature Conservancy
and City of Oakland, recommended that OPR delete the term “where feasible”
because it is vague and unenforceable.37 However, OPR did not delete the language.
We recommend that OPR revise the performance standards so that the
standards are clear, enforceable and capable of implementation.38 Allowing projects
to implement renewable energy components “where feasible” is inconsistent with
the Legislature’s intent in SB 226 to require such projects to satisfy all applicable
performance standards. Furthermore, allowing projects to implement renewable
energy components “where feasible” does not provide clear criteria for lead agencies
to follow when determining whether a project satisfies the required performance
standards. In addition, unclear and unenforceable performance standards do not
promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, which is one of the fundamental
purposes of SB 226.39 To permit environmentally sustainable infill development
that is consistent with the purposes of SB 226, we recommend that OPR delete
“where feasible” and require renewable energy components for all infill projects.
VI.

OTHER REVISIONS TO ENSURE CONSISTENCY WITH SB 266

We recommend that OPR make the following changes to ensure that
section 15183.3 is consistent with SB 226 and the CEQA statute. To illustrate our
recommendations we struck through words that should be deleted and underlined
words that should be added in section 15183.3.


(b)(3) Be consistent with the general plan use designation, density,
building intensity, and applicable policies . . .



(b)(3)(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a
metropolitan planning organization, the infill project must meet the

See letter from C. Eugene Talmadge, President, Assn. of Environmental Professionals, to
Christopher Calfee, Office of Planning and Research (Feb. 24, 2012), p. 1; letter from Brian Nowicki,
Cal. Climate Policy Director, Center for Biological Diversity, to Christopher Calfee, Office of
Planning and Research (Feb. 24, 2012), pp. 1-2; letter from Kathryn Phillips, Director and Matthew
Vespa, Staff Attorney, Sierra Club of California, to Christopher Calfee, Office of Planning and
Research (Feb. 24, 2012), p. 5; letter from Pablo Garza, Associate Director, State Policy & External
Affairs, The Nature Conservancy, to Christopher Calfee, Office of Planning and Research (Feb. 24,
2012), p. 3; letter from Eric Angstadt, Director, Dept. of Planning, Building and Neighborhood
Preservation, City of Oakland to Christopher Calfee, Office of Planning and Research (Feb. 24,
2012), p. 3.
38 See Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21083, 21094.5.5.
39 Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5.5, subd. (b)(3).
37
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definition of a small walkable community walkable project in subdivision
(e)(6), below.


(c)(1) . . . First, if an effect specific to the project or project site was
addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a planning level
decision . . . .



(d)(1)(D) . . . (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than
those analyzed in a prior EIR could substantially reduce one or more of
the significant effects described in the prior EIR . . .



(d)(1)(E) . . . The explanation in the written checklist may be used to
support the finding required in subdivision (c)(d)(2)(D).



(d)(2)(C) Infill EIR. If the infill project would result in new specific
effects or more significant effects, and uniformly applied applicable
development policies would not substantially mitigate such effects . . . .



(e) . . . All other effects of the infill project should be described in the
written checklist as provided in subsection (b)(d)(1), and that written
checklist . . . .



(e)(f) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this section:



(f)(1) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of
residential, commercial, retail, transit station, school, or public office
building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet the eligibility
requirements set forth in subdivision (b). No more than one half of the a
commercial or retail project area of projects consisting of commercial and
retail uses may be used for parking.



(f)(6) “Small walkable community walkable project” means a project that
is all of the following:

VII.

CONCLUSION

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments on OPR’s Revised
Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3. Our omission of comments on any portion of
the proposed guideline does not constitute our acceptance of the guideline as
1644-019v
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accurate. Nor do our proposals for amending the language constitute our
acceptance of such language as final.
Sincerely,

Robyn C. Purchia
RCP:vs
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CEQA Guidelines Update
Attention: Mr. Christopher Calfee
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California
95814
Comments on
Revised Proposed Amendments to the CEQA Guidelines
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5.5.
Dear Chris,
As you know, members of The Association of Environmental Professionals (AEP) are
involved in every stage of the evaluation, analysis, assessment, and litigation of projects
subject to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and other important environmental
planning laws. For over thirty years AEP has dedicated itself to improving the technical
expertise and professional qualifications of its membership as well as educating the public on
the value of California’s laws protecting the environment, managing our natural resources,
and promoting responsible land use and urban growth.
The revised proposed amendments to the CEQA guidelines are clear, concise and wellorganized. Technical and clarifying changes to Proposed Section 15183.3 and Appendix M of
the Revised Proposed amendments are suggested in the attachment to this letter (shown in
“track-changes”).
We are appreciative of the fact that the current proposal is subject to change during
subsequent review by the Secretary for Resources and look forward to addressing additional
changes to the guidelines at the appropriate time.
Please don’t hesitate to call us if you have any questions about these comments.

Sincerely,

Eugene Talmadge,
President
Cc. Mr. Allan Lind, AEP Lobbyist

Association of Environmental Professionals
140747 Baranda Court, Palm Desert, CA. 92260
Phone: 760.799.2740  Fax: 760.674.2479
E‐mail: califaep@gmail.com  www.califaep.org
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Attachment
Technical and Clarifying Changes to the Revised
Proposed CEQA Guidelines Pursuant to PRC Section 21094.5.5
Revised Proposed State CEQA Guideline Section 15183.3. Streamlining for Infill
Projects
(a) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to streamline the environmental review process for
eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to review at the project level where the effects
of infill development have been addressed in a planning level decision or by uniformly
applicable development policies.
(b) Eligibility. To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in this section, an infill
project must:
(1) Be located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that
adjoins existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site’s perimeter. For
the purpose of this subdivision “adjoin” means the infill project is immediately adjacent to
qualified urban uses, or is only separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way;
(2) Satisfy the statewide performance standards provided in Appendix M; and
(3) Be consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified for the project area in either a sustainable communities strategy or an
alternative planning strategy, except as provided in subdivisions (b)(3)(A) or (b)(3)(B) below.
(A) Where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units
per acre, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
(B) Where an infill project is proposed outside of the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization, the infill project must meet the definition of a small walkable community walkable
project in subdivision (ef)(67), below.
(c) Streamlined Review. CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under two
circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be analyzed again for
an individual infill project. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in
a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the
infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in
the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that
apply to the eligible infill project, streamlining under this section will range from a complete
exemption, to an obligation to prepare a narrowed, project-specific environmental document. A
prior EIR will be most helpful in dealing with later infill projects if it deals with the effects of infill
development as specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and detailed
analysis of such development, the effects of many infill projects could be found to have been
addressed in the prior EIR, and no further environmental documents would be required.
(d) Procedure. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060, the
lead agency must examine an eligible infill project in light of any prior EIR to determine whether
the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
Determinations regarding this section’s applicability to an infill project are questions of fact to be
resolved by the lead agency. Such determinations must be supported with enough relevant
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information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to
support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached. (See Section
15384.)
(1) Evaluation of the Infill Project. A lead agency should prepare a written checklist or similar
device to document the infill project’s eligibility for streamlining and to assist in making the
determinations required by this section. The sample written checklist provided in Appendix N
may be used for this purpose. A written checklist prepared pursuant to this section should do all
of the following:
(A) Document whether the infill project satisfies the applicable performance standards in
Appendix M.
(B) Explain whether the effects of the infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR. The written
checklist should cite the specific portions of the prior EIR, including page and section
references, containing the analysis of the infill project’s significant effects. The written checklist
should also indicate whether the infill project incorporates all applicable mitigation measures
from the prior EIR.
(C) Explain whether the infill project will cause new specific effects. For the purposes of this
section, a new specific effect is an effect that is both specific to the infill project or the infill
project site and that was not addressed in the prior EIR. A new specific effect may result if, for
example, the prior EIR acknowledged that sufficient site-specific information was not available
to analyze that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR
may also result in a new specific effect.
(D) Explain whether substantial new information shows that the adverse environmental effects
of the infill project are more significant than described in the prior EIR. For the purpose of this
section, “more significant” means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in
the prior EIR. More significant effects include those that result from changes in circumstances or
changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR’s analysis. An effect is also
more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were
previously rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the
project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably different than those analyzed in a prior
EIR could substantially reduce the significant effects described in the prior EIR, but such
measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted
in connection with a planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not
feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
(E) If the infill project will cause new specific effects or more significant effects, the written
checklist should indicate whether uniformly applicable development policies will substantially
mitigate those effects. For the purpose of this section, “substantially mitigate” means that the
policy or policies will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the level of
significance. The written checklist should specifically identify the uniformly applicable
development policy or standard and explain how it will substantially mitigate the effects of the
infill project. The explanation in the written checklist may be used to support the finding required
in subdivision (cd)(2)(D) below.
(2) Environmental Document. After examining the effects of the infill project in light of the
analysis in any prior EIR and uniformly applicable development policies or standards, the lead
agency shall determine what type of environmental document shall be prepared for the infill
project.
(A) No Further Review. No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would
not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applicable
development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. Where the lead agency
determines that no additional environmental review of the effects of the infill project is required,
the lead agency shall file a Notice of Determination as provided in Section 15094. Where the
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lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate a
significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make the finding described in
subdivision (cd)(2)(D).
(B) Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration or Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more
significant effects, and uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially
mitigate such effects, those effects shall be subject to CEQA. If a new specific effect is less than
significant, the lead agency may prepare a negative declaration. If new specific effects or more
significant effects can be mitigated to a less than significant level through project changes
agreed to prior to circulation of the written checklist, the lead agency may prepare a mitigated
negative declaration. In these circumstances, the lead agency shall follow the procedure set
forth in Sections 15072 to 15075. Alternatively, if the infill project is a transit priority project, the
lead agency may follow the procedures in Section 21155.2 of the Public Resources Code. In
either instance, the written checklist shall clearly state which effects are new or more significant,
and are subject to CEQA, and which effects have been previously analyzed and are not subject
to further environmental review. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable
development policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead
agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (cd)(2)(D).
(C) Infill EIR. If the infill project would result in new specific effects or more significant effects,
and uniformly applied development policies would not substantially mitigate such effects, those
effects are subject to CEQA. With respect to those effects that are subject to CEQA, the lead
agency shall prepare an Iinfill EIR if the written checklist shows that the effects of the infill
project would be significant. In this circumstance, the lead agency shall prepare an Iinfill EIR as
provided in subdivision (d) and, except as otherwise provided in this section, shall follow the
procedures in Article 7. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly applicable development
policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project, the lead agency shall make
the finding described in subdivision (cd)(2)(D).

Comment [D1]: The term “Infill EIR” is invented
here and does not appear anywhere else in CEQA or
existing Guidelines. It would be appropriate,
therefore to add a definition under Terminology
below. For consistency purposes we capitalize
“Infill” whenever used in conjunction with EIR.

(D) Findings. Any findings or statement of overriding considerations required by Sections
15091 or 15093 shall be limited to those effects analyzed in an Iinfill EIR. Findings for such
effects should incorporate by reference any findings made in connection with a planning level
decision. Where uniformly applicable development policies substantially mitigate the significant
effects of an infill project, the lead agency shall also make a written finding, supported with
substantial evidence and accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for the finding.
(e) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that uniformly
applicable development policies do not substantially mitigate, and that are either new specific
effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of the infill project
should be described in the written checklist as provided in subdivision (b)(1), and that written
checklist should be circulated for public review along with the Iinfill EIR. The written checklist
should clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are subject to CEQA, and
those effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject to further environmental
review. The analysis of alternatives in an Iinfill EIR need not address alternative locations,
densities, or building intensities. An Iinfill EIR need not analyze growth inducing impacts.
Except as provided in this subdivision, an Iinfill EIR shall contain all elements described in
Article 9.
(ef) Terminology. The following definitions apply to this section:
(1) “Infill EIR” means an EIR for an infill project that analyzes only those significant effects that
uniformly applicable development policies do not substantially mitigate and that are either new
specific effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed.
(2) “Infill project” includes the whole of an action consisting of residential, commercial, retail,
transit station, school, or public office building uses, or any combination of such uses that meet
the eligibility requirements set forth in subdivision (b). No more than one half of the project area
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of projects consisting of commercial and retail uses may be used for parking. For the purposes
of this section, “transit station” means a rail or light-rail station, ferry terminal, bus hub, or bus
transfer station, and includes all streetscape improvements constructed in the public right-ofway within one-quarter mile of such facility to improve multi-modal access to the facility, such as
pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements and traffic-calming design changes that support
pedestrian and bicycle access.
(23) “Planning level decision” means the enactment or amendment of a general plan or any
general plan element, community plan, specific plan, or zoning code.
(34) “Previously developed” means that a substantial portion of the site has been mechanically
altered for purposes authorized in a local zoning code. Developed open space and parcels that
are, or have been, in agricultural production shall not be considered to be previously developed
for the purposes of this section.
(45) “Prior EIR” means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as
supplemented by any subsequent or supplemental environmental impact reports, negative
declarations, or addenda to those documents.
(56) “Qualified urban use” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21072.
(67) “Small walkable community walkable project” means a project that is all of the following:
(A) In an incorporated city that is not within the boundary of a metropolitan planning
organization;
(B) Within an area of approximately one-quarter mile diameter of contiguous land that includes
a residential area adjacent to a retail downtown area and that is designated by the city for infill
development consisting of residential and commercial uses. A city may designate such an area
within its general plan, zoning code, or by any legislative act creating such a designation, and
may make such designation concurrently with project approval; and
(C) Either a residential project that has a density of at least eight units to the acre or a
commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least 0.5, or both.
(7) The terms “sustainable communities strategy” and “alternative planning strategy” refer to a
strategy for which the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph
(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code, has accepted a metropolitan
planning organization’s determination that the sustainable communities strategy or the
alternative planning strategy would, if implemented, achieve the greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets.
(8) “Uniformly applicable development policies or standards” are policies or standards adopted
or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency, which reduce one or more adverse
environmental effects. Examples of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
include, but are not limited to:
(A) Regulations governing construction activities, including noise regulations, dust control,
provisions for discovery of archeological and paleontological resources, stormwater runoff
treatment and containment, protection against the release of hazardous materials, recycling of
construction and demolition waste, temporary street closure and traffic rerouting, and similar
regulations.
(B) Requirements in locally adopted building, grading and stormwater codes.
(C) Design guidelines.
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(D) Requirements for protecting residents from sources of air pollution including high volume
roadways and stationary sources.
(E) Impact fee programs to provide public improvements, police, fire, parks and other open
space, libraries and other public services and infrastructure, including transit, bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure and traffic calming devices.
(F) Traffic impact fees.
(G) Requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as set forth in adopted land use
plans, policies, or regulations.
(H) Ordinances addressing protection of urban trees and historic resources.
(9) “Urban area” is defined in Public Resources Code Section 21094.5(e)(5).

--------------------Revised Proposed Appendix M: Performance Standards for Infill Projects Eligible for
Streamlined Review
I. Introduction
Section 15183.3 provides a streamlined review process for infill projects that satisfy
performance standards that promote a set of statewide policy objectives set forth in Section
21094.5.5 of the Public Resources Code. This appendix contains those performance
standards. The lead agency’s determination that the project satisfies the performance
standards shall be supported with substantial evidence, which may be documented on the Infill
Checklist in Appendix N. Section II defines terms used in this Appendix. Performance
standards that apply to all project types are set forth in Section III. Section IV contains
performance standards that apply to particular project types (i.e., residential, commercial/retail,
office building, transit stations, and schools).

Comment [D2]: We suggest subsequent
iterations of this Appendix M include a summary of
the 7 statewide policy objectives with a brief
explanation of how each is accounted for in
Appendix M.

II. Definitions
The following definitions apply to the terms used in this Appendix.
“High-quality transit corridor” means an existing corridor with fixed route bus service with service
intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours.
Unless more specifically defined at the local level, “high-volume roadway” means freeways,
highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000 vehicles per
day.
“Low vehicle travel area” means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average existing
level of vehicle travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For residential
projects, travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled. For
commercial and retail projects, travel refers to average non-work attraction trip length; however,
where such data are not available, commercial projects may reference residential travel. For
office projects, travel refers to commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per employee;
however,. Wwhere such relevant data are not available for commercial and retail projects, such
projects may reference residential travel and where data are not available for office projects
such projects may reference household or home-based VMT.
“Major Transit Stop” means a site containing an existing rail transit station, a ferry terminal
served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major bus routes
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with frequencies of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the morning and afternoon
peak commute periods.
“Office building” generally refers to centers for governmental or professional services; however,
the lead agency shall have discretion in determining whether a project is “commercial” or “office
building” for the purposes of this Appendix based on local zoning codes.
A “Traffic Analysis Zone” (TAZ) is an analytical unit used by a travel demand model. A regional
travel demand model develops an origin-destination table for all origins and destinations within
the region, and these origins and destinations are aggregated into TAZs. The travel demand
model, which is the best tool to depict the effect of regional location on VMT, can provide
estimates of vehicle travel as fine-grained as the TAZ

III. Performance Standards Applying to All Project Types
To be eligible for streamlining pursuant to Section 15183.3, a project must implement all of the
following:
Renewable Energy. All non-residential projects shall include on-site renewable power
generation, such as solar photovoltaic, solar thermal and wind power generation, and clean
back-up power supplies, where feasible. Residential projects are also encouraged to include
such on-site renewable power generation.
Soil and Water Remediation. If the project site is included on any list compiled pursuant to
Section 65962.5 of the Government Code, the project shall document how it the project site has
been remediated the site, if remediation is completed. Alternatively,If remediation is incomplete
the project shall implement the recommendations provided in a preliminary endangerment
assessment or comparable document that identifies remediation appropriate for the site.

Comment [D3]: “Clean back-up power” sounds
oxymoronic. Suggest deleting this clause. Any onsite renewable generation technology in an urban
setting is going to have back-up from the grid or
from on-site back-up diesel generators (BUGs).
Clean back-up is most economically acquired from
the grid; BUGs are intended to provide emergency
power when power from the grid is disrupted. BUGs
are invariably dirtier than the grid.

Residential Units Near Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project
includes residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be appropriate
by the local agency or local air district based on local conditions, of a high -volume roadway or
other readily identifiable stationary source of air pollutants, the project shall comply with any
policies and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code, ordinance
or community risk reduction plan for the projection protection of public health. If the local
government has not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as
enhanced air filtration and project design, that the lead agency determines, based on substantial
evidence, will promote the protection of public health. Those measures may include, among
others, the recommendations of the California Air Resources Board and local air districts.

IV. Performance Standards by Project Type
In addition to the project features described above in Section III, specific eligibility requirements
are provided below by project type.
Several of the performance standards below refer to “low vehicle travel areas”. Such areas can
be illustrated on maps based on data developed by the regional Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) using its regional travel demand model.
Several of the performance standards below refer to distance to transit. Distance should be
calculated so that at least 75 percent of the surface area of the project site is within the specified
distance.

A. Residential
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To be eligible for streamlining, a residential project must satisfy one of the following:
Projects achieving below average regional per capita vehicle miles traveled (VMT). A
residential project is eligible if it is located in low vehicle travel area within the region. If maps or
data from a regional travel demand model are not available, a project may instead use publicly
accessible sketch tools to demonstrate that project-generated per capita VMT is less than
regional per capita VMT.
Projects located within ½ mile of an Existing Major Transit Stop or High -Quality Transit
Corridor. A residential project is eligible if it is located within ½ mile of an existing major transit
stop or an existing stop along a high- quality transit corridor.

B. Commercial/Retail
To be eligible for streamlining, a commercial/retail project must satisfy one of the following:
Regional Location. A commercial project with no single-building floor-plate greater than
50,000 square feet is eligible if it locates in a low vehicle travel area within the region.
Proximity to Households. A project with no single-building floor-plate greater than 50,000
square feet located within one-half mile of 1800 households is eligible.
Any commercial and retail project, including one with a single-building floor-plate exceeding
50,000 square feet, is eligible if a transportation study prepared for the project demonstrates
that the project would reduce total existing VMT.

C. Office Building
To be eligible for streamlining, an office building project must satisfy one of the following:
Regional Location. Office buildings, both commercial and public, are eligible if they locate in a
low vehicle travel area within the region.
Proximity to a Major Transit Stop. Office buildings within ¼ mile of an existing major transit
stop are eligible.

D. Transit
Transit stations, as defined in Section 15183.3(e)(1), are eligible.

E. Schools
Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population are
eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the projected
student population are eligible. Alternatively, any school within ½ mile of an existing major
transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor is eligible.
Additionally, in order to be eligible, all schools shall provide parking and storage for bicycles and
scooters and shall comply with Sections 17213, 17213.1 and 17213.2 of the California
Education Code.

F. Small Walkable Community Projects
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Small walkable community projects, as defined in Section 15183.3, subdivision (fe)(76), that
implement the project features described in Section III above are eligible.

G. Mixed-Use Projects
Where a project includes some combination of residential, commercial and retail, public office
building, transit station, and/or schools, the performance standards in this Section that apply to
the predominant use shall govern the entire project.

Comment [D4]: Shouldn’t there be guidance on
determining “predominant use?” i.e., is it
determined on basis of trip generation, footprint,
floor area, or simply at the discretion of lead agency?
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COMMUNITIES FOR A
BETTER
ENVIRONMENT
June 1, 2012
Via Electronic Mail
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE:

Comments on Revised SB 226 CEQA Guidelines

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Proposed Updates to the CEQA Guideline
Section 15183.3: Streamlining for Infill Projects (“Proposed Guidelines”). This section
incorporates Senate Bill No. 226 (“SB 226”), in order to streamline the environmental
review process under CEQA for eligible infill projects. SB 226 limits the topics subject to
review at the project level where the effects of infill developments have been addressed in
a planning level discussion or by uniformly applicable development policies. Proposed
Guidelines § 15183.3 (a). Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) has reviewed the
proposal and suggests the following:
I.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

CBE is a social justice organization with a focus on environmental health and justice. We
organize in working class communities of color because those communities suffer the most
from environmental pollution and toxics, and suffer from very high rates of asthma and
respiratory illnesses, heart problems, cancer, low birthrate, and miscarriages. The
proposed CEQA guidelines for SB 226 will have significant public and environmental
impacts on communities that live on the frontline of polluters and see first-hand the
damage that occurs when residential and industrial areas are close together.
A. In Order to Advance SB 226’s Clear Objective to Protect Public Health, the
Performance Standards Must Require Exempted Projects to be Outside Specified
Buffer Zones
In enacting CEQA, the Legislature intended that “the government of the state take
immediate steps to identify any critical thresholds for the health and safety of the people of
the state and take all coordinated actions necessary to prevent such thresholds being
1
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reached.” Pub. Res. Code § 21000(d). The California Legislature clearly intended for the
Guidelines accompanying SB 226 to include the “[p]rotection of public health, including the
health of vulnerable populations from air or water pollution, or soil contamination.” Pub.
Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b)(7). In order to meet this clear mandate, the Guidelines must not
exempt projects that are close to pollution sources from the important goals of CEQA,
including public information, and full evaluation of impacts, mitigation, and alternatives.
The Performance Standards state that residential projects within 500 feet (or other
distance as deemed appropriate by the local agency or air district) of a high volume
roadway or stationary source of air pollutions, “the project shall comply with any policies
and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code, ordinance or
community risk reduction plan for the protection of public health.” (Performance
standards, III.) In essence, the Guidelines are telling agencies to comply with other laws,
which they are must do. For the reasons set forth below, the Performance Standard must
include stronger protections for public health. Especially because there is no provision for
public review and comment of an agency’s determinations of whether a project meets the
Performance Standards and whether the uniformly applicable development plans (“UADP”)
mitigate significant impacts, or whether local codes and plans protect projects from
pollution sources (Performance Standards, III), and because OPR has determined the
standard of review of such agency decisions to be the highly deferential “substantial
evidence” standard, the Guidelines must exclude from exemption projects within specific
buffer zones in order to meet its clear mandate to protect public health. Anything less
would continue haphazard zoning and siting practices in Los Angeles and elsewhere that
lead to schools and houses sitting next to, or across the street from, freeways and industrial
operations that spew pollution into their water, air, and soil.
OPR states that “thresholds and buffer zones may differ from location to location
depending on variables such as prevailing winds and local topography.” (Summary and
Response to Comments, p. 6.) There is clear evidence, however, that these variables mean
very little when one lives, works, or goes to school near a freeway or other source (or
cumulative sources) of pollution.1

OPR also states that “[p]eople also generally spend less time in workplaces and commercial areas
than in residential areas.” (Summary and Response to Comments, p. 6.) This assertion is not
necessarily true, however; people spend business hours—the time when industrial operations are
most and commutes are most likely—at school or work, while they spend nights and weekends,
when industrial operations are less likely to occur, at home. Furthermore, children are sensitive
receptors (http://www.aqmd.gov/prdas/aqguide/doc/School_Guidance.pdf).
1
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1. The Proposed Guidelines Should Not Exempt from CEQA Projects—
Especially Schools and Residences—Within 500 Feet of a Heavily
Trafficked Roadway or a Freeway
Dozens of studies have concluded that proximity to highly trafficked roadways is
associated with real and significant negative health effects, including asthma, cancer and
reproductive impacts. These types of studies persuaded the California Air Resources Board
(“CARB”), the California agency primarily responsible for achieving clean air, to
recommend that local governments “[a]void siting new sensitive land uses within 500 feet
of a freeway, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day, or rural roads with 50,000
vehicles/day.” ER-33. CARB explained that “traffic-related studies [have shown that] the
additional non-cancer health risk attributable to proximity was seen within 1,000 feet and
was strongest within 300 feet.”2
Children are sensitive receptors to pollution, and many studies have shown that children
who go to school near busy roads and freeways are much more likely to develop asthma,
regardless of where they live.3 Schools within 500 feet of a freeway or busy road should not
be exempted from the requirements of CEQA. A recent nationwide study of almost 9,000 U.S.
public schools finds that children spend a significant amount of time at school, making
exposure to pollution at school an important consideration; the study found that
approximately one-third of students were likely to be at an increased risk of acute and
chronic respiratory disorders due to close proximity of their schools to a freeway.4
Additionally, continuing to site schools near freeways create an environmental injustice: in
California, over two percent of public schools (K-12) are within 150 meters of high traffic
roads and a disproportionately large percentage of students attending these schools are
economically disadvantaged and nonwhite.5
The Performance Standards include minimal requirements for residential projects within
California Air Resources Board, Air Quality Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective,
April 2005, http://www.arb.ca.gov/ch/handbook.pdf.
3 See fn 1. See e.g., McConnell, R. et al., Childhood Incident Asthma and Traffic-Related Air Pollution
at Home and School, Environmental Health Perspectives 2010; 118(7): 1021-1026 (study of thirteen
southern California communities found children exposed to traffic-related pollution in school were
more likely to develop asthma irrespective of residential exposure); Kim, J. et al., Traffic-Related Air
Pollution and Respiratory Health: East Bay Children’s Respiratory Health Study, American Journal of
Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine 2004; 170: 520-526 (study of over 1,000 elementary school
students in northern California found higher rates of asthma and bronchitis symptoms in children
attending schools near busy roads and freeways);
4 Appatova, A.S. et al., Proximal Exposure of Public Schools and Students to Major Roadways: a
Nationwide U.S. Survey, Journal of Environmental Planning and Management 2008; 51(5): 631-646.
5 Green, R.S. et al., Proximity of California Public Schools to Busy Roads, Environmental Health
Perspectives 2004; 112(1): 61-66.
2
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500 feet of a pollution sources (Performance Standards, III), but none for schools.
Additionally, even these standards are wholly inadequate to protect public health. For
example, they state that agencies may include measures to protect public health that have
been recommended by CARB and local air districts, but does not require agencies to do so;
in other words, agencies do not have to follow CARB’s land use recommendations to site
schools farther than 500 feet from freeways or busy roadways. Given the plethora of
evidence that children who go to school near freeways and busy roadways are at much
higher risk of developing acute and chronic respiratory disorders, this oversight clearly
fails to comply with SB 226’s mandate that the Guidelines protect public health.
While schools must be one priority, studies also show that living near traffic causes
respiratory impacts, including cough, wheeze, persistent cough, asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disorder, and hospital admissions for asthma and COPD, among
children especially.6 Importantly, distance matters. A study in rural New York found that
children living in neighborhoods with heavy traffic within 200 meters of their homes had
an increased risk of asthma hospitalization.7 Living near a freeway or busy road also
contributes to increased risks of cancer, reproductive impacts, and coronary diseases.8
Children living within 250 yards of a freeway or street with 20,000 vehicles a day or more
are six times more likely to develop all types of cancer and eight times more likely to

Gauderman, W. J., et al., Effect of Exposure to Traffic on Lung Development from 10 to 18 Years of
Age: A Cohort Study, Lancet 2007; 369 (19561): 571-7. Wilhelm et al., Environmental Public Health
Tracking of Childhood Asthma Using California Health Interview Survey, Traffic, and Outdoor Air
Pollution Data, Environmental Health Perspectives 2008; 116(8): 1254-1260. Gauderman, W. J. et al.,
Childhood Asthma and Exposure to Traffic and Nitrogen Dioxide, Epidemiology 2005; 16:737-743.
This study was confirmed by a separate southern California study finding an 85% higher likelihood
for an asthma diagnosis among children living within 75 meters of a major road. McConnell R., et
al., Traffic, Susceptibility, and Childhood, Environmental Health Perspectives 2006; 114(5):766-772.
7 Lin, et al., Childhood Asthma Hospitalization and Residential Exposure to State Route Traffic,
Environmental Research, Section A 2002; 88:73-81. Similarly, a San Diego study found increased
medical visits in children living within 550 feet of heavy traffic. English P., et al., Examining
Associations Between Childhood Asthma and Traffic Flow Using a Geographic Information System,
Environmental Health Perspectives 1999; 107(9): 761-767.
8 Raaschou-Nielsen, O. et al., Air Pollution from Traffic at the Residence of Children with Cancer, Am.
J. Epidemiology 2001; 153:433-443. Knox and Gilman, Hazard Proximities of Childhood Cancers in
Great Britain from 1952-1980, J. of Epidemiology and Community Health 1997; 51:151-159.
Wilherm M. et al., Local Variations in CO and Particulate Air Pollution and Adverse Birth Outcomes
in Los Angeles County, California, USA, Environmental Health Perspectives 2005; 113(9):212-21.
Ritz B. et al., Ambient Air Pollution Risk and Risk of Birth Defects in Southern California, Am. J.
Epidemiology 2002; 155:17-25. Hoek, et al., Association Between Mortality and Indicators of
Traffic-Related Air Pollution in the Netherlands: A Cohort Study, Lancet 2002; 360(9341):1203-9.
Finkelstein, et al., Traffic Air Pollution and Mortality Rate Advancement Periods, Am. J. Epidemiology
2004; 160:173-177. Gan, W. Q., Changes in Residential Proximity to Road Traffic and Risk of Death
from Coronary Heart Disease, Epidemiology 2010; 21(5):642-649.
6
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contract leukemia.9
If, despite clear evidence that buffer zones between projects and freeways and busy roads
are necessary to protect public health, OPR is unwilling to create buffer zones of at least
500 feet, CBE supports the position advanced in the comments provided on these proposed
Guidelines by Physicians for Social Responsibility-LA and the Natural Resources Defense
Council, (NRDC) based on NRDC’s near-roadway guidance recommendation to have infill
projects demonstrate that risk exposure levels do not exceed certain thresholds:


An increase of 10/1,000,000 cancer risk, and an increase of 0.2 micrograms/m3 in
concentrations of PM 2.5.



Residential projects within 200 feet of a high-volume roadway (100,000 AADT+) must
demonstrate based on data approved by an air district, or through risk assessment and
modeling, that exposure concentrations are below these thresholds. These studies can
include mitigation measures.
2. The Performance Standards Must Include Buffer Zones for Projects Along
Border Areas in Order to Protect Public Health

Additionally, residential, school, or commercial projects on the border of another political
division—a city, for instance—may not be protected by the UADPs or any other local code
or plan of a neighboring city, just a few feet away. The Performance Standards state that
residential projects within 500 feet (or other distance as deemed appropriate by the local
agency or air district) of a high volume roadway or stationary source of air pollutions, “the
project shall comply with any policies and standards identified in the local general plan,
specific plan, zoning code, ordinance or community risk reduction plan for the protection of
public health.” (Performance standards, III.) Almost all of these codes and plans apply
within a specific city or other political division, however. A project may comply with the
local codes, but fail to comply with, or be protected by, the codes and plans for the city
across the street.
This is not merely a hypothetical situation. In the Long Beach / Wilmington area, for
example, the Southern California International Gateway (SCIG) rail yard project illustrates
the point. The proposed rail project would potentially sit on Port of Los Angeles land. The
Executive Summary of the SCIG’s Draft EIR describes the general area as “characterized by
heavy industry, goods handling facilities and port-related commercial uses consisting of
Pearson et al., Distance-Weighted Traffic Density in Proximity to a Home is a Risk Factor for
Leukemia and Other Childhood Cancers, Journal of Air and Waste Management Association 2000;
50:175-180.
9
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warehousing operations, trucking, cargo operations, transloading, container and truck
maintenance, servicing and storage, and rail service.” (SCIG DEIR, ES-4, 1-3.) This
description of the “general area” ignores most of the uses just east of the project, located in
Long Beach, which include residences, schools, parks, and places of worship, among other
sensitive receptors. Noting that the project itself sat in an industrial zoned area, the DIER
concluded that the project was “not inconsistent with any relevant plan or zoning
determination. (SCIG DEIR, 3.8-21-23.) While the Wilmington-Harbor City Community
Plan sets out objectives to protect parks, schools, and residences from industrial impacts,
the project-adjacent parks, schools, and residences are located in Long Beach, and not
protected by the Wilmington-Harbor City Community Plan. Meanwhile, the Long Beach
General Plan lays out policies for rail-related emissions, but because the project itself is not
located in Long Beach, these provisions do not protect the adjacent residents and school
children either. This is precisely the dilemma that CBE is concerned about. Although the
proposed SCIG project is sited in an industrial area, that does not preclude it from having
severe impacts on nearby communities.
The inability of the public to review an agency’s determination that a UADP will mitigate
significant impacts or that local codes, plans, and ordinances will protect projects near
pollution sources, along with the deferential “substantial evidence” standard of review
mean that it is likely that this problem of pollution traveling across jurisdictions will be
often missed.
Furthermore, buffer zones of specified feet in the Guidelines would also ensure consistency
across jurisdictions. For example, school siting guidelines vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. While Los Angeles Unified School District provides criteria recommending
against siting schools near pollution sources, these are merely strong suggestions, rather
than requirements. 10 Other school districts, even in urban areas, do not contain such
guidelines.11 Even with an EIR, siting schools too close to pollution sources occurs.12
Without one, there will be even less protection, information, and informed decision making.
Although the California Education Code states schools may not be sited near major traffic
thoroughfares without mitigation, this requirement is easily avoided by allowing schools
districts to adopt a statement of Overriding Considerations if these conditions cannot be
met but the district is unable to locate an alternative site.13 If the district adopts such as
statement, and the school project is exempt from CEQA, the public information goal of
CEQA is entirely undermined for schools near pollution sources. Without buffers between
Office of Environmental Health and Safety Distance Criteria for School Siting, http://www.lausdoehs.org/docs/Misc/DistanceCriteriaTable%20Rev12_10_08.pdf. LAUSD uses a distance criteria of
500 ft from freeway/major transportation corridors.
11 E.g., Long Beach Unified School District.
12 See, e.g., City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889.
13 Cal. Educ. Code § 17213(c)(2)(C), (D).
10
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exempted infill projects and pollution sources, such as freeways, California will end up with
residences and schools built too close to pollution.
B. The Performance Standards Should Include Protections for Projects in Pollution
“Hot Spots”
Requiring lead agencies to determine that a project will not be located in a highly impacted
area will at least begin to remedy this jurisdictional problem. The standards purport to
provide some protection for projects within 500 feet (or other distance) of a pollution
source. (Performance Standards, III.) The revised guidelines should also take into
consideration the cumulative exposure of air pollution from a multitude of local sources
such as rail yards and highways, and other stationary sources of pollution that together
create pollution “hot spots.”
In recent years there has been an expansion of residential and institutional (primarily
school) uses into industrial districts, spurred by the desire to avoid removing housing in
densely built-up communities for such projects, and to take advantage of the lower cost of
industrially zoned land, compared to land zoned for residential or commercial uses. The
result has been the placement of new sensitive uses in the midst of operating industrial
districts, creating new conflicts with potentially nuisance industrial activities. To avoid
further expansion of such conflicts, SB 226 must limit the encroachment of sensitive uses
into industrial districts. The need to streamline the CEQA process with infill projects must
weighed against the need to protect communities impacted by potential multiple sources of
pollution.
Additionally, with respect to the Proposed Guidelines, the courts have recognized that
where there already is a high pollution burden on a community, the “relevant question” is
“whether any additional amount” of pollution “should be considered significant in light of
the serious nature” of the existing problem. Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford
(1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 661 [emphasis added]; see also Los Angeles Unified School Dist.
v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1019, 1025. As a result, OPR should require
UADPs to fully mitigate all impacts of a project (not just substantially mitigate) in a heavily
burdened area in order to avoid contributing to any further cumulative pollution impacts.
C. In Order to Advance the Goal of Reducing Greenhouse Gases, the Performance
Standards Should Include Requirements for Local Solar Electrical Generation
Where Feasible
OPR is tasked with creating guidelines that advance SB 226’s goal of “reduc[ing]
greenhouse gas emissions. . . .” Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5. The Governor has called for
building for building 12,000 MW of distributed generation (local, solar projects distributed
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throughout local grids) out of 20,000 MW of new renewable generation.14 Currently, the
California Legislature is considering Assembly Bill 1990 (which passed the Assembly on
May 30, 2012, and is now proceeding to the Senate).15 AB 1990 establishes a 375megawatt Feed in Tariff (“FiT”) program, which provides long-term, fixed-rate payments to
renewable energy producers to cover the costs of clean energy projects smaller than 500
kilowatts. It seeks to “support small-scale local clean energy in communities throughout
the state in order to increase green jobs and businesses that benefit the communities
where electrical utility customers live, especially in the most impacted and disadvantaged
communities with high unemployment that bear a disproportionate burden from air
pollution, disease, and other impacts from the generation of electricity from the burning of
fossil fuels.”16
SB 226 is intended to help shepherd in California’s renewable energy, sustainable
communities future. In order to ensure the projects exempted under SB 226 truly meet
goals of the statute, the Governor, and the Legislature, the Performance Standards must
require that exempted projects include small-scale solar generation where feasible, with
the burden on the lead agency to show that it is infeasible.17

II.

PROPOSED GUIDELINES
A. The Proposed Guidelines Should Include a Provision for Public Notice and
Comment

“Public participation is an essential part of the CEQA process.” CEQA Guidelines § 15201.
The public must be able to "know the basis on which its responsible officials either approve
to reject environmentally significant action," to be able to "respond accordingly to action
with which it disagrees." Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v. Regents of the University of
California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 392. In this way, CEQA promotes "informed selfgovernment." Ibid.

http://gov.ca.gov/s_energyconference.php
http://www.sustainablebusiness.com/index.cfm/go/news.display/id/23748
16 http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/11-12/bill/asm/ab_19512000/ab_1990_bill_20120525_amended_asm_v95.html
17 CBE supports the recommendations of PSR-LA and others to provisions to ensure no net loss of
affordable housing, as well as guidelines for residents displaced as a result of a project. As PSR-LA
notes, these measures are necessary to ensure the Guidelines advance SB 226’s goal of decreasing
greenhouse gases.
14
15
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CBE, therefore, does not support the Guidelines’ combination of providing no opportunity
for public review and comment regarding an agency’s decision that a project qualifies as
exempt under SB 226, the discretionary nature of Appendix N, and the application of the
highly deferential “substantial evidence” standard of review. In particular, despite the fact
that the burden is still on the agency to demonstrate that “substantial evidence” supports
its determination (Bankers Hill, et al. v. City of San Diego (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249, 269 n.
19), CBE worries this combination will forestall any meaningful public participation in the
decision making process, and any meaningful judicial review of the agency’s decision. As a
result, CBE urges OPR to amend 15183(d)(2)(A) to include requirement that the agency
complete Appendix N, and offer a brief public review and comment period (30 days) of the
agency’s determination that no additional environmental review is required, but before it
files the NOD.
CEQA requires that agency's provide the "material necessary to informed decision making
and informed public participation.” State Water Resources Control Bd. Cases, 136
Cal.App.4th at 723. Appendix N is the only way provided in the Proposed Guidelines for the
agency to document the “‘analytic route [it] traveled from evidence to action.’” Laurel
Heights, 47 Cal.3d at 404 [citation omitted]. In order to fulfill CEQA’s goal of facilitating
“informed decisionmaking,” therefore, OPR should require Appendix N to be mandatory
and provide a period for the public to review and comment on the agency’s determination.
OPR justifies its failure to require public review by citing to Section 15164, which
addresses the adoption of an addendum. (Summary and Response to Comments, p. 12.)
This case is entirely unlike an addendum, since it exempts projects that come after—
sometimes long after—the certification of a planning-level EIR. OPR also states that it
cannot impose a public review period because the statute does not require one. (Summary
and Response to Comments, p. 12.) Yet, the Proposed Guidelines require an agency to file a
NOD upon finding a project exempt, even though the statute does not explicitly provide for
this procedural requirement. Indeed, adding procedural requirements is clearly not
beyond the scope of OPR’s authority. For example, the Guidelines require Subsequent
Negative Declarations to provide for public notice and comment, even though the statute
itself does not explicitly require Subsequent Negative Declarations to include a public
notice and comment period. CEQA Guidelines § 15162(d).
OPR can and should require agencies to complete Appendix N before filing their NODs for
projects they determine are exempt under SB 226. OPR can and should provide a public
review and comment period of an agency’s decision to exempt a project under SB 226.
Anything less undermines the public participation and informed decision making goals of
CEQA.
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B. Exhaustion and Statute of Limitations
Under CEQA, potential petitioners must exhaust administrative remedies before filing an
action against an agency in court, unless no opportunity to raise objections orally or in
writing prior to the approval of a project was given, or if the public agency failed to give the
required notice by law. Pub. Res. Code § 21177(a)-(e). The Proposed Guidelines do not
provide any opportunity for public hearing or comment on an agency’s determination that
a project is exempt under SB 226. The proposed regulation should either clearly provide
the public an opportunity to present objections, or clarify that judicial review of an
agency’s determination that a project is exempt under the SB 226, or should make clear
that agency determination is governed by CEQA Guideline § 15094, which provides that the
NOD should be made available for public review for at least 30 days, and section 21177 of
CEQA, which provides that administrative remedies do not need to be exhausted in order
for petitioners to file suit if no public comment is made available.
C. “Substantially Mitigate” Must be Defined as “Mitigate to a Less Than Significant
Level.”
The case to which OPR cites for the proposition that “substantially mitigate” does not mean
mitigate to a less than significant level (CBE v. Cal. Res. Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98)
does not stand for that proposition. (Summary and Response to Comments, p. 8.) It only
briefly looked at the language “adequately addressed” in a section of the CEQA Guidelines
that court ultimately invalidated, and never discussed the meaning “substantially mitigate.”
It makes no sense here for the Proposed Guidelines to allow a project to be exempt from
CEQA if there are significant impacts, but those impacts are only mostly mitigated by the
UADPs or the prior EIR. If the impacts are still significant, the project is not exempt. OPR
should change and clarify this definition.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If you have any question please
contact Maya Golden-Krasner, CBE Staff Attorney, at 323-826-9771 ext: 121, or
maya@cbecal.org. We look forward to continue to work with the Office of Planning and
Research on this project.
Respectfully Submitted,

Maya Golden-Krasner
10
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Staff Attorney
Communities for a Better Environment
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May 31, 2012
California Building
Industry Association

VIA EMAIL: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov.

1215 K Street
Suite 1200
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/443-7933
fax 916/443-1960
www.cbia.org

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
Re: SB 226 REVISED PROPOSED GUIDELINES

2012 OFFICERS
Chair
RAY PANEK
KB Home
Pleasanton

Dear Mr. Calfee:

Vice Chair
AMY GLAD
Pardee Homes
Los Angeles

California homebuilders, as represented by the California Building Industry Association (CBIA),
are grateful to you for providing us this opportunity to comment on the SB 226 Revised
Proposed Guidelines (Proposed Guidelines).

CFO/Secretary
CHRIS AUSTIN
DPFG
Sacramento

We are grateful for some of the changes made to the original proposal, including the elimination
of CALGreen Tier 1 and Tier 2.

MEMBER
ASSOCIATIONS
Building Industry
Association of
Central California
Modesto
Building Industry
Association of the Delta
Stockton
Building Industry
Association of
Fresno/Madera Counties
Fresno

As we mentioned in our comments dated February 24, 2012, we view SB 226 largely as a missed
opportunity to obtain some meaningful CEQA reform. We also reiterate that VMT is not likely to
remain a valid proxy for environmental impacts as vehicles increasingly make the switch to zero
emission fuels.
CEQA: The Project’s Effect on the Environment vs. The Effect of the Environment on the Project
More than a few CEQA cases have held that CEQA is not concerned with the effect of the
environment on proposed projects:


Building Industry
Association of
San Diego County
San Diego
Building Industry
Association of
Southern California
Irvine



Home Builders
Association of
Central Coast
San Luis Obispo
Home Builders
Association of
Kern County
Bakersfield



Building Industry
Association of the Bay Area
Walnut Creek
Home Builders
Association of
Tulare & Kings Counties
Visalia

Consideration of the effect of the environment on the project are “beyond the scope of
CEQA.” Baird v. County of Contra Costa (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 1464, 1468 (existence of
contamination near proposed project that might adversely affect the project and its
residents is irrelevant to CEQA review).
The purpose of an EIR is to identify the significant effects of a project on the environment,
not the significant effects of the environment on the project. Therefore, an EIR is not
required to discuss the impacts on staff and student health of locating the project near
freeways. City of Long Beach v. Los Angeles Unified School District (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th
889, 905.
For the same reason, an EIR is not required to discuss the impact of sea level rise on a
project. The Court in Ballona Wetlands Land Trust v. City of Los Angeles (2011) 201
Cal.App.4th 455 (Ballona), went so far as to invalidate portions of Guideline section
15126.2 (locating a subdivision astride an active fault line, floodplains, coastlines, wildfire
risk areas, etc.) and the Appendix G checklist form (same).1 Ibid. at 473‐474.

North State Building
Industry Association
Roseville

1

These existing hazards are already addressed and mitigated pursuant to other laws and should
not be inserted in CEQA to provide project opponents with another bite at the apple.
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The impact of noxious odors on future resident of the development was not a significant effect
on the environment and therefore did not require an EIR. South Orange County Wastewater
Authority v. City of Dana Point (2011) 196 Cal.App.4th 1604, 1614‐1618

The Proposed Guidelines continue to provide examples of “uniformly applicable development policies or
standards” including “[r]equirements for protecting residents from air pollution associated with high
volume roadways”. Section 15183.3(e)(8)(D).
Accordingly, the statute and Proposed Guideline should be interpreted and applied in a manner
consistent with CEQA’s overall scope of focusing on a project’s impact on the environment rather than
the environment’s impact on the project. This means that the focus of this goal should be to protect
vulnerable existing populations from air or water pollution, or soil contamination caused by the project.
Methods to address the impacts of existing air, water or soil pollution on occupants of a project are
contained in other laws.
The Narrative (at p. 5) supports this interpretation with the following:
Infill development is also linked to health benefits. According to the American Lung Association,
Sustainable, mixed‐use communities designed around mass transit, walking and cycling have been
shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and a range of adverse health outcomes
including traffic injuries, cancers, lung and heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and other chronic health
conditions. In addition to the benefits to lung health, individuals who live in mixed‐use and walkable
communities have a 35 percent lower risk of obesity.
(American Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health Issue
Brief: Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable land use and
transportation planning” (Spring 2010).) Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity, diabetes,
heart and lung disease, cancers and other chronic illnesses associated with increased physical
activity, smart growth development patterns “could help California cut over 132,000 tons of air
pollution and avoid up to 140 premature deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other respiratory
symptoms, 16,550 work days lost and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.” (American Lung
Association in California, Fact Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid air pollution‐related
illnesses, deaths and costs.”)
In other words, there are significant health benefits just in producing infill. This should be sufficient to
comply with both the statutory language in SB 226 and the Proposed Guidelines, above.
Unfortunately, Appendix M: Residential Units Near High‐Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources, the
Narrative Explanation of the Proposed Guidelines and the Appendix N: Infill Environmental Checklist all
require that the project proponent identify and mitigate air quality impacts of the pre‐project
environment on the project. See, Appendix M, p.2; Narrative Explanation, pp. 19‐201 and Appendix N2.
1

The Narrative Explanation states:
With regard to air pollution, attention has focused in recent years on the health effects of
developing sensitive uses near sources of toxic air contaminants, such as high‐volume roadways.
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Appendix M: Residential Units Near High‐Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources and the Appendix N
Checklist at 2 triggers mitigation measures for residential projects located within 500 feet of a high
volume roadway. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District recently enacted a similar requirement
which was subject to legal challenge. The Court, in California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area
Air Quality Management District (Alameda County Superior Court Case No. RG10‐548693) found that
there is evidence to support a fair argument that these requirements might discourage urban infill
development or encourage suburban development. See, Statement of Decision at p.6, previously
provided. The Court set aside the requirement as a result. These Proposed Guidelines will have the
same impacts.
The Appendices M and N requirements are “beyond the scope of CEQA,” and are contrary to the
purpose of the Proposed Guidelines. The Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3(a) states that “[t]he
purpose of this section is to streamline the environmental review process for eligible infill projects”. The
Proposed Guidelines are also titled: “Streamlining for Infill Projects”. One does not streamline or
incentivize infill by making it more burdensome and expensive.

Evidence indicates that risk increases near high volume roadways, generally within 500 feet,
though precise distances and risk factors vary considerably based on local topography,
meteorology and other site‐specific factors. (See, e.g., CARB 2005 Handbook; BAAQMD CEQA
Thresholds (May 2011), § 5.2.5.) Many transit corridors are located near high volume roadways.
Prohibiting any new development within the transit corridors would counteract the policies
described above that direct new growth toward transit‐served locations. Notably, it would also
undermine the health benefits from active transportation associated with transit‐oriented
development. Some design strategies have been identified that may ameliorate the adverse
effects of high volume roadways, such as high efficiency air filters, locating air intakes away from
roadways, etc. The effectiveness of such strategies, however, is also highly dependent on site‐
specific circumstances. (California Air Pollution Control Officers Association, “Health Risk
Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects,” April 2009.) Therefore, similar to the soil and
water contamination standards described above, the performance standards would call on
projects to implement whatever design requirements are identified in local plans or ordinances
that address such effects. If such plans have not been adopted, the performance standards
require projects to implement whatever measures are identified in a health risk assessment or
environmental document prepared for the project.
2

Appendix N provides:
2. If the infill project includes residential units located within 500 feet, or such distance that the
local agency or local air district has determined is appropriate based on local conditions, a high
volume roadway or stationary source of air pollutants describe the measures that the project
will implement to protect public health. Such measures may include policies and standards
identified in the local general plan, specific plans, zoning code or community risk reduction plan,
or measures recommended in a health risk assessment, to promote the protection of public
health. Identify the policies or standards, or refer to the site specific analysis, below.
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Accordingly, we recommend that these provisions of Appendix M: Residential Units Near High‐Volume
Roadways and Stationary Sources (p.2), the Narrative Explanation (p.19‐20) and Appendix N be
removed.
Similarly, the Appendix N checklist purports to require projects to consider and mitigate the impact of
the existing environment on the proposed project. See various provisions in Appendix N contained in
the following: III. Air Quality; VI. Geology and Soils; VIII Hazards and Hazardous Materials; IX. Hydrology
and Water Quality; XII Noise.3 Provisions that require projects to consider and mitigate impacts of the
environment on the project should be removed.

3

Air Quality: “Would the project ...[e]xpose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?”
Section III(d); Air Quality: “Would the project ...[c]reate objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?” Section III(e).

Geology and Soils: “Would the project ... [e]xpose people or structures to potential substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i. Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other substantial evidence of
a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special Publication 42.
ii. Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii. Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
iv. Landslides?”
Section VI(a).
Geology and Soils: “Would the project ... [b]e located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that
would become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?” Section VI(c).
Geology and Soils: “Would the project ... [b]e located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of
the Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?” Section VI(d).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “Would the project ... [b]e located on a site which is included on a list
of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment?” Section VIII(d).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in a project area?” Section VIII(e).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in a project area?” Section VIII(f).
Hazards and Hazardous Materials: “Would the project ... [e]xpose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized
areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands?” Section VIII(h)
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Language
The Proposed Guidelines use new language to refer to existing concepts. For example, the Proposed
Guideline section 15183.3(d)(1)(E) uses the term “substantially mitigate”. In existing law, Guideline
section 15162(a)(3)(B) provides that a supplemental EIR is required only if the impacts with mitigation
are substantially more severe. In order to avoid unnecessary litigation, we recommend using
“substantially more severe.”
Thank you for considering our views. We believe that these recommendations would make the
Proposed Guidelines more likely to be used.
Very truly yours,

Nick Cammarota
General Counsel

Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [p]lace housing within a 100- year flood area as
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard
delineation map?” Section IX(g).
Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [e]xpose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?”
Section IX(i).
Hydrology and Water Quality: “Would the project ... [expose people or structures to i]nundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?” Section IX(j).
Noise: “Would the project result in ... [e]xposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in the general plan or noise ordinance or applicable standards of other agencies?”
Section XII(a).
Noise: “Would the project result in ... [e]xposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels?” Section XII(b).
Noise: “For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project expose people residing or
working in the project area to excessive noise levels?” Section XII(e).
Noise: “For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in a project area to excessive noise levels?” Section XII(f).
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June 1, 2012
Christopher Calfee
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Redeveloping Land for
Sustainable Communities

Re: CEQA Guidelines Update
Dear Mr. Calfee,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on OPR’s revised draft CEQA Guidelines
Section 15183.3 for streamlining CEQA review for infill projects. The Center for Creative Land
Recycling (CCLR or "see clear") is the state’s only organization solely dedicated to brownfield
development and we play an integral role in the revitalization of many sites around the state.
Our work is accomplished through training, technical assistance, and small grants and loans for
communities and community developers who are attempting to turn around vacant or
environmentally distressed properties, including the infill sites targeted by this new program.
CCLR supports development projects that are both good for the bottom line and improve
Californian's quality of life. California's current regulatory structure makes it difficult to
construct well-planned, convenient neighborhoods and retail areas. While the market for
complete neighborhoods continues to grow, extra costs put infill at a significant disadvantage.
CCLR believes that infill projects consistent with smart planning should receive permits with
little administrative burden.
To that end, CCLR commends OPR on the Revised Guidelines. CCLR is particularly pleased
with the revisions to the applicable standard of review. Clarifying and strengthening the
standard of review increases the probability that developers will be able to take advantage of SB
226's streamlining provisions. In its previous draft, the legal standard under which a reviewing
court would review a lead agency's determination of an infill project's eligibility for SB 226's
streamlining provisions was unclear. Thus, developers would be unlikely to utilize the new
infill streamlining provisions because it was uncertain what a project opponent would have to
prove to defeat the use of the streamlining provisions. Clarifying the standard of review is one
more factor tipping the scales to make infill building, rather than greenfield development, a
more viable option for developers.
OPR's approach to the standard of review in the Revised Guidelines is analogous to the
approach adopted for categorical exemptions. Indeed, the purpose of the SB 226 and the
Revised Guidelines mirrors that of the Legislature's enactment of CEQA amendments to
streamline environmental review by creating categorical exemptions. In recommending that the
Legislature adopt a bill to create the categorical exemptions from CEQA, the Department of
Finance noted that “exempting certain classes of projects” creates “[a] reduction in
administrative cost . . . at the state and local level.” Enrolled Bill Report, Dept. of Finance, at p.
1 (Dec. 11, 1972). As a result, Section 21084 of CEQA mandated that the CEQA Guidelines
shall include a list of projects "that have been determined not to have a significant effect on the
environment and that shall be exempt" from CEQA and to "make a finding that the listed
classes of projects referred to . . . . do not have a significant effect on the environment," which it
now does. Thus, categorical exemptions, much like the proposed infill streamlining provisions,
were added to CEQA to save lead agencies and project applicants the burden and expense of
unnecessary environmental review for classes of projects that ordinarily do not have a
significant effect on the environment or that are eligible for infill streamlining provisions due to
the very nature of the project. One of the categories listed in the CEQA Guidelines even
exempts certain infill projects from CEQA review. 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15332.
333 Pine Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94104 • 415.398.1080 • Fax 415.398.5738 • www.cclr.org
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The "substantial evidence" test governs a court's review of a lead agency's factual determination that a
project falls within a categorical exemption. Fairbank v. City of Mill Valley (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 1243,
1251; Wollmer v. City of Berkeley (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1329, 1348. Under the substantial evidence
standard, the court does not review the ultimate correctness of an agency's environmental conclusions, but
only whether its findings and decisions are supported by substantial evidence in the record. Citizens for
Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564.
Like the "substantial evidence" test, the Revised Guidelines affords deference to a lead agency's
determination that a project qualifies for streamlined environmental review. The Revised Guidelines state
that "[determinations regarding [the streamlining provision's] applicability to an infill project are a
question of fact to be resolved by the lead agency" and that such "determinations must be supported with
enough relevant information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can be
made to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be reached" provide deference to
a lead agency.
The deferential standard of review proposed for SB 226's streamlining provisions for infill development,
like the deferential standard of review that applies to categorical exemptions, increases the likelihood that
lead agencies and developers will be able to reap the benefits of the infill streamlining provisions. The
Revised Guidelines heighten the burden for prospective petitioners to prevail on CEQA lawsuits devoid
of merit, thereby adding much needed certainty and predictability to environmental review for financiallyconstrained infill projects. OPR's clarification for the standard of review will save an infill developer
time and money. This increased certainty makes infill development more viable to developers in a
fractured economy, especially since urban infill projects already operate on thin margins due to the high
costs associated with infill projects. It also makes infill development more palatable for prospective
investors, thereby also diminishing the allure of investing in greenfield projects.
Thank you again for providing this opportunity to comment on the draft CEQA Guidelines Section
15183.3. We appreciate your effort and the efforts of OPR to encourage infill development in California.
Sincerely,

Stephanie Shakofsky

Evan Reeves

Executive Director, CCLR

Policy & Research Director, CCLR

333 Pine Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California 94104 • 415.398.1080 • Fax 415.398.5738 • www.cclr.org
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Frank
Wed 5/30/2012 5:26 PM
CEQA Guidelines
Income qualified VMT

I write to offer the comments of the Center for Sustainable Neighborhoods on revisions to the CEQA
guidelines to respond to SB 226.
I generally agree with the notion that CEQA streamlining for residential projects should be reserved for
projects located in areas where the occupants can be expected to generate less than the regional
average vmt/capita. I would suggest, however, that rather than just looking at the numbers for all
housing, that you consider allowing projects that are restricted to use by certain populations (e.g. low
income, farmworkers, seniors) to use vmt data specific to those populations.
To illustrate the value of this approach, take Marin County as a case study. Marin County is essentially a
high value bedroom community for high wage professionals who commute each day to jobs on the San
Francisco Peninsula. But it is also a low wage employment center with large numbers of jobs (teachers,
cops, retail, gardners etc) oriented towards servicing the high income homeowners. If you look at
overall vmt/household in Marin County, you will find a high number, but that is because you are
measuring the performance mostly of high wage commuters who commute to the Peninsula. According
to "Miles from Home," a study recently published by the Non Profit Housing Association of Northern
California, low income housing residents in Marin County are much more likely to work locally.
Moreover, the acute shortage of affordable housing in Marin County forces large numbers of low
income workers to commute long distances from counties to the north and east with more affordable
housing. Accordingly, building more affordable housing in Marin County is a means to help reduce
regional vmt. But that is not all.
Encouraging the production of affordable housing is an important state goal in its own right.
Encouraging that production in areas that feature both substantial low income employment and sky
high housing values will help reduce in-commuting to such areas, and hence to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. It will allow more low income workers to send their kids to school in the communities with
high performing schools, thereby dramatically improving the educational prospects for their children. It
will reduce concentrated poverty within the region. These are co-benefits to the greenhouse gas
emissions reductions, something that AB 32 specifically encouraged consideration of.
AB 32, SB 375 and SB 226 all are explicitly built around the premise that we can strengthen our
economy, improve our environment and build a healthy society all at the same time. That is the
promise of sustainability, and the hallmark of good economic development.
Thanks for your consideration,
Tim Frank, Director
Center for Sustainable Neighborhoods
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FYI, the following is the link to the Miles from Home study:
http://nonprofithousing.org/pdf_pubs/Miles_from_Home_LowRes.pdf
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth Dunn
Thu 5/31/2012 4:32 PM
CEQA Guidelines
Comments on Proposed Section 15183.3 of CEQA

Hello OPR,
I've reviewed the language proposed for Section 15183.3 of CEQA, and have the following statement
and questions:
STATEMENT
Section 15183.3(a)(1)(A) establishes a threshold of an FAR of .75 for the CEQA Infill provisions to apply.
This ratio is higher than the existing FARs allowed for most of the Commercial General Plan designations
within the jurisdiction where I work. Given the community values of this jurisdiction, there is little
interest in allowing the FAR in any of the General Plan categories to increase.
This same sentiment applies to Section 15183.3(e)(C), where the language defines a small community
walkable project as ...a commercial project with a floor area ratio of at least .5... Again, the proposed
language for this FAR will preclude a city such as mine to be able to use the infill provisions, as the FAR is
at a higher level than our General Plan allows.
If the intent is to assist the ability of jurisdictions to use the proposed language of this new Section
15183.3, then please consider lowering the FAR so that more jurisdictions can use this Section.
QUESTIONS
How far in advance of rail service can the proposed Section 15183.3 be used? Our city will have two rail
stations constructed in the next three years, and we'd like to be able to use these provisions around the
station sites, and potentially prior to the start of rail service.
The performance standard for renewable energy for all non-residential projects is vague. This language
states that all non-residential projects shall include on-site renewable power...where feasible. What is
"feasible"? It is land area on the site for the renewable power? Financial considerations? If it's the
latter, a developer could determine that it impacts the return on investment, and this never gets
incorporated into the project. There needs to be greater clarification about this issue.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. Please feel free to contact me if you have
questions.
Elizabeth Dunn, AICP
Planning Manager
City of Novato
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gladwyn d'Souza
Thu 5/31/2012 3:41 PM
CEQA Guidelines
Comment on CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)

Dear OPR,
Comments related to
http://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_DRAFT_Appendix_M_043012.pdf
Comment 1
Reason: Traffic is the number one reason why residents oppose projects. Definitions should
align with public's concerns for health and safety.
Section II. Definitions
Change: Unless more specifically defined at the local level, "high-volume roadway" means
freeways, highways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 50,000
vehicles per day.
To: Unless more specifically defined at the local level, "high-volume roadway" means freeways,
highways, urban roads with 50,000 vehicles per day, or rural roads with 25,000 vehicles per day.
Comment 2
Reason: numbers should reflect current concerns and objectives.
Section II. Definitions
Change: "Low vehicle travel area" means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average
existing level of vehicle travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For
residential projects, travel refers to either home-based or household vehicle miles traveled. For
commercial and retail projects, travel refers to average non-work attraction trip length;
however, where such data are not available, commercial projects may reference residential
travel. For office projects, travel refers to commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per
employee; however, where such data are not available, office projects may reference household
or home-based VMT.
To: "Low vehicle travel area" means a traffic analysis zone that exhibits a below average
existing level of vehicle travel as determined using a regional travel demand model. For
residential projects, travel refers to either home-based, household vehicle miles traveled, or
accessibility to destinations by mode. For commercial and retail projects, travel refers to
average non-work attraction trip length; however, where such data are not available,
commercial projects may reference residential travel. For office projects, travel refers to
commute attraction vehicle miles traveled per employee; however, where such data are not
available, office projects may reference household or home-based VMT.
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Comment 3
Reason: Projects that don't include air district recommendations do not have an environmental
benefit and should not get a CEQA waiver.
Section III.
Change: Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project
includes residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be
appropriate by the local agency or local air district based on local conditions, of a high volume
roadway or other readily identifiable stationary source of air pollutants, the project shall comply
with any policies and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code,
ordinance or community risk reduction plan for the projection of public health. If the local
government has not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as
enhanced air filtration and project design, that the lead agency determines, based on
substantial evidence, will promote the protection of public health. Those measures may
include, among others, the recommendations of the California Air Resources Board and local air
districts.
To: Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Stationary Sources. If a project includes
residential units located within 500 feet, or other distance determined to be appropriate by the
local agency or local air district based on local conditions, of a high volume roadway or other
readily identifiable stationary source of air pollutants, the project shall comply with any policies
and standards identified in the local general plan, specific plan, zoning code, ordinance or
community risk reduction plan for the projection of public health. If the local government has
not adopted such plans or policies, the project shall include measures, such as enhanced air
filtration and project design, that the lead agency determines, based on substantial evidence,
will promote the protection of public health. Those measures should include, among others, the
recommendations of the California Air Resources Board and local air districts.
Comment 4
Reason: populations separated by high volume roads from schools are less likely to engage in
low VMT activity because of an existing dangerous condition.
Section E.
Change: Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population
are eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two miles of fifty percent of the projected
student population are eligible.
To: Elementary schools within one mile of fifty percent of the projected student population, not
separated by a high volume roadway, are eligible. Middle schools and high schools within two
miles of fifty percent of the projected student population, not separated by a high volume
roadway, are eligible.
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Comments related to
http://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_DRAFT_Proposed_CEQA_Guidelines_Section_15183_3_043012.p
df
Comment 1
Reason: CEQA waivers should be equitable and reflect SB375.
Section b 3 (A)
Change: Where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 20 units
per acre, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor area ratio of at least 0.75.
To: Where an infill project is proposed within the boundaries of a metropolitan planning
organization for which a sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy
will be, but is not yet in effect, a residential infill project must have a density of at least 50 units
per acre, 20% of which are affordable, and a retail or commercial infill project must have a floor
area ratio of at least 1.

Comments related to
http://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_DRAFT_Appendix_N_Infill_Environmental_Checklist_043012.pdf
Comment 1
Reason: Encompass all impediments to access that result in higher VMT.
Section XVI b.
Change: Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited
to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways?
To: Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to
travel demand measures, or other standards established by the county congestion management
agency for designated roads or highways?
Comment 2
Reason: Populations separated by high volume roads from schools are less likely to engage in
low VMT activity because of an existing dangerous condition.
Section: SATISFACTION OF APPENDIX M PERFORMANCE STANDARDS number 8
Change: The project is an elementary school and is within one mile of 50% of the student
population, or is a middle school or high school and is within two miles of 50% of the student
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population. Alternatively, the school is within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or an
existing stop along a high quality transit corridor. (Attach map and methodology.)
To: The project is an elementary school and is within one mile of 50% of the student population,
not separated by a high volume road, or is a middle school or high school and is within two miles
of 50% of the student population not separated by a high volume road. Alternatively, the school
is within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit
corridor. (Attach map and methodology.)
Thank you,
Gladwyn d'Souza
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Graboi
Friday, June 01, 2012 5:10 PM
Christopher Calfee, Chris Ganson
Concerns About an Invitation for Corruption in Identifying Infill Sites for Streamlining

Dear Christopher Calfee and Chris Ganson,
I am writing to express concern over the potential for corruption and a formalized lowering of
performance among those who work in the field of city planning and those who are charged with
overseeing the work that they submit to the State, should this policy of streamlining of infill sites pass.
I'm sure that there are many places that this would be used appropriately, but I am concerned with the
opportunity for abuse.
Because I have a specific example, I would like to share an unresolved issue with one of your managers,
Scott Morgan. I would like to explain why I am concerned that this policy will have the impact of
allowing him (and others) to hide mistakes and oversights at the expense of citizens' legitimate desire to
access legal protections for themselves and their environment. My issue involves the seemingly
intentional filing of different sets of paperwork--1 for local residents and 1 for the State by Encinitas
Environmental Planner, Scott Vurbeff. Mr. Vurbeff identified a future development project as a
'Mitigated Negative Declaration,' published it in the local paper with the wrong year, and then changed
the cover page to identify it as a 'Negative Declaration' (correcting the year) and sent it to OPR. Scott
Morgan signed off on this work, and despite numerous request for correction, has had it incorrectly
posted on the Clearinghouse site since January 2011.
We found out that Mr. Vurbeff did not follow many guidelines in the announcement of the project, but
almost more troubling was that my attempts to get Scott Morgan to correct information have been
ignored. Below is 1 email that I had with Scott Morgan (I have at least 3 others). He makes an excuse
for listing it incorrectly below, but as a repository of information that is used by professionals and for
research, shouldn't it be listed correctly on the CEQA Clearinghouse site?
In addition, I began to research other projects in Encinitas, and my friend Dr. J. Bernard Minster, who is
a professor at UCSD did a search on a CEQA lawsuit in his Encinitas neighborhood, and he could not
locate any announcement of the project at all in the Clearinghouse Website. Dr. Minster's conclusion
was that it was never sent in at all. I began to investigate other cases, and there seems to be a pattern of
different information sent out publically, and other information sent to your offices or not sent in at all-and in my case--Mr. Morgan did not correct this mistake. Perhaps others have not brought these
mistakes to his attention, but I had several conversations with him and his attitude was arrogant and
defensive. Wouldn't it be better just to correct the mistake? That is all I asked for. If Mr. Morgan does
not correct mistakes that he makes now, how will streamlining applications improve his performance?

Please consider that when I read a press release that Mr. Morgan was the person who was sponsoring
this 'streamlining' idea, and since our new City Manager with whom I shared Planning Department
concerns was your former City Manger--Gus Vina, who Sacramento City Council gave a vote of no
confidence, I was particularly concerned when Mr. Vina responded that he supported 'streamlining' as a
solution to the numerous law suits and complaints about our Planning Department when we discussed
this issue last year.
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In brief, I could share pages and pages of details about the problems surrounding my local issue with
multiple violations that Encinitas Planning ignored and we had to address with other agencies, but the
take away is that the Encinitas Planning Department has recently improperly identified both the future
development and my neighbor's property as 'underutilized,' when they have been, and continue to be
used in exactly the same way that they were zoned for over the past 30 years. My neighbors and I see
this and the identification of properties as 'underutilized' as a means to try to get in high density in a
completely unsuitable area with the aid of 'streamlining.'
Please consider the serious ramifications of a policy that appears to be a tool for those in the planning
field to lower their standards and cover their mistakes at the expense of citizen’s legal protections to
their health, property, and well being.
Don't weaken citizen's legal rights--especially in a City like ours where there is such a clear history of
corruption and poor leadership. Below I have also included some recent news stories that might give
you an idea of our local political scene.
Thank you,
Julie Graboi
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May 30, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Draft 2 Proposed CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:

For over 50 years, Greenbelt Alliance has been the San Francisco Bay Area’s advocate for open
spaces and vibrant places. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the second draft of the
proposed guidelines for implementation of Senate Bill 226. This letter outlines our major areas
of support and suggestions for improvements with regard to the draft guidelines.
Overall, we commend OPR for the process used to develop these guidelines. There was
significant opportunity for stakeholder input, and the format in which OPR reflected back
stakeholder input on the first draft and provided both the agency’s response and the rationale for
that response facilitated a high quality policy dialogue.
We appreciate many of the changes that were incorporated into the second draft of the
guidelines. In particular, we commend OPR for maintaining and strengthening the focus on
regional context including location, Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), and density – as the right
framework for determining eligibility. We are very pleased to see that the new draft removes
CalGreen from the guidelines as an eligibility criterion and relies exclusively on regional context and
VMT. We strongly support the change to only allow streamlining in high-VMT areas within a
half-mile of a major transit stop or high-quality transit corridor. We appreciate the helpful
clarification of the requirement that a parcel be “surrounded at least 75% by qualified urban
uses” mean existing urban uses. And we support reducing the square footage for eligible
commercial projects to 50,000 square feet.
There are still a few ways the guidelines can and should be modified to ensure they maximize
sustainable infill development. In general, it is important to recognize the relationship between
VMT and household income and to develop policies that maximize VMT reduction (and
minimize VMT increase) related to low-income housing. More specifically, much research has
been done to show that low-income households have higher transit usage and lower VMT than
high-income households.
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As such, one way that CEQA can achieve its goal of minimizing environmental impacts is to
ensure that low-income households continue to have access to transit-rich areas. This entails
both ensuring that low-income households who currently live in transit-rich areas are not
involuntarily displaced when new investment occurs and rewarding the creation of new
affordable housing in transit-rich areas. Public Advocates and others have suggested very
specific mechanisms that OPR can use to achieve those outcomes; we urge OPR to include such
mechanisms both in the SB 226 guidelines and in future agency work to update CEQA
guidelines.
Finally, we again urge OPR to limit reliance on past EIRs to no more than 10 years following
certification to ensure that current conditions are taken into account to maximize sustainability
outcomes.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this process.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Reyes, Policy Director

2
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June 1, 2012
VIA EMAIL
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Email: CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
Re:

Comments on OPR's Revised CEQA Guidelines Proposal Pursuant to SB 226

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the Governor's Office of Planning and
Research's ("OPR's") revised draft of proposed additions to the Guidelines for Implementation of
the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA Guidelines”). This proposal effectuates the
direction in SB 226 (Simitian, 2011) to prepare additions to the CEQA Guidelines setting forth a
streamlined review process for infill projects and the performance standards that will be used to
determine an infill project’s eligibility for that streamlined review. OPR released a preliminary
draft of the proposal in January for a thirty-day public review period on which the California
Infill Builders Federation ("Infill Builders") submitted written comments on February 23, 2012.
The Infill Builders now submit these additional comments on OPR's revised proposed CEQA
Guidelines ("Revised Guidelines").
The Infill Builders represent builders and developers of urban areas whose work often
focuses on the transformation of abandoned and neglected properties. The Infill Builders support
development projects that are both good for the bottom line and improve Californian's quality of
life. California's current regulatory structure makes it difficult to construct well-planned,
convenient neighborhoods and retail areas. While the market for complete neighborhoods
continues to grow, extra costs put infill at a significant disadvantage. The Infill Builders believe
that infill projects consistent with smart planning should receive permits with little administrative
burden.
To that end, the Infill Builders commend OPR on the Revised Guidelines. It is evident
that OPR took great time and care to thoughtfully consider all of the comments it received. In
particular, the Infill Builders are pleased with the revisions to the applicable standard of review.
Clarifying and strengthening the standard of review increases the probability that developers will
be able to take advantage of SB 226's streamlining provisions. In its previous draft, the legal
standard under which a reviewing court would review a lead agency's determination of an infill
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project's eligibility for SB 226's streamlining provisions was unclear. Thus, developers would be
unlikely to utilize the new infill streamlining provisions because it was uncertain what a project
opponent would have to prove to defeat the use of the streamlining provisions. Clarifying the
standard of review is one more factor tipping the scales to make infill building, rather than
greenfield development, a more viable option for developers.
OPR's approach to the standard of review in the Revised Guidelines is analogous to the
approach adopted for categorical exemptions. Indeed, the purpose of the SB 226 and the
Revised Guidelines mirrors that of the Legislature's enactment of CEQA amendments to
streamline environmental review by creating categorical exemptions. In recommending that the
Legislature adopt a bill to create the categorical exemptions from CEQA, the Department of
Finance noted that “exempting certain classes of projects” creates “[a] reduction in
administrative cost . . . at the state and local level.” Enrolled Bill Report, Dept. of Finance, at p.
1 (Dec. 11, 1972). As a result, Section 21084 of CEQA mandated that the CEQA Guidelines
shall include a list of projects "that have been determined not to have a significant effect on the
environment and that shall be exempt" from CEQA and to "make a finding that the listed classes
of projects referred to . . . . do not have a significant effect on the environment," which it now
does. Thus, categorical exemptions, much like the proposed infill streamlining provisions, were
added to CEQA to save lead agencies and project applicants the burden and expense of
unnecessary environmental review for classes of projects that ordinarily do not have a significant
effect on the environment or that are eligible for infill streamlining provisions due to the very
nature of the project. One of the categories listed in the CEQA Guidelines even exempts certain
infill projects from CEQA review. 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15332.
The "substantial evidence" test governs a court's review of a lead agency's factual
determination that a project falls within a categorical exemption. Fairbank v. City of Mill Valley
(1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 1243, 1251; Wollmer v. City of Berkeley (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1329,
1348. Under the substantial evidence standard, the court does not review the ultimate
correctness of an agency's environmental conclusions, but only whether its findings and
decisions are supported by substantial evidence in the record. Citizens for Goleta Valley v.
Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564.
Like the "substantial evidence" test, the Revised Guidelines affords deference to a lead
agency's determination that a project qualifies for streamlined environmental review. The
Revised Guidelines state that "[determinations regarding [the streamlining provision's]
applicability to an infill project are a question of fact to be resolved by the lead agency" and that
such "determinations must be supported with enough relevant information and reasonable
inferences from this information that a fair argument can be made to support a conclusion, even
though other conclusions might also be reached" provide deference to a lead agency.
The deferential standard of review proposed for SB 226's streamlining provisions for
infill development, like the deferential standard of review that applies to categorical exemptions,
increases the likelihood that lead agencies and developers will be able to reap the benefits of the
infill streamlining provisions. The Revised Guidelines heighten the burden for prospective
petitioners to prevail on CEQA lawsuits devoid of merit, thereby adding much needed certainty
and predictability to environmental review for financially-constrained infill projects. OPR's
clarification for the standard of review will save an infill developer time and money. This
increased certainty makes infill development more viable to developers in a fractured economy,
especially since urban infill projects already operate on thin margins due to the high costs
2
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associated with infill projects. It also makes infill development more palatable for prospective
investors, thereby also diminishing the allure of investing in greenfield projects.
The Revised Guidelines are just one step in the right direction. There is still more work
to be done to clear the path for greener and cost-effective infill development for a growing state.
The Infill Builders hope that OPR will continue to move in this direction. The Infill Builders
appreciate the opportunity to comment on these draft guidelines and welcomes the opportunity to
participate in future conversations on this issue of vital importance to California's economic and
environmental future.

Sincerely,

Meea Kang
President, California Infill Builders Federation
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Guidelines

Lindell Price
Wed 5/30/2012 9:19 AM
CEQA Guidelines
"Pedestrian Network Miles" is an essential metric that must not be omitted from CEQA

Put "Pedestrian Network Miles" back into the CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226).
"Pedestrian network miles" is an essential metric. "Radius" is not an acceptable substitute.
"Radius" is a misleading metric; walking distance is usually greater than the radius, and can be many
times greater than the radius. Out of direction travel required to cross streets, highways, creeks or
rivers makes many pedestrian trips impractical, even when the distance measured as a "radius" is short.
Past failure to measure "pedestrian network miles" is no excuse for failing to implement this metric for
infill streamlining. Infill streamlining is the ideal situation in which to begin requiring measurement of
"pedestrian network miles." We must develop, implement and use appropriate pedestrian metrics if we
hope to provide transportation choices, and the opportunity to walk as part of daily life.
Lindell Price
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NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
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Guidelines
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Near-Roadway Development
We still believe that the SB 226 Guidelines could offer more assurance that CEQA
streamlining will not be enjoyed by projects that are in locations that could expose
residents to harmful concentrations of mobile source emissions. We would propose the
following amended section for Appendix M:
Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Other Significant
Sources of Air Pollution. If a project includes residential units located within
500 feet, or another lesser distance determined to be appropriate by the local air
district based on local conditions, of a high volume roadway or other significant
source of air pollutants, the project shall include air quality and health mitigation
measures, such as enhanced air filtration and project design, that the lead
agency, in consultation with the local air district or the California Air Resources
Board, determines, based on substantial evidence, will protect the health of
future occupants of the project.
To complement the language above, we would add two entries to the definitions section
of Appendix M:
“Air quality and health mitigation measures” include the measures designated by
the California Air Pollution Control Officer’s Association, Health Risk
Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects, p 13.
“Significant sources of air pollution” include airports, marine ports, rail yards and
distribution centers that receive more than 100 heavy-duty truck visits per day;
and stationary sources that are designated Major by the Clean Air Act.
These changes would provide a more clearly defined framework for consideration of
mobile source emissions-related health effects and what action can be taken to mitigate
those effects. The language preserves the authority of local governments, while calling
for at least consultation with the appropriate air district. The language also provides an
incentive for localities and air districts to perform more detailed air quality analysis.
Transit Stops versus Transit Corridors
While we appreciate the effort to harmonize the transit-related language in the
Guidelines with that used in SB 375, we believe that SB 226 benefits should only accrue
to projects in proximity to a “Major Transit Stop,” as defined in the Guidelines, and not to
projects that are simply adjacent to a “High-quality transit corridor.” In a number of
cases, such corridors are freeways, and extending CEQA benefits to large swaths of
land alongside freeways is not likely consistent with the intent of SB 226 to promote infill
and walkable communities.
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“Substantially Mitigate”
Sec. (d)(1)(E) defines “substantially mitigate” as lessening an environmental effect, “but
not necessarily below the level of significance.” We are unable to find in the Guidelines,
SB 226, CEQA itself, or in any CEQA case law a clear definition of what constitutes a
“lessening” of an environmental effect or what constitutes a “substantial” mitigation.
This lack of a clear definition gives us serious concern. Not only do we believe that such
a lax definition may be abused by local agencies, but we are also concerned that such
ambiguity will deter developers of sustainable projects from taking advantage of SB 226
because of the fear of legal challenge to such an undefined standard.
We recommend, therefore, that the Guidelines either a) clarify that “substantially
mitigate” means “mitigate below the level of significance,” or b) add the following
language to the Section: “projects that mitigate effects below the level of significance
shall consider those effects substantially mitigated,” to provide project sponsors an
explicit path to meeting the requirements of this Section.
The Age of Environmental Documents
streamlining. That is simply not a high enough performance standard for such
benefits.
In our previous comments, we had recommended that SB 226 benefits accrue only to
projects that are in areas covered by a planning-level EIR that is less than 10 years old.
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June 1, 2012

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: SB 226 Revised Guidelines
Dear Mr. Calfee:
We applaud the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) for its efforts in engaging
stakeholders in the development of CEQA streamlining guidelines for SB 226. The second draft
of the revised guidelines establishes a clear procedure for streamlining the environmental
review process. However, to ensure that the SB 226 guidelines also protect the physical
environment by not causing an adverse environmental impact to the surrounding communities
as intended by CEQA, the revised SB 226 guidelines should be strengthened in the areas of
public health protective measures and social equity indicators.
As a public health advocacy organization, Physicians for Social Responsibility- Los Angeles
(PSR-LA) has found the application of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) procedural
requirements important and needed in order to protect public health. The California
Environmental Quality Act articulates that the well‐being of people is an environmental policy
goal (California Public Resources Code. § 21000). Hence, as part of achieving the goal, adverse
effects from the physical environment to public health need to be clearly mitigated in the revised
guidelines.
In developing the streamlining guidelines for SB 226, we urge OPR to consider our
recommendations for strengthening public health protective measures in two areas:
A. Limit the development of projects near heavy roadways
B. Include affordable housing and displacement prevention guidelines
Limit Development of Projects near Heavy Roadways
Fine particulate matter is responsible for over 9,000 premature deaths in California every year1.
Residents that live in close proximity to heavy traveled highways, particularly those with high
levels of diesel trucks, will experience increase rates of cardiovascular, respiratory disease,
premature mortality, increased lung cancer incidence, decreased life expectancy, reproductive
health problems, and increased asthma symptoms due to poor air quality from infill projects that
increase roadway travel capacity. SB 226 guidelines should ensure that projects that are located
within less than 500 feet from a heavy roadway not expose residents to harmful toxic air
contaminants.
1

California Air Resources Board. Estimate of Premature Deaths Associated with Fine Particle Pollution (PM2.5) in California Using a U.S.
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We support Natural Resources Defense Council’s (NRDC) near-roadway guidance
recommendation to amend Appendix M to include the following language:
Residential Units Near High-Volume Roadways and Other Significant Sources of
Air Pollution. If a project includes residential units located within 500 feet, or another
lesser distance determined to be appropriate by the local air district based on local
conditions, of a high volume roadway or other significant source of air pollutants, the
project shall include air quality and health mitigation measures, such as enhanced air
filtration and project design, that the lead agency, in consultation with the local air district
or the California Air Resources Board, determines, based on substantial evidence, will
protect the health of future occupants of the project.
And to add the two entries to the definitions section of Appendix M in order to compliment the
above language:
“Air quality and health mitigation measures” include the measures designated by the
California Air Pollution Control Officer’s Association, Health Risk Assessments for
Proposed Land Use Projects, p 13.
“Significant sources of air pollution” include airports, marine ports, rail yards and
distribution centers that receive more than 100 heavy-duty truck visits per day; and
stationary sources that are designated Major by the Clean Air Act.
We agree with NRDC that these changes will provide more of a clearly defined framework for
consideration of mobile sources and potential actions to mitigate those effects.
Additionally, we urge OPR to deny eligibility of projects that would be constructed near
freeways. Even with considerable mitigation measures, such projects would still pose an
significant adverse health impacts to the public.
Include Affordable Housing and Displacement Prevention Guidelines
The SB 226 guidelines can ensure that CEQA streamlining is not used to adversely change a
community’s character and/or affordability of the neighborhood. We believe that the guidelines
can offer guidance on how to protect and maintain affordable housing in infill projects by
including a set of recommended standards that can be applicable to residential projects located
within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or high quality or high quality transit corridor. The
suggested language is:
Projects located within ½ mile of Existing Transit Stop or High Quality Transit
Corridor.
A residential project is eligible if it is located within ½ mile of an existing major transit
stop or an existing stop along a high quality transit corridor if the project does not result
in the demolition of loss of deed restricted, public inclusionary, or rent-controlled
housing. For projects that result in the demolition of loss of deed restricted, public
inclusionary, or rent-controlled housing, the project has been found to provide access to
replacement housing for existing tenants at a 1:1 ratio.
A report by the Dukakis Center for Urban Planning and Regional Policy found that transit rich
neighborhoods change the surrounding neighborhood usually by increasing the cost of housing,
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wealthier residents moving into the neighborhood and vehicle ownership becoming more
common2. Instead of reducing greenhouse gas emissions from single passenger vehicles,
vehicle usage can increase because the residents that use public transit- renters and lowincome households- are priced out of the area.
For example, the Southern California Association of Governments Regional Transportation Plan
shows that the region is experiencing challenges to quality of life and affordability with “45
percent of owner-occupied households and 54 percent of renter-occupied households spending
30 percent or more of their incomes on housing.” When you include transportation cost into the
mix, 67 percent of households in the region spend 45 percent or more of their incomes on
housing and transportation, among the highest percentages in the nation3. The Revised
Guidelines need to consider the impact of infill development on local communities by including
affordable housing provisions to ensure that no project results in a net loss of affordable housing
units within a project area.
We thank you for your time and for considering our recommendations.
Sincerely,

Patricia Ochoa
Environment and Health Coordinator

2

Pollack, Stephanie et al. Dukakis Center for Urban Planning and Regional Policy. Maintaining Diversity in America’s Transit Rich Neighborhoods
Tools for Equitable Neighborhood Change. October 2005. http://www.dukakiscenter.org/TRNEquity.

3

2012-2035 Southern California Association of Governments Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy, pg. 183.
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June 1, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov)
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Comments and Request for Information on Revised Proposed Guidelines for SB 226
CEQA Streamlining
Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional comments on the proposed CEQA Guidelines
the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (“OPR”) has issued to implement Senate Bill 226.
While we agree that infill development can offer many benefits, whether those benefits materialize
and who will enjoy them hinges on the strength of environmental justice, health, and equity
protections. To that end, we have provided a several recommendations. Yet, the revised Guidelines
issued by OPR on May 1, 2012 do not include any of the provisions we recommended in the
February 24, 2012 comment letters from our groups. Therefore, we reiterate in full those
comments. In addition, we request specific information about what OPR is doing to ensure
environmental justice 1 in the development of the proposed CEQA Guidelines, and how the
public will be offered ongoing opportunity for oversight and input within the final
streamlining process.
As we expressed in the February 24 letters and during meetings with OPR staff, we remain
concerned that the Guidelines do not consider the potentially disproportionate impacts they may
have on underserved communities already experiencing adverse conditions. Accordingly, the
Guidelines fail to ensure environmental justice 2; and they fail to advance equity in health and
housing as intended by S.B. 226’s mandate to promote the policies of Senate Bill 375 (“S.B. 375”),

1

Under California law, “environmental justice” is “the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, and
incomes with respect to the development, adoption, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws,
regulations, and policies.” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65040.12(e). See also guidance from the California Department of Justice
Office of the Attorney General on CEQA and Environmental Justice, available at
http://oag.ca.gov/environment/ceqa/planning and
http://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/pdfs/environment/ej_fact_sheet_final_050712.pdf, accessed May 25, 2012.
2

Id. From http://oag.ca.gov/sites/all/files/pdfs/environment/ej_fact_sheet_final_050712.pdf : “Fairness in this
context means that the benefits of a healthy environment should be available to everyone, and the burdens of pollution
should not be focused on sensitive populations or on communities that already are experiencing its adverse effects . . .
Environmental justice cannot be achieved, however, simply by adopting generalized policies and goals. Instead,
environmental justice requires an ongoing commitment to identifying existing and potential problems, and to finding
and applying solutions, both in approving specific projects and planning for future development . . . In passing CEQA,
the Legislature determined . . . ‘[M]ajor consideration [must be] given to preventing environmental damage, while
providing a decent home and satisfying living environment for every Californian.’ (Pub. Res. Code, § 21000, subd.
(g).).”
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the state planning priorities, and the bill’s directive to protect the health of vulnerable populations.
Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b).
Moreover, infill streamlining under these Guidelines risks contradicting S.B. 226’s objective to
reduce vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”). Provision of affordable housing is associated with reduced
VMT. 3 Because these Guidelines neither protect against the loss of affordable housing nor promote
its production, streamlining is likely to lead to gentrification and displacement of the lower-income
residents and residents of color who have lower than average vehicle miles traveled, lower rates of
vehicle ownership and higher rates of transit usage. 4
Per the comments in our February 24 letter, we urge you to address the following in the Guidelines
that you submit to the Natural Resources Agency:
-

Appendix M Performance Standards should consider affordable housing needs
- No project that results in a net loss of affordable housing units within a project area
should be eligible for streamlined review. Any affordable units demolished by an
infill project must be replaced on at least a 1:1 basis at the same level of affordability
and made available to the residents of the demolished units.
- For residential projects, eligibility for CEQA streamlining should be reserved for
developments that will include a substantial component of affordable housing that
targets the lowest-income households.

-

Appendix M should account for VMT benefits of affordable housing 5

-

Appendix N should explicitly include health and housing impacts on vulnerable
communities as environmental impacts
- Impacts include: exacerbation of or increased exposure to known environmental
health hazards; disproportionate impacts on the health of environmental justice
communities; health impacts of displacement and lack of affordable housing; net loss
of affordable housing; and displacement of low-income residents and people of
color.

3

See attached memo by Alex Karner and Deb Niemeier of UC Davis, May 24, 2012. Work by Karner and
Niemeier shows that provision of affordable housing is associated with reduced VMT at the traffic analysis zone (TAZ)level. Using 2005 travel demand modeling data from the San Francisco Bay Area they show that TAZs with greater
units of available affordable housing have lower VMT, even when controlling for additional demographic and land use
factors including income, race, accessibility and density.

4

Stephanie Pollack, Barry Bluestone & Chase Billingham, Maintaining Diversity in America’s Transit-Rich
Neighborhoods: Tools for Equitable Neighborhood Change 12-13 (Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Policy, Oct.
2010), available at http://nuweb9.neu.edu/dukakiscenter/wp-content/uploads/TRN_Equity_final.pdf.
5

See attached memo by Alex Karner and Deb Niemeier of UC Davis, May 24, 2012, which shows that
provision of affordable housing is associated with reduced VMT at the TAZ-level.
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While we understand S.B. 226’s and OPR’s objective to streamline and simplify the standards for
infill development, simplicity cannot come at the expense of disproportionately burdening lowincome communities and communities of color or precluding them from the recognized benefits of
infill development. Nor should they be implemented in a manner that risks increasing VMT based
on the lack of affordable housing. Before you complete the next round of revisions and submission
to the Natural Resources Agency, we urge you to undertake a more serious engagement of the
environmental justice communities that stand to be most impacted by infill development and take
steps to ensure that the environmental, social, and health benefits contemplated by infill
development will extend to all Californians.
We also look forward to reviewing the information we are requesting about what OPR is doing to
ensure environmental justice in the development of the proposed CEQA Guidelines.
Finally, please see the attached materials for additional resources that we gathered to aide OPR’s
work on these issues.
Thank you, in advance, for your consideration and your response to our request within the next 30
days. Please contact Parisa Fatehi-Weeks (pfatehi@publicadvocates.org, 415.431.7430 x305) if we
can provide any further information.
Sincerely,

Parisa Fatehi-Weeks and Idin Kashefipour
Public Advocates Inc.
Laura Baker
Center on Race, Poverty & the Environment
Julie Snyder
Housing California
Jonathan Heller
Human Impact Partners
Chione Flegal
PolicyLink

Kendra Bridges
Sacramento Housing Alliance

Patty Ochoa
Physicians for Social Responsibility - Los
Angeles

Connie Galambos Malloy
Urban Habitat
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cc:

Senator Mark DeSaulnier, Chair, Transportation and Housing Committee Assemblymember
Paul Fong, Chair, Select Committee on Climate Change Assemblymember Warren Furutani,
Chair, Asian Pacific Islander Legislative Caucus Assemblymember Ricardo Lara, incoming
Chair, Latino Legislative Caucus Assemblymember Tony Mendoza, Chair, Latino
Legislative Caucus
Assembly Speaker John A. Pérez
Senator Curren Price, Chair, Legislative Black Caucus
Senator Joe Simitian, Chair, Environmental Quality Committee
Senate President pro Tem Darrell Steinberg
Assemblymember Norma J. Torres, Chair, Housing and Community Dev. Committee
Senator Lois Wolk, Chair, Senate Governance and Finance

Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Responses to OPR’s Evaluation of Comments Received
Displacement Analysis Examples and Resources for OPR’s consideration
May 24, 2012 memo from Alex Karner and Deb Niemeier of UC Davis
February 24, 2012 comment letter
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ATTACHMENT 1
Responses to OPR’s Evaluation of Comments Received
The following are offered in response to OPR’s Evaluation of Comments Received on the first draft
of the proposed CEQA Guidelines.
1. OPR’s response on “no net loss” of affordable units and the recommendation to address
displacement
a. OPR states that CEQA already requires evaluation of displacement but they provide no
examples of such analyses and they support their assertion by citing Muzzy Ranch Co. v.
Solano County Airport Land Use Com. (2007) 41 Cal. 4th 372, 383. Muzzy is not
appropriate authority for this assertion. The case addressed a land use plan that restricted
development around an air force base in order to prevent noise disturbances to future
potential developments. (Id. at 379) The court determined that such a restriction would
require a CEQA analysis because it may have a significant effect on the environment by
displacing development to other areas without such zoning restrictions. (Id. at 383) The case
did not address analysis of the environmental impacts due to the displacement of individuals
from their homes. While we agree that environmental review should address the
environmental impacts caused by gentrification and displacement, ambiguity in the caselaw
requires a clear statement to this effect in the Guidelines.
b. OPR also states that a “no net loss” rule could discourage currently substandard housing
from being rehabilitated or improved. We disagree, as the purpose of creating a net loss
standard is that housing improvements can be made as long as they create affordable
housing units to replace any that were lost.
c. Finally, OPR contends that a “no net loss” rule could discourage infill and make greenfield
development more attractive. While we share OPR’s goal of minimizing greenfield
development, failure to build into the Guidelines protections and incentives for affordability
is likely to increase pressure for greenfield development at the outer edges of metropolitan
regions as low income residents are displaced from the urban core and forced to seek
affordable housing at the fringes of the region. This will also increase VMT as these
displaced residents commute long distances to jobs, social services, and religious and
community institutions that are likely to remain in the core of the region. Our
recommendation to use streamlining incentives to make it easier to develop affordable infill
housing appropriately balances these concerns.
i. In the Bay Area, displacement of low-income communities of color to the exurbs is
already happening. According to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, the share of
the poor living in suburban tracts has increased across all racial groups, but the change is
highest among Blacks. The share of the poor Black population living in the suburbs
increased more than 7 percentage points, whereas the next highest group, Asians,
increased 2 percentage points. The Bank’s study also found that access to transit
decreased for the population in poverty. While the percent of people living within 0.5
miles of a rail station did not change significantly for the total population, it did decrease
1.5 percentage points for the poor population. Furthermore, the percentage of poor people
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living more than 4 miles from a rail station increased 3 percentage points. (See Matthew
Soursourian, Suburbanization of Poverty in the Bay Area, January 2012, available at:
http://www.frbsf.org/publications/community/research-briefs/Suburbanization-ofPoverty-in-the-Bay-Area.html)
2. OPR’s questions about what a displacement analysis may entail
a. In speaking with OPR staff about our recommendations, it became clear that additional
information about what a displacement analysis may entail would be helpful. In Attachment
2, we have provided existing examples of such analyses from governmental agencies and
academic institutions. These resources demonstrate that requiring a displacement analysis in
the Guidelines would not require OPR to break new methodological ground.
3. OPR’s response comments recommending an inclusionary housing requirement
a. OPR states that because many jurisdictions have inclusionary housing ordinances, such a
requirement should not be included in the Performance Standards. This response overstates
the prevalence of local inclusionary ordinances and the degree to which any existing
ordinances will be enforced in the future. Moreover, we believe that the Guidelines could be
written in a way that allows projects in such jurisdictions to satisfy the requirement.
Incentivizing projects that provide a substantial number of affordable units would go hand in
hand with a parallel local ordinance. Further, failing to incorporate inclusionary
requirements in the Guidelines could serve as a strong disincentive for local jurisdictions to
adopt local inclusionary ordinances by pitting jurisdictions against their neighbors to
promote infill development without consideration of affordable housing needs.
b. OPR contends that because of varying local conditions, a statewide inclusionary requirement
may not be effective. We would welcome the opportunity to partner with OPR and other
stakeholders to find a solution to this challenge. For example, rather than setting a fixed
percentage that applies to the entire state, OPR could create a matrix or a sliding scale that is
based on local market conditions and local affordable housing need. Different market
conditions could trigger a different type of requirement to qualify for the streamlining
incentive. OPR should commit to engaging in a discussion and study of what forms a
flexible inclusionary standard could take. The need for statewide applicability should not
lead to a complete omission of this issue and disregard for the serious implications of the
affordable housing crisis.
c. Finally, OPR states that incentivizing development in transportation efficient locations will
lead to increased affordability overall. As stated in both of our comment letters, a higher
than average percentage of low-income residents are already living near transit and using it
rather than spending money on vehicles. Any infill development that leads to displacement
of these residents will actually lead to less affordability because they will be removed from
transit efficient locations and forced to buy and maintain a vehicle. Transit oriented
development will only benefit lower-income households if they can afford to live near that
transit; otherwise they are likely to be displaced to the outer fringes of metropolitan regions
and forced to spend an increased percentage of their income on transit and housing costs.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Displacement Analysis Examples and Resources for OPR’s consideration
In speaking with OPR staff about our recommendations, it became clear that additional information
about what a displacement analysis may entail would be helpful. The following is a sampling of
existing relevant analyses from governmental agencies and academic institutions. The analyses
include the factors and data that should be considered indicators of gentrification or displacement
risk.
1. Chapple, Karen, Mapping Susceptibility to Gentrification: The Early Warning Toolkit, Center
for Community Innovation, August 2009, pp. 6-14. (available at:
http://communityinnovation.berkeley.edu/reports/Gentrification-Report.pdf); see also Sprowls,
Sharon et al., Evaluation of California’s Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Housing and
Infill Infrastructure Grant (IIG) Programs, Housing California Report, April 2011. (available
at: http://www.mitod.org/pdf/Final_TOD-IIG_Report_April2011.pdf) (using Chapple’s
displacement risk factors to analyze TOD in California)
Chapple’s study identifies nineteen factors that help determine whether an area is likely to
experience gentrification or not. Several studies of gentrification have used these factors to
analyze displacement risks resulting from investment and development pressure. (see ABAG
study, #2 below and St. Louis Study, #3 below) Factors that indicate a risk of displacement in a
project area include:
• Percentage of workers using transit is greater than the regional average,
• Percentage of non-family households is greater than the regional average,
• Percentage of the building stock with 3+ units is greater than the regional
average,
• Percentage of renter occupied households is greater than the regional average,
and
• Percentage of households paying more than 30% of their income for rent is
greater than the regional average.
• Income diversity is greater than the regional average
• Presence of public housing units higher than the regional average.
2. Association of Bay Area Governments, Development Without Displacement, Development With
Diversity, December 2009, pp. 9-27. (available at:
http://www.bayareavision.org/initiatives/dwd-final.pdf)
ABAG analyzed the impacts of displacement forces in the Bay Area associated with transit
oriented development between 1990 and 2000. The study found that transit oriented
development contributed to significant displacement of low-income residents and residents of
color. Based on its analysis, ABAG suggested six strategies for preventing displacement.
Several of these suggestions are mirrored in our recommendations to OPR for inclusion in the
proposed guidelines.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand neighborhood change and displacement potential.
Engage residents in creating a vision for the future.
Preserve existing units and act quickly to secure land for development of new
affordable housing.
Protect areas sensitive to displacement from upzoning.
Retain and grow good jobs.
Plan for neighborhood activity centers (“social seams”) to support integration
and secure other community benefits for current residents.

3. Shireen Malekafzali & Danielle Bergstrom, Healthy Corridor for All: A Community Health
Impact Assessment of Transit-Oriented Development Policy in Saint Paul, Minnesota,
PolicyLink: Technical Report 2011, pp. 62-84, 102. (available at:
http://www.policylink.org/atf/cf/%7B97c6d565-bb43-406d-a6d5eca3bbf35af0%7D/HEALTHY%20CORRIDOR%20TECHNICAL%20REPORT_FINAL_2012
0111.PDF)
Researchers analyzed both the extent of existing gentrification in an area and the displacement
risk of a development project using indicators similar to those described the study above. The
analysis showed a high risk of displacement in St. Paul’s Central Corridor resulting from
increased transit investment, market demand, and new zoning policies. Based on this analysis,
the report suggests codification of the commitment to affordable housing policies as a key
policy to curtail the negative impacts of displacement in the project area.

4. Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)/Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) Staff, Alternative Scenarios Equity Analysis: Methodology Summary, Memo, Dec. 1,
2011, pp. 5-6. (available at:
http://apps.mtc.ca.gov/meeting_packet_documents/agenda_1780/6_Methodology_Summary_M
emo_1201.pdf)
Displacement risk was measured based on the ratio of “over-burdened renters” in an area
compared to proposed growth. Over-burdened renters were those who spent more than 50% of
their income for housing. An area was considered at risk of displacement if more than 15% of
housing units were occupied by over-burdened renters and projected growth in the area was
greater than 30% of current conditions. The 30% growth threshold was based on local
conditions, but could be adjusted based on the location of a particular project.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Parisa Fatehi-Weeks, Public Advocates

FROM: Alex Karner and Deb Niemeier, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
UC Davis
DATE: May 24, 2012
RE:

Alternative scenarios, affordable housing, and vehicle-miles traveled in the Bay Area

A. Introduction
Under SB 375, California’s metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) must reduce per
capita greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, primarily by coordinating transportation and land use
planning in an effort to pair compact growth with high quality transit. This coordination is
embodied in the sustainable communities strategy – a new component of the regional
transportation plan that provides not only a vision for the future transportation system but also
signals the kinds of land uses needed to achieve reductions in vehicle-miles traveled (VMT).
The potential for gentrification and displacement to occur in urban spaces simultaneous with
the pursuit of otherwise laudable environmental goals is now well-documented.1 Recent work
has identified ways in which the process of gentrification and the demographic changes it elicits
actually work against environmental goals. These studies consistently find evidence of growing
affluence in neighborhoods that receive improved transit service, including increasing
proportions of college graduates, rising median incomes, higher automobile ownership, and
reduced transit mode share.2 The research on racial demographic effects is more mixed, with
some studies concluding that local transit investments lead to a reduction in proportions of
people of color,3 and others finding no evidence of changing racial demographics.4 As one
example, an analysis of Canada’s three largest cities found that while gentrification was
associated with increases in non-motorized mode share, it was also associated with decreases in
public transit and carpool use. Most problematically, the mode share for “auto as driver” was
also associated positively with gentrification.5 Taken together, these studies suggest that merely
producing dense, mixed use developments well-served by transit is not enough to reach the
policy goals of reducing VMT and thus GHG emissions.

1

Sarah Dooling, “Ecological Gentrification: A Research Agenda Exploring Justice in the City,” International
Journal of Urban and Regional Research 33, no. 3 (2009); Noah Quastel, “Political Ecologies of Gentrification,”
Urban Geography 30, no. 7 (2009).
2
Matthew E. Kahn, “Gentrification Trends in New Transit-Oriented Communities: Evidence from 14 Cities That
Expanded and Built Rail Transit Systems,” Real Estate Economics 35, no. 2 (2007); Stephanie Pollack, Barry
Bluestone, and Chase Billingham, “Maintaining Diversity in America's Transit-Rich Neighborhoods,” (Dukakis
Center for Urban and Regional Policy, 2010); Kara S. Luckey, “Assessing the Effectiveness of Approaches to the
Allocation of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits in Proximity to Rail Transit” (paper presented at the 91st Annual
Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC, 2012).
3
———, “Approaches to the Allocation of LIHTCs”.
4
Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, “Maintaining Diversity.”
5
Martin Danyluk and David Ley, “Modalities of the New Middle Class: Ideology and Behaviour in the Journey to
Work from Gentrified Neighbourhoods in Canada,” Urban Studies 44, no. 11 (2007).
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As part of its equity analysis for the current regional plan update, known as Plan Bay Area,
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) reports that there will be substantial
displacement pressures on “communities of concern” in the Bay Area in future years.6
Specifically, MTC’s analysis identifies concentrations of overburdened renters in traffic analysis
zones (TAZs)7 where greater than 15% of housing units are occupied by renters paying more
than 50% of their income on housing. TAZs that meet these thresholds and are projected to grow
by more than 30% by 2035 are considered at risk of increased displacement pressure. The MTC
analysis results show that 30% to 40% of the base year’s overburdened renters in communities of
concern are at risk compared to 7% to 10% in the remainder of the region.
MTC has also identified that the proposed transportation investment and land use strategies
get only part of the way toward the 2035 GHG emissions reduction goal. There is a five
percentage point gap remaining that MTC is proposing to address through a series of
transportation policy measures. Despite MTC’s own analysis on displacement risk, discussions
around bridging this gap have focused almost exclusively on achieving additional per capita
GHG reductions through policy initiatives like the promotion of electric vehicles.8 In focusing on
vehicle technology, MTC overlooks an important opportunity: affordable housing can be an
effective tool for meeting GHG emissions reductions while simultaneously meeting a number of
other objectives by reducing other VMT-related externalities including congestion costs, deaths
and injuries from collisions, and public health costs like obesity.
The remainder of this memo uses travel modeling data produced by MTC to quantify
differences in travel behavior by income categories. We argue that equitable housing
distributions that provide options for residents of different income levels can be an effective
VMT reduction strategy.
B. Income, automobile ownership and VMT
The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) has noted that residents of affordable
housing drive less and own fewer cars than those who do not live in affordable housing.9
Precisely how much less they drive can be identified with the travel demand modeling data
developed for the alternative Plan Bay Area scenarios using low-income status as a proxy for
affordable housing residence.10 Table 1 shows vehicle ownership and VMT per capita at the
household level when looking at income effects for both 2005 and future years. Consistent with
SB 375, all future scenarios suggest that households, on average, will own fewer vehicles and

6

MTC, “Plan Bay Area Equity Analysis Overview and Equity Analysis Scorecard,”
http://www.onebayarea.org/pdf/EquityAnalysisOverview.pdf.
7
A unit of geography used to model travel approximately equivalent to a census tract.
8
See discussion at the May 11, 2012 joint meeting of the MTC Planning Committee and the ABAG Administrative
Committee. Out of $685 million budgeted to help MTC reach its 2035 GHG emissions reduction target, 60% is
directed at electric vehicle subsidization.
9
Association of Bay Area Governments, “Myths & Facts About Affordable and High-Density Housing,”
http://www.abag.ca.gov/services/finance/fan/housingmyths2.htm.
10
Five alternative scenarios were designed for Plan Bay Area comprising two transportation investment scenarios
paired with two land use scenarios. The first two, Initial vision and Core capacity, assume unlimited resources for
housing development in the Bay Area. The latter three are based upon realistic planning assumptions regarding the
total amount of housing growth that can be accommodated in the region. Each varies slightly in precisely where
growth is located. Further information is available at:
http://www.onebayarea.org/pdf/ScenarioAnalysisOverview.pdf.
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that VMT per capita across all income groups will decline. However, as expected, we find that
vehicle ownership and VMT per capita increases as household incomes increase.
Table 1 Comparison of modeled scenarios – Automobile ownership and VMT per capita by
income.
Average vehicles per household
Income
Income
Income
Income
quintile 2
quintile 3 quintile 4 Income quintile
quintile 1
(26,000 –
(52,000 – (80,000 – 5 (> 124,000)
( < 26,000)a
52,000)
80,000)
124,000)
Base year, 2005
1.010
1.533
1.821
2.10
2.15
Initial vision
0.947
1.447
1.738
2.01
2.09
Core capacity
0.917
1.445
1.742
2.01
2.08
Focused growth
0.948
1.493
1.795
2.06
2.11
Constrained core capacity
0.942
1.487
1.790
2.06
2.11
Outward growth
0.988
1.521
1.815
2.08
2.12
Average VMT per capita
Base year, 2005
8.78
13.27
17.13
19.15
19.65
Initial vision
8.09
12.18
15.40
17.30
18.20
Core capacity
7.91
12.22
15.48
17.26
17.99
Focused growth
7.76
11.94
15.07
17.02
17.83
Constrained core capacity
7.69
11.84
14.98
16.95
17.83
Outward growth
8.07
12.24
15.35
17.27
18.00
a
Quintile bounds are calculated for each scenario, so the values that define each category are
approximate.

The empirical evidence of gentrification discussed earlier suggests that median income levels
and vehicle ownership are likely to rise in areas where transit service improves, and these
increases have been linked to increasing risk of gentrification and displacement.11 In future
years, MTC has identified that transit service improvements will be focused largely on priority
development areas (PDAs) – those areas targeted to receive streamlined environmental review
for housing projects with densities conducive to frequent transit service. Using data provided by
MTC, we classified 195 TAZs as being part of a PDA and compared the median incomes for
PDA and non-PDA areas.12 Table 2 shows that median income across the PDAs increase faster
than in the non-PDAs and faster than the entire region from the base year to each of the future
year scenarios. The results are consistent with MTC’s equity analysis: PDAs will likely
experience gentrification and increasing displacement risk as Plan Bay Area is implemented.

11

Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham, “Maintaining Diversity.”
A TAZ was considered to be part of a PDA if greater than 50% of its area overlapped part a PDA classified as
“planned” and “final” in the GIS layer (according to the attributes PlanStatus and ABAGStatus, respectively).
12
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Table 2 Median income, 2000$.

Base year, 2005
Initial vision
Core capacity
Focused growth
Constrained core capacity
Outward growth

PDAs
43,800
48,000
50,000
48,310
48,600
48,200

Non-PDAs
68,200
67,000
68,000
68,000
68,000
68,010

Entire region
65,000
64,400
65,000
65,000
65,000
65,200

The gentrification literature discussed in the introduction also suggests that new residents in
gentrifying areas will be less likely to take transit and more likely to own greater numbers of
automobiles than previous residents. We can test this prediction by comparing low-income
households to all other households in PDAs and non-PDA TAZs in terms of VMT per capita
(Table 3). As we might expect, VMT per capita decreases from the base year when compared to
each forecast scenario for both low-income and all other households. That is, households in
PDAs have substantially lower VMT per capita than the rest of the region in both the base and
forecast years. The critical aspect to this analysis, however, is that the rate at which low-income
households reduce VMT per capita is slightly higher than all other households in both PDAs and
non-PDAs in all future year scenarios (final row of Table 3). Automobile ownership results show
similar, across the board reductions for PDAs, with low-income households owning fewer
automobiles than all other households in both PDAs and the remainder of the region. Locating
residents in PDAs is clearly an important strategy for achieving SB 375’s GHG targets, but the
future year non-low income households generally do not reduce driving or automobile ownership
as much as low-income households.
Table 3 Comparison of modeled scenarios – VMT per capita.

Base year, 2005
Initial vision
Core capacity
Focused growth
Constrained core capacity
Outward growth

VMT per capita (PDAs)
Low-income
All other
householdsa
households
5.51
11.04
5.11
10.23
4.78
9.87
4.88
9.96
4.94
9.89
5.07
10.26

VMT per capita (other TAZs)
Low-income
All other
householdsa
households
9.54
18.72
8.70
17.29
8.54
17.20
8.42
16.85
8.40
16.82
8.64
17.05

Average reduction relative to 2005 (%)
10.0
9.0
10.5
9.0
a
Low-income households classified according to the US Census definition13 based on household
size and income threshold. Consistent with MTC practice, 200% of the threshold is used.

One caveat is that these results may not fully represent market dynamics that will result from
improved transit service, since the allocations of different household types by income are
established prior to running the travel model. In addition, representations of travel behavior are
13

US Census Bureau, “Poverty Data - Poverty Thresholds,”
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/data/threshld/index.html.
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based upon cross-sectional analysis sometimes extending as far back as 1990.14 The
gentrification literature argues that subsequent “waves” of gentrifying individuals bring with
them different travel behaviors; these behaviors would tend to transcend classification based
upon income alone to include difficult-to-quantify properties such as politics, ideologies and
values.15 Later waves are potentially less inclined to reduce automobile ownership and VMT
than are earlier waves. These factors are generally not included in a travel demand model. For
this reason, the travel model results might underestimate the VMT per capita and automobile
ownership figures expected to result in future years in gentrifying, transit rich areas.
C. Links between affordable housing and VMT
It seems self-evident that affordable housing should not just be placed anywhere. More
equitable distributions of housing can be expected to lead to lower VMT per capita based on the
land uses likely to surround mixed income communities and also because of the relationships
between VMT and income noted above. We can quantify the equitability of a housing
distribution using the Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient is a well-accepted measure of
population inequality which varies from a perfectly equal distribution of some good (zero) to a
perfect concentration of that good with one individual or group (one).16 Those TAZs with more
equitable housing distributions (where there are equal numbers of each household type by
income) will have Gini coefficients closer to zero, while those with inequitable distributions will
have Gini coefficients closer to one.
Table 4 summarizes the VMT per capita for each future year scenario and the base year
according to quintiles of the Gini coefficient calculated at the household level.17 Each column
represents the average VMT per capita for households representing 20% of the total in each
scenario. Housing distributions become increasingly inequitable moving from left to right in the
table. The results clearly indicate that TAZs with more equitable housing distributions have
lower VMT per capita. Further analysis reveals that the TAZs with the highest Gini coefficients
(most inequitable) disproportionately represent households in the highest income groups. For the
initial vision scenario, the TAZs with the most inequitable housing distributions (i.e. Gini
quintile 5) had an average of 51% of total households in the highest income category and only
10% in the lowest income category. TAZs that had the most equitable housing distributions (i.e.
Gini quintile 1) had an average of 23% of households in the highest income category and 20% in
the lowest.
To the extent that median incomes rise in PDAs and similarly transit rich areas in the urban
core in forecast years, VMT per capita is likely to increase. Maintaining and improving the
equitability of the housing distribution is one method that MPOs can use to ensure that per capita
VMT remains as low as possible. These results indicate that developing more equitable
distributions of affordable housing should be included alongside other methods proposed by
MTC to meet its SB 375-mandated GHG reduction target.

14

MTC, “Travel Model Development: Calibration and Validation (Draft),” (Oakland, CA: Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, 2011).
15
Danyluk and Ley, “Modalities of the New Middle Class: Ideology and Behaviour in the Journey to Work from
Gentrified Neighbourhoods in Canada,” 2197-98.
16
World Bank, “Poverty Analysis - Measuring Inequality,” http://go.worldbank.org/3SLYUTVY00.
17
Quantities of housing types in each of four income categories based on ABAG modeling are used as input into
MTC’s travel model for future years. Observed data on income distribution are used for the base year.
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Table 4 VMT per capita by scenario and Gini coefficient quintile.
Increasingly inequitable housing distribution

Base year, 2005
Initial vision
Core capacity
Focused growth
Constrained core
capacity
Outward growth

Gini quintile
1
14.91
12.98
13.11
12.73

Gini quintile
2
15.10
13.71
13.34
13.22

Gini quintile
3
15.10
14.35
14.25
14.30

Gini quintile
4
17.50
15.40
15.66
15.11

Gini quintile
5
19.03
18.10
17.88
17.59

12.66

13.25

13.93

15.12

17.66

12.85

13.65

14.25

15.70

17.77

One could argue that the differences identified in Table 4 are entirely the result of income
effects. We would expect the same results if low-income housing units are disproportionately
concentrated in TAZs with low Gini coefficients. To check this hypothesis, we estimated a
preliminary spatial autoregressive error model of the logarithm of total VMT at the TAZ level.
The modeling results are located in the appendix. The independent variables include, among
others, the total number of housing units in the lowest two income categories; this allows us to
estimate the effect of affordable housing provision on total VMT (and thus GHG emissions). The
interpretation of the estimated coefficient on affordable housing shown in the appendix is that a
one percent increase in housing units occupied by the lowest income groups is associated with a
0.07 percent decrease in TAZ-level VMT, all else equal. Said another way, the provision of
affordable housing within a TAZ has a high probability of being independent of the income level
within that same TAZ and the other variables included in the model. This result suggests that an
equitable housing distribution results in lower VMT.
D. Conclusion
This memo and MTC’s own analysis indicate that gentrification and displacement of lowincome residents are likely outcomes in areas expected to receive transit investments over the
course of Plan Bay Area. We present evidence correlating inequitable housing distributions with
higher VMT, suggesting that investment in affordable housing can help to meet SB 375’s GHG
reduction goals while mitigating the risk of gentrification and displacement. Additional
transportation policies proposed to achieve GHG targets should not be myopically focused on
transportation technology. Strategies such as affordable housing provision can help to meet SB
375’s goals while mitigating other transportation externalities.
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Appendix
The travel data used to estimate the model shown in Table A 1 were obtained from MTC.
Demographic data were also assembled from the 2005-2009 American Community Survey
maintained by the US Census.
Table A 1 Spatial error model on the logarithm of total TAZ-level VMT for the 2005 base year.
Coefficient
estimate
0.01700
-0.0647
-0.01859
-0.0240
0.0985
0.993
0.0370
-0.0371
-0.0475
0.1258

Variable

Standard errora

log(median income)
0.00354***
log(housing units in the lowest two income categories)
0.00815***
log(total people of color)
0.00861*
log(total zero vehicle households)
0.00448***
log(total workers)
0.01340***
log(total population)
0.01870***
log(total acreage)
0.00519***
Peak transit accessibilityb
0.00315***
Peak non-motorized accessibilityb
0.00351***
Lambda (spatial error term)
0.00256***
Number of observations = 1441
Pseudo R2 (Nagelkerke) = 0.96
a
Significance is indicated by the following convention: p < 0.001 ***, p < 0.01 **, p < 0.05 *
b
Transit and non-motorized accessibilities are outputs from the travel demand model and are in
relative units. They are included merely as controls.
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February 24, 2012
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL (CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov)
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

Comments on Proposed Guidelines for SB 226 CEQA Streamlining

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed CEQA Guidelines the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research has issued to implement Senate Bill 226 (“Proposed
CEQA Guidelines” or “the Guidelines”). We represent organizations dedicated to ensuring that
low-income communities and communities of color equally benefit from and are not
disproportionately impacted by policy changes like those proposed in S.B. 226.
We appreciate the extensive work that OPR has undertaken to develop the Proposed CEQA
Guidelines, but we are concerned that, in their current form, the Guidelines fail to follow S.B.
226’s mandates to promote the policies of Senate Bill 375 (“S.B. 375”), the state planning
priorities, and the bill’s directive to protect the health of vulnerable populations. Cal. Pub. Res.
Code § 21094.5.5(b). As explained in more detail below, each of these mandates calls for the
Guidelines to address the needs of underserved Californians and promote equity in health and
housing. Without consideration of these needs, CEQA exemptions for certain projects could
negatively affect communities that are already overburdened with challenges, including adverse
health impacts. Moreover, absent explicit safeguards for affordable housing in the Guidelines,
many of S.B. 226’s intended benefits could not only skip over low-income Californians, they
could lead to the displacement of such communities from the areas targeted for infill
development. Given the Guidelines’ stated objectives to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
and greenhouse gas emissions, it would be ill-advised to adopt guidelines that disadvantage lowincome households and people of color who tend to have lower rates of vehicle ownership, lower
vehicle miles traveled, and higher rates of transit usage. 1

1

Stephanie Pollack, Barry Bluestone & Chase Billingham, Maintaining Diversity in America’s
Transit-Rich Neighborhoods: Tools for Equitable Neighborhood Change 12-13 (Dukakis Center for
Urban and Regional Policy, Oct. 2010), available at
www.northeastern.edu/dukakiscenter/documents/TRN_Equity_final.pdf.
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I.

S.B. 226 Calls For Proposed CEQA Guidelines to Promote Social Equity and
Address Housing Needs of Californians at All Income Levels
A.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Must Address the Need to Maintain and
Develop Affordable Housing in Order to Promote S.B. 375 Policies.

S.B. 226 makes clear that the CEQA Guidelines to be adopted by the Natural Resources
Agency “shall promote” the implementation of the land use and transportation policies of S.B.
375 or the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. Cal. Pub. Res. Code §
21094.5.5(b)(1). S.B. 375 contains many provisions local governments must abide by with
respect to affordable housing:
●

Housing elements must make “adequate provision for the housing needs of all
economic segments of the community.” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65583(c).

●

Housing elements must “assist in the development of adequate housing to meet the
needs of extremely low, very low, low-, and moderate-income households.” Id. §
65583(c)(1)(C)(2).

●

Housing elements must “[c]onserve and improve the condition of the existing
affordable housing stock, which may include addressing ways to mitigate the loss of
dwelling units demolished by public or private action.” Id. § 65583(c)(1)(C)(4).

●

Transit Priority Projects cannot “result in any net loss in the number of affordable
housing units within the project area.” Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21155.1(b)(3).

●

Transit Priority Projects must ensure that minimum percentages of housing be sold or
rented to very low, low-, and moderate-income families and that developers provide
legal commitments to ensure continued availability of affordable housing units, or
payment of in-lieu fees for development of affordable housing. Id. § 21155.1(c).

B.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Must Promote State Planning Priorities by
Explicitly Addressing Equity and Impacts on Vulnerable Communities.

S.B. 226 also states that OPR “shall promote . . . the state planning priorities specified in
Section 65041.1 of the Government Code and in the most recently adopted Environmental Goals
and Policy Report [“EGPR”]” issued by OPR. Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b)(2). The first
of three state planning priorities is to promote equity, particularly in underserved areas. Cal.
Gov’t. Code § 65041.1(a). Relevant sections of the state planning priorities include the
following:
●

The state planning priorities are intended to “promote equity, strengthen the
economy, protect the environment, and promote public health and safety in the state,
including in urban, suburban, and rural communities…” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65041.1;
EGPR, p. 5.
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●

State planning priorities shall be as follows: “To promote infill development and
equity by rehabilitating, maintaining, and improving existing infrastructure that
supports infill development … particularly in underserved areas, and to preserving
cultural and historic resources.” Cal. Gov’t. Code § 65041.1(a); EGPR, p. 5.

Guidelines that fail to protect lower-income residents from displacement and loss of
affordable housing would run afoul of these provisions. Indeed, OPR itself concluded that
“inequitable land use, where poor communities are isolated from jobs or education or bear the
burden of incompatible land uses, creates pockets of poverty.” EGPR, p. 48. OPR further
concluded that “equity is achieved when State and community resources are equally distributed
to, and accessible by, all regimes and segments of the population.” Id. The Proposed CEQA
Guidelines fail to address these state equity priorities and the needs of the communities they are
intended to protect. In order to meet S.B. 226’s mandates, the Guidelines should be revised to
explicitly reflect these priorities and needs as discussed below.
II.

Proposed CEQA Guidelines Should Be Revised to Promote Equity and Serve
Vulnerable Communities
A.

Appendix M Performance Standards Should Consider Affordable Housing
Needs Among Residential Infill Projects.

The Proposed CEQA Guidelines’ four performance standards applicable to all projects
(i.e., renewable energy, active transit, transit station area plans, and soil and water remediation)
and additional VMT performance standards for Residential projects fail to account for the
statewide policy objective to maintain and develop affordable housing. While we understand
OPR’s objective to employ the fewest standards necessary to promote a number of
environmental objectives, simplicity cannot come at the risk of displacing low-income
communities or precluding low-income communities from the recognized benefits of infill
development. Accordingly, we propose that the following affordable housing provisions be
included in the guidelines:
For all projects – Residential, Commercial, Office Buildings, or a Small Community
Walkable Project – it should be made clear that no project can result in a net loss of affordable
housing units within a project area. Any affordable units demolished by an infill project must be
replaced on at least a 1:1 basis at the same level of affordability. Replacement housing also needs to
be accessible to existing residents to avoid involuntary displacement.
For residential projects in particular, eligibility for CEQA streamlining should also be
reserved for developments that will include a substantial component of affordable housing that
targets the lowest-income households. Specifically, we recommend reserving CEQA
streamlining for projects in which 20% of the units will be affordable to lower-income
households (half at the very low income level and half at the low income level). In no event
should a project qualify for CEQA streamlining if it provides less than 15% affordable units –
6% affordable to very low-income, 9% affordable to low-income. This standard would be
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consistent with many local inclusionary policies and with California redevelopment
requirements. Cal. Health & Safety Code § 33413(b)(2)(A)(i).
These changes are consistent with the land use and housing policies in S.B. 375, as well
as the broader legislative and state planning priorities that S.B. 226 is intended to promote.
B.

Appendix M Should Account for VMT Benefits of Affordable Housing Near
Transit

Appendix M of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines should explicitly recognize affordable
housing generation as a strategy to reduce VMT, and accurately credit VMT reductions from
production of affordable housing. Both URBEMIS and CalEEmod, emissions inventory or
modeling tools referred to in Footnote IV of Appendix M, significantly undervalue affordable
housing as a trip reduction strategy. URBEMIS and CalEEmod cap the reduction credit for
affordable housing at 4% irrespective of the depth of affordability. The recent City of San Diego
affordable housing parking survey showed how this is significantly undercounting the driving
reduction credit of dedicated affordable housing, especially for low and very-low income units. 2
C.

The Appendix N Checklist Should Also Consider as Environmental Impacts
the Health and Housing Impacts of Infill Projects on Vulnerable
Communities

Appendix N of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines should also reflect S.B. 226’s mandates
to promote equity and meet the housing and public health needs of California’s vulnerable
communities. Accordingly, the Appendix N checklist should require lead agencies to consider
additional issues, including:
•

Could the project create or exacerbate a known environmental health hazard?

•

Would the project increase population exposure to a known environmental health
hazard?

•

Could the project disproportionately affect the human health of environmental
justice communities?

•

Displacement and lack of affordable housing can lead to grave health impacts
including stress, depression, and anxiety; inability to afford necessities such as

2

Wilbure Smith Associates, San Diego Affordable Housing Parking Study (Dec. 2011), available
at http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/programs/transportation/mobility/pdf/111231sdafhfinal.pdf. See
also, Barbara Lee, Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures: A Resource for Local Government
to Assess Emission Reductions from Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures 155-158, 176-178 (CAPCOA ,
Aug. 2010), available at http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-QuantificationReport-9-14-Final.pdf (analyzing the use of high density housing and deed-restricted affordable housing
as mitigation strategies to reduce VMT and GHG emissions).
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health care, nutritious food, and utilities; and residential instability leading to poor
educational attainment for children. 3, 4

D.

•

Would the project result in a loss of affordable housing?

•

In addition to the existing questions on population growth and displacement in
Section XIII, the checklist should ask: is the project likely to displace low-income
residents or residents of color?
Notice of Exemption for a Project Qualifying for Streamlining Under the
Proposed Guidelines Should Be Mandatory, Particularly for Environmental
Justice Communities

Public participation is a cornerstone of the CEQA process. Although it is not entirely
clear in the current draft, Section 15183.3(c)(2)(A) of the Proposed CEQA Guidelines advises a
lead agency to file a Notice of Exemption in the event it determines a project would not cause
new specific effects or more significant effects than previously analyzed, suggesting such a
notice is optional. In order to ensure at least a minimum level of public participation, however,
the Guidelines should require a Notice of Exemption be issued by a lead agency if it determines
no environmental review is necessary. Notice should be mandatory so that residents impacted by
the land use decision are informed about the project and can prepare an appropriate response in a
timely manner. This is particularly true for communities facing barriers to participation,
including Environmental Justice communities that have been historically divested from decisionmaking processes yet are the best equipped with on-the-ground information about the decisions’
impacts.
******
Without considering their impacts on California’s vulnerable residents, as S.B. 226
requires the Guidelines to do, CEQA streamlining may decrease opportunities for public
participation and lead to adverse health impacts low-income communities of color. It also has the
potential to decrease affordable housing options and displace low-income, low-VMT households
to exurban areas where these households will be forced to drive more. Such an outcome would
run directly counter to the objectives of S.B. 226 and S.B. 375. As you undertake the revision of
the Proposed Guidelines, we hope that you actively engage with the residents that stand to be
most impacted by your decisions and take steps to ensure that the environmental, social, and
health benefits contemplated by infill development will extend to all Californians.
3

Rajiv Bhatia & Carolina Guzman, The Case for Housing Impacts Assessment: The Human Health
and Social Impacts of Inadequate Housing and Their Consideration in CEQA Policy and Practice (San
Francisco Department of Public Health, PHES Technical Research Report, May 2004), available at
http://www.sfphes.org/publications/reports/HIAR-May2004.pdf.
4

Paula Braveman et al., Where We Live Matters for Our Health: Links Between Housing and
Health, (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Issue Brief Series, May 2011), available at
http://www.rwjf.org/files/research/sdohseries2011housing.pdf.
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Thank you for your consideration of these important issues. Please contact Parisa Fatehi-Weeks
(pfatehi@publicadvocates.org, 415.431.7430 x305) if we can provide any additional
information.
Sincerely,

Parisa Fatehi-Weeks, Staff Attorney
Public Advocates Inc.
Caroline Farrell, Executive Director
Center on Race, Poverty & the Environment
Julie Snyder, Policy Director
Housing California
Patty Ochoa, Environment and Health Coordinator
Physicians for Social Responsibility - Los Angeles
Chione Flegal, Associate Director
PolicyLink
Kendra Bridges, Land Use Policy Director
Sacramento Housing Alliance
Bob Allen, Transportation Justice Program Director
Urban Habitat
cc:

Senator Mark DeSaulnier, Chair, Transportation and Housing Committee
Assemblymember Paul Fong, Chair, Select Committee on Climate Change
Assemblymember Warren Furutani, Chair, Asian Pacific Islander Legislative Caucus
Assemblymember Ricardo Lara, incoming Chair, Latino Legislative Caucus
Assemblymember Tony Mendoza, Chair, Latino Legislative Caucus
Assembly Speaker John A. Pérez
Senator Curren Price, Chair, Legislative Black Caucus
Senator Joe Simitian, Chair, Environmental Quality Committee
Senate President pro Tem Darrell Steinberg
Assemblymember Norma J. Torres, Chair, Housing and Community Dev. Committee
Senator Lois Wolk, Chair, Senate Governance and Finance
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stanley Price
Thu, 5/31/2012 5:40 PM
CEQA Guidelines
Comments on CEQA Streamlining for Infill Project (SB 226)

Where is the metric for "bicycle safety improvements ... that support bicycle access"? Do not omit the
bicyclist as a viable mode of transportation.
Active transportation is evaluated in a recent study by the California Department of Public Health,
Maizlish NA, Woodcock JD, Co S, Ostro B, Fairley D, Fanai A. Health Co-Benefits and TransportationRelated Reductions in Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Bay Area - Technical Report. Sacramento, CA:
California Department of Public Health; Available at:
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/CCDPHP/Documents/ITHIM_Technical_Report11-21-11rev3-612.pdf. November 21, 2011.
Performance standards for infill are supposed to protect public health according to slide 7 of OPR's
February 2012 presentation.
"Infill project" specifically addresses to "improve multi-modal access to the facility, such as pedestrian
and bicycle safety improvements and traffic-calming design changes that support pedestrian and bicycle
access." Do not allow radius instead of "pedestrian network miles". Excluding the pedestrian network
miles would violate California's "Health in All Policies". There are public health benefits in facilitating
more walking. If the pedestrian network requires an additional cut-through, shortcut, street crossing,
sidewalk, or other improvement, the resulting infill project will be of better quality.
To effectively reduce GHG (Green House Gases) and VMT (Vehicle Miles Traveled), valid metrics for
pedestrian and bicycle access and safety are needed. Pertinent metrics must be used to evaluate
eligibility for CEQA streamlining.
Stanley Price
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June 1, 2012
Via Electronic Mail
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov
RE:

Comments on Revised SB 226 CEQA Guidelines

Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised guidelines for implementation of
Senate Bill 226 (“Revised Draft Guidelines”). These comments are submitted on behalf of Sierra
Club California. Sierra Club California is the state regulatory and legislative advocacy arm of the
Sierra Club, a non-profit public benefit corporation, incorporated in California, with over 750,000
members nationwide, and more than 150,000 members living in California.
Our mission includes promotion of the responsible use of the earth’s ecosystems and
resources, and education of the public about the need to protect and restore the quality of the
natural and human environment. As one of the largest environmental organizations in California,
the Sierra Club is significantly involved in myriad environmental policy issues throughout the state,
including CEQA issues.
SB 226 marks an unprecedented removal of CEQA’s environmental safeguards to what are
broadly viewed as “infill” projects. Because environmental review and public participation will be
significantly curtailed under the statute, only well-situated and well-designed projects merit the
expedited and deferential review afforded under SB 226. Unfortunately, the Revised Draft
Guidelines’ Performance Criteria continue to reward mediocrity and would function to undermine
California’s greenhouse gas pollution reduction targets in contravention of SB 226’s statutory
mandate. (Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5(b)(3)) (performance criteria must promote reductions under
AB 32.) For example, the Revised Draft Guidelines would allow for the possibility a complete
exemption from project-level environmental review for projects located in a “below average” vehicle
miles travelled (“VMT”) area. Because AB 32 requires California to significantly reduce greenhouse
801 K Street, Suite 2700, Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 557-1100 • Fax (916) 557-9669 • www.sierraclubcalifornia.org
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gas pollution from existing levels, a project sited in an area that represents only an incremental
improvement from business as usual impedes achievement of this objective. Moreover, whether a
project is located in a “below average” VMT area has no relationship to whether that project is
designed in a manner that would reduce average VMT. In addition, the lack of guidance on how
this and other criteria should be appropriately implemented will lead to inconsistent application,
encourage gaming, and result in projects that do not legitimately meet even a median level of
performance taking advantage of curtailed environmental review and improperly eluding public
scrutiny. We urge OPR to tighten performance criteria and provide additional specificity on their
application.
We are also concerned that the Revised Draft Guidelines foreclose public review and
participation of an agency’s determination that further environmental review is not required for a
particular project. Given the many considerations inherent in this determination, a brief twenty day
public review period should be incorporated to ensure consideration of issues that could easily be
overlooked by a lead agency. A review period of this limited duration would remain consistent with
SB 226’s goal of expedited review and avoid needless litigation.
I.

Comments on Proposed Guideline Section 15183.3
A.

Section 15183.3(d)(2)(A) Should be Revised To Include Public Review Prior to
Adoption of Notice of Determination Finding that a Project Does Not
Require Further Environmental Review

The determination of whether a project can avoid further environmental review under SB
226 calls for, among other things: 1) an evaluation of whether impacts specific to the project were
previously analyzed in a prior programmatic document; 2) whether additional mitigation for
significant effects that were not considered or available could be adopted; 3) whether circumstances
have sufficiency changed since the prior EIR – which could be of any vintage – such that the prior
analysis no longer constitutes an adequate assessment of a particular impact; and 4) whether
uniformly applicable polices would “substantially” mitigate new or more substantial effects. This
multi-faceted inquiry is unique to CEQA. Public review of this determination is essential to ensure
potential issues are considered prior to project approval.
The Revised Draft Guidelines foreclose any opportunity for public review and comment on
a lead agency’s determination that a prior planning level EIR adequately addressed the impacts of a
proposed project. Rather, the Revised Draft Guidelines propose that a lead agency may simply make
this determination internally and file a Notice of Determination (NOD). The Revised Draft
Guidelines justify this departure from CEQA’s purpose of informed self-government on the
grounds that proposed Section 15183.3 “is similar to the operation of Section 15164.”1 The
operation of Section 15164 is in no way similar to Section 15183.3. Section 15164 addresses an
addendum to an EIR or negative declaration that involves minor technical changes or additions to
the same project. Section 15183.3 by contrast, involves the applicability of a planning level EIR that
may not have fully mitigated project impacts or even addressed them in the first instance.
OPR’s reference to Brown Act noticing requirements also fails to ameliorate the Revised
Draft Guideline’s departure from CEQA’s core principles. Merely agendizing approval of a
1

OPR Summary of Revisions at 12.
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proposed project absent disclosure and the opportunity to comment on a lead agency’s reasoning of
the applicability of Section 15183.3 improperly denies the public CEQA’s right to meaningfully
participate in environmental decisionmaking. See, e.g., Laurel Heights Improvement Ass’n v. Regents of
University of California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 392 (“If CEQA is scrupulously followed, the public will
know the basis on which its responsible officials either approve or reject environmentally significant
action, and the public, being duly informed, can respond accordingly to action with which it
disagrees.”).
The fact that Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 is silent with regard to the procedure
for approval of projects that may not require further review does not limit OPR’s ability to include a
short public review period. Laurel Heights, 47 Cal.3d at 391 n.2 (“courts should afford great weight
to the Guidelines except when a provision is clearly unauthorized or erroneous under CEQA.”).
The Revised Draft Guidelines’ proposal that an NOD need only be filed absent any public review is
also absent from Section 21094.5. Indeed, allowing a lead agency to file an NOD prior to any public
review is inconsistent with the “foremost principle under CEQA” that CEQA “be interpreted in
such a manner as to afford the fullest possible protection to the environment.” Id. at 390.
Accordingly, proposed Section 15183.3(d)(2)(A) should be revised as follows:
(A) No Further Review. No additional environmental review is required if the infill project
would not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. Where the lead
agency determines that no additional environmental review of the effects of the infill project
is required, the lead agency shall provide a public review period of the basis for this
determination not less than 20 days prior to approving the infill project. file a Notice of
Determination as provided in Section 15094. Where the lead agency finds that uniformly
applicable development policies substantially mitigate a significant effect of an infill project,
the lead agency shall make the finding described in subdivision (c)(2)(D).
The importance of public review of a determination that a project can avoid additional
environmental review cannot be overstated. A short public review period would prevent needless
litigation over disputes that could have been resolved had the public been notified and offered the
chance to voice its concerns, provide a check against improper use of a no further review
determination, and encourage accountability and a more robust and thoughtful analysis under
Section 15183.3. In addition, a twenty day review period is expeditious and consistent with SB 226’s
purpose to streamline review of appropriate projects. We therefore ask OPR to incorporate this
review period into Guideline Section 15183.3.
B.

Clarify the Use of Infill Checklist or Similar Document is Required

Comments on the Revised Draft Guidelines provide that a lead agency is not required to use
the infill checklist in Appendix N. While a lead agency does have the discretion in determining the
manner in which a project is evaluated, providing that evaluation – in whatever form - is required to
ensure meaningful public review. As Section 15183.3(e) is currently drafted, it could be improperly
read to suggest that while and infill checklist should be prepared, it need not be and therefore the
information that checklist conveys also need not be disclosed to the public. Were this to occur, it
would be impossible to evaluate a lead agency’s determination that a particular impact should not be
subject to further review. Accordingly, Section 15183.3(e) should be revised as follows:
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(e) Infill EIR Contents. An infill EIR shall analyze only those significant effects that
uniformly applicable development policies do not substantially mitigate, and that are either
new specific effects or are more significant than a prior EIR analyzed. All other effects of
the infill project must should be described in the written checklist or similar document as
provided in subdivision (b)(1), and that written checklist or similar document must should be
circulated for public review along with the infill EIR. The written checklist or similar
document must should clearly set forth those effects that are new specific effects, and are
subject to CEQA, and those effects which have been previously analyzed and are not subject
to further environmental review. The analysis of alternatives in an infill EIR need not
address alternative locations, densities, or building intensities. An infill EIR need not analyze
growth inducing impacts. Except as provided in this subdivision, an infill EIR shall contain
all elements described in Article 9.
C.

Proposed Section 15183.3(d) Creates Unnecessary Confusion

The last sentence of proposed Section 15183.3(d) provides a partial definition of substantial
evidence as defined under Section 15384 (referenced in Section 15183.3(d)). Partial reference to a
defined term is unnecessary and creates needless ambiguity. This sentence should be stricken and
replaced with “Such determinations must be supported by substantial evidence.”
(d) Procedure. Following preliminary review of an infill project pursuant to Section 15060,
the lead agency must examine an eligible infill project in light of any prior EIR to determine
whether the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
Determinations regarding this section’s applicability to an infill project are questions of fact
to be resolved by the lead agency. Such determinations must be supported by substantial
evidence. with enough relevant information and reasonable inferences from this
information that a fair argument can be made to support a conclusion, even though other
conclusions might also be reached. (See Section 15384.)
I.

Comments on Proposed Performance Standards

SB 226 goes far beyond CEQA’s existing tiering mechanisms in affording projects significant
deference in relying on prior EIRs that fail to fully mitigate impacts and development policies that
purport to “substantially mitigate” project impacts that were never analyzed in the first instance.
The comprised ability to analyze and mitigate significant impacts at the project-level underscores the
importance of ensuring that performance criteria are tailored to allowing only those projects that
significantly further the State’s greenhouse gas and smart growth objectives to utilize the curtailed
review process under SB 226. Unfortunately, the performance standards continue to allow projects
that do not meaningfully further these objectives to qualify for truncated review and fail to provide
sufficient guidance to avoid gaming and inconsistent application. The Sierra Club recommends the
following changes to ensure the performance standards are consistent with their statutory purpose.
(Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.5.)
A.

Define “Low Vehicle Travel Area” as 75% of Existing Average Level of VMT
or Require Projects in “Below Average” VMT Areas to Demonstrate The
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Project Would Result in 75% or Less of Average VMT
The current proposal in the Revised Draft Guidelines to allow projects that are located in
“below average” VMT areas must be significantly strengthened. With significant greenhouse gas
pollution reductions required to meet California’s short and longer term reduction targets, allowing
projects that are only an increment better than business as usual frustrates achievement of these
goals and meaningful forward thinking land use planning. In addition, project location says nothing
about how that particular project may or may not reduce VMT. Indeed, a poorly designed project in
a “below average” VMT area could easily have above average VMT. Moreover, because projects that
qualify for streamlining under SB 226 need not analyze alternative locations, density and building
intensities, consideration of changes to project design that would make a significant difference in
project VMT are foreclosed. To remedy these concerns and ensure consistency with SB 226’s
mandate that performance standards promotes greenhouse gas reductions in a manner consistent
with AB 32, the performance criteria should be revised to either define “low vehicle travel area” as
75% below the existing average level of VMT or require projects sited in areas that are only “below
average” to demonstrate that the project would result in 75% or less of average regional VMT.
In addition, further clarity is needed on how a project would evaluate eligibility for this
standard to ensure consistent application across jurisdictions and avoid gaming.
B.

Remove Proximity to “High Quality Transit Corridor” From Residential
Project Performance Standard, or at Minimum, Reduce Proximity to ¼ Mile

The Revised Draft Guidelines propose a new criterion allowing residential projects within ½
of either a “major transit stop” or a “high quality transit corridor” to qualify for curtailed
environmental review. CEQA defines a “major transit stop” as “a site containing an existing rail
transit station, a ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of
two or major bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less.” Pub. Res. Code
§ 21064.3. A “high quality transit corridor” is defined under proposed Appendix M as “an existing
corridor with fixed route bus service intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute
hours.” Proximity to a single bus route is not a reliable proxy for project VMT or whether or not a
project is located in a walkable community. Accordingly, this criterion should be removed.
If OPR strongly believes “high quality transit corridor” should remain in Appendix M,
proximity should be reduced to ¼ mile to reflect the fact that “[t]he maximum distance that people
will walk to transit varies depending on the situation.”2 Studies of North American cities have
shown that “most passengers (75-80% on average) walk ¼ mile or less for bus service.” Id. Indeed,
“[t]he mode of the public transport trip is the most important determinant of walking distance,
reflecting the different supply and spacing of each mode in which there are many more bus stops
2

Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual—2nd Edition (“TCQSM”), at 3-9;
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp100/part%203.pdf.
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than train stations.”3 Consistent with this common sense understanding, the LEED-ND Rating
system contains smart siting requirements that similarly distinguish between rail and bus service.4
In addition, consistent with LEED-ND, OPR should clarify that 50% of project dwelling
units and nonresidential building entrances (inclusive of existing buildings) must be within the
relevant distance from the transit mode to qualify.5
C.

Commercial/Retail Projects Above 50,000 Square Feet Should Not Be
Eligible for Curtailed Review

Commercial projects with a large footprint are auto-oriented and undermine efforts to
preserve or create historic, walkable commercial districts that are woven into the urban fabric.
These types of projects should not be eligible for curtailed review under any circumstances. A
transportation study developed by the project applicant to demonstrate that a large commercial
project would purportedly reduce total existing VMT is highly subject to gaming, dubious
assumptions, and the undervaluing of big box impacts on community walkability. Such a study does
not constitute a legitimate justification for including commercial/retail projects greater than 50,000
feet in Appendix M.
Removing this criterion from the performance standards does not mean large
commercial/retail projects could not qualify for SB 226, only that they could not sprawl across the
suburban landscape. For example, a 200,000 square foot commercial project could meet the existing
50,000 square feet floor-plate standard if it were four stories. Performance criteria should be
encouraging this type of vertical growth, not commercial/retail with massive footprints.
D.

Restore Requirement that Residential Projects Include Renewable Energy
Where Feasible

Increased penetration of locally generated energy is an important State priority. Local clean
energy offers numerous benefits to the electricity grid, avoids the cost and environmental impacts
from construction of additional power plants and transmission lines, and creates local jobs. For this
reason, Governor Brown has set a goal of 12 GW of electricity to be generated by local clean power
sources by 2020 and recognized that achievement of this objective will require “all manner of
investment, risk taking and collaboration."6 Yet, if the face of this State priority, the Revised Draft
Guidelines have actually been changed to diminish the renewable component of the performance
standards. Whereas the original draft required all projects to include renewable components “where
feasible,” the Revised Draft now only “encourages” residential projects to include on-site renewable
3

Explaining walking distance to public transport: the dominance of public transport supply, Institute of Transport
and Logistics Studies, The University of Sydney, Australia, Rhonda Daniels and Corinne Mulley (July 29, 2011),
http://sydney.edu.au/business/__data/assets/pdf_file/0013/106501/Daniels-Mulley-Explaining.pdf.
4
LEED 2009 for Neighborhood Development at 3, http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=148
(“Locate the project on a site with existing and/or planned transit service such that at least 50% of dwelling units and
nonresidential building entrances (inclusive of existing buildings) are within a 1/4 mile walk distance of bus and/or
streetcar stops, or within a 1/2 mile walk distance of bus rapid transit stops, light or heavy rail stations, and/or ferry
terminals, and the transit service at those stops …”).
5
Id. The same clarification should be added for proximity to households for commercial/retail projects.
6
Tiffany Hsu, Gov. Brown Pushes 12-Gigawatt Clean-Power Goal, L.A. Times (July 26, 2011),
http://articles.latimes.com/2011/jul/26/business/la-fi-small-renewables-20110726.
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energy. At a minimum, the original text should be reinstated. To the extent OPR believes certain
classes of residential projects, such as affordable housing, should not be required to incorporate
renewable energy where feasible, OPR should exempt this class of projects from this performance
standard rather that eliminate it for the entire residential sector.
In addition, we understand that because there may be a limited set of circumstances where
solar may not be appropriate for a project, OPR is reluctant to require solar in all cases. Further
clarity could be achieved by requiring solar “to the maximum extent practicable” and then provide
specific examples of when and to what extent solar would be appropriate and when it would not.
This additional guidance would help limit the potential for this important requirement to be rejected
on spurious grounds.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If you have any question please
contact Kathryn Phillips at kathryn.phillips@sierraclub.org/(916) 557-1100 x102 or Matt Vespa at
matt.vespa@sierraclub.org/(415) 977-5753. We look forward to continue to working with the
Office of Planning and Research in this important endeavor.
Respectfully Submitted,

Kathryn Phillips
Director
Sierra Club California

Matthew Vespa
Staff Attorney
Sierra Club
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Larry Greene
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL OFFICER

May 31, 2012
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815
RE: CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee,
The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD or District) is required to
“represent the citizens of the Sacramento district in influencing the decisions of other public and private
agencies whose actions may have an adverse impact on air quality.”1 Accordingly, the District reviewed
the proposed CEQA guidelines and has the following comments.
Pedestrian Network Miles
The original proposed guidelines contained the metric “pedestrian network miles” which the District
believes to be a worthwhile metric that appropriately reflects on-the-ground realities of planning and
development. A local example is Curtis Park Village, a development located in Sacramento east of the
City College Light Rail Station. As the crow flies, this project is close to the light rail station, but freight
railroad tracks block access to this link. However, the project includes a pedestrian overcrossing
connecting Curtis Park Village and the surrounding neighborhood to the light rail station. This addition
is recognized and rewarded with the pedestrian network miles metric but ignored with a standard radius
metric. While some commenters state that the value is difficult to discover or implement, there are
several web-based mapping programs that can calculate the distances a pedestrian would walk between
two points. The District recommends that the authors maintain the pedestrian network miles metric.
The SMAQMD thanks the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research for the opportunity to comment
on this project. Questions regarding these comments may be directed me at pphilley@airquality.org or
916-874-4882.
Sincerely,

Paul Philley, AICP
Associate Air Quality Planner/Analyst
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
1

Health & Saf. Code, 40961.
777 12th Street, 3rd Floor ▪ Sacramento, CA 95814-1908
916/874-4800 ▪ 916/874-4899 fax
www.airquality.org
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June 1, 2012

CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Comments on Revised CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (SB 226)
Dear Mr. Calfee:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised proposed guidelines for implementation of Senate
Bill 226 (“Proposed CEQA Guidelines”). This letter outlines our major areas of support and concern with
regard to the draft guidelines. We appreciate OPR’s efforts to significantly improve the guidelines over what
was initially proposed earlier this year.
Comments on Revised Proposed Appendix M: Performance Standards May 2012
1. We applaud the following changes included in the Revised Guidelines that addressed some of
our major concerns highlighted in our February 24, 2012 comment letter.
•

By eliminating the option for projects to benefit from SB 226 by utilizing CALGreen, the new
Guidelines protects the intent of the legislation which is to reduce greenhouse gases by directing
growth to places that offer a wealth of transportation choices;

•

By eliminating the “red” and “yellow” zones, and establishing a single “green” zone of below-average
VMT, the new Guidelines meet their goal of administrative simplicity while also ensuring that most, if
not all, SB226 projects will be in low VMT contexts;

•

By reducing the eligibility threshold for commercial projects, the new Guidelines minimize the
possibility of SB 226 being used to facilitate the development of “big box” retail.

2. To qualify for streamlining, both residential and commercial/retail SB226 projects should not
only be located in below average VMT areas, they must also demonstrate that it will result in
at most 75% of average VMT using sketch modeling.
Although we applaud removal of red and yellow zones and paths to make them eligible for streamlining,
unfortunately the revised “green” zone of eligibility increased from 75% of regional average to just below
100%. SB 226 should not inadvertently increase VMT but that is still a clear possibility with the revised
guidelines. Just because a project is located where the existing VMT is currently below average does not
mean the project itself will result in below average VMT. The literate supports location as a large function of
predicting driving but that is only half the story. How a project is designed, from making homes affordable, the
amount of vehicle parking, to robust support for transportation choices (infrastructure based or
programmatic), must be considered as ways to qualify for eligibility. Even if a project is consistent with an
existing SCS or able to meet the 20 unit/acre minimum density or 0.75 FAR requirements, it does not ensure
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that the best strategies to support truly low traffic development are being applied or even considered at the
project scale.
Making location the only criteria for eligibility gives away too much. The purpose of this legislation is to
facilitate better decisions to ensure new developments maximize cost effective design opportunities to
support reduced driving. At the project scale the sketch models provide the only objective tool measuring
effectiveness of transportation measures proven to reduce traffic (including homes that are affordable to
lower incomes). Without getting projects to think twice about depth of housing affordability, vehicle parking
and transportation demand management, the current streamlining eligibility rules could work against our goals
of achieving regional and state targets for GHG reduction.
Going through the sketch modeling exercise could help projects become more financially viable by not wasting
limited resources on parking spaces that will likely sit unused in a transit rich location. Developers would get
exposed to strategies that result in both greener project and substantial savings.
A recent report by VTA on residential parking demand at their TODs, documented that of 12 TOD sites
totaling 5,801 units and 9,751 accompanying parking spaces, a staggering 2,496 spaces went unused. This is
roughly 20% more parking than what was needed. Assuming spaces cost on average $10,000 each to build,
this is a waste of $20 million only a fraction of that amount would’ve been required to support a
transportation demand management program. (http://www.sjsu.edu/urbanplanning/docs/VTA-TODParkingSurveyReport-VolI.pdf)
3. Add a maximum parking ratio of 2.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet for commercial/retail
eligibility criteria.
By including two eligibility requirements that eliminate the use of a sketch tool, projects could conceivably be
in a good location but generate lots of traffic by providing more parking than necessary. Vast seas of parking
can degrade the walkability of a neighborhood and we think it is critical to include a parking “backstop” for
commercial projects opting to not use a sketch model to reach eligibility.
The figure below is from the Mobility Study that informed the City of Ventura’s Downtown Parking
Management Program. Gathered by Nelson/Nygaard, this data illustrates observed peak parking demand for
main-street mixed-use districts at less than 2.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet of development (equivalent to 1
space per 500 square feet). It is important to note that the observed demand is for cities that are
economically successful. Despite the relatively high drive alone rates and lack of major transit networks this
data shows that parking demand is still under 2 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft.
Simply capping the surface area parking at 15% of surface area for the “Transit Proximity and Low
Parking” eligibility criteria is not enough particularly if structured parking is proposed, effectively leaving
parking uncapped if not provided as a surface lot. The effect of VMT reduction due to reduced commercial
parking provided is cited in the CAPCOA Quantifying GHG Mitigations Report. Measure PDT-1 summarizes
the effect of limiting the parking supply on reducing VMT and GHGs.
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Downtown Comparisons - Mode Splits to Actual Demand
Mode Split1
Occupied
City
Oxnard
Chico
Palo Alto
Santa Monica
Kirkland, WA2

City
Population
193,000
59,900
58,600
84,100
45,600

Drive
Alone
50%
61%
80%
74%
77%

Transit
6%
1%
4%
11%
4%

Parking
Spaces per
1,000 SF3

0.98
1.7
1.9
1.8
1.6

1 Source: Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) 2000.
2 Commuter mode split for Kirkland, Washington is not limited to the main street

district, but covers commuting the entire city, due to lack in data from CTPP 2000.
3 SF refers to occupied non-residential built area in Chico and Palo Alto and both

vacant and occupied non-residential built area in Santa Monica and Kirkland.

4. Performance Standards Should Consider Affordable Housing Needs Among Residential Infill
Projects.
The proposed performance standards still do not consider effects on underserved communities. SB 226
makes clear that the CEQA Guidelines to be adopted by the Natural Resources Agency “shall promote” the
implementation of the land use and transportation policies of Senate Bill 375 (“SB 375”), or the Sustainable
Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. Cal. Pub. Resources Code § 21094.5.5(b)(1). SB 375
contains many provisions local governments must abide by with respect to affordable housing:
• Housing element law must make “adequate provision for the housing needs of all economic
segments of the community.” Cal. Govt. Code 65583(c).
• Housing element law must “assist in the development of adequate housing to meet the needs of
extremely low, very low, low-, and moderate-income households.” Id. § 65583(c)(1)(C)(2).
• Housing element law must “[c]onserve and improve the condition of the existing affordable housing
stock, which may include addressing ways to mitigate the loss of dwelling units demolished by
public or private action.” Id. § 65583(c)(1)(C)(4).
• Transit Priority Projects cannot “result in any net loss in the number of affordable housing units
within the project area.” Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21155.1(b)(3).
• Transit Priority Projects must ensure that minimum percentages of housing be sold or rented to
very low, low-, and moderate-income families and that developers provide legal commitments to
ensure continued availability of affordable housing units, or payment of in-lieu fees for development
of affordable housing. Id. § 21155.1(c).
The Proposed CEQA Guidelines’ four performance standards applicable to all projects (i.e., renewable energy,
active transit, transit station area plans, and soil and water remediation) and additional VMT performance
standard for residential projects fail to account for the statewide policy objective to maintain and develop
affordable housing. While we understand OPR’s objective is to employ the fewest standards necessary to
promote a number of environmental objectives, simplicity cannot come at the risk of displacing low-income
communities or precluding low-income communities from the recognized benefits of infill development.
Accordingly, we propose that affordable housing provisions be included in the performance standards.
Recommendation: For all projects – Residential, Commercial, Office Buildings, or a Small Community
Walkable Project – it should be made clear that no project can result in a net loss of affordable housing
units within a project area.
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For Residential projects in particular, additional performance standards related to minimum provisions
of affordable housing for rent or purchase, and sufficient legal commitments to ensure the continued
availability of housing for all income levels, should be an added qualification for CEQA streamlining.
Specifically, we recommend a requirement that no less than 15% of the units be affordable for lower
income households, 6% affordable to very low-income and 9% affordable to low-income. For
developments where this is not possible, the payment of in-lieu fees for the development of an
equivalent number of units could be an alternative to this requirement.
5. Only allow projects close to a “Major Transit Stop” to qualify for eligibility.
While we appreciate the effort to harmonize the transit-related language in the Guidelines with that used in
SB 375, we believe that SB 266 benefits should only accrue to projects in proximity to a “Major Transit Stop,”
as defined in the Guidelines, and not to projects that are simply adjacent to a “High-quality transit corridor.”
In a number of cases, such corridors are freeways, and extending CEQA benefits to large swaths of land
alongside freeways is not likely consistent with the intent of SB 226 to promote infill and walkable
communities.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on the draft. Please contact us if you have any
questions, and we look forward to continuing to work with you.

Sincerely,

Stuart Cohen
Executive Director
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CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95815

May 31, 2012

Re: Comments on SB 226 Guidelines
On behalf of USGBC California, we present these comments on the revised draft SB 226 Guidelines.
First off, thank to OPR staff for running a transparent process that looks like it is certainly heading in the right
direction towards favoring more compact development near transit and infill areas. We appreciate some of the
changes made such as looking at regional versus local VMTs and eliminating CALGreen Tiers from consideration
as a workable offset. However, we still hold forth a conviction that successful smart planning policy is about more
than just VMTs and that incorporating LEED ND concepts (and citing a path for LEED ND Silver or
higher/equivalent) would ensure that a project designated for CEQA streamlining support environmental leadership
on multiple levels
We agree with NRDC’s recent comments, especially they’re points about “Near-Roadway Development” and their
distinction between “Transit Stop and Transit Corridors.” We see a number of LEED ND concepts as remedies to
allay concerns about “gaming”:
•

•
•
•

The LEED-ND standard is 1/2-mile walk distance to regional rail and ferry, and 1/4-mile walk distance to
bus and light rail. A project shouldn't get credit if there's a random low-frequency bus line 1/2 mile away, but
if there's a BART or Metrolink Station, it would.
The LEED-ND standard for access to transit is 1/2 mile or 1/4 mile walk distance, not straight line
measure, so a barrier like a freeway or huge campus, would raise a red flag.
The LEED-ND density prerequisite of 7 du/acre and 0.5 FAR, regardless of density of the surrounding
community.
Research shows that intersection density (street connectivity) is the strongest indicator of walkability, and it's
relatively easy to measure. The LEED-ND prerequisite standard is 90 intersections per square mile within
1/4 mile of the project (NPDp3), with increasing points awarded for sites with over 300 or over 400
intersections per square mile within 1/4 mile radius of the project (NPDc6). Intersections in gated
communities do not count.

Just as we can see the problem with a strict focus on VMTs alone, we recognize that LEED ND is not appropriate
as a sole criterion for Transit Oriented Development (TOD) projects. We recommend cherry-picking the most
relevant standards from LEED-ND, as HUD and other local governments have done. There are very few other
sources for simple Smart-growth/TOD-supportive standards.
Appropriate sections of LEED-ND include:
• The SLL (Smart Location and Linkage) section provides locational criteria for TOD-supportive,
VMT-reducing, and sensitive-land-protecting development locations. This is the section that HUD
is using internally to prioritize smart, transit-supportive development locations.
• The NPD (Neighborhood Pattern and Design) section addresses such relevant items as
affordability, urban design for walkability, somewhat irrespective of location.

Members of USGBC seek too transform the way buildings and communities are designed, built and operated, enabling an environmentally and socially
responsible, healthy, and prosperous environment that improves the quality of life.
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From a more macro view, we also support the comments made by Dr. Rajiv Bhatia in his letter to OPR dated
February 23, 2012 where he stresses the importance of ensuring that infill standards need to avoid the demolition
and loss of affordable housing.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to respond to these Guidelines. If you or your staff has any questions
regarding this letter or our organization’s commitment to supporting green building (and building a green economy)
in California, please do not hesitate to contact me or our legislative advocate, Justin Malan.
Sincerely,

Dennis Murphy
Chair, USGBC California
dennis@usgbc-california.org

cc: Senator Joe Simitian
Rajiv Bhatia
Justin Horner, NRDC
Justin Malan, Ecoconsult for USGBC California

USGBC California

March 9, 2012

Page 2 of 2
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Public Comments on the SB 226 CEQA Guidelines Update
The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research wishes to thank all of those that
submitted written comments on the revised draft of the proposed additions to the CEQA
Guidelines related to infill streamlining. Comments submitted during the review period
contributed significantly to OPR’s final Guidelines proposal. OPR transmitted its final
proposal to the Natural Resources Agency on June 25, 2012. A copy of OPR Director
Ken Alex’s transmittal letter to John Laird, California Secretary for Natural Resources,
as well as materials associated with the final proposal, are available on OPR’s website.
The Natural Resources Agency will soon commence the formal rulemaking process to
adopt the proposed additions. Those who wish to be involved in the Agency’s process
should sign up for the SB 226 listserv here.
The following is a list of all letters received. Please click on each link to view the letter.
Association of Environmental Professionals
Adams Broadwell Jospeph & Carodozo
Communities for a Better Environment
California Building Industry Association
California Infill Builders Association
Center for Creative Land Recycling
Center for Sustainable Neighborhoods
City of Bellflower
City of Laguna Hills
City of Novato
City of Redwood City
City of Sacramento
Gladwyn d'Souza
Greenbelt Alliance
Julie Graboi
Lindell Price
Natural Resources Defense Council
Physicians for Social Responsibility Los Angeles
Public Advocates Inc., Et Al.
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
San Diego Association of Governments
Southern California Association of Governments
Sierra Club California
Stanley Price
TransForm
United States Green Building Council California
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Performance Standards:
Graphic Illustrations
Proposed Appendix M
Note: The following slides illustrate the performance standards set forth in the revised proposed
Appendix M. Only the text of Section 15183.3, Appendix M and Appendix N are proposed to be
added to the CEQA Guidelines.
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Standards Applicable to All Projects
•

Non-residential projects, incorporate on-site renewable energy generation if
feasible. Residential projects are encouraged to incorporate on-site renewable
energy.

•

If site clean-up is necessary, implement clean-up recommendations.

•

If near high-volume roadways or stationary sources, conform to local rules
addressing public health. If no local rules, implement project-specific measures.

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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2

Residential
Within Residential Green Zone (in a TAZ with
below average household VMT)

Outside Green Zone
Reduce VMT to
Green Zone
Level

--or-Within ½ mile of existing Major Transit Station or High
Quality (15 minute headway) Transit Corridor

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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3

Commercial and Retail

1

2

Within Commercial
Green Zone (in a TAZ with
below average trip length
attraction to commercial)

Screen for RegionalServing Retail
No building floorplate
>
50,000 Square
Feet

--OR--

1 + 2

VMT Study shows
project reduces
total VMT

Within ½ Mile
of 1800
Households

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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4

Office
Within Office Green Zone (in a TAZ with belowaverage commute trip attraction VMT per employee)

--OR--

Within ¼ mile of a
Major Transit
Station

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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5

Transit Station

Including associated streetscape
improvements constructed in the public
right-of-way that improve multi-modal
access to the facility, including, but not
limited to, pedestrian and bicycle safety
improvements and traffic-calming design
changes that support pedestrian and
bicycle access.

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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6

Schools

Within [one/two] miles of
50% of projected student
population at
[elementary/secondary]
schools, or close to transit.

+
Safe and effective parking and storage for
bicycles, skateboards, and scooters. Plus
compliance with the Education Code.

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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7

Mixed Use

Satisfy the performance standards
for the Dominant Use

May 1, 2012

Office of Planning and Research
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8

Infill Streamlining Flowchart
Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3

Is the infill project
exempt from CEQA?
NO

Prepare App. N checklist

Prepare a Notice of
Exemption

YES

AND

AND
If the project would cause significant effects,
were those effects previously analyzed?

If the project
would not result
in any significant
effects, were
those less than
significant effects
previously
analyzed?

YES

Cite to the prior EIR’s
analysis in the checklist,
and file a Notice of
Determination.

NO

Do uniformly applied
development policies
substantially mitigate those
effects?
YES

Yes,
and the
effect was
analyzed
in the
prior EIR

Yes, but the
effect is more
significant than
previously
analyzed

NO

Document in the checklist,
adopt mitigation finding,
and file a Notice of
Determination.

NO

Circulate a
proposed Negative
Declaration

Do uniformly applied development policies substantially mitigate the effect?
Cite to prior EIR’s
analysis in the
checklist, incorporate
any applicable
mitigation measures
from the prior EIR,
and file a Notice of
Determination.

YES

Document in the checklist,
incorporate applicable
mitigation from the prior
EIR, adopt mitigation
finding, and file a Notice of
Determination.

No, but
mitigable
Circulate a proposed
Mitigated Negative
Declaration or
Sustainable Communities
Environmental
Assessment

No, and no
mitigation
Circulate a limited
scope infill EIR
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

GOVERNOR’S OFFICE of PLANNING AND RESEARCH
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
GOVERNOR

KEN ALEX
DIRECTOR

Narrative Explanation of the Proposed Addition to the
CEQA Guidelines Implementing SB 226

I.

Introduction

The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research is pleased to solicit your input on proposed
additions to the Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act
(“CEQA Guidelines”). This proposal reflects the Legislature’s direction in SB 226 (Simitian,
2011) to prepare additions to the CEQA Guidelines setting forth a streamlined CEQA review
process for infill projects. This proposal also contains the performance standards that
determine an infill project’s eligibility for that streamlined review.
Governor Jerry Brown signed SB 226 on October 4, 2011. In the three months since then, the
Office of Planning and Research has sought advice from technical and legal experts, affected
stakeholders in local government, environmental organizations, builders and planners, and
other interested parties. This first draft of proposed additions to the CEQA Guidelines reflects
intensive research and outreach and is one approach to fulfill the direction in SB 226.
Much work remains, however. SB 226 raises difficult issues requiring a high degree of public
input and participation. In order for this process to achieve iits
ts goal of creating an expeditious
path for infill development, all affected parties must be involved in working toward that outcome.
SB 226 does not require the Office of Planning and Research to transmit its draft of the CEQA
Guidelines update to the Natural Resources Agency until July 1, 2012. We are releasing this
preliminary discussion draft now to engage the public in an open and iterative development
process.
As you review this preliminary discussion draft, bear in mind the following:
(1) SB 226 calls for a change in how the CEQA review process is done for infill projects, and
change is difficult. Some may understandably hav
have
e concerns about an unfamiliar process, and
possible costs associated with demonstrating compliance with that process. We need your help
identifying ways to manage the uncertainty in the process (for the public, for agencies, and for
applicants) and to further reduce compliance costs.

(2) This package is a first draft that will be improved with your input. Input backed by facts,
research and authority will be helpful. Input that provides solutions to any perceived problems
in this draft will also be helpful.
(3) The CEQA Guidelines are administrative regulations. They must, therefore, be consistent
with the text and scope of authority granted in SB 226. The Guidelines cannot add
1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044
(916) 322-2318 FAX (916) 324-9936 www.opr.ca.gov
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requirements that do not exist in the statute, nor can they remove any requirements that the
statute imposes. Given the scheme set forth in SB 226, we seek your input on how to improve
this draft to achieve better environmental outcomes, make the text of the Guidelines simpler,
and reduce the time and cost of compliance.
(4) This package implements the direction of the legislature in SB 226. The Office of Planning
and Research welcomes suggestions for improvements to the existing CEQA Guidelines that
are unrelated to SB 226; however, it will consider such suggestions for possible inclusion in a
separate package of updates to the CEQA Guidelines, following completion of the SB 226
update.
This document sets forth the research and rationale underlying the proposed additions to the
CEQA Guidelines. Specifically, Section II discusses the reasons to promote infill development
in the CEQA process. Section III provides background on SB 226, including a comparison of its
streamlining process to other streamlining tools already in CEQA. It also describes the policy
trade-offs and practical considerations for developing the CEQA Guidelines Update. Section IV
summarizes the proposed addition of a new Section 15183.3 to the CEQA Guidelines. Section
V summarizes the rationale supporting the proposed performance standards, including a set of
questions and answers. Section VI contains several hypothetical illustrations of how the new
process would work under various circumstances. Finally, Section VII contains a bibliography of
resources.
To allow sufficient time for an iterative development process, we request your written comments
no later than February 24, 2012. We encourage electronic submission of your comments,
which may be e-mailed to CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov. Comments may also be mailed or
hand delivered to:
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Public workshops will be held in February 2012. Notice will be posted to the Office of Planning
and Research’s website at http://www.opr.ca.gov. If you would like to receive electronic notice
of upcoming workshops and other activities in the CEQA Guidelines Update process, please
sign up for our listserv at http://ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines-sb226/ .

II.

Why Promote Infill in CEQA?

While California’s population continues to expand, its fiscal and natural resources are
constrained. California will grow, but given its constraints, it must grow efficiently. Infill
development (i.e., reusing previously developed land or using vacant parcels that are
surrounded by other urban uses) is a key strategy for efficient growth. California’s projected
development demand, existing development patterns, adopted state policies prioritizing infill,
and the various benefits of infill development, are described briefly below.

2|Narrative Explanation
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A.

California at 50 Million: Where to Grow?

Within 20 years, California’s population is expected to exceed 50 million people. According to
data compiled by the Brookings Institution, California will need to add nearly 7 million housing
units between 2000 and 2030 to house its growing population. By 2030, over 22 million workers
will occupy over 10 billion square feet of new or replaced commercial and institutional space.
(Arthur Nelson, “Toward a New Metropolis: the Opportunity to Rebuild America,” Brookings
Institution (2004).)
A key question for California is: where should that growth occur? Nationally, the footprint of
many urban areas grew by 50 percent in just 30 years, far outpacing population growth. (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, “Our Built and Natural Environments: A Technical Review of
the Interactions between Land Use, Transportation, and Environmental Quality” (Jan. 2001), at
p. 5.) Outward growth is also occurring in California. For example, the urban footprint in the
Sacramento Region nearly doubled between 1980 and 2010, with that growth occurring largely
in converted agricultural land. (“Sprawl’s spread speeds up,” Sacramento Bee, November 5,
2011.) Nationally, most newly developed land was converted from forestland, pasture and
range lands, and cropland. (Our Built and Natural Environments, at p. 4.) By 1994, one study
concluded that urban development had already consumed nearly one-third of the nation’s highly
productive agricultural land. (Ibid.)
Not only has the total developed footprint of our urban areas increased dramatically, but the
manner of California’s growth has also changed. Large lots and dispersed uses have increased
reliance on automobiles. (Our Built and Natural Environments, at p. 4.) As a result, the amount
and distances people must drive have increased substantially. The amount of driving,
measured as “vehicle miles traveled” or VMT, has increased approximately three percent per
year in California, exceeding the state’s rate of population growth. (Bartholomy, et al., “The
Role of Land Use in Meeting California’s Energy and Climate Change Goals,” California Energy
Commission (June 2007), at p. 9.) This development pattern causes many adverse
environmental consequences, including, but not limited to, consumption of open space,
destruction and fragmentation of wildlife habitat, decreased water quality, increased air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions. (Id. at pp. 80-82.)
In addition to environmental costs, our growth patterns are affecting our economic health. The
average American household spends approximately 20 percent of its total income on
transportation costs. (Marilee Utter, “The Match Game: Bringing Together Affordable Housing
and Transit Villages,” Multifamily Trends (Winter 2005).) Poorer households pay even more.
“Today, the average car costs more than $6,000 per year to own and operate, but even the
least expensive car can cost $3,000 per year in insurance, fuel, repairs, and other
miscellaneous expenses.” (Ibid.) “One analysis of some of the causes behind the U.S. financial
crisis suggests that vehicle ownership and a lack of access to public transportation may be just
as predictive of mortgage foreclosure rates as low credit scores and high debt-to-income ratios.”
(“Location Efficiency and Housing Type: Boiling it Down to BTUs,” Jonathan Rose Companies
(May 2011), at p. 5.)

3|Narrative Explanation
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B.

Environmental, Social and Health Benefits Associated with Infill

In contrast to continued outward growth, infill development provides multiple benefits on
community, regional and statewide scales. In adopting a policy to promote infill development,
the American Planning Association explained:
Existing neighborhoods and communities are an important asset in efforts to
address climate change. Public and private sector investments have created
infrastructure and amenities to serve homes and businesses in these areas.
Reinvestment in these sites allows a community (or a region) to accommodate
new residents and businesses within its existing fabric. Such reinvestment
maximizes the use of existing infrastructure, encourages the preservation and
continued use of historic buildings and supports existing businesses and
services. It reduces the need for new roads and infrastructure, and can
encourage walking, biking and use of transit. It preserves open space and
Greenfields, thus reducing sprawl and retaining areas that serve as carbon sinks.
(American Planning Association, Policy Guide on Planning & Climate Change (Updated April
2011).) Evidence indicates that these general observations hold true in California.
For example, a 2005 study of California’s infill potential found that, compared to current
development trends, the demand for undeveloped land could be reduced by nearly 350,000
acres if new development focused in infill locations. (Landis et al., “The Future of Infill Housing
in California: Opportunities, Potential, Feasibility and Demand” (September 2005), Volume II, at
p. 93.)
Directing growth to existing urbanized areas is also a promising strategy to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. According to the Brookings Institution, the per capita carbon footprint of
metropolitan areas was lower than non-metropolitan areas, largely due to reduced building
energy and automobile use. (Brown et al., “Shrinking the Carbon Footprint of Metropolitan
America,” Brookings (May 2008).) Similarly, emissions increased at a slower pace in
metropolitan areas. (Ibid.)
Infill development is also one strategy to serve California’s changing demographics. Younger
adults entering the workforce and older adults entering retirement are both gravitating toward
established cities. (Urban Land Institute and Price Waterhouse Coopers, “Emerging Trends in
Real Estate 2012” (October 2011), at pp. 27-29.) Notably, evidence indicates that the top real
estate markets also tend to be highly walkable (i.e., densely developed with a diversity of uses).
(Ibid.)
Infill strategies are also consistent with near-term development trends. One recent report
concluded that demand for housing within transit station areas is much higher than available
supply, whereas the supply of large lot homes exceeds demand. (Arthur Nelson, “The New
California Dream: How Demographic and Economic Trends May Shape the Housing Market: A
Land Use Scenario for 2020 and 2035,” Urban Land Institute (2011).) Similarly, a study by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency found a “dramatic increase in the share of new
4|Narrative Explanation
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construction built in central cities and older suburbs.” (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
“Residential Construction Trends in America’s Metropolitan Regions” (January 2010), at p. 1.)
In fact, according to a report prepared by the Urban Land Institute and Price Waterhouse
Coopers, “[i]nfill and in-town projects have much better prospects than greenfield subdivisions.”
(Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2012, at p. 57.) For example, the highest rated investment
and development prospects for 2012 are apartments. (Id. at pp. 43-44.) The Urban Land
Institute and Price Waterhouse Coopers further report that “[c]onvenience trends and rising
auto-related costs orient lifestyles to 24-hour infill locations, especially toward apartments near
mass transit stops[.]” (Id. at p. 46.) Similarly, urban mixed-use properties rate near the top for
both investment and development prospects, while master-planned communities rate near the
bottom. (Id. at p. 45.) Focusing on infill is also consistent with trends in retail development.
Again, according to the Emerging Trends in Real Estate report, “The United States simply does
not need additional shopping center square footage, especially in old formats.” Infill “necessity
retail” near healthy neighborhoods is expected to perform and “plenty of opportunity exists for
redevelopment and redesign.” (Id. at pp. 54-55.) Buildings that incorporate green building
strategies are also increasing in demand and popularity. (Id. at pp. 44-45.)
Infill development is also linked to health benefits. According to the American Lung Association,
Sustainable, mixed-use communities designed around mass transit, walking and
cycling have been shown to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, and
a range of adverse health outcomes including traffic injuries, cancers, lung and
heart disease, obesity, diabetes, and other chronic health conditions. In addition
to the benefits to lung health, individuals who live in mixed-use and walkable
communities have a 35 percent lower risk of obesity.
(American Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health Issue
Brief: Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable land use and
transportation planning” (Spring 2010).) Beyond the benefits from reductions in obesity,
diabetes, heart and lung disease, cancers and other chronic illnesses associated with increased
physical activity, smart growth development patterns “could help California cut over 132,000
tons of air pollution and avoid up to 140 premature deaths, 105,000 asthma attacks and other
respiratory symptoms, 16,550 work days lost and $1.66 billion in health costs in 2035.”
(American Lung Association in California, Fact Sheet, “Smart Growth will help California avoid
air pollution-related illnesses, deaths and costs.”)1 Studies have linked positive health outcomes
to policies that increase walking, bicycling and other physical activity. (Woodcock J, et al.
“Public health benefits of strategies to reduce greenhouse‐gas emissions: urban land transport,”
The Lancet (2009), pp. 1930‐1943.)

C.

Alignment With State Policy

Recognizing the environmental and other costs of sprawl, and the benefits of infill, state policy
has long prioritized infill development. For example, the 1978 Urban Strategy states:
1

Based on the results of an evaluation by TIAX LLC, and sponsored by the American Lung Association in California,
of data in the Vision California planning scenarios.

5|Narrative Explanation
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California’s Urban Strategy envisions as its goal a society in which people live in
harmony with the land: where urban areas are exciting, safe places to live; where
the air and water are clean; where work places are close to homes; where crops
and animals thrive on the state’s best agricultural lands; where areas of great
scenic or fragile nature are set aside for permanent protection. To accomplish
this California must commit itself to more compact urban areas, to the
revitalization of its existing cities and suburbs, to the continued production of its
best agricultural lands.
(Office of Planning & Research, An Urban Strategy for California (1978) at pp. 8-9.) Among the
broad goals described in the Urban Strategy are:
•
•
•

Curbing wasteful urban sprawl and directing new development to existing cities and
suburbs
Revitalizing central cities and neighborhoods, and eliminating urban blight
Encouraging land use patterns in a manner to stimulate necessary development while
protecting environmental quality.

(Id. at p. 9.) To accomplish these and other goals, the Urban Strategy laid out a specific set of
priorities for new development. The first priority is to renew and maintain existing urban areas,
in both cities and suburbs. Developing vacant and underutilized areas within urban and
suburban areas is second priority. According to the Urban Strategy, development on
undeveloped lands would have last priority, and even then, only when undeveloped lands are
adjacent to existing developed areas. (Id. at p. 10.)2 In 2002, AB 857 (Wiggins) codified these
planning priorities in Section 65041.1 of the Government Code.
While infill is an express policy priority, it is also a key strategy in realizing other state policies.
For example, SB 375 (Steinberg, 2008) calls for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
aligning land use and transportation planning. Specifically, the California Transportation
Commission’s Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines recognize “urban and suburban infill,
clustered development, mixed land uses, New Urbanist design, transit-oriented development,
and other ‘smart-growth’ strategies” as land use tools to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
(California Transportation Commission, Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines (2010), at pp.
230-231.) Similarly, the Air Resources Board’s Scoping Plan describes local policies that may
assist the state in achieving its greenhouse gas reduction targets pursuant to AB 32. It noted,
for example, that “[l]ocal governments have the ability to directly influence both the siting and
design of new residential and commercial developments in a way that reduces GHG associated
with energy, water, waste, and vehicle travel, which may include zoning for more compact and
mixed-use residential and commercial development and adopting policies to promote infill and
affordable housing.” (California Air Resources Board, Scoping Plan (2011), Appendix C, at p.
C-53.)

2

Notably, the second action item listed in the Strategy was to seek amendments to CEQA to provide for
streamlining for certain projects that are consistent with local plans. (Urban Strategy, at p. 14.)
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Despite the benefits of infill development, impediments exist. The California Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency commissioned a study in 2005 to examine infill potential in
California. That study noted several factors affecting the feasibility of infill housing, including
small parcel sizes, local opposition to higher density development, and high costs for land
acquisition, entitlement and construction.. (Landis, The Future of Infill Housing in California:
Opportunities, Potential, Feasibility and Demand, at pp. 106-115.) Another frequently cited
impediment is the uncertainty associated with the regulatory process. (See, e.g., Elkind, E.
“Removing the Roadblocks: How to Make Sustainable Development Happen Now” (August
2009).)

III.

Background on SB 226

Integration of environmental review with comprehensive planning is one way to reduce
uncertainty and delay that can be associated with the development process. (American
Planning Association, GROWING SMART LEGISLATIVE GUIDEBOOK: MODEL STATUTES FOR
PLANNING AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE, (Stuart Meck, FAICP, Gen. Ed. 2002), Chapter
12.)
SB 226 (Simitian 2011) addresses uncertainty and delay by creating a new streamlining
mechanism in CEQA for infill projects that promote a specific set of environmental policy
objectives. Stated broadly, SB 226 promotes infill development in two ways. First, it provides
flexibility in project design by basing eligibility on environmental performance rather than
prescribing specific project characteristics. Second, it will allow infill projects to avoid repeating
analysis of environmental effects that have already been analyzed at a programmatic level.

A.

Comparison of SB 226 to Other Exemptions and Streamlining Procedures

To understand the streamlining process under SB 226, it is useful to compare it to CEQA’s other
streamlining tools, some of which can be difficult to apply in an infill context. For example,
Table 1, below, illustrates several ways in which the SB 226 process will apply to a broader set
of projects than the existing statutory exemption for infill projects in Public Resources Code
Section 21159.24.
Table 1
Comparison of Section 21159.24 to SB 226
Statutory Exemption
Only Residential and Mixed-Use

Streamlining Under SB 226
Residential
Commercial/Retail
Public Office Buildings
Transit Stations
Schools

Project Size

Under 4 acres
Under 100 units

No limitation

Infill Project Location

Large Urban Areas (population >
100,000)

Incorporated cities of any size
and dense unincorporated
islands

Project Type
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Time Period for Planning Level
Review

Within 5 Years of Project

No limitation, provided that new
effects of the project would need
to be analyzed

Plan Consistency

Requires consistency with
General Plan and Zoning

Project may include general plan
amendments or zoning
variances, provided that new
effects would need to be
analyzed

Public Review

None

Streamlined review, unless all
effects were previously analyzed
or substantially mitigated by
uniformly applicable development
policies

SB 226 builds on existing streamlining tools in CEQA, such as tiering (Pub. Resources Code, §
21094), Master EIRs (Pub. Resources Code, § 21157 et seq.) and Section 21083.3, and makes
those concepts more useful in the context of infill development. Table 2 below summarizes
some of the differences between existing tools and SB 226.
Table 2
Comparing Existing Streamlining Mechanisms with SB 226
Tiering

Master EIRs

Section 21083.3

Streamlining
Under SB 226
None

Time Limit on
Prior EIR

None

5 Years

None

Plan Consistency

Requires
consistency with
General Plan and
Zoning

Silent

Requires
consistency with
General Plan and
Zoning

Project may
include general
plan amendments
or zoning
variances,
provided that new
effects would need
to be analyzed

Project-Level
Description

Not required in
first-tier EIR

Projects relying on
the Master EIR
must have been
specifically
identified

Not required in
general plan or
zoning EIR

Not required in
EIR for a planning
level decision

Project
Contribution to
Significant
Effects

Additional EIR
required for
projects that
contribute to the
significant effect
identified in the
first-tier EIR

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Analysis does not
need not be
repeated at the
project level

Document

An EIR prepared

A Master EIR for

An EIR for a

An EIR for a
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Containing
Programmatic
Analysis

for a program,
plan, policy or
ordinance

specified projects

comprehensive
general plan
amendment or
zoning code

planning level
decision, as well
as any
supplements or
addenda thereto

Effect of
Development
Standards

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

Can be used as
thresholds of
significance in an
analysis, but not
conclusively

Can be used to
address peculiar
effects of the
project, only if
adopted by a city
or county with a
finding that the
standard will
substantially
mitigate the
effects of future
projects

Can be used to
address either new
specific effects or
effects that are
more significant
than previously
analyzed, provided
the finding is made
at project approval

In sum, SB 226 addresses some of the idiosyncrasies in CEQA’s other streamlining
mechanisms that make them difficult to apply in an infill context.

B.

Policy Objectives and Trade-Offs

SB 226 streamlines and expedites the CEQA review process for environmentally beneficial infill
projects. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5.) Further, SB 226 focuses on a particular set of
environmental objectives that such projects should promote, including:
•
•
•
•

Increasing efficiencies in transportation, water use and energy use;
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions;
Supporting transit; and
Benefiting public health.

(Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5.5(b).) Developing these guidelines and performance
standards necessarily involves balancing various policy objectives and practical considerations.
Those trade-offs and considerations include:
1. Simplicity vs. Precision
One consistent theme emerging from OPR’s initial outreach efforts was that the guidelines and
performance standards should be simple, easy-to-use and verifiable. On the other hand,
different project types and project locations behave differently. Thus, the performance
standards employ the fewest standards necessary to promote as many environmental
objectives as possible. Additionally, the performance standards and guidelines attempt to fit
within the context of other statutes and processes, such as SB 375 and the CALGreen building
code.
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2. Prescriptive vs. Permissive
Another consideration is how high to set the bar for the environmental performance of projects
eligible for streamlining. According to the statute, the performance standards must both
encourage infill development and promote high performing projects. Standards that permit only
the very highest quality projects may not create enough of an incentive to draw development
inward from undeveloped fringe locations. Thus, the performance standards include a
graduated set of requirements in order to make the process as simple as possible for higher
performing projects while requiring more from lower performing projects.
3. Consistency vs. Regional Variation
The CEQA Guidelines apply statewide. Given the tremendous variation in California’s
landscape, however, project types and designs that are appropriate in one community may be
inappropriate in another community. A single statewide standard might be too difficult to
achieve in one setting, and yet too permissive in another setting. The guidelines and
performance standards in this proposal acknowledge this variation by metrics that are measured
at a regional level.
The initial draft of the guidelines and performances standards attempt to balance these policy
objectives.

IV.

Explanation of the Streamlined Process in Proposed Section 15183.3

Keeping in mind the requirements of SB 226 and the policy considerations described above, this
section explains the proposed new Section 15183.3 in the CEQA Guidelines, which prescribes
the streamlined process for infill projects.
Subdivision (a): Purpose
Subdivision (a) summarizes the purpose of the streamlining mechanism (i.e., to make the
review process for infill projects more efficient).
Subdivision (b): Eligibility
Subdivision (b) sets forth the eligibility requirements for projects to use the streamlined process.
Those requirements, including requirements set forth in the statute’s definitions, are
summarized in Table 3, below.
Table 3
Eligibility Requirements
Project Location

Incorporated cities, or unincorporated “islands” that
are completely surrounded by incorporated cities
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(b)(1); see
also Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(e)(1)(B),
(e)(5) (defining “urban area”))
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Project Site

Previously developed, or vacant and surrounded on
3 sides by other urban uses
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(b)(1); see
also Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(e)(1)(B))

SB 375 Consistency

Must be consistent with the general use
designation, density and building intensity
designated in a sustainable communities strategy
or alternative planning strategy
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(b)(3); see
3
also Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(c)(1)(A))

Project Type

Residential
Commercial / Retail
Public Office Building
Transit Station
School
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(e)(1); see
also Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(e)(1)(A))

Project Performance

Satisfy the performance standards in Appendix M
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(b)(2); see
also Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(c)(2))

Subdivision (c): Procedure
Subdivision (c) prescribes the streamlining process for eligible projects. Specifically, subdivision
(c) suggests preparing a written checklist to document project review, because a lead agency’s
determinations regarding a project’s eligibility for the streamlining process must be supported
with substantial evidence. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a); see also, CEQA Guidelines §§
15152(f) (initial study used to determine whether effects were “adequately addressed” in a first
tier EIR), 15168(c)(4) (use a checklist to determine whether project is within the scope of a
program EIR).)
The lead agency would use the checklist to determine whether the effects of the project have
previously been analyzed in a prior EIR for a planning level decision. (Proposed CEQA
Guidelines § 15183.3(c)(1); Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a)(1) (“If an environmental impact
report was certified for a planning level decision of a city or county, the application of this
division to the approval of an infill project shall be limited to the effects on the environment that
(A) are specific to the project or to the project site and were not addressed as significant effects
in the prior environmental impact report or (B) substantial new information shows the effects will
3

Note, a project that is within a metropolitan planning area that has not yet adopted a sustainable communities
strategy or alternative planning strategy, or is located in a non-MPO area is subject to a separate and specific set of
eligibility requirements.
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be more significant than described in the prior environmental impact report”).) Specifically, the
lead agency would look to the environmental analysis prepared for a planning level decision,
such as a general plan, specific plan, or zoning code. (Proposed CEQA Guidelines §
15183.3(e)(2), (e)(4); Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(e)(2) (defining “planning level
decision”).) If the effects of the project were already analyzed in the prior programmatic review,
the agency would document where the analysis was done and where the programmatic
document is available for inspection. (Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(c)(1)(B); Pub.
Resources Code, § 21094.5(a).)
If an effect of the infill project was not previously analyzed, or if an effect would be more
significant than previously analyzed, the agency may look to locally adopted uniformly
applicable development policies, such as a construction noise ordinance, to determine whether
such policies would substantially mitigate that effect. If so, the lead agency would explain how
the policy substantially mitigates the effect in a finding. (Proposed CEQA Guidelines §
15183.3(c)(1)(E); Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a)(2) (“An effect of a project upon the
environment shall not be considered a specific effect of the project or a significant effect that
was not considered significant in a prior environmental impact report, or an effect that is more
significant than was described in the prior environmental impact report if uniformly applicable
development policies or standards adopted by the city, county, or the lead agency, would apply
to the project and the lead agency makes a finding, based upon substantial evidence, that the
development policies or standards will substantially mitigate that effect”).)
Since SB 226 states that previously analyzed effects and effects that are addressed by
uniformly applicable development policies are not subject to CEQA, the agency could adopt the
infill project after making any necessary findings and could file a Notice of Exemption.
(Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(c)(2)(A); Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a) (“the
application of this division to the approval of an infill project shall be limited…”).)
Where an infill project may cause a new effect, the streamlined CEQA analysis will focus on that
effect. If the lead agency finds that the new impact is less than significant, or can be mitigated
to a less than significant level, the agency could complete the Infill Checklist (proposed
Appendix N) to document its analysis and any proposed mitigation measures, as well as its
conclusion that other impacts have already been analyzed. It would then circulate a negative
declaration, mitigated negative declaration, or sustainable communities environmental
assessment for public review. (Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(c)(2)(B).) If substantial
evidence shows that the new impacts may be significant, the lead agency would prepare a
limited scope EIR to analyze that issue. (Proposed CEQA Guidelines § 15183.3(c)(2)(C); Pub.
Resources Code, § 21094.5(b).)
Subdivision (d): Infill EIR Contents
A limited scope EIR would include the Infill Checklist, the analysis of the new impact and
proposed mitigation measures, and alternatives addressing the impact, such as alternative site
design (but not alternative locations, densities or building intensities). No analysis of growth
inducing impacts would be required.
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Subdivision (e): Terminology
Subdivision (e) contains definitions for the terms used in Section 15183.3.

V.

Explanation of the Standards in Proposed Appendix M and the Infill
Checklist in Proposed Appendix N

In addition to establishing a streamlined process for infill projects, SB 226 directs the Office of
Planning and Research to develop performance standards for infill projects seeking to use the
streamlined process. The performance standards should not be viewed as a method to avoid
adverse environmental impacts. Rather, the performance standards are designed to benefit
projects that advance the environmental policies listed in SB 226. As noted above, those
policies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing vehicle miles traveled (VMT);
Prioritizing infill development;
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions;
Reducing per capita water use;
Promoting transit supportive communities;
Improving energy efficiency, including transportation energy; and
Protecting public health.

(Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5.5(b).) In order to maximize these environmental benefits, the
range of streamlined projects should not be so narrow that only a small number of projects are
eligible, as doing so would limit the effect of the streamlining process. Conversely, the process
should not be open to projects that do not promote those environmental objectives.

A.

Summary of the Performance Standards Approach

Appendix M contains the performance standards that determine eligibility for streamlining.
Section II of Appendix M sets forth standards that apply to all project types. Those standards
include providing renewable energy and active transportation components, requiring
consistency with applicable transit station area plans, and implementing recommendations in
any clean-up plans.
Section III of Appendix M specifies performance standards that apply to specific project types,
as described below.
Residential Buildings
Factors influencing household VMT include regional location, transportation features of the
project surroundings, project design, and Transportation Demand Management (TDM). Of
these factors, regional location has the greatest effect. Regional locations that are easily
accessible and transportation efficient will tend to have lower VMT. (U.S. Environmental
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Protection Agency, “Measuring the Air Quality and Transportation Impacts of Infill Development”
(Nov. 2007), at p. 1.)
Regional travel demand models are the best tool for estimating VMT due to regional location.
Thus, if the project is proposed in a location with sufficiently low VMT (initially, the performance
standards refer to low VMT as being 75 percent of average regional per capita VMT), the project
should qualify for streamlining under the VMT metric. Since a travel demand model can be
used to map estimates of VMT throughout the region, a map of VMT estimates can be produced
by the Metropolitan Planning Organization (“MPO”) and updated occasionally to identify zones
that qualify for streamlining under the VMT metric. This would allow project proponents to
determine eligibility for streamlining by referencing the map. Note that the data used to develop
sustainable communities strategies pursuant to SB 375 would also support the development of
such maps.
For those projects proposed outside of low VMT areas, they may nevertheless demonstrate that
they will generate sufficiently low VMT to perform similar to low VMT areas. This can be done by
applying sketch models (such as URBEMIS and CalEEMod) to estimate VMT reductions due to
project surroundings (e.g. proximity to transit, or street network connectivity), project design,
and transportation demand management.
Reducing VMT will not be feasible in all locations, and in order to promote better project design
in all locations, the performance standards also provide a path to streamlining for projects with
higher levels of VMT. Projects associated with moderate levels of VMT (initially defined to
mean 75 to 100 percent of average regional per capita VMT) could qualify for streamlining if
they also implement the enhanced efficiency measures in the CALGreen Tier 1 building code.
Projects associated with high VMT (initially defined to mean above average regional per capita
VMT) could qualify for streamlining if they also implement the CALGreen Tier 2 measures.
Commercial and Retail Buildings
The performance standards provide several paths to streamlining for commercial and retail
projects.
The first path relates to regional location. Transportation-efficient locations for residences are
likely to also be transportation-efficient for commercial and retail uses. Therefore, commercial
projects can qualify for streamlining by locating in low VMT areas. Similar to residential uses,
commercial projects that locate in higher VMT areas can qualify for streamlining if they also
implement enhanced measures in CALGreen Tier 1 and 2.
The second path is to locate the commercial project near residential uses. Locating commercial
development close to residences reduces vehicle travel (Cervero, 2006, pp. 483). Therefore,
such development is eligible for streamlining. (R. Cervero and M Duncan, “Which Reduces
Travel More: Jobs-Housing Balance or Housing-Retail Mixing?” Journal of the American
Planning Association, Vol. 72, No. 4, 2006, pp. 475-490.)
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The third path is to locate the commercial project close to transit. Orienting commercial
development to transit stations can increase transit mode share, and provide transportation
choices to customers. Therefore, such development is eligible for streamlining.
The performance standards treat regional serving retail, which are most commonly very largesized stores, differently. By definition, regional serving retail draws longer trips than
neighborhood- or community-serving retail. Therefore such retail often increases VMT. For this
reason, projects involving single stores greater than 75,000 square feet in size could qualify for
streamlining if a transportation study demonstrates that the project will reduce VMT by capturing
trips from retail yet further afield. Any commercial/retail development, including those that
contain single stores greater than 75,000 square feet in size, may complete a VMT study to
show that it leads to an absolute reduction in VMT. If so, the project qualifies for streamlining
under the VMT metric.
Office Buildings
Since the work commute trip occurs at a time of peak roadway congestion, transit is needed to
get people to work in urban areas. Further, when choosing whether to drive or take transit,
commuters are more sensitive to the distance to transit on the work end of the trip than on the
home end. (Lund, H., Cervero, R., “Travel Characteristics of Transit-Oriented Development in
California” (Jan. 2004), at p. V.) In other words, the gradient of attractiveness of a transit station
is steeper at the work end. Therefore, placing jobs especially nearby transit stations is
important.
However, placing jobs nearby outlying transit stations may not offer an efficient commute to
many other locations in the region. While adding more housing to jobs-rich urban centers
reduces VMT, adding more jobs near outlying housing does not. (Cervero, 1997, p. 507.)
Therefore, office buildings receive streamlining near only those transit stations close to central
cities. For the purpose of these performance standards, low residential VMT serves as a proxy
for proximity to an urban center.
Transit Stations
Increasing the density of transit stations along a transit line typically will make transit more
accessible to a larger number of people, as well as increase accessibility to the travel-efficient
central city. For this reason, all transit stations qualify for streamlining.
Schools
Placing schools and students in close proximity allows for school trips to be made by active
transportation, e.g. walking and cycling. However, as a prerequisite to walking and biking, safe
routes to schools and safe bicycle storage must be provided. Therefore, schools projects
qualify for streamlining if they are sited close to their projected student populations, if they
include a plan for active mode transportation to the school, and if they include safe and effective
parking for active mode vehicles.
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B.

Appendix N: Infill Environmental Checklist Form

Appendix N is similar to the sample environmental checklist in existing Appendix G. It has been
altered, however, to provide a tool to easily document project eligibility, consistency with the
performance standards in Appendix M, and compliance with the streamlined process in
proposed Section 15183.3.

C.

Questions and Answers About the Performance Standards

This section answers some potential questions about the performance standards in Appendix
M.
How Do the Performance Standards Promote the Environmental Objectives Listed in SB
226?
The performance standards, as a whole, must promote the policy objectives stated in SB 226.
The word “promote” has been defined to mean “to further; to encourage; to advance.” (BLACK’S
LAW DICTIONARY (6th ed. 1990).) Thus, the standards need not necessarily achieve the
objectives by themselves; rather, the standards must lead to projects tending to be more
efficient and healthy. Since neighborhoods are complex synergistic systems, and because the
statute requires that the standards as a whole promote the list of statewide objectives, each
policy objective need not apply to each type of project that might be eligible for streamlining.
Rather, the standards may promote any combination of policy objectives with respect to any of
the infill project types.
As noted above, VMT is a metric that advances nearly all of the environmental objectives listed
in SB 226. An excerpt of the statutory requirements for the performance standards is provided
below (in italics), along with an explanation of how VMT relates to those policy objectives.
(b) The guidelines prepared pursuant to this section shall include statewide standards for infill
projects that may be amended from time to time and promote all of the following:
(1) The implementation of the land use and transportation policies in the Sustainable
Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (Chapter 728 of the Statutes of 2008).
A primary focus of SB 375 is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicles by
integrating land use and transportation planning. The legislative findings in SB 375 state that
even taking AB32’s emissions reductions into account, “it will be necessary to achieve
significant additional greenhouse gas reductions from changed land use patterns and improved
transportation.” (SB 375 (2008), § 1(c).) SB 375 also states that CEQA should encourage
“developers to submit applications and local governments to make land use decisions that will
help the state achieve its climate goals under AB 32, assist in the achievement of state and
federal air quality standards, and increase petroleum conservation.” (Id. at § 1(f).) SB 375
required the California Transportation Commission to develop guidelines for the travel demand
models that are used in creating sustainable communities strategies. Those guidelines were to
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account for, among other factors, the effects of density and vehicle miles traveled. (Id. at § 2
(adding § 14522.1 to the Government Code, which requires the development of modeling
guidelines to support SB 375 implementation).) These and other provisions indicate the
legislature’s intent that greenhouse gas emissions be reduced through reduction in vehicle miles
traveled.
The travel behavior of existing households provides a reasonable estimate of the travel behavior
of residents of new households in the same location. This is because location-based factors
external to the project, such as regional accessibility, density, mixing of uses, and proximity to
transit, are the major determinants of travel behavior. Thus, projects located in such areas will
also likely be associated with lower VMT due to those same characteristics. (CAPCOA,
Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures (2010), pp. 155-331.) Therefore, directing
new development to lower VMT areas promotes the policies underlying SB 375.
(2) The state planning priorities specified in Section 65041.1 of the Government Code and in
the most recently adopted Environmental Goals and Policy Report issued by the Office of
Planning and Research supporting infill development.
Section 65041.1 indicates that the state’s first planning priority, which is intended to “promote
equity, strengthen the economy, protect the environment, and promote public health and safety
in the state,” is to promote “infill development and appropriate reuse and redevelopment of
previously developed, underutilized land[.]” The most recently adopted Environmental Goals
and Policy Report is the 1978 Urban Strategy which similarly provides that the first priority is to
“[r]enew and maintain existing urban areas, both cities and suburbs.” The second priority is to
“[d]evelop vacant and under-utilized land within existing urban and suburban areas….” (An
Urban Strategy for California (1978), at p. 10.) These priorities indicate that the performance
standards should generally drive development to developed and vacant sites within existing
urban environments.
Lower VMT areas tend to be concentrated in the urbanized core. Thus, directing new growth to
lower VMT areas is also likely to promote growth in vacant and underutilized lands within
existing urban areas. Since the Urban Strategy seeks to reduce development in undeveloped
areas, and to protect open spaces and agricultural lands, the proposed performance standards
also promote growth within existing suburbs, even in higher VMT locations. The performance
standards do so by facilitating growth in higher VMT areas that provide additional benefits
through enhanced green building techniques. Thus, the performance standards, as a whole,
promote the priorities in the 1978 Urban Strategy.
(3) The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions under the California Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006 (Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of the Health and Safety Code).
The Global Warming Solutions Act, more commonly known as AB 32, calls for statewide
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. Those reductions will be
achieved through the regulation of specified sectors of California’s economy. AB 32 regulations
will not directly govern the development of infill projects; however, the Air Resources Board’s
Scoping Plan calls on local governments to reduce emissions within their control by a
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percentage that is comparable to that of the state as whole (i.e., approximately 15 percent). (Air
Resources Board, Scoping Plan, at p. 27.) Tools available to local governments include
reducing greenhouse gas emissions through land use and transportation planning, as well as
requiring green building techniques.
Reducing VMT is essential if California is to achieve its emissions reduction targets.
(Bartholomy et al., “The Role of Land Use in Meeting California’s Energy and Climate Change
Goals,” California Energy Commission, 2007, at p. 4.) VMT is projected to continue growing,
even faster than population growth. If VMT growth is not reduced, VMT-associated emissions
will outstrip emissions-reductions resulting from technological advances in fuel efficiency and
cleaner burning fuels. (Ewing, et al., Growing Cooler: the Evidence on Urban Development and
Climate Change (2007), at pp. 3-4.)
As noted above, reducing VMT reduces greenhouse gas emissions by limiting fossil fuel
combustion associated with automobile use. Even in higher VMT areas, however, implementing
additional green building features beyond the required elements of CALGreen will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions associated with energy and water use, and waste disposal. The
performance standards also provide that all projects incorporate renewable energy components
into project design if feasible. Thus, the performance standards as a whole promote the
underlying objective of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
(4) The reduction in per capita water use pursuant to Section 10608.16 of the Water Code.
Section 10608.16 of the Water Code sets forth statewide per capita water use reductions of 20
percent by 2020, with an interim reduction target of 10 percent by 2016. The mandatory
elements of California’s new building code, known as CALGreen, are designed to achieve
similar levels of water use reductions for both residential and non-residential buildings. (See,
e.g., CALGreen, § 4.303.1 (providing guidelines on how to achieve a 20% reduction in indoor
water use in residential structures).)
Additionally, evidence indicates that the characteristics of low VMT areas, such as compact,
mixed-use neighborhoods, also tend to be associated with reduced water consumption. (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, “Growing Toward More Efficient Water Use: Linking
Development, Infrastructure, and Drinking Water Policies” (January 2006) at pp. 3-4 (noting that
large lot sizes associated with lower density neighborhoods consume substantially more water
than smaller lot developments).) Projects located in higher VMT areas would need to
implement Tier 1 or Tier 2 of CALGreen, both of which require a higher degree of water use
efficiency. Thus, the performance standards as a whole promote reductions in per capita water
use.
(5) The creation of a transit village development district consistent with Section 65460.1 of the
Government Code.
Section 65460.1 of the Government Code falls within Article 8.5, which provides for the creation
of transit village plans. According to that Article, transit villages contain a mix of land uses,
including residential, commercial, and civic uses, oriented toward transit stations. The
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Legislature determined that such transit villages can, among other benefits, reduce traffic
congestion and improve environmental conditions. This calls for standards that promote the
creation of such districts.
To promote the creation of such districts, the performance standards would require that any
project be consistent with any adopted transit village plans or general plan policies addressing
transit stations. Additionally, projects would need to include elements to improve access to and
use of the transit station. These standards therefore promote the creation of transit villages.
(6) Substantial energy efficiency improvements, including improvements to projects related to
transportation energy.
The performance standards promote energy efficiency improvements in several ways. First, the
performance standards encourage transportation efficient projects by prioritizing projects in low
VMT areas. Second, compact development that is typical in low VMT areas also reduces
building energy use through smaller average unit size and a greater share of attached units.
(Ewing, R., Rong, F. The Impact of Urban Form on U.S. Residential Energy Use. March 2010.)
Third, the performance standards call for implementation of the enhanced energy efficiency
requirements in CALGreen Tiers 1 and 2 for those projects located in higher VMT areas. Thus,
as a whole, the performance standards promote substantial energy efficiency improvements.
(7) Protection of public health, including the health of vulnerable populations from air or water
pollution, or soil contamination.
The performance standards promote public health in several ways. First, the performance
standards facilitate active transportation (i.e., walking and bicycling) by prioritizing new growth in
lower VMT areas. Increasing physical activity has been demonstrated to have remarkably
positive health outcomes. (Woodcock J, et al. “Public health benefits of strategies to reduce
greenhouse‐gas emissions: urban land transport,” The Lancet (2009), pp. 1930‐1943; American
Lung Association in California, “Land Use, Climate Change & Public Health Issue Brief:
Improving public health and combating climate change through sustainable land use and
transportation planning,” Spring 2010.)
Second, with regard to protecting the public health of vulnerable populations from air pollution or
water pollution, or soil contamination, an extensive regulatory regime already exists to address
clean-up and reuse of contaminated properties. It is impossible to prescribe more specific
performance standards, as the measures needed to protect public health will necessarily
depend on site-specific circumstances. Such measures would be included in recommendations
in a relevant Phase 1 Environmental Assessment or Preliminary Endangerment Assessment.
Thus, the performance standards provide for implementation of applicable feasible
recommendations.
With regard to air pollution, attention has focused in recent years on the health effects of
developing sensitive uses near sources of toxic air contaminants, such as high-volume
roadways. Evidence indicates that risk increases near high volume roadways, generally within
500 feet, though precise distances and risk factors vary considerably based on local
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topography, meteorology and other site-specific factors. (See, e.g., CARB 2005 Handbook;
BAAQMD CEQA Thresholds (May 2011), § 5.2.5.) Many transit corridors are located near high
volume roadways. Prohibiting any new development within the transit corridors would
counteract the policies described above that direct new growth toward transit-served locations.
Notably, it would also undermine the health benefits from active transportation associated with
transit-oriented development. Some design strategies have been identified that may ameliorate
the adverse effects of high volume roadways, such as high efficiency air filters, locating air
intakes away from roadways, etc. The effectiveness of such strategies, however, is also highly
dependent on site-specific circumstances. (California Air Pollution Control Officers Association,
“Health Risk Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects,” April 2009.) Therefore, similar to
the soil and water contamination standards described above, the performance standards would
call on projects to implement whatever design requirements are identified in local plans or
ordinances that address such effects. If such plans have not been adopted, the performance
standards require projects to implement whatever measures are identified in a health risk
assessment or environmental document prepared for the project.
Why is VMT a Primary Metric?
Research shows that VMT correlates with many of the policy objectives described in SB 226.
VMT is a measure of the total distance of automobile trips. Longer distances, and higher VMT,
are associated with higher fossil fuel use and greater greenhouse gas emissions. (See, e.g.,
Center for Transit Oriented Development, “Performance-Based Transit-Oriented Development
Typology Guidebook,” December 2010.)
Research suggests several proxies for project performance related to VMT. For example,
density and compact development are frequently cited for their relationship to VMT reduction;
however, dense projects will behave differently based on where they are located in a region.
(Niemeier et al., “The impact of residential growth patterns on vehicle travel and pollutant
emissions,” JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE (Fall 2011), at pp. 75-79.) Further, a
mix of uses does not influence car ownership, but VMT does. (CTOD 2010 at p. 17 (comparing
low VMT transit areas and higher VMT transit areas).)
Proximity to transit is an important factor in reducing automobile trips. (Lee and Cervero, “The
Effect of Housing Near Transit Stations on Vehicle Trip Rates and Transit Trip Generation: A
summary review of available evidence,” prepared for the California Department of Housing and
Community Development and the California Department of Transportation (September 2007).)
Regional location determines the effect density is likely to have in reducing VMT. (“Driving and
the Built Environment: The Effects of Compact Development on Motorized Travel, Energy Use,
and CO2 Emissions,” TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD SPECIAL REPORT 298, at p. 3.)
Another key factor in transportation behavior is regional location. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency reports research demonstrating that “regionally accessible, centrally located
sites require shorter average trip distances than do sites along the regional periphery.” (Our
Built and Natural Environments, at p. 47.)
Green building techniques, which seek to reduce energy use through building design, are
important, but they alone do not have nearly the same greenhouse gas reducing potential as
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does reducing VMT. (Wilson and Navaro, “Driving to Green Buildings: the Transportation
Energy Intensity of Buildings,” Environmental Building News.) According to one recent report,
“While energy efficiency measures in homes and vehicles can make a notable improvement in
consumption, the impact is considerably less dramatic than the gains possible offered by
housing type and location efficiency.” (“Location Efficiency and Housing Type: Boiling it Down
to BTUs,” Jonathan Rose Companies, May 2011, at p. 14.)
How Will Applicants and Agencies Know Whether the Project is in a Low or High VMT
Area?
Two key tools are used to determine whether the project meets the residential VMT thresholds
that qualify for streamlining. The first is determining the VMT of surrounding residential areas
by using the regional travel demand model. The second is using a sketch model to account for
features of the locale and project, and transportation demand management measures the
project commits to implement, that reduce VMT.
If the first step is completed and the regional travel demand model estimates the average per
capita VMT is below the streamlining threshold, the project is deemed qualified for streamlining
with respect to the VMT metric and a sketch model need not be applied. If the travel demand
model estimates per capita VMT is above this threshold, the project applicant may apply a
sketch model to determine whether features of the project locale, project design, or TDM
measures committed to reduce VMT sufficiently to qualify for streamlining.
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) can use their travel demand model to estimate
average household or home-based VMT at the traffic analysis zone geographic level. If an
MPO has not produced such estimates, however, then estimates from the California
Interregional Travel Demand Model (CITDM) can be used. In the absence of any travel model
zonal VMT estimates, a sketch model can be used to estimate project VMT for comparison to
the regional average VMT.
Why Streamline Development in Higher VMT Locations that Implements CALGreen Tiers
1 and 2?
While locating new development in the lowest VMT areas is the simplest and most effective way
to achieve the objectives set forth in SB 226, development pressure on the urban fringe is
expected to continue. Therefore, to encourage growth within corporate limits, as opposed to
undeveloped areas, projects located in higher VMT areas can still use the streamlining
mechanism, provided that the projects implement enhanced green building techniques. Tiers 1
and 2 of the CALGreen building code were designed to provide a consistent and statewide
method of enhancing green building practices beyond the minimum requirements in the building
code. (See California Housing and Community Development, “A Guide to the California Green
Building Standards Code (Low Rise Residential,” June 2010.)
Will Requiring Enhanced Green Building Outweigh the Benefit of a Quicker and More
Certain CEQA Process, Especially for Affordable Housing?
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Evidence indicates that building green need not cost significantly more than conventional
design, even for affordable housing projects, and that initial upfront costs can result in significant
long-term cost savings. (See, e.g., Dana Bourland, INCREMENTAL COST, MEASURABLE SAVINGS:
ENTERPRISE GREEN COMMUNITIES CRITERIA, Enterprise Community Partners, Inc., 2010; Tony
Proscio, SUSTAINABLE, AFFORDABLE, DOABLE: DEMYSTIFYING THE PROCESS OF GREEN
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, Enterprise Community Partners, Inc., 2008.)

VI.

Hypothetical Illustrations

The following hypothetical examples illustrate how the application of performance standards and
the streamlined CEQA process works under SB 226.

A.

Hypothetical Project 1: Hotel in Urban Core

Project Description. The project is a 30-story, 450-room hotel to be developed on a vacant lot
surrounded by office buildings in the urban core of a large city. The project use is consistent
with the designations and policies set forth in the recently adopted sustainable communities
strategy. Several years ago the city certified an EIR in connection with an update to its
Downtown Community Plan. The EIR evaluated the potential environmental impacts of
redeveloping the entire downtown area with a mix of commercial, office and entertainment uses
that could result from the update of the Community Plan and the adoption of a Revitalization
Plan for the Downtown Revitalization Project.
Project Analysis Under SB 226. Using Appendix N, the city would determine if the infill project
is eligible for SB 226 treatment. Here, the proposed hotel qualifies because: 1) it is in an
incorporated city, 2) the project site is a previously developed site, 3) the project is consistent
with the general use designation, density and building intensity designated in the adopted
sustainable communities strategy, 4) the project is commercial use, 5) and the project satisfies
the performance standards in Appendix M related to renewable energy, active transportation,
transit station area plans, and soil and water remediation. Additionally, assume the hotel would
be located in a low VMT area, so additional performance standards in Appendix M would not be
required.
Since the project meets the eligibility requirements for streamlining under SB 226, the city would
then use the Appendix N checklist to document its evaluation of the project and the project site
to determine whether the environmental effects of the project were covered in the prior EIR.
While preparing the infill checklist in Appendix N, the city found the proposed hotel could
contribute to some significant effects related to aesthetics and traffic. However, the city found
that those effects were analyzed in the prior EIR. The city would then cite the EIR’s analysis in
the Appendix N checklist and incorporate any applicable mitigation measures from the prior EIR.
If, as a result of preparing the written checklist, the city determines that the project would not
cause new specific effects and the effects of the project are not more significant than previously
analyzed, the city could adopt the project after making necessary findings, and file a Notice of
Exemption.
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Variation 1: Proposed Hotel in Urban Core with Lighting and Glare Impacts
Assume the same facts as described above, except that the written checklist found new,
significant lighting and glare impacts from the proposed hotel project. Those effects were not
analyzed in the prior EIR (or alternatively are more significant than previously analyzed). The
city, however, recently adopted local design guidelines requiring exterior lights to be shielded
and windows that use certain glare-reducing panes. The city could make a finding that the
requirements in the design guidelines will substantially mitigate the light and glare effects of the
hotel. The city could explain the basis for that finding in the Appendix N checklist. Assuming
that the project would cause no other new or more significant effects, the city could adopt the
project after making necessary findings, and file a Notice of Exemption.
Variation 2: Proposed Hotel in Urban Core with Impacts on Historic Resources
Assume the same facts described above, except that in preparing the written checklist, the city
found that the project could cause significant impacts on historic resources that were not
analyzed in the prior EIR. The city does not have any locally adopted uniformly applicable
development policies that would substantially mitigate that effect. Therefore, the city would
need to conduct additional focused review to address that issue.
If the effect on historic resources could be mitigated to a less than significant level (i.e., by
redesigning the project to avoid the historic resource), the city could document its analysis of the
impacts and proposed mitigation measures in the Appendix N checklist, and circulate a
proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration. If the effect could not be mitigated to a less than
significant level, the city would need to circulate a limited scope EIR. That limited scope EIR
would include the analysis of impacts to historic resources and any mitigation measures, a
limited analysis of alternatives such as alternative site design, and the Appendix N checklist.
The EIR would not have to analyze growth inducing impacts, and would not have to consider
alternative locations or densities. The limited scope EIR would be circulated for public review
and considered prior to project approval. If no feasible mitigation measures or alternatives
would reduce the effect on historic resources to a less than significant level, the city would need
to adopt a statement of overriding considerations for that effect.

B.

Hypothetical Project 2: A Small Mixed Use Project

Project Description. A few years ago, a suburban city amended its general plan to contain
growth within its existing corporate boundary. The amendment included adoption of an urban
growth boundary as well as designation of several corridors within which it would encourage
increased density and a mix of uses. An EIR was prepared for the general plan amendment.
The metropolitan planning organization accounted for those growth corridors in its sustainable
communities strategy. Shortly after adopting the general plan amendments, the city prepared a
specific plan to guide growth within one of the corridors designed in the general plan
amendment. The specific plan addressed, among other things, aesthetics, circulation, and
health effects. The city adopted a mitigated negative declaration in connection with the specific
plan. Today, an applicant proposes to replace an existing parking lot within the specific plan
area with a three story project containing twenty condominiums and retail on the first floor.
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Project Analysis Under SB 226. Using the Appendix N checklist, the city concludes that the
project is eligible for SB 226’s streamlined procedures because: (1) the city is incorporated, (2)
the project site was previously developed with a parking lot, (3) the proposed land uses are
consistent with the sustainable communities strategy, (4) the project proposes a commercial
and residential project, and (5) the project satisfies the performance standards in Appendix M.
The city concluded that the project satisfied the performance standards because the project:
•

•

•

Is located in a moderate VMT area as illustrated on a map produced by the regional
metropolitan planning organization (or alternatively, by the city based on the MPO’s
travel demand model), and as a condition of project approval, the project will implement
all CALGreen Tier 1 measures for both the residential and commercial components.
Includes solar panels, a pedestrian and bicycle path connecting adjacent residential and
commercial areas, a bus shelter along the roadway, and implements the
recommendations for soil and water remediation in the Phase 1 environmental site
assessment.
Consistent with the policies in the specific plan for addressing air quality near the
adjacent high-volume roadway. Specifically, the residential units are built with highefficiency air filters, the upper floors of the project are stepped back so that the
residential units and air intakes are located as far as possible from the roadway.

Since the project meets the eligibility requirements for streamlining under SB 226, the city would
then use the Appendix N checklist to document its evaluation of the project and the project site
to determine whether the environmental effects of the project were covered in the EIR for the
general plan amendment and the mitigated negative declaration for the specific plan. The EIR
for the general plan amendment projected that increasing allowable densities and permitting
mixed-uses within the growth corridors could add 500 dwelling units and 500,000 square feet of
commercial space based on the land use designations included in the amendment. That EIR
then analyzed the water supply, police services, traffic and other related impacts of that
additional growth. Using the Appendix N checklist, the city explained that the project falls within
the assumptions included in the EIR’s analysis and cited to the specific portions of the EIR that
include those assumptions and analysis. The city also found that the potential aesthetic and
health impacts of the project were analyzed in the mitigated negative declaration prepared for
the specific plan, and that the project incorporated the mitigation measures adopted in
connection with that project. Having prepared the written checklist, the city determined that the
project would not cause new specific effects and the effects of the project are not more
significant than previously analyzed. Therefore, the city adopts the project after making
necessary findings, and files a Notice of Exemption.
Variation 1: Low Density Proposal
Assume the same facts described above, except the applicant alters the project to remove the
commercial component and to develop five single family homes. The sustainable communities
strategy assumed, based on the city’s general plan amendment, that the project area would be
mixed use with a residential density of at least fifteen dwelling units to the acre. Since the
revised project would not be consistent with the sustainable communities strategy, it would not
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be eligible for the streamlined process under SB 226. In order to proceed with the revised
project application, the city would need to conduct CEQA review of the project using the normal
process.
Variation 2: Increased Intensity Proposal
Assume the facts described above, except that the applicant revises the project to include fifty
units of residential on five floors above retail. While the revised project would fall within the
range of densities assumed in the sustainable communities strategy, it would exceed the
density designated in the city’s general plan. In evaluating the project using the Appendix N
checklist, the city would need to evaluate whether the increased density would cause any of the
previously analyzed impacts to be more significant. Any impacts that are not substantially
mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies would be subject to further CEQA
review. If those new impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level, the city could
circulate a mitigated negative declaration. If not, it would need to prepare a limited scope EIR.

C.

Hypothetical Project 3: Concert Venue

Project Description. The city’s general plan and zoning code designate certain areas for
commercial use. The EIR prepared for the general plan and zoning code analyzed various
impacts of commercial development at the plan level, assuming that the various parcels within
that designation would support 250,000 square feet of commercial and retail uses. The
metropolitan planning organization’s sustainable communities strategy assumes a similar level
of commercial development as indicated in the city’s general plan. The city’s zoning code
allows entertainment venues to be built in the commercial zone with a conditional use permit.
An applicant proposes to construct a concert hall on a vacant parcel designated for commercial
use. The parcel is completely surrounded by a mix of commercial and residential development.
Project Analysis Under SB 226. Using the Appendix N checklist, the city concludes that the
project is eligible for SB 226’s streamlined procedures because: (1) the city is incorporated, (2)
the project site is surrounded by other urban uses, (3) the proposed land use is generally
consistent with the sustainable communities strategy, (4) the project is a commercial project,
and (5) the project satisfies the performance standards in Appendix M. The city concluded that
the project satisfied the performance standards because the project:
•
•

Is located in a low VMT area, is under 75,000 square feet, and is not within ½ mile of a
transit station.
Includes solar panels, a bus shelter along the adjacent roadway and bicycle parking.

Since the project meets the eligibility requirements for streamlining under SB 226, the city would
then use the Appendix N checklist to document its evaluation of the project and the project site
to determine whether the environmental effects of the project were covered in the EIR for the
general plan and zoning code. Preparing the Appendix N checklist revealed several impacts of
the project that were not addressed in the general plan EIR. For example, that EIR did not
analyze land use conflicts between a concert venue and adjacent homes, the possible late night
noise, and concentrated traffic impacts associated with large events. The city’s noise ordinance
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does not address indoor amplified sound. Since none of those impacts were addressed in the
general plan EIR, and are not subject to any uniformly applicable development policy, they each
need to undergo CEQA review.

VII.
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Summary of the Office of Planning and Research’s Outreach Process for SB 226
This document summarizes the stakeholder outreach effort of the Governor’s Office of Planning and
Research in connection with the development of additions to the CEQA Guidelines addressing
streamlining for infill projects pursuant to Senate Bill 226 (2011, Simitian). As part of the development
process, OPR staff participated in hundreds of individual meetings, conversations, conference panels
and public workshops. Highlights of that process are provided in the table below.

October 4, 2011

Governor Brown signs Senate Bill 226.

October 6, 2011

OPR convenes a small group of technical experts in land use planning, air quality
analysis, transportation, and infill building to discuss possible approaches on the
statewide performance standards.

October 21, 2011

OPR staff solicits early feedback on SB 226 and the guidelines proposal at the
annual conference of the Environmental Section of the State Bar in Yosemite.

November 3, 2011

OPR convenes a small group of legal experts in conjunction with the UC Davis
School of Law’s “CEQA at 40” conference to solicit early input on legal issues
raised by SB 226. Participants represented agency, petitioner and applicant
perspectives.

Mid-November 2011

OPR hosts meetings and conference calls for planners, local governments,
builders, environmental stakeholders and others to solicit input on OPR’s policy
objectives for the CEQA Guidelines update.

Mid-December 2011

OPR hosts focus-group discussions for stakeholders to solicit input on
developing the performance standards.

Early January 2012

OPR previews preliminary direction for the guidelines and performance
standards with various stakeholder groups.

January 25, 2012

OPR releases its Preliminary Discussion Draft of the update proposal for a 30day review period. Notice of the release is posted on OPR’s website and
1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044
(916) 322-2318 FAX (916) 324-9936 www.opr.ca.gov
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distributed through a listserv moderated by OPR and the Natural Resources
Agency. Numerous professional, trade, local government and environmental
organizations also posted notice of the release on their websites and
newsletters.
Mid-February 2012

OPR meets with numerous stakeholders to answer questions about the
preliminary proposal.

February 21-23, 2012

OPR conducts Public Workshops in Sacramento, Fresno and Los Angeles.

February 24, 2012

Comment period closes on the preliminary discussion draft.

March 9, 2012

UC Berkeley Law School hosts a convening of technical experts, academics,
agency staff and attorneys for a facilitated discussion of OPR’s preliminary
proposal and public comments. A written report of the convening is available
on-line at: http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/bccj/Defining_Good_Infill.pdf

March – April 2012

OPR staff meets with stakeholders to clarify public comments and seek
additional input.

May 1, 2012

OPR releases a revised draft of the proposal package for another 30-day review
period.

May 8, 2012

OPR staff facilitates an interactive discussion on the revised proposal at the
annual conference of the California Chapter of the Association of Environmental
Professionals in Sacramento.

May 21, 2012

OPR staff presents the proposal to its bi-monthly Local Government
Roundtable. Approximately 600 local government staff received notice of the
event, and nearly 100 participated in this roundtable discussion.

May – June 2012

OPR staff meets individually with stakeholders to clarify public comments and
seek additional input.

June 13, 2012

UCLA Law School hosts a convening of technical experts, academics, agency
staff and attorneys for a facilitated discussion of OPR’s revised proposal and
public comments.

June 25, 2012

OPR completes its draft of the proposed additions to the CEQA Guidelines and
transmits the proposal package to the Natural Resources Agency.
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Organizations and Entities Consulted
The following is a partial list of organizations and entities that OPR consulted during the development of
its guidelines proposal:





























American Institute of Architects, Los Angeles
American Lung Association
American Planning Association, California Chapter
Association of Environmental Professionals, California Chapter
California Building Industry Association
California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance
California Environmental Justice Alliance
California Infill Builders Association
California League of Cities
California State Association of Counties
Californians for a Better Environment
Center for Creative Land Recycling
Change Lab Solutions (formerly Public Health Law and Policy)
Climate Plan
Endangered Habitats League
Greenbelt Alliance
Housing California
Human Impact Partners
MoveLA
Natural Resources Defense Council
Planning and Conservation League
Public Advocates, Inc.
Regional Asthma Management and Prevention
San Francisco Neighborhoods Coalition
Sierra Club
Silicon Valley Leadership Group
TransForm
Staff of numerous cities, air districts, transportation agencies and metropolitan planning
organizations
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Summary of Revisions to the Proposed Updates to the CEQA Guidelines
Addressing Infill Streamlining (SB 226) and Evaluation of Comments
May 1, 2012
Following release of its preliminary discussion draft of updates to the CEQA Guidelines
addressing streamlining for infill development in late January, the Governor’s Office of Planning
and Research (OPR) received many suggestions for improvement. OPR’s revised proposal
reflects many of those comments, as well as OPR’s continued research on issues raised during
this update process. We appreciate that stakeholders and interested persons devoted time and
thoughtful energy to participate in this process, and believe this revised proposal is better as a
result.
Changes have been made in Proposed Section 15183.3 and Proposed Appendices M and N
which are available on OPR’s website: http://opr.ca.gov/s_sb226.php. OPR invites additional
public comment on these proposed revisions until June 1, 2012. We encourage electronic
submission of your comments, which may be e-mailed to CEQA.Guidelines@ceres.ca.gov.
Comments may also be mailed or hand delivered to:
CEQA Guidelines Update
c/o Christopher Calfee
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
This document summarizes the major revisions to those documents and also contains
responses to some of the prominent themes raised in the public comments.

I.

Summary of Revisions
A.

Revised Proposed Section 15183.3

Revisions to Proposed Section 15183.3 clarify procedure and intent, and further simplify the
regulatory text. Clarifications include the following:
Many infill projects will not require additional review when the prior EIR contains a good
and detailed analysis of the effects of infill development (see § 15183.3(c))
Determinations pursuant to Section 15183.3 are questions of fact that are to be resolved
by the lead agency (see § 15183.3(d))
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Completion of the Infill Checklist in Appendix N is recommended, but is discretionary
(see § 15183.3(d)(1))
Circumstances requiring additional analysis are similar to those described in Section
15162 (see § 15183.3(d)(1)(D))
Where no further review is required, a notice of determination must be filed instead of a
notice of exemption (see § 15183.3(d)(2)(A))
Additional examples of uniformly applicable development policies and standards have
been provided (see § 15183.3(e)(8))

B.

Revised Proposed Appendix M

The major changes to Proposed Appendix M include:
Addition of a definitions section (see Appendix M, § II)
Removal of performance standards that are not essential to achieving the objectives in
Section 21094.5.5
Addition of major point sources to standards related to near roadways health measures
(see Appendix M, § III)
Elimination of CalGreen Tiers 1 and 2 in higher VMT areas
Restrict use of streamlining in higher VMT areas (see Appendix M, § IV)
Provide proximity to transit as alternate path to streamlining (see Appendix M, § IV)
Simplified measures of distance to households and transit
Simplified application of performance standards for mixed-use projects (see Appendix M,
§ IV(G))

C.

Proposed Appendix N

Changes were made to Proposed Appendix N to conform to the changes described above.
Explanation of these changes is provided in the responses to comments below.

II.

Responses to Prominent Thematic Comments

OPR received many helpful comments during the public review period on the preliminary
discussion draft both in writing and during public workshops held in Sacramento, Fresno and
Los Angeles in February 2012. While responses have not been prepared for each individual
comment, the more frequently raised comments are summarized and grouped thematically
below in italics, followed by responses to those comments.

A.

Comments Related to Vehicle Miles Traveled

Many comments suggested that the Performance Standards should not allow streamlining in
areas with above average vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Comments objected in particular to the
suggestion that green building techniques could compensate for a project’s contribution to
2|Page
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increased regional VMT. No comments supported the application of streamlining in areas with
higher than average VMT.
OPR agrees that building energy efficiency does not compensate for a project’s contribution to
increased VMT. The Narrative Explanation accompanying the initial preliminary draft
acknowledged, for example, that green building techniques will not have the same potential for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as reducing VMT. The Performance Standards have,
therefore, been revised to apply primarily in lower than average VMT areas, and references to
CalGreen Tiers 1 and 2 have been deleted. This revision further supports the environmental
objectives set forth in SB 226, including promoting the land use and transportation patterns set
forth in SB 375 and improving energy efficiency including “transportation energy.” (Pub.
Resources Code, § 21094.5.5(b)(1), (b)(6).) To further encourage the creation of transit
supportive communities, however, the Performance Standards will also allow streamlining for
those residential projects that are within ½ mile of an existing major transit stop or high-quality
transit corridor.

One comment suggested that VMT is not a reliable metric and so it should not be used to
determine eligibility for streamlining.
OPR does not agree that VMT is not a reliable metric. On the contrary, metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs) across the state have invested considerable resources, with the
assistance of the Strategic Growth Council, in improving the quality of their travel demand
models. Many of those travel demand models reflect the best data available and decades of
research. Sketch models, such as CalEEMod, are similarly based on empirical data and
research. Therefore, both regional travel demand models and sketch models provide sufficient
bases on which to forecast future travel behavior. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15144 (since
environmental analysis “necessarily involves some degree of forecasting,” a lead agency’s
obligation is to “use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can”).)
Nevertheless, OPR does agree with the suggestion to provide an alternative basis for
streamlining, and so has revised to the Performance Standards in several instances to allow
streamlining for those projects that are close to transit.

Some comments expressed concern that local governments do not have sufficient access to
regional VMT information.
VMT data are being developed as part of the SB 375 process and most MPOs have already
indicated that they will prepare maps to illustrate which geographic areas exhibit below average
VMT based on regional travel demand models. Sketch models are widely available and are
frequently used in environmental analysis. As noted above, however, the Performance
Standards have in several cases been revised to allow streamlining for those projects that are
close to transit. The location of major transit stops and high-quality transit corridors is easily
verifiable.
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Some comments suggested that the focus on regional VMT ignores the local effects of traffic
density, which has health and other impacts.
The focus on regional VMT in the Performance Standards is an appropriate reflection of the
environmental objectives specified in Public Resources Code section 21094.5.5. Local traffic is
not one of those environmental objectives. Notably, however, Appendix N asks about a
project’s potential traffic-related impacts.

One comment suggested that the size of a commercial project does not necessarily correlate
with VMT.
Regional-serving retail operations tend to attract shoppers from farther distances, and so tend to
encourage more driving and associated increases in greenhouse gas emissions. Such stores
also tend to be large in floor space. Therefore, the performance standards appropriately treat
larger stores differently than smaller retail stores. While the performance standards originally
proposed a 75,000 square foot cap on commercial building size in order to screen out regionalserving retail, that limit has been revised to a 50,000 square foot floor-plate. This smaller size
more accurately approximates neighborhood serving retail. For example, according to the Food
Marketing Institute, the median size of grocery stores in 2010 was 46,000 square feet. (See
http://www.fmi.org/research-resources/supermarket-facts .)

Several comments argued that building energy efficiency is not an adequate trade-off for high
VMT projects.
OPR agrees that building energy efficiency does not compensate for increased VMT.
Therefore, the Performance Standards have been revised to remove references to CalGreen
Tiers 1 and 2.

One comment suggested that demographics can influence VMT and so VMT is not necessarily
a good indication of good regional location.
While VMT can be influenced by several factors, including demographic factors, VMT remains
the best aggregated proxy for density, transit accessibility and travel behavior.

Some comments urged that when a project relies on sketch-tools and project features to reduce
VMT, those project features should be binding and enforceable.
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To the extent that a project includes certain features designed to reduce VMT, those features
would be part of the project description. A project approval that differs from the project
description in an environmental review is vulnerable to challenge.

Some comments suggested that the Guidelines should specify which sketch-tools and models
are acceptable, and should annually update them.
OPR declines to specify certain sketch models as “acceptable” for several reasons. First,
CEQA typically defers to the methodology selected by the lead agency so long as the agency’s
conclusions are based on substantial evidence. (See, e.g., Eureka Citizens for Responsible
Gov’t v. City of Eureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 371-373.) Second, sketch models are
continually being improved. Presently, a new generation of sketch models is emerging which
will be calibrated and validated with locally specific data, and therefore calculate VMT with even
greater accuracy.

B.

Comments Related to Public Health

Some comments objected to the inclusion of performance standards related to public health,
suggesting that such issues are not an appropriate subject in a CEQA analysis.
OPR disagrees that the performance standards should not address health. Human health is a
proper CEQA consideration as the statute specifically calls for analysis of environmental effects
of a project that “will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or
indirectly.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21083(b)(3).) Moreover, SB 226 expressly requires the
performance standards to include measures to protect public health from air and other sources
of pollution. (Id. at § 21094.5.5(b)(7).) Therefore, the Performance Standards appropriately
address public health considerations.

Several comments indicated that focusing on near-roadway locations ignores other potential
hotspots. Others suggested that a cumulative assessment of background pollutant
concentrations is needed.
OPR agrees that roadways are not the only sources of harmful pollution. Therefore, the
Performance Standards have been revised to include consideration of other stationary sources
of potential pollutants identified by local air districts. Basing siting decisions on background
pollutant concentrations may not be feasible at this time for several reasons. First, while
background data are improving in some regions, monitoring stations may only provide regionwide data, and not provide accurate information at the neighborhood level. Second, monitoring
stations may only monitor some, but not all, pollutants of concern. Requiring consideration of
nearby stationary sources is sufficient to promote the protection of public health.
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One comment suggested setting specific thresholds and study zones, and incorporating a set
list of air filters into the Performance Standards.
OPR declines to set specific thresholds or to specify particular mitigation to protect against air
pollutants. SB 226 did not authorize OPR to develop thresholds; rather, it requires performance
standards to promote protection of public health. Further, thresholds and buffer zones may
differ from location to location depending on variables such as prevailing winds and local
topography. The Performance Standards accommodate that potential for variability. Similarly,
the need for or utility of any mitigation strategy may vary depending on the specifics of the
project and its location. Therefore, lead agencies are in the best position to determine which
measures would adequately promote the protection of public health.

Several comments suggested that the Performance Standards address other health concerns
such as noise, pedestrian safety, affordability, increases in local traffic density.
OPR declines to modify the Performance Standards to include other potentially health-related
issues for several reasons. First, Title 24 building standards already address insulation
requirements for noise, and the General Plan Guidelines currently require analysis of projected
noise at a community level. Those regulations already promote the protection of public health
from noise, and so further limitations in Performance Standards are not needed. Similarly,
Appendix N already asks about impacts related to localized traffic impacts and pedestrian
safety. (See, e.g., Appendix N, Section XVI (a), (b) and (f).) See also responses regarding
affordability below.

Some comments suggested that performance standards related to air pollution should not apply
only to residential uses, but also schools and workplaces.
The Education Code contains specific requirements for schools related to location near sources
of air pollution, so the Performance Standards need not duplicate those rules. Moreover, such
rules generally need not apply to the other land use types. People also generally spend less
time in workplaces and commercial areas than in residential areas.

C.

Comments Related to Affordability

Several comments suggested that the Performance Standards include a provision requiring “no
net loss” of affordable units.
Though OPR supports protection and enhancement of the state’s stock of affordable housing,
OPR declines to include a “no net loss” requirement in the Performance Standards for several
reasons. First, CEQA already requires evaluation of displacement, so additional performance
standards are not needed to address that potential adverse effect. Second, a strict no net loss
rule could discourage currently substandard housing from being rehabilitated or improved.
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Third, a strict no net loss rule may discourage infill development and make greenfield
development more attractive. Such a requirement would, therefore, counter the intent of SB
226 to promote infill.

Other comments suggest that the Performance Standards should require that projects include a
certain minimum percentage of affordable units that are income restricted for a certain number
of years, similar to an inclusionary housing requirement.
Though OPR supports the development of affordable housing, OPR declines to require an
inclusionary housing requirement in the Performance Standards. First, many jurisdictions
already have inclusionary housing ordinances, and others provide density bonus incentives.
(OPR, California Planner’s Book of Lists (2007) at p. 83.) Second, establishing a statewide
inclusionary requirement may not be effective. The precise formula for such a requirement
depends on local conditions, sometimes even down to the neighborhood level. (California
Coalition for Rural Housing and the Non-Profit Housing Association of Northern California,
“Inclusionary Housing In California: 30 Years of Innovation,” NHC Affordable Housing Policy
Review, February 2004.) Notably, though inclusionary standards are not expressly included in
the draft Performance Standards, when transportation costs are considered together with
housing costs, incentivizing new development in transportation efficient locations (as the
Performance Standards currently do) will lead to increased affordability overall. (See, e.g.,
Center for Neighborhood Technology, “Safe, Decent, and Affordable: The Transportation Costs
of Affordable Housing in the Chicago Region,” January 2012; Urban Land Institute, “Bay Area
Burden: Examining the Costs and Impacts of Housing and Transportation on Bay Area
Residents, Their Neighborhoods, and the Environment,” 2009.)

Several comments suggested that the Performance Standards should address displacement
effects.
While displacement is an effect that requires attention in planning and revitalization efforts, OPR
declines to add further Performance Standards related to displacement. The purpose of the
performance standards is to promote development that maximizes certain specified
environmental benefits. CEQA already requires analysis of adverse environmental effects,
including displacement. (See, e.g., Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Airport Land Use Com.
(2007) 41 Cal. 4th 372, 383.) Thus, where a project would cause displacement, CEQA would
require analysis of that effect.

D.

Comments Raising Legal Issues

Some comments suggested that section 15183.3 require more analysis if the prior EIR did not
reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
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Section 15183.3 is consistent with the directive in SB 226 that CEQA analysis of infill projects
“shall be limited” to effects that were not analyzed in a prior EIR or are more significant than
previously analyzed. (See Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5(a) (“the application of this division
to the approval of an infill project shall be limited to the effects on the environment that (A) are
specific to the project or to the project site and were not addressed as significant effects in the
prior environmental impact report or (B) substantial new information shows the effects will be
more significant than described in the prior environmental impact report”) (emphasis added).)
The limiting language in SB 226 contrasts with the section on tiering, which does require further
analysis unless effects are fully mitigated in the first tier document. (Pub. Resources Code, §
21094(a)(1).) By creating a separate process for infill projects that satisfy a set of performance
standards, SB 226 is intended to be meaningfully different than tiering under Section 21094.

Some comments suggested that Section 15183.3 should define “substantially mitigate” to mean
that effects are mitigated to a less than significant level.
SB 226 does not define the phrase “substantially mitigate.” In fact, term “mitigate” is not itself
defined in the CEQA statute. Some meaning can be gleaned from related words and contexts,
however. Section 21064.5, for example, defines “mitigated negative declaration” to mean a
negative declaration that is adopted where the initial study finds that potentially significant
effects may occur, but measures are incorporated into the project that would “mitigate the
effects to a point where clearly no significant effect on the environment would occur[.]” In other
words, a mitigated negative declaration is appropriate when measures can be adopted that will
“fully mitigate” an impact. Similarly, in the context of tiering, Section 21094 requires additional
review of an effect unless a first tier EIR “adequately addressed” that effect. “Adequately
addressed” has been interpreted to mean mitigated to a less than significant level.
(Communities for a Better Environment v. Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98, 122125.) In prescribing the use of uniformly applicable development policies, however, the
legislature used a very different vocabulary. We must assume that the legislature intended the
phrase “substantially mitigate” to mean something different than fully mitigate or mitigate to a
less than significant level. Indeed, because the dictionary definition of “substantially” includes
“being largely but not wholly that which is specified,” proposed Section 15183.3 appropriately
interprets “substantially mitigate” to mean that the uniformly applicable development policy does
not need to mitigate an effect to a less than significant level.

Some comments suggested that uniformly applicable development policies cannot be used
where effects have not been previously analyzed.
OPR disagrees that uniformly applicable development policies can only be used when effects
have been analyzed in a prior EIR. Section 21094.5(a)(2) states: “An effect of a project upon
the environment shall not be considered a specific effect of the project or a significant effect that
was not considered significant in a prior environmental impact report, or an effect that is more
significant than was described in the prior environmental impact report if uniformly applicable
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development policies or standards … will substantially mitigate that effect.” (Emphasis added.)
The interpretation suggested in this comment would fail to give meaning to the words “a
significant effect that was not considered significant in a prior environmental impact report.”

Several comments suggested that Section 15183.3 should require consideration of mitigation
measures that have not been previously considered. Conversely, other comments suggested
that the availability of new mitigation does not lead to an effect being more significant.
Section 21094.5(a) states that new analysis is required for an infill project where “substantial
new information shows the effects will be more significant than described in the prior
environmental impact report.” This language is similar to that found in Section 21166, which
requires supplemental review in the face of certain new information. CEQA Guidelines Section
15162, which implements Section 21166, provides that “new information” includes information
showing that new mitigation measures are feasible and will mitigate an effect previously found
to be significant. Thus, proposed Section 15183.3(d)(1)(D) mimics the circumstances described
in section 15162(a)(3). Specifically, additional analysis will be required where new feasible
mitigation measures would substantially reduce a previously disclosed significant effect, and
such measures are not included in the project.

One comment suggests that the checklist and proposed Section 15183.3 should focus on
whether an effect is worse than previously analyzed, not whether the project’s effect is worse.
Proposed Section 15183.3 and Appendix N appropriately focus on effects of infill projects since
the purpose of any environmental review is to examine effects caused by a project. Effects that
are not caused by a project need not be analyzed. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15130(a)(1)(“An EIR
should not discuss impacts which do not result in part from the project evaluated in the EIR”).)
The hypothetical situation described in the comment, in which new information shows that a
given level of pollution would cause worse effects than previously analyzed, would be an
example of a “more significant” effect. Under proposed Section 15183.3(d)(1)(D), an effect
would be “more significant” if “substantial new information shows that the effects of the infill
project would be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR.”

Several comments indicated that the Guidelines should specify what standard of judicial review
applies to determinations under proposed Section 15183.3.
Generally, courts review an administrative agency’s conclusions on questions of fact using the
“substantial evidence” standard. (See, e.g., Code of Civ. Proc. § 1094.5; Pub. Resources Code,
§§ 21168, 21168.5; Banker's Hill, et al. v. City of San Diego (2006) 139 Cal. App. 4th 249, 263264.) Under that standard, a court should affirm a lead agency’s decision that is supported with
substantial evidence.
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A less deferential “fair argument” standard is an exception to the general rule of deference to
lead agency decision-making. (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal.
(1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1135.) Specifically, the California Supreme Court explained that “the
‘fair argument’ test was derived from an interpretation of the language of, and policies
underlying, section 21151” and for this reason, “the ‘fair argument’ test has been applied only to
the decision whether to prepare an original EIR or a negative declaration.” (Id. (emphasis
added).) Section 21151 requires preparation of an EIR in the first instance when the project
“may” have a significant effect on the environment. Courts applying the fair argument test to
circumstances other than the determination of whether to prepare an EIR in the first instance
have done so only when the triggering words “may” or “reasonable possibility” appear in the
statute or regulation. (See, e.g., Sierra Club v. County of Sonoma (1992) 6 Cal. App. 4th 1307,
1319 (decision of whether to prepare a second tier EIR is subject to the fair argument test
because the language in Section 21094(c) mirrors the language in Section 21151); Banker's
Hill, supra, 139 Cal. App. 4th at 265 (“Because the fair argument standard was derived from a
phrase in CEQA section 21151(a), which is substantively identical to the phrase in Guidelines
section 15300.2(c), it is logical to apply the fair argument standard” to the question of whether a
“reasonable possibility” triggers an exception to a categorical exemption).) In those
circumstances where the fair argument test applies, the lead agency’s task is not to weigh the
evidence to determine whether an effect will be significant; rather, it only determines whether
the record contains any substantial evidence indicating that an effect may be significant.
Because the existence of evidence supporting a fair argument is a question of law, courts do not
defer to an agency’s conclusions under the fair argument standard. (Banker’s Hill, supra, 139
Cal.App.4th at p. 264.)
Turning to SB 226, Section 21094.5 applies only after an EIR for a planning level decision has
already been certified. That section also requires lead agencies to resolve several questions of
fact, including whether an infill project satisfies the performance standards in the CEQA
Guidelines, whether the effects of the infill project are specific to the project and were not
addressed in the prior EIR or are more significant than previously analyzed, and whether
uniformly applicable development policies will substantially mitigate new or more significant
effects. Section 21094.5 does not contain any language similar to Section 21151 (i.e., “may”)
that would suggest that those determinations are questions of law. Thus, in OPR’s view, the
substantial evidence standard will govern an agency’s determinations made pursuant to Section
15183.3.
The policy underlying SB 226 supports this view. Section 21094.5 is a streamlining mechanism
intended to promote the state’s long-standing policy preference for infill development when the
effects of such development were already analyzed at a programmatic level. Unlike tiering
under Section 21094, which could apply to any type of project and which incorporates a fair
argument standard, Section 21094.5 applies only to infill projects that will produce
environmental benefits. Had the legislature intended to apply the same process and standard of
review to such projects, it would not have enacted a separate statutory scheme.
Some observers have pointed to the section of CEQA addressing review of a “sustainable
communities environmental assessment” as a relevant indication of legislative intent regarding
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the standard of review. Section 21155.2(b)(7) states: a “lead agency’s decision to review and
approve a transit priority project with a sustainable communities environmental assessment
shall be reviewed under the substantial evidence standard.” Some interpret the absence of
similar language in SB 226 as evidence that the legislature intended the fair argument to apply
to section 21094.5. The SCEA provision must be read in context, however. Section 21151.2
contemplates a mechanism similar to tiering whereby a local lead agency can draw from
analysis in an EIR prepared for a high-level regional transportation plan by a regional MPO.
Indeed, parallel to the construction in section 21094, the provision on SCEAs requires further
analysis of effects that are not “adequately addressed.” As noted above, “adequately
addressed” has been interpreted to mean mitigated to a less than significant level.
(Communities for a Better Environment, supra, 103 Cal.App.4th at 122-125.) Thus, given
Section 21155.2’s parallels to Section 21094, and the case law applying the fair argument test
to the latter section, it was appropriate for the legislature to clarify which standard applied to
review of an SCEA. Here, however, Section 21094.5 is distinct from the tiering statute, and in
fact more closely resembles Section 21166, a provision governing supplemental review and to
which the substantial evidence standard applies. (Sierra Club, supra, 6 Cal. App. 4th at 1318.)
The Guidelines have in other contexts signaled whether a lead agency should weigh evidence
and reach a factual determination, or instead determine only the presence of substantial
evidence supporting a fair argument. (See, e.g., CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15064(f)(1) (determining
whether an EIR is required in the first instance), 15177(c) (“Whether a subsequent project is
within the scope of the Master EIR is a question of fact to be determined by the lead
agency…”).) As administrative regulations, it is appropriate for the CEQA Guidelines to provide
guidance on the mandate in SB 226. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21094.5.5(a); Gov. Code, §
11342.600; see also Committee for Green Foothills v. Santa Clara County Bd. of Supervisors
(2010) 48 Cal. 4th 32, 49 (noting OPR’s “special expertise in interpreting the CEQA statutes”).)
Therefore, proposed Section 15183.3 has been revised to clarify that the determinations called
for in Section 21094.5 are questions of fact to be determined by the lead agency.

Several comments urged that the Guidelines require a Notice of Exemption to be filed and to
provide for public review of the determination that no further review is required. Conversely,
other comments indicated that no notice should be required.
As originally proposed, Section 15183.3 provided that lead agencies “may” file a Notice of
Exemption under certain circumstances. The filing of a Notice of Exemption is generally
discretionary. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code, § 21152(b); but see 21152.1 (requiring the
filing of a Notice of Exemption for projects that utilize the statutory housing exemptions).)
Proposed Section 15183.3 has been revised, however, to require the filing of a Notice of
Determination. While Section 21094.5 is clear that CEQA does not apply when the infill project
would not cause any new or more significant effects, since a prior EIR must have been certified,
the appropriate notice to file is set forth in Sections 21108(a) and 21152(a). (See Committee for
Green Foothills v. Santa Clara County Bd. of Sup. (2010) 48 Cal. 4th 32, 46-52.) Because
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Sections 21108(a) and 21152(a) require the filing of a notice of determination following project
approval, proposed Section 15183.3 has been revised to state that such notice “shall” be filed.
While proposed Section 15183.3 has been revised to require the filing of a Notice of
Determination following project approval, Section 21094.5 does not require public review of a
lead agency’s determination that all effects of an infill project have either been previously
addressed or are substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies.
Therefore, proposed Section 15183.3 cannot impose such a requirement. Notably, this is
similar to the operation of Section 15164, which addresses adoption of an addendum. In such
cases, public review of the lead agency’s decision not to prepare supplemental review is not
required. Further, to the extent that the infill project requires approval of a planning commission,
city council, or other local public body, Brown Act notice requirements would apply.

Several comments suggested that proposed Section 15183.3 should not introduce new terms
such as “more significant” and “substantially mitigate”.
OPR agrees that consistent and familiar terminology should be used where possible. Where
Section 21094.5 uses particular phrases, however, it is appropriate to use the terminology found
in the statute and to give meaning to that terminology in the Guidelines.

Many counties commented that CEQA streamlining benefits should apply equally in counties
and incorporated cities.
SB 226 does apply to unincorporated areas within counties under limited circumstances;
however, it will apply mostly in incorporated cities. Proposed Section 15183.3 reflects the
limitation set forth in SB 226 itself. Projects proposed in unincorporated counties may still
qualify for other CEQA exemptions and streamlining mechanisms, however. (See, e.g., Pub.
Resources Code § 21159.24.)

Several comments suggested that prior EIRs should be subject to a five or ten year age limit.
As administrative regulations, the CEQA Guidelines can only interpret the CEQA statute. They
cannot add new requirements that are not found in the statute. SB 226 provides a specific
definition of “prior environmental impact report” which “means the environmental impact report
certified for a planning level decision” as well as any supplements or addenda. (Pub.
Resources Code, § 21094.5(e)(3).) Neither that definition nor anything else in SB 226 suggests
that any time limit applies to a prior EIR. (Contrast id. at § 21157.6(a)(limiting the use of Master
EIRs more than five years following certification).) No time limit is needed, moreover, since
changes in circumstances since certification may require additional analysis where effects of the
infill project are new and specific or are more significant than were previously analyzed.
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E.

Comments Related to Implementation

Some comments suggested that the Infill Checklist in Appendix N should not be required.
Proposed Section 15183.3 does not require that lead agencies use the infill checklist in
Appendix N. Rather, Appendix N is a tool that lead agencies can use to help document the infill
project’s eligibility for streamlining, as well as determinations regarding whether the infill project
would result in any new or more significant effects. Notably, initial studies must be prepared
when relying on tieirng or Master EIRs. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21094(c),
21157.1(b); see also CEQA Guidelines, § 15168(c)(4).) Appendix N will be particularly helpful
where analysis of the infill project’s effects is contained in several different documents (i.e., a
prior EIR and various supplements) and where the lead agency relies on uniformly applicable
development policies to substantially mitigate any new or more significant effects. Proposed
Section 15183.3 has been revised, however, to make clear that use of the infill checklist is
discretionary.

Several comments noted that CEQA contains other streamlining mechanisms, and asked how
proposed Section 15183.3 offers streamlining beyond other those other tools?
Other mechanisms fall into two general categories: (1) exemptions and (2) tiering and
streamlining. Regarding exemptions, proposed Section 15183.3 provides several advantages.
First, compared to the stringent eligibility criteria in the statutory exemption in Section 21159.24,
proposed Section 15183.3 will apply in a much broader range of circumstances. Second, even
the more broadly written categorical exemption in Section 15332 only applies to smaller projects
that are consistent with all applicable general plan and zoning designations that will not
contribute to any significant effects. Proposed Section 15183.3 may be useful for projects that
are larger, would require some plan or zoning amendments, or might contribute to significant
impacts. Regarding tiering and streamlining, proposed Section 15183.3 removes many of the
hurdles that accompany other mechanisms. For example, the prior EIR is not subject to a
specific time limit, later projects need not be specifically identified in the prior EIR, the analysis
of significant effects does not need to be repeated at the project level, and uniformly applicable
development policies can be used in a greater range of circumstances. Even when an infill EIR
is required, it can be limited to just the new issues requiring additional review. Further, an infill
EIR need not include a growth-inducing impacts analysis and can include a more limited
alternatives analysis. For additional detail regarding the streamlining advantages of SB 226,
please refer to pages 7 to 9 of the Narrative Explanation that accompanied the preliminary
discussion draft.

Several comments asked how proposed Section 15183.3 would affect the Class 32 Infill
Exemption?
Proposed Section 15183.3 provides an additional streamlining tool for lead agencies and project
applicants. It will not replace the existing categorical exemption for infill development.
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Some comments requested additional guidance on when analysis for planning level documents
may be sufficient for later projects.
As originally proposed, Section 15183.3 stated that impacts of an infill project likely fell within
the scope of a prior EIR if that EIR addressed the magnitude and nature of the infill project’s
effects. A review of case law addressing the “within the scope” question revealed that the
question is highly fact dependent. (See, e.g., Citizens for Responsible Equitable Environmental
Development v. City of San Diego Redevelopment Agency (2005) 134 Cal. App. 4th 598
(considering factors such as geographic scope of the plan, plan designations, buildout
projections, and other factors).) Rather than attempt to list every potentially relevant factor in
the Guidelines, the revised Section 15183.3 recognizes that the question of whether an infill
project’s effects were analyzed in a prior EIR is a question of fact for the lead agency to resolve.
As noted above, in the discussion of standards of review, because it is a question of fact, courts
should defer to the lead agency’s conclusions so long as they are supported with substantial
evidence. (See, e.g., Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124
Cal. App. 4th 1184, 1198.)

Comments indicated that the amount of streamlining under SB 226 will depend on the quality of
local plans, and that OPR should commit to providing assistance and support.
OPR agrees that EIRs for planning decisions will be most helpful in dealing infill projects if they
deal with the effects of infill as specifically and comprehensively as possible. With a good and
detailed analysis of the program, the effects of many infill projects could be found to be within
the scope of analysis in such EIRs, and no further environmental documents would be required.
OPR is committed to providing guidance and assistance to local communities that plan for the
effects of infill development. Additional guidance on infill issues will be provided, for example, in
a forthcoming update to the General Plan Guidelines. Further, financial support for such
planning activities is available through the Strategic Growth Council. For additional information
on the Council’s grant programs, please see their website at www.sgc.ca.gov.

F.

Definitions

One comment suggested that “Transit Station” should be more specifically defined in proposed
Section 15183.3.
OPR agrees, and has revised the definition of “infill project” in Section 15183.3 to provide a
more specific definition of transit station. That definition was drawn in part from the definition of
“transit station” in the Transit Village Development Planning Act, but also includes
improvements necessary to facilitate access to such facilities. (Gov. Code, § 65460.1(b)(5).)
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Some comments suggested that all references to transit should match the definition of “major
transit stop” in Section 21064.3.
Section 21064.3 defines “major transit stop” to mean: “a site containing an existing rail transit
station, a ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or
more major bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less during the
morning and afternoon peak commute periods.” That definition was added by the same bill that
created the statutory exemption for infill housing. (Stats 2002 ch 1039 § 3 (SB 1925).) That
exemption only applies in large urban areas, and so the definition of “major transit stop” is
appropriate for that setting. SB 226 applies in all incorporated cities, regardless of size, and so
a more expansive definition of transit is appropriate. Thus, Appendix M has been revised to
clarify that transit includes either a major transit stop or a high quality transit corridor as defined
in Section 21155(b)(defining “high quality transit corridor” as “a corridor with fixed route bus
service with service intervals no longer than 15 minutes during peak commute hours”). The
definition of high quality transit corridor comes from SB 375 and is so appropriate here given the
ties in SB 226 to Sustainable Communities Strategies.

One comment noted that for the purpose of determining whether a site qualifies as “infill,” the
site should be surrounded with “qualified urban uses” that are actually developed, and not just
zoned.
OPR agrees that to effectuate the intent of facilitating infill, a site should be surrounded by
actual development, and not just planned uses. Thus, Section 15183.3 has been revised to
clarify that a vacant site is only eligible if it adjoins “existing” qualified urban uses on at least
seventy-five percent of the site’s perimeter.

G.

Comments Regarding the Performance Standards

Some comments suggested that multiple performance standards create additional hurdles to
development of infill projects, and create fodder for litigation. On the other hand, several
comments suggested that additional performance standards should be added to address a
wider range of urban conditions and design considerations.
As noted in the Narrative Explanation accompanying the preliminary draft of the Guidelines,
OPR’s policy objective is to facilitate infill development and to maximize the environmental
benefits called out in SB 226. Another policy objective was to make the performance standards
as simple and easy to implement as possible. Deciding which measures to include necessarily
involves a balance of sometimes competing interests. Ultimately, having considered all
suggestions regarding the performance standards, OPR agrees that while the standards related
to active transportation and transit area planning promote important policies, they are not
essential to maximizing the objectives set forth in SB 226. Those standards have therefore
been removed from Appendix M.
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Other suggested standards related to stormwater, climate change adaptation, urban tree
canopy, green spaces, and others are equally valuable, and OPR agrees that they are important
considerations in urban design. Such issues can and should be dealt with on the local level,
and so the definition of “uniformly applicable development policies” in proposed Section 15183.3
has been revised to include such local policies. In light of the specific direction in Section
21094.5.5, however, OPR does not agree that they must be addressed as performance
standards.

Several comments suggested that the Guidelines avoid unfamiliar metrics such as “pedestrian
network miles.”
As originally proposed, some distances in the Performance Standards would be measured in
“pedestrian network miles” (i.e., the distance that one would walk to travel from point A to point
B). The reason for doing so would be to account for barriers to pedestrian travel that might
undermine one use’s proximity to another use. Nevertheless, given OPR’s policy of favoring
ease of implementation, Appendix M has been revised to provide simpler measures (i.e.,
radius).

Some comments recommended providing a specific category for mixed-use projects.
Appendix M originally would have required that mixed-use projects satisfy all of the performance
standards for each applicable land use. To further simplify implementation, however, Appendix
M has been revised to provide that the standards applicable to the predominant land use shall
apply to the entire project. The phrase “predominant land use” is used because the precise
square-footage, acreage or other metrics may not be known at the time of environmental
review. Also, such metrics are less useful in the context of vertical mixes of uses.

Many of the comments suggested that the Guidelines and Performance Standards should be
regularly updated.
OPR agrees that updates to the Guidelines and Performance Standards may be appropriate as
measurements of VMT and understanding of health-effects of urban living improve. SB 226
contemplates that the Performance Standards may be updated as often as necessary to protect
the environment.

H.

Comments Related to Process

Several comments suggested that 30 days is not a sufficient review period.
OPR appreciates both the interest in this update process as well as the need for adequate
review. As noted in the Narrative Explanation, OPR released the preliminary discussion draft
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for public review as soon as feasible in order to allow for a high degree of public input. The
initial review period was limited to thirty days so that OPR could review all public input and
revise the proposal package in sufficient time to allow for additional public review before the July
1 deadline for submission to the Natural Resources Agency. Notably, OPR’s development of
the CEQA Guidelines involves pre-rulemaking public outreach. The Natural Resources Agency
will conduct additional public outreach pursuant to the California Administrative Procedure Act.

III.

Who Can I Contact with Additional Questions?

Questions about the revised proposal can be directed to either Chris Calfee
(Christopher.Calfee@opr.ca.gov) or Chris Ganson (Chris.Ganson@opr.ca.gov) at (916) 3222318.
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TAB Q

0963

Final Adopted Regulations: Please note, non-substantial changes were made in response to public
comments received during the 15-day public comment period. A full discussion of the changes to the
modified proposal can be found in the Final Statement of Reasons as page 3.
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